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The Contents of the Third Book.

T

B E Third Book is m Analyfis in Species of the choicejl of DiophantusV much admired ^efiions concerning So[uares^>^ , Cubes,
and right-angled Triangles in rational numbers • with other Q^Hions of like nature. To which is alfo added a brief Expoftion
upon KjMonfteur FermatV Analytical Invention, prefixed to Monfieur Bachet’-f Comment upon Diophantus, Printed at ToloZ-Cj Ann, i6']0»
^
number of Qj^ftions in the Third Book is 130.
. ^

The C

o N T E N T

s of the Fourth Book.
4

T

he Fourth Book is an IntroduBion to Mathematical Refolution and Com^
pofttion- where, the excellent ufe of the Algebraical or Anaptual
'Art is evidently jhewn, both in finding out the Solutions of Geometrical Plane
Problems, (viz. of fuch whofe Delineations require only the drawing of Right
and Circular lines ■) as alfi in discovering Synthetkal
TJnce deduced altogcL fiom things natty
J ^ ,
r
^
rLf,u(lv exemvhf^^^

^

/!
Geometrically and Arithme^

"/'“i /*' r'‘

Book is divided into Ten chapters, the Contents whereof are thefe, viz.

C

A

H

1.

.

2

P.

The Explication of Chara(5tei’s, drt.
The Explication of Axioms.
'
.
,
. ,
.
The Explication of Definitions concerning the ulual ways ot
arguing to deduce one Analogy from another.
Various Fundamental Theorems demonftrated.
A Colledion of Canonical Geometrical Effedions.;
Algebraical Fra6tions Geometrically expounded.
Four claffes of Examples of the Refolution and Compofition of
Plane Problems.
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{

iMong all the Wjritets upon the. JIgehaieaI Art, there hath none
been hitherto tewn more antient, nor any more famous for
(hewing the admirable force of that Art in folving Arithmetical
Problems, than Diofhanm of Alexandria, who lived, (as Authors
compute,) above thirteen hundred years ago. He wrote thirteen
Books of Arithmetic^, and one concerning MHhmguUr mmhers^
but of thofe thirteen, fix only are extant, which contain two hundred
and eight Queftions, many of which are fo knotty and abftrule,
that they can hardly be folved without the help of Diofhanm
his oeculiar Method* whofe Speculations are fofublime, that where there feems to be
an imnofhbilitv of finding out a fingle Anfwcr to a Queftion,.he fliews how to find our
innTit
( of ordinary )'nunSrs. Now ,o gi« .he in^emoo.
Reader of thefe £/e»»e«« a delightful Profpea of the
Arithmeticians,

therein explain’d
fa the fecond, third, fourth,

fifth and fixth Books of his Arithmetick b

Commentator hitherto

are inferred ro wit, thofe which have no citation referring to any Author.
Note Vat A ftands for the word Tritagle, and □ for a SqMrenmber j but as to_
theVft’of the Charafters ufed in this third Book, they have already been explain d m
Chap. I. Book, I* ot thefe Elements.
£IV E ST.

1.

( This is the 9 th of the fecond Book of Biophantm.)

To divide a given fquare number into two Squares.
rESOLVTION I.
1. Let the fquare number given to be divided be

;
15

a!
2.
4*.
5.

The Root dr fide thereof is . . . ’ * c ' ‘
t
For the Root or fide of the firft of the two Squares fought put ?> ^
Therefore the firft Square is . . . * • \ * *. *
And confcquently, (by the firft and fourth fteps,) the fecond?
Square muft be equal to
‘
‘
j ,
6 Nowletthefide of thcfeGondSquarcbcfetgnedtobe . . . ^
— 4, or 4-24
7. Therefore the Square of the faid feigned fide is . . . ^
i ^ J i- »^
8. Which Square muft be equal to 16—44 in the fifth ftep, hence this Mowing Equation
arifeth, vi^,
444—I d4-pi 6 = 16 —44j

A

9. From
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p. From which Equation, after due Reduftion, the fide of the firft )
Square will be made known, viz. ...
. . . 5 ** — iA5
10. And by the ninth and fixth fteps, the fide of the fecond’square i
will likewife bedifeovered, viz.. . , , .s \a •4
—•

ia.
i

^ So the Tides of the two Squares fought are found
and
; which will folve the
(^efiion . for the Square of
is
, and the Square of
is
both which Squares
added together make J , that is, 16; as was required:
^
Note. That which is moft remarkable in the' foregoing Refolution of Diophantas, is
his ingenious and peculiar way of feigning the fide of a Square to be equated to 15 -1J
mfuch manner, that after the Equation is duely reduced, the number reprefented by ^ will
neceflarily b^e Rationak Now becaufe he makes great-ufe of the like manner of feigning
the lides of Squares to be equal to Algebraical quantities, in refolving divers hard Queflions^
( as will copioufly appear in this third Book,) the Learner muff endeavour to be very well
Obfemtfom
Method; for his eafe therefore 1 fiiall explain it in the following
Obfervations upon Qiieft. i,

.V
- 4 in Ihe fixth ftep of the foregoing Refolution.’
umaybeasked, why —4, andnot —or feme other number ? to this I anfwer
There b a necefllty that this number be alwayes the fide of the Square given to be divided
into two ^uares; fo Dtofhmtm feigns the fecond fide to be aa — 4, ( 4 being the fide
given Square,) tothe end that in the Squat of a4 there
given to be divided, foe then
1 K e'* "7
«g''‘i'
of 'he Refolution,)
on each part of the Equation, whence by fubtraifting 15 from
diridS hT^
eonfequently each part of this Equanon being
divided by a, the Quotients give ^a — 16, wherefore 4 = -tf.
^
®
r.rVff -r' n ‘he pat's of the faid feigned fide of the fecond Square muft (in this
i.) '
neceflarily have the fign — prefixt to it, fo Dicfhmm feigns the faid fecond fiSe to be
and7J,Ln li,"
mfr'T."'’ “'■' ‘hepa«s or terms of its Square would be Affirmative,
theSquattt;"!^!®
oafijy appear by comparing
thetide of the fecond Squar? Cds’fergnt't be ‘If-"? li ‘4 -

nm^f 4’

1 ttTde off; fiTft
fouSh:
'‘”7"'" -“""ht ptefix^t to 4 ?* to f^s 1 anfwet
if tne ildc or the hrit Square fought be affumed or fuppofea m be or
Tas it is in the
third ftep of the Refolution.) then the fide of the fecond Square cannot be a-4 os 1-a
as will be evident by a due procefs upon that fuppofition , for the Square of’4 —4 or
duaion ‘?i"’*«h="’g«fi“ated to 44-16, there wi^rife, after due Reduflion, 4
4, and confeqnently, 4 — 4, or 4 — 4, which was put for the fecond Souf
wil) be equal to noihing; The like abfurdity will follow as often as the numbers f fixt
fi“i? f 4't' f "^"1
f«"gh' are equal to one another t,? f the
firft fide be feigned to be 54. and the fecond 5 4 4, or 4L 54, or if ^fir’ll fidebe sf
and the fecond .4 —4, or 4—84, &c. from fuch fuppofitions a frnitlefs Equation will
iMi’no of'f ffecond Square will be found e^al ro nothing Ef The
hefafeT aptttftake this for a Rule, (the reafon whereof will
nerearter appear by Obfervat. i. of the lollowing Refolution 2. of this
i ^ Let
the numbers prefixt to . in the feigned fides of the two Squares fought be aljfwo unequal '
mbers
if ^ or 1be put for the firft fide, the fecond may beia-A dr 24-4
Again Ifweput 34 for the farft fide, the Square thereof will be 944 • and confeqi’eST
equfitoT^*'^”'^^ g'vcn ‘0 be divided into two Squares is 16, the fecond Square fiiall bl
? I4
i74 T: 7 tf'
“I be 14 - 4, or 4 - a 4, the Square whereof

. «T£t'

tfzzi

in
(wbich Is worthy of the Learner’s obfervation) it hapoens that
.n refolving the Pofitions, the fecond fide is expounded by 4 - a 4. not by L - ?,Though
the

(iyefl:.
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the Refolution be juftly formed from either of them . for the Square 444— 154^- 16'^
whiles a is unknown, may have for its fide either 7a— 4, or 4—• 24, and which fo ever
of thefe fides be feigned, the fame Equation will arife to find out the number 4, which, after
it is difcovered, is to be'compared to fuch of thofe two feigned Tides as will produce a number
greater than nothing; fo the number a being before found out to be f f, it is manifeft that
24 —4 is lefs than nothing, but 4 — 24 gives ff, which is the true fide of the fecond
Square. So likewife in the Example of Diofhantm, the fide of the fecond Square cannot
be expounded by 4 — 24, ( although the value of a may be rightly found out from that
fuppolition, as \Vell as from 24 — 4
for 4 being found equal to
the faid 4 — 24 is
lels than nothing.
4. Here I Ihall recommend to the Learner one general Obfervation, viz. The principal
fcope in feigning the fide of a Square to be equated to fome Algebraick Quantity wherein
the higheft unknown Power is 44, muft be to teign the faid fide in fuch manner, that after
due Reduv^ion , either the Abfolute numbers may vanifii» and confequently an Equation
remain between fome number of 44 , and fome number of a , whence by Divifion the
number 4 will neceffarily be Rational} or dfe, (as hereafter will fully appear in this Book,)
that 44 may vaniili out of each part j and confequently an Equation remain between fome
number of 4 , and fome Abfolute number • hence alfo the number 4 will be Rational.
Having explain’d Diofhantns his Refolution of
i* by Numeral Algebra, I fliall
in the next place refolve the fame by Literal Algebra, whence divers ufcful Canons will
be brought to light.
RE SO LVTIO N 2. of ^^efl. i: which is here Repeated, viz..

To divide a given (quare number ilito two Squares.
i< For the fide of the given Square put
2, Therefore the faid Square is.^
3, Take any two unequal numbers, fuppofe j'thegreater, and r the lefler, (which s and r arc to bei
wfed inftead of the numbers prefixt to a in the fore-'
going Refolution,) then for the fide of the firfil
Square fought put
4, And for the fide of the fecond Square foushf j put |>
y. Therefore, from the third ftep, «ne firlt Square is ^
(5. And from the fourth ftep, the fecond Square is . ,)>
7. Therefore the fumm of thofe Squares is . .
8. Which fumm muft be equal to the given Square
7
hence this Eqaationarifeth.i-;^. .... ’g
p. Which Equation, after due Reduftion, gives . . J>
1 o. Therefore out of the ninth and third fteps, the fide?
of the firft Square fought is now made known, for
it is equal to.^
11. And from the ninth and fourth fteps the fide of the 7
fecond Square is alfo known j for it’s equal to . . J
Obfervations upon the preceding

^
dd

ra

sa — di or, d- sa
rraa
ssaa — isda~\~dd
ssaa
rraa — 2 sda -1- dd

,

r

.

n

jj

4 =z —
7rsd

fr
ssd — rrd
-j-" rr

Refolution

2. of Queft. i.

1. The eleventh ftep of the faid Refolution difeovers that the known numbers s and f
muft be unequal, to the end the difference of their Squares may be greater than nothing,
2. After the number a is made known, (as in the ninth ftep,) it will bemanifeft that the
fide of the fecond Square is to be expounded by sa — d, not by d — X4 . for fiiice 4
is found equal to —(as appears by the ninth ftep of Rejolat. 2. ) it fdlows that
sa —-;-.and d — sa — ——;—r-, Which is lefs than nothing , for s is greater
//
rr ^
ss^~rr '
°
°

than r by fuppofition : But whiles 4 is unknown, the fide of the fecond Square may be
feigned d — sa as well as sa — d, for each of tHefe produceth the fame Square ssaa—^
2 sda
dd.
3. The fide of the firft Square may be feigned Ja, and the fide of the fecond ra — d, dr
d—.ra, for from thefe Pofitionsthe true fides of the two Squares fought will be found
A %
the

')

'■
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the fame as before are expreft in the tenth and eleventh fteps of Rcfolut,!. but in this'
latter way of feigning the fides, the fide of the fecond Square will be expounded by — ra^
not by rn — d y for this will be found lefs than nothing.
4. The tenth and eleventh fteps of the foregoing Refolation
give this
CANON.

Take any two unequal numbers; multiply feverally the double of the Produft of their
multiplication, and the difference of their Squares by the fide of the given Square j laftly,
divide thofe Products feverally by the furam of the Squares of the two numbers firft taken,
and the Quotients fhall be the fides of the two Squares fought.
An Example in Numbers.

Let the fide of the given Square be 4, then take two unequal numbers at pleafure, as
1 and 2 i the double Product of their multiplication is 4, the difference of their Squares
is I , then by multiplying the faid 4 and ^ feverally by 4, (the fide of the given Square,)
the Produfts are 16 and 12 • thefe divided feverally by 5, (that is, by the fumm of the
Squares of i and z the numbers firft taken,) give the Quotients
and -j , which are
the Tides of the two Squares fought 5 for the Squares of -ff and
added together make 16,
which was given to be divided into two Squares.
For as much as ( by Prop. ^j» Elem. i. Euclid. ) when a Square is equal to two
Squares, the fides of thofe three Squares will make a right-angled Triangle, the preceding
^ueji. I. may be thus ftated , vi^,
A Rational number being given for the
of a right-angled Triangle, to find
Rational numbers to exp^-efs the Bafe and Perpendicular, vi^. the fides about the right-angle.
This may be folvcd by the preceding Canon j' for if d be put to reprefent the given
Hypothenufal, and s and r any two unequal numbers, r being the leffer, thefe three fol¬
lowing numbers will conftitute a right-angled Triangle having d for its Hypothenufal,
Hypothenufal,
Bafe,
Perpendicular.
j
ssd — rrd
2 rsd
a
,
- -9
•
1

ss^rr

6. Moreover, if thofe three fides of a right-angled Triangle be feverally multiplied
by the Denominator ss -1- ry^ the Produfts fliall alfo be the fides of a right-angled Triangle,
to wit, thefe following;
Hypothen.
Barc,^p^j-p^
ssd’~\-*rrd
,
ssd — rrd
,
2rsei.
7. And by dividing every one of the three fides laft expreft, by their common Faftor
the Quotients will give thefe three following fides of a right-angled Triangleviz*
Hypothen.
Bafe,
Perp.
ss^rr
,
ss — rr
,
2rs.
8. Which three fides laft above expreft are in words the following ufeful Canon, to form
a right-angled Triangle in numbers by the help ol any two unequal numbers given.

CANON.

Take any two unequal numbers, (fuppofe s the greater , and r the leffer,) then the fumm
of their Squares ftiall be the Hypothenufal, the difference of the fame Squares ftiall be
one of the fides about the right-angle, and the double Produft of the multiplicarion of the
faid two numbers, the other fide.
The Proof of this Canon.
The Square of
yr is.2 ssrr -j- ,
The Square of — rr h ..—7ssrr~\-r^t
The Square of irs is.-j-qjxrr.
The firft of thofe three Squares is manifeftly equal to the fumm of the other two ] and
therefore the fides of thofe three Squares, if they be expreft by numbers, lhall be the meafures
of the fides of a right-angled Triangle.
An Example of the faid Canon in Numbers.
Take two unequal numbers at pleafure, as i and 2 . then the fumm of their Squares is 5
for the Hypothenufal, the difference of the Squares of the fame two numbers is 3 for the
Bafe, (that is, either of the fides about the right-angle,) and the double Prodmft 'of the two
numbers

Qijeft. 1.

Oiopbantiis’^ Algebra explain d.

numbers is 4 for the Perpendicular - but that the numbers S’, 3, 4 may be taken for the
meafures of the Tides of a right-angled Triangle is evident, for the Square of the fitif is
equal to the Squares of the two latter.
9.

Three Corollaries deduced from the laU preceding Canon;

Firft , in every right-angled Triangle in fuch whole numbers which are Prime between
themfelves, the fumm of the Hypothenufal
rr) and (irs) one of the Tides about the
right-angle is a fquare number, to wit, (ss
rr ^ - arr) the Square of the fumm of and r)
the two numbers by which the faid Triangle may be formed according to the laft preceding
^^SeTondly, the fumm of the Hypothenufal {ss
rr) and {ss — rr) the other of the Tides
about the right-angle is the double of a fquare number, to wit, the double of {ss) the
Square of ( j) the greater of the two numbers by which the Triangle may be formed ;
And the excefs of the Hypothenufal ( ss -j- rr) above the faid fide {ss — rr) is the double
of the Square of ( r ) the leffer of the fame two numbers 5 therefore,
Thirdly, the three Tides of any right-angled Triangle in fuch Rational whole numbers
as are Prime between themfelves being feverally given, we may find two whole numbers
by which the faid Triangle may be formed according to the Canon in Obfervat. 8. As,
for example to find two numbers to form thefe three Tides of a right-angled Triangle,
to wit, 6 c, 3 3, f 6, (which are Prime between themfelves, for they have no common Divifor
but Unity,) I add the Hypothenufal 6 p to 3 3 and ^6 feverally, and it makes 98 and p i.
which latter fumm is a Square, and therefore ( fer Coroll. 1.) its Root 11 is the fumm of the
two numbers fought, and the firft fumm 98 is the double of the Square 49, whofe Root 7
ftiall be the greater of the two numbers fought, (ferCorolL z.) laftly , by fubtrairing 7
from 11, the Remainder 4 is the leffer number fought; whence I conclude, that the rightangled Triangle propofed may be formed out of 7 ^tid 4 }
fumm of their Squares
makes the Hypothenufal 65 ; the difference of the fame Squares is’3 3 one of the fides about
the right-angle, and the double Produft of 7 and 4, to wit, 5 6 is the other fide,
I o. From the two preceding Canons (in Obfervat. 4, and 8.) another may be deduced
to folvc huefi-1, viz. to divide a given fquare number into two Squares - or a Rational

number b^ggiven for the Hypothenufal of a right-angled Triangle, to find the Bafe and

Perpendicular in Rational numbers.

CA XT ON.
By the foregoing Canon in Obfervat. 8. let a right-angled Triangle be formed out of
any two unequal numbers, and call this Triangle the firft - then it (hall be, as the Hypo¬
thenufal of the faid firft Triangle is to its Bafe, fo is the given Hypothenufal of a fecond
Triangle defired to its Bafe j and as the Hypothenufal of the firft Triangle is to its Per.
pendicular, fo is the Hypothenufal of the lecond to its Perpendicular.

An Example in Numbers.
Let it be required to find the Bafe and Perpendicular of a right-angled Triangle irt
numbers whofe Hypothenufal lliall be 7.
^
Firft , by the Canon in Obfervat. 8. I form a right-angled ?
Triangle in numbers, as,.^
lA r’5
Then, by the Rule of Three, I find 4t for the defired Bafe, ?
thus,
- - .^
Likewife 5-^ for the defired Perpendicular , thus, . ,
Therefore 7, 43-, s\

j

^ ^

^ ^

S

3

7

4T

5

4

7

5t

conftitute a right-angled Triangle whofe Hypothenufal is 7,

as was defired.
_
II. After the fame manner, as many right-angled Triangles in numbers as
defired may be found out, which (lull have one common Hypothenufal given :
example, it three right-angled Triangles in Rational numbers be defired, that 2
a Hypothenufal to every one of them, they may be found out thus ♦

n ii
“^ail ^
As tor
may De
4

Firft, by the Canon in the foregoing Obfervat. 8. let three\
right-angled Triangles be formed, fuppofc thefe,
.
. . *2 17

,

^
15

11

8
Then,

6
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Then by the Rule of Three, the Bafes and Perpendiculars of the three right-angled
Triangles fought may be found out thus;

5

3

:

2

4

:

2

n
•
5
13.12

;

17

*

17

.

5

•
•

8

•

it

(

)

(

)

2

if
Ji
1 5

( Bafe. )

:

z

^ u

(

)

:

z

*

:

2

.

(
(

Perf* )

.XX

7
I 7

* I

ik.

)

Whence the defircci fides of the three right-angled Triangles having 2 for a commdft
Hypothenufal are found to be thefe, i;iz.
Bjfoth.

2
2
2

Bafes.

1?
X. 0.
I

3

■ft

Perp.

■t

■nXk.
17

12. But note well, that in the fcarch of the Triangles laft mentioned, the preparatory
right-angled Triangles firft found out by the Canon in the preceding Obfervat, 8. muft
not be like, (that is, fuch as have proportional Sides,) for it will not be difficult to apprehend^
that if from them, other Triangles be deduced by the Rule of Three in fuch manner as
before hath been lliewri, there will be but one right-angled Triangle found out, when many
are defired to have a common Hypothenufal; That your labour therefore may not be
in vain, the preparatory right-angled Triangles mufl: be unlike-, to which end they muft
be formed from pairs of numbers expreffing different Reafons, and fuch, that the two num¬
bers by which any one of the preparatory Triangles is formed, muft not be in fuch pro¬
portion to one another as the fumm is to the difference of two numbers by which any other
of the preparatory Triangles is formed. As, for example, if a right-angled Triangle
be formed from 1 and z , then another right-angled Triangle muft not be formed from
a and 4, 3 and 6, ^c. becaufe each of thefe pairs of numbers expreffing the fame Reafon
as 1 and 2 will produce a right-angled Triangle like to the firft. nor from 3 and i ,
^ and 2,
becaufc 3 having fuch proportion to i, likewife 6 to 2 , as the fumm of
1 and 2 to their difference,thofe pairs alCo will produce right-angledTriangles like to the firff*
But that two right-angled Triangles formed from pairs of numbers expreffing the fame
Reafon, or from two fuch pairs, that one number of the one pair hath fuch proportion
to its yoak-fellow, as the fumm. of the two numbers of the other pair hath to their dif¬
ference , are like , I prove thus •
Firft , let a right-angled Triangle be formed from two? Hyp.
Bafe,
Perp.
numbers s and r, fo the three fides will be thefe,
ss-\-rr ,
— yr , isr '
Then let a fecond right-angled Triangle be formed
from ds and dry which have the fame proportion to one ddss
ddry, ddss—ddrr, 2 ddsr
another as / and r • fo the three fides will be thefe, viz,
Again, let a third right-angled Triangle be formed \
from
and s — r, viz,, the fumm and difference/
,
of the two numbers by which the firft Triangle wasr
, 4/r* , iss^^irr
formed, fo the three fides will be thefe, viz.. , .
*
Now I fay, that the fecond Triangle is like to the firft, for the fides of the fecond
are the Produfts of the fides of the firft multiplied by the common Factor dd. The third
Triangle is alfo like to the firft, for the fides of the third are the doubles of the Tides of the
firft, and confequently Proportionals to them, but in this order , viz. As the Hypothenufal
of the firft is to its Bafe, fo is the Hypothenufal of the third to its Perpendiciilar. and
As the Hypothenufal ol the firft is to its Perpendicular, fo is the Hypothenufal of the third
to its Bafe.
13. By the help of the preceding Canon in Obfervau 8. as many right-angled Triangles
in whole numbers as lhall be defired, and which (hall have a common Hypothenufal, may
be found out in manner following , viz.
l.ct it be required to find out three right-angled Triangles in whole numbers, which ffiall
have one common Hypothenufal*
Firft,

On eft.

I.
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Firft, by the Canon in the foregoing ObfervAt. 8. with refpeft
alfo to the Note in the laft preceding Obfervation, let three unlike
right-angled Triangles be formed , fnppofe thefe,
.
,
Secondly, multiply feverally the three fides of the firft Triangle'
5>3>4> by 221 , that is, the Produd of the fccond and third Hy-(
pothenufals 13 and 17; fo the three Produfts ftiall be the fides(
of a right-angled Triangle, to wit,.^
Thirdly, multiply feverally the three Tides of the fecondright-'
angled Triangle 13, 5,12, by 85, that is, the Produft of the firfti
and third Hypothenufals 5 and 17 ; fo the three Produdls (liall bej
the fides of this right-angled Triangle, viz,.
Laftly, multiply feverally the three fides of the third rightangled Triangle 17,15,8, by 65, that is, the Produft of the firft and(
fecond Hypothenufals 5 and i 3 j fo the three Products lhall be alfo(
the fides of a right-angled Triangle, to wit,..
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From the prcmiftes it is manifeft that three right-angled Triangles are found out in
whole numbers, having 1105’ for a common Hypothenufal, and by the fame Method you
may find out as many as you plcafe.
•
14. But the fmaller the numbers are thatexprefs the fides of thofe preparatory rightangled Triangles the better, and therefore 1 think it not amifs in this place tollicw, how
to find out all the unlike right-angled Triangles in whole numbers orderly enumerated,
according as their Hypothenufals increafe in greatnefs, fo , as that the greateft Hypo¬
thenufal may not exceed a given number , fnppofe 180: To which end ,
Firft, I extract the fquare Root of 180, and find it falls between 13 and 14, and
confequently a right-angled Triangle formed from 14 and i, will have its Hypothenufal
greater than i 80 - therefore all the pairs of whole numbers, which have, the greater
number of each parr, cither 14 or greater than 14, will be unfit for our prefent fearch.
Secondly, I fubtraft 169 the Square of thefaid 13 from 180 the given limit, and the
Remainder is ii , whofe fquare Root falls between 3 and 4; whence ’tis evident that
a right-angled Triangle formed from 13 and 4 will have a Hypothenufal greater than i 80,
but 13 and 3 will give an Hypothenufal lefs than 180; and therefore! proceed to make
an orderly cftoice of pairs of whole numbers, from the firft pair 2 and i , until I come
to I 3 and 3 inclufive, and no farther , in this manner, viz.
Thirdly , I write in the firft Column of the followingTable a Series of whole numbers
proceeding from i, according to the natural order of numbers, as, i, 2, 3,4» 5^?
then at the top of the fecond Column I fet 2 and i for the firft pair ^ that done, I combine
every number following or (landing underneath 2 in the firft Column, with every one of
the numbers that (lands above (uch following number, except in thefe two Cafes, viz.
Firft, when two numbers fo combined are fuch, that their fumm and difference have the
fame proportion to one another as the two numbers of any pair already fet in Column 2.
then the two numbers fo combined are to be caft out of Column 2. As, for example,
becaufe the fura-m of 3 and i, to wit, 4, is to their difference 2, as 2 to i, which 2 and i
make the firft: pair already fet in Column 2 ; I omit the writing of the pair 3 and i in the
fecond Column ; And for the fame Reafon the pair 5 and i is not inferred in the fecond
Column j for the fumm of 5 and i, to wit, 6, is to their difference 4, as 3 to 2 , Which
3 and 2 made the fecond pair before written in Column 2. and in like manner all other
pairs caufing that efteft are to be excluded out of the fecond Column. Again , when
two numbers combined as aforefaid happen to be in the fame proportion as the two numbers
of any pair already fet in the fecond Column, then alfo the two nun^bers fo combined
are to be excluded out of the faid Column 2 5 fo 4 and 2 having the fame Reafon as the
firft pair 2 and i, are not inferred in the fecond Column ; the reafon of excluding all pairs
in thofe two Cafes is, for that they would produce right-angled Triangles like to. others
before produced , which is contrary to the import of the Propofition. So at length
I find only thirty-two pairs of numbers that are fit to be inferred in the faid fecond Column.
Fourthly, from every one of thofe thirty-two pairs of numbers in the fecond Column^’
(the laft of which pairs is 13 and 2,) 1 form a right-angled Triangle (by the Canon
in the foregoing Ohfervat. 8.) and infert thofe Triangles into Column 3, among Which
I find five , to wit, thofe formed ffora the paifs 1 o and 9 ; ii and 85 11 and 1 o ;
12 and 7 ;
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a and II, whofeHypoihenufals exceed 180 the prcfcnbed limit, and
therefore 1 caft away thofe five Triangles, and transfcrr the reft, which are zy m multitude,
into the fourth Column, in fuch order as the Hypothenufals do increafe in greatnefs.
So 2 7 unlike right-angled Triangles are found out, which are all that can be given in w 0 e
numbers, fo as that the greateft Hypothenufal may not exceed 180 , as was required.
R.ir for further illuftration of the premiffes view the following Table.
7* and I

A Table Tvhofe fourth Column contains 27 unlike right-angled Triangles tn numbers j
orderly enumerated according as their Hypotfienufals increafe in greatnefs.
1 H . B .

1

I

2 »
2 3 >
3 4)
4 4»
5 5 ,

I
i

"6 5>
7, C),
8
9 7j
10 7 j
11 7 \
12 8 ,
13 8,
*4 8,
15 8,
16 9>
17 9i
18 9,
to ,
20 10 ,
21 to,
22 10,
23 II ,
24 ti ,

4

1
3

2
1
5

^
4

5 •
1317*
2p .
29 .
41 .
37*
5I,
53
65.

3 •

V
4

5. 12
^
7• 24
21. 20
9. 4c
35- ^2
11. 6c
45 • 28
33. $6

H .
5.-

B .

P

3-

4
13

H . B. P
5 •

3 •

4

8

13 . 5 • >2 12
13.
5.
17. 15.
8
25. 7. 24 25. 7. 24 16
29, 21• 20
37 - 35 - 22 41. 9. 40 2 0
.41 • 9 • 4°
'53. 45. 28 61. 11. 6c 24
61 . 11. 60
65. 33. 5^
65. 63. 16 85.13. 84 a 8
73. 55. 48
85. 13. 84
85. 77. 36
89. 39. 80 113.15.112

6 85* 23 • 8^
I 6S- ^3• 2^
3 73. 55• 48
5 89. 39. 80
7 II3 • 15 mi2
2 85. 77* 36 97. 65. 72
72 lOI. 99. 2C
4 97.
8 145. 17.144 109 . 91 . 60 145.17.144
1 101. 99. 20 I 13 . 15.1 I2
3 109. 91. 60 125.II7. 44
7 149. 51.140 137.105. 88
9 181. 19.180 145. 17.144 181.19.180 40
2 12 5 .11.7 . 44 *4V«i43' 24
4 137,105. 88 149 . 5 I l-:}.c
II, 6 157. 85.132 157. 85.132
26 II, 8’ 185 . 57.176 169 . I 19. I 2C
221.21•22c>44
27' II , 1C) 221 . 21 . 22c 173.165. 52
2 f112 , I 145.143. 2^
2$M2 , 5 169. II9. I2C
) 12 , '7193. 95.
265.23 ,26^
31 12,1 1265. 23 ,26^1
•
33• n , '1173.165. 5;2
.

r

By infpeaingthe preceding Table we may perceive that the unlike right-angled
Triangles in Column 5. which are formed from 2 and i; 3 and 2 ; 4 and 3 • 5 and 4 j &c:
vU
pairs of fuch whole numbers as differ by Unity, have thefe properties, namely Firft their BaJ^s 3, f, 7, p, 11,13, C^c. which you fee .ftanding under B in the fifth
Column are in an Arithmetical Progrcffion proceeding from the Bafe 3 of the Primitive
right-angled Triangle c, 3,4 by the common difference 2.
^ . .
., .-r
Secondly , if an Arithmetical Progreffion be formed from 8 as the firlt and lealtTerm,
and the common difference of the Terms be 4; as this Progreffion 8,12,16,
( which is placed in the laft Columel of the Table,) then 8 the firft Term added to the
firft Hypothenufal p, makes the fecond Hypothenufal 13 ftanding under H in the fifth'
Column ; alfo 12 the fecond Term of the fame Progreffion added to i 3 the fecond Hypo¬
thenufal ,* gives 25 the third Hypothenufal in the fame Column ; and 16 the third Term
added to 2 5 the third Hypothenufal, gives 41 the fourth Hypothenufal, and fo forwards
'
"
continually.
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Qneft. 2.
--——
continuaUy.

In like manner, 8 the firft Term of the fame Progreffion added to 4
t 2 the fecond Perpendicular , (landing under P m the faid
the fecond Perpendicular , gives 24
filth Column » ^
"
nd t the third Term added to 24 the third Perpendicular^ makes

''^'p of
Wmitiverieht-angUdTriangle 5, ?,4. »">>
Prog^ffio" P, la, id.ao.'a-), &c.
1 iimt
5
5 . , onoled Trianffles mav be found out by Addition only.
'"ThWly'“ht di^ence^^
the Hypothenufal and Perpendicular of every one
Fourthly?^" fofe'l'^etaaTro*^ S of the two nutnbera forming the Triangle.
Fifthly the fumm of le Hypothennfal and Perpendic^ar la a Square whofe fide
'^th^flmTthe HypXlw^^^^

^rfinare of the leffer of the two numbers forming the 1 riangle.
_n,ip4
bqwreot ineleue
roJvl Pmnerties will be apparent, if you form right-angled
T„5rs .a.ts
another, according to the import of the faid Properties.
, ^-1-3 ,
a , a^i , thefirftpair.
/r -h 3 5 ^ HH 4 j
4+1 ,
, the fecond pair;

£ S T* Zf

T„.g„. „..
the third pair;

( Qpseft. 10. Lib. 2, Diophant,)

To divide (15) a number given, which is compos’d of two Squares, ( j and 4.) i«®
two Other Squares.
■ ^
R£SO LVTION I.
i . ThefideorfquareRootof 9 the greater Square given is ^ 5
2. The fide of the Icfier Square 4 is . . . •. ' • * r. i
3. Let the fide of the firft of the two Squares fought be>
4. And let the fide of the fecond Squue fought be feigned ^
5. Therefore from the third ftep the
Square defite
,
. And from the fourth ftep the fecond Square «ug
. .p
7
Therefore rhe fomm of A. n.0 Squares fought is .
W hich fumm laft exprefl mull be equal to the given num- 7
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1.
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1
*

•
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r

24—3 5
3 -—24
44-’J—4
444—124-1^9 , ,,
544—rr 84-^«13

84 + 13 544
13
t*
M A *•« 1 ^ ^ n 4
• ^
her 13 , hence this Equation arifeth, vtz,,
- s.
o And that Equation, after due Redudion, gives . . . > 4 ■' 5 ,
-iii
\o Therefore from the ninth and third fteps, the fide of)
‘the firft Square fought is made known , vi^. . . • • ^
II.
from mt
the ninth
I. And
Ana iruiu
naiii.t. and fourth fteps,i the fide ot the?
fecond Square fought is Hkewife difcovered,
^
the Square of - 1
, : for
So the Tides of tnetwo
the two Squares
are found ‘ f ^and
Sothelide^ot
oquar fought
as was required,
^
_r
JLAX
rwof 1C
1 2 • aS
added to it the Square of ^, makes ^ ^ ,
Wooing and deferves to be ranked among
This Qaemonisof thefame namr^w^^^^
°
M

^t

^

mm

*■

i*

1

&VrKMedfrb^^^^^^
;SgNteS'Sfi™"

Algebra

andalterwards refolve the fame by lueral

ohjervations upon Queft. 2.

T •
-j ► kvT tlip foregoing Refolution of Biophanm , That after 4 -j- 2 and
I. It IS ^v'dent by
2**
3»
3
,
^
9/1 U12 is equated to the given number 13*
of ihofe Squares ,jihat is, 5^^^^ E„„at!on?if’there\ere not the fame Abfolute number 13
5^4
84-J ^3
3 >
j
j
on Equation between fome number ot aa and fome
in each part, could not be reduced to
q
Rorional unleL by meer chance :
number of 4, and cqnfequcntly the number 4 would not be Ra lona i.
J
■
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Whence then comes it to pafs, that the fame Abfolute number 15 is found in each part
of the faid Equation? If the Operation be well examin’d, it will appear that the numbers
2 and 3 in the feigned fides of the two Squares fought are the fides of the two given Squares
4 and 9 • which 2 and 3 are the only numbers that can be ufed in the faid feigned fides,
to caufe the number 13 to be found in the furam of their Squares.
2. As to the Signs to be prefixt before the given Tides 2 and 3 in the feigned fides of
the two Squares fought, they rouft neceffarily be either both —, or one of them
and the other —, to the end that in the fumm of the feigned Squares there may be fome
number of a with the fign — prefixt; whence it will follow that the faid number of a
may be transferr’d to the other part of the Equation with the fign -j-, and then the Ab¬
folute numbers vanifhing by Subtraction, becaufe they are one and the fame number as
hath been (hewn in the preceding
1. there will remain an Equation between fome
number of aa and fome number of a; whence by due Divifion the number a will be
Rational.
3. The numbers to be prefixt before a in the feigned fides of the two Squares fought,
may be varioufly chofen according to divers particular Rules that might be given , among
which I lhall recommend but two to the Learner’s pradicc : The firft Rule is this j
Let two unequal numbers be taken to be prefixt before 4 in the feigned fides, but with
this Caution , viz. That the greater of the two numbers taken may not have the fame
proportion to the lelTer as the furam of the fides of the two Squares given in the Quefiion
hath to their difference: As, if the two Squares given be 4 and 9, whofe fides are 2 and 3,
the greater of the two numbers taken mufi not be to the leffer as 5 to i, becaufe 5 is
tbe furam, and i the difference of the faid 2 and 3. Suppofe therefore that 5 and 5
be taken j then let the firft feigned fide be 34^2, (3 being the le/fer of the faid two
numbers taken, and 2 the leffer of the fides of the two Squares given,) and let the fecond
feigned fide be
— 3, or 3 — 5^, ( 5 being the greater of the two numbers taken, and
3 the fide of the greater Square given;) Now if from thofe feigned fides the Operation
be profecuted like as in the preceding Refolution of
an Equation will rightly
enfue to find out two Squares different from thofe given, but fuch as being added togeihci;
fliall make the fame fumm as thofe given. *
The fecond Rule is this • Let two unequal numbers be taken with this Caution, viz.
That they be not in the fame Rcafon*(or Proportion) as the fides of the two Squares given:
As, if the two Squares given in the Queftion be 9 and 4, whofe fides are 3 and 2 , then
the two numbers taken muft not be ^ and 2, 6 and 4, 9 and 5, nor any numbers in the
fameReafon: Suppofe therefore that p and 4 be chofen . then for the fide of the firft
Square fought put q4 — 2 , or 2 — 4^, ( 4 being the Icflcr of the faid two numbers
chofen, and 2 the leffer of the fides of the two Squares given ,) and for the fide of the
fecond Square fought put 54— 3, or 3 — 54, ( 5 being the greater of the two numbers
before chofen ^ and 3 the greater of the fides of the two Squares given ;) then if from
the faid feigned fides the Operation be profecuted like as in the foregoing Refolution of
^efi. 2. an Equation will enfue,*to find out two Squares different from thofe given, but
fuch as being added together fliall make the fame fumm as thofe given. The reafon of
thefe two Cautions will hereafter appear.
The preceding Obfervations may fuffice for explication of the Refolution of
2.
by Numeral u4lgebra; I fliall in the next place fliew how to refolve the fame b'^iteral
and among various ways that might be ufed, I (hall chufe but two, which correfpond with the Rules before given in Obfervat. 3. and do produce divers excellent Canons.
RESOLtZ^TlON 2. of

2. which is here repeated, viz.

To divide a number given which is compos’d of two known Squares,into two other Squares.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

For the fide of the greater Square given, put . .
. J>
And for the fide of the leffer Square given, put . . .^ ^
Therefore the greater Square is.iid
And the leffer Square is.'f> bb
Take two unequal numbers, s the greater , and r the leffer, with this Caution, viz.
that s be not in fuch proportion to r, as
to d — b \ which numbers s and r
are to be ufed inftead of the numbers that were prefixt before the unknown number 4 in
the

Queft. 2.
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the forii^oing Numeral Rcfolution of this Queflion ^ and the reafon of the Cav4ion
will be (hewn in the fixteenth ftep of this Rcfalution.
6. For the fide of the firft of the two Squires fought, 7
^
put.. • o
. .
7. And for the fide of the fecond Square fought put )> s a — d, or , d — sa
s'. Thetefore from the Tixth ftep the firft Square?
fought is..
.3
9. And from the feventh ftcp the fecond Square?
^^4
fought is..
j I ; 7 I Sj;
j'o. I herefore the fumm of thofe two Squares is ^ ssaa-]~rraa^[-2rha-isda^\ bh \-di
11. But the faid fumm muft be equal to dd-\-hb the futnm of the two Squares givea
in the Queftion, and before exprcft in the third and fourth flops; hence the following
Equation arifeth ,
// i jj
ssaa>-\-‘rraa~\-2rba — 2 sda
bbda = bb-^-dd.
12. Which Equation , after due Redudlion, gives

^

■

^

^

Therefore from the twelfth and fixth flcps, the fide of the firfl Square fought is row
made known, and found equal to this following Quantity,
2 rsd
ssb — rrb
j
rr
, *
,
, ,
■,
14.. And from the twelfth and feventh Repsthe fide of the fecond Square fought is likewife known, and found equal to
ssd — rrd—• 2 rsb.
.
2 rsb -{- rrd — ssd
■-——“4
) r
'
I
■” ~ 4
'
ss -]-• yt
...
■
^
yy
That is to fay , The former of thofe two Quantities expreft .Fra(9ion-wife lhall be the
fide of the fecond vSquare when ssd^nd is greater, than
but the latter of thofe
^antities lhall be the faid fide when ssd’—rrd is lefs thp irsb. . For if ssd—rrd be
greater than irsb^ then by fubtra^ling 2rsb from ssd—irrd, the Remainder is the
with the Numerator of the firft of the two Fraaiqns above expreft. but if wb be
greater than ssd — rrdy then by fiibtraaing ssd — rr'd from irsb, the Remainder's the
fame with the Numerator of ,ihe latter of the faid Fraftions; therelore the fide of the fecond
Square may be expreft thus,
'
:

'

i

SS^i

^

■

Tha't istofay, If thd dJil^rcnce between ss'd^ rrd and irsb be divided by ss-jr^^t
the Quotient lhall be the fide of the fecond Square fought.
From the premiffes arifeth this following
CANON I.
I f, Take two unequal numbers, with this Caution,
That the greater may not have
the fame proportion to the lefler, as the fumm of the fides ot the two Squares given hath
to the difference of the fame fides: Multiply the double Product of the multiplication
of thofe two numbers firft taken by each of the faid two fides given, and.referve the
Producls- multiply alfo the difference o'f.the Squares of the faid two numbers firft taken
by each of the laid two fides given , and referve ihefe Produds; then add the greater
of the two firft referved Produds to the leder of the two latter , and referve the fumm
for a Dividend • take alfo the difeence between the lefler of the two firft Produds and
the greater of the two latter for a fecond Dividend • l^ftly, divide feverally the faid
Dividends by the fumm of the Squares of the two numbers firft taken, lo fliall the
Quotients be the fides of the two Squares fought.
Example i. Where the number given is cpmfos'd of two unequal Squares.
■Let it.be required to divide 13 which is compos d of two Squares, pandq? into two
other Squares.
'
The fide of the greater Square given is
..^
3
The fide of the lefler Square given is . . .
• *. * ° *
^
Take two unequal numbers, with refped to the Caution in the Canon, ^ ^
^
, thefe, . . . ... * ■ * A * ^
Then by ufing thofe four numbejrs as the Canon doth dired , the Tides'?
^
oF the two Squares fought will be found thefe, , . ..S
5
B 2.
Tue
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The Squares of which fides being added together make 13, as was required.
Example 2.

^

.

Let it again be required to divide 13, which is compos’d of two Squares, 9 and 4, into
two other Squares different from thofc found out in Example i.
The fides of the two Squares given are.3 and 2
Take two unequal numbers with refpe£f to the Caution in the fore- ?
^ ,
going Canon 1. as thefe,.4
3
Then by ufing the four numbers laft before exprefl:, as the faid Canon ^85
,27
doth direO, the fides of the two Squares fought will be found thcle, , .5 2 5
25
The Proof.

The Square of
is . . . . , . . ; . . , . .
The Square of ff is.,
The fumm of thofe Squares is..or ij*
»■ •

Example P),

^

Where the given mmber is composed of two equal Squares,

,

Let it be required to divide 2 , which is compos’d of two equal Squares, 1 and i, into
two unequal Squares.
The fide of either of the Squares given is ; . i
i
Take in this Cafe any two unequal numbers, as . .
i and a
Then by working with thofe three numbers according to the direftion 77
, jt
of Canon i. the fides of the two Squares fought will be found thefe, . 05**^ 5
The Squares of which fides being added together jnake 2 , as may eafily be proved.
16, Now that the neceflity of the Caution prefcribed in the foregoing Canon i. about
chufing the unequal numbers s and r may appear, I fliall prove, That if s the greater
of them hath the fame proportion to r theleffer, as
the fumm of the fides of
the two unequal Squares given in ^efl, 2. hath to d— b the difference of the fame
fides, then the faid Canon will produce the fame fides d and b for the fides of the two
Squares fought, and confcquently the Operation in fuch Cafe will be in vain. Firff,
it is manifeft by the thirteenth ftep, that one of the fides found out by the Canon is
—

-; fo that if we prove this fide to be equal to d the fide of the greater

of the two Squares given, then cohfequently the other fide found out by the Canon, that is,
the fide exprefl by the fourteenth ftep, ihall be equal to the fide of the lefler of the two
Squares given . for the fumm of the Squares found owt is equal to the fumm ofthofe given.
17, Let it therefore be fuppofed that . . . . . .
d>\-b , d—b :: s , r
18, And then, we are to demonflratc that
• . ,

,

.

•

,

c

'ZlsL = d

xj -q- rr

Demonjiration.

Ip. By fuppofition in the feventeenth ftep, . .
d^\-- b , d — b
s , r
20. Therefore by comparing the Redangle of the extremes? j \ t
,
t
to the Reilangle of the means, . .
.^ rd-jrrh — sd
sb
21. And by adding sb to each part of the laft Equation , this? r ,
1 1 7
r
arifeth, . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
= si
22. And by fubtrading rd from each part, it makes .
sb-\-rb r=. sd — rd
23. And by refolving the laft Equation into Proportionals,?
.
j i,
this Analogy arifeth, viz...J'-hr . s — r :: a , h
24. And by drawing s — r as a common Factor into the two firft Terms of that Ana¬
logy , this arifeth,
ss — rr . ss-\^rr — 2rs
d , h.
2 y. Therefore, by comparing the Produfl of the extremes in the laft Analogy to the
Prbduft of the means, this Equation arifeth, viz.
ssb-—rrb — ssd-\~Yri—irsd.
26. Whence by equal Addition of irsd, this Equation arifeth, viz,
2 rsd -4- ssb — rrb ~ ssd -j- rrd.
27. Wherefore by dividing each part of the laft Equation by rj-j-*rr, this arifeth viz',
lisd~\-ssb~-^rrb _ ^
ss -}-rr

Which was to be demonftrated.
Kefolatm 3,

Qneft. a.
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i. which is here repeated

,

-

To divide a given number which is compos’d of two known Squares^inEo two ether Squares.
, For the fide of the greater vSquare given , put . .• •. • •
^
if
. . .
2 And for the fide of the leffer Square given ; put
Therefore the greater of thofe Squares (ball bt , . •
dd
-}• And the lefler ..bb ^
5* Take two unequal numbers, s the greater, and r the lefTer, with this Caution, viz.
That X may not be in fuch proportion to >*, 2!$ d to h which s and r do reprefent the
numbers to be prefixt to the unknown number a , according to the fecond Rule before
mentioned in b^/frz/4f.
Refohit,\.
and the reafonof the Caution will be
fiiewn in the fixie’enth fi:ep of thisRefolution,
ra —
or , ^
ra
6, Then for the fide of the firft Square fought, put .
7, And for the fide of the fecond Square fought, f>ut
. ; . ^ S4 — dj or , d — sa
8, Therefore from the fixth ftep the firft Square fought is . . ^ rraa — 2 rha '-j- bb
IS da -j- dd
p. And from the feventh ftep the fecond Square fought is . . . > ssaa
1 o Therefore the fumm of the Squares in the eighth and'ninth fteps is
ssaa
rraa
irba — 2sda -1- bb ►!- dd.
11. But the faid fumm muft be equal to the two Squares given, to wit, dd and bb, hence
therefore arifeth the following Equation,
.
.
.^
ssaa -j- rraa — 2 rba — 2 sda
bb -|- dd — bb
dd,

.

11, Which Equation, after due Redudfcion, gives

. , .

.

f“^
^' ^

XX
jr
13. Therefore from the twelfth and fixth ftfeps.the fide of the firft Square fought is now
made known, and equal to one of thefe two Quantities, to wit, ^
^rsd^rrb
ssh
ssb — rrb —zrsd
■■■ --i->
»
i
J
i.
ss~\^rr
XX
' That is to fay, the former of thofe two Quantities expreft Fraction-wife /hall be the fide
of the firft Square fought, when ssb — rrb islefs than zrsd 4 but the latter fliall be the
faid fide when ssb — rrb is greater than irsd. For if ssb—rrb be lefs than zrsd^ then
by fubtrafting xx^ — rrb from irsd, the Remainder will be the fame with the Numerator
of the firft of the two Quantities above expreft Fra^»on-wifc; but if ssb — rrb be greater
than irsd, then by fubtrafting irsd from ssb —rrb, the Remainder will be the fame
with the Numerator of the latter of the faid Quantities: Therefore the fide of the firft
Squarefoughtmay be expreft thus, ^__
ssb — rrb cn zrsd
ss'~\-'rT

’

■

That is to fay, If the difference between ssb — rrb and 2 rxd, be divided by xx4-^
the Quotient ftiall be the fide of the firft Square fought.
•
.
14. But from the twelfth and feventh fteps the fide of the fecond Square will be found equal
to this known Quantity, vU.
^
XX

rr

From the premiffes arifeth this following .
CANON 2.
j 5. Take two unequal numbers, with this Caution, viz. That the greater may not have
the fame proportion to the leffer, as the fide of the greater of the two Squares given
hath to the leffer fide: Multiply the double Produift ot the multiplication of the two
unequal numbers firft taken by each of the faid two Tides given, and referve the Produfts;
multiply alfo the difference of the Squares of the two numbers firft taken, by each of
the faid two Tides given, and referve thefe Produas. then take the difference between
the greater of the two firft referved Produas and the leffer of the two latter for a Divi¬
dend ; take alfo the fumm of the leffer of the two firft Produas and the greater of the
two latter for a fecond Dividend • laftly, divide each ot thofe Dividends.by the fumm
of the Squares of the two numbers firft taken, fo ftiall ihe^ Qiotienis be the Tides of
the tvYo Squares fought.
Example i.
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Example i.

Where the npimher given to he divided is comps d of tm meqml Squares.

Let it be required to divide 13, which is compos’d of two Squares, 9 and 4^ into
two other Squares.
The lide of the greater Square given is.
3
The fide of the leffer Square given is.. . . .'?• 2
Take two unequal numbers, with refpedl to the Caution in Canon 2. ? 2 and I
as thefe ,., •
^
Then by ufing thofe foor numbers accord mg to the dire(flion of Canon z. ? 1 and iZ
the fides of the two Squares fought will be found thefe , viz.
.
. .> 5 .
5
The Squares of which fides f and ‘f being added together make
or 13, as was
required.
Example 2.
Let it be again required to divide i 3 , which is compos’d of p and 4 into two other
Squares different from thofe found out in Example i.
The fides of the two given Squares, 9 and 4, are.)> 3 and 2
Take two unequal numbers with refpedl to the Caution in Canon 2.^ 4 and i
as thefe,
Then by working with thofe four numbers as the faid Canon 2. doth I
and —
direft, the fides of the two Squares fought will be found thefe, . . .f Ty
ly
The Squares of which fides are yff and
whofe furam makes
that is, 13 ,
as^was required.
Example 3.

Where the number given to be divided is compos'd of two equal Squares.

Let it be required to divide 18, which is compos’d of two equal Squares,
two unequal Squares.
The fide of either of the Squares given is
. i
. . . . 1>
Take in this Cafe any two unequal numbers i as . . . . . . .[>
Then by ufing thofe three numbers according to the direction of the/
foregoing Canon 2, the fides of the two Squares fought will be found^

9 and 9, into

The Squares of which fides are of and
as was required.

, that is 1B,

3
i and 2
| and —

, whofe fumm makes

I (5. Now that the neceflity of the Caution preferibed in the foregoing Canon 2. about
chufing the unequal numbers s and r may appear, 1 ftiall prove, That if x the greater
of them hath the fame proportion to r the lefler, as d the fide of the greater of the two
Squares given in^efi. 2. hath to b the fide of the lefiTcr of the fame Squares, then
the faid Canon will produce the fame fides d and h for the fides of the two Squares
fought, and confequemly the Operation infuch Cafe will be in vain: Firfi, it is manifeft
"

^

J

by the fourteenth ftep, that one of the fides found out by the Canon is ~
^

J I

i

~

.

‘ ss -j- rr

fo that if we prove this fide to be equal to d the fide of the greater of the two Squares
given, then confequently the other fide found out by the Canon , that is, the fide exprefl:
in the thirteenth ftep lhall be equal to the fide of the leffer of the two Squares given,
for the furara of the Squares found out is equal to the fumm of thofe given,
17. Let it therefore be fuppofed that .... 4
. d . b w s . r
ssd — rrd^\-^rsb
,
18. And then we are to demonffrate that . .
ss

rr

—

“

<3

Demonflration.
ip. By fuppofitionin the fixteenth flep.

b
.;>. d
20. Therefore by comparing the Rectangle of the means?
-sb
to the Re^langh
igle of the extremes..S *
21. And by drawing 2 r into each part of the laff Equation, ?
,
this arifeth, viz.. . .
22. And by adding ssd to each part of the laft Equation,?
\^2rsb

••

s .

— rd
_

,

_ ssd>S^ irrd

23. And by fubtra6fing rrd from each part of the laff?
, . .,
r _ t 1
,
Equation i there remains . . . ..^ ssa~rra-\ irsi; ^ ssA-prrd
24. Where-

Quefi:.
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2.

14. Wherefore by dividing each part of the lad Equation f
by
there arifeth ..^
Vv hich was to be proved.

ssd ~ rrd-\^irsh
ss~\-rr

_ j

ObferViZtions upon the preceding Refolutions 2, and 3* of Queft. 2.
by Literal Algebra.
I. If ^ be put equal to ^:bb
dd; that is, the fquare Root of the number compos’d
of two Squares given in ^efi. 2. that ^eftion may be dated thus‘viz.
Two Rational numbers, b and d^ being given for the Bafe and Perpendicular of a rightangled Triangle whofe Hypoihenufal is z, Rational or Irrational; to find out other Ratio¬
nal numbers to exprefs the Bafe and Perpendicular of a fecond right-angled Triangle '
whofe Hypothenufal fliall be z likewife.
The Bafe and Perpendicular of the Triangle fought fhall be given either by Canon i.
in the fifteenth dep of Refolmion 2. of
2. or by Canon 2. in the fifteenth dep of
Refolution 3. and may be expred by Letters, as before in the thirteenth and fourteenth deps
oi Refolntion 2. or by the thirteenth and fourteenth deps of
3. vizi
By Canon 2,

By Canon i.

AK.

Hyp. -t, (or, v': bh-f-dd:')
"irsd -j- ssb — rrb
Perp.

Hyp. z^ (or, ^: lb -]r dd:) ^
ssb — rrb ^ 2 rsd
Perp.
jj-f- rr
AL,

Bafe,

Bafe,

ss
rr
ssd— rrd
irsb
, ss -|- rr

2 rsb

ssd — yrd
ss
rr

2. If the Bafes and Perpendiculars of thofc two right*angled Triangles abovc-expred,
which I call AK and AL, be well examined, another way will bedifeovered to find out
the fame Bafes and Perpendiculars by the help of the Bafes and Perpendiculars of two like
right angled Triangles whofe Hypothenufals are ^ and
For,
Fird, it is manited by Obfervat, 5.Refolnt. 2*
of this Book, thatthefethree
following numbers will conditute a right-angled ^Triangle, which hath ^ for an Hypo¬
thenufal, viz,
^
I '
.
Hyp,
Bafe,
Perp.
'i .
y

ssb —rrb
ss-\-rr-

;

.

V
y
Likewife thefe three, following numbers will conditute a right-angled Triangle, having
for an Hypothenufal, viz:
‘ ‘
'
Hyp.
Bafe,
Perp.

d .

ss

rr

,ss^rr

ss -p rr

( an. ■)
^

'

Which two Triangles lad before expred , to wit, AM and AN, are like, for each of
them is like to a right-angled Triangle whofe three Tides are ss-\-rr^ ss—rr, and zrs‘
Now I fay, if the Perpendiculars and Bafes of the two right-angled Triangles K and L
before expred in Obfervat. i. be well viewed , it will be evident, that they are deduced
from the two like right-angled Triangles M and N before exprred in this Obfervat 2.
which have b and d for Hypothcnufals. For, fird, the Perpendicular of AK' is compos’d
of the Bafe of AM and the Perpendicular of AN ; fecondly, the Bafe of AK is equal
to the dilFerence between the Perpendicular of AM and the Bafe of AN j thirdly , the
Perpendicular of aL is equal to the difference between the Bafe of AM and the Perpen¬
dicular of aN ; ladly, the Bafe of AL is compos’d of the Perpendicular of AM and
the Bafe of AN.
3. Hence therefore another Canon comes to light, to folve as well the preceding Jpttefi. 2.
as alfo the following Propofition, (which is Prop. 47. in pag. 5 v* FiWs Works,) viz.
From two right-angled Triangles given to deduce a tWrd right-angled Trigingle, luch,
that the Square of the Hypothenufal of the third may be equal to the Squares of the Hypoihenufals of the fird and fecond.
This Propofition may be folved by the following
'
CANON i.

/
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CANON 3.

■

Firfl, (by the Canon in Olfervau 10. Refolnt. 2. of the preceding ^efl. i.) find out
two like right angled Triangles in numbers, fuch, that their Hypothenufals may be the
Tides of the two Squares given in the foregoing ^efl. 2. then , for the Perpendicular of
the third right-angled Triangle fought, take the fumm of the Bafe of the firft and Perpen¬
dicular of the fecond ; for the Bafe of the third , take the difference between the Perpendi¬
cular of the firft and Bafe of the fecond • and the Hypochenufel of the third fhall be the
fquare Rpot of the fumm of the Squares of the Hypothenufols of the firft and fecond/
Or thpu :

For the Perpendicular of the third right-angled Triangle fought, take the difference
between the Bafe of the firft and Perpendicular of the fecond , for the Bafe of the third,
take the fumm of the Perpendicular of the firft and Bafe of the fecond; and the Hypothenufal of the third ftiall be the fame as before is expreft.
Example i . in Numbers.
Let it be required to divide 13, which is compos’d of two Squares, 4 and y, into
two other Squares.
% and g
The Tides of 4 and 9 the two Squares given are I . .
£aff,
Ptrf,
Find a firft right-angled Triangle in numbers whofe Hy-'
X
6.
pothenufal (hall be 2, the (ide of 4 the leffer of the two Squaresj
3
S
given, as, . . ... • • • •
Find likewife a fetohd right-angled Triangle like to the'
12
>
firft, and fuch, that hs Hy pothenufal may be 3 the Tide of the
5
greater Square given, as,.. . .
Then by uTing the Safes and Perpendiculars of thqfe twO'
like right-angled Triangles as Camn 3. doth direift, this thirdj
18
I
right-angled Triangle will be found out, whofe Hypothehufal^ V13
5

is equal to V-4+^i that is,
3 3
Bafe and Perpendicular are the Tides of the tvvO Squares fought,.
Or, atcordiHgto*'thelatter part of Cdnen 3. the* fides of'
the two Squares fought will be found the Bafe and Perpendi-t
cular of this third right-angled Triangle whofe Hypothefiufah
is Vi3>

"5

£7

6

5

5

•- • • • •'
Example 2.
Let it be .required to divide 2p, which is compofed of two Squares, 9 and 16, into
two other Squares.
The Tides of 9 and 1the twogivert Squares are
. . J> ‘3 and 4
Bafe,
Perp.
Find a firft right-angled Triangle in numbers, whofe Hy-? Hyf.
XL
Xk
pothenufal (hall be 3 the Tide of the lelfer Square given, as, J 3
13
3
13
3
Find likewife a fecond right-angled Triangle like to ihe^
20
..
4S
<
firft, and fuch, that its Hypothenufal (hall be 4 the (ide of
4
aj
the greater Square given, as,..
Then by ufingthc Bafes and Perpendiculars of the two
right-angled Triangles laft found out,according to the direiftion A
$6
'
33
'
Canon 3. this third right-angled Triangle will be dicovered,!
a3
whofe Hypothenufal is 5-, that is, y/:9~\-i6y and confequently [
the Bafe and Perpendicular are^ the Tides of the two Squares

'

r •

fought,.. ■ * * r
' f.
Or, according to the latter part of Canon 3. the (ides 01
16
^3
the two Squares fought will be found the Bafe and Perpendi-(
aJ
"
a'?
'
cular of this third right-angled Triangle, whofe Hypothenufall
is 5, that is,
as before,.’
A. If every one of the three (ides of the two right-angled Triangles K and L before
expreft in Obfervat. 1. having ^ for a common Hypothenufal, Rational or Irrational, be
multiplied by ss-\-rry theProdufts ftiall be alfo the Tides of two right-angled Tnangl
like to the two former rcfpeaively 5 Which Produas or Tides ftiall be thefe, 2^5,
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Hyp.
Perp.
Bafej

Hyp. Z.SS -j- z,rr
Perp. ssb — rrb c/5 2 rsd
Safe, ' 2 rsb -j- ssd — rrd

^ss -h z/r
2rsd~]- ssb — rrb
ssd — rrd ^ 2 rib

Now it the two right-angled Triangles lad exprefl: be well examined, it will appear^
that each of them may be deduced from two right-angled Triangles, one of which hath for
its Hypothenufal ss-\-rr, Bafe ss-^rr^ and Perpendicular arj, {oxirs may be called
the Bafe, and ss — rr the Perpendicular j) but of the other the Hypothenufal is z. —
V: bb -j- dd~: Rational or Irrational, the Bafe is b, and the Perpendicular is d, (ord may
be called the Bafe, and h the Perpendicular .,) 1 fay, from thefe two laft mentioned Tri¬
angles each of the two former may be deduced in fuch manner as is direiled in the following
Caytoyi, which is the fame with that raifed by fieta in folving Prop. 46. in pag. 34. of his
Works, viz..
From two right-angled Triangles given, to form a third right-angled Triangle.
CANON.

For the Hypothenufal of the third right-angled Triangle, take the Produft of the multi¬
plication of the Hypothenufals of the two right-angled Triangles given : for the Perpen¬
dicular, the furara of the Produd of the Bafe of the firft into thePcrpcndicHlar of the
fccond , and the Produft of the Bafe of the fecond into the Perpendicular of the firft: and
f^or the Bafe , take the difference between the Produfl of the Bafes of the firft and fecond,
and the Produft of their Perpendiculars.
'
t* u
-*
Or thm .*
>
- For the Hypothenufal of the third right-angled Triangle , take ( as before ) the Produft
of the multiplication of the Hypothenufals of the -firft and fecond fight-angled Triangles
piven: for the Perpendicular, the difference between the Produft of the Bafe of the firft
into the Perpendicular of the fecond, and the Product of the Bafe of the fecond into the
Perpendicular of the firft: laftly , for the Bafe, take • the furam of the Product of the
Bafes of the firft and fecond, and the Product of their Perpendiculars.
s

An Example in Numbers*

Bafej

Perp.

•

4
3 .
5 i
Let there be two right-angled Triangles given in numbers, 5
\I2
,
S ,
fuppofe thefe,
t 15
,
65
Then from thofe Triangles, thefe two arc deduced by
S 6
$ » 33 ,
65 >'63_ j, i5
two Canons laft before expreft,
. . • '
• *^05
Note I
If the two right-angled Triangles given be unlike, then either of thofe Canons
will form a third right-angled Triangle.; hut if likethen the firft only will take place:
for when the
right-angled Triangles given are like, then the difference of theProduds
mentioned in the latter Canon are equal to nothing,as will be evident to every diligent Reader.two

If. from any right-angled Triangle taken C H- . v B
.
P
twice, fuppofe from thefe two, .
.« • . •.cH
,.B
.
P.
A third right-angled Triangle be deduced according to^
^ BB'^PP . 2BP
the firft Canon, as this,..j
Then the angle at the Bafe of the third right-angled Triangle fo deduced
angle oppofiie to the fide zBP ftiaU be equal the double of the angle at the Bafe of the firft
right-angled Triangle, viz., of the angle oppofite to the fide P; or elfe equal to me
Complement of the faid double angle unto two right-angles, when the faid double exceeds
a right-angle.
.
t»
o
Likewile, if from two unlike right-angled Triangles ,5
H .
b
.
J
fuppofe from thefe,
‘C
k •
b
.
p
A third right-angled Triangle be deduced according?
^ Eb^Pp . Ep-j-P^
to the firft Canon, as thele, ...
Then the angle at the Bafe of this third right-angled Triangle,
the angle oppofite
to the fide Ep-\-Pb (lull be equal, to the fumm ot the angles at the Bafes of the firft and
fecond right-angled Triangles, viz., of the angles oppofite to the fuics P and p . or elfe
equal to the Complement of the faid fumm unro two right-angles, when that f.imm exceeds
a right-angle.
.
TlvNote

to

S
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The converfe of this rare Speculation is demonftrated by Anderfomis^ in Theorem. 2.
of
myfterious Doctrine of Angular Se£fions • and likewife by Herigonim at the
latter end of the Firft Tome of his Curfas Mathemut.

J^EST. 3.
To divide a given fquare number into two fuch Squares, that one of them may confifi:
within given limits.
Let it be required to divide 16 into two fuch Squares, that one of them may be greater
than 10 , but lefs than xi.
Or thm:

A Rational number 4 being given for the Hypothenufal of a right-angled Triangle,
to find the Bafe and Perpendicular in fuch Rational numbers, that'one of them may be
greater than
but lefs than
RESO LVTIO N.

1. For the given Hypothenufal 4, (which is the fide of?
the given Square 16 ) put . ..^
2. For v'10 the lefl'er of the preferibed limits, put . •
3. For y\i the greater of the preferibed limits, put .
4. Let two unequal numbers be reprefented by , . . ^
5. Then the fides about the right-angle of a right-angledj^
Triangle whofe Hypothenufal is
will be found equal(_
^ - to thefe Quantities, ( by the Canon in Obfervat, 5.
folut. 2.

I...)

,
/
g

j- and r

/

2rsd
ss^rr

ssd^rri
ss + rr

.3

6. But fince this Queftion requires that one of thofe fides, (ijppofe —, may be greater
ss
rr
than /, yet lefs than g, the faid numbers s and r cannot be any two unequal numbers.

and therefore I (hall here fliew a way to chufe them , fo as that they may caufe the faid
fide to agree with the faid limits: To which end, firft, a number at pleafure may be taken
for one of the faid numbers s and r, as, i =?*• and then to fearch out limits for the
chufing of X, I proceed in this manner,
I put a inftead of s while it is unknown,
and then fince i z=r, the before-mentioned fide -llfL will be expreft thus,-^4^,
. ss^yrr

where the number a only is unknown :

Now,

7. Let it be fuppofed ( according to the import of the2i^a
Queftion ) that.^
8. Let it alfo be fuppofed that

.

.

I

_ ^
^ ^

,

^

^

C aa-\-i
^
p. Then by multiplying each part of the fuppofition in the 7 , j. __ / . j /
feventh ftep by aa -1-1, it follows that , . * . ^
* J
10. Therefore by comparing the latter part of the ninth? faa-\-'f
2da

11. And by dividing each part in the laft ftep by/, it5
follows, that.r . . .
12. And by fubtrafting i from each part,
13. Likewife by equal fubtraftion of

.

,

.

1 j ^ 2^^
^

f

44 -3

_ i

^
f
it follows, thatj aa_^ i

14. And by adding the Square of half the Coefficient

2d ?

aa —

^

to each part in the thirteenth ftep,.S
^
15. And by extradfing the fquare Root out of each part? ^_/
in the fourteenth ftep, ...
f
d
?
16. Wherefore by adding
to each part in the fifteenth
f

> a

ftep, it follows that.3
«
I

-zi
ff

— i

ff
dd —ff^
ff

'
V.

\

/

Again, 17.

Qiieft. 3*
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17. Again, becaufe

— a, (as well as a—

ip

^

be the Hde of the Square in the firfi: part of the fourteenth!
ftep , it thence follows that.18. And by adding 4 to each part in the feventeenth ftep, <
19. And by equal fubtraftion of y/:

: it follows that^

20. Wherefore by comparing the latter part of the nine-?
teenth ftep to the firft, it’s evident that

.

.

.> .

21. Again, by fuppofition in the eighth (lep,

;

.

.

12. And confcquently,

:

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.J

4 cr

f

V:

ff

ida
44
1

‘

7 da
g ^ 44-j- 1
_ d , , dd — ff .

.

23. Whence by arguing in like manner as before,'with/,
from the ninth ftep to the fixteenth, it will appear
g
gg
that . . ...
44, Again, by arguing with g in like manner as before
« -3 i. _ V:
:
with /, from the feventeenth ftep to the twentyeth, it
.11
will be evident that.
5. Now becaufe 4 was put inftead of j, the fifteenth and twenty*third iteps give
a Canon for limiting the number j , whenrrri *
. Vi v.' : .
Wlil

VVAVJVllb

V

iilClk r

•

^

^

^

♦

•

•

’

CANON
—fh.
i zr j+

I.

#

( 2.039 i &Ct )
(1.880; (^r.y

g
in, the twentyeth and twenty-fourth fleps give another Canon for limiting the
25. Again
numberr ^, ( which was reprefented By 4 in the preceding argumentation, ) when
•i
i
r=
viK,*

CANON
d—J:dd-^//-7

2.

( 0.490 ,

)

(O.J3I, e^r.)

, -3

t4

27. Therefore, if i be put for r, and there be given ( as before in thefifft, fecond and
third fteps,) 4='^?
and
=^;'then by Camn i. / may be any
number lefs than itoil, but greater than It/^; and confequently, if 1 =r,and j—2,
( which is within the laft mentioned limits of j, ) then the Tides of the two Squares fought
( being expounded according to the two Quantities in the fifth ftep of the Refolution
of this
3.) ftiall be
and -f, vix..
\6 _
"i-rsd ^
12 _ ssd — rrd
ss~\-rr*
’ 5
ss -\- rr
Therefore the two Squares fought arc^ff and-s-ff ^ whofe fumm is
that is, \C %
and one of thofe Squares, to wit,
or lo-f-, is greater than 1 o, but Icfs than 11 j as
was required.
Again , if i —r- 4 = ^; y/io^f^
(as before,) then by Canon 2.
s may be any Fraction greater than rtzo , but lefs than
: and Confequently, if
I =r r. and i =; f, ( which is within the laft mentioned limits ot
) then the iides of the
two Squares fought will be found the fame as before, viz,
*
,
15
7rid
12
rrd—Sfd
5
rr ^ ss
5
rr ^ ss
Again, if i r=r‘, and
, ( which is alfo within the limits of / difeotered by
Camn 2. ) then the Tides of the two Squares fought will be found thefe,to wit,
and
C 2
whofe
—

—

^—T—^

•

^nd j

—-

—.

I

•
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whofe Squares
and fffiof, which added together make idj and the firft
of thofe Squares is greater than lo, but lefs than ii j as was required.
'Note, That the manner of fearching out limits in this and divers following Queftions,
is agreeable to the method of refolving Quadratick Equations in
5,7,9* Chap,i^,
Bool^ r.
’

. -

XP.EST.

q,.

( Thk Is the fifth of the fourth Book^ of Vieta’i Zetettckj; *tis xlfo refolved hj Bachet
“ in his Comment upon the twelfth of the fifth Book^ of Diophantus • hut / PjaU wave
their wajs of Refplutionj and deduce one from Canon i. in the fifteenth ftep o/Refolut. 2.
pf the preceding fecond ^eflfon ef this Book: )

To divide a given lujtpber which is compos’d of two Squares, into two other Squares*
that one of the ^u^res fought may'confift within given limits*
%

*

Preparation.

T;

^

Bccaufe the following Rcfolution of this Q^eftion prefuppofeth each of the prefcribcd
limits to be greater than the leffer of the two Squares given, 1 fliall ip the firft place (hew
how from the given limits * when tfiey are not qualified as aforefaid, to inferr others, each
of which fhall be greater than the lefler of the two Squares given , and then the following
Refolution will folve the Queftion propos’d according to any poflible liroiis whatever.,
Cafe I. When the lejfer of the given limits is equal 'to the tejfer of the given Squares^
Let it be required
divide 13, which is compos’d of two Squares, 4 and 9, into two
fuch other Squares, that one of them may be greater than 4, but lefs than $ : Here inftcad
of 4 the lelfer limit, ( which is,equaUo the lelfer Square given ,) we may take qf or any
number between 4 and 5 , ( f being the greater liinit given: ) then fince 4t and 9 arc
each of them greater than 4, (the lelfer Square given,) the following Refolution will find out
two Squares whofe fumm fhall be 13 ; ^md one of them fliall be greater ^than
l^fs than 5 , andconfequently greater than 4, but lefs than 5 >
was required.
Cafe 2. when the lejfer limit 0 lefs than the lejfer Square given ^ hut the greater liinit
execeeds the fame j viz. When the lejfer Square given falls between the given Ipnits,
Let it be required to divide 13, which is compos’d of two Squares, 4 and 9, into two
fuch other Squares, that one of them may te greater than 3, but lefs than 5 ^ Here inftead
of 3 we may take qi, or any number between 4 the icffer Square givien, and $ the greater
limit: then fince 4^ and 5 are each of them greater than 4, (the lefler Square given,) the
foIlowingRefolution will find out two Squares'whorefuram fliall be 13 ; and one of them
fliall be greater than qi, but lefs than y, and confequently greater than 3 , but lefs than 5 ;
as was required. • •
Cafe 3. When the greater of the two limits given is equal to the lejfer of the two
Sqmres^ given.

Let it be required to divide T 3, which is compos’d, of two Squares, 4 and p, into two
fuch'mhcr Squares, that one of them may be greater than 3 , but lefs than 4 : Firft, fubtraft 3 and 4 feverally from 13, fo each of the Remainders i o and 9 is greater than 4-the
leflfer Square given, and therefore by the following Refolution two Squares may be found
out whofe fumm fliall be 13 ^ and one of them lefs than 10, but greater than 9, and
confequently the other Square fliall be greater than 3, but lefs than 45 as was required.
•

;

Cafe 4. When each of the two limits given is lefs than the lejfer Square given.

Let it be required to divide i 3 , which is compos’d of two Squares, 4 and 9 , into two
flich other Squares, that one of them may be greater than i, but lefs than 2 ; Firfl, fubrra<it.
the (aid limits i and v feverally from 13 the number given to be divided, fo each of the
Remainders 12 and ii is gveater than 4 the lefler Square given j and therefore by the
following Refolution two Squares may be found out whofe fumm fliall be 13 ; and one of
them lefs than 12, but greater than 11 , and confequently the other Square fliall be greater
than I, but lefs than 2; as was required.
•Now let it be defired to divide 13, which is compos’d of two Squares, 4 andp, inf®
twoTuch other Squares, that one of them may be greater than 6 * but left than 7.
■/
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1. For 1, the fide or fquare Root of 4 the Icffer of the two Squares giveniput ^ ^
2. For 3, the* fide of 9 the greater Square given, put.^
i For
that is^ the fquare Root of the leflfer of the two limits giverii put }> f
. For V 7j that is i the fquare Root of the greater of the two limits, put ^ g
5. Let two unequaljiumbers be reprefented by.^ / and r
6. Now if s be greater than >*, and be to r in any Rcafon ( or Proportion ) except that
which d'-Y' b hath to d — ^, then by Canon i. in the fifteenth ftep of Refolht.
of the
preceding
2. the fidcs of two Squares different from dd and hb, but fuch, whofc
fumm is equal to hh -1- ddy fliall be equal to thefe two following Quantities, ( which are
expreft alfo in the thirteenth and fourteenth fieps of the faid Refolui. z,
2.) viz,,
i rid
sib — rrh
^ ssd — rrd ^ 7 f-sb
ss-\-*rr

7. But becaufe it*s defired that one of thofe twp Quantities or fides lafl: above expreft^
fuppofe,

may be greater than/, but lefs than r, the two unequal

sS’-\-rr
numbers s and r muff be chofen fo as that they may caufe the faid fide to agree with the

faid limits. To which end, firft, a number at pleafure tiiay be taken for one of the faid
numbers s and r, as 1
>•, and then to fearch out limits for the chufing of i, I proceed
in this manner, 'viz^ I puf4 inftead of i While it isunknoWn, and then finee 1 = f,
the before-mentioned fide
. »
~ ss>-\-<tr
the number a only is unknown: Now >
8. Let it be fuppofed that

i -^

9. Let it alfo be fappofed that

:

will ftand thus /
■

g

•

^

?

•'

?

*

*

*

where

aa-^i

>
erf

- V- —

"= «

11. And by adding b to each part in the tenth ftep, ^ ida-^bad
12. And by fubtraaing baa from each part in the 7
.
.^
eleventh ftep, it follows that • , .
.3
13. By fuppofition in the firft and third fteps,^
(agreeable to the* Preparation to the
^
,
of this Queftion,) f is greater than b, fuppofef ^ — I
therefore
*3
14- Then from the twelfth and thirteenth ftepsj.
^

h

-4- f 4- ^

^

15. And by fubtraaing^ from each part? ;
^
in the fourteenth ftep, it’s manifeft that . • 3
t6. And by dividing each part of the fifteenth? 2d^_ /+^ ^
ftep by c,
..Sc
, c
17. And by fubtraaing

from each pan? ^ ^4. y ^

of the fixteenth ftep,
18. * And by adding the Square of half the Co-T
efficient ~ to each part of the feventeenth^
C

•

^

'

^
—-— CT* aa

-4+-—

X

ftep, it follows that . . ; i
. .3
..
r ‘
ip. And by extraaing the fquare Root out of? ^; .ffZZ
each part of the eighteenth ftep, • • *3
20. And by adding i to each part of the i pr^?

^^

ftep, it follows, that
i. .
21. Wherefore by comparing the quantity 4 in p
the latter part of the ior7», ftep to the fumm of> ^
the Quamities m the firft part^ it is found thatj

/

j
: era— —
^

Jd — fc — bc ^ ^
d

,

,dd—fc — he
^ y

.7^
22, Agaiiii/
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12. Again, bccaiife

^

C

well as a ——^

in the latter part of the nineteenth ftep,) may
be the fquare Root of the Square which is the
latter part of the eighteenth ftep, it follows,that
23. And by adding a to each part of the twenty- ?
fecond ftep,.^
dd — fc — be
24. Wherefore by fubtraaing V
from each part of the twenty-third fl^p, it’s
evident that . . . . • • • • • • 2
Again, by ruppofition in the ninth ftep,

V

.d

dd — fc —

c

cc

A

dd —-/c — he

c

cc

a cr-

dd — fc — h
V

cc

zda -{- baa — h
g
ad
l
2 6. Whence by multiplying each part by 44-f-T,
2da-\- baa •— b
gaa 4“g
27. And by fubtraaing baa from each part of^
^ “d gaa — baa^\-^g
the twenty-fixih ftep ,.S
2 8. And by adding b to each part of the twenty- ? ^da ^ gaa — baa ^g^~b

feventh ftep,.^
•
*
2 p. By fuppofition in the firft and fourth fteps,
(agreeable to the Preparation to the Refo-I
n :=z g — b
lution of this (^ueftion,) g is greater than b j
fuppofe therefore,.•
30. Then from the twenty-eighth and twenty-?
■~:i naa^g-{-b
ninth fteps it follows, that.S
31. Whence, by arguing in like manner as before?
^
Ad—gn—bn
from the fourteenth ftep to the twenty-firft,> a er — 4- V-—*
it will appear that ....... o
32. Again, by arguing in like manner a?before? '
•
d
, dd-^gn — bn
from the twenty-fecond ftep to the twenty-> ^
m
fourth, it will be evident that
• •j
^>3. Then out of the twenty-firft: and thirty-firft fteps, after a, e and n are exchanged
for s[ f—b and g — bf for thefe,are equal to thofe, as appears by the Polinons
in the feventh, thirteenth and twenty-ninth fteps, the followingi. arileth tor
limiting the number s, when r = 1 ;• viz..
canon X.

i CT”

^+AjAAh.AzzM}
f^b

•(

d-]-^:dd^bb — gg:

^

'

K

12.552
,
J
>

d'f.)

y

8.439, &c,)

g—^

Again, out of the twenty-fourth and thirty-fecond fteps, after a, c and n are exchanged
for j f b and g — ^ (as before ) another Canon arifeth for limiting the number s
when r = 1; viz,.
'
CANON 2.

j _

,

,

,

,

(0.788, &e.')

g —b

Therefore if i be taken for the valoe of r, and there be given , 1 = 1’ ■, 3 = at
'^6 =/; and V? ~ ; C as before in the firft, fecond , third and fourth fteps,) then
by Canon i. above-expreft, s may be any number between
and 87^!!; and
confequently, if r
t and / = 9 , ( which value of s is within the limits laft beforementioned , then the Tides of the two Squares fought ( being expounded according to the
two Quantities in the fixth ftep of the Refolution of this ^efl, 4. ) lhall be
and

Qucfi:.
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ssd — rrd '<r. 2 rsh

10 2
si’\^rr '
4‘ ^
41
Therefore the two Squares fought are
and -ftff , whofe fiimm is
that is, 13 j and the firfl: of thofe Squares is greater than 6, but lefs than 7 , as was
required.
Again ,ifir=r;2 = ^; 3 = ^^; ^6 =/• ^^7
; (as before,) then by Canon 2,
s may be any Fra6fion between
and 7||-|; and coniequently, if i = r and ff
( which value of s is within the lafi: mentioned limits, ) then the iidcs of the two Squares
fought will be found -||f and
f-, viz,.
irsd~\- ssb — rrh _ i 391
ssd — rrd 00 2 rsh
1^26
and
ss‘\-rr
533 '
ss~\-rr
533
Therefore the two Squares fought are

and

and

, whofe fumm is HsioHi

viz. 13 9 and the firft of thofe Squares is greater than 6, but lefs than 7, as was required.

Again, if i — r, and j = f, ( which value of s is alfo within the limits dilcovered
by Canon 2. ) then the fidcs of the two Squares fought being expounded as before, will be
found
and
; which are the fame with thofe before-found in the Example of Canon r.
Note. If 1 be put equal to r , and the* number s be taken by Canon 2, then becaufe
in this cafe s is lefs than r, the Algebraical Rules of
and — in adding, fubtra^ling, ^c.
rauft be obferved to refolve the aforefaid literal values of the Tides of the Squares fought into
numbers, as in the two lafl: Examples.
£lV B ST,

( Quaefl:. 11, Lib. 2. Diophani.)

To find two fquare numbers whofe difference fliall be equal to a given number, fuppofe
60 , ( or c/.) *
RES O LVriO N.

1. To the given difference 60, that is, I . ^
d
^
2. Let forae number whofe Square is lefs than the given dif-) ,
ference be reprefented by.,. . . > ^
3. For the fide of the leffer Square fought put . . . .
a
4. And for the fide of the greater Square fought put i . . ^ 4
^
5. Therefore the leffer Square is.. , , •
aa
6. And the greater Square is.•
z ha-{-hb
7. And the difference of thofe Squares is . . • • • •^. • iha^bh
8. But the faid difference muff be equal to the given difference/i, ?
l \ rt
j
Which Equation, after due Reduftion^ makes known the? ^ _ d — hb
value of the fide of the leffer Square, viz.>
2b
10. And from the ninth and fourth fleps, the value of the fide > ^ _j_ ^ _ d»^-*hh
of the greater Square is alfo difeovered, viz.>
2h
The two laft fteps give the following
CANON I.
^
Take any fquare number lefs than the given difference, and fubtra£f it from the faid
difference • then divide the Remainder by the double of the fide of the Square firft taken,
and the Quotient fliall be the fide of the leffer of the two Squares fought. laftly, this fide
added to the fide of the Square firft taken, gives the fide of the ocher Square fought.
So if two Squares bedefired whofe difference fliall be 60 , I take a fquare number lefs
than
, as 369 this fubtrafted from that leaves 24 , which divided by 12 the double
of the fquare Root of 3 6, gives the Quotient 2 , which fliall be the fide of the leffer Square
fought 9 and then by adding 6 the fquare Root of the faid 3<^, to the fide 2 , the fumm 8
is the fide of the greater Square fought; laftly , the Squares of the faid fides 2 and 8,
to wit, 4 and ^4 will folve the Queftion, for their difference is 60, as was required.
OhfervatioKs upon Queft. 5.

It is evident by the two laft fteps of the preceding iJe/o-7
lution, that the values of the fides of the two Squares fought are5

^
2^

^bb
2h

Now
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Nowif we fuppofe^^rrr:^, then thofefidcs will be converted?

be~\-hb

he - hb

into thefe, viz. ....... ..^
Which laft mentioned fides or Quotients, after the common?
^nd Ic^lb
Fav^or 6 is caft away, will be reduced to thefe, to wit, . • O 22.
i
2
Hence arifeih this elegant Canon , often ufed by Diophafitm to find out two Squares
in a eiven difference, viz.
^
CANON 2.
Take two fuch unequal numbers that the Product of their multiplication may be equal
to the given difference; then half the fumm''and half the difference of thofe two numbers
lliall be the (ides of the two Squares fought.
. .
n n u
t
As for example , if two Squares be defired whofe difference fiiall be 60 , I take
two fuch numbers (10 and 6) which being mutually multiplied make 60 , then half the
fumra of 1 o and arid half their difference are 8 and 2 the (ides of the two Squares fought,
atidcoiffequently the Squares ihemfelves are 64 and 4, whofe difference is 60 ; as was
*^^^Aga?n, inftead of |o and ^ taken as before, we may take 30 and 2 , for the
of thefe is equal to the given difference 60 ^ then halt the fumm of 30 and 2 , and half
their difference, give i 6 and 14, whofe Squared 2 56 and 196 have 60 for their difference j
as was required. ;
.
1.
•
c c
After the fame manlier, Fraaions being admitted , innumerable pairs ot Squares may
be found out, fuch, that the difference of each pair (hall be equal to one and the fame number
given • For if the given number be divided by a number taken at pleafure , half the lumtn,
and half the difference of the Divifor and Quotient (hall be the Tides of two Squares whole
difference is equal to the given number.
• r. 2. .But for fartha illuftration of the truth of the preceding Cawn 2. let c and tf reprefent two unequal numbers, and fuppofc c to be the greater • then
The Square of
is . . . • • • •
^
The Square of.is, „ . • . . •
The difference of thofe Squares is
.
... . H- cb.
Whence it is manifeft , That- the Produft of the multiplication of any two unequal
numbers is equal to the difference of two Squares, the greater of which is the Square of half
the fumm of the'faid-two.numbers, and the Icfferis the Square of half their difference.
Wherefore the truth of the foregoing Canon 2. doth evidently appear.
3. Vieta ufeth the following Canon (which differs but little from the preceding Canon 2.)
to find out two Squares in a given difference. .
'
'
CANONS,
Take two fuch unequal numbers, that the Produft of their multiplication may be equal
to a quarter of the given difference of two Squares fought - then the fumm and difference
of thofe two numbers firft taken (hall be the (ides of the defired Squares.
As , for example, if it be defired to find out two Squares whofe difference (hall be 60 ;
firft, I take ^ of the faid 6 o', to wit, 15 ; then I chufe two fuch unequal numbers that
the Produtft ot their multiplication may make 15, as 5 and 3 . laffly, the fumm, and
difference of 5 and 3, give 8 and 2 for the fides of two Squares whofe difference is 60.
The truth of this Canon 3. may be demonftrated thus. let c and b reprefent iv^o
unequal numbers, and fuppofe c to be the greater , then
' The Square of
is..
icbbb,
The Square of c — b is.. . . cc — 2
,
•The difference of thofe Squares is.-1Whence it is manifeft , That the quadruple of the Product of the multiplication of any
two unequal numbers is equal to the difference of two Squares, the greater of which
is the Square of the fumm of thofe numbers, and the lefl^er Square is the Square of the
difference of the fame two numbers. Wherefore the truth of Canon 3. is evidenr.
4. If a Square be equal to two Squares, then ( by prop. 47. £lem. i. Euclid. ) the fides
of thofe three Squares will conftitute a right-angled Triangle, viz. the greateft fide
(hall be the Hypothenufal, and the other two the fides about the right-angle j whence
it follows, that the Square of one of the fides about the right-angle is equal to the difference
of the Squares of the other two fides: And therefore if any Rational number be given
'
'
for

Queft. 9.
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for] one of the Tides about the right-angle of a right-angled Triangle, thc^othcr fide about
the right-angle and the Hypothenufal ftiall be given alfo in Rational numbers by the help
of any of the three preceding Canons: Asfor example, if 4 be given for the E^c; the
Square thereof is 16, then by any of the faid Canons find out two Squares whofe dittcrence
may be 16 , fuch are 25 and p, (and innumerable other pairs of Squares;) therefore
their fquare Roots or Tides, viz., j and ^ flialJ be the deTired Hypothenufal and Perpen¬
dicular. Whence it is evident, that by the like Operation innumerable right-angled
Triangles may be found out in Rational numbers, which fliall have one common Bafe ( or
Perpendicular ) prefcribed.
___

QVEST, 6.
To find two fuch numbers, that the Produa of jhcir multiplication may be equal to
a given number, I'uppofe d, and that the Square of half the Tumra of the faid numbers
may be greater than a number given, fuppofe h,

RESO Lvr 10 N.
1. For one of the numbers fought put.. . 5> ^
2. Ihrn by dividing the given Product dhy a, the Quotient^ d^
iiiil! be the other number fought, to wit,.S a

^

Therefore half the fumm of thofe two numbers is

^

.

L

4. Now fuppofe it be defired that the Square of the faid halO
fumm may be greater than the given number b, then itf
necelTarily follows, that the fumm it felf muft be greater thanf
the fquare Root of ^, viz.. v •
*3
5. Therefore from the iourth ftep , by multiplying each part?
by 2 4, it follows, that
6>. Thar is, (bccaufe a^/^b r= las/b
^
7. And by fubtraTcing d from each part of the fixtn ftep > ?
follows that..
\ k '^
8. Andby fubtraaingV4^fromeachpartofthefeventhaep,>
9. And by adding a quarter of the Square of the known Co-?
efiicient
wit,
to each part of the eighth ftep,
follows that..
10. And by extrafting the fquare Root ouc of each part or?
the ninth ftep ,..
’ I n’
,1. Wherefore by adding ^Jb to each part of the tenth ftep,
iii Again, becaufe •—a~\-‘A^b (as well as 4 ^/b^ may be T
the lide of the Square 44 — 4^4^ + ^‘in the firft part ofC
ninthftep, it thence follows that . . • • • • • O
1
And by adding 4 to each part of the twclith Itep, * , ^
14. And by fubtraaing ^:b — d: Uom each pa« of the?

2a
2a
^ la^b

, ,
aa cr a^4b — d

,

r— _d

dd-aJab-Ub i— b-A
^

— dx

^
_

a c.

zz. 1

/“Z-

r-a-\-Vb cr V^b-^di
,
--p'
cr“ 4 *-j-*
di
cr 4

thirteenth ftep,.U * 1* * ‘ • \ul\
_
I j. Wherefore from the fourteenth ftep, by comparing the? ^
^b — ^xb — di
latter part to the former ,••••*.**
r ,
1 6 The eleventh and fifteenth''fteps give limits for the choice of ( ^)
numbers fought by this fixth Qyeftion, when it requites that the Square of half the firaia
of the fame numbers may be greater than a given numbers and the premilfes afford
this following

^

^

CANON K

_

tor one of the numbers fought take any number greater than
—
or
lefs than
—
then divide i the given Produa of the m)tltiplication of the
wo numbers fought, by the number firft taken , fo (hall the Quotient be the other numbef

An Example in Numbers.
Suppofe . . ; i . '• ■ >
Thence it follows, that . . 1
Alfo,

‘i =
—d; — tT,9$6,&e.
^Therefo^-

•1'^''
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Therefore according to the direftion of the preceding Canon , I take for one of the
two numbers fought fome number greater than 2173I0 , or le(s than s i o Jo , as the num¬
ber 2 ; by this I divide the given number I2r8 —
and the ^oiient gives 64 for the
other number fought-, which two numbers, z and 64, will folve the Cuelfion, as will
be evident by

.

^

The Proof.

The Produa of the multiplication of 2 and 64 makes the given number 12 8 (or d,)
and
of half the furara of 2 and 64, vU. the Square ot 33 is
which
is greater than i 9 2, (or ^,) as was required. But to the end there may be a polTibihty
the Queftion propofed the Canon above-expreif doth Ihew there is a necellity
that the number d muft not exceed the number b.
the Square

of

folving

1089

,

,

17. The preceding Refolution of
6. prefuppofeth it to be defircd that the Square
of half the fumra of the two
fought may be greater than a number given
but
if it were defired that the faid Square might be lefs than a number given then -a being
ufed inftead of cr in the faid Refolution, there would at length anle ihii following
Ca?ion to folve the faid J^efion in the latter Cafe,
'
CANON 2.
numbers

;

For one of the nnmbers fought take any number lefs than
-.1 — 4'. but
ereater than
then divide d the given Produa of the n«;l«pl'cat>on
of the two numbers fought, by the number firft taken, and the Quotient (hall be the
other number fought.

4. t.

An Example of this Canon.

Suppofe (as before)
. <3!= 128, and b
192,^ Thence it follows, that - - —di = 21.85^,
i
—=
5.856,
’Alfo,
Therefore (according to the latter Canon ) 1 take for one of the tvVo numbers fought
fome number between* 57H0
as 16; by this I divide the given number
128 (or df) and the Quotient gives 8 for the other number fought • which two numbers,
16 and 8 , will folve the Queftion when it requires that the Square of half thdr fumm
may be lefs than the given number 192, as may eafily be proved: For the ProduCT of the
faid 16 and 8 makes the given number 128, and the Square of half the fumra of 16 and 8,j
viz,, the Square of 12, is 144, which is lefs than the given number 192; as was required.1
XPB ST. 7.

To find two fquare numbers in a given difference, and that one of thofe Squares may
be greater or lefs than a given number.
, - ••/r'
1. Let it be required to find two fuch fquare numbers, that their dirrerence may be
equal to a given number, fuppofe d‘, and that the greater Square may exceed a given
number, fuppofe b,
RESO LVTIO N

It is manifeft by Canon 2. of the foregoing
5» Tlwt if two numbers be taken,
fuch, that the Produk^ of their multiplication is equal to the given difference of two Squares
fought, then half the fumm and half the difference of the numbers fo taken lhall be the
fides of thofe Squares: Therefore if two numbers be found out, fuch, that their Produft
is equal to the given difference d, and that the Square of half the fumm of the fame numbers
is greater than the given number by then that Square ftiall be the greater of the two Squares
required, and the Square of half the differenoe of the faid numbers fhall be the lefier
Square required t But two fuch numbers may be found out by the firft Canon of the
preceding fixth Queftion, and confequcntly this fevenih Queftion may be folved by the
following
,

CANON i.

Take fome number greater than
or lefs than ^Jb
V: b
d: then
divide d the given difference of the two Squares fought by the number firlt taken, and
referve the Quotient 5 laftly, half the futam and half the difference of the faid Quotient
and number firft taken ftiall bc the fides of the two Squares fought.

Qijeft. 7.

Diophanius’j Algebra explain d.
jtn Examfle in Numbers.

Suppofe.^=ri2_S^and^=:ip2,
Thence it follo\^'s that •
• \ ^ •~1~' V- ^
^♦ — 21.8^^, (^c.
Alfo,.^y — ^:lr — d:z= ^.8^6,
Therefore according to the direftion of the Canon , I take fome number greater than
a ,_|i2 ^ or lefs than srfll-, as 2 then by this 2 I divieic 12 8, ( to wit, d ) and the
Qelotient is 64 ; laftly, half the fumm of the faid 2 and 64 is 3 3, and half their difference
is 31, which 33 and 31 arc the fides of two Squares that will folve^the Queftion propofed,
as will be evident by
The Proof.
The Squares of 33 and 31 are 1089 and 961 ; the difference of thefe is equal to the

given difference 12 8, (to wit, a;) and the greater Square 1089 is greater than 192,(or ^j)
as was required.
2. In like’manner , if it were required to find out two Squares whofe difference fliall
be equal to a given number d, and the greater Square lefs than a given number ^ . the fides
of the faid Squares may be found out by this following .
CANOlSt 2.
,
Take fome number lefs than ^b+^/:b — di but gre^j^er than
:b — d^
then divide d the given difference of the Squares fought, by, the number fo taken, and
referve the Quotient • laftly, half the fumm and half the difference of the faid Quotient
and number firff taken (hall be the fides of the two Squares fought.
An Example in Numbers.

Suppofe ..dz=z\i%, and^rr ipt^
Thence it follows, that . ♦ V .
4"
— d\ = zi.^^6y&d,
Alfo, . ..— di ^
Therefore according to the direftion of the laft preceding Canon, 1 take fome number
between 57fo^l and 217!^^, asT5 j then by this I divide the given number 12b ,
(to wit, d,) and the Quotient is 8 . lafily, half the fumm of the faid itJ and 8 is la,
but half their difference is 4; which 12 and 4 are the fides of two Squares that will folve
the Queftion, as will be evident by
The Proof.

The Sqaares of i a and 4 are 144 and i ^difference of thefe is equal to the given
difference 12 §, (or ^j) and chc greater Square 144 »s lefs than 192 , (or ^.) as was
required.
3 But if it were required to find out two Squares in a given difference d, and that
the ieffer Square might be greater than a given number g-, they may be difeovered by the
help of the preceding Canons of this feventh Queftion, in this manner, viz.
Let it be required to find two Squares whofe difference ftiall be ^4 (or df) and that
the leffer Square may be greater than 12 , ( or g.) Here the fcope muft be to find out
two fuch Squares that their difference may be 24, and that the greater Square may
exceed 36 , that is, 24^- 12 , and then the leffer Square will confeqnently exceed 12.
Therefore,
,
,
Suppofe
vSuppofe alfo

.....

•

^ — ^4 >
b ~ 3^ — ^ 1 £>
— d: — 9.4^, &c.

Thence it follows, that
..
^h — ^:0 — d:^2.5^, &c.
Alfo,
Then ( according to the firft Canon of this feventh Queftion ) I take fome number
Ereutet than <)Tfl.
than arJi . as a , by this ! divide 14, ( to wit d,) and the
Quotient is i 2 ; then half the fumm of i and 12 is 7. and half their difference is 5 >
which 7 and 5 are the fides of two Sqaares 49 and 2 5, whofe difference is 24, (to wit, a, )
and the leffer Square 2 5 h greater than 12, ( or ^ ; ) as was required
But for the greater
evidence , let ff be put for the leffer Square found out, and hh lor the greater • then
By Conftru61ion,.hh
d -y ff y
* '
Alfo by Conftru6tion, . . . . hh zz“d-\-g (=^,)
,
Therefore.ff ^
Which was to be
D 2
4* Laftly,

/
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4. Laftly, if it were defired to find out two Squares in a given difference
and that
the lefler Square might be.lefs than a given number^; let the fumm of thofe two given
numbers, (to wit,
be called b (as before*) and then by the latter of the two
preceding Canons of this feventh Qiieftion find out two Squares that their difterence may
be equal to the given difference d^ and that the greater Square may be lels than the fumm b^
fo Oiall the lefler Square be lefs than the given number g.
i J^EST, 8*
[ this is the twelfth of the fecond Book, of Diophantus, and the feventh of the fourth
Book, of VietaV Zetetickj. ]
Two numbers being given, fuppofe 192 ^and 128,- to find a third, whi(^ added
to each of thofe given may make each fumm to be a Square.
^
RES O LVTIO N I.
I
j. For the number fought put
z.. Then the Queflion requires^that each of thefe two fumras> 191-[-a = □
may be a fquare number, vizi , .., ^ i 128^ .
3. Now that Duplicate Equality (for foA’cfW/^ji, calls it) maybe refolved thus, vizi
Firfl:, fubtraft 128 + 4 from 19.2+ 4,'and ^he Remainder 64 is the difference
both of the given numlmrs and likewife of the two Squares fought, then (by the
preceding feventh Queftion )..find two fuch fquare numbers that their difference may
' ■ ’be 64 , and that the greater Square may exceed 192 the greater number given ; fuch
are the Squares 289 and’225 , whefle Tides are 17 and 15.
4. Then equate 192 + 4 to 289, /thus,
.v.",
. + 192+4
289 ,
5. Or equate 128+4 to 225", thus,
.. .. . .> 128+4 = 225
6» Laflly, from either of ihofe Equations in the fourth and fifth?
^ ^ „ q_
fteps, the number a fought wil| be alfo made known, viz, .3
I fay 97 will.folve the Queflion j* for if it be yded to 192 and 128 feverally, the
fumms 289 and 22^ are Squares,
was required : And out of the premifles well
examined, refpeft alfo being had to the preceding feventh Queflion, there will arife this
following Canon to find out innumerable Anfwers to the Queflion propofed.
^ .CANON, ,
^
7. Take any number greater than the fumm, or lefs than the difference of the fquare Roots
of the two numbers given; divide the difference of the two numbers given, by the
number firfl taken, and referve the Quotient j then from the Square of half the fumm
of that Quotient and the number taken, fubtraff the greater of the two numbers given .
or, from the Square of half the difterence between the faid Quotient and the number
firfl taken, fubtraft the lefler number given; fo (hall either of the Remainders (for
they are equal to one another) be the numbers fought.
An Examfle of the Canon.
8. Let there be two numbers given to find a.third, according^ 9S
to
8. as,.. 8
9. 'Their difference is
.
... . . .^88
10. Alfo..
.
— 12.(52^, G^f.
11. And ...
—^8rr: 5.969,
12. Let a number be taken , either greater than
, or 7
lefs than
> fuch is.
13. Divide 88 in the ninth flep, by 4 in the twelfth,*and the7
Quotient is...\ “
14. The half of the fumm of 4 and 22 in the twelfth and7 j
thirteenth fleps is...? , '
15. The Square of the faid 15 is.
\6. From that Square fubtraft the greater of the two numbers? ' /
' given in the eighth ffep, to wit, . . ..y
17. So the Remainder is the number fought, to wit, . . . 1> 75
• The Proof , .
j ...
96 + 73 = it^9., . whole V
I3» >
'
2 + 73 ==
81 , , whofe
, 9,• ■ .
A. flr.
^
.
In
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In like manner if it were defired to find out feme number fignified 'by ( 4 ) that
ica~\- 54 may m’ake a Square, alfothat \ca-\-6 may make a hquare, the preceding
Canon will give innumerable values of a, among which 1 will be found a true valuej
for if ^ = 1 , then
54 — ^4, and .104 ^\-6 ==: 16.
Ohjervatrdns upon Quefl. 8.

'

1. BiophantM in refolving this Quefiion makes an entrance into one of his peculiar
fubtilties which he calls a Duplicate Equality, (an ingenious Invention varioufly ufed by
him as divers knotty Qiieftions’ in this Book will make manifeft ^ ) the principal hinge
whereof depends on the finding of two Squares whofe dilferencejhall be equal to the
difference ot two
Quantities, each of vyhich is proposed to be found equal to
Ibrae known fquare number : As(, in the preceding Refolution of this
S. two
Squares to wit, 289 and 2 a ^ arc found out; whofe difference 04 is equal to the difference
of the two
Quantities 192-!-^ and 128^-4, each^ot which, according
CO thHmport ot the Queftion, is to be found equal to fome fquare number, and therefore
ihe number 4 fought muff be luch as will caufe that cffe£t.
it'
i- • u’a
2. But that the reafon of the Operation in refolving the Duplicate Equality iti this
eighth Queftion may clearly appear-,, two things atfe to be proved , ypz,.
^
Eirfl: That the greater of the two fquare numbers found out in the third Itep of the
Refolu;ion muff neceffarily exceed the greater of the two numbers given in the Queftion, ^
and the leffer Square .exceed, the leffer number given. To prove this, firff, it is intended
that the defired number 4 fiiould be affirmative, that is, greater than nothing . but it any
fquare number not greater than 192 were fet in Replace of 289 m the Equation in the
fourth ftep, viz,. 192
4 =: 289'.'or any fquare number not greater than 128, m
the place of 225 in the,Equation in the fifth ftep, vtz,.MiS-\-a = 225 . the value of 4
would be lefs than nothing: and therefore the neceffity of the befoi'c-mentioned qualihcation of the faid Squares is apparent. 1
^ i'•
y
Secondly, That when two fquare numbers are found out, fuch, that their difference
is equal to the difference of the two numbers given , and that the greater Square.exceeds
the greater of thofe given numbers.. then confcquently the leffer Square mall ^^^eed tnc
leffer number, and thefe two laft fnentioned exceffes or differences lhall be equal
another. The truth of this confequence will be evident by the following
‘ ,

theorem.

If two fquare numbers, fuppofe U the greater -d //the leffer have the fame difference
rWf» nrhpr numbers fuDDofe h the greater and c the leffer, and that the greater Square
exceeds the greater number b \ then the leffer Square // fliall ekceed the leffer number c,
and the former excefs dd—b (hall be equal to the latter ff c.
or ,
,
By fuppoficion.^
Therefore by adding // to each part, it follows, that > f 7=^
^
But by fuppolition .... •*•*,**• 4
^ ^
Wherefore, by fubtrailing ^ from each part or the ^ua->
_ _
tion in the laft ftep but one , that which the theorem affirms> dd--b — fj — c
is manifeft, viz,.* ’
.
.
And confequently either of thofe equal exceffes or differences (in the laft Equation )
ftiall be a munber lo folve the Queftion propofed , for it is manifeft’that if [he ^rmer
excefs dd-—b be added to
and the latter excefs j/—c to c, the fumras will be Squares,
to wit, dd and ff.

__,

.

8. t^hkh u here repented, viz.

jimther rr,»mtr of refolUng the foregoing

To find a number which added feverally to 128 and 19a, may make the fumms to be
.

RESOLVTION

2;

I. For the number fought put an-—• 128 whereby part of the Que-^
ftion is fatisfied ; for if
added to liS >
ad—128
a Square, to wit, 44 j let therefore the number fought be feigncdf

=.^
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2. But the Qneflion requires alfo, that if the number fought be added O
to 192 , the fumm may be a Square . add thcreiore
—i2cS toQ
i
— rt
192 , fo the fumra aa—■ i2b-|- 192, that is ,
be equal to a fquare number, viz..J
3. It remains therefore to equate the faid
to a Square , whofe fide (to the end
the value of a4 may be greater than 128, as the number aa — 128 alTumed in the firft
ftep requires) may be feigned to be aany Abfolute number lefi than 27^^^, or
_ 4 -p any Abfolute number greater than 2 5 roio , ( which limits are difcovered by
the following third way of refolving this Queftion ; ) let therefore the faid fide be feigned
to be
and then the Square of this fide being equated to ^<*4-64 as the fecond
fiep requires, this Equation arifeth , viz.
4 — aa^-^64,
4. Which Equation , after due Reduftion , makes known the value > ^
^^
of ^, VIZ#
• • • •
♦ •
• « • • • • •
Therefore by the firft'and fourth Reps the number fought will be found 97, which will
folve the Qucfiion ; for if 97 beadded to i 28 and 192 feverally, the fumms are Squares,
to wit, 225 and 289 ; and the limits in the third ftep for feigning the fide of one of the
Squares fought do (hew that the Queftion is capable of innumerable Anfwers.
third mamer of refolving the preceding Queft. 8. which is here repeated, viz.

To find a number, which added firft to a given number (/,) and then to a greater given
number ( ^,) may make the fumms to. be Squares.
!
,
RESO Lvr J 6 N 3.
1. For the difference of the two given nunabers h and / put d^ viz.? ^
^_f
fnppofe.S
~
^
2. And for the number fought put aa—f^ (4 reprefenting a number T
unknown,) whereby the firft part of the Queftion is fatisfied ; forC
_r
if aa —f be added to f it makes a Square, to wit, aa j let there-^
h,
tore the number fought be feigned to be ....
.... .3
.3. But the Queftion requires alfo, that if the number fought be added^
to h it may make a Square; add therefore aa —f to b, and it makesQ
, , _
aa -f-h—/, that is, fta.~\-d, (for d was put equal to h—/?)(
which muft be equal to a Square, viz.j
4. It remains then to equate aa^^-d to Tome Square, whofe fide may be feigned to be either
a-\~‘ey or
(which numbers, 4, eand h are all yet unknown ;) Firft, let the
fide of the faid Square be feigned to be 4-l^e, fo its Square being equated to 44-1-^,
this Equation arifeth , viz.
aa
lae
ee =: aa -j- d.
5. Which Equation i after it is duly reduced to find what? ^ _ d—ee
a is equal to, gives
.^
2e
6. But by the fecond ftep.. .
. . .
4 cr“ V/
7. Therefore by the fifth and fixth fteps.

•1

c-V/

8. And by multiplying each part of the fevenrhftepby 2e,7
^
it follows, that.S
9. And by adding ee to each part of the eighth ftep, it gives
d zr~ ee -1- ey'/j.f
I 0. And by adding /, that is, 4 of the Square of the known 9
- Coefficient ^4/
the ninth ftep, to each part thereof, > d-\^fc~^ee-\-‘eiy/jif-\~f
it follows, that.^
11. And by extrafting the fquare Root out of each part of;
, ,■
__
r
theienthftep,
............. f V: ^-h/’. ^
y/
12. And by fubtraefing V/Itora each part of the eleventh?
. t-t~>
/r
ftep,.
.s
— v; tr-^
13. And by comparing the latter part of the twelfth ftep?
/.TJTf- _ /f
to the firft part, ifs manifeft that.^ ^
* ‘‘h\J
jq. But by the firft ftep ..b •=: d~\-f
15. And confequenily

j

.

.

.

, , ,

.

^

V'^d^l-fi
16. Whers-
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1 6. Wherefore, by fetting

in the place of
^
in the thirteenth ftep, it's evident that .... 5
17. And becaufe by the fifth ftep , . • • • * ^

.

10 Again, forafmuch as the fide of the Square mentioned in the fourth ftep may be
feigned to be — ^ +
let the Square of — 4
^e equated to ^4 + ^, as the
third ftep requires, fo this Equation arifcth, viz..
rnx,“j— c/ rr aA — IM
2 0. which Equation , after due Reduilion, to find? ^
out what 4 is equal to, gives
. . . . , *5
21. But by the fecond ftep... 4 CT* V/
22 Therefore from the twentyeth and twenty-firft 7 m — ^ ^ ,r
fteps,..
j
23. And by arguing to find out limits for w, in likc^ I
manner as before for e from the fevcnth to the> , h CT ^/b
fjxteenth ftep indufive^ it will at length appear, thal^j
And becaufe by the twentyeth ftep . . . . J> «« c"
25. Therefore., h cr
24.

t6. Now fuppofc.

27.
28.
it
29.

.

.

.

’*2

And confequently.6j^ ■=: b — f
And from the fixteenth and twenty-fixth fteps?
follows that..i
And from the twenty-third and twenty-fixth« cr 2

30. Likewife from the eighteenth and twenty-fixth^’

^

d

(VMV/)

8 (

31. And from the twenty-fifth, and twenty-feventh?’
^ ^ g
fteps..
But of the limits found out in the four laft preceding fteps, the two former only are
ncceftary for chufing the numbers e and «, for the two latter not being fo ftridt as the
two former are ufelefs. Then after the number e or ^ is duely chofen Recording to the
faid limits in the twemy-eighth and twenty-ninth ftep*, the number 4 will be difeovered
either by the fifth, or by the twentieth ftep. and iaftly the number fought by the ftcond
and twenty-lixth fteps. All which Will be. farther tlluftrated by the following Canon
and Examples.
CANON.

32. Take any number Icfs than the difference, or greater than the fuinm of the fquarc
Roots of the two numbers given in the Queftion: then divide the difference between
the Square of the number firft taken, and the difference of the iWo numbers given
by the double of the number taken; and from the Square of the Quotient fubtraft
the lefl’er of the two numbers given, fo the Remainder (hall be the number fought.
Example i.
Let there be two numbers given to find a third,?
^
,0,
and f = 128
according to ^efi.%. as,.5
,
’
y
Thence it follows, that..
b — f ^ 6^
a
Alfo,..t
And
v'i’ + v'/=*S->70.
Now according to the C4W», take fomc number lefs? ,,
j
than 27I00,
call it e, as . . • , . • .3
Thence it follows,'that

Andianiy, i

.

.

t

.

^

;

<

3

,==.

= stf^ foaght.
The Proof,

192 + 864^ rr:
taS-j- 854t =

992^5

whpfc V ^ttraftod i« 3at.
whofc-/exiradcd is 3it*
il
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Example 2.

Again, the fame things beihg given as \n Example i, take?
fome number greater than 257^001 and cal it «, as .

_ 5^

Thence it follows that.5 —^——
L
2«
And ladly, »,••••*
••
aa
f —

fought.

The Proof.

192 -jr 97 = 289 ,
ii8-9-*97 =

whofe V is
vvhofe V is

17.
15’.

In divers of Diophartn/s Queflions, where Algebraick Qiiantiiies are to be
equated to Squares, there is great ufe of finding out Limits, ( alter the manner delivered
in the laH: preceding Refolutiorty) todireft how to feign the iides of the faidSquares, fo,
as that their values in numbers may be greater than nothing; and .therefore for the more
ample Illuftration of that Method 1 have framed the five Queflions next following, in the
Refolutions whereof, the induftrious Learner will meet with no difficulty, if he be well
exercis’d in the manner of refolving Quadratick Fquations according to Se^. s >7 >9Chap. 15. Book^ I. as alfo in the Obfervations upon the firft Queftion of this third Book.
Note.

^VEST. 9.
To find a numbW, call if a, '^that (hall be lefs than 3 1 and caufe
a fquarc number,

PESO LVrJON,

ii to be

^

1. Put Letters for the given numbers,,

^ /= '3

2. Then the Queftion requires that aa -|- d may be equal to a Square , but its Side ( ct
Root) muft be fo feigned that the Value of d may be lefs than f, and greater than
nothing. to which end the faid Side may be feigned to be either ^ -J-< c , or — a^\- h( which a, e and « do reprefent numbers yet unknown •) Firft therefore fiippofing the
faid Side to be a-j- e, the Square thereof is aa
ee, which mult be equated
to aa,-\~<d above-mentioned • hence this following Equation arifeih, viz,
aa -}"■ lae •q— c# — aa
d,
3. Which Equation, after due Rcdu»5lion to find out the7 ^ _ d — ee
value of a, gives.3
le
4. And lince the Queftion requires that 4 may be lefs than 3,? ^
f
..
3
*

^

^

——

^0

V. Therefore from the third and fourth fteps ... .3 /
'
c.
^^
6. And by multiplying each part of the fifth ftep by le,? ^_ee
ife
it follows that.3
7. And by adding ee to each part of thefixihftep, ,
^ "n ee^-ife
8. And by adding the Square of half the Coefficient if?
-U 2 Jto each part of thefevenih ftep, it gives.3
‘
r J *1 //
9. And by extrailing the fquare Root out of each part? j. jijf rr.
gjuf
of the eighth ftep, ..3
‘'Jj '
I o. Afid by fubtradting / from each part of the ninth ftep, J> V-’ d+//:
ir. Whereforefromthcienth ftep, by comparingthe latter? ^
/.jzp ff: _f
part to the firft, ... , .
^
12. And fince by the third ftep ec^dy therefore, . .> e ^ ^d
13. Again, for as much as the Side of the Square mentioned in the fecood ftep may be
feigned to be — 4 -f- «, let the Square of —^ 4
» be equated to aa^-l-d as the
Queftion requires, fo this Equa'tion arifeth, vtK,,
aa^\^ d == aa — lua -j- un,
14. Which Equation^ after due Reduftion to find ou.t the? ^ „ «h — d
value of ^, gives
.3

15:'.’ And

Qcieft. lO.
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15. And becaufc the Queftion requires ^ to be Icfs than 3 ,7
1.6. Therefore from the fourteenth and fifteenth fteps it 7 m — d
2U
follows that.* ' T • r'
17 And by continuing the Procefs to find out Limits tor
u
V:
//: + /
in like manner as before for e from the fifth ftep to the
eleventh inclufive, it will at length appear that . . .
18. And fince by the fixteenth ftep,
cr" ^, therefore
From the firft , eleventh, twelfth, feventeenth ^ eighteenth, third, and fourteenth fte^
the following Canon is deduced, by the help whereof innumerable Anfwers may be
found out to the Queftion propofed.
CANON.

10. Take any number (0 between
W, that i^een i ji|l,
and -5
&C. Or any number («) between
and
1 //• ■+"/>
and 7-i^^ &c. Then divide the difference between the Square
orrnumljnaktn and Vor“ Va fby the double of the number taken, fo the Quottenr
(hall be the number a fought.
Example i.
Let there be two numbers given in fuch manner as before?
_ 12, and / = 3
is fuppofed in this
9\ • • * *
.
Then according to the firft limits in the Canon tak6 lojne?
^ ■
number between i
and
2, and call .this
^
\
•viz, fuppofe.. * * * V* '
'
And then by the latter part of the Canon, . .i . •
^
^ oug t
iYiiv»

—j-i

'

ze

Which number a, to wit.«, will folve the Queftion; for it is lefs than’3 5 andodi+ia;
hat is, 1^, is a Square, as was required. '
‘
Example '2I
‘'
Again, the fame things being given'as in Example i. take^
[ome number between
and 7t4|4, ( according to the^
latter limits in the Canon,) as 4, and call this «, w. iuppoie

ii

4

UH-d
= t S= 4
And then you will find
. *1 i; . • • ^‘
2H
Which Fraaion f. to wir.
"vm folve the Qurftion, for i< is lefs than 3 , and
^44-12, that is, 121. is a ^Square as was required.
___
’

£IVEST,

To find out a number, call it 4, that

10.

.

- 5o may be greater than 54, but lefs than 8a:

RESOLVTION.
1, Put Letters for the giv/en numbers, as
2

.

.

^ y _

* .

Then the Queftion requires that aa — h may be greater 7
*than cs*, yet lefs than
firft then’let us fuppolc 5
3, Thence it follows, by adding ^ to each part, that .
r. And by fubtraaing ca from each part in the third ^p ^
c*. And by adding the Square of half the known Copci- 7
ent c to each part of the fourth ftep , it follows that \
6. And by extrading the fquare Root out ot each part?
'of the fifth ftep, it gives . . . • • • • • *5
7. Wherefore by adding ic to each part of the fixth ftep, ^
i Again, let us fuppofe, as the Queftion alfo requires, that ;>
9. Whence by arguing in like manner as before
?
fecond ftep to the feventh inclulive faving that inlteadf
of cr there, -=) is to be ufed in this latter argumenta-(^
lion, it will at length appear that . . . • • , *

^

g
—y ^

aa cr ca -\-lf
aa — ca CT b
aa-.ca^\cc ZT

\c cr* V* ^

^ce

4^^ •

a zr
^ \c^\-^/\b’]r\cci
, y

aa — b-:2da
_
^ ^
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10. Thus, (by the fevenih and eighth fteps) limits are difcovered, within which any
number may be taken for the value of a the number fought, viz.
it CT' \cb

^CC '

( 1

> ^c, )

a -T3

)

As for example, if ^ = 12 , which is within the faid Limits, then ah — 60 — 84 ;
alfo 5’^ = 60 , and
96 : But 84 ( that is, ^4 — 60 ) is greater than 60, ( that
is, 5^, ) and lefs than 96, (that is, 8^; ) and therefore the number 12 , (that is, a^)
doth manifeftly folve the Queftion propofed.
XJ^EST.

II.

*

To .find out a number 1
tt
that fliall be greater than 10^4411^11, but lefs than
I
, and caufc aa — 60 to be equal to feme fquare number.
RESO LVTIO N.
,
1. Put Letters for the given numbers, as,
.
.
. .

2

r ^ rr: 6o,
/ t= ioy|||44|4,
J A — 15_1L7792l8

2. Then , ( according to the import of the Queftion , ) an — b muft be equal to forae
Square, but the fide thereof muft be fo feigned that the value of a may be greater
than /, but lefs than A . to which purpofe, the faid fide may be feigned to be a —,,
or e — 4, ( which a and e do reprefent numbers unknown,) and then the Square of the
faid — e, or e — a being equated to aa — b above mentioned, gives this Equation, viz.
^it ■ b I. — itit
2 ^1^ c€.
3. Which Equation , after due Reduftion to find out the value J
_ ee^b
of ^,^gives
... ..s'**”
ze
4. But according to the Queftion,
.\.)» a zr f
5. Therefore from the third and fourth fteps,

.

.

.

• •

-fluhA c- f
C
2e
6. And by multiplying each part of the fifth ftep by ae^itP
\l,__ r
follows that . 'i 4 . ' Ji' ..5
7. And by fubtrafling b from each part of the fixth ftep, .
ec ZT 2 —b
And by equal fubtradlion of ife from each part of-the fevenih?
^
,
ftep,
.
. .
9. And by adding ff y lhat is, the Square of half the known Co- 7 ’
r, u
efficient 2/ in the eighth ftep , to each parr, it follows that §
^ff~^
10. And by extra(^ing the fquare Root out of each part of the 7
.
jr—r
ninth ftep..V* *JJ
b:
11. Wherefore by adding / to each part of the tenth ftep, it’sp
_ r \
, 74—jr
evidentthat ..^ ^ ^ J-T V‘Jf - ^ •
12. Again, becaufe /— e, (as well as e —/,') may be the fide 7
_
of the Square ee'—2fe -H/f in the firft part of the ninth ftep, > /—^ rr 's/'-ff— b :
it thence follows, that.3
--_13. And by adding e to each part of the twelfth ftep, . . . ^ / C“ ^ -j- V*/f— ^ •
14. And by fubtrafting ^iff—b\ from each part of the 7 r_ /. ffZST- r- e
thirteenth ftep,.S ^
1 y. Wherefore from the fourteenth ftep, by comparing the latter? ^ -3
part to the former , *tis manifeft that.J
^
16. Again, becaufc the Queftion requires . .
a
A
S
H- b
,
17. It follows from the third and fixteemh fteps, lhat . . .■< —7^—
«
18. Whence by arguing in like manner as before from the fifth T
_
ftep to the fitteenih iyielujtve, faving that A is to be ufed hcre,C ^
inftead of / there, and “n inftead of C", it will at length^ ^ ^ J _ ^\AA- b %
appear that
.
.j '
From the eleventh, eighteenth, fifteenth, firft and third fteps the following Canon arifeth,
which will find out innumerable Anfwers to the Queftion propofed.
CANON.

Queft. 12.
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CANON.

Takeanynumber (O g-ter.ha„ /+V:/72:^
™ IhanVv:^^^^-- but lefs than/-Vy/-^: (‘"atts, any number
Ltween

and

Then £i^ Otall be equal to (.) the

number fought.

Examples.

Firft, for the number e take 22 which is within the former limits in the Canon 5
then

gives 1 art f®'

number « fought by the Queftion: For if from the

-bf

??rsar.-,a. c™:

then f —gives 111 (ibe number «,) which will likewife folve the Queftion propofed • For if ftom the Square of i it you fubtraft 60, there will remain a Square to w«;
aaa, whole lideis -i} and the faid iii (that is, «) is greater than 10,.
lefs than tarts,
as was requited.__
QVEST, 12*
To find out a number J call it iTThat Ihall be greater than af, ( a number gtven,)
and caufe
+ » to be equal to fome fquare number.
RESOX^VTIQN.
C I, Z=Z 4,

1. Put letters foe the given numbers j as,

.

*

•

•

•

•

y* —

•
r ' • I ‘ i.. j- / mav make a fquare number^ but its
2. Then the Queftion requires that
+
d? Now to caufe thofe
fide mull be fo feigned that the value

It/being equated’to

+

^ (vvhich e and a do reptefent

^ “V

‘"is Equation.

aa’\~ya’\-f^ — aa—'^ae'-\ ce.
, Which Equation ; after due Reduftion to find out the? ^
value of ,1, give.
’ • • ' ’ 'i „

, ... .
d

‘

4. And becaufe the Queftion requires ...

5. It follows from the third and fourth fteps, that .

"JTZpT ^ ^

8*. And by fubtrfaing ide from each part of the feventh^ eeide ur

f

o ^And by adding the Square of half the Known C^ep?
cknt 2/in the eighth ftep,'to each part, it’s manifeff that S
__
1C. And by exirading the fquare Root out of each part?
^/idh-^-f-^ddi
nf the ninth Xlep, . • • * « • *•*•*/ A*
.
II. Wherefore by addingto each part of the tent ftep)? ^ ^ ^. db^-fJ^ddi
4
la'.'And“confeqSn"'y by tefolving the
f"" ^*5$ , ^ j-aaa
eleventh ftep into numbers, according to thePolmons^
cr 61000,
13*.”The third ftep alfo ftiews that eecr /, and confe-^ ^
quently

***’*£,•'*•

^c )
•
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But this latter limit for the chufing of c is ufekfs, for if e be
as appears by the twelfth ftep, it is evidently greater than i

^i

14. Laftly, from the eleventh, twelfth, third and firft fteps the following Canon arifeth,
which will find innumerable Anfwers to the Queftion propofed.
CANON I.
Take any number greater than A^:db '-\-f~\-dd:
and call the number taken e.

Then

d, (viz. greater than

lliall be equal to the number « fought,

1 c. But if it were defired to find a number a that might be lefs than 2^, and greater than
nothing, and make
to be a fquare number, then the fame Pofitions and
Procefs being made as before, faving that
is to be ufed inftead of cr from the fourth
ftep to the twelfth inclufive, at length there would arife this following
CANON 2.
Take any number (e) greater than V/j but lefs than
any number between

db^\-f'\- ddi

and 6rV.\,&c.) Then

d : (viz»^

will give the num,-

ber A fought.
An Example of the firfl Canon.’
For the number e take 8 which exceeds
Then

, &c. as the firft Canon doth dire^VJ

gives 37I for the number a fought; for 'tis greater than 2^ (or d,y

and aa 4- 4^ v-|^ 2 makes a Square, to wit,
, whofe fide is
, as was required.
Note^ That
might be feigned to be the fide of the Square mentioned in the
fecond ftep, and thence limits would be difeovered to chufe the number n , by which the
number a would confequently be made known j but i leave the fearch of thefe latter
limits as an exerdfe for the Learner.
^VEST.

13.

To find out a number, call it a. that lhall be greater than i, but lefs than 4, and
make
— 9Aa to be a fquaite number.
'

'

resolve 10 N.
C'=

4

1. Firft put Confonants to reprefent the numbers given in the Que- ))/=::
ftion,as,..—

11

■;

•

■

Cf=

1

2. Then the Queftion requires that ff-\-ga^haa may make a fquare number, whofe
fide rouft be fo feigned that the value of a may be greater than b, but lefs than d: To
which purpofe the faid fide may be feigned to be f^[-ea, or /— ua; (where ^, e , «
do reprefent numbers unknown:) Firft then let the faid fide be feigned f^\-ea,
and let its Square ff-\- 2fea~\-eeaa be equated to ff'^ga — haa above-mentioned,
fo this following Equation arifeth, viz.
‘
‘
ff>]- 2fea~\--eeaa z=z ff~-\~ga — haa.
3. Which Equation, after due Reduction to find out? ^ _ g— 2fe
the value of
gives.. . .
~ h-i ee
4. And becaufe the Queftion requires . . . . ,)> a xr- h
c. It follows from the third and fourth fteps, that -5 S ■
C

-f- cr* b

h-^-ee

6. And by multiplying each part in the fifth ftep , by ? o-^7fe rr bh Jl- bee
the Denominator h-^^ee ^ it follows, that •
•i
7. And by fubtrading bh from each part in the fixth 7

^'

^
^
__ifjj ^

8. And

Qyeft- ' 3-

Diophantus’j Jlgel>ra explain’d._^

8. AnTby adding =/« to each pan in the fcventh ftep > g — ihc- hc-]-%fe
5,. And by dividing every quinmy tn '^e e'ghth ftep>
^ by ^, that l^ee may be freed from us Cocmcient
^
W
^ ^
it follows that..
that ts, the Square of half7

,0. And by adding

^

the Coefficient ^ to each part of the ninth ftep,^

hb^

^

11!^ AnTby'extraaing the fquare Root out of each?
part of the tenth ft..^
iz. And by fubtraaing

ere +

from each part of ihcr

//+

eleventh ftep, . . . * • • •, * * *• ’?
Therefore from the twelfth ftep , by comparing? ^
the latter pan to the firft, it’s manifeft that . -S
14. Again, becaufc the Queftion requires

ff

ffJUb<r—bhh

f

j

.

.

^

^_2/tf

I y. And by the third ftep,.•

•

•J ^ —

h-\-ee

16 It follows from the fourteenth and fifteenth ftepsA
[hat..4
17. Whence by arguing in like manner as before^
^
from the fifth ftep to the thirteenth inclufive, it> e cr

-ra d
^
^

. s”“fet
Ofl V--mioned inW ^-nd ftep be feigned to be^
' and then the vSquare of /— ua being equated to
as tne
...
requires') this following Equation arileth, viz^.
ff—'ifuAA^uma = ff^g^ —
,
«

,

'

r

•

j 9. Which Equation gives this value of 4, viz.

.

?

_

a —

g'~r "^P*.

20. But the value of a laft mentioned muft ( as
and lefs than d; and if the Procefs be f^^ntinue
m
out limits for « in like manner as before for e from tne tuna 1
inclufive, it will at length appear that

r-

J

ftep, to find
feventeenth
-

//-l-'fe—

XT
r
tnnn-iKpr u taken for the value of e within the limits in the thirteenth and
Now after any
,he Queftion will be difeovered by the third
oTm fteps Or afer any nl\et is taken fmhe value of » within the limits in the
and firft
the^number 4 fought will be made known by the nineteenth
KrftLps. All which wiU be made raanifeft by the following Canon and Examp es.
CANON.
at. Take any number lefs than ^^ ; but greater than
fj'-1- d^ — dah^ f /
jg
^'
dd
d
and call the number taken e, then
number lefs than 1 +

number between i
Iball be the number 4 fought. Or take any
. but greater than

( that is, any number between li.iii, &c. and jalll, &c.') and call the number
taken ». then 1,+iA will give the number 4 fought.
*

h -I” Hit

/
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Examples.
Suppofe

llL

, ivhich is within the firft limits in the Canon, then

•=:\^’=.a the number fought; For f'| is greater than i, but lefs than 4 • and if a
then 121
45^ —944 = '-fify which is a Square, (for its fide is -f^) as the
Queftion requires.
Again, fuppofe e=zi, (which is likewife within the firft limits,) then
—a the number fought: For jf is greater than i, but lefs than 4; and if ^ = jf.
then alfo 12*1 --C-A^a-^^aa makes a Square, to wit,
whofe fide is “ff.
^ — j—. 2

Again, fuppofe « — 18, which is within the latter limits in the Canon, then

’flu

-

T=zff — a the number fought: For if a = f7, then 121 -j-* 45/e —■ paa makes a Square,
to wit,
, whofe fide is
; and f| ( or 4 ) is greater than i, but lefs thati 4,
as the Queftion requires.
EST. 14.

( Quaeft. 13. Lib. 2. Bio^hant. )

To find a number*, that if it be fubtrafted firft from 192 , and then from 64 y each
Remainder may be a Square.
RES O LVTJO N.
I ^
.1. For the number fought put . , .
^
a = □
3. Which number muft be fuch , that each of thefe Quanti-5 193
a = □
ties (or Remainders) may make a Square , viz.. • . .1
.c
64
3. Now to refolve that Duplicate Equality . firft, (^hy Canom.
®f this.ff^3.)
find out two fuch fquare numbers that their difference may be equal to 128, that is, the
difference of the two given numbers'192 and 64, or the difference between the two
Algebraick Quantities 192 — a and 64-—and that the greater Square may be
lefs than 192, (the greater of the two numbers given in the Queftion;) but two fucfi
\ Squares arc 144 and 16.
4. Then from either of thefe Equations,

.

;

;

!;

^

‘^^64_4 —

5. One and the fame value of 4, that* is, the number fought7 will be difcovered, viz...j***
7. I fay 48 will folve the Queftion, as will be evident by

_

.0
^

The Proof.
\ which are Squares, as was required.
The preraiffes give this following

CANON.
8. Firft, ( by the fecond Canon of the feventh Queftion of this third Book, ) find out
two fquare numbers in the fame difference with the numbers given, and that the greater
Square may be lefs than the greater number given. whence confequently, ( as will
appear by the following Theorem,) the leffer Square fiiall be lefs than the leffer number
given : Then from the greater number given fubtradthe greater Square, or from the
leffernumberfubtra^l: the leffer Square, fo ftiall either of thofe Remainders (for they
are equal to one another ) be the number fought.
‘ But the certainty of this Canon, and confequently of the Refolution of the Duplicate
Equality in the Queftion, will be evident by this following
TUEO RE M.
9. If two Square numbers have the fame difference as two other numbers, and that the
greater number exceeds the greater Square , then the leffer number lhall exceed the
leffer Square, and the excefs of the greater number above the greater Square lhall be
equal to the excefs of the leffer number above the leffer Square. To make this manifeft,
let M and gg reprefent tWo fquare numbers, whereof
is the greater; alfo h the greater,
and f the leffer of two other numbers; Then, (according to the import of the Theorem,)
10. Sup-

r

}

Oneft. 14.
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.

hcrJd

,

12. Then by adding e to each part of the Equation in the>
tenth ftep, it follows that • • • • • •
13. Therefore by fubtrafting Jd from each par< of the laftT
Equation, ( whichfubtraaion appears to be pofTible by thef
elwenth and tenth fteps,) that which the Theorem affirmsr
is manifeft , viz.Jr
• t
f• #
i
l
, a And confequently either of thofe two equal Eaceffes or Reinainders which make the
iail Equatio?, Ihall be a number that will folve the Queftion propofed ; for it »
nianifelt that if the firft Eacefs b — dd ht fubtraaed from
and the latter Excefs
€—gg t'rom c, the Remainders will be Squares, 10 wit, dd and gg.

To folve the foregoing 14'^ Queftion dfter another manner, viz.
To find a'number, that if it be fubtrafted firft from 9, and then from 21, each
Remainder may be a Square.
^

r^

RESO LVTIO N.

,. It is evident, that if 9 be fubtrafted from 9, tb«c will Z
remain a Square, to wit, a<t, therefore for the number fO“gbt pu S
Z And then \{ 9—aa be fubtrafted from z i, the Remainder muft /
,

j2 = o

treq\rVJf"t;: fome-Sq^ar;, whofe fide m\ft be fo feigned th«
the v™ue of a may be led than 3 ^ (for by the firft ftep
J 9,
L ^ V O Buttocaufethateffe^, the faid fide may be feigned to be^ther
any
ab^luteLmber between

and

^Ife

number between
and 77II0 ,
nTp^ke^pigned a A* 2 and
ninth Queftion of this third Book 5) let therefore the faid
then by equating the Square of d*-J-a to aa^-^ii before-mentioned 1
Pa
this Equation arifeth, viz.

from 9 and 21 feverally, it leaves the Squares 4 and

^

;‘SS"S

foregoing ninth

„ 0.* rJ!».:

leenth Queftion; but I leave it to the Learners exercife,_

E ST. I

( Quseft. 14. Lib. 2. Diophant.)

To find a number, from which if 27 and 15 (two numbers given) be feverally fubtrafted, each Remainder may be a Square.

RESOLVTION I.
1^4

'’

1. For the number fought put . . • / J
2. Which number muft be fuch that each of thefe Quantities or C

— n

°

, Now to refolvl .hat Duplicate Equality find out ( by
2
W. sO two fquare numbers whofe diflPerence may be 12 , that
^^he two given nLbers 27 and 15 j but here is no need of limiting
Squares; Suppofe then the faid Squares are found i d and 4,

of the ^
1 , the ditterencc
either of the faid
_
^

4. Then from cither of thefe Equations,.^ 4 — 15 z= id

5". The number 4 fought will be difeovered, viz.

.

•

•

•

•

I fay 31 will folve the Queftion j for if fromsi youfubtraa 27 andi5 feverally, the
Remainders are Squares, to wit, 4 and 16.
From the premiftes there arifeth this following

CANON.

CANON,

6, Firfl, ( by the preceding fifth Queftion , ) find two fquare numbers that (hall have
the fame difference as the two numbers given ; then add the leffer Square to the greater
number, or the greater Square to the lefier number • fo (hall either of thofe (iimms
( for they are equal to one another ) be the number fought.
The truth of which Canon, and confequently of the Refolution of the Duplicate Equa¬
lity in the Queflion, will be evident by the following

THEOREM.
If two fquare numbers, fuppofe dd the greater and gg the leffer , have the fame dif¬
ference as two other numbers, fuppofe b the greater and c the leffer; then the fumm
of the lefler Square and the greater number fliall be equal to the fumm of the greater
Square and the leffer number : For,
By fuppofition, .
.
..)> h,— c — dd — gg
And by adding gg to each part..h — c^gg " dd
Wherefore by adding c to each part of the laft Equation,} y , aa =: c 4- dd
that which the Theorem affirms is manifefl:, viz.S
^
^
S. And confequently either of thofe two equal furams in the lafl: Equation fhall be a
number to folve the Queftion propofed : For it is evident, that if b be fubtracted from
the firft fumm b-^-gg, and c from the latter fumm c-\~dd, the Remainders arc
Squares, to wit, gg and dd.

7.

To folve the foregoing Queft, 15'. after another mannerviz.
may be a Square.
.

)

'

RESOLVTION 2.

mainder will be a Square , to wit, aa. therefore for the number > ',da 4- 27
fought put
.
,
.
,
.j
2. But then 15- being fnbtrafited from the faid 4<«4^ 27 ,'lhe7 . 1
— n
Remainder rauft like wife be equal to a Square, 'therefore
. •>
3. It remains to equate aaJf, 12 t6 fome Square’, vyhofc fide may be feigned either a -fany'abfolute numberlefsthan .i/12, or 37000,or elfc —^<^^A'^any abfolutenum, ber greater than.the faid 3^
O c • '(which limits are found out in like manner as in the
d
_»
r*
.
I
M .
f
L_
‘ fQtegding
9. ) ^ Let therefore
the raid ftdie be feigned
a 4gl.'
andI then
by
equa" fing the Square of a~\- 3 , that is, aa^<^d~^9 to
value of a will
thence be found \, and confequently the number fought, ( which in the firft ftep was
put ^^4-27) (hall be 27-5, which will folve the Queftion: ■ For if from zj\ the
given liumbers 27’and 15 be feverally fubtrafted, the Remainders will be Squares,
to wit, \ and

'

But if this fecond manner of refolving ^efl. i
be formed by Literal Algebra, (like
to the third manner of refolving the preceding ^efi, 8. ) there will arife this

CANON.
Take any number greater than the fumm, or lefs than the difference of the fquare Roots
of the two numbers given; then divide the difference between the Square of the number
taken and the difference of the given numbers by the double of the number taken ; laftiy,
to the Square of that Quotient add the greater of the numbers given, fo ftiall the fumm
be the number fought.

A third ypA) of folving the preceding C^ueft. i y.
Let thePofitions in the firft and fecond fteps of the preceding
2. be refumed,
then (ince aa -j- 12 muft be equal to a Square, 'tis evident that 12 is the difference between
that Square and 'aa ; therefore by the preceding fifth Queftion find two Squares whofe
difference may be 12 ; fuch are't 6 and 4 , the leffer of which lhall be the value of aa j
therefore aa^\-27 which was put for the number fought will be found 31 , as before
in the firft Refolution of this Queftion.

QVEST. 16.

Qaeft. 16,17.
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4*

16.
^

t

To find a number, that if
be added to it, and 8 fubtra£led from the fame; as well
the Suram as the Remainder may be a Square.

RES O LVr 10 N.
1. For the number fought put

....

i'

^

2. Then each pf ihefe Quantities mud make a Square, viz.

8 = 0

■ **

'

3. Now to refolve that Duplicate Equality, fird, fubtraft 4 — 8 from 4-F* 12, and
the Remainder is zo.; this is equal, as well to the fumm of the given numbers as to the
difference of the two Squares fought f- Then ( by the fecond Canon of the fifth ^eflion
of this third Booli) find two Squares whofe difference lhall be 20 . fuch are 36 and \ 6,
Then from either of thefe Equations

.

.

.

.

.

.

y. The number a fought will be made Icnown, viz.

^ a—
.

.

8 =
4

24

which number found out, to wit, 24,'will folve theQuedion ; for if it be incrcafed
with i 2, and leffcned by 8 , the Sumra and Remainder are Squares, to wit, 3 6 and 16.
The fubdance of the Refolution is contain’d in this following

CANON.

6. Fird , ( by the fecond Cdmn of the fifth ^efliort aforegoing ) find out two fquare
* numbers whofe differente lhall be equal to the luram of the two numbers given • then
fubtraft the number given to be added (whether it be the greater or the lefferof thofe
given ) from the greater Square , or add the number given to be fubrraded to the leffer
Square j fo as well the Remainder as the Summ ( for they are equal to one another )
lhall be the number fought.
The certainty of this Canon , and confequently of the Refolution of the Duplicate Equa¬
lity in the Q^tedion , will be evident by this following

THE OREM.

. ^

,

7. If there be two fquare numbers, fuppofc dd the greater, and
the leffer, whofe
difference is equal to the fumm of two other
and c ; then the excels of the
greater Square above either of the two numbers, diall be equal to the fumm of the leffer
Square and the other number.
.
,
,,
/ ,
8 For,by ruppofition
1
9. Whence by adding
to each part, it follows that . . .y aa —
^
la Therefore by fubirading b from each part of the ladEqua-?
^ _ gg^\~c
.tion, thisarifeih, viz.. ,* *
'.*•*<
II. Likewife, by fubtraaing c from each part of the Equation in?
_ ggJ^-^b
the ninth dep, there remains ...
.3
Wherefore from the two lad Equations, the truth of the Theorem, and confequently

.

of the Canon is manifed.

XPEST. 17.

'

To find a number, that if it be added to, and fubtraaed from a given fquare number,
fuppofe 4 , the Summ and Remainder may be Squares.

RESO LVTIO N.
1. For the number fought put.
2. Which number muft be fuch, that if it be added to and lub-> 4-I-4 = □
traaed from 4 , as well the Summ as the Remainder may make> ^
4 = 0
3.

a Square, viz.. * ’ *
^
To refolve that Duplicate Equality, fird, ( after the manner of
3. Canon i.
Rifoht. 2.
of this Book.,) divide 8 the double of the given Square 4 into
two unequal Squares, -ff- and

Then

Book III.
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~4. Then^ from cither of thefe Equations, T

->
^ 4 A- a ■=.
.24 — 4=

5. The number fought will be difcovered, viz.. 4 =

ff-

* Which number ff will folve the Queftion propofed ; for if it be added to and Tubthe Summ and Remainder are Squares to wit, -^ff and 7^ wliofe Tides
are
and By the like Operation ( the iubftance whereof is contained in the tollowing Canon ,) you may find out innumerable Anfwers to this 17^.' Queftion.
traaed

from

4,

,

CANON.
6

Divide the double of the given Square into two unequal Squares, ( by the preceding
'
2.) then from the greater of the two Squares found out fubtrai^ the given Square,
^trom this fubtraft the lelTer of thofetwo, fo fliall either of the Remainders, (foc
they are equal to one another ) be the number fought.

But the certainty of this Canon , and confequcntly of the Refolution of the Duplicate
Equality in this 17^'’ Queftion, will be evident by the following

THEO RE M.
7. If two fquare numbers, fuppofe cc the greater , and dd the leffer, be equal to the
double of a fquare number, as
or zhb-, then the excefs of the greater 0 t oc

unequal Squares above one of the equal Squares (hall be equal to the excefs of the other
of the equal Squares above the leRer of the unequal Squares.
,, ,
8. For by fuppolition.* ' * *
cc Ap. dd
bb^bb
9. Alfo by fiippolicion

•

•

•,.'

’

'

X '

‘

n. And.. • • •
dd
bb
12. And by fubtradlion of bb from each part of the Equation
cc
dd-^ bb ~ bb^
in the eighth ftep, . ... V *1
13. Wherefore by fubtrafting dd from each part of the lait/
Equation, (which fubtra£tion the 1
and 1fteps do fliew toV cc —
— bb
ad
be poflible,) that which the Theorem afferts is roanifefl:,
^
14. And confequently either of theExceffes ( or Remainders) which make thelaft pre¬
ceding Equation fliall be the number 4 fought; For if the firft Excefs cc — hb be added
to bb, and the latter Excefs bb — dd fubtrafted from bb, the Summ and Remainder are
Squares, to wit, cc and dd.

^ESr. 18.

^

To find a number, that if a given Square 9 be added to that number, antf from another
given Square 4 the fame number fought be fubtraifed , the Summ and Remainder may
be Squares.

RESOLVTION,
1. For the number fought put.. .

"

.

. J>

.
.
r.
S 9
— Q
2. Then the Queftion requires that'._a = a
3. To refolve that Duplicate Equality, firfl ( by the preceding ^efi.4.^ divide 13 the
fumm of the given Squares 9 and 4 into two fuch other Squares that one of thefe found
may exceed 9 the Square given to be added; but two fuch Squares are -ff and 7t>
whofe fumm is 13 , and the greater of them exceeds 9.
4. Then from either of thefe Equations

.

.

.

.

^

4*1-4 =

“t

5. The number ( 4) fought is difcovered, viz.
. I
. .^
— ff
Which number found out, to wit, ff, will folve the Qi^eflion • for if it be added to p,
and fubtra6ted from 4 , the Summ and Remainder are Squares, to wit,
and
, whofe
Tides are -f and f
By the like Operation ( the fubftance whereof is expreft in the fol¬
lowing Canon,) you may find out innumerable Anfwers to this 18*’' Queftion, becaufe
( by
4. of this Book. ) the fumm of two Squares may be divided into as many
pairs‘^Squares as you pleafe, fuch, that one of each pair fliall conflft within given
limits.

. ^,
' CANON.

Qncfi:.
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CANON.
Book,, ) <iivide the fumm of the two Squares given into

Firfl ( bv
4- of
^'twofuchSqua'^^, that the greater of thefe found out may exceed the Square given to
be added then from the greater of the two Squares found out fubtraet the Square given
to be added • or from the other Square given fubtrad the other Square found out 5 fo
Hull either of the Remainders (for they are equal to one another) be the number fought.
The certainty of this Canon, and confequently of the Refolution of the Duplicate Equa¬
lity in the QueRion propofed will be manifeft by this following

THEO RE M.
8. If the fumm of two fquare numbers, fuppofe M the greater, and cc theleffer, be found
* equal to the fumm of two other unequal Squares, M and //, and that the greater of
of the two former exceeds either of the two latter, then the'other of the two latter
lliall exceed the leffer of the two former, and one excefs lhall be equal to the other. For,
g. By foppofuion

4 ff'

.

4^4^ ff

bb zr dd
cc
»//

10. By (uppofition alfo
11. Therefore
13*. And by fubtrading
from each part of the Equation in?
the
ftep,, this
arifeth,^ viz.. *
.
•
*
• f *,1 n.
^ ninth
.. ftep
I ^ Wherefore by fubtraaing cc from each part of the laft^
Equation, ( which fubtradion the tenth and eleventh Reps do(
Ihevv to be poffible ) that which the Theorem affirms is ma-(

dd = ff

cc

hb — dd = ff — cc,

i^^A^.d confequently the truth of the Canon and Refolution'of the Duplicate Equality
in this 18*^^' Queftion is evident,

J^EST.
To find a fquare number; that if it be incrcafed or lelTened by i> fide; may makf

RESO LVT-JON.

^

1. For the fide of the Square fought put
•,
2. Therefore the Square it felf is •

3- Then the Queftion requires

.

2

;
s

s

•
k

!
*

a

S
-

.
~ q
—a — n

*

Which Duplicate EQual.’cy differs but little from that in the foregoing feventeentfi
and may be refolved thus : Firft,-(after the manner of Examfle 3. Canon 1.
MoUii. 2.
2. of this Book,, divide 2 , which is compos’d of two Squares i
1 and I fuppos’d to be prefixt 10 aa and aa in the Duplicate Equality in the third ftep;
Into
multiply
and equate
into two’
two unequal
Ulicv uai Squares, tj
2,5 and t?;» then
■
,
/ ^ each of ffiefe by
the greater Produft
to «<«+<» , or the leffer Produa
‘o
from either of thofe Equations one and the fame value of a wil be difcovered , we.
ai which is the fide of the Square fought; for if
be added to and fubtraaed
frnm its Sauare
, the Summ and Remainder are Squares , to wit,
and 776 j
whole nd« are i/and
It is alfo eaf.e to be perceived that this Queftion is ca-

4- Oueftion

pable of innumerable Anfwers.

J^EST. 20.
To find two numbers in a given Reafon, fuppofe the greater to the lelfcr as 2 to i;
and that the Square of the fumm of the two numbers being added to each 01 them may
make fquare numbers.
^

^^^
RES O LVTIO N.

1. For the leffer number fought put
.
* *, * * ‘ * ’^ ^
2. Then the greater , to the end it may be to the leffer as 2 to i, ?
lhall be.( * r *
• *
!. Therefore the fumm of the two numbers lought is
.rj. And the Square of their lumm is
E 2

n‘
,

*
•

* e 34
•P
g44

5^. To
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5. To which Square if the two numbers za and a be feverally?
added, each furam mu{l be a Square, therefore
. . . .y

Book liL
^aa^\-2a = □
a
n

6. Which Duplicate Equality , ( according to

Method, before explain’d and
demonftrated in the Obfervations upon the firft manner of folving the eighth Queftion
of this Book, ) may be refolved thus; viz. Firft , fubtradf
-j- a froni
-j- 7 a,
and the Rernainder a is the difference of the two Squares that are to be equated to thofe
Algebraick Quantities ; then find two Squares whofe difference may be equal to the
faid difference 4, but with this Caution, that in each of thofe Squares there may be
found p44, to the end that when the greater Square is equated to 944-j-24 , or the
leffer to 944 ff- a ^ the faid 944, after due Reduiftion, may vanilli, and an Equation
remain between fdrrte number oi 4 and Tome known Rational number, whence the value
of 4 vftll be expreftible by feme known number either Affirmative or Negative. Now
to find out two fuch Squares, let two numbers be taken, fuch, that (according to Canon 2.
5. of
Book^A
Produdf of their Multiplication may make 4, and that
the half of their fumm may conftft: of 34fome abfolutc number, and the half of
their difference of
— fome abfolute numbci*, (for then it will follow that as well
in the Square of the faid half fumm, as in the Square of the faid half difference there
will be found 94^^;) whence we^may inferr, that the fumm of the faid two numbers
muft confift of‘4-j- fome abfolute number , and their difference of 6a—- fome abfolute number ; to which purpofe, divide i by d, ( i becaufe the difference is 14, and
6 becaufe it is the double of the fquare Root of 9 which is prefixt to 44,) fo the
Quotient is \ , and confequently 64 multiplied by f makes 4; whence 'tis evident
that the only two numbers fit for the purpofe aforefaid are 64 and ^ , whofe half furarti
is
and half difference 34 — 7^, (or —
therefore the Squares
of the faid half fumm and half difference are gaa ~\- 74 -1- 7-5 and 944 — ^4 -I- 7^4 ;
now let the greater of thofe vSquares be equated to 944 -]-* 24, and the leffer to 944 -I- 4,
fo thefe two following Equations will arije,
..

C 9442 4 rr:
C 9^^ *-1—* ^
I

_

944
^

“1-^477I;,, .
J— 144*
1

I

'

t

7. Then from either of thofe Equations, after due Redudion, the value of 4 will be found
to be 777 , and^confequently , (from the firft and fecond fteps,) the numbers fought
are 77^ and 77^ , ’which’ will folve'’ the Qi^eftion propofed : For firft , the greater
hath fuch proportion fo the leffer a^ 2 to i • and it the Square of the fumni of 77'^
and 77I be added to them fevcrally ^ the two fumros will be Squares , to wit 77^^
and jrlJ, whofe fides are 7^ and 7^.
8.

•

In lik? manner, to refolve this Duplicate Equality, viz.

Firft, I find the difference of thofe two Algebraick Quantities to be 44; then I fearefa
<jut two Quantities that being mutually multiplied may make 44, and that as well in
half their fumm as in half their difference there may be found 24, (that is, the fquare
Root of 444; ) fo by working as before is direded , I find 44 and i to be the only
two Quantities agreeing with thofe conditions : Then the Square of half the fumm
of 44 and 1 , viz^ the Square, of 2 4-[-7 being equated to 444-]-34— i will give
a—\\ or, the Square of half the difference of 44 and t , viz. the Square of 24 — t
being equated to 444 — 4 — i, gives
as before.

■ ^EST. 21.
/

To find two numbers in a given Reafon , fuppofe the greater to the lefs as 3 to 2 J and
that the fumm of the numbers being added to each of their Squares, may make Squares.

RESOLVTION.
1. For the leffer number put
1 . T .^
2. Then the greater ( to the end that both numbers may be in the?
Reafon preferibed,) ftiall be.j
3. Therefore their fumna is
^

24
'
54
4. Which

Qtiert. 2 2.
4.
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which fumm-added to the Square of each of the faid two
numbers 24 and 34, muH ( as the Qtieftion requires ) make a

45

A
^ ^ "^1*^ 5 ^

^

^ ^"So^w in tr^er^to refolvc thatDuplicace equality , itrauft firft be reduced to another;
^'wherein there may be equal fquare numbers prefixt to aa, which may be done thus j
Divide 0 the greater of the two Square's that are prefiXt to aa by the lefler 4, and then
bv the Quotient i multiply that AIgebraick Quantity where the faid Diyifor 4 is prefiL to ^4, viz.
by
and it produceth
+ ^4^ to be equated to
a Square • fo now inflead of the Duplicate equality in the fourth itep, this arileth,
*
,
C ^aa
^ □
I gaa

K In which Duplicate equality laft above expreft, there arc equal Squares to wit, 9 and 9
‘ nrcfixt to aa \ and therefore it may be refolved after the manner before niewn in th«
2 0^*’ Queftion and when the value of a is difeovered in this latter dupheate equa¬
lity, it will neceflarilyconftitute the former duplicate equality in the fourth
as a Square multiplied by a Square produceth a Square , fo conyerfly, a Square dm ed
by a'sciuarc gives the Quotient a Square. In order then to refolve the Did dup icate
equality in thf fifth fiep , fubtrad 9^4 +
^ 4^* ^ f ^
Remainder is
this muff be efteem’d the Produd made by the mutual multiplication of two quan¬
tities m be taken with fiich Caution , that as well in half their fumm as m half their dif¬
ference there may be found 3^, (becaufe the fquare Root of 94^ in each of the two
quantities to be equated to a Square is 34;) fo by confidering well that Caution, and
what hath been faid to the like purpofe in the fixth ftep of the Refolution of the fore¬
going 2 0^'’ Qiieftion, you will find that 6a and
are the only two numbers, tha
Ln|mutually multiplied make ^^4, and have
their difference: Therefore let the Square of half the fumm of the
^ *
let
the
Square
4
:
or
-z/j?:,. the Square 944-h
z304 be, equated to 9^4 11
A?.i ■be
2,3 o 4 5
of half the difference of the faid 6a and ^4, vtz,, theSquare 944 2,4 ^ 2.3045
.
equated to
; fo trom either of thofe Equations, one and the '-imo
.
will be difeovered, vU. ‘> = -rA» and confequentty wand 3<i. which m
fecond fteps were put for the numbers fought,
- -

, .0 a 1 and if their fumm be.added »,||| Tho^Serar:
by fuch addition will be Squares,, to,wit,
^,^7,04 ,
and tIIs1 v> 7 A —f
• L r '. t'h iTpn mav be reduced to another wherein there
^‘ihall be^qua^f^fareTuKsF^^^^^ to 44 by this following Operation which diff^
from that m thefixth fiep , viz. becaufe 9 times 4 makes the fame Produd as 4 times 9,
and becaufe a Square multiplied by a Square produceth a Square, let q^-h5^ (m
hefSUXlltiplied by 9, and o«+5.» by 4; fo there w.ll neceffardy he
found 9« in each Produd , and this following duplicate equality comes now to be lefolved infteadof that in the fourth ftep,
i ^
7

3644-]- 2 04

^

„

?,

9 T ,rrlv this Duolicate equality having equal fquare numbers prenxt to <»« . may be
'•rl'M ed’llk! that ?n lie prleding fifth ftep’ and, at length the value of. w.ll be found
jjii, OS before.
^IVBST, 22.

To find two fuch fquare numbersrfhat if to the Produd of their multiplication a given
number ( ^ ) be added , the fumm may be a Square.
RESO LVTlON»

1. For one of the Squares fought take any known fquare number which may ?
be reprefented by

.

.

•

•

•,.• •
^
. *.. *. • * *
3. Then the Produd of their multiplication's . ...
uij
q. To which Produd the given number d being added, the fumm is > ^

2. And for the other Square fought put^ ...

Book in.
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5. which furam muft be equal to a Square, the fide whereof may be feigned to be ha —
any known number greater than
» fuppofe ha — c • then the Square of ha — c 5
that iSj hbaa —■ ihca
being equated to hhaa
this Equation arifeth, viz,. ^
hbaa *4^ d — hhaa — 2 hca >-j-* •
Whence, after due Reduction ,1'

^

—

From the preraiffes arifeth this following
CANON,

For one of the Squares fought take any fquare number \ then from any fquare num¬
ber fubtraa the given number, and divide the Remainder by the double of the Produa made
by the multiplication of the Tides of thofe two Squares j fo the Quotient (hall be the fide
Ipf the other Square fought.
An Example in Numbers.
Eet the number given be.• > • '• If*' 12 =
For one of the Squares fought take any fquare number, as . . ,)> ^ ~ hh
Take alfofome other fquare number greater than 12 , ( or </,) as )> 35 = cc
Then ( by the Canon ) the fide of the other Square fought (hall be

CC

i = -7^

I fay, 4 and i are two Squares, which will folve the Queftion when the number given
is 12 } for if to
the Produd of 4 and i , you add 12 , the fumm makes a Square , to
wit,Y 6. By the like Operation you may find out innumerable Anfwers to the Queffion with¬
out varying the given number; and 'tis eafie alfo to find out other Canons to folve the fame.
£iy E ST, 2( Quseft. 15. Lib. 2, ZHophant.)

To divide a given number (h) into two parts, and to find a fquare number, which if
it be'increafed with each of thofe parts, may make a Square.
RESOLVTION.

1.

Take two fuch numbers ’, that the fumm of their Squares?
and A
may be lefs than the giuen number h, fuppofe thefe, . . 5
2. Then for the. fide of the Square fought put
.
. i ,'p
3. The Square thereof is .
.
,
. ,
. , , .
4. To the fide a add feverally c and d, and alfuraethe furams?
1
to be the fides of two Squares, fo the firft (ide will be 5
5. And the other fide .
. .
.}>
6. The Square of a>\-c ( in the fourth ftep ) is . , L;
aa^l-2 ca 4- cc
7. The Square of 4-j-( in the fifth ftep ) is . . .
aa-]-2 Aa-j-dd
8. Then tor one of thedefired parts of ( ^ ) put 2ca 4“
(for it’s evident, that if the Square aa in the third flep bef
,
increafed with zca^-^ccf it makes the Square aa^^-ica^ 2ca-\^cc
-F* cc in the fixth ftep,) . ..3
9. And for the other part of h put zAa-^ dd, for this added ?
, 1 ,,
to aa makes a Square, to wit, that in the feventh ftep .
J ^ ^
10. But the fumm of the parts in the eighth and ninth fteps7
,
,
. 1 rr
muft be equal to
therefore
. ..2ca+cc+Ua-\-dd -b
11. Which Equation, after due Reduftion, gives

.

.

. i . = S—f^

” j,

2c4-^ 2^

The premilfes well examined, afford this following
CANON.

12. Take two numbers, with this Caution, that the fumm of their Squares may be lefs than
the number given to be divided ; then fubtradf the fumm of thofe Squares from the given
number, and divide the Remainder by the doubk fumm of the numbers taken, fo the Quo¬
tient (hall be the fide of the Square fought. then multiply the double of the faid fide
feverally by the numbers firft taken , and to the Produdfs add feverally the refpe^five
Squares of the numbers taken j fo the fumms made by thofe additions ftiall be the defired
(parts of the number given. '
An

V

Q,,eft. 24.
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jin Example in Numbers.

Let the number given to be divided be • V
'
Let two numbers be taken, fuch, that the fumm of their Squares^

33 = ^
Z

■=: C

3 = d

h — CC
Then ( by the Canon ) the fide of the Square fought, (which? 2 =:
-j- id
fide is reprefented by 4 in the Refolution, ) (hall be .
. -S
11 — 2ca-\-cc
Alfo, one of the defited parts of 33 « . . .
^ 21
ida^^dd
'And the other is.
The Proof.

the Square fought J
12^-21 = 33 the number given i
li = 16 ^ which are Squares ; as was required.
C q-f 21 =

5

^ " aa.

^JJEST. 24

*

To 6nd two fuch numbers, that their fumtn may make a Square; Alfo, that each num;
bet being added to the Square of the other number, may make a Square.
RESO LVT JO N.
ee
1. For the fumm of the two numbers fought affume fome Square, as ^ d
And for the firft of the two defired numbers put . . . . • ^
^
2

.

43 Which^a^ed^to the Square of the firft number a, makes the fumm ^ • aa - a + ^
4

; wli! r—1.« ..pf. ^ r,"r "'"Tw i fcXriii'iS

Refolution be renewed thus,
,• n . c
^
^
For the fumm of the two numbers fought, (inftead 01 ee ) put ^ a
7* And for the firft number put ( as before ) * ;.^ t—^
6.

aa

But the fumm hft expreft is manifeftly a Square, whofe fide
fore two of the conditions in the
a
10.

Again, if to the Square of the fccon

a/u->

0 ,
to

there+ r|, the

which the Queftion likewife

firft number <t be added . the fumm is ^ ^

L if the lad

this Bco^ 3*
, • r 11 • ^
The premises difeover this following

,

theorem.

t, If the Fraaion i be divided, into any two parts, each part increafed with t e quate
p/lhe het tireforfof ^hfThfoTem,' innumerable Ahftvers ro the Quedion propofed
may be found out.

rr

•

Un«oFt.atob. utwwhoferumm mak« n .. 1 .PlUl 1^

r 1.;;: vUi«. rt ii.o»“ "i* u.

“ »>-'»" j) "*»

■ sriS'Hp&p pt *■ “ sr

“'fit,

andthateachnumDerDeingauuvu.a.M.v^^.

as

-f.'f

r

_

.1,0.- riiP nra-pqrer mav be 10 the iciicr

n;
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by Conftru6tion they are in the Reafon preferibed ; fecondly ,
with 7^^ ( the Square
ot ri ) makes the Square tfi and lattly, 7^ with
(the Square of 7^) makes the
Square
13, Another manner of folving the QueQion lafi: propofed may be this, viz.
. For the two numbers fought in the given Reafon of 3 to 2, put )>
and 2a
Thenj fince the Queftion requires, that each number being^
,
_
added to the Square of the other number may make a Square, >
-this Duplicate equality arifeth, viz,.y 4aa~j
Which Duplicate equality may be refolved like that in the foregoing twenty-firfl:
Qaeftion ; fo the value of a will be found T-sisoi and confequently 34 and 2 4 give
and tooH for the numbers fought: For firft, they are in proportion as 3 to 2 ; fecondly,
if to the Square of thefirfl: you add the fecond number, it makes the Square
whofe fide is riisi; laftly, if to the Square of the fecond number you add the brff,
it makes the Square roftiiloo > whofe fide is
B ST, I'y.

( Quaeft. 2 p. Lib. 2. Dio^ham. )

To find two fuch fquare numbers, that each being increafed with the Produtfl of their
multiplication may make a Square.
RES O LVTIO N.

1. Firft, ( by the preceding ^efl. p.) find out two Squares that may ditler^
/
by unity, fuch are rf and f J, and take the lefl’er for one of the Squares > rf
fought, as . ^
..^
2. Then for the other Square fought aifume
..aa
3. Therefore the Produft of their multiplication is.^
'Which Product
being added to the fecond Square aa doth raanifeftly make a
Square, to wit, f^aa. but it the faid Product j^aa be added to the firft Square 7^ it
rouft alfo make a Square, therefore
not being a Square, muft be equated to
a Square, the fide whereof may be varioufly feigned, let it be
— i . then the Square
^ being equated to
gives 4 = 7^, and confequently aa —
is
the fecond Square fought. I lay, 7^ and
are two Squares, which will folve the
Qijeftion, as will appear by
Th Proof.

The two Squares found out are
The Produft of their multiplication is
Which Product added fcverally to 7I and
, makes thefe }
Squares..'.>
The fides of which lafl: mentioned Squares are . . .
• 9! and
!After the fame manner you may eafily find out two fuch Squares, that if the Produft
of their multiplication be fubirafted from them feverally, the Remainders may be Squares.
E ST, i6,

( Quxfl:, 35. Lib. 2, Diophant. )

To find three fuch numbers, that the Square of every one of them being added to the
furamof the three numbers, may make a Square.
RES O LVTJO N.
I.

If to the Produft of the multiplication of any two unequal numbers the Square of half
their difference be added, the fumm fiiall be a Square, to wit, the Square of half the furam
of the two numbers multiplied ; Therefore by the help of this Theorem numbers
proper for the Refolution of the Queftion propofed may be taken , viz. Take fome
number at pleafure, as 12, and divide it thrice into two fuch numbers chat the Product
of the two numbers of each pair may make 12 ; fuch arc thefe three'pairs of numbers,
viz, 1,12.1 2,^. I 3,4; *hen take the half.differencc of the two numbers of each
pair, fo you will find the three halt-differences to be thefe,
, 2 and 7.
Now by
the Theorem above-mentioned , if to the Produft 12 the Squares of the faid three
half-differences be feverally added, every one of the fiimms will be a Square} therefore
2. For

Qncft. 27.
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rrj ij- o->'o

2. For the fumm of the three numbers fought put .
.
.
. . .
. 17aa
, And for the firfl number.^ • “2^
. And for the feeond number.2^
. And for the thirds number
..........
•
•
A
Therefore the (urom of thofc three numbers is., 04
7! Which fumm muft be equal to i2aa in the feeond ftep, therefore . > 8a=:
8* Which Equation, after due Redudion, gives

.

,

.

.

.

.

a z= ^

Therefore from the eighth , third, fourth and fifth fteps the three num- ? xx
a
bers fought ate thefe j viz,.
.
...
3>3>5
10. Which three numbers will folve the Qpefiion, for if their Squares be feverally added
to their fumm, the three fumms will be Squares, to wit,
and ^f. It is alfo
evident, that the Queftion may be extended to four, five, or as many numbers as (haU
be defired, by this following
,

CANON,
11

Take fome number ai pleafure , and divide it into two numbers as many times as there
be numbers defired by the Queftion, but fo, as that the Produ^ of the two numbers
of each pair may make the number firft taken; then divide the fumm of the half¬
differences of the two numbers of each pair by the number taken, and multiply the
Quotient by the faid half-differences feverally; fo the Produfts (hall be the numbers

fought.
,
. ^
The certainty of this Canon depends upofi the Theorem affumed in the Refolution,which Theorem may be demonftrated thus j
u
u
/r
1
c
"
5 ^ the greater.
Let two numbers be aflumed , as, . ..^ ^ the leffer.
The Produft of their multiplication i*
I ,
The half-difterence of the faid two numbers is
The Square of the faid half-difference is

.

'

ae
.

.

.

.

I-

~ To which Square if ae the J^roduft above-mentioned be added,?

^aa—
^

x^g

the fumm is .
. ^..
■
.
Which fumm is the Square of
, to wit, half the fumm of the two numbers
4 and e firft: taken, as.the.Theorem affirmed.

E ST. 27.

( pars Quxft. p- -Lib. 3. Dlopham.)

To find three Squares in Arithmetical proportion, and fuch, that the half of their fumm
may exceed the greateft of the three Squares,

RESO LVTIO N.
1. For the leaft of the three Squares fought put . . *, * : .- ^ "*"*
2. And to the end the mean Square may exceed the leafl:, let the 4
fide of the mean Square be ^
i, therefore the mean Square is 3
3. Therefore the excels of the mean Square above the leaft is .
24-)- i
And by adding the faid excefs to the mean Square, the fumm rauft 7
4-.
4- 2
5 *TSefore

i muft be equated to fome Square , with this condition that
'which is the half-fumm of the three Squares in the firft, feeond and
fourth ftepsT rauft ( according to the Queftion ) exceed the greateft of
^
- Squares, fuppofing therefore
+i
4-» . >'
offro
low ( by arguing after the manner of fearching out limits m divers of the foreg g
Queftions ) that
.J2 , that is, 4 cr’ 2.414, &c.
Therefore aa-\2 C in the fourth ftep ) rauft be fo equated to a Square, that
the value of ^ may be greater than
Now to
ble values of di may be found out by the firft Canon of the twelfth Qheftion of this Book.
lupMelherefore.be found equal to-,( as io.heExarape of that Canon Vhen from
the firft, feeond and fourth fteps, thefe three bquares will be difcovered, to wit, . oo, . "■>
and afja which will folve the Queftion.
•
0.0/.
• And becaufe a Square multiplied by a Square produces a Square, by multiplyrag leverally the faid three Squares found out by the common Denominator 100, the

■
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p<51,1681 and 2401 will be Squares, whofe fides are 51,41 and 49 ; alfo the difference
of the firfi: and fecond is equal to the difference of the fecond and third, ( each difference
being 720.) therefore.the faid three Squares are in.Arithmetical proportion, and the
half of their fumm is.maoifeftly greater than every one of them : Therefore all the con¬
ditions in the Queftion are fatisfied.
‘
^VEST.

28.

( Qi^aeft. 5?. Lib. 3. Biophant,)

To find three numbers in Arithmetical proportion, and fuch, that the furara of every two
of them may make a Square.

, RESOLVTION,
By the preceding twenty-feventh Queftion find three “N
Squares in Arithmetical proportion, and fuch , that the j
half of their fumm may exceed every one of them, (thef^
reafonof which condition will be evident by the follow-T
ing eighth, ninth and tenth fteps,) fuch are thefe three \
Squares, whofe fides are 31,41 and 4^,
, .
.J
a. For the three numbers fought put
. , i
^
Then equate the fumm of the firfi: and fecond numbers?
to the leaft of the three Squares before found,
fuppofe^
4, Likewife equate the fumm of the firft and third numbers'?
to the mean Square, and it makes.^
5:. Equate alfo the fumm of the fecond and third numbers 5
to the greateft Square, and it gives.3
6. The fumm of the three laft Equations is
7. The half of the faid fumm is
.
^
8. Then by fubtrafting the third Equation from the fe-7
venth, there remains
, .
..... I , ,3
9. And by fubtra6ting the fourth Equation from the fe- 7
venth, there remains ..3
10. And by fubtradling the fifth Equation from the fe-7
venth, there remains.^
I.

961

\

a

,

•

•

;

;

;

:

1681 ^ 21401’

*

»

1

-j—2z:

4

9^^

= i68t
'€-Vy

= 2401

+

= 5043

,
’
*
’

; = j$6oj:
e =

840^

a —

I20f

I fay thefe three numbers, i2of , Sqof, 1560^ will folve the Queftion* for the
difference between the firfi: and fecond, to wit, 720, is equal to the difference between the
fecond and third; therefore they are in Arithmetical proportion, and the fumm of every
two of them makes a Square,
Viz,.

120^ -j- 840^ =
9^1 >
< 120^ -j- i^6o~ z=z 1681 ,
8405: -j-* 1560^ — 2401 ,
EST, 19,

whofe
is 31;
whofe ^ is 41;
whofe ^ is 49.

( Quseft. 11. Lib. 3.’ Biophm.)

To find three fuch numbers, that if to the Produ6f of the multiplication of every two
of them , a number given, fuppofe 12 , be added, the three fumms fliall be Squares.
This ^uefiion may he refolved divers Tvays • I fhall here (here three of mj own, and
if the curious Reader defire to fee more variety , he may confult VietaV Zetet. 7.
lib. J. alfo Bzzhti's Commenty and the Solution of Slufius in pag. 177. ef his Mefqlabum, printed in 1668.
RESO LVTIO N i.'
Firfi:, by ^uef. 22. of this RoohJ) I feek two fuch Squares J that if'
to the Produ6t of their multiplication the given number 12 be added,(
the fumm ftiall be a Square j fuch are thefe Squares 1 and 4, whichi
may be taken for two of the three numbers fought..
, Then for the third number fought I put.. )>

I

and
a

. Now (according to the Queftion) theProdud of the multiplication of the firftand
third numbers being increafed with i ^ muft make a Square} alfo, the Produd of
the

\

QnCil. a9*
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the fecond and third numbers together with 12 raufl: make a Square j it remains there¬
fore to refolve this Duplicate equality,
VIZ.

C
<

.

4- 12
I

=
_

□
n

But before the faid Duplicate equality can be refolved, it raufl: be reduced to another
"^ that Oiill have equal numbers ot 4, to which purpofe I multiply the firft of the two
, Qualities to be equated , to wit, 14
12 , by 4, ( which is prefixt to the latt^er
of thofe two quantities) and it produceih 44^-48 to be equated to a Square, lo this
Duolicaie equality arifcth, ( inftcad of the former ,)
C 44 4- 48 = □
2 4^ 4= D
f. Now to refolve this latter Duplicate equality, (and confequently the former ) 1 proceed
^ according to the firfl manner of folving the preceding Quefl.%,vtz. Firft, the difference
between
48 and 40+ 1^ « 3i5s 'I'™ I feektwofnchSquaresthat their differ
rence may be afi, and that the greater of them may exceed 48 , but two fuch Squares
are 100 and 64, ( found out by C-mm i. of theprecedmg ^eft. 7. )

6. Then from either of thefe Equations,

. ,.2 44-hi2 =

64

7. The third number fought is difeovered, viz^ , ^
. 4=13
^ 1 fay ,1 the numbers i, 4 and 13 will folve the Queftion propofed; for ii i
added
to the Produd of the firft and fecond , likewife to the Produd of the firft and third, and
laftlv to the Produd of the fecond and third , the three fumras will be Squares, to wit,
16 IS and 64, The premiffes ftiew how to folve the Queftion by innumerable Anfwers.
Another

of refolving Queft. 29. rvhicb is here repeated, viz.

To find three fuch numbds, that if to the Produd of the multiplication of every two
of them , a number given, fuppofe 12, be added, the three fumms (hall be Squares.

RBSO LVTION 2.
1.
2.
3.
^

For the given number 12 put...
For the three numbers fought put . .
. • * • ’ r/„rrh
Then fuppofing l> to be the ditference of two Squares. ftaren
out thofe hciuares ( by the fifth Quellion of this Book ) and
«>reprefent the greater, and
the leffer, therefore
A Now the Queftion requires, that if b be added to the Produd of
the multiplication of 4 and . ( the firft and fecond nurabep fougbt)(
the fumm mufl be a Square, thereforc_by fuppoling thatSquare(
to be cc above found, this Equation arifes viz.
. . .
.
5, Theretore from the laft Equation by equal fubtradion or
^
6. And becaufe by Conftrudion in the third ftep.r
j. Therefore from the fifth and (ixth fteps . . ... • • >
8. Therefore by dividing each part of the laft Equation by 4, t c
o

'

^

u

cc

b

XX

cc
as — cc — b
XX — cc — b
ae = XX
XX
€

—

toin ■ (’by the fifth Queftion )’ find two other Squares whofe?
differehcelhall be equal to ft, fuppofe di the greater Square, and^ dd — b

a
zz

the lefler , therdore . .... * ' * * *
- i 2
Then
the
Produd
or
the
multiplication
of
the
firft
and
10
numbers fought, with b added, makes att-^rb, which mufl be. an \^b - dd
equal to fome Square , kt it be dd before found , therefore .
au — dd — b
11. 'Therefore by equal fubtradion of b irora the laft Equation,
.
12. And becaufe by Conftrudion in the ninth ftep . . . . *^ zz~ dd — b
an ■=■ zz
13. Therefore from the two laft Equations.
^ _ zz
14. Thertfore by dividing each part of the laft Eqtution by
it gives
,5. Now fince by.thefecond,eighth, fifth, fourteenth and eleventh Seps thepofitions
£i,(orii:=i.) «,.(ori^) Ms
for the three numbers fought are 4 4
a
A
^
evident,
G 2
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evident, that if h be added to the Produft of the multiplication of thefirft and fecond
numbers, the fumm is a Square , to wit, cc. Likewife, if ^ be added to theProduft
of the firft and third numbers the fumm is a Square, to wit , dd; but if h be added to
the Produft of the fecond and third numbers the fumm muft alfo be a Square. therefore
^ muft be equal to a Square whofe fide we may feign to be —— 4- r,
_f

Of
a

and confequently a will be found equal to -j-; But Xj
^

-

b and t

b^tt

are known numbers, therefore a the firft number fought is known alfo j and from the
eighth and fourteenth fteps the fecond and third numbers will be difeovered.
From this fecond Refolution of
2 9. it will not be difficult to deduce the following
CANON.
Firft, fuppofing the given number (h) to be the difference of two Squares, find out
( by the fecond Canon of the foregoing fifth Queftion ) two pair of Squares in that dif¬
ference, and let the fide of the leffer Square of the one pair be called (^,) and the fide of
the leffe’r Square of the other pair, ( * •) then take Tome fquare number whofe fide may be
called (t^) and let the difference between (ff and h) be called
•) then divide the double of
the folid Produa of the three fides x,z,t, viz. ix^t, by (_^,) and the Quotient ffiall
be one of the three numbas fought • laftly, multiply feverally the fides a: and * by ^,
and divide the firft Produd by 2 if, and the latter by zxt, (0 the Quotients ffiall be tte
two other numbers fought. Compare this Canon with the two following Examples.

h = 12

Ia

given in the Queftion.

a; =

4

found out according to the dire^ions in the Canon.

^ =z

t =

10

X

2
•2-5.
A.

‘ixz.t
£

A

3

13 <

±3.

13

_

■zzt

2Xt

found out by the Canon to folvc the Queftion^
so

XX
40

fay the number given being 12 ^ the Queftion may be folvcd by th
thefe three numbers
> 5 , “si} likewife by thefe, jf, -f,
, as may eafily be proved.
I

A third way of refolving Queft. 29. which is here repeated, viz.
To find three fuch numbers, that if to the Produd of the multiplication of every
two of them, a number given, fuppofe 12, be added, the three fumras ffiall be Squares.

HES O LVTIO N 3.
j. For the given number 12 put.• . ,)> b
2. For the three numbers fought put.a, e, a
3. Then, according to the Queftion, ae
b muft be equal to a Square, ?
z _
let it be fome known Square cc , therefore.^ ae^b — ce
4. Therefore from the laft Equation by equal fubtradion of
ae — cc_b
5. And by dividing each part of the laft Equation by a, it gives

^

r=

a

6. Thus, the firft of the three numbers fought being a, and the fecond cc^b
a

It

is evident, that if b be added to the Produd of their multiplication, the fumm is 2
Square , to wit, cc.
7. Again, according to the conditions in the Queftion, aH-\-b muft?
. ,
be equal to a Square, let it be fome known Square dd, therefore ^
■=. dd
8. Therefore-by equal fubtradion of ^ ..an •= dd — b
g. And

\

\

\
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And by dividing each part of the lafl: E^ti^tion by 4,
10. Thus

.

.

the firfl; of the three numbers fought being

.

^3
h

A

and the third

^ if

is evident that if h be added to the Produ^l of their multiplication the furatli is a Squarei
to wit
But the Queftion requires alfo , that if to theProduft of the fecond and
third numbers the given number b be added, the fumra muft be a Square, therefore
let the fecond and third numbers, to wit,

^ and

be mutually multiplied,

and to the Produa add b, fo the fumm will be

^ vvhich

muff be equal to a Square, the fide whereof may be feigned to be either-A±A or
ft let the fide be AiA ^ then its Square being equated to the fumm above11

mentioned, after due Reduftion of that Equation it will appear that 4 — cr]-.d.
^
Therefore, the Equation lafl: expreft, to wit, a=^c-\--d being compared with
the Quantities in the fecond, fifth and ninth fteps , the three numbers fought, to wit,
a f e, u will be found equal to ihefe known Quantities,
.
,
cc — b
dd — b

+
12. Again, for as much as the fide of the Square to be equated to
(the fumm above-mentioned in the tenth flep ) may be feigned to be
dcA^b
.
r
well as --—,) let the Square of

dc ^ b
A

(

be equated to the faid fumm, then by,

proceeding as before 5 three other nunibers capable of folving the Queflion will be found
equal to Ihefe, viz,
^

c ^ d

'
cc —h

c cn d

>

,
dd—i

*

c ZT) d

From the premilfes two excellent Canons are deducible to folve the forgoing

CANON

a 9.

I.

13. Subtraft the given number from two Squares fcverally, then divide each of the Re¬
mainders by thS fumm of the Cidcs of the fame Squares, (o (hall the two Quotients
and the faid fumm of the Tides be three numbers which will folve the Queftion.
For example, let the given number be 12 , fubiraft it from the .Squares 3 6 and 54, th6
Remainders are 24 and 52 , which being feverally divided by 14, (the fumm of 6 and B,
which are the Tides of the faid Squares 36 and 64,) the Quotients i|- and 3|-, with
the faid 14,
three numbers to folve the Queftion, as will be evident by
The Proof,
arc

14 X3i., 4-^12
i

’"4

I7 ^

=

»

^.4 >

Which are Squares, as wasjrequired.

90^

^ ^

CANON

1.

14 Subtraa the given number from two Squares feverally , then divide each of the
by the difference of the Tides ot the fame Squares, fo (hall the two Quo¬
tients and the faid difference be three numbers, which will folve the Queftion.

Remainders

For example, let the given number be 12, fubtraa it from the Squares ^6 and ^4,
and divide each of the Remainders 24and 52,by 2 , ( which is the difference of 6 and 8,
the Tides of the faid Squares 3 6 and 64,) fo the Quotients 12 and 26, with the laid 2,
are three numbers that will folve the Queftion , as will appear by
The Proof.
2x16*^12

=

12 X 26, 4-* 11

=

64 >

3^4

j

Which are Squares,

as

was required,
Sachet

\\
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Sachet in his Comment upon
12. Lib. ^,Dioph. ( which is the fame with the
preceding 29'^*’ Queftion ) delivers two Canons, one ol which is the fame with Camt 2.
above expreft, and the other is this following
CANON 3:
15. Subtract the given number from two vSquares feverally, divide the Remainders feverally by the ditfercnce of the Tides of the fame Squares. then fliall the two Quotients
and their double fumm leflened by the aforefaid difference be three numbers which will
folvc the Queftion propounded.
For example, let the given number be 12 , fubtradf it from two Squares ^ fuppofe
35 and 64, the Remainders 24 and 52 being divided feverally by 2, ( the difference of
the Tides of the faid Squares ^6 and 64) give the Quotients 12 and 2^, which are two
of the three numbers fought • then from 76 ( the double fumm of the faid Quotients) fub-i
trailing 2 (the before-mentioned difference,) the Remainder 74 ftiall be the third number
fought. By this Operation it is evident that the two firft numbers are the fame with thofe
found out by Canon 2. but the third numbers are different : I fay the three numbers
12 , 26 and 74 will folve the Queftion, as may eafily be proved.
But to manifeft the certainty of Canon 3. both its Operation and Demonftration may
be fymbolically expreft in this manner, viz..
, Operation,
15. Take two unequal numbers, as

^

^ the kfferr*

17'. Their difference is . . . I
. . 'J
d—e
18. Take any number lefs than the Square of r , as, . . • r*" ^
19. Subtrait the number h from the Squares of c and d feverally, ?
^ ^ and
^
fo the Remainders are.. . . .J
jj l
20. Divide each of thofe Remainders by d— c , and the Quo-7
^ - and ■
■
tients are
....
. .3
^d~e
_
.
... .
C zee^^-T-dd—'4^
21. The double fumm of thofe Quotients is
. .
Z \ ,< ■——*
%2, From that double fumm fubtrait d — c, and the Remain-? ccdd2cd — 4^
. der is .....
..f
d—c
23. Thus, the three numbers found out by Canon 3. laft afore-going to folve
are equal to thefe , viz.
cc — b .
dd
b
.
cc
ddled—-4^
d—c
’
d—c
*
d—.«•
Now I fay, if every two of thofe three numbers be mutually multiplied, and to
the Produds feverally the number b be added , the three fumms ihall be Squares.
Demonfiration.
24. By Canon i. Refolat. 3.

if the Produif of the multiplication of the two

firft numbers, to wit, of

and
^ be increafed with h, the fumm will be
d—c
d — c'
'
a Square; it remains to prove, that if theProduifof the multiplication of the firft and
third numbers be increafed with b, the fumm fhall alfo be a Square; likcwife that the
Produd of the multiplication of the fecond and third numbers increafed with the num¬
ber bf makes a Square. But if the number^ be added to the Produd of themultiplication of the fiift and third numbers, the fumm is cccc-\-cC'UA--^cccd-4cd-4cSJ,-^^l,l.
dd-\-cc^2cd
which is a Square, whofe fide is

^nd if b be added to the Produd of the
M 'c
multiplication of the fecond and third numbers, the fumm is . . . « ; .
dd^\-^ec—2cd
dd

^
Therefore the truth of Canon 3. is evident.
d—c
By the help of the fecond and third Canons laft before expreft, Sachet extends the'preceding
to four numbers, as I Ihall Ihew in the next Queftion.
^

...'

"

^Esr,io,

Queft.30,3i.
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<^V'EST. 30.

( Sachet in Qjxa, 12, UK

r

f

Diophant.)

To find four fuch numbers, that if to the Produft of the multiplrcation of every two
of them, a number given, fuppofe 3 , be added, the four fumms ihall be Squares.

RE SO LVT10 N,
1.

The number given in the Queftion is

.

.

.

*

.

.

>> 1 - j-o-'

’

Let two Squares be feigned from
two fuch known numbers that their difference
^*tnavbeaSquarc, and that each of them may exceed the given number 3. To which
end let the fide of one of thofeSquares be feigned ^4-2, and let the other lide be
a^A-6, for the difference of 2 and d is 4, ( a fquare number j) then will the Squares
of theVaid Tides a’^2 and a-1^6 be thefe,
r
,
x
.
5 aa^\-^ 4^+4, ( the Square of 42.)
1
( the Square of ^ d-d.)
- ^ ^
a: From each of thofe Squares fubtraft the given number 3, fo the Remainders will be thefe,

1
12^4- 33‘
■
,
r-irj
' t
4: Divide the faid Remainders feverally by 4, (the difference of the aforefaid fidcs 4 + 2
^ and rfd- d ) and let the Quotients be affumed for two of the four numbers fought,
.
S iaa-\- 4+
( the firft number. )
2 -444* 54-1-8^, ( the fecond number.).
f. The double fumm of th^faid Quotients (affumed iiuhe laft ftep for the foil and fecond
* numbers fought ) is
17. fto™
4) Ohe difference beforementioned ) and let the Remainder be affumed for the third number,

,

( the third number. J

6. If theConftruftion hitherto be computed with the third Canon m tb^ 'hird Refolution
of the foregoing 2.9“’Queftion,it will thence be evident, that if to theProduft made
by the multipliation of every two of thofe three numbers before affumed in the fourth
and fifth fteps, there be added the given number 5 , the three fumms will be Squares. .
7. For the fourth number fought aflume the difference?
he fourth number.)
of the fides 4-1—2 and <iid—6 before-mentioned, to wit,
8. Thenby om'paringthe’conftruaion in the
and M fep^ wt.h

Cam, 1. in the tWrd Refolution of. the

of’thefe three
manifeft that if to the Produd made by the multiplication of every two ot thele three
tnanireit, mat u «
on^lfnimh numbers before affumed in the fourth and
numbers town,
be Squares.

9. ItTeltTto rSake the Produd^f the multiplication of 'he third and fourth numbers,
the given number a being added, equal to a Square , but the third number « -h 84
a- w multiplied\y the fourth number 4, gives the Ptodud 444 -i- 3 ^
^ “
which adding a , the fumm is 444+muff be equal to a Square,
Tte whereof may be feigned to be au- any known number whole Square exceeds
e e . the^fore let the faid fide be au -1 o, then the Square thereof being equated
I 2i.«-l-sv
the value of « will thence be found equal to
by the help
whweof recoJfe king had to the fourth, fifth andfeventh fteps the [our numkrs
fougrwill be found thefe,

f'*^1!,?‘tT ifto^ufffbe te‘

3. the three fumtns will be thefe ^uares to wjr,

fallylcreafed

idZiti.
, whofc Tides are ffi, Hs and gm^u’lt’i’ptik brthVthfrVand fourth numbers .[^v-a Y and - b P „aud ^ increaffd
with 3 thefe two Squares will atife, to wtt, ^-5-^114 and
54, whole tides are
™ ^lnd
laftly , theProduft of the third number multiplied by the fourth being
added to 3 makes the Square

whofe fide is aj.

^VEST, 31.

(Quseft.tJ. Lib. 3. Diophant.)

To find three fuch numbers, that if theProduaof thernultiplication of every two of
hem be leffened by the third, the three Remainders fiiall be Squares.

resolvtio i\r.
:. For the firft number put

4
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ferae known fquare>
And for the fecond number put 4
4
number, as.
Then the Produd of the multiplication of the firft and fecond;
3
—j—
numbers is . .
...
4. From which Produd if 44 be fubtraded, it is evident the'
Remainder will be a Square, to wit, 44, therefore for the(
4^
third number we may put 44, (and fo one of the conditions!
in the Queftion will be fatisfied )
...
Then (from the fecond and fourthfteps,) the Produd of the'
multiplication of the fecond and third number is 444-j- 164,1
from which the firfl: number 4 being fubtraded, there remains
444
15<* = □
^aa-\~isa^ which (according to-the Quellion) muft: be'
equal to a Square, ,viz,...
6. Alfo (from the firfl and fourth fteps,) the Produd of the'
multiplication of the firft and third numbers is 444, fromi
444 — 4-—4 = □
which fobtrading the fecond number 4 “-I-4, there remains
44^ — a — 4, which ( according to the Queftion ) muft be!
equal to a Square , viz. ...
7. So in the two laft preceding fteps we are fain upon a Duplicate equality, which (upon
the grounds before deroonftrated ) may b: refolved thus, viz, Firft, the difference of
the two Algebraical quantities to be equated to two Squares, ( by fubtrading the kffer
from the greater ) is manifeftly 16a + 4 • then two Squares muft be found, fuch, that
their difference may be ,164-{-4, and that 444 may be in each of thofe Squares:
Therefore (agreeable to Canon 2. of
y. of this Bool^^) two numbers are to be
taken, that being mutually multiplied will produce 164
4; moreover, that 24 may
be found as well in the half-fumm as in the half-difference of the numbers taken 5 but
the only two numbers that will agree with thofe conditions are 44
1 and 4 , whofe
half-furam is
and their half-difference is 24 — i.
8. Then by equating the Square of the faid 2a~\-‘^ to 444“|- if4 (in the fifth ftep,)
or the Square of 24 — F to 444 — 4 — 4 ( in the fixthftep,) from either of thofe
Equations the value of 4 will be found ^, which is the firft of the three numbers fought,
and confequently from the fecond aild fourth fteps, the fecond and third numbers are
and 5 , which three numbers will folve the Queftion; for if from the Produd of
every two of them thfe other be fubtraded, the three Remainders are Squares, to wit,
25 and 1.
I 6

^VESt.

32.

To find three numbers, fuch , that if to the Square of every one of them the fumra
of the other two be added , the three fumms may be Squares.

RES O LVTJO N,
1. Take any number of a -|-< fome known number, as 4
1, for the fide of a Square,’
then the Square of 4^-1 is 44-|-2 4-|- i j now if for the firft number fought we
put 4, for the fecond 24, and for the third i , then it is evident that the Square of
the firft number, together with the fumra of the fecond and third , makes a Square,
. to wit, 44-)-24-1- i, whereby one of the conditions in the Queftion is fatisfied;
therefore,
For the three numbers fought put.1 . J> 4
24
2. Then (according to the import of the Queftion,) the Square
of the fecond number, together with the fumra of the firft]
444 ‘-j-' a -J— 1
and third muft make a Square, therefore ....
3. Likewife the Square of the third number, together with the 7
4 34-yi = □
fumm of the firft and fecond muft make a Square, therefore J
4. So we are fain upon 'a Duplicate equality , which differs from any of the preceding
Forms, but ( upon the fame foundation by which thofe have been refolved ) this may
be refolved thus; Firft , fuppofing the formef of the two quantities to be equated to
a Square to exceed the latter, (for here we may indifferently take either of them for
the greater,) their difference, by fubtrayling 34
i from ^44
a -j- i, is manifeftly
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this difference , ( as in moft of the Duplicate equalities hitherto ) inuft be
dleem’d'theProdua made by the mutual multiplication of two quantities, or fadors.
but here thefe two favors muft be fuch, that as well in half their fumm as in half their
difference there maybe found i, that is, the fide of the known Square, (orabfolute
number) in each of the two quantities to be equated , to the end that when the Square
of the f^id half-fumm is equated to 4aa-\-a^-^ i • or the Square of the faid half- •
difference to 3/?-hi, the fquare number i, by due Reduftion of either of thofe Equa¬
tion^ may vaniih. Now- to find out two faftors qualified as aforefaid, firft, take 2 ,
the double of the fide of the known Square i in each of the two quantities to be equated,
_ prefixt, ( becaufc — is prefix; to 2^ in the difference 4aa — 2a abovementioned, ) ior part of the firft of the two defired faftofs then divide 24, ( which
is part of the faid difference,) by 2 the double of the fide ot the faid known Square i,
and take the Qiiotient a for the latter fador ; then divide
(the other part of the
faid difference
_2<«) by the faid latter fadfor a, and the Quotient 4A connefted
with — 2 firft taken , (hall be the compleat firft fador i So two fadors or quantities
to a®ree with the conditions above mentioned are fquqd to be ^4 —2 and
for the
Pro^ift'of their multiplication is
— 2^, and i is found both in half their fiimtn
and half their difference : Then by equaling the Square of half the fumm of the faid
factors 4^ — 2 and ^
the Square of
— i , to 444 -j- 4 -}- i 5 or by equa¬
ting the Square of half the difference of the fame fadors, vU the Square of t4 — i,
to 3^
I, the value of 4 will be difeovered, vii.
5. From .either of thefe Equations, after due Re-7 ~^44,— 54-]- i == 444^ -4-}- i,.
duaion, . . . . . • •
• -S
|44-—34 + 1 = 544-1
6. The faaie value of 4 will be difeovered, vU. ;;> 4 = f
Therefore by the fixth and firft fteps, thefe three numbers are found out, to wit;
i
and I , which will folve the Queftion propofed : For
the Square of the firft
number, together with
the fumm of the fecond and third, makes a Square, to wit, -^^3
alfo
the Square of the fecond, together with
the fumm of the firft and third ,,makes
a Sqiwre, to wit,
• and laftly, i the Square of the third , with
the fumm qf the
firft and fecond makes a Square, to wit, 9- By what hath been faid in the tirlt Itep Ot
the Refolution this Queftion is capable of innumerable Anfwers.
" ‘

.

.

^EST, 33* *

To find a number lefs than 2 a nuipber given, and fuch, that if it be multiplied by two
given numbers feveralJy, fuppofe by 8 and 6^ and if to each of the Products a given Iquare
number, fuppofe 4, be added, the fumms may be fquare numbers.
RESO LVTIO K-

.

r •

1. For the number fought put ' . . . .
. • • *
o 1
^ '
a. Then if that pofition be profecuted according to the conditions in 7 84-1-4 — ^
the Queftion, this Duplicate equality will arife , to wit, . . . f f ^
° r
q. Which kind of Duplicate equality iSiofhantM ufeth in divers Queftions, and becaulc
* the Refolution thereof is a very fubtil invention, i have framed this Queftion purpofely
to explain it.
Firft, obferve well thefe three numbers, . . I
S4 4-4j ^44-4 and 4.
Then feek what proportion the excefs of the greateft of thofe three numbers above
the mean hath to the excefs of the mean above the leaft ; fo you will find that the former
excefs is to the latter as i to 3. For the excefs of 844-4 above 644-4 is 24, and
the excefs of 64-}-4 above 4 is 64; but 24 is to 64 as i to 3. Therefore the
former excefs is to the latter as 1 to 3 , and confequently the former excefs is one
third part of the latter.
_
•
c j
4. Now the principal fcope in refolving the faid Duplicate equality is to hnd out two
fquare numbers with this condition , that the excefs of the greater above the lefs may
have fuch proportion to the excefs of the leffer above 4 (the Square given in the
ftion) as i to 3 ; to wit, as the difference of the numbers 8 and 6 , which are prefixt
to 4 in the Duplicate equality, is to 6 the leffer number prefixt : For when twomch
Squares are found out, then if the greater be equated to 84 4- 4j

I
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one and the fame value of a will come forth.

But to find oCft the faid two Squares

I proceed thus:
,
.
c. The leaft of the three Squares above mentioned, to wit, that^
given in thcQueftion, by the help whereof the other two are^
to be found out, is

.

.

.

•

:

•

* t *. ', 'n * 1 * 1. *•

6. And to the end the mean Square may exceed the lealt, let the^
fide of the mean Square be feigned
, (2, being the fide
«4-*4^4^4
of the given Square 4 j) therefore the mean Square it felf is^
7. Theretore the cxcefs of the mean Square above the leaft is
ec4^4<i
,
manifeftly
i ...
S. But by what hath been faid before , the excefs of the greateft
Square above the mean rauft be | part of the cxcefs of the mean(
f -1- f•
Square above the leaft ; therefore (from the laftftep) theexcefsj
of the greateft Square above the mean fliall be • ^
• •
Therefore by adding the laft' mentioned excefs, to wit, ^ee 4^ .
fcc4-ijc4-4
to the mean Square in the fixth ftep , the fumm will be the
greateft of the faid three Squares, to wit
10. Which fee 4-i-4 rauft be equated to a Square, but the value of e muft be fubjeft to a Determination thus found out • viz. Forafrauch as the two greateft of the
three Squares above mentioned muft be fuch, that when the greateft is equated to
4,
or the mean to 644-4, the value of a may be lefs than 2 , ( according to the con¬
ditions in the Queftion.) therefore fuch a fquare number muft be found out equal
to the faid
that when 4 is fubtravfted from the faid fquare number,
i part of the Remainder may be lefs than 2. Therefore from fcc-fc 4"* 4 ^ttbtrad 4, and the Remainder is fee 4" ‘f-Cj whereof | is
4''i^> which muft be
lefs than 2 • therefore
11. Suppofe
. .... . . : : , . .
12. Thence, by multiplying all by 6, it follows, that . .
L' ec-\-4C
13. And by adding the Square of half the Coefficient 4 to each ?
“3 id
part, there arifeth
.
..^
^
14. And by extracting the fquare Root out of each part of the
.
laft ftep, . ..,
15. Therefore by equal fubtraCtion of 2 , it is manifeft that ;
. • v ^
^
equated to a Square , with this
Now to caufe that efted, the
fide of the faid Square may be feigned —^ 4" any number of c greater than 3rooo^»
therefore let the faid fide be feigned 3|c — 2 , then the Square of
-2 being
equated to the faid.fee 4^
4“ 4 >
value of e will thence be found
.
17. Now if ... . . . .J> e = ff
18. Then confequently the Square of 3fe — 2, that is, the greater? ila.4:
1 z I
of the two Squares fought, will be.. • S
i^. And the Square of
^ ( which in the fixth ftep was put?
I ai
for the fide of the leffer of the two Squares fought,) will be J
20. Which two Squares, to wit,
and
, ( whofe fidesare ff and ff,) together
with 4, (the fquare number given in the Queftion ,) are fuch, that the excefs of the
greateft above the mean is | part of the excefs of the mean above the leaft, ( according
to thefcope defigned in the fourth ftep.) Now if the greater SquaPe -iff be equa¬
ted to 8^4-4, or the lefter Squareto 6^4-4, from either of thofe Equations
the value of a, to wit, the number fought by the Quetlion will be found
: Foe
firft, it is lefs than 2, alfo eight times that number, together with 4, makes the Square
-fff • and fix times the fame number f, together with 4 , makes the Square -fffIt is alfo evident by the fixteenth ftep, that as many numbers as one will may be found
out to folve the Queftion propofed.
•
•
■
21, But for the greater evidence of the infallibility of the method of refolving this Du¬
plicate equality, I ftiall demonftratc the fame in manner following , viz*

16. Thus we have found that fee 4^
4*^ 4
condition, that the value of e may be lefs than*2.

Suppofq

1
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;> a fquare number given in the Queftion,
_ -2
two fquare numbers found out according to the dirt^ion
if —
$
in the fourth ftep of the Refolution,
^
= HI ;> the number fought.
2 2. Supppfe alfo , according to the Conftruaion in the Refolution, that the excefs of A
Ihovcf hath fuch proportion to the cxcefs of /above c, as the excefs of r above J

Suppofe

hath to a , viz.

tis, A—•/ • /

^ ••

2

Vhcn according to the Conftrut^ion in the tv^enticth ftep of the Refolution,let thefe two
Eq lations be inllituted, viz.
ra-\-^c — 4
sa ‘-j-' c — f.
24 Now fince the Conclufion of the Refolution (in the faid twentieth Itep) takes it
for granted that one and the fame value of ^, ( to wit, the number fought ) will be
given by cither of thofe two Equations, we muft prove that thefe two Quotients are
equal to one another, w-c.
4 —c _ fjzS,
iyemonfiration,
•I> 4-f. f^c :: r^s .^1
25. Forafmuchas by Conffrudion in the 22^ Rep,
» ^ d— c *
€ ::
r , S
26. Therefore by Compofition of Reafon,
. .
. ^ d^C •
T
»/-e•5
27. Therefore alternately
.......
28. But ii four numbers be Proportionals, the Reafon of
d-c _ /.
the firfl: to the fecond is equal to the Reafon of the third
to the fourth, theretore
.
.
.' . .
Which was to be demonftrated.

Obfervat. i. ufon Qiien:. 33.
In the Duplicate-equality ufed in the preceding ^efl. 33. ^th the numbers of 4
are affirmative; but it they were both negative, or one of them affirmative and the othcc
negative , the Refolution would differ very little from the former / as will appear by the
two following Queftions.
^VEST. i:
I. Let it be required to 6nd out the number fignified hy a in this? 4 — 24 = n
4—34 = □
Duplicate equality, viz.
..* *
'J
RES O LVTIO N.
.
i Firft thefe three numbers are to be confidered ; '. T . .)> 4,4—24,4—34
Th-n Wciuk the excefs of 4 above 4 — 24, hath fuch proportion to the excefs of
. —
above 4—3.., as 2 to I, let 4 be confidered as the grwteft of threeSquarre,
and find the other two, with this condition, that the excefs of 4 above the mean may be
the double of the excefs of the mean above the lead; to which end ,
Let the STeateR of the faid three Squares be • ! * '*
^
4. And to the end the mean Square may be lefs than the pateil,?
tec the fide of the mean vSquare be z — e y therefore the mean> ee
4^ .q-* 4
.Suture shall be ........ *, ' ! * ’ • .
‘
c Iheuforc the excefs of the greateft Square above the mean is^ 4^ — re
6 ihf^rJore , according to the condition preferibed in the fecond
ft'"',11.“ half of the excefs in the fifth ftep lhall be the excefs; 2e-^-ee
of the mean Square above the leaft , to wit, ^ . • • • • ^
7. Which ia.T excefs, to wit , le—iee beingfubtraded ffiom the/^
mean Scj^aare in the foiiith ftep, the Remainder ffiall be equal> ee —-6e ^ 4
SI "f^
bi equuk t'o a Square, but the value of e mufl be
(abi^a to a leterroination thus found out, vU. !^
■
S'ra. e» above mentioned mull: be fuch, that when it is equated to 4 — 3. C " thehrtt
fl. o ) the value of ^ may be greater than nothing, it iS evident the fatd leaft Squa
mtelTatily be lefs than 4 ; Suppofing therefore iee —‘be 'b 4 "5 4 ft?® '!'? 'gPP^ ■
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fition (by arguing in like manner as before from the eleven^ ftcp to the fixteenth,)
we (hall find
4 5 therefore jee^6e-\-4 raufl: be eqiiitdto a Square, fo, as
the value of e may be lefs than 4. Now to caufe that cfFed, the Iide of the faid
Square may be feigned to be 2 — any number of ^ greater than ie, let therefore
the faid fide be feigned 2 — ae, then its Square being equated to i-eff — 6e -j- 4 will
give «
and confequently the mean and leaft Squares fought will be if and -f,
the former of which being equated to 4 — la, or the latter to 4-— 3^, from either
of thofe'Equations the value of ^ , or the number fought, will be found
i which
will folve^g«^7?^ !• before propounded, as will be evident by
" ^
.
‘2“he Proof.
O
ip ii' lot a) be multiplied by 2 and 3 feverally, and if the Produds be fevcrally
fubtraded from 4 , the two Remainders will be if- and rf, which are Squares, as was
Squired.

^n.

^VEST. 2.

I '. 'Let it be required

to find out the number fignified by <1,? 4^-24
in this Duplicate equality , viz.
S 4
3^

=: □
=2 q

RESO LVTIO N.
Firft i thefe three numbers are to be confidered, . .
4
24,4 , and 4 — 3^
; Thenbecaufe theexcefs of 4 + 24 above 4, hath i'uch proportion to the excefs of 4
above 4^_34, as 2 to ^, let 4 be affumed to be the mean of three Squares, and find out
the other tvvo, with this condition, that the excefs of the greateft above the mean may be
f of the excefs of the mean above the leaft ; to which end,
3. Let the mean Square be ...
.r> 4
4. And to the end the leaft of the three Squares may 7
be lefs than the mean, let the fide of the leaft Squared ee-.4e + 4
be 2 —tf, therefore the leaft Square fliall be
•
.3
5 Therefore the excefs of the mean Square above the^
| 4^

leaft

(5^..Therefore according to'the condition preferibed in the
re«)nd ftep, f of the laft mentioned excefs fhall be equal
to the excefs of the greateftSquare above the mean,to wit,
7; Which laft excefs added to the mean Square 4, will 7
giVje the greateftSquare, to wit,
...,,.3

--

3^

j 1, l .
3‘i3r‘4

Therefore
muft be equated to a Square, but the value of e muft
be fubjeft to a Determination thus found out j Forafmuch as the greateft of the three
Squares required muft be fuch, that when it is equated to 4
24 (in the firft ftep ) the
yidqe of 4 m^y be greater than nothing, it is evident that the faid greateft Square muft be
gr^^ter than 4,
^
^ppofe therefore — jee^fe
41C" 4, thence it will follow, that e
4 ; there¬
fore the faid _+
equated to a Square, with this caution , that the
value of e may be lefs than 4. Now to find out fuch a Square, the value of e may be
, ( found out by the Canon of
13. of this Book, mutatis mmmdii,) whence
the greateft and leaft Squares fought will be
and
. the former of which being
equated to 4 -|- 24, or the latter to 4— 3^, from either of thofe Equations the num¬
ber 4 will be found
, which will folve the Queftion, as will be manfteft by
The Proof.
If Jf ( or 4 ) be multiplied firft by 2 , and then by 3 \ alfo, if the firft Produft be
added to 4, and the latter Produft be fubtraded from 4, the Summ and Remainder
will be
and %% , which arc Squares, as was required.
Obfervat. 2. ufon the preceding Queft, 33.
" By the" fame artifice’that hath been ufed in folving the faid
Duplicate .equality may be refolved, viz.

3 3, this following

ii
it be required to find a number, call it 4, that? io4-|^ 9
□
- (hall make , • ii * . • • ? • • • o 5 + 4 = □
Firft'

Oyeft. 35-
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2. Firft, by mulciplyine f44-4l>y9, theProduft is 454 + 36; likewife 104 + 9
multiplied by 4 proSceth 404+36; fo the Duplicate equality propounded n reduced to this,

•

^

r-.

2 4oa-\-‘S6 — □
2

Which latter Duplicate equality being of the fame kind with that in the foregoing
33. may be folvcd by innumerable Anfvyers. but for the greater evidence,
the iearch may be made as before ,
^
^
i
^
4. Let ihefe three numbers be conudered,
. . . . p 4 W-'j® i
j 3»
Then becaufe the eKcefs of the greateft of thofe three numbers above the mean , hath
fuch proportion to the excefs of the mean above the lead as i to 8 , let 35 be ^umed
for the lead of three Squares, and fearch out the other two, with this caution, That the
excefs of the greateft above the mean may be « of the excefs of the mean above the Icaft j
to which end,
„ n r
c. Let the leaft of thofe three Squares be .
6, And to the end the mean Square may be greater than th^e lcair,p
1
^
let the fide of the mean Square be
6, therefore the mean v ee
Square it felt lhall be
•*••’*.*',*,* n*. *3
,
7, Therefore the excefs of the mean Square above the lead is s ee
i le
8. Therefore ^ of that excefs (which according to the Caution/ ^
given as above, muft be the excefs of the greateft Square above V
ic
the mean) ftiall be .
. . . • •
9. Which laft excefs, towir,
beingaddedtothemean>
, ,, , .
Square in the iixih ftep, the iumm is .equal to the gceaieft Square,/ fee
-j- 3®
lolYherkore f«-lr 4^4-36
bs/qu4ed’to'u Square ’ which fquare number
when ‘tis found out muft be equated to 43 4 + 3 6, and therefore the faid Square mult
be greater than 36 • but from any affirmative value of « whatfoever, the faid s«+
He A- 56 will be manifeftly gteaterthan 36. Therefore here being no need ot any
limit for the value of <, the fide of the faid Square may be varioully feigned. let then
the faid fide be te - 6, the Square
T * r'+
"I’nJconfe^
equated to he~-\-He$6, the value of « will thence be found 28 ; and confeqlntly ( from Ihe ninffiand fixth ftepa ) the greateft and mean Squares fought will be
.296and.t56.whofefidesare36and34: Then,
.5,
XI. From this Equation,
12. Or from thil Equation...

.>404+36=1156

13, The number 4 will be difeovered, to wit, • • •
I fay the number 28 will folve the Quedion, as will be evident by

^

•• 'The Proof.
If 28 (or 4) be multiplied by lo and $ feverally; alfo, if to the former Produft
9 be added, and to the latter Produa 4, the two fumms will be 2 89 and 144, which are
Squares, as was required.

Obfervat. 3. ftpoti Q^ed, 33*
I. In the Duplicate equalities ufed in the preceding ^efi. 3 3;.
tWo Obfervation?
thereon the two Algebraiek Quantities given to‘be equated to two Squares, do * confid
of two unequal numbers of 4 and of two known fquare numbers,
qual • which kind of Duplicate equality you have feen exaaiy refqlved by Rational
numbers • But neither Uo^hmus, nor any Author that I have mer with, delivers a Rule
to refolve in all cafes a Duplicate equality/onfidmg of unequal numbers of. and
of abfolute numbers which are not Squares. Monfieur Bachet
(in bis Com¬
ment upon ^4-45- B001^4. of Diofhmtuj )
how to refolve the lad men¬
tioned DuplioTe equality in two Cafes, which I (hall here explain.
_
t t jif
2. The firft'cafe is, when in a Duplicate equality of the ‘‘'"'J
fetence of the two Algebraiek Quantities propos d to be equated is fuch, that if i o
Si lied or divided b| fome k^wn number*, and if the Pfoduft or Quonent be fub,
traaed from the leffet of the two Quantities, the Remnndet M a fquare number. A
for example,

' ~

’’
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3. Let it be required to find out the number fignified by a in this
r I3 = □
Duplicate equality, viz,.. . .
h 7 = °
4. Becaufs 2
the difference of the two Algebraick Quantities propofed , being
divided by z gives the Quotient
3 , which fubtrafted from
leaves a Square,
to wit, 4; the Duplicate equality propos’d is explicable by the method ufed in the
preceding
33. as I (hall here make manifeH;.
Firft , let thefc three numbers be confidered, to wit,
3^-H*5)^ + 7,4
Then , by continuing the fearch in fuch manner as hath been Ihewn in folving the foregoing ^efl. 35. you may find out* ( among innumerable values of a) a=. 29 , which
will folve the Duplicate equality propofed ; for if 29 be multiplied by 3 , and 13 be
added to that Produil, the lumra makes a Square, to wit, 100 j alio, if 7 be added to 29,
it makes the Square 36.
5. The fecond Cafe is, when the difference of the tvvo Algebraick Quantities which are
to be equated to two Squares is fuch , that if it be multiplied or divided by fomc known
number , and the Produd or Quotient be fubtrafted from the leffer of thofe two Alge¬
braick C^antities, there remains a negative known number , which taken affirmatively
hath fuch proportion to the faid Multiplicator or Divifor, as a fquare number to a fquarc
number. For example,
6. Let it be required to find a number, fuppofe it to be a, that >
25 == □
2a
3 — D
will make
7. Becaufe zj^^v^-zz, the difference of thofe two Algebraick Quantities, being divided
by 2 gives the Quotient
ir, which fubrradted from the leffer of the faid two
Quantities, leaves — 8 • and the number 8 to the Divifor 2 , is as 4 to i , that is, as
a fqvwre number to a fquare number j the Duplicate equality propounded may be refolved thus, viz.
8, Let thefe three numbers be confidered, to wit, i
^
5*,
, and —8
Then forafmuch as 4^-|-2 2 , to wit, the difference of the two greater of thofe three
numbers, is the double of
ii which is the difference of the two leffer of the faid
three numbers, (eek two^,Squares, that the excefs of_ the greater above the leffer may be
the double of the excefs of the leffer above — 8 j to which end you may proceed thus,
y. For the leffer of the two Squares put
.aa
10. Then the excefs of aa above —8 is.<74-|-* 8
11. The double whereof is
2^7^-j-* 16
12. Which added to the leffer Square.makes a fumra equal to the ?
r .^
greater, to wit, . .
Now the faid
mufl: be equated to a Square, with this caution, That the
fquare number found out muff exceed 29 , to the end that when the faid Square is equated
to d4^-z5 , the value of ^ may be greater than nothing : But to caufe that effe<fl:,
innumerable Squares may be found out, ( by the method before-delivered in divers Queffions of this Book,) fuch are 64 and 16 ; for whether you equate 64 to
25,
or 15 to 24-1^ 3, one and the fame value of 4, to wit, 6^, will bedifeovered to folve
the Duplicate equality propofed in the fixth ffep.

E ST,

34.

( Quxft. 17. Lib. 3. Diophant, )

To find three fuch numbers, that the Produft of the multiplication of every two of
them, with the fumm of the fame two numbers, may make a Square.

RESO LVr 10 N,

<

I, Forafmuch as the Product of the multiplication of two Squares
whofe fides differ by unity ,. being added to the fumm of the faid
Squares, will make a Square, ( by the Theorem at the end of theS 4 and 9
Refolution of this Queftion,) let thefe be put for the firft andt
fccond numbers 0. ..j
*

So is one of thd-ronditions in the Queftion fatisfied ; for 4 multiplied by p produceth 35, to which if 13 (the fumm of 4 and 9) be added, the fumm is a Square, to wit, 49.
2,

Let the third number be.<.^

.4

3. Then

Qacft. 35.
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Then the Produft of the multiplication of the fecond and third^
numbers is 94, to which adding their fumm
9. « makes 104I
9 , which ( according to the QueftiOn ) muft be equal to af

^^ ^ q

A. Likewife the Produft of the multiplication of the firfl: and third
.
numbers is 44, which with their fumm 4 + 4 makes
54 + 4 — 0
which r according to the Queft ion )muft be equal to a Square,
.
So hiShe two laft fteps we are fain into a Duplicate equality, which may be folved
S bv innumerable values of 4 , as hath been (hewn in the fecond Obfervation upon the
foregoing
3 ? • of this Cbapt. For example, take that value of 4 there fo^und,
to wit, 2 8C:=4) for the third number fought by this Queftionj I fay 4, 9 and 18
will folve this 34*^ Quefiion, as will be evident by

The Proof,
The three numbers found out are .
Now according to the Q^cflion^
4
9»
9
X
18
,
II.
jji»
4 X 28 ,
111
The firft ftep of
J.

.

+ 9
4
+ 9 + 28
+ 4 +
the Refolution

^

9 i 2s;

s •

=
49
which are Squares^ as was wquired.
T=z 289
^ *44
.
, ,
,.
of this 34^^’ Queftion is grounded upon this

THEOREM.
e. If two numbers aiffer by unity, the Produft made by the multiplication of theif
Squares together with the fumm of their Squares fliall be a Square,
The*truth of this Theorem may be demonftrated thus,
7. Let there be two numbers which differ by i (or?
as . . ,
8. Then their Squares are

s.^
. i: ? » i • #

o. The fumm of thofe Squares is

,

.

.

•

*

;
'

5 «
‘2 44+24+f

- ,• > 244 + 24 + 1

ic. The Pfodua of the multiplication of the faid Squares is ^ 4444 + 2444 + 44

^

11’. The fumm of the faid Sumra and Produft m the? ^^^^4^2444+344+24+1]
ninth and tenth Heps is . . \ ; A ' ‘ ‘
12. Which Aggregate is a Square whofe fide is . . • ^
^
Therefore the truth
As will eafily appear by multiplying the faid i^de oy it leir. mere ur
of the Theorem is manifefl.
_
EST,

( Quxft. 18. Lib. 3. Diofhmt.)

This Quefiion « the famt with the foregoing
, which ie here refeatei, Mi fdvti
after another manner.
.
.
r
To find three fuch numbers; that theProdua of the multiplication of every two of
them, being added to the fumm of the fame two numbers, may make a Square.
RESO LVriO N.
I. Let the firft number be
^ ^
2 And let the fecond number be * . . • • * /.
* *4 3
ji Then the Produd of their multiplication added to their fumm, ? 44 + 3

4.

Which

.J4+

3

mufl:

(according to theQueflion) be equal to7

fome^uarc, letitbe 2S, iherefoie

i

^4+3

-S

ii.,'!! w!;

^j
4 —
- )rA%

“ “/f

ditions in the Quefiion , for the Produd of their multiplication with their fiim^
which is a Square. It remains to find a third number, which muft befuch, that
thVprodua of thl fecond and third numbers being added to
Thdr
a sSauare • alfo that the Produa of the firft and third numbers being added to the
fumm, may make a Square; . Now to find out the faid third number, Etofhamm begins

again

•it«*** >

thus

iiiu^

^

/“

•

r

J N

7. Let the firft number be (as kforc it was found )

r

%

> 5t

O

8. And let the fecond number be ( as before it was alTumed ,) . • ^ 3
9. Then for the third number put.>
^
10. And fince ( according to the Queftion ) the Produft of the7
multiplication of the fecond and third numbers, with their rumm,> 4^+3 = O
muft make a Square • therefore, from the eighth and ninth fteps, ^
11. Alfo the Produa of the firft and third numbers with their fumm?
i^-jr _ p
^1_mnfVi

n’Pt>e

x

^

^

^

12. So in the iwo’laft fteps we are fain into a Duplicate equality, but 'tis not refolvable by any of the preceding Rules of Diophanm; he frames therefore the Pofitionj
a-new / wherein his fcope is to find fuch numbers of a in the two AIgebraick Quan¬
tities to be equated to two Squares, that (hall be in proportion one to the other as
a fquare number to a fquare number, and then he lltews how to refolve this new kind
of Duplicate equality, which hath not hitherto happened. Firft, if we examine whence
4 and
( to wit, the numbers prefixt-before a in the tenth and eleventh fteps ) do
proceed, we fliall find that they arife from* the addition of unity to each of the num¬
bers 3 and si firft found- (for by multiplying a into thofe numbers feverally, and
by adding a to each Product, there arifeth 44 and 6ia above expreft.) Therefore
the next fearch muft be to find two fncli numbers, that being feverally increafed with
unity, the one fumm may be to the other as a fquare number to a fquare number:
And becaufe ( by the Theorem in the following firft Obfervation upon this Queftion,)
if we add unity to each of two numbers whereof the greater exceeds the quadruple of
the lefter by 3, the two fumms will be in the Reafon of a Square to a Square j therefore,
13. Let the firft of the three numbers fought be.a
14. Then ( by the faid Theorem ) the fecond number fliall be . . ^
3
1 j. Now according to the Queftion, the Produd of the firft and^
fecond numbers together with their, fumm nauft be a Square,V
therefore from the two laft preceding fteps..3
15. The fide of which Square may be feigned la— any known number whofe Square
is greater than 3 , let therefore the faid fide be 2a — 3 , then its Square being equated
to ^aa -j? » the value of a will be found to for the firft number , and
confequently f§ ( = 4^
3 ) - Ib^H be the fecond number.
So we have found two numbers which will anfwer the firft part of the Queftion, and
moreover they are fit to raife a Duplicate equality that will be explicable by a Rational
number ; Therefore now an effe<ftual Refolution may be formed thus;
17. Let the firft number be .
. ^
rf
18. And the fecond number..
fI
19. And let the third number be , . ... . )> 4
20. Then according to the C^eftion, the Product of the multipli-^
cation of the fecond and third numbers, together with their fumra,S ^§4
= □
muft be equal to a Square , therefore from the i
and i
fteps, ^
21. Alfo according to the Queftion, the Produft of the firft and)
third numbers, with their fumm, muft be a Square; therefore, > 7^4 ^1-7^=: □
from the 17^*^and 19'^'^ fteps,..
.3
22. Now becaufe the numbers drawn into 4, in the Duplicate equality expreft in the two
laft preceding fteps, are ( by Conftrudfion) in the Reafon of a Square to a Square, for
i|. .
:: 4 ; I , and confequently (by Prop. 19. Elem.'j. Euclid.)
% i —
7^x4. Therefore by multiplying the Algebraick quantity in the twentieth ftep by r,
and that in the twenty-firft ftep by 4, the numbers of a in the Produ6l:s will be equal
to one another, for the firft Produd will be
and the latter
i

C

I

I

I o

LJ

23. Which Duplicate equality being of the fame kind with that explained in the pre-J
ceding eighth Queftion , may be folved by innumerable Anfwers.
But 1 lhall exhibit only one Anfwer for an Example. Firft then , becaufe the difference
of the two Algebraick quantities in the Duplicate equality laft before expreft is 3, let;
two Squares be found out ( by Canon i.
7. of this Book,:,) whofe difference ftiall
be

Queft. 36.
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be 3 , ind that the greater Square may exceed
whofe fides are f f and f 5*: Then ,
24. From either of thefe Equations j

*

.

.

• fuch are the Squares
.

2

65
and

,

.

•*>
W 10^ *-4—• j Q
X OO
2 5”^ The fame value of a will be difeovered for the third num- 7
_^
berfought, vi^.*.^
Thus three numbers are found out, to wit, ri > ft and li , which will folve the Que-i
(lion, as will be evident by '
The Proof,
_i
^
±i
—
iiA
-)
lo'^iojliolio — looy
»
t§ To, + f § -h To = f lo J> which are Squares j as the Queftion tequiresil
1o ^ Io 5
I o n 10 — 100
Ohfervations upon Qu^fl. 35*
1. If the Refolution of this Quefiion be well examined , it will appear, that the
forming of the Duplicate equality in the twentieth and twentyrfirft fteps, where the
numbers prefixt to ^ have fuch Rcafon to one another as a fquare number to a fquarc
number; agreeable to the Scope before-mentioned in the twelfth ftep, doth depend upon
this following
TPTEO REM,
If there be two fuch numbers, that the greater exceeds the quadruple of the lefler
by 3, and if unity be added to cacK number, the fuitims Iball have fuch Reafon between
themfelvcs as a Square to a Square, viz, the greater fumra ftiall be to the lefler as 4 to n
Which Theorem may be eafily demonftrated , thus^
r ^
7 Two numbers, whiireof the greater exceeds the quadruple
c
r 3
by 3.
uppole < ^
j _
number incrcafed with unity.
^ 44
4 = The fecond number increafed with unity.
I fay 444 hath fuch proportion to 4^^ i, as a Square to a Square, for,
q A —J"^ 4*4
t •4 • t •
In like manner , if there be two numbers whereof the greater exceeds nine times the
lelfer by 8 , as 17 and 1, then if you add i to each number , the fumms (ball be
to one another as a fquare number to a fquare number, viz. the greater furnin (hall
be to the lefler as 9 to 1 ; the like is to be underftood of other Squares,
2. After the two numbers prefixt before a in the Duplicate equality formed in the
twentieth and twenty-fir ft fteps of this Queflion, are found fuch, that they have fuch
Reafon one to the other as a Square to a Square; then may any two fquare numbers in
that Reafon be ufed as is direfted in the twenty-fecond ftep : So inftead of 4 and r
there taken , we may take 100 and 25, which have the fame Reafon between themfelves
as
and
i For,
to • To
Therefore, ft x 25 = it ^
Then by multiplying the Algebraick quantity in the twentieth ftep of the Refolution
by 25 j and that in thetwenty-firft ftep by 100 , the following Duplicate equality ( being
that which Biophmus ufeth in folving this Queftion) will arife,
S I 3o<l 4- 105 rr □
\ 1 504^H 30 = □
Hence, by the Canon in the feventh ftep of Refokt.
8. ( among innumerable
values of a that might be found out,) you may find 4 — rt (as before) for the third
number fought.
_
^VEST, 36.

(Quaeft. 20. Lib. 3. Diophant.')

To find two numbers, that the Produil of their multiplication increafed feverally with
each of them, and alfo with their fumm, may make three Squares.
RE S O LVTIO N,
T. For one of the numbers put...^
4
2, And for the other ,.)> q4—i
3. Then their Produd is..
444 — 4
I
whence
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.Whence it is evident, that if the firft number a be added to the faid Produa, th^
[■^f
fumra is a Square, to wit,
4. It
It remains.
remains, that
tnac the
me fecond
itcunu number and the fumm of both
^ being feverally added to the faid Produa may make a Square j
4^^ '~j~ 54- I = nj
^but the fecond number added to theProdu6l makes 444^3^
^aa -|- 44—1 ±r □
_I
and the fumm of both numbers, together with their
"wWch
equlbirmay be'^refowS by the meihorbefore explained in the
'••predtg
S twent/firft Queftions/ For the difference of jhofe two AlLbraicMuantities which ate to be equated to Squares is a , which is to be
'"I®
fwo fuchVantities that iheProduft of their multiplication may make a, and that both
in the halfbmm and in the half-difference of thofe two quantities th«e nj^y f
^ "i
but fuch are the quantities 4« and ^, whofe ProduS is 4; alfo ihe half of their fumm
isa4.-l-^, and the half-difference is ia — \ : then by equating the Square of 24 + e
0 4«^-44-i , or the Square of a4_J to 444 + 3—“h” <>f
thofe Equations the value of 4 will be found
Therefore the firft number
bj _|.i ^and the fecond
; which numbers will folve the Queftiqn, as may eafily
be proved.
f

-I I

E ST, 37.

nil-**

■

( Quseft. 22. Lib. 3. Diophant.)

To find four fuch numbers, that every one of them being added to , and fubtradted from
the Square of the fumm of them all, as well the four fumras as the four remainders liiall
be Squares.

_

^

I

In every right-angled Triangle, if the Square of the Hypothenufal be increafed og
leffe^d by die qLruple of the’Area, that is. by the doable Produft of the muliH
plication of the two fides about the right-angle, it makes a Square , ( which Theorem
is made roanifeft at the end of the Refolution.) Therefore the chief feope is
four right-angled Triangles in numbers having equal Hypothenufals ; But thole ma/
be found out thus ^
1 \ c 1 ,,
Firft, ( by the <Canon-in Ohfervat. 8. Refolut. 2. of ^efi. i. of this Boo^J tindout two
unlike right-angled Triangles in numbers, fuch are ihefe,
5 , 4 > 3
2. Then multiply the three Tides of the firft Triangle by the Hypothenufal of the fecond,
'alfo multiply the three Tides of the latter Triangle by the Hypothenufal of the hrlt;
fo the Produfts will give thefe two right-angled Triangles having equal Hypothenufals,
viz
•
65
>
525
39
•
^5- , do , 25
5. By the help of the two unlike right-angled Triangles firft found, to wit, 5,4, ?
and 13, 12, S y
Canon in Obfervat. 4. upon Refolnt. 2, and 3. of
2, of
this
will give two other right-angled Trianglesunlike to thofe in the ftcond ftep,
but having the fame Hypothenufal dj, to wit, thefe*
6$ y ^6 ^ 33
> ^3
4 Then aflume a to reprefent a number unknown, and let it be multiplied by every one
of the Tides of thofe four Triangles having 05 for a common Hypothenufal, fo the
Produfts will be thefe.
6')a , 524 , 394

' ,

d54

,

d04

,

2 ^4

6') A

,

yd4

,

35^
634

d ^4 , 1 d4 ,
5. Now for the fumm of the four numbers fought by the Queftion put ^ . 6^a
6. Therefore the Square of the faid fumm is . - • • • • •
aa
7. Then for the firft number fought, take the quadruple of the Area of >
the firft of the four Triangles in the fourth ftep, viz. multiplying 5 2^ > 405 6aa
by 3JJ4, take the double of that Product for the firft number, to wit,^

4

8. In

\

Queft. 98.

^7
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8. In like mamer for the fecond trumber take the double Produil?
of 60a by 254, that is*..
p. And for the third number take the double Froduft of ;64 by?
23^ thtflClS
• * * " * * * * * * * * * *
10. And for the fourth number take the doubleProduft of 53by?
11! ^The'fumm of the four numbers exprelt in the feventh, eightif,? j
ninth and tenth fleps is ••••••••••*• 'S
12 Which fumm muft be equal to 654, which in the fifth ftep was 7~
kamed for the fumm of the four numbers fought, hence thisS 127(^844 = ^54
Equation
•*_* • * •
* *. *
*. ^
13. Which Equation reduced, giycs
t A therefore from the thirteenth, feventh, eighth, ninth and tenth fteps the four numbers
14. incrciuiv I
j
r
*
i 7 n a a o q ^XiLil2.2.o
required Will be found thele, vtz, Tsiotia t4 j i63oai«»+> 163021^243 i63o:ii8*4»
which four numbers will folve the Queftion, as will be evident to him that will take
the pains of forming the Proof.
^
ir
But becaufe the Refolution of this Queflion is chiefly grounded upon a Theorem taken tor
granted in the firft ftep, I fhall here deraonftrate the fame
THEOREM.
1 e If the Square of the Hypothenufal of a right-angled Triangle be ihcreafcd Or lefpried
by the quadruple of the Area, (that is, the double Produd of the multiplication of the
fides about the right-angle,) the fumm, as alfo the remainder fhall be a Square, hor,
If 4 and
= > the Tides about the right-angle of a right-angled Triangle,
Then
lae
the double Produd of thofe fides,
^
Alfo 44 and eff = ^ the Squares of thofe Tides,
^ '
r-/
ua \
And 44-l-tf^ ^ > theSquareoftheHypothenufajjfperqz.Pro;.!.AteEuchd.)
Hence that which the Theorem afferts is manifefl,
5 44
ee
24^= □, whofe Tide is 4 + ^
I 44-|-ce — lae = O, whofe Tide is a — e.
It is alfo evident from the premiffes, that this 37'^ Ojaeftion may be extended to five^
fix or as many numbers as fliall be deTired, but firft of all fo many numbers as are
rwVired fo^many right-angled Triangles in numbers muft be found out hawng equal Hy^
, Whfch Triangls in whole numbers ^y be reallyjbfcovered by the method
delivered in Obfervat.i^, upon Rejolut.z, of
1 - or this Bookj_
XpEsr. 38..
r Thid id Queft. 20. of the foavth Book^ of Vieta s Zetetick/ y ai^d the ptne ‘with Queft. 3»
,in Bachet i Comment upon the fourth Book^ of Diophantus, 3
Two cube-numbers being given , fuch , that the double of the lefler exceeds the greater,
to find two other cube-numbers whofe difference fhall be equal to the difference o t e
given Cubes. ( But how to perform this when the double of the leffer Cube is lefs than
the greater , 1 fhall hereafter fhew in £luefi, 42. )
RESO LVTION.
^ t
ti'. Let the Tides of the given Cubes be

.

C ^
y

the greater,'
the leffer.

2. Then the Cubes of thofe Tides ate . . .y
and ^3
5. And the difference of the faid Cubes is )>
4*. For the fide of the leffer Cube fought put > 4 — ^
5. And for the Tide of the greater Cube fought 5
—b
..?

^

JS

,

6. Therefore the greater Cube fought is :
7. And the leffer Cube fought is . . .
444—
8. Therefore the difference of the two Cubes^

,,

„

iddu^b
__ ^44^- 3^/44 + di—

.-

9. Which
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5). Which diiFetence maft be equal to the difference of the given Cubes, therefore
<'<«« + 'i* - I’l = -i’ - ^
10. From that Equation, after due Reduction,

arifeth,7

^

. . i^

viz.

/znr

11, And by reducing the Fraition in the latter part of the laft^
a •=
preceding Equation into its leaft Terms, by the common Divifor
it gives ..^
r c ^ 1.
12. Therefore from the firft, fourth, fifth and eleventh fteps, the fides of the Cubes
fought will be found equal to thefe known quantities,

r

—4*

^^

2Si

%&

vtz.

the greater fide.
13

The fame fides will be produced,if you put a—b for the fide of the greater of the Cubes

fought, and ~a — d for the lefler fide, (infiead of the Pofitions in the fifth and fourth
da
fleps j) and it’s evident that each of the fides found out in the twelfth ftep will be
.greater than nothing, if ib^ exceeds d^t (that is, if the double of the leffer of the
two Cubes given exceeds the greater, as the Queftion prefuppofeth.
The twellth ftep affords this following
^ C A NO N.

14. Multiply the excefs of the double of the leffer of the two Cubes given above the
greater, by the fide of' the greater j multiply alfo the excefs of the double of the
greater Cube above the Icfl'er, by the fide of the leffer: then divide each of thofe Produds by the furam of the given Cubes, and the Quotients ftiall be the fides of the
Cubes fought.
.
]^
Examples in Number si
15’. Let two Cubes be given, fuch, that the double of the? ^ ^ ^
leffer exceeds the greater , as,
16. The fides of which Cubes are .
1 5 = cf, and
idb^ — d^

. . . . • •j

4—

6%

17. Then by the Canon,

7bc^ — b^
d^Arb^-

the fides of the Cubes fought.
_

—
~

63

18. The Cubes of thofe fides gf and -ff are ^70047 and
f whofe diffe¬
rence is 61, which is equal to the difference of the two given Cubes 125 and 64,
li?. Inlikeraanner, if thefe two Cubes be given, to wit, 1728 and 1000, whofedifference is 728, the foregoing Canon will give fff and-^f^f, the fides of two Cubes
' wjiofe difference is 728.
Objervations upon CJueft. 38.

«
Firfl, the chief fcope in the Rcfolution of this Queftion is, to raife an Equation be¬
tween fome number of aaa and forae number of
that a may be found equal to a Rational
number • to which purpofe, the fide of one of the Cubes fought may be feigned to be a—^
one of the fides of the given Cubes, and the other fide fought forae number of 4 — the other
fide given . but this latter number of 4 muft be fuch as will caufe equal numbers of 4 to
arife in the Cubes of thofe feigned fides, that when the Icfl'er of the feigned Cubes is
fubtrafted from the greater, the numbers of a mayvanilh, and then the Remainder being
equated to the difference of the given Cubes, this difference will likewife vanilh, ( becaufe
'tis alfo found in the difference of the feigned Cubes,) and an Equation remain between
fome number of aaa and fome number.of aa. Now to caufe that effev^t, fuppofing ( as
before in the Refolutioh ) d to reprefent the fide of the greater Cube given, and b the
fide of the leffer, we may put 4 — d for the fide ’of‘the leffer of the Cubes fought, and
then the greater fide muft neceffarily be

4 — ^^ or a

b may be put for the greater

fide

/
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fide fought, and then the Icffer muft be

bb
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^ i from cither of which ways of framing

thePofitions there will arife, after due Reduafon, an Equation between aaa and aa^
whence a will be found equal to a Rational number. All which will be manifeft to him
that diligently examines the preceding Refolution.
.
Secondly if two pairs of Cubes which (hall have equal differences be defired in whole
numbers, they may eafily be found out by the help of the foregoing Canon, in this manner,
vU let d and b reprefent the Tides of two fuch Cubes ,• that the double of the Cube of
the ’leffer fide b exceeds the Cube of the greater fide d, then the faid Canon gives this
Equation,
Cube of

2 bd^

b^

—»

z= Cube of ^
tdb^
— Cube of
d3

' Cube of k

bi

Now to contraft that Equation, foppofc/, h and £ to be equal to the Numerators and
common Denominator, fo that Equation will be converted into this, t'f*.
il _
Whence,by multiplying every Term by the Denominator £, this Equation is produced,
vU.

fi — h>

=

That is, ^
of ( 1
“■
In which lad Equation , if inftead of/, and
you take 7bd^^b* ,
*
and
before fuppofed equal to'/, h and ^ refpeaively, this foUovMng
which were

Equation will arife, viz.
Cube of ibd^ — b"'^ ^ 1;= 5 >-[- Cube of d'^ ^Y^db'i.
b^.
Cube of idb^ — d* 3
C — Cube of bd^
Which lad Equation gives this following
CANON.

Firft * take two fuch Cubes in whole numbers that the double of the leffer may exceed
the greater, and multiply the excefs of the double of the greater above
of the lefler Cube - fecondly , multiply the excefs of the double of the lefler Cube above
die greater by the fide of the greater Cube; thirdly multiply the lu^mm of the f^^^
Cubfs by theLe of the greater ; fourthly , multiply the fumm of the
fide of
leffer : then the di&rence of the Cubes of the firft and (econd Produfts lhall
be equal to the difference of the Cubes of the third and fourth Produas.
An Example in Numbers.

Let two fuch Cubes be taken, that the double of the leffer
exceeds the greater, as..
the Tides of which Cubes are

.

i

Then by working according to the diredions of
^aft ;
preceding Canon , the four Produas, that is, ^ ^ ^
®
tnur CuKes fought in their leaft terras will be found fhefe,to wit,)

1^5

64
5
4
248

ddd
bbb
d
b

, 3 , 3"5 ; afa

VvhW. fonr^umbers will fatisBe the Propofition , foV Ws fc" and
as
Cubes of 248 and 5 is equal to the difference between the Cubes of 315 and - 5 ^ > as
"’Henfe'^iHsCfiet End four Cubes in whole numbers, fuch, that the fumm of two
ofSall be equal to the fumm of the other two , for'
out by the lad preceding Canon , fuch that the
the latter then the fumm of the greater Cube of the firft paic tmd the lellec ot tne latter,
IhaU requaS
of the^lefler Cube of the firft pair and the greater of the latter
Thirdly, AlbertGirari (in his Comtnent in
buhes fotlo“;ecrdi4 W
are always
property, face it will be ufeful in the following
3?- 1

A'"*™?* ’ "fh"" Ihe
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the Tides of two Cubes, fuch, that the double of the lelTec
exceeds the greater.
4 f
12 J > the Cubes of thofe fides.
64
61 1> the difference of the fame Cubes.'

^ =
^ =Z
Siippofe
y’ —
y ^
2^ C"
Then by the Canon in SeB, 14.
the fides of two Cubes whofe difference
is equal to the difference of the given Cubes, whofe fides are
j ) and
(=4)
will be found thefe that follow, to wit,
— _1-. and iMiir
~
d}-\-P.
63 ’
^
, 63 *
Now becaufe the Cubes given and found out have equal differences, if it be proved
that the greater Cube found out is lefs than the greater Cube given, then confequently
the leffer Cube found out fliall be lefs than the leffer Cube given : But that the fide of
the greater Cube found out, is lefs than the fide of the greater Cube given, ( and by confe-;
quence the greater Cube found out lefs than the greater Cube given , ) I prove thus j
^
,
y.
f
r
\
•
C
- y
The greater fide found out ( as berore) is , . . •
di -h P
Therefore we muff demonftrate that

.

.

.

Z

ra d

Demonfiration.

y d zr h
By fuppofitioni
..
Therefore by multiplying'd and h feverally by l>h, it fol
dhb zr P
lows, that . \
...
iP
P-^dhb
And by adding P to each part
iP
By fuppofition.
P>- •dbb
.
d^
iTherefore from the two laft preceding fteps, . . . .
'db\
. bd^
And by. multiplying each part in the laft ftep by ^
But by multiplying each number in the firft ftep of this?
bd^ “3 dt
Demonftration by d^, ... . ..y
Therefore by comparing the fumm of the numbers in the>
ihd^^ “D d^-\-'P-\-dP,
firft parts of the two laft preceding.fteps, to the fumm of>
thofe in the latter parts, . .
And by fubtradting
from each part of the laft preceding7
zhi
ftep, . . . . ..S
b*
ibd'’
Wherefore by dividing each part of the laft ftep by
-D d
dd
P
di -|- P', it’s irvanifeft that..
Which was to be deraonftrated.
Having proved that the greater of the two fides found out by the Canon before difcovered for rcfolving
38. is lefs than the greater of the two fides given, it follows,
that the Cube of that lide found out is lefs than the Cube of the greater fide given, and
that the leffer Cube found out is lefs than the leffer Cube given, ( becaufe by Conftrudion
the two Cubes found out have the fame difference as the Cubes given. ) Therefore the
truth of the property before affirmed is manifeft.
Fourthly, if two pairs of numbers have equal differences, the leffer number of the
leffer pair fliall have leffer Reafon ( or Proportion ) to the greater number of the fame pair,
than the leffer number of the greater pair hath to the greater number of this pair. To
make this manifeft,
b
^ ^ two unequal numbers taken at pleafure.

..

c
Vc
Suppofe <
d

2
the difference of thofe numbers.
5 ^ a number lefs than e{—6) the leffer of the two numbers firft taken^
fb-d = 3 5 two numbers whofe difference is equal to the difference of the
if
numbers firft taken.
Now I fay that the Reafon ( or Proportion ) of c ~ d to b — d is lefs than that of
cto^; therefore,
r c~d
c
.
The Propofition to be demonftrated, is, that . 'J . . .^ ^—jDemon^
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Vemonjiratioiti
“3

By fuppofition
by^ffiultiplXing
c and h feverally by’d, n follows >
Therefore by
ffl

^

* • be to each
’ part
* *•in the
* laft
■’ - ftep, . . . • > ; kA-dc
by adding
And by fubtraaingW from each part, . . .• - • *? bc~\-dc-hd
And by fubtraaingWe from each part m the laft preceding? .,n be — hd
ftep, .c - . - -..
^
And by dividing each part of the laft ftep by
v - .|

-D tbd
-3

bc+bd

"3

be

"3

be—dc

' tU-ki
c—4

Wherefore by dividing each part of thelaft preceding ftep?
by

b

c

T

V * ;.^
which was to be demonitrated.
.ff.■
• *
Fifthly andbmy, from the preceding 3^ and 4“Obfervations wemay deduce this
If two cubcnntnbers be given , foch, that the double of f"'f" "Xttmbe^sTay

!:i[:ieXtfn,^irre’4"
the Cubes of the fecond pair Iball be lefs than thofe of the
^ ^
Lbeof thefecond pair lhallbe lefs than
" Vn
1^^^^
Cube lefs than the kffer j) and the lelTer Cube of the econ p
.
or proportion to the greater Cube of the faine pair , than th
hath to the greater ot the fame pair, by Objervat. 4. ^
r u r
noif then
Cube of the fecond pair doth yet happen to exceed the
fhod pair of
by the help of the fecond pair of Cubes and the faid Canon, we
fecond^pairs;
Cubes, whofedifference lhall be equal to the
,f^o Cubes found out
and by proceeding m like manner t^e doub ^
pioVed,)
will at length neceffarily be lefs than 'be gtea ’
•
^ ,|,e preatet of the fame pair,
theleffetCubeof each pair found out hath lefs ptopot ton to ne g
F
than the leffet of the neat precedent pair ( by which the latter were to
;
_
the greater.
_
____

otTerthtretre«eSTol'ivide\t'!l^
cube-numbers.
Trefxration.
a

Wbenthedouh. of the
be found out, (according to the d r

Cubes mav be equal to the difference

1

>7---t

than the greater Tlien two cube-numbers
“/ry\Tdi,ided’into two
double of the lefler 1.
^Volution, (which is the fume in fubftance
Sit“frfj of’:hf4 ” BoTZ.U, and of the fita Queftiph
of Backt in his Comment upon the fourth Book of Vio^hmm.)
RESOLVTJON.
2. let the Tides of the given Cubes (qualified as above ^
is fuppofed ) be.,
3. Therefore the Cubes of thofe Tides are . . . • r
4. And the difference of the faid Cubes is , . . ?
y. For the fide of one of the Cubes fought put . .• ?

d the greater , and b the lefTerJ
d^ and b"^
d^^b^
d—^

A

And

7^
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6. And for the fide of the other Cube fought?
put ........... -S ‘
7. Therefore the firrt Cube is v i . . . 1> —
g. And the latter Cube is

",

^* .

•

•

9. Therefore the fumm of thofe Cubes is

.

dd

a—y

+ 3^44 —

^ l^aa-\^ida4-\-d^

I o. Which fumm muft be equal to the difference of the given Cubes; therefore;.

^•

dy_:zzK£^,^ 3^ad^3daa-\-d^^b'> = d^^bK
11. Which Equation, after due Reduftion, gives^ 4 =
12. Therefore from the firfl, fifth, fixth and eleventh fteps, thefidesof the two Cube?
fought will be found equal to thefe known Quantities,
d"*

— 2^P

2 hd'^

—

—

the firft fide,

=

the other fide.'

jf. The fame Tides will be produced, if inftead of the Pofitions in the fifth and fixtfi
j
//
fteps, there be put a — b and d-^4 for the fides of the Cubes fought. And 'tis
'dd
evident that each of the fides found out in the twelfth ftep will be greater than nothing
if zb^ be lefs than d}, that is, if the double of the Icfler of the two Cubes given be lefs
than the greater, as is fuppofed in the Preparation to the Refolution of this Q^eftion.
The fides in the twelfth ftep, being expreft by words, will give this
'

CANON.

14. Multiply the excefs of the greater of the two given Cubes above the double of the
leffer by the fide of the greater - multiply alfo the excefs of the double of the greater
Cube above the lelTer by the fide of the leffer • then divide each of thofe Products b/
. the fumm of the faid Cubes, and the Quotients fiiall be the fides of the Cubes fought,
^
Examph i. in Numbers,
ic. Let two fuch Cubes be given, that the double of the? o
j*
leffer is lefs than the greater, as,..
^
16, The fides of thofe Cubes arc ..^ 2 = d
d^-.2dP
17. Then by the Canon,

2

.,4
and i
and i = b

the fides of the Cubes fought^

bd^—

d} A-b'>

The Cubes of thofe fides f and f^, are f 7 and
, whofe fumm is 7 \ which is equal to
the difference of the two given Cubes 8 and 1, as was required by the Queftion,
Example i.
18. Let it be required to divide 51 , which is the difference of thefe Cubes lay and 6^1
into two Rational cube-numbers.
Here, becaufe the double of the leffer Cube exceeds the greater, the Canon above expreft:
inSebb. 14. is of no force; therefore by the help of the given Cubes, ( according to the
direftions following the Corollary in Obfervat.
38.) two other Cubes muft
be found out, fuch, that their difference may be equal to 61 , to wit, the difference of the
given Cubes laj and 64 , and that the double of the leffer of the two Cubes found out
may be lefs than the greater of them : But two fuch Cubes are thefe, viz..
f
and tToo 47» whofe fides are
f and
j then ufing thefe Cubes as the Canon in the
preceding 5e^.i4. of this Quefi.^^. doth dire^l:,you will find flol+ff 7 ^ 2nd
for the lides of the Cubes required • for the fumm of the Cubes of the faid fides is 61,
which is equal to the difference of the given Cubes ,125 and 64.
195 Hence
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ip. Hence it is- eafie to.finrf four cube numbers, the greatefl: of which fliall be equal
to
fumm of the^other three; for when the difference of two given Cubes is divided
into two rational Cul^s, thefc two, together with the Icffer of the two given Cubes
fhalJ make the greater Cube given.*^ But if four fuch Cubes bcdefired in whole num¬
bers , they may be readily found out by the following Canon, which is raifed by the
like manner of arguing as was before lifed in the fecond Obfervation upon the preceding
.v-'

CANON.

2 0. Firff, take two Cubes in whole numbers, with this caution, That the double of the
leffcr may be lefs than the greater, and multiply the excefs of the greater Cube above
the double of the leffcr by the fide of the greater • fecondly, multiply the excefs of the
double of the greater Cube above the lefs by the fide of the leffer; thirdly, multiply
the fumm of the faid Cubes by the fide of the greater • fourthly, multiply the fumtu
of the fame Cubes by the fide of the leffer : Then the fumm of the Cubes of the firff,
, fecond and fourth Produ£ts fiiall be equal to the Cube of the third Produft.
>

An example in Numbers,

*

21. Let two fuch Cubes be taken , that the double of the leffer?
is lefs than the greater, as, . '.J

? = ddd
i == bhb

22. The Tides of which Cubes are.^

j ^ ^

23. Then by thelaff preceding Canon , the fides of the four?
1
Cubes fought, in their lead terms will be found thefe, viz. ^ 4 j 5 > o > 3
24. 1 fay the fumm of the Cubes of 4, 5 and 2 is equal? ^
,
to iheCube of 6,
,
.
.... .
------.

^Esr.

.

40

To divide any cube-number, fuppbfc 8, into three Rational cube^nurabers.

R£sO LVTIO N.^

'

y

Take any cube-number lefs than the given Cube f8 , as i ; then ( by the preceding
gp. ) divide 7 the difference of thofe Cubes into two Cubes, fuppofc into thefe,
and
, whofe fumm 7 is equal to the difference of the given Cubes 8 and i.
Therefore | ^

^

8.

Whereby’tis raanifeff that three Cubes, to wit,
and i are found out, whofe
fumm is equal to the given Cube 8 , as was required. ,
Hence you may eafily perceive a way to divide a given Cube into any odd number of
Cubes ; as to divide a Cube into fjve Cubes, firff divide the given Cube into three Cubes,
and then divide one of thofe three into three Cubes, fo the other two, with the three Cubes
laft found out are five Cubes, whofe fumm is equal to the Cube firff given . in like manner
you may divide a Cube into 7, 9, ir,
Cubes. But there is not any Rational
cube-number that can be divided into two Rational Cube numbers; which negative Propofition the Learned
Wallis hath demonffrated.
SiyEST. 41.
f This is the 19^'’ of the 4*** Boo^^ of Vieta’j Zetetickj, and the fame with Queff. 2*
of Bachet in his Comment upon Queft. 2. of the 4^'’ BooJ^ of Diophantus. ]
Two cube-numbers being given, to find two other cube-numbers whofe difference fliall
be equal to the fumm of the given Cubes,
RESOLVXIO N.
d the greater,
1, Let the fides of the given Cubes be
, . ,
. ,
b the leffer.
d^ and
2. Therefore the Cubes of thofe fides are
.
,
.
,
“j3, For the fide of the greater Cube fought put
, • . .>
dd
,
4. And for the fide of the leffer Cube fought put ,

K

■i

lb"-''

5. Thcrc^

74
5. Thmfotcthegteat«G»be«,»gh,is .
tf. And.heleiretCuberoi.ghtis

.

:

•

-I y""- *.

7. ThertfoM the diffetence of the Cubes fonght? f' **

f

8. ‘whk diffete'nce'maft be equ'al to ‘thcVumm of the given Cubes, therefore;
^daa^.d^ ^

-H

0. Which Equation, afterdue Reduaion, give5| « - -j^rp"
,0 Therefore from the 6rft .third, fourth and tenth fleps. the fides of the two Cubei
fought will be found equal to thefe known quanttiies,
^ ihc greater fide,
ibdiAr^*' ^ the Uifer fide.
^3—

The fame ftdes will be produced, if inftead of the Pofitions in the third and fourth
fteps there be put d

and

1

and thofe ftdes above-eitpreft by Letters give this

•CANON.
A .Id the ftreater of the two Cubes given to the double of the lefler, and multiply the
f
hv the f2 Of the greater Cufe: add alfo the lelfer Cube to the double of the
Ser^^d Siply thisCby foe fide of the leffer Cube , Uftly. divide each of
.thofe Products by theditfercnce of the given Cubes, and the Qjouenis ftia _ __
fides of the Cubes fought.

. * nr ^ ^
'An Bxmfle tn Numbers,

Let two Cubes be given, as, . ./ .• . .
. . . ‘
The fides whereof are . ; . .
‘
C 2db^A~‘^^
Then by the Canon ,

.> Z-ddd, and i =
2 = ^ ,
and I =y
the fides of the Cubes fought.

< ^

The Cubes of thofe fides
and
are
and
, whofe difference 9 is equal
to the fumm of the given Cubes Sand 1.
n s- t.-l n, 11 k
1
Hence 'tis cafie to find out four cube-numbers, the greateft of which (hall be equal
to the fumm of the other three ; For when by this Q^cftion two Cub« are found our,
having their difference equal to the fumm of two given Cubes, the leffer of the two
rnhes found out together with the two given Cubes lhall be equal to the greater of
fhfcubefLnd ou^ But if four fuchW be defired in whole numbers, they
may, be readily found out by the following C4;7o», which is raffed by the like tnannec
of arguing as was before ufed in Obfervat. a. ^efl. 38,
CANON

13. Fitft take any two Cubes in whole numbers, add the greater to the double of foe
leffer and multiply the fumm by. the fide of foe greater ,
**J5
to the double of foe greater, and multiply this fumm by the fide of the leffer; thfifoVs
multiply the difference of thofe Cubes by the fide of the greater . fourthly, multiply
the faW difference by foe fide of the leffer Cube : Then the fumm of the Cubes of
the three latter Produfts (hall be equal to the Cube of the firftProdna.
An EXiSmpU in Numbers.
Let twoCubes in whole numbers be taken at pleafure,a8 )> S^^dd^ and f = bbb

The fides of thofe Cubes are ••**••*
^
Then by thelaft aforc-going, the fides Of the?
^
^ 14,7
four Cubes fought will be found thefe, to wit, ... 3
1 fay the Cube of 10 is equal to the fumm of the? gooo:i=49t3»4^2744H“'M?
Cubes of 17, 14 and 7 ,
QtjEST ±2
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' ^VE ST, 42.

Two cube-numbers beifjg given, fuch, that the double of the lefler is lefs than the
crbtcr to find out two other Cubes whofe difference fliall be equal to the difference
of the given Cubes. ( But how this is to be done when the double of the leffer Cube
exceeds the greaier, hath already been (hewn in
^ 8.)
RES'OLVriOli,

1. Let there be two Cubes given, to wit,

.

.

.

.

^

:

;

,

*

JJJ

g
Z j

2. By the Canon in SeU. 14. of the foregoing
59. find out two5
_
Cubes whofe fumm lhall be equal to the difference of the given Cubes, >
~ 7,7
17
fuch are thefe..S
Therefore by that Confiruftion, .
Md—bbh-=^ccc^gg^=z^^i— <7,
3. By the Canon in Se^. 11. of the foregoing ^efi. 41. find two Cubes whofe dif¬
ference fi>all be equal to the fiimm of the Cubes ccc and ggg.^ (found out in the prccedhlg fecond
fuch are theTe ,
_ III =

whofe fid. is

■

-

Therefore by this Conffruaion, . . .r>
— ccc-\-ggg ■= 7:
4. Therefore from the fecond and third ftet)s , ( pr \, Axiom, x. £/fw. Euclid.)
Ill — ddd — Ub
7I (ky i^^i^and III, that is,
and
, C whofe fidcs arc
vvill folve the Queftion yrropofed ; for their difference 7 is equal to the
difference of the given Cubes 8 and i.
'
.
‘
Nott. Although'Ey the preceding Refolutions of this and
38. innumerable
pairs of cube-numbers may be found out, fuch, that the differerice of each pafir fliall b^
equal to the difference of two Cubes given, yet neither of thofe Refolutions will find out
all the pairs of Cubes that have the Tame difference with two given Cubes; for example,
if the Cubes 1728 and 1000 be given, whofe diff^nce fs 728, the Canon in ^e 14^''
Rep of the foregoing
3^» will nOt find out the Cubes 729 ^*^d i , whole differ^ce
is 728 i although thaVCanon, with the help of the Refolution of this^^#42. yitl find
out innumerable pairs of Cubes , fuch , that the difference of each pair fliall be 728.
^JVEST. 43.

:

To divide a given number 28 compos’d of two'cube numbers 27 and i ^ into two
other Rational cube-numbers,
• ,
.
r This ^Hejiion m fmounded in \ 6%7. hj Monf. Fermat, ( oa appears by an Epifiolical
Cornice printed.at O&iord in 16but his way of folving ip came net to light,
till it was publifh'd ( after his death ) amosig other his Analytical Inventions , by waj of
Supplement to Monf. baaihefs Comment upon Dio^hmus, printed^.t iholofe in 1670.
yet the very fame way of folving this Queftion was found out long before by oUr Learned
X)r John Wallis, (though, it feems, net timely enough to haveTeen tnferted irp the
little Book above-mentioned,) and likewife by my felf, before I had feen or heard
of any Solution to the faid ^eflion, in fuch manner as here k fellows. ]
RE SO LOTION.

1, Let the Cubes 27 and i , whofe foram makes the given number 28,"? ' ddd r= 27
be reprefented by ddd and bbb, viz, . . *•
.. bbb
i
2. By theCanon in Sebt. 11. of the foregoing ^#.4^- find two cube-numbers whole
difference may be equal to 28 the fumm of the given Cubes 27 and i, that is, ddi
and bbb-,) fu^ are thefe Cubes,

dec

Therefore,

z=z

\

whofe fide is
~

z6

= 27I

K 2

:= 28*

3- By
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3. By the foregoing
39> find out two Cubes whofe fumra fliall be equal to a 8
the difference of .the two Cubes
and ccc, fuch are thefe,
.

—
_

...

III

98^4810937041015055552,
227626^096373544085 2831
9§^82093704ioi5055552'*

■

The Tides of which Cubes are thefe , to wit,

.

.

.

CL —
•< , _ TsllUlV
C ► - ZI446828*

Therefore,
— ccc
• ,
4. But by Conftruaion in the 2^ ftep, >* ggg—cce 1= ddd-\-Ub =
=28.’
5. Therefore from the two laft Equa-?
- dM-{-thb =t 274-1 =: 28,
lions, (pr i.Axtom.\»Ekm.cy^z\\6.)S

»

•

•

•

Whence it is manifeft that the two Cubes found out, to wit,
and ///, ( which
with their fides are before feverally exprefl: by numbers in the third ftep,) will folve the
Queftion, for their fumm makes 28, which is thefumm.of the gtvenCubes 27and i.
And becaufe by the help of the known Cubes ggg ajid cce in the fecond ftep , divers pairs
of Cubes having the fame difference with the faid ggg and ccc may be l|>und out, ( by the
3 8*'’ or 42^ Qiieftion aforegoing :) Therefore'by the help of any of the pairs of Cubes
fo found out, their difference may be divided into two Cubes whofe fumm fliall be equal
to the fumm of the given Cubes 27 and i.
^
'

i_Ai^other Example.
Let it be required to divide 9 , which is compos’d of the Cubes 8 and i, into two
other Cubes.
’

RESOLVTION.
l. Let the Cubes 8 and i ^ whofe fumm makes the given number 9, be?

reprefented by

ddd = 8

and

, viz.I’ ..... .S
~ ]
of thisiS’ce^, find out two Cubes whofe dirfercnce may be equal to 9, the lumm of the given Cubes 8 and i ; fuch arc thefe Cubes,

2* By the Canon iaSc^. n.

whofe fide is
Therefore I ggg — ccc ~ ddd 4-* hhb — 8
1 =: 9»
3", Then by the preceding 39’^'’ Queftion divide the difference of the Cubes ~ggg and ccc
into two rational Cubes, vi<>^ divide 9 the difference of the Cubes
and
into two Cubes : But here becaufc the double of the lefler Cube
exceeds the
greater
" , two Cubes muft firft be found out, ( by the help of the foregoing
38. ) that the difference of thefe may be equal to the difference of thofe, and
that the double of the leffe,r of the Cubes found OAtt may be Icfs than the greater 5 fuch
’ are thefe Cubes,
' \ ccc

=

Vi^.

4. Now forafmuch as the double of the lefler of the two Cubes laffc found out is lefs
than the greater , we may by the help of the preceding Qnefi. 3 9. divide 9 the difference
of thofe Cubes wmm and nm, ( and likewife of ggg and ccc') into two rational Cubes,
whofe fides will be found thefe,
(T
y-

*

L

_

^

^ ~

^
^

I
—■

i^'4;617733990094836481
609623835676137197449 ^
4lzM7i7i7_L435183Al^ ^
609623835676137297449

'

5. Therefore by Conftruftion in the two laft?
. ...
preceding fteps,. . ..J m-cce = kkh\-lll
6. But by Conftruftion in the fecond ftep, ^ ggg—ccc — ddd^-^bhb zn
=9
7. Therefore from the two laft Equations, . . >
—• ddd^\-bbb — 8-)-i = 9
(

Thus two Cubes ( whofe fides i^and / are above expreft in numbers)*are found out,
which added together make 9, the fumm c^ the given Cubes 8 and i , a& was reQuired.
^
•
. . ,
^
‘
QVEST.44.

Queft.44>4')'
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SVEST. 44.

To divide the double of
given cube-number into four cube-numbers.
For example, let it be required to divide 54 the double of the Cube 27, into four
cube-numbers.
RBSO LVTION.

j. For the given Cube 27 put
vtz. fuppofe . . . 2 ^
=27
2, Therefore the double of that Cube is.= 54
3! Take any cube-number lefs than the given Cube 27 , as i, for?
^
which put
viz. fuppofe .
. . . • ; • • • *
im 1 ///
4. By the foregoing ^uefi. 45. find two Cubes whofe fumm may be equal to ddd'-yUh^
( to wit, 27 + I,) fuppofe thofe which folved the faid ^efi. 43. in Example i.
— ,,,
27^1 ^98070^625
.
p-.
\
—
98^4820937O41oI5O55^5Z 3
..
y ///
Z276z6^o9g;7T^44085^831
6
— 98648^093704101505555^ • ^
The Tides of which Cubes are thele, to wit,
C

^

—

»i 446^s •

Therefore by that Confftuflion, ...•!>
•=
/// = a 8
5. By
39. of this
divide 26 the difference of the Cubes 27 and i , to wir,
ddd—into two Cubes, fuppofe into thefc,
^
yyy —
V yry
—
*>

,,,

, whofe fide is
21952 >28
I48M,

whofe'fide is H

Therefore by this Conftruftion, •
.
6. Therefore by adding together the Equations?
in the fourth and fifth fteps, this will arife,

— 26

,,

^ddd-kkkA4llA-mA-sss—^^

-

Therefore four'Cubes are found out, to wit, kkL
^ which with their
Tides art before exprcft' in numbers in the fourth and'fifth fteps, and the fumm ot thole
Cubes makes 54, which is equal to the double of the Cube 27 firft given > as was
required by theQueftion.
. .
"
^
‘
E ST. 45. ( Quxft. 17. Lib. 4- lyiopphant.)
-

_

To find oof three numbers whofe fumm may make a Sqaare,
number adied to the Square of the firft may make a Square j alfo, that tlw third number
added to the Square of the fecond may make a Square 5^ and laftlythat the firft number
added to the Square of the third may make a Square.
jlESO LVTIO'n:'
'
'
1'
1. For the firft number fought put a — any known rrumber, as, . . > 4 — 1
2. The Square thereof is . . . . • •
V j *• 1 ’ f* * -r
24 j i
3. To which Square if
44 be added, (to wit, the double of
2a, 7
^^
^
but with the contrary fign -J-, ) it makes a Square, to wit, ... y
4. Therefore for the fecond number put . . . * * * * */7 *;* u*
Whereby one of the conditions in the Queftion is fatisfied ; for the fecond number 44
added to the Square of the jrft number a— i .makes the Square
,
5 .'rhenfo^rm aSqlre from4^ +
C which is the fumm of the fecond number 4^ and
^ the known number i in the firft affumed number 4 - i, but
the contrary fign +
fo the Square of 4^- ^
^
d
of the fecond number 44, to wit 16aa , and put the
^he third
number: Whence it is evident, that if this third number be added to the Square ot
. the fecond, the fumm is a Square, whereby another of the conditions in the Queftion
IS li fi ci
fi.'FromtL’firft, fouftli and fifth fteps thefiimm of the three numbers fought is 134,
which according to the afieftioh mud be a Square, let ic therefore be equated to fo^
.Square,
fuppofe 134= 169,,. whence = .3«« i "»« according to this
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value of a, the firfl: number which was put — i will be' i^aa— i
the fccond
number which was put 4a will be ^zaa, and laftly , the third number which was affuraed
will be lo^aa^l- i. It remains that the Square of the third number
104^4-1-1, to wit, iQ'^i6aaaa~\^
\ ^ added to the firft number, 15 — i
may make a Square 5 but it makes 1081
211
this therefore muft^be equa¬
ted tp a Square, or the fame divided by aag\vt%
221 to be equated to
a Square, whofe fide, to the end that a may be greater than Vrf j
confequently
i^aa. greater than i, may be feigned to be 104^-j-* * any known number lefs than 4~f,
or 104^?!_any known number greater than 60^^ 5 let thefefdte the fide of the faid
Square be feigned io4<? -)-i, whence the Square it felf is io8i64<«4-2o8^^j-' r,
which being equated to the aforefaid 10816aa -j- 121 , will give a — f f. Therefore
the pofitions being refolved, the firft number will be
, the fecond
third
4 j which three numbers will folve the Quefiion, for their fumm is ^-77^4
the Square of the fide
j alfo the Square of the firft number, to wit,
added to the fecond makes the Square
from the fide
; moreover
the Square of the fecemd, to wit,
ffffit added to the third makes the Square
, from the fide
j latily , the Square of the third , to wit,
io oto the firft makes the Square
f xHf616
it» ftom the fide a7 04*
7SiI
^EST.

46,

To find thKe numbers, that as well the fumm of every two, as of all three';* may tniake
a Square.
> >
EESO LVTION,

l« Let b reprefent any kaown number, and a fome number un-^
known, then from <a!‘-J-forhe even number of
( for avoidingS aa *\->4ba*\^ ^hb
Fra^fions) as from 42f> form a SquaS, which will be . .y
, ^ ,
а. Then for the firft number fought put The two firft terms of the ?
1
^ faid Square, as ... .• .
. • .3^
3*. Then take the half of the raid 4^4; to wit, 2
and prefixing*'
- the fign
to it, kmakes —to wdiich add
the Square!
'.ba-{^ib
of half the Coefficient 2/f, and take the fumm for the fecond(
number fought, to wit... , .
4. Subtract bb in the faid fecond number from ^bb part of the*
Square firft formed, and add'the Raraainder 5^f>to-|-2^4,j
to wit, the fame multitude of ba as is in the fecond nuntber^
4 iJbd*\^lbb
but With a contrary fign, and put this fuirun for the third numberl
fought ^ to wit,.
5. Then from the premifl’es it neceftarily follows, that the fumm
of the firft and fecond numbers (in the fecond and third fteps)* aa *“}— ibd “j— bb
• makes a Square, to wit, . .._ f
*
■y
б. And the fumm of’ the fecond and’ third numbers ( in the third 2
•
;
/^hb
and fourth fteps) is a Square,-to wit, . . .
. . *,
7. Alfo the fumm of allthe three numbers is a Square, fo wit, . ^ aa
^ba
4bb
8. it remains that the fumm of the firft and third numbers make a Square, but it. makes
aa^\~ 6ba-{- ^bb, which muft be equated to a Square, yet fo as the value of 4 may
be lefs than ^b, to the end that the fecond number — ib^
bb may be greater than
nothing. Now to caufe that effect, ffiefideof the fai^ Square may be feigned — 4-fany number between
and 3^, ( as may be collefted from the Canon in
r'y.‘
12. of this Boai^:) Let therefore the faid fide be —4-|-2^, and then its
Square aa — 4^4 -\- ^bb being equated to ad -1- 6bd -f- ^bb (the fumm of the firft and
iiird numbers) this Equation arifeth, to wit,
ad*^6ba-)r ^bb =z aa — 4^4-f-4^^.
0'i WhenccafterdueRedudtion, the valuet)f 4 is made known,^ = thb
10. Therefore, the pofitions in the fecond , third and foitrth fteps being refolved according
to that value of a, the three numbers fought are difeovered , to wit,
►

)bb
Hence this.

and

-^bb^

-*

Q«eft.47»4®-
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CANON.

Take sny (Quate nuinber, ibcn f
of that Stjuare , alfo f of the fame Stjuare, ahd
ai theteof WmI cive three tiuitibers to folve the Queftion.
. . .
.
’As for’exaraple if to be taken for the fide of a Square, then thefe three numbers
Will hi found out by’the Canon, to wit, 41, «o wd 320 which Will folee the Queftion;
Fonhefummof
80 makes the Square tat, whofe lidets
alfo thefumm of 80
and aao makes the Square 400, whofefideis ao .and the liimm of jao and 4, makes
the Square ? 61, whofe fide is 195 laftly , the fumm of all the three numbers 41 , 8°
and 320 makes the Square 441, whofe fide is at. In like manner yon may fod out
as many Anfwers in whole numbers as youpleafe, by taking ao, 30 4oor so.ehc. for
the fide of a ^Square , and then taking fuch parts thereof as the Canon ditewts.
41

and

£iy E ST. 47.

11

( Quaeft. 2 3. Lib.

,

Diofhant.)

To find three numbers, that if they be feverally added to the Solid produced by their
confinua«^^^
ev’ery one of th^e three fumms may be a Sq-re.( / Jball ^avt DiophantusV Refolution, and nfe that of Fermat tnh^ Ohfirvatm upon
thid

, which is much eafter. J
RESO LVTtON.

Let a Square be formed from a — any known number, as from 7
a — 1, whofe Square is
. .
1. Then for the Solid of the three numbers fought put thetwofirft?
terms of that Square, to wit, . . • *
\ \ .j \
3. And for the firft number fought put the laft term of the faid?

1

I.

^

Whe'Aj one”!Jf’the'eonditions is fatisiied , ‘ foi if
faid firft
t be addrd
ta aa —2a, (that is ^ the Solid of all the three numbers,) the fumm is a Square, to wit,
that firft formed.
t
5, For thefecond number put . : . . . i J . I .
This added to the faid Solid 44 — 24 makes the Square aa, whereby another ot th
conditions in the Queftion is faiisfied.
u r> 4 xj. .rsC th?
y. Then divide M — if, (the Solid of all the three numbers) by aatheProduS of
firft and fecond , fo the Quotient is
t
^
_ 1
(the third number. ;
tf. Which third number added to the Solid ofall the three mull alfo make a Square, but
, “xSote .a — u — x mud be e^ae'ed to a Square , yet fo, as the value of 4 may
^ be Bteaicr than a , to the end that the third number ^4 — i may be greater than no.
thine : But to caufe that effeft, the fide of the faid Square may be feigned 4— any
number lefs than a , but greater than i; or 4 — any number greater than a , l^ihcn
the faid fide be feigned 4— 3, whofe Square equated to 44 8"''^ f
According to which value, the Pofitionsbeing refolvcd the htft number loughi is t,
fhe fecond
, and the third f, which will folve the auellion : For the f>>bd Produd of their multiplication one into another, to wit ff, taking to 11 feveral y t e aid
three numbers, makes the Squares
..:QVEST. 48.

( Quxfl. 31. Lib. 4.

j

To find four fciuare numbers, whofe fumm added to the fumm of their Tides may make
a number given ,'ruppofe.a.
'

^

^ T/O AT.

Forafmuch as ( by the firft Trovofum in the following Obfervation upon this
;
every Square inerdafed with his fide and t of unity ‘"^^es a Square, whofe fide leflened
bv i of unity gives the fide of the former Square; therefore the fumm of the four
Scares fougLtopether with four times i will make four Squares; but the given numbl“ t a iSriith four times i , to wit, . , makes . 3. Therefore we m„ft d.^de
,3 into four Squares; then if from eve.yone of the.t
1
remain the Tides of the four- Squares fought. But 13 is compos d oE two Squares

8o
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therefore ( by the firft Queflion of this Book ) each of ihefe may be divided into two
Squares, viz,, 4 into
and if , and 9 into
and fi: now the four Roots of thofe
Squares are f, f, -*-1 and f, from each of which Roots if f be fubtrafted there will re¬
main the Tides of the four Squares fought, to wit, the Tides 7^,10, H and if, whoTe
Squares
Toljifi and iff will folve the Queftion : For if their fumm 7 be
added to 5 the fumm ot their Tides, it makes the given number 12 j which was required.
0

Ohfervations upon Queft. 48.

The preceding Refolution depends upon two Propofitions, viz.1
Firft, if any fquare number be increafed with its fide and f of unity the fumm will
be a Square, whofe fide leftened by 7 of unity gives the fide of the former Square.
This may be demonftrated thus j
Let there be a Square . . ... ... , T . . . ^
Then to that Square add its fide and I of unitty, to wit, . . ,
So the fumm makes this Square..^ aa^-a
Whofe Root is...
From which Root if you fubtraft .
4-. |
The Remainder is the Tide of the firft Square, to wit,
a
Therefore the PropoTition is manifeft.
Secondly, the (aid Refolution takes this Propofition for granted , viz.. That any given
whole number increafed with i may be divided into four Squares j how this may be gene¬
rally done piophantm doth not fhew : But ’tis evident, that if a given fquare number
increafed with i tnakes a Square, or a number compofed of two Squares, then the fumm
may eafily be divided into four Squares, or into as many as you pleafe, (by the firft
or fecond Queftion of this Book.) But if 13 be given, how (hall 13 increafed
with 1, that IS 14, which is neither a Square nor compofed of two Squares, be divided
into four Squares ? This at firft fight feems to be a very hard Task, but if the matter be
narrowly confidered , the difficulty will foon vanifh j for 14 is compos’d of three
•-quares, to wit, 1,4,9. wherefore if one of thefe be divided into two Squares, then
confequently 14 is divided into four Squares. But Fermat in his Obferv'ation upon
this
31. of the fourth Book of Diophant^, affirms that every whole number is
either a Square, ot elfe compos’d ol two, three or four Squares , and he there promifelh
to give the Deraonftration of this and other abftrufe Myfteries in Numbers in a particular
1 rcatile. Bachet confeffeth he could not demonftrate the fame, but gives Examples of
the certainty thereof m all whole numbers from i to 120, and faith he had made experiment of all whole nuinbers to 325-. if this Prop, be granted , then the Queftion may
be plily ^tend^cd to five, fix , or as many Squares as you pleafe, without any Determi¬
nation. But if two Squares only be defired, whofe fumm with the fumm of their fides
may make a Square, then after 2 is added to the quadruple of the given number the
fumm rauft be compos d of two Squares: And if three Squares be fought, then after 2
IS added to the quadruple of the given number the fumm muft be compos’d of three Squares
which conditions arc manifeft from the firft Propofition above expreft.
*

AVEST. 49.
[n« « (if 34'I’ of the fourth Book.of Diophantns, md the la* of the fifth Booh
of WittdoS Zeteticks.'\
^
^
To divide a given number a; into two fuch parts, that if the firtt part be increafed with
a given number^, and the other part with a given number , the Produft made bv the
multiplication of the two fumms one into the other may be a fquare number.
RESOLVTION.
1. For the firft part fought put.i
^ i . dj b
2. Therefore the other parr, to the end the fumm of the parts may 7 * '
make at, (hall be.. .
. .. .
3. Then (according to theQgeftion ) adding b to the firft part*?
the fumm is . ..I a
4. And adding to the fecond part, the fumm is . , . . , ^ x_4, {
[ j
y. There-

Quefl:.49550‘
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5. Therefore the Produd: made by the multiplication of thofe?
i / ■
two fumms one into the other will be . ..^ xa — aa
ta ^ da
6. That is
, '.;>, x-\~l;<^d\nioa^-aa
7. Which Produft mull be equated to a Square, whofe fide may be feigned sa, and then
the Square of sa, to wit, ssaa, being equated to the Produd in the fixth ftep, this
Equation arifeth, t/f-t._
x>^b-]rd into 4, —44 = ssaa,
S. Which Equation, after due Reduftion, gives

^

4 = ——

p. Therefore from the eighth and firft fteps, the firfl: part fought > x-^-d — ssb
will be made known, to wit..>
jj
i
1 o. And from the eighth and fecond fteps the fecond part fought > ssx>-\-*ssh — d
will be difeovered , to wit,.>
jji
But to the end that each of the two parts in the ninth and tenth fteps may be greater
>than nothing, the number s cannot be taken at pleafure, but within the limits hereafter
difeovered, vi^.
...
*
11. Forafrauch as the numerator in the ninth ftep requires that : ^ x
d zt" ssb
iz. Therefore by dividing each part inthelaftftcp by

13. Inat IS,

•

^
f-

/X

X

d

i—

14. Therefore by extrafting the fquare Root out of each part in?
. ■. x-I-d
the laft ftep,.b
15. Again, the Numerator in the tenth ftep Ihews, that
. .r^ ssx^^ssb zi’' d
16. Therefore by dividing each part by x>-\-‘h, it follows thats

ss cr —f—^
X -I— b
, d

V.
17. Therefore byextrafting the fquare Root out of each part in? ^ _
the laft ftep,.. *.^ J cr'
18. Thus in the fourteenth and feventeenth fteps it is difeovered, that for
we may take any number between

— and

V
the.pumber s

—-j—r , and then the two defired

parts whofe fumm is equal to x the number to be divided will be fuch as are before
expreft in the ninth and tenth fteps.
jin Example
NUYnbefS*
,
Suppofe ^ li — b > numbers given in the Qijeftion;
d' 20 = d
’
whence^ f rr s > a number chofen vvithin the limits in the eighteenth ftep.
Then by the help of thofe known numbers, the ninth and tenth fteps will give f f and f f
the two parts fought, whofe fumm is 4, ( or at •)' the former of which parts increafed
with 12 (^or by) and the latter with.20 (ord, ) make the two fumms
and
ihefe multiplied one by the other produce a Square whofe fide is
Therefore the
Queftion is folved, and manifeftly capable of innumerable Anfwers.
E ST,

50.

( Quaeft. 3 y. Lib. 4. Diophani.)
i

V

To divide a given number into three numbers, fuch, that if the Produft of the multi¬
plication of the firft into the fecond be increafed and leffened by the third, as well the fumm
as the remainder may be a fquare number. , . 5
RESOLVTION,

1. Let the given number be . .
2. For the third number fought put.. I> 4
3. For the fecond number fought put fome knoWn number lefs than the given ^
number (5, as.t.. . . . .y
4. Therefore, bccaufe all the three numbers fought muft make 6 , the firft 7
number Hull be , .
, *.... > ^
L
5. Then

1

/
/

DiophantusV Algebra exflam d.
c. Then ( according to the Queftion^ the Produdl of the firft and
cofjd Rvirnbers fought, together with the third,muff trtake a StjuarejX/?^*3
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to a may have fuch proportion to one another as a fquare number hath to a fquare
number for then it will be refolvable like that Duplicate equality which hath been
already'explain’d in
^ of. this Bool^. Firft, then inftead of 2 which was
afliimed lor the fecond number fought, forae other number lefs than 6 muft be taken;
fuch, that if it be increafed' and lefl'ened by unity , the fumm may,be to the remainder
as a fquare number to a fquare number . *( for if the rife of 3 and 1 , which are prefixt to a in the Duplicate equality above expr.eft, be examined, it will appear that 3
arifeth by adding 1 to 2 , and i arifeth by fubtiaaing i from the fame number 2. )
Therefore let e reprefent forae number to be taken inftead of 2 for the fecond number
fought; then e
i muft be to f ^ i; as a Square to a Square , fuppofe as
to dd.
Therefore, as

J

.

• ...

e-f-i • e

8. Therefore by comparing the Produftof the extremes to the?
Produd of the means,
.
.
.
p. Whence after due Reduflion,

.

i v. hb , dd
_ hhe-hb

«

1 o. Biit the value of e rauft be lefs than 6\ which I fliall call
therefore
•
,«»»•»•••
••••
II. Therefore by multiplying each part by./,
, .
. .
Hence this Canon to find out the number 9, vix.,
'
12. Take any two fquare numbers whofe fumm may be lefs than the Produ^l of their
difference multiplied into the number given in the C^eftion . then divide the fumm of
the faid Squares by their difference, fo the Quotient fliall be the number to be put for the
fecond number fought by the Queftion propofed, for it fliall be lefs than the number
given in the Queftion • and if it be increafed with i and leffened by i, the fumm (ball
■" be to the remainder as the greater of the Squares taken is to the leffer. Therefore
1 take the Squares 4 and i and divide their fumm 5 by their difference 3, fo there arifeth
i for theffecond number. Now let the Pofitions be renewed thus , viz.*
13. The number given to be divided into three numbers is .
6
14. For the fecond number put.|> x
15. And for the third number
.
T* .
. . i
^
1(5. Then the fumm of the fecond and third numbers fubtradlcd ^
_ from 6 (the fumm of all three ) leaves the firft number . .S
^
17. Now ( according to the Queftion ) theProdu(ff of thefirft^
and fecond numbers together with the third, rauft make
= P
Square, viz..
. .
i8i And the fameProduft leftened by the third number rauft ? 5^1.___
leave a Square, viz,.
i
^
^
15). So in the two Hft fteps there is a Dnpli(:ate equality wherein the numbers prefixt to »
have fuch proportion one to another as a Square to a Square, for f is to f as i to 4;
and therefore this Duplicate equality may be rcfolved like that in the preceding Quefl. 3 5.
in this manner, *^04 Forafmueh as a fquare number multiplied by a Square produceth
a Square, therefore to take away the Fraiffions, multiply all the Quantities in the 17^'’
and 18^*' fteps by the Denominator , fo this Duplicate equality arifeth,

20. Then the former of thofe two Equations multiplied by 4 produceth 2<5o — 244 = n,
fo at length this Duplicate equality remains to be refolved,

21. Now the difference of thefe^twp Equations being 195; I feek by Canon
of this Book^ two fuch iquare numbers that their difference may be tpf, and that the
greater Square may be lefs than 260. But the only pair of Squ^ires in whole numbers

/
Queft. 51-

83
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fo qualified are 196 and i, the greater of which being equated to 260 —
or the
Icflcr to 6%_24^,-will give a — \ for the third number fought j and confequently,
by the Pofitions in the fourteenth and fixteenthfteps, the firft and fecond numbers are
\ and \ , which three numbers will folve the Queftion , as is evident by the Prool, for
their fumm is 6 j alfo if
theProduft of the firfl: and fecond be increafcd with the
third number f ’it makes the Square ^ j but if the fame Produd be lefl’ened by the
faid f it leaves the Square J.
E ST.

5^1.

( Quseft. 3 5. Lib. 4. Diophant. )

To find three numbers, whereof the third may be fuch a Frailion of unity, that if the
firft number takes from the fecond fnch part or parts as the Fraftion expreffeth, the fumm
may be to the remainder in a given Reafon, fuppofe as h to d. Alfo, that the fecond
number taking the fame part or parts from the firft, the fumm may be to the remainder
in a given Reafon', fuppofe as / to
But the Produft made by the mutual multiplication
of the firft term of each Realbn hmft ^ceed the[Prodna of the latter terms one into the
other, viz., bf muft be greater than dg.
Preparation.
Let a and e reprefent the firft and fecond numbers, and h the third, or Fraflion fought;
then becaufe to take any part or parts of a number, the number muft be multiplied by the
Fraflion exprefting the parts, the Queftion may be ftated thus, viz.
1. If..
2. And..
What are the numbers, ^
K

.

.

a^ ~\~ lie
t —j— Uit

e — ue
A '

'A A

h . d
f•

J

?

RESOLVriON. /
3 By comparing the Produfl of the extremes to the Produ£f of the means in the firft
Analogy, this Equation is produced , to wit,
da
dne = he —■ hne,
,
Likewife from the latter Analogy this Equation is produced, viz.
ge —j—* gna
fa
fua.
From
the
Equation
in
the
third
Itepby
tranlpofition
of due., thisariferh,
5
,
,
•
^ ^ da •=. be — hue —• due.
^
.
6. And by dividing each part of the laft Equation by d, this arifeth,
be — bue — due
a ” -J— -•
7. Then by exchanging a in the fourth ftep, for that which is equal to a in the laft Equa' tion , and multiplying all into d, the Equation in the fourth ftep will be converted into
this, viz.

bgue— bguue 7 _^bfe — 2 bfue — dfue
,
,
— dguue S
c
hfuue -j- dfuue * •
>
.
»
8. From which Equation , after due Redudion , this following Equation arifeth, wherein
u only is unknovvn, viz.
bg + ^bf 4- df^ f _ UH -1
_VzzJl=
bg
dg -\-hf^]r
^
,
5. Which laft Equation may be refolved ( by the Canon in Seti. i o. Chap 15. Book, i •)
in this manner, viz. half the Coefficient drawn into u in the faid Equation is
ik + k H- Uf
10. The Square of the faid half Coefficient is
^bbgg + hbff -1- jddff 4- hbfg -j- hdff

jbdfg

k 4" k 4” V 4“* k into bg -1- dg -1- bf -j- df *
11. Then to reduce the known Abfolute quantity which folely pofleffeth the latter part
of the Equation in the eighth ftep to the fame Denominator with the Square in the tenth
ftep, 1 multiply as well the Numerator as the Denominator of the faid Abfolute quanlity, by its Denominator hg -I- dg -j- hf -j-* df, and it makes
ddf^
• .
hhfg
hhff 4- bdff — bdgg — ddgg
k -[-* dg

I

hf -f- df into bg

dg -1- hf -J- df
12. W^iich

Diophantus’j
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li. Which Fraaion laft above expreft being fubtraaed from theFraaion in the tenth
hep will leave this that follows, to wit,
i-Mff

hg -|- dg 4- bf 4- af^ into bg

dg -{-• bf -j- df

iz$ The fQuarc Root of the Fraaion in the twellth ftep is
bf
df
bg . dg
^
^
,
lA. Which fqnareRooi being added to and fubtraaed from the half-Coefficient in the
ninth ftep, the fumm and remainder (hall be the two values of u in the Equation in the
eighch ftep,

,
.
« = I 5

,

.
alio ,

’

bg-\rdg-\-bf-\-df^

The latter of which values of «,to wit, the Queftion.

,

if — d[
j-—7p\

ft ■= -r-;

‘

^

is the Fraaion fought by

•

. ,

^

i y. Then according to the faid lelfer value of h , the compound quantity-^-into which e is multiplied in the latter part of the Equation in the fixth ftep will be
reduced into this ftaftional quantity, to wit,which multiplied into any number taken at pleafure for the value of e, will give the number j
and therefore to find out a and e in whole numbers we may take the Numerator ot that
fraftional quantity for a, and the Denominator for e, or any two whole numbers in
the fame proportion with the faid Numerator and Denominator , and the leller of the
two values of ft before found for the Frat^ion fought.
An Example in Numbers.

3 = ^
1

16. Let there be given

d

5 =/

^ - g
17, Then the three numbers fought will be thefe, vi^,'

I = bbg -j-* zbdg *-1-* ddg
24 = bdg -j- ddg
bdf -J- ddf
J. ^

'

Ia
bg-^y dg-^-bf'fdf
18. Which three hurabers, to wit, 16, Z4 and rf will folve the Queflion, as will be
manifeft by
The Proof

I p. If the fir ft number 16 receive
of the fecond number 24, that is i 14 J the fumm 30
will be to the remainder 10 as 3 to i, ( viz. as ^ to </; ) Again, if the fccond number
24 take rt parts of the firft number id, to wit, 97, the fumm --f will be to the
remainder -f as 5 to i, (to wit, as / to :) Or inftead of id and 24 you may take
2 and 3 , or any two numbers in the fame Proportion.
20. Again, if ^ = 3 .d^r=2*/=4.and^=5. then the literal quantities in the
preceding 17^'’ ftep will give thefe three numbers, 125,90 and
to folve the Queftion ; or inftead of 12 5 and 90 you may take 2 5 and 18, ©r any two numbers in the
fame Proportion.
Note. If in reducing the Equation in the feventh ftep, bf were fuppofed either equal
to dg or lefs than dg, there would come forth an Equation wherein the value of « would
be either unity or greater than unity . but according to the import of the Quellion it
ought to be lefs than unity, and fuch is the lelfer value of «in the Equation in the eighth
ftep, where bf is fuppofed greater than dg, as the Determination annexed to the Queftion
requires.
£IV E ST. 52.

( Quaeft. 41. Lib. 4. Diofhant.)

To find two numbers, that the Produft of their multiplication may be to their fumm
in a given Reafon (or Propoition,) fuppofe as r to /.
<
RES O'

Diopbantus/ Algebra explain'd.

8^

RESO LVTldN.
)> a
For the firft number put
r* e
And for the fecond
Then their furam is
And the Product of their multiplication is
. .
But according to the Queftion the Produft muft be to the fumm?
as ^ to ^ , therefore..^ ac
6. Therefore by comparing the Produft of the extremes to the Pro- ?
duft of the means this Equation arifeth, .
. . . . .
7. And by fubtra^ling re trom each part of that Equation , this
arifeth, viz,..
8, And by dividing each part of the laft Equation by sa — r, this
arifeth, viz,, . .
. .
.
Which Equation gives this
CANON.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

9. For the firfl: number fought take any number greater than the Quotient that arifeth
by dividing the former term of the given Reafon by the latter^ then, multiply the firfl
number fo taken by the latter term , and from theProduA fubrracl the former term ;
laftly, by the Remainder divide the Produd made by the multiplication of the firft num¬
ber into the former terra, and the Quotient iliall be the fecond number fought. For
example, if two numbers be defired that their Produd may be to their furam as 3 to 2 ,
(that is, as r to ^ in the Refolution,) you may take any number greater than ^,
as 2 , for the firft number; then ( by the Canon ) the other number will be found 6 j
which numbers 2 and 6 are fuch j that their Produft 12 is to theif Summ 8, as 5 to 2,
as was defired. After the fame manner you may find out innumerable An fwers to the
Queftion.
, •
10. But if it were defired to find out two numbers that the Produd of their multiplicatioa
might be equal to their fumm, and that the fumm or Produd might be a fquare number 5
the numbers may be found out thus, viz.,
1
For the firft number fought put . .
. .
^
And for the fecond number . . • . — .
....
^
.
Then according to the Queftion ,
. . . . J^
^-f-f
Therefore by tranfpofition of , . . . • . • . . i> • •
— e r=. a
Therefore each part of the laft Equation being divided by 7
^ ___
.t — I , there will arife ...
— i
Which laft Equation multiplied by a gives
Which

.

.

T

I’

.5

(= ^

— muft (according to the Queftion ) be a fquare number.

But the Nu

merator aa is a Square; it remains then to equate the Denominator a — i to fome fquare
number , let it be dd, 'viz,. fuppofe'^— i
dd, whence ^
dd-j- i j according to
^ dd-A— I

^

Therefore for the two numbers fought take dd-|-i and- ^^—, which in words give this

CANON,
For one of the numbers fought take any fquare number increafed with unity; then
divide that fumm by the fquare number taken, and the Quotient fliall be the other number
fought.
As, for example, you may take 4 -|-* i , that is, 5 for one of the numbers fought;
then dividing 5" by 4 (the Square taken,) the Quotient ^ fhall be the other number fought.
So 5 and ^ will folve the Queftion laiipropofed •' for their Produ£t is
, their Summ alfo
is ^ J, which is a fquare number as was required!
SiyEST, 53.
To find two numbers, that their difference may be equal to the difference of their Squares,
and that the fumm of'the Squares of the two numbers may be a Square.
RESO-
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RBSO LVT ION,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

For the greater number put.. . .
4
And for the leffer.' . . • .
Then their difference is
^
^
And the difference of their Squares is.. , . ^
— ee
Therefore according to the Queftion ,
r* a(i—ee-=A-€
Therefore by dividing each part of ^that Equation by a —
theP
—j
Quotient gives j,
)
7. Therefore by tranfpofition of a,.. » .^
. ^rzi—a
8. Now taking i —a inftead of e, the two numbers fought are .
.4 and i—a
p. The difference of which numbers is either 2a — i or i—2a, and theTame is the
difference of their vSquares: But the fumm of their Squares muff make a Square there-t
fore iaa—muff: be equated to a Square, yet fo , as the value of a may be lefs
than I, Now to caufe that effedl the faid lide may be feigned —1 --I- any multitude
of a greater than la •, let therefore the laid fide be feigned 34— i, then the Square
of 3<« — I being equated to the faid 2 act —
the value of a will be found ^,
which fubtradfed from 1 leaves \ ; therefore ^ and f are the numbers fought. For
as well their difference as the difference of their Squares is ^ j and the fumm of the
Squares of ^ and ^ makes a Square , to wit, f
From the premiffes arifeth this
CANON,
10. Take any number greater than a - then divide the excefs of that number above unity,
by the excefs of half the Square of the fame number above unity, and the Quotient ftiall
be one of the numbers foughtjwhich fubtraded from unity leaves the other number fought.
As, for example, lake the number 3 ; then dividing the excefs of 3 above i, that is, 2,
by the excefs of half the Square of 3 above 1 , that is, by f; the Quotient f is one
of the numbers fought, which fubtraded from 1 leaves 7 for the other number.
11. The fame Queftion may be propounded thus, vl^. To find a right-angled Triangle
in Rational numbers ^ that the difference of the fides about the right-angle may be equal
to the difference of the Squares of the fame fides. For folving this Queftion, take any
two numbers found out by the faid Canon, as ^ and ^ for the fides about the rightangle , whence the Hypothenufal (to wit, the fquare Root of the fumm of the Squares
of f and ^ ) is
'
Moreover, from the foregoing Refolution of
^3. we may deduce this
. THE O RE M,
j 2. If unity be divided into any two parts, the d fference of the parts is equal to the dif¬
ference of the Squares of th^ farhe parts : And if the Produd made by the mutual
multiplication of the parts be fubtraded from each of them, each Remainder will be
a Square; Alfo the excefs of the greater part above its Square is equal to the excefs of
the leffer part above its Square, and each excefs is equal to the Produit of the parts.
This will eafily be manifefted by thefe two numbers 4 and 1 — a, whofe fumm is unity.

£IV E ST, 54.

( Quxft. 45, Lib. 4. Diophant, )

To find three numbers, that the excefs of the greateft above the mean may be to the
excefs of the mean above the leaft in a given Reafon, fuppofe as 3 to i; and that the fumm
of every two of the three numbers may be a Square.
RESO LVriO N,
1. Forafmuch as the fumm of the mean and leaft of the three numbers rauft ?
be a Square, let it be.S
2. Therefore the mean is greater than 2 ; for if we fhould put it 2, the leaft ?
.
would be alfo 2 , which is abfurd • therefore for the mean let there be put 5 ** “r ^
3. Therefore from the faid poficions the leaft number is . . . . . ^ 2 — a
4. And the excefs of the mean above the leaft is.2 a
5. But the excefs of the greateft above the mean muft be the triple of the >
excefs of the mean above the leaft. therefore from the laft ftep the > 6a
excefs of the greateft above the mean is.3
6, Which
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6. Which laft mentioned exccfs, to wit, 6a, being added to the mean 7

^

of the three numbers, to wit,
.
..S
7 But the Queftion requires two things more, to wit, that the greateft T
with the mean may make a Square . and that the greateft with theC
8^4-4 ~ □
leaft may make a Square j hence arifeth this Duplicate equality^ 6a— □
4

2 , gives the greatefl:

to be* refolved, to wit,.. "1 .*

*

*

* .

/i

r

8. Which Duplicate equality hath already been refolved in the preceding Quefi. 33. oi

this Book,, where the number tH, (among innumerable other numbers that rtiight
be difcovered, and each to be lefs than 2 , as the third ftep of the preceding Rcfolution
requires, ) was found out for the value of a. Therefore t
being taken for the value
of 4, and the pofitions in the fixth , fecond and third fteps refolved accordingly, the
three’numbers fought will be found thefe, to wit,
and
, which will
folve the Queftion. For firft, the excefs of the greateft above the mean , to wit,
,
is the triple of
the excefs of the mean above the*leaft ; fecondly , the furam of the
greateft and meVis the Squarewhofe fide is f , thirdly, the fumm of the
greateft and leaft is the Square Hit > whofe fide is H; laftly, the fumm of the mean
and leaft is the Square
> whofe Fide is ff, that is ,\2.
( Quaeft. 2, Lib. 5*

^lyBST, 55.

Xo find three numbers in Geometrical proportion^ that every one of them increafed
with a given number J may ihake a Square.
RESO LVTION.
1.

Firft, feek a Square which added to the given number d may make a Square,p
and whofe part may exceed d • luppofe it be found bh, let this be put
one of the extreme Proportionals fought, to wit, ..•••••

makes a Square, but according to the Queftion the other extreme and the mean being
feverally increafed with the fame given number d rauft ^Ifo make a Square, whence this
Duplicate equality arifeth.

ya

d

^

n

ci Now to refolve this Duplicate equality I proceed as in former Queftions 5 2//^. Firft,
the difference of thofe two Equations i? 44 — ^4, which is equal to the Produd of 4
into a-b- then if the Square of half the fumm of 4 and 4 - ^ be equated to aa
d,
or the Square of half the difference of a and a~b to ba-\rd, from either of thofe
Equations the value of a will be made known; But half the difference of the faid a and
a_b h ~b. whofe Square is ^bb t let this be equated to bA’-\- d, and it will be

. And by multiplying

each part of the laft Equation by ^,it gives

ba — ^bb^d

CANON,

Suppofe 19 = the number given in the Qiieftion; then find a Square that if it
be increafed with 19 may make a Square , and that a quarter of the Square found

/
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exceed the faid 19, ( or that the fide of the faid Square may exceed
) But fuch is the
Square 81, (found out after the manner of refolving the ninth Queftion of this Book,)
for 81 increafed with 19 makes the Square 100 , alfo of 81 is greater than 19 . theref^ore 81 lhall be the firft of the three Proportionals fought. Then by the Canon above
expreft, the other two will be found f and itfi* ^ I
j
5 i
Tif I will folve the
Queftion : For firft they are continual Proportionals, in regard the Produ6^ of the ex¬
tremes is equal to the Square, of the mean j fecondly, the firft Proportional 81 increafed
with the given number 19 makes the Square 100; thirdly, the mean Proportional 4 in¬
creafed with the faid 19 makes the Square
. laftly, the third Proportional
^ increafed
with the faid 19 makes the Square -ffff, whofe fide is
Therefore the Queftion is
folved, and manifeftly capable of innumerable Anfwers.
£lV E S T.

55.

( Quaeft. 7. Lib. 5. Diophant, )

To find two numbers, that the Produft of thdr multiplitation added to the furam of
their Squares may make a Square.
RESOLVTIOK,
i. For one of the numbers fought take any known num¬
ber j as
a'
2 . For the other number pnt I,' i . • . ^
.
3. The Square of the firft is • < .. ^ hh
4. The Square of the fecond is •••••.
.
5. The Produft of the raultiplicatU
bers IS
.
•.,.•..3
^
6, Therefore the fumm of the faid Squares and Produ(S is ^ aa
ha -j- hb
7, Which fumm muft be equal to a Square, the
whereof may be feigned to be a — any known number^
greater than
let it be a — d, and then the Square of > aa-^i
a — d being equated to the faid fumm, this Equations
arifeth,
.i.3
8, Which Equation after due Reduftion gives . .
^ —
9, Therefore from the firft, fecond and eighth fteps the
two numbers fought arc equal to thefe known numbers.
10. But to avoid Fraftions multiply thofe two numbers
feverally by the Denominator id~\-by and take the> idb^hh and dd — hb
Produfts for two numbers to folve the Queftion,
The Proof,
11.
12.
13.
14.
ly.

The Square of
is 2 .
.
The Square of 2is ,
. . . ,
The Produft of dd — bb into idb^bb is '
The fumm of the faid Squares andProduft is
Which furam is a Square whofe Root is . ,
From the tenth ftep arifeth
CANON

.
,
,

dddd—iddbb^hbhb
^^ddbb-]-^/^dbhb-\^bbbb
aWd— idbbb -^bbdd-bbbb
.->• d^^h'^-^-^ddbb-^-zdPJ^zbdi
dd-\~db-^bb

I.

16, Take any two unequal fquare numbers, then their difference fhaII be one of the num-'
bers fought; and the leffer Square increafed with the double Produft of the multipli¬
cation of the fides of thofe Squares fhall be the other number fought.
Moreover, becaufe the Produft of the multiplication of the fumm of any two numbers
into their difference, is equal to the difference of their Squares, therefore from the pre¬
ceding Canon arifeth
CANON 2.
17. Take any twounequal numbers, then the Produa of their fumm multiplied into their
difference fhall be one of the two numbers fought, and the double Produa made by
the mutual multiplication of the two numbers firft taken, together with the Square of
the leffer number fhall be the other number fought.
From

Qncfl:. 56.
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From the premises ’tis evident that the Queftion is capable of innumerable Anfvvers in
whole numbers, of which ( for the Learners exercife ) I lhall exhibit fix, with their Proofs
in the following Table.
’
dy h

r

SS

2,1

25
5 , ? '
2 3J 1
8, 7
64
256
3 »i t 6 , 5
4 4» 3 ^3 , 7 1089
S 5 ,1 24 , I T
576
I

6

rr

16

1521

77

sr

49

S6

1 69

25

80

361

49 2 31

I3<^9

7
7
13
19
37

961

31

9

I

49

2T

264

256 624 2401 49

18. Tlie numbers under <5/ and in this Table arc fix pairs of numbers taken at pleafure"
by which the latter of the two preceding Canons gives fix pairs of numbers under s and r
to folve
5 6. As, for example, if 2 and 1 be taken, then Cam/t 2. gives ^ and 3,
(that is, j and rj to folve the Queftion : For 2 5 and 9, the Squares of j and 3, together
with 15 the Produa of 5 and 5 , ( that is, ss -1- rr-\-~ sr J make the Square 49, (that
is '^4,) whofe fide is 7, (to wit, 4, J
But for a further Proof, yon may ob'ferve from the fpurteenth and fifteenth fieps of
the Refolution , that every number landing under is equal to its refpeaive dd-\-S-\~hh ;
fo 7 in the Columel of ^ is equal to the Squares of 2 and 1 ftanding under dyb^ together
with the Produa of 2 into i. The like is to be underftood of the other five Anfwers
in the Table. '
'
^
*
Ohfervat. i. ufon the foregoing Quefl:. ^6^
Whereas it is taken for granted in the tenth ftep of the preceding Refolution of
5(5. that two numbers in the fame Reafon ( or Proportion ) with tfiofe found out
to folve the faid Quefiion will likewife fatisfie the fame, I lhall here demonftrate the truth
thereof.
Sfifpofitions,

r. Let two numbers capable of folving^«<ry?. J<5. fuppofe 7
S’ and 3 , be reprefented by.^
2. And let their^'quares be fignified by
, t' .
3. Then according to the import of
. . . )>
4. Let two orfier numbers having the fame Proportion to
one another as ^«to^ be reprefented by d and c, viz.J
luppole ... .
5'. Then add cd the- ProduiR of c and d to cc and dd\
^
the Squares of c and , fo the fumm is
6. Now we mufi: deraonlirate that . , .
. .

b

^ a
4^* and bb

aa^ba^bb = □

a
dd •^-^cd-\-‘CC
dd-\~cd^cc = □ (a Square.)

Demonfiration,

7j By Prop. \ 7. EUm. 7; Euclid.* . . . . , )>
8. And by
11. htern.Z..^
9. Thereiore out of the two laft preceding Ana- ?
fogies, . ..^
10. And by the like argumentation, . ' . .
11. And becaufe by fuppofition in the fourth fl:ep, 'p
12. Therefore out of the ninth, tenth and ele-?
venth fteps, ( per Prop. 11. Elem, 5-.) .
13. Therefore alternately (per Prop. i ^.Elem.j,J 'p>
14. Therefore (per Prop. 12. Elem. 7. j . . . ;>
15. And becaule by luppofition . . . . .y
16. And by fuppofition in the third fiep, .
174 Therefore from the fourteenth, fifteenth and^
fixteenth fteps, (per Prop. 24. EUm. 2.) .
' '
Which was to be proved.

M

a
aa

d
a

b
ba

c
b

aa
ba

ba
bb

aa

ba :: ba

dd, cd
d , c

aa. ba :: ba. bb

cd

bb
cc

: dd ,cd :: cd. cc

aa. dd :: ba . cd wbb . cc
aa-\-ba‘\~bb . dd-\-cd^--ccaa . dd
aa 2.i\d^ dd are Squares.
aa-\^ba'~\~bb ■= u
dd -J-* cd

fc “ □
Ohfervat, 2
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OhfervM. 2. ufon Queft. 56.
Mert Girard in w. 618. of Simo^Suvins Arithmetick printed in the
Tongue
at Le)de>>, in i «2 5. doth from the faid feventh Qi>eftion of the htth Book ot D^phanm

deduce this following

vr
THE O RE M.

If a plain Triangle be made of three fuch Tides, that the fumrti of the Squares of two of
ihofe Tides, together with the Reaangle ( or Produd of the multiplication ) of the fame
two (ides is equal to the Square of the third fide ; then the angle oppolite to fuch third
fide hath Vor its meafure exaftly 120 degrees. But if the faid Rcdangle (or Produd)
be fubtraded from the furam of the faid Squares, and the Remainder be equal to the Square
of the third fide, then the angle oppofite to fuch third fide lliall have for ns meafure iniallibly 60 degrees.
.
,
This may eafily bederaonftrated by Prop. 12,d^ 13. Blein.2. EHchd. but waving t e aV
Demonftration, Uhall explain the Theorem by Numbers.
r r rj
c
i*
" Firfl: then , if three numbers be defired to exprefs the meafures of the lides m ^
Triangle that lliall have one angle whofe meafure is 120 degrees, the preceding Table will
furnifii you with fix fuch Triangles. for in every rank of numbers in that Table, the
three numbers which anfwer to s,r and « will conftitute the Triangle detired. As, or
example, 5, 3 and 7, likewife, 8,7, . 3 I
5.19. fW'U exp«fs ihe(famines
of the fides of Triangles, in every one of which, the meafure of the angle oppolite to the
greatefi: fide is exadly 120 degrees.
1
1
» , b „
Otherwife, without the help of the faid Table, if two unequal numbers be taken
at pleafure, as 2 = d, and i = 4, then thefe three following numbers Iball exprefs
the meafures of the lldes of a Triangle having an angle of 12 o degrees, vtz.
zdbhh = 5 = AB,

dd^hb = 3 — BC = BE = EC,
dd -!-• db -j-

” 7 = AC.
3

Which three numbers, ( as is manifeft by the preceding Refolution
) have
this property, viz,, the fumra of the Squares of the two Iclfer numbers together with
the Produd of their multiplication is equal to the Square of the third or greateft number.
Moreover, if three unequal numbers be defired to exprefs the Quantities of the fides
of a plain Triangle that fliall have for the meafure of one of its angles exadly 6o degrees,
you may readily find them out by the help of the preceding Table : For the numbers
anfwering to / -}- r, r, and ^ are the three numbers defired • fo from the firft rank of
numbers in the Table, you may take

8 =
3 =
7

= AE,
r = EC = EB = BC,

q ■=. AC,

—

Which three numbers 8, g , 7 are the meafures of the Tides of a Triangle having one
of its angles, (towit, that opofiteto 7 or
J exadly 60 degrees.
Otherwife, without the help of the faid Table, if two unequal numbers be taken at
pleafure, as 2 = ^i, and i
then thefe three following numbers fliall be the mea¬
fures of the fides of a Triangle having one angle of 60 degrees, to wit, that oppofite
to the Tide dd
db <-[-bb.
'

•

2db-l-dd = 8 =: AE,
dd — bb = 3 — EC,

dd^l-db-\-bb = 7 = AC.
In which Triangle the Square of the fide dd
db -d^hb is equal to the fiimm o*f the
Squares of the other two fides idb'^- dd and dd — bb, lefs by the Redangle (or Produd)
of the fame two fides, as is evident by the following
Proof.

The Square of idb '^^dd is
The Square oi dd-—bb

.

,

s
A^ddbb^ /\bddd-\- dddd
dddd2ddbbbbbb

The

QiieH:. <5 7*
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9*

*

.■)>' 2 JSbid<iMr-{~hhbb
The Protiuft of 2dh\'dd into dd~bh is J> ihddd^\-^ >dddd -^ '2dbbb —ddbb
The fumm of thofe Squares is

WhichProJua beingfubtrailed from the? MM-{-l>M-\-iddhl>-UiMb-\-2Uid
faid fumm of the Squares, leaves . . -S
•
, .
Which Remainder.is the Square clf dd ■ db -|- bb, as Was affirmed.

^gUEST. 57.

(Quxft. 8. Lib. 5. Diophant.)

To find three right-angled Triangles in Rational numbers that Ih'aill have equal Area’s.
■

RESO LVTION,

^ .

./

1. Firft , by either of the Canons in SeB;. 16,17. of > ^ ‘ the greater'
. '
'
the foregoing
%6. find out two numbersV ^ the Icfier.' ^
'
capable of folving that Queflion , fuppofe . .3
• * 2. Therefore, (according to the import of the faid^ *
,‘
\
'
56 ) the Squares of i and r with the Pro-lT
•
duct of s into r is equal to forae Rational fquarer
'
‘1
number, let it be ^7, whence.j ,
Therefore by Cohftruaion in the firft and fecond?
ssJ[-sr^\-rr: 3?
(Rational.)
fteps, . ... ‘S
IT'
4. .By the Canon in Obfervat. 8. Refolnt. 2,^efi, 1. form a right-angled Triangle from
jTIpTTZpTr; (that isj ^ ) and r, fo the three fides will be expreflible by thefe
Rational numbers,
■
> (T rr 4-Jr-j-2rr = Hypothenufal,
. /
•
vizi s
sr = Bafe,
’-i..-.!.,
r ' ’
C
27?*. t= Perpendicular.
■; --r;-' ' ^
y ^ In like manner form a fecond right-angled Triangle from
4^ ir ^ rr: (that is»^ J
and /, fo the three fides Will be expreflible by thefe Rational numbers_
viz. \
sr^\-rr = Bafe,-'’"
Z'
'
<C
2p =z Petpenditular.
' '
6; likewife , form a third right-angled Triangle from
ij4-"
and J -f- r, fo the three fides will be expreflible by thefe Rational numbers,
r 2 4"" 5*"1“* irr — Hypothertufal,
viz. ^
.
jr = Bafe,
^
2^x4-2^ == Perpendicular.
7* I fay thofe three triangles will folve this 5 7^'’ Queftion : For firft, by Conftruaion
they are right-angled Triangles, fecondly^ all the'Tides are expreflible by Rational
numbers, tor s, r and q are Rational numbers by Conftruaion ; thirdly, if in every
one of thofe three Triangles the Bafe be multiplied by the Perpendicular, every one
Of the three Produds will manifeftly be equal to 2<fss‘\-^2<jsrr', therefore the halves
of thofe Produasthat is , the Area’s of thofe three right-angled Triangles are equal
to one another, as was required.
.
r
8. And fince the foregoing ^efi. 56. gives innumerable whole nuri^ers anfvvering to
r and a,- you. may find out asmany Ternions:.of right-angled Triangles in whole
numbers as flfall be defired to folve this
Queftion. But to haVe the nine fides
of every Ternion expreflible by whole numbers in the leaft Terms j every pair of the
faid numbers s, r muft be the leaft Tcriris of a Resifonthat is, two fuch numbers as
have no common Divifor befides unity. ^
^ i * .
».
•“
r • l j
o. The premises give the following Canon to find, out innumerable Ternions ot right J
angled Triangles in whole numbers to folve the Queftion propof^ , after the Rational
whole numbers reprefenied by_^, r and ^ are firft found out by ^kher of the Canons

ST.
t.l

■

’
'

J tiOi (.1
”

M *

rnom b^'irjh ?t ikW. V
?<^+:
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2SS<^ sr r\-rr r=: h — Hypolh.
sr^rr =
Bafe,,
, i^s = f
Perp.

of Triangle

II;

-l-3/r4-2rr — H = Hypotb.
.
/r = B = Bale,
2^s-\^2(jr = P = Perp.

of Triangle

HI*

2SS

V

^ . • ObfervationS Hpoft the Cinofi lafi afore£oi»£l

Divers properties, befides the equality of Area’s, in the three right-angled Triangles
found out by the faid Canon, do prefen t themfelves to your view, and are worthy of Obfervaiion. The principal Properties are thefe four,
1, *
h + b r=
-J2.
H -j- B =: ab -j- ih,
3#
H — B rr: ^ '-j— h
h •-4-' b,
4.
■'
P =
That is to fay, in words,
' I. The furara of the Hypothenufal and Bafe of the firft Triangle, is equal to the fuoii^
of the Hypothenufal and Bafeof the fecond.
'
•
^
^' 2. The fumm of the Hypothenufal and Bafe of the third Triangle , is equal to tf^
doublctfumm of the Bafet^f the firft and fecond.
5. Thcexcefs of the Hypothenufal above the Bafe of the third Triangle is equal to the
fumm of the Hypothenufal |ind Bafe of the lorond, and likewife to the fumm of the Hypq^
thenufal and Bafe of the firft,
4. The Perpendicular of the third Triangle is* equal to the fumm of the Perpendicular^
of the firft and fecond.
/
,
By the firft of thofe three Triangles is meant that which hath the fliorteftHypothenuCil;
by the fecond, that whofe Hypothenufal is next greater than the fhorteft. and by the third,
that which hath the longeft Hypothenufal • in which order they are fet in the Table. But
the better to explain the Canon and Properties, 1 (hall refume the Table belonging to
5
and callTt Table I. whence fix Anfwers in whole numbers to this
$7i
arc deduced, and inferted in the following 74^/e 11.
; Table t
dy h
I

2

3
?

K
Sy

3

8, 7

ss

25
64

rr

sr

49

4

9

*5

7

49

3^
80

49
169
3(5i

I?
‘9

i6.
256 25
3
4 4>3 3^
49 231 1369 37
7 ,1089
961 31
%
1 ^ 41 11
576 121
6 5 ,3 39, 16 1521 256 <524 2401 49
4"
yj

i, :■(' k
♦

I

brlnght from Q^eft, 55.

*

Table 11. deduced from Tab; I. hy the Canon in Scff.p. Queft, y/.
'

— I*

• t
;

*V

I
2
3
4
5
6

b.
h.
h.
H.
h 1
p.
B.
PP.
40
70 II3 13
58
112
42
74 24
,21 8 120 *82, f 233 toy 208 394 ■55 390
1,90 ,617 toy 608' 802
386; 336
80 798
4418 1320 518: '2458 280 2442 2969 231 2960
840! 582 1537,
1082
1488 2186 |2i54 2170
2657 2145-1 * 5^^ 3^22)880 38*2 54261^24 3^90
-rv
▼

xiiw v.^viJit.iucuvHi yf s

Table is deduced according to theCangm in

'

1

« jo# wnvlICc Iflw 12uCC

of this y y^^Queftion , and contains
Anfweri to it 5 the firft of which is to be undi^^
- .1
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In the firft rank, under . . h , b , p.
h ,
^ p,
H , B
P.
you will find .
.
.
58,40 , 42.
74> 24 > 70.
”3, 15 112,
Which three Triangles have equal Area's, and fuch other properties as before have
been declared, viz.. h-]-b =
&c, as will eafily appear'by comparing the
numbers anfwering to thofe Equations. The like is to be underftood of the other five Anfwers,
»«M I

«1

—

,

—------—*•

SlVEST 58.

.

'

.

.

.

t

»

'

iThis ii Probl.api in pag. 131, of the Imro^uUion to Algebra, tranjlated ont of High
Dutch rwroEnglifli in 1668. by Tho. Brancker, M. A.^
To find three equicrural Triangles equal to one another in Area j and that the Perime¬
ters of two of thofe Triangles may be equal to one another. and that thefides and Per¬
pendiculars of every one of thofe three Triangles may be expreffible by rational numbers.

By the Canon in the ninth ftep of the Refolution of the foregoing
57. find out
three right-angled Triangles in rational numbers, and equal to one another in Area5'
fuch arc the three Triangles in* any one of the fix ranks of numbers in Table II. bef*;,longing^to the faid
57. for example, take thofe in the firft rank,
5

** ’ ^ ' P*

I

258,40,42. I

> > ^

^

74,24 >70.

1

1

” ^

113,25,112.

‘

_

^

», Then ( as is evident by the Diagram belonging to this Qgefiion) the fides of the three
equicrural Triangles defired (hall be thefe following,
H - 2BI
H
h , h , lb.
h ^ h , lb.
viz, ^
, 58 , 80.
113
113 , 30.
74 i 74 ,*48'
3, And the Pefpenditulars falling upon the Bafes, viz. upon7c ,P %'' T
V ,
lb, 2^, vB of thofe three equicrural Triangles, are thefe, .J^42 , 70 , 112.
Which three equicrural Triangles in rational numbers above expreft fn the fccohd ftep
will folve the Queft ionas will be evident by
^
*

1

Proof:

By ConftruRion in the’firft ftep the three right-angled Triangles h’, b, p. 1‘ hjbyp. [
H,
P are equal to one another in Area, therefore their double Area's are equal to one
another; but the faid double Area s are the Area's of the three e^icrural Triangles'
h,h,2b!*| hlh,ib. 1 H,H,'2B,' and therefore the Area's of thofe three equicrural Tr?angles arc equal between themfelves’, ,
.
j ■.
^
^
b’ p
=
bf
z=z
B P, '
viz, ^ 46 x 4a ‘
•id 8b.
24x70 =' 1 j X a 1 i
5. Moreover

by th^ firft *prOpert^,ih. ^heObfervations upon the C^noft for refolving

57. this Equation is raamfefi,

,

S t ^
^ ~ ^
58 + 4^ 5E 74+24

t

v

j i.

'10

6, fherc^

/

I
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6. Therefore the double of the fitft part of that Equation (lull be equal to the double
of the latter part',
c
• /
* , '
*
. ■ C 2h-|-2b = 2h +'2^,' : '
'
,
’• .
;2. 11 6
8o r= 148^-48 •= ^96.
7 But the faid double fumras ( if you view the Diagram belonging to thisQueftion)
•are tnaiiifeftly equal to the Perimeters of the two equicrural Triangles h', h, 2b and
h h rb therefore thofe two equicrural Triangles are equal to one another in their Pe¬
rimeters* as well as in their Area’s, and each Area is equal to the Area of the.third equi¬
crural Triangle H ,'H, 2B } alfo all their Tides and Perpendiculars are cxpreft by rational
numbers, as the Queftion required. . In like manner five Anfwers more to this 5 8^**
Qucllionmay’be colleaed from
H. in ^efi. 77. and’lis evident from the pre' mifieS) that innumerable Ternions of equicrural Triangles in rational whole numlwrs
may be found out to folve the faid
58.

£lVESt. 59The three Tides of any plain right-angled Triangle being given in rational numbers J
to find out another right-angled Triangle in rational numbers, which (hall have the fame
Area with the former.
» /• rx- i
•
[ Mo»f. de Fermat, in hu Obfervaiion upon Quell. 8. of the fifth Book^ of Diophantus,
givet a Canon to folve the ^efiion above fropofed, but Jhews not the rife thereof I (hall therefore re/olve the ^eftion at large bj Literal Jlgebra, upon the fame
grounds by vohich it is refolved by Numeral Algebra in pag. ii, of his Analytical
Inventionsf prefixed to the late Edition of Diophantus printed at Tholofe in 1 d/o.]}
I

'

RESO LVTIO N.

Let there be given a right-angled Triangle in rational numbers, as 5; 4^ % \ which
may be reprefented by b, p, h, whofe Area is j[bp; then let b and a '\‘p be affumed for
the Tides about the right-angle of a fccond right-angled Triangle, whence the Hypothenulal
will be ^\aa-\-ipa^pp-\~bbl
b, Xhecwk hh = ppbb)
aa-{- ipahh z
and the Area of this latter Triangle is iba-^\-ibp': v
if this latter Area be divided by the
former Area ^bp; and if by the fquare Root of the Quotient — -f* i, vU. by V* “ + ^ •
the three Tides of the fecond Triangle be feverally divided , the Quotients ftiall be the three
fides of a thirdright-angled Triangle, whofe Area is equal to the Area of the right-angled
Triangle firft given • For if the fides of the fecond right-angled Triangle, to wit, b, a -f-/>
and

aa •4- 2pa -^^hh: be feverally divided by y';

a^p

I

j jsj'.aa^^-ipa -h hh 2
- are the Tides of a third right-angled Trianlge
a

P
whofe Area

i: the Quotients —- ^

^
^

V-.y+i:

* '\

r

is equal to ^bp the Area of the firft right-angled Triangle - ( for —

p
-1-2 into \bp makes ba-\-^bp:) So that if aa

,
1 pa

.
,
hh and —-(-*1 were fquare

P

numbers', then the Queftion were folved : But how to make thofe two Algebraick quanti^'
tics to be fquare numbers, the following Refolution (hews.
> •
..
;
•‘U'
1. Let there be given, as before, the three fides of a right-anj
4
Triangle , as '.. ' . .
b
b
f
2. Then for one of the Tides about the right-angle of a fecond?
Triangle put.. . , .
3. And tor the orher fide about the right-angle,' T\
t
-|- p

P 4, Then becaufe the fumm of the Squares of thofe'iyfrdfides tnuft'^'*^ .
- ‘J*
be equal to the Square of theHypothenufal, the'SquaVe ‘OfV^idi-^
the Hypothenufal of the fecond right-angledTi^angle Ihall'be^ if
J. That is, ( becaufe hh = pp-\-bbJ . ^
. y faa ^7 2pa +• hh
^
...
.‘
From

Queft. 5p.
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6, Froi-n the fecond and third flcps the Area of the fecond right->

_j_^

ane^ed TriangTe is . • •
..
7. Which Area divided by \bf, the Area of the firft right-angled )

‘Triangle, gives the (^lotient
8

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

•

95

*
^

•

.>

Now according to the fcopc bcforc-rncntioncd ^ c^cn or the
* quantities in the fifth and feventh fteps muft be equated to
a Square, fo we are fallen upon this Duplicate equality, v'lz.^
In-order to refolve that Duplicate equality, I multiply the"

2

aa

□

-j-

• • • — *“1"* I — Q

~a -\^hh ■= o

fjid _1 -I- I by the Square hh, to the end there may be the'

P

fame known Square hh in each Equation, fo it produceth
,

10. Then the difference of the faid aa-\-2fa-\-hh and
hh, vU. the difference of the two Squares fought is ,
11 Which difference is equal to the Product of the multipli-?
cation of thefe two quantities, to wit,
11. The half-fumm of the two quantities lafl: mentioned is

.

7pp^hh^

a~-\^ ^PtzrJ^ and4
phh
IPL
4 4^
'^p

.^

13. Then the Square of the Paid half-fumra being equated to aa
ipa
j ( affumed
to be the greater of the two quantities in the eighth ftep) gives this Equation, viz*
,
...
ifp—hh.
4ppppj[-hhhh — ^ihhpp
aa4~2pa^]-^hh =z aa ^-^
•
.
.
Which Equation, after due Reduaion,gives

14.

,

p
.

. ,

pppp-X^rhhhh—ihbpp

-

d z=

1^. Therefore from the fecond, third and fourteenth fleps^ ^
^ pppp-\~.\hhhh—hhpp
the two fides about the right-angle of the fecond right-> ^ and
i/.^Thefumm of thelquaresof thofe two fides, by taking
+
inftead of theFaaor
hh and bhbhA-ibhp A^pppp inftead of the Fador hhhh, will be found
V^ppA^bbp"^ -j- p*

17. The fquare Root of the fumm of the Squares in ihe^
.. laft ftep IS the Hypothenufal of the fecond right-angled>-bbf^^^p^
Triangle fought, to wit, . . «
1 8. Which HvpothenufaKby taking hh inftead of bb^ppig
\hhhh -j- bbpp
and hhhh inftead of bbbb
2 bbpp -1- pppp, may be ex- > ^
yy^

1 orThcrefore from the fifteenth and eighteenth fteps, the three Tides of the fecond right-^
angled Triangle fought are thefe, to wit,
,
pppp
jhhhh — hhpp

-hhhh A^ bbpp

*
hhp
hhp
20. Therefore the Area of the faid fecond right-angledppppb + ^hhhhb — hhpp^

I hhp

Triangle is
it. Which Area divided by ^ the Area of the right-/

2angled Triangle firft given, gives the Quotient

hhpp
\hh

pp^

2i. The fquare Root of that C^otient is
5

pfifj^.hhkh — hhfi

f
hp

Bv which fquare Root, if the three fides of the fecond right-angled Triangle before
in tKneLnth ftep be feverally divided, the Quotients will be the three fides
of the third right-angled Triangle fought, to wit,

I*2.

hhph

f

(

^tL^. ')

pph — ihhh ' V
pp —ihh
PPPP
t^hhh — hhpp ^
pph —
2 hhhh A'~
pph — \hhh

^<

24. But
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24. But
—hhfp^ therefore inftead of fubtradling hhpp in the Numerator
of the fecond of the three Tides laft before expreft, we may fubtra£f
^
^hhhh
hbpp
whence that fide may be expreft thus -i, and confequently the three ficks

pph

—

\hhh

of the third right-angled Triangle fought Inall be ihefe, to wit,
[hhhh — b(?pp
hhpy
\hhhh -j— hhpp

pfh

—

^hhh

pph

r-^hhh

*

—

pph

—

j;hhh

25. Or, (to avoid Fradions) we may muhiply the Numerator and Denominator of every
one of the three fides laft above expreft, by 4 , To thefe three following fides ( which
are of the fame value with thofe ) will be produced for the third right-ajgled Triangle
fought, to wit,
.

^hhph,
^.pph — ihkh

^

hhhh
\iifh

—

^bbpp

^

hhhh

ihhh

4bbpp

4pph — 2hhh

Hence arifeth,
CANON
•f

I.

;

‘

c

•

26. Let b, p,h repfefent the three fides of any right-ahgled Triangle given in rational
numbers , whereof the Hypothchufal is h, and p the greater of the two fides about
the right, angle; then from hh and 2^>/i iorrh a right-angled Triangle, (by the Canon
in Ohfervat. 8. upon the Relolution by literal Algebra of the firfl Queftion of this
Book ;) that done , tlivide feverally the three fides found out by 4pph — 2hhh, fo

there will arife the tliree fides ot a right-angled Triangle whofe Area fliall be equal
to the Area of the given right-angled Triangle ^3/>, k
27. Again, by fuppofition , hb-\-pp = bTf^\~>zpp, and p cr b , therefore;?/? — bb
= 2pp — /?/?• whence by multiplying each part into zh it follows that zpph — zbbJj
=2: 4pph— zhhh : Thereiore infiead of the Divifor 4ppb—>2hhh in Canon i. we
may nkc'zpph—'zbbh, and fo there will arife the following Canon , ( which is the
fame with Monfi Fermats in the place.before cited.)
CANON
4hhpb

hhhh — 4bbpp

1.
^

hhhh -f- 4bbpp

2pph—zbbh
2pph — zbbh
zpph—zbbh *
In words thus ,
,
28. La b, p y h reprefent the three Tides of aay right-angled Triangle given in rational
numbers, viz. h the Hypothenufal, p the greater fide about the right-angle, and
the lefier ; then from hhand 2bp form a right-angled Triangle, and divide feverally
the three Tides found out by ipph — zbbhy fo the Quotients (hall be the three fides
of a right-angled Triangle whole Area is equal to the Area of the given right-angled
Ttiangle b, p, h,
,
An Example in Numbers,

Let there be given the three Tides of a right- angled Triangle ? b
h
P
in rational numbers, to wit..^3
4
S
Then by either of the Canons thefe three fides of a right- > A2.
xa&i.
70
70
angled Triangle vvill be found out, to wit, . , . , . ^ 7 o
VVhich latter Triangle hath the fame Area with the former, to wit, 6
Again,
Lft there be givep this right-angled Triangle in numbers,7
b
h
•
?
to wit,...^
y
.
12
*3
Then by either of the preceding Canons this right-angled ^
AASii.
Triangle will be found out ^ to wit ,< .
..5
3094- > 3094 } 3094
Which latter Triangle hath the fame Area with the former, to wit, 30.
From the premilfes it is evident, that from any right-angled Triangle given in rational
numbers another of the fame Area may be found out . and from the fecond a third . and
from the third a fourth, &c. all which right-angled Triangles fliall have one common Area,
to wit, that of the given right-angled Triangle, and all their fides cxprefiible by rational
numbers.

,

25?. Moreover, from the nineteenth flep of the preceding Refolution , feveral Canons
may be deduced, to (hew how by the help of any right-angled Triangle given in rational
numbers,

I

Queft.<5o,6i.
--
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numbers, to find out another, whofe Area divided by the Area of the given Triangle will
give the Quotient a fquare number. , But I ihall exhibit only this foiiowmg

CANON,
Let h reprefenttheHypothenufal, p the greater fide about the right-angle, and h th^
leffer in any right-angled Triangle given in rational numbers j then irora hh and
form a right-angled Triangle ’, and divide feverally the three fides found out by 4hhf} • lo
there will come forth the three fides of a right-ai^led Triangle , whofe Area liivided
by the Area of the given Triangle, will give the Qiiotient a fquare number whoie Root is

lLz=M.ot2St=R.
hp

.

ihp

-

■

-

'An Example in Numbers,

Let there be given the three fides of a right-angled Triangle 7 h
p
in numbers, to wit, . . . ... . •
o 3 . 4 .
Then by the lad Canon, this right-angfed Triangle Will be>
found out, toWhj ,
♦ . ..5 ^ > 400 j
The Area of the latter Triangle is . ,
. .. . . ..'p
Which Area divided by 6 the Area of the given right-angled ?
4->
Triangle 3 ; 4; 5 giyesarquar'e number, to wit, . • . .J ' *
The fijtme Root whereof is . . 1.• * 4I
—_

'

T

-

-

y
400

_—___i..._'-- .

( Quaeft. 12, Lib. 5^. Diophant.)

ST,

h

' ?

To divide unity into two fuch parts , that if to each part a given number, fuppofe 6,^
be added, the twofnsims may be fquare numbers.. But the fumm of the 4ouble of the
given number llnd
either be a fquare number, or elfe compofed of two Squares.

RlESb LVTIO]^.
AG

^

D--- ■—I—h-d--.
Let A B be i ^ and A D = B E be the given number 6 therefore. D E — 13, , Now
We muft divide A B , to wit, unity, imo two parts,^ fuppofe in the point G, thp G D and
G E may be fquare nitihbers • fo that in effect we muft divide D E, that is, 13 into
two fuch Squares that one or them may be greater than 6\ but fefs than 7. _ But that
inay be done by the fourth Queftion of this Book, vvbere 13 is divided into the Squares
and ■‘■Htt, wiiofe Tides aw
and
and cach^ of thofe Squares js greater
than d, but lefs than 7$ therefore raking each Square from 7 ,• the remainders
and fifi-, (that is G A and GB,‘) are the defired parts of unity : For if to each of
thofe parts the given bumbef 6 be added, tf^ two fumms will be the Squares -rttf
It is alfo evident, tfiat inflead of unity, any numter may be given to be divided $ proWded that the fumm of this, nuhiber. and of the double of the other number given make
a Square; or elie a nui^r compofed of two Squares.
61,

Diophant,)

Todivideumty into two fuch pMts, that to the OTcaddiug 2, (a number given,) and
to the other 6 , ( another number given,) the fumms may be fqvwrc numbers. But the
futiim of the given numbers virith unity ibuft either make a fquare number » or elfe a number
compos’d of two Squares.
' •
i

KESOLVrtON,

A G

B .N

-

D--E
. let AB be 1, A’D = 2 , BE = d| therefore DE = 9. Now wc mull divide
B, to wit, 1 into two parts, fappoTe in the point G, that G D and G E may be (quarc
numbers: So that in effe« wc muft divide DE, that is, 9 into two fuch Squares chuone
may be greater than 2, but lefs than 3 ; or that one Square may be greater than 6, but
left than 7. But the third Queftion of this Book Ihcws how to find out two Squares fo
qualified i as the Square
for GDj and the ^uare
for G E j the fides of
■
N
which

'A

I

Book IH.
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and
the
which Squares are ff and
: then fubtrafting 2 from th^Square 12.
^ 6 from
r
Square
the remainders
and Hot are thedcfired parts G A, G B of unity.
For if the former part be added to x, and the latter to 6, the fumms are Squares, to wir,
IfandHItH as was required.
,
..
.
JO

^VBSTa

(Quaeft. 14. Lib. 5* Biofhant,)

To divide unity into three fuch parts, that if to every one of them a given number 5
be added , the three fumms may be Squares. But the fumm of the triple of the given
number and unity muft either be a fquare number, or elfe a nurtiber compofedbf two ot
three Squares.
'
•
RBSO LVTJON,
<
- . >
It is eaffe to apprehend that the fumm of the three Squares fought makes 10 , and that
the fcope of the fearch muft be to find out three Squares , every one of which may fall
between 3 and 4 5 and that their fumm may be .1 o 5 for then the three excelfes of thofe
Squares above 3 will be the three defired parts of unity. Firft then, forafmuch as 10 is
compos’d of two Squares 9 and i, I divide i o into two other Squares whereof one may
be greater than 3, but lefs than 4 5 fuch are the Squares 3 tIH
> whofe fides
are H and
the fumm of thofe Squares is 10, and the firft Square grftf be¬
tween 3 and 4’: Then I take the Fraaion rftf, (to wit, the excefs of the firft Square
above 3 ) for the firft of the three defired parts of unity ; for if to that Fraaion the given
number 3 be added, it makes the Square 37369.
• r /-j - 4*—
Then I divide the latter of the Squares firft found, to wit,>
whofe tide is jf j jmo
two fuch Squares that one may be greater than 3, but left'than 3t?H^ t)r lefs than 3^ J
for if fuch Square be lefs than 3^ , it will neceffarily .be'lefs than 3Tf^9 !> bccaufe ^ is left
than rfH- But the fidesof two fuch,Squares are
H and
, therefore the Squares,
themfelves are 37^7311 and-^ttTHH i fto^n each^of which if 3 be fubtra^ed ,* the
remainders rffffff and rrrff-Hi with the Fraaion rflf firft found, that is, (in the
fame Denominator with the former) rffifft IbalLbe the three defired pans of unity
to folvethe Queftion., '
j- lE
^
_
After the fame manner any number given inftead of unity may be; 4iyitled into three
fuch parts, that a number,given being added to every one of them may make three Squares.
But the fumm of the.number given to -be divided, ,and.the triple of the number to be
added, muft be either a Square, or a numbcr^^corapos’d of two or three Squares.
, -u, 'iz.-.'
As, if it were defired to. divide a into three parts, that each part increafed,.wifh 4
may make a Square ; Firft., forafmuch as 14 the fumm of 2 and tfte triple of 4 is. com¬
pos’d of three Squares.1 „ 4 and 9
10 the fummjof 9 and j)( twoof thofe three
Squares) be divided jntot wo other Squares that thehrft may exceed 4 the number given
to be added, but belefs than 6 ; to the end the excefs may be lefs than 2 the number giyen
to be divided; then add the other of the two Squares Jound out to 4, (the other of the
three Squares before mentioned!, whofe fumm made 14,) and divide the fumm into, twofuch
Squares that each may be greater than 4; JaftJy > ffo® each of ,therc two Squares 1 aft
found out, as alfo from the firft Square before found , fubtraift 4, fo the Remainders (hall
be the defired parts of 2, But the Operation I leave to the Learner’s exercife.
^VBST.
't

I

■

63. ^(Q^ft. If.Cib.51
I r'l/;. 1... ! Uf 1

- ■i >

i' ‘ "l . - i

r' i

'■

—

To. divide unity into three fuch parts, that if the firft be increafed with z I ihefecond
with 3, and the third with 4, the three fumms maybe fquare numbers. But thefumtn
of the three numbers given and unity muft ieith^ be a. Square, or compos’d of two or three

RESOLVTiqll.

,
*

‘

Firft'we muft divide 10 (the futom pf fhe three Burttbcfs given with unjty ) ihar thcrftrft
may exceed 2, the fecond 3, and the third 4. To which.end j firft, (by
of .this
Book^) divide 10 into two Squares that one may falfibetween z and 3; fuch.are' the
Squares
and
whofe Roots are ^9 and
5
froiQ-the firft SquarcHH
fubtrad z, and take the Remainder sH for owe of the defired parts 'ofrunity.
It remains to divide the other Square.^^^7 into'two other Squares, that one may fall
between
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between ^ and 4 : Bat two fuch Squares will be found
and -f||f , whofe
iblpc are
and-A-- • then from the latter of the faid Squares fubtrait 5, and from
the former'''^, fo The’two .Remainders
and
with
before found,
that is ( in the fame Denominator with the two former )
diall be the three defired
numbers ' which will folve the Queftion. For firft, their fumm makes unity ; moreover
if - be added to
, that is,
, ( the firft number ) the fumm is the Square Htr;
and if 5 be added to the fecond number
, it makes the Square
j laftly,
if 4 be added to the third number
, it makes the Square
^gVEST.

64*

(Quaeft. i5. Lib,

Dlopham. )

To divide a given number 1 o into three numbers, that the fumm of every two may
be a Square ; but the double of the given number muft be either a Square, or clfe compos’d
of two or three Squares.
, ^
RESOLVTION.
I

Forafmuch as the three numbers fought are to be fuch that the fumm of the firff and
fecond mud make a Square, alfo the fumm of the firft and third muft make a Square,
likewife the fumm of the fecond and third muft make a Square; therefore thefe three Squares
are equal to the faid three numbers twice taken. And becaufe the fumm of the three
numbers is 10 , therefore twice their fumm, to wit, 20 ihall be the futnm of the three
Squares We muft therefore divide 20 into three Squares y ekh of which may be left
than 10 . ( for every one of thefe Squares muft be equal to two of the three numbers,
and confequently left than r o the fumm of all the three nutnbers. ) But 20 is compos’d of
two Squares 16 and 4; therefore we may take 4 ( which is left than 16 ) tor one of the
three Squares fought, and then divide 16 into two Squares , one of which may tall be¬
tween I o and 6, for then the other will alfo be left than 10 , ( becaufe both muft make^ 16.)
But ( bv Riiei 4. of this Booi) the fidcs of two fuchvSquares will be found tff and
whe^ore the three Squares fought are 4,
and
which fubtradeVfeverally from 10 leave three Remainders, 6,
and tifi?
defired numbers, whofe fumtri is 10, and every two of them added together makes a
’to mikelf m<we clearly evident that three nutnbers fb found out will folve the Qneftion, let
cc, dd reprefeiuthreefquarenunlbers, then
,
^
bupnoie.... •
: w/
And confequently ...
Then from i o, that is, from ibh + ice
^dd fubtraft )
cc and
feverally, fo the three Remainders are . .

t

i* i j j
ill, “
— \dd

I fav thofe three Remainders ftiall be three numbers to folve the ^teftion 5 for tke
fumm of the firft and fecond makes the Square dd, the fumm of the fecond and third
makes the Square hh , and the fumm of the firft and third makes the Square cc.
E ST. 65.

( Quxft. 17. Lib. 5. Diophant.)

To divide a given number, fuppofe 10 , into four numbers, that the fumm of every
three may make a Square.

^

^ r .-1

RE SO LVTION.

Forafmuch as the furam of every three of the four numbers fought muft make a Square
theretore the four Squares fought are equal to the four defired numbers thrice taken. Bu
the lour numbers thrice taken make 30, therefore 30 muft be divided into four uch
Squares that every one of them may be lefs than i o , ( for every one of the four Squares
muft be equal to three of the numberftought, and confequently be lefs than to the fumm
of all four.) But 3 o is compos'd of tour Squares i d 9,4 and i ;
of
to wit, 9 and 4 may be taken for two of theSquares fought, and then 17 (the fumm of
the other twoS^res id and . ) muft be divided into two Squares that one may be lefs
than , o, but greater than 7 , and then the other w.ll be alfo efs than . o; but he ftd s of
two fuch Squares will (by
4* of ihhBook,) be found 17 00 177 ^
rSauares
ibemfclves ate ‘ift and
, each of which is
than 1 o. Therefore the four Squ ^es

I oo
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and
, which fubtraded feverally from-io, Jeave the Refought are 9, 4
whofe fumm makes i o, and
maindeis
6^ 45^9 and Mo for the four numbers fought,
o
every three of them added together
make the .Squares -ff| 9-> 4* and
.
, whofe Tides
At
- I
S 2
ia.
±1
are: r? > 3 > ^
ry*
Note. If the quadruple of the number given be a whole number, this (^ueflion may
be extended to five numbers, or as many'as you pleafe : for every whole number is com¬
pos’d of four Squares, which may be divided into any multitude of Squares within any
pofiible limits, by the help of the third Qpeftion of this Book.
E ST. 66.

( A Lemma , ufe^ in the following Quefi:. 6j. )

To find three fuch Cube-numbers, that if from every one of them a number given,
fuppofe I, be fubtraded, the fumra of the Remainders may be a Square.
RE S O LVTIO N.

^

1. For the fide of the firft Cube put
any abfolute number , as, 1^ 1. *
2. Then take fume fquare number, as 9 , and trom its -f, to wit, from 3 ->
fubtrad I the abfolute number in the Tide of the firft Cube, and letr
the Remainder 2 be conneded by -I- with —a for the fide of the> —2
fecond Cube . the reafon whereof will appear in Obfervation 1. uponf
this Queftion...
3. Let the fide of the third Cube be any known number whofe Cube?
exceeds the number given in the Quefiion , to wit,'the fide . . .j" ^
4. Then the Cubes of thofe three Tides are thefe, to wit,
nnn
3
—* iiiiA —j—* Gnn —— 18,
• * . « . .
8,
y. From every one of which Cubes fubtrad i the number given in the Quefiion, and add
the Remainders together, fo the fumm will be gaa — ga
14, which muft be equated
to a Square; but the fide thereof rauft be fo feigned that the value of a may be lefs
than 2, to the end that — 4 -j- 2, or 2 — 4 the fide of the fecond Cube may be greater
than nothing. Now to caufe that efFed, the faid fide may be feigned 3^ — any abfo¬
lute number between y'l 4 and
(which limits arc found out after the me¬
thod before delivered in divers Queftions of this Book ;) let therefore the fide of the
faid Square be feigned 3^2 — 4, and then the Square of 34 — 4 being equated to
gan —- ga -|- 14 above mentioned, this Equation arifeth , to wit,
gaa.'—= gaa—24^-j-id.
6. From which Equation, the value of a will be made known,
a = rf
7. Therefore from the fixth, firft, fecond and third fteps the fides of the three Cubes fought
are ff, ff and 2 . wherefore the Cubes themfclves are fjf~,
and 8, which
will folve the Queftion. For if from every one of thofe Cubes the given number i
be fubtraded, the fumm of the three Remainders in its leaft terms is
, which is
a Square, as was required.
Obfervations upon Queft, 66,

I. Two things are remarkable in the preceding pofitions for the fides of the Cubes
fought; Firft, in the firft fide
1 there is put -\- a, and in the fecond fide — 4
2
there is put ■—
to the end that in adding together the Remainders mentioned in the fifth
ftep, -[-* naa and — ana may deftroy one another : Secondly , the unities in the fecond
fide muft be chofen with fuch Caution that the number prefixt to aa in the fumm of the
faid three Remainders may be a Square, for if gaa had not been a Square, then 9^4 —
9^-1- 14 could not have been equated to a Square. Therefore that the number prefixt
to aa in the faid fumm of the Remainders may infallibly come forth a fquare number, the
number of unities to be conneded with —4 by ^1^ in the fide of the fecond Cube, muft
be the excefs of one third part of forae fquare number above the unit or unities in the fide
of the firft Cube : The reafon whereof may be thus manifefted, Suppofe 4-1-^, and
•— 4 -| - d, and 2 , to be the fides of the three Cubes fought . then from the Cubes <
of thofe fides fubtrading the given number t feverally, the fumm of the Remainders is.
3^44-}-* 3^1^44-^ 3^^4 —
bbb-^-’ddd~\-• which fumm cannot be equated to
a Square, unlefs the number fignified by 3^-)-' 32^, which is multiplied into 44 be a fquare
number j

Qucft.671^8.
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lumber ; fuppofe therefore 3^ H-*
- /f, whence by due Reduaion , d — f/jf — ^^
which ihcws that d the number of unities in — a-\^d the fide of the fecond Cube , muft
be the excefs of one third part of fome fquare number, above ir the unit or unities in a -j- b
the feigned fide of the firfi Cube, as was dire^ed in the fecond fiep of the Refolution.
2.°It is eafie to apprehend that this Quefiion may be extended to as many numbers
as you pleafe : For having put (as before) 4-|-i for the fide of thefirfi: Cube, and
( for the rcafons before given ) —a-\- t for the fide of the fecond Cube, you may put
2 for the' fide of a third Cube, 3 for the fide of a fourth, &c. provided that the Cubes
of thefe abfolute numbers a , 3, &c. do every one of them exceed the number given
to be fubtrafted ; then from the fumm of all thofe Cubes fubtrafting the given number,
the fumm of the Remainders may be equated to a Square, becaufe by Conftrudion the
number prefixt to aa is a Square.
^IVUST, 57,

(Queft. 18. Lib.). Dlophant.)

To find three numbers, that if they be feverally added to the Cube of their fumm,'
the three fumms made by thofe additions may be Cubes.
RESO LVTIO N,
a
For the fumm of the three numbers fought put
2. Then
men tnc
the t^uoe
Cube or
of tneir
their luiiuu
fumm is.)> aaa
For the three numbers fought put.J> yaaa^ i6aaa and
Whence it is raanifeH:, that if each of the three laR mentioned quantities aflumed for
the three numbers fought, be increafed with aaa which was put for the Cube of their
fumm, there will come forth the Cubes 84^^, iyam and 6^aaa j but the fumm of thefe
three quantities
z6aaa and 6^aaa muft be equal to a* therefore 96aaa — ay
and confcquently g6aa— i : where if 96 were a fquare number, the value of a would
be cxprefiible by a rational number, and confequently the Queftion folved. W^hence
therefore comes 96 ? examine the Pofitions and you will find that by fubtrading i
(to wit, unity) from the three Cubes 8, iy and 64, the remainders 7,25 and <^3
added together make 96. Therefore we muft feek three fuch Cubes that if 1 be lubtrafted from every one of them , the fumm of the three remainders may be a Square :
But the fides of three fuch Cubes are , f ,ff and 2,(found out by the preceding ^^Hefi.66,)
and the Cubes themfelves are
75 and 8 , from every one of which if i be
fubtracled, the three remainders will be f
and 7, whofe fumm in its leaft
terms is the Square -^ff, whofe fide is -f. Now fay the help of thofe remainders,
let the work be renewed thus , viz.
. i
^
5* For the fumm of the three numbers fought put
aaa
Whence
the
Cube
of
their
fumm
is
.
...
6.
ii.il
Then for the firft number put.
3375 aaa
7-

.

8 For the fecond..

*3375^^^

9* And for the third.
I o Then the fumm pf the three numbers lafl: expreft is

;>

11. Which fumm muft be equal to a^ which in the fifth ftep was?
put for the fumm of the three numbers fought, therefore S
12. Which Equation, after due Redudion, difeoversthe fumm'
of the three numbers fought, viz.
.
* .
. .

7 aaa
iii'aaa
2.5

■^2 j aaa r= a
a = 1s

Therefore from the twelfth, feventh, eighth and ninth fteps, the three numbers fought
will be
is tJ, the Cube whereof is tsfh
which being added to every one of the faid three numbers, the fumms will be Cubes, to wit,
^^±2.ix —n TTyjAi > whofe Tides are ri , fi and H ; therefore the Queftion is
fatisfied , and by the help ol the preceding
66. may be extended to tour, fave or

as many numbers as lhall be delired.

SlvEsr.

. ■

68

To find two Cube-numbers, that if their difference be increafed with a given number,'
fuppofe 2 , it may make a Square, and that the fide of the greater Cube may be lefs than i
a number given.
^ ^
RE SO^
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RESO LVTIO N.

a
. . . .
2, For the fide of the greater Cube put <«'-]- one third part of >
forne fc^uare number - but fuch third part mufl: be lefs than i the> a . ^
prefcribed limit, therefore let the fide of the greater Cube be .
3 Therefore the greater Cube is ... •
4 And the lelfer Cube is.^
. . . . .^
5 Therefore the difference of the faid Cubes is
6 To which differeiice add 2 the number firft given in the Que-1 ^ ^ ^a~\-ra
ftion, and the furam is.5
— 1
j a/
7. Which fumm m’uft be equal to a Square, the fide whereof mufl be fo feigned that the
the value of a may be lefs than |, for then
( the fide of the greater Cube )
will be lefs than i , as the Queftion requires. Now to caufe that effed, the fide of
the faid Square may be feigned to be either a
any known number between tool and i
ot elfe — <« -j- any known number between i
and ztot? C^hkh limits may
be found out by the method directed in the preceding
12. ) let therefore the !•
faid fide be feigned ^ + f , and then the Square of a -j-f being equated to the fumm
in the fixth ftep, this Equation arifeth , uU.
ti.
M *“1^
-j"*. “3
—
■^1* »7 •
a —
S. Which Equation after due Reduftion gives.
5?. Therefore from the eighth, firft and fecond fteps the Tides of ^ A and 4;
9
the two Cubes fought are ............ i 9
10. The Cubes of which fides 9 and f, viz,.
and
will folve the Queftion; for
if to their difference 7^^ you add 2 , the fumm -ff is a Square, and 9 the fide of
the greater Cube is lefs than i, as was required.
1. For the fide of the leffer Cube fought put

.

Example, 2.
Let it be required to find two Cube-numbers whofe difference added to 145 ^ (a given
number ) may make a Square, and that the fide of the greater Cube niay be lefs than 9
( a number given.)
Resolution.
1. For the fide of the leffer Cube put.\
a
2. For the fide of the greater Cube put
one third part of.
forae fquare number, but fuch third part muft be lefs than 9
a +•3
the limit above prefcribed; therefore let the faid fide be
^
Therefore
the
greater
Cube
is
.
.
.
.
.
,
I'
•
34 And the lefl'er Cube is.add
-J-944-j-2
27
5^ Therefore the difference of thofc Cubes is.^
6. To which difference adding the number firft given in this?
.
.
.
14^8
Examples, to wit,..£
7. The fumm will be
. . i
7^^1-1485
8. Which fumm muft be equal to a Square, the fide whereof mufl: be fo feigned that the
value of a may be lefs than 6, for then 4
3 ( which in the fecond ftep was affumed
for the fide of the greater Cube foughr) will be lefs than the prefcribed limit 9 ; Now
to caufe that effeif, the fide of the faid Square may be feigned to be
any number
between 26 and 39 , or —
any number between 3 8 and 63 ; fuppofe therefore
the faid fide be feigned 3 <*4-3 (5, then the Square of 3<?-j-*3 6 being equated to the
fumm in the feventh ftep , this Equation arifeth, viz..
9^4 ^ 2lCa
1296 := 944 -j-^ 274
148 J.
9. Which Equation after due Reduflion gives.^4=1
10. Therefore from the ninth, firft and fecond fteps of this?
and
fecond Example, the fides of the Cubes fought are . . .5 *
11. The Cubes of which fides i and 4, viz,. 1 and 6’4 will folve the Queftion . for
if their difference 63 be added to 14 s'8 the number given in Example 2. it makes the
Square 1521, whofe fide is 395 and 4 the fide of the greater Cube is lefs than 9, as
was required.
~
.
Example 3.
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Aeain, the fame numbers i45:.B and 9 being given as before in Example 2. the fide
of the b^jare mentioned.in the.eighthilep may be feigned to be r, ( which
is within the limits there expreft,) and then the Square of —3^4.48 being equated
to gaa~-\-z7a-'\- 1485 , (before expreft in the feventh ftep, ) after due Rednftion the
fidesof two Cubestofolve^ey?.68. as itjs before propos’d in Example z. will be found
inA j ;• tncrciuic
therefore the
and
lilt Cubes therafelves are ^■'^f^jand-f-jf, whole difference
added to the given number 1498 fnakes a Square ^ to wit,
, whofe fide is
j
and -f the fide of the greater Cube is lefs than the pretbribed number
.

^VES r. 6g.

?*

To find two fuch cube-numbers, that if each of them be fubtrafted from'a given fquared
cube-number, the fumra of the remainders may be a'Square.

RESO'LVTION,
,' j j ■*'
;

,

V

,

^

(((■ ■}

.'t'

t*

■ -'1
Let,the given fquared cube-number be . .
^ 4adddd ov d^,
The Root or fide Whereof is . V . ..» •
For the fide of the firfi Cube fought put
d
The Cube thereof is . .
‘
• • * *
For the fide of the other Cube fought put
i _a4^dd
■ T'
^
the cube-root of the given fquared Cube, We.. .
;i
6. The Cube thereof is .... ... .^ —aaa^^^ddad
7. Then by fubtr<ading the Cube in the fourth ftep fromj ' , ^ ^aaa
’
' ‘
the given fquared Cube in the firft, there will remain f ^
8. And by fuberafting the Cnbe in the fmh ftep from?
thegiven fquared; Cub^; in the fir ft, there Will remain i
^
9. The fumm of thofe remainders ( in the feventh aijd / ^ ^ddaaAcigluh fiieps) is , • . ^
• • . • ?- j
j•
•
^
^
!>■
10. - Which furam muflbe equal t6 Square, the fide'whereof (in regard is a Square)
we may feign to be either ea~\^‘ddd.f oir ea-r“ddd, where e reprefents a number
yet unknown, and to be chofen according to the limit hereafter dilcdvered : ) Firft then
let the faid fide be feigned ea^ddd^_ and then the Square of €a'-\-ddd being equated
to the fumm in the ninth ftep, will give" ‘
' *
, .
- i
.— -xddaa -1- '^d'^a -j- d\ = eeaa -f- 2WJ4
*' •' ‘
.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

11. Which Equation after due Redu^ion gives . .

^ 4 =

—

12. Tha-efore from thcTeleventh, firft;, fecond,-d. e^ddA^red}
abd fifth, fteps the fides of the, two Cubes rought>
will ht found equal, to thefe quantities ,
, A
^
\ f -^
12 Again , forafrauch as the fide of the Square mentioned in the tenth ftep may be feigned
^to be — (idd (as well as;
faid, fide be ea
ddd^pnd then its Square
being equated to the fumm in the ninth ftep, this Equation.arifeth^
' v
_ ^ddaa -L sd'^a -V d^ ^
^ zed^a
'
v! • ■ _L
* ■*
14. Which Equation'after due lleduifiidn give's
*C ^
"^dd^i^ ee
ic. Therefore from th6 fourteenth,-firft, fccofid, third^ r^d^'A^iedy'‘ll:i ddee Adi
and fifth ftepV the fides of the-two'Cubes-fought '^}Y,"lddA-ee~:f ' ^ddA^ee
be found equal to thefe quaniitiesy W*- v . .ou'A - .
^
The two quantities 'expreft by letters in the twcjfth’ftep will give

1.

• .

[CAN,0'<N1><^*'>

i

- .

id. Suppofing d to be .the fide or Rohit of'the.fquared ^
kn»number, with this CautfonThat its double may be lefsjthan the
d;, and
call the number taken e, then the fides of the two Cubes fought fliall be there,__

^dd 4“.

’

/

it'

't
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I

Examfle in Numbers.

' Let there be givctt any fquared cube-number, as' . . • . . *
(^4 =
The Root or Tide whereof is . . .
. . ... .• . * r** 2 =
Then take 3 number for f, according to the Caution iritheCr4»o;^, as
2 = ip
Then by the Canon you will find ^

^

fides of the Cubes fought.

The Cubes of which fides i and 3, vIk,. i and *7 will folve the Queftlon propofed •
for if each of thofe Cubes be fubtrafted fromihegiven fquaredCvibe 64 j the fumm of
the remainders dj and 3 7 makes a Square, to wit ,100.
,
,.
The tWo quantities expreft by letters in the fifteenth fiep will give

CANON il

,

. ,
17* Suppofing d to be the fide or Root of a given iquared cube-number, take fqmc known
number with this Caution , That it be greatei: than the double of
and call the nuiil«
ber taken e, then the fides of the two Cubes fought (hall be thefe, vita
' „j
ddee — led^

and

^dd-f-^ee
An Exmfle if Canon a. in Nmbers.
Let there be given any fquared Cube« as . ^ i. . » . P I
x
The fide or Root wlWrew is . ... . . . . • • '. • • . ^ 1 = 4
Then take a number for r, according to the Caution in C4»oif 2. as
4 = <
j

Then by Cairn ai you will find ?

jr
3

dd

fodghta

19

ei

^

The Cubes of which (ides ^^Jand r|, vi^ ||f| and
wiO folve ^Mefi.69. for
if each of thofe Cubes be fubtea^fed from i the given fquared Cubc^ the fumm of the
femainders makes a Square, to'wit‘, flf, whofefideis
^
•' ^
SJ^MST. 70.
To find three fuch cube-numbers, that if every one of them be fubtra^ied from a giveci
Cube, fappofe 1, the fumm of the three remainders may be a Square.
■,1'1 •

EESOIVTION.
, Htfii by the foregoing’^g^y?. OS.find two fuch cube-numbers^ that their difference
being addeo to 2(the double of the Cube given in this Quefiion,) the fumm may be
2 Square, and that the greater of thofe two Cubes may be lefs than the given Cube i.
si
Sut two wch Cubes are ^faind^t 95 whofe fides are J and J, ( found out in the firft
' MxamptieO( ^l^fi.6^*') for if the difference of the faid Cubes be added to 2, the fumm
is
, whichis a (quafe number whofe (ide is - J.
2i Then , for the- fide of thefirfi; of the three Cubes fought put >
a — f, (f being the fide of the greater of the two Cubcs> 4—.f .
found out m the firft (lep,) .
.. -J

5* Then from the fecondftepthe firft Cube will be , . .
444---^f44+i^4~y^
6, And from the third ftep,thefecond Cube will be
—4444-344—34-j-*
7. And from the fourth ftep the third Cube will be
I! ;
• . 7^9
Then accord^ to the C^etlion fubiraift thofe three Cubes' feverally from the given
Cube I, . (b the three remainders (hall be thefe, to wit,
— aaa
^%aa —
’
*

^

l».

m ' 0

4-444 -•

i»

*

r ^

*

344 “h 34,
i

+

p. The
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o. The fumm of the faid three remainders is .
. .
-jif-f1 o. VVhich fumm muA be equal to a Square, whofe fide , to the end the value of a may
be greater than f, but lefs than i , ( as the Pofitions in the fecond and third fleps do
require ) may be feigned to be either
any number of a between
and
rloo^, or elfe
— any number of a greater than
( which limits may be
found our by the method before delivered in ^eji. 13. of ihhBook,'^) fuppofe there
fore the faid fide to be
, then the Square of \a
being equated to thi
the
fumm of the three remainders in the ninth ffep, this Equation arifeth , i/iz..
—
-j
—.
►—1“ 17^ 1 Hi
I
11. Which Equation atter due Reduction will give . . J> a = 1 6
11. Therefore irom the eleventh, fecond , third and fourth ^ -ii ^^1
Reps, the fides of the three Cubes fought will be thefe, S I 44 > I 44 > and r44
13. The Cubes of which fides are thefe.^
Which three Cubes will folvc the Q^cRion , as will appear By
<

\

<

r«y^A

•

t

The Proof.

By fubtra^fing feverally the faid three Cubes found out from
the Q^eRion ,) the three remainders will be thefe,
2837107
2985984

5

5

2966301
2985984

7

(the Cube given in

2981888
Z9S5984

It 1 ia.9i.
The fumm of ihofe remainders is.^
» f •
298598+
Which fumm reduced to its leaR terms by the common
20 7 3 6
Divifor 144 , will be
.
.
Which
is a Square, whofe fide is
■ therefore the Queftion is folved, and
( as is evident by the tenth Rep ) capable of innumerable Anfwers, the pofitions in the
fecond, third and fourth Reps flanding unaltred,
il.L2.3.2.

Ohfervations upon the preceding Refolution of QucR. 70,
1. The chief fcope in the faid Refolution is, to form the pofitions for the fides of the
three Cubes fought in fuch manner , that when the faid Cubes are feverally fubtrad:ed from
the Cube given in the Queftion, there may be a poflibility of equating the fumm of the
three remainders to a Square, which fumm ( as you fee in the ninth Rep) is — ^aa -[-* f
-ff , which could not be equated to a Square if •‘■ff were not an affirmative fquare
number; I ftiall therefore Ihew how the faid -ff doth neceflarily become an affirmative
fquare number by the preceding Operation.
2. If the lubtraftion of every one of the three feigned Cubes in the fifth, fixth and
feventh Reps from the given Cube i, as alfo the adding of the remainders together be well
examined , it will appear, that by adding the Cube yfl to i , and by fubtrafting the Cube
77^ from I, and then by adding that fumm and remainder together, their fumm is -ff,
which (in regard by Conftrudion the greater of the faid Cubes, to wit,
is added to i,
and the leffer ryy is fubtraited from 1 ) is the fame with the fumm that will arife by adding
the differenceot thofe Cubes unto 2,(the double of i.) '^For if the greater of two num¬
bers be added unto, and the leffer be fubtrafted from a third number, the fumm and remain¬
der added together will rviake the fame fumm that arifeth by adding the difference of thofe
two numbers to the double of the faid third number : But by ConRrudion in the firft
ftep of the Refolution , the faid Cubes
and
are found fuch that their difference
added to 2 makes a Square, to wit, ‘fy. Whence it is manifeft that the Algebraick quan¬
tity —
is capable of being equated to a Square, and that varioufly,
as you fee in the tenth ftep of j_the Refolution,
Example 2.
Lex it be required to find three fuch Cube-numbers, that if every one of thembefubtradfed from a given Cube, fuppofe 725? , the fumm of the three remainders may be
a fquare number.
Eefolntiofi.
I. Firfl, by
find two fuchCubes that if their difference be added to 1458,
to wit, the double of the given Cube 729, the fumm may be a Square, and that the fide
of the greatrr of thofe two Cubes may be lefs than 9 the fide of the given Cube 729 1
But two fuch Cubes are 64 and i, ( found out in the fecond
of ^efi.6^.')
O
for
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for if their difference 63 be added to the prefcribed number 1458, the fumm 1521
is a Square whofe fide is ^ 9.
2. Then tor the fide of the firft of the three Cubes fought^
let there be put — 4, (4 being the fide of the Cube 64,^ . a — 4
the greater of the two Cubes found out in the firft ffep,) ^
3. For the fide of the fecond Cube fought put — a ^-9,? _ ^
^
( 9 being the fide of the given Cube 719
^
4. Let the fide of the third Cube be 1, to wit, the fide or ?
^ , i
the lefler of the two Cubes fouhd out in the firft ftep , . 5 *
^
^,
'5. Then ( according to theQueffion) fubtratff feverally the Cubes of thofe three tides
(affuoied in the three laft fteps) from the given Cube 729 , and add the three remainders
together , fo the fumm will be
—• i^aa
195^
I pi*
6. Which lumm muff: be equal to a Square, whofe fide, to the end the value of a. may be
greater than 4, but lefs than 9, as the fecond and third fteps require, may be teigned
to be either 39+ any number of a between
and i
or elfe 39
an^y
number of 4 between
and 2i-olf4, (which limits may be found out by the
method delivered in ^efi. 13. of this Book. ) Suppofe therefore the
fide be
feigned 39 + ^, then the Square thereof being equated to tht fumm in the filth Itep*
this Equation will arife, to wit,
aa 4^ 784 4-* 1521. =: —- i 544 4* 195^ 'T' *
7. Which Equation alter due Redudfion gives . . • . ^ 4 =
8. Therefore from thefeventh, fecond, third and fourth?
a, ^^d i (orfj)
fteps the fides of the three Cubes fought are thefe * . . J "« ’ * ^
^♦ o 9 ^
^
9. And confequently the Cubes themfelves are . .
”^4l96»"4096>4095 C®*- '
Which three Cubes will folve the Queftion, as will be evident by
Tie Proof.

By fubtrafting every one of thefaid three Cubes in the ninth ftep from the given Cube
729 , the three remainders will be thefe,
2837107
4096

>

296630!
4096

)

2981888
4096 •

The fumm of thofe remainders is.. )>
Which fumm being reduced to its leaft terms by thej
common Divifor 16, will be.^
Which is a Square, whofe fide is
^

x±2^3ix

4096

J
]

Exam fie 3.

11 Again, the fame things remaining as before in the fecond Example from the firfl: to^
* the fixth ftep, we may feign the fide of the Square mentioned in the faid fixth ftep to be
zo — 10^, and then the Square of 39 — '04 being equated to — 1544 4- *95^,
4-IJ2I will give
4 — aj.
A
2. Therefore from the fecond, third and fourth fteps of Example 2. the fides of three
other Cubes to folve the Queftion propounded in the faid fecond Example will be foundj
thefe, to wit,
-ff , if , and i (or if.)
7 And confequently the Cubes themfelves are
f
_123.iL
I V. or r*l 67* )
12167
Which three Cubes being feverally fubtrafted from the given Cube 729 , the fumm
- three
•
=-*—-:ii
of- the
remainders
in its leaft terms will Lbe * 1 0 8 8 0 9 vvhich is a Square , whofe
fide is -°zf, as was required va Example 2,
io<S4-7*-»

.•».«

^

N

^VEST. 71.

[ Another way of folving the preceding Queft. 70. when the given Cube is a fquarid
Cnbe, or the Cube of a Square. ]
Let it be required to find three Cube-numbers, fuch, that if every one of them be
fubtrafted from a given fquared Cube-number, fuppofe 64, the fumm of the three remain¬
ders may be a Square.

RE SO‘
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RESO LVTION.
1. Firft, by the foregoing ^efi,69, find two fuch cube-numbers, that if each of them
be fubtrafted from the given fquared Cube 6^, the fumm of the remainders may be
a Square ; fuch are the Cubes i and 27, (found out in the Example of
i. of the
faid ^efi. 69.) for if each of them be fubtraded from <54, the fumm of the remain™
ders makes the Square too,
2. Then for the fide of thefirft of the three Cubes fought^
put a
either of the Tides of the two Cubes found out'
a
in the firft fiep,
_
3. For the fide of the fecond Cube put — ^ + 4, (4 being 7
—
the iide of the given fquared Cube 64^').?
4^ Let the fide of the third Cube, be the fide of the other of 7
the two Cubes found out in the firft ftep , to wit ^
. .5
aaa,-\5. Therefore from the.fecond ftep the firft Cube is . . . !;>

1

- -

6. And from the third ftep, the fecond Cube is
7. And from the fourth ftep, the third Cube is

.
.

,
.

•
.

2^^—48<«4“<54

. ^

.

8. Then (according to the Queftion ) fubtrad thofe three Cubes feverally from the givea
fquared Cube 64, fo the three remainders will be thefe, to wit,
— aaa—

1.
2.

•j~*

63,

' 12 A A

4

j

3.4-37-_
The fumm of which remainders is^ — 15-too,
1 c. Which fumm is to be equated to a Square , but the fide thereof rauft be fo feigned
that the value of a may be lefs than 5 , to the end the fide a -1- i in the fecond ftep
may be lefs than 4, becaufe the Cube of *-1- i muft be fubtraded from the Cube
of 4. Now to caufe that effed, the fide of the faid Square may be feigned r o -I-- any
number of a lefs than.2j^?, or 10 — any number of a greater than 6rA • ( which
limits may be found out by the method before delivered in
13. of this Book ; )
Let therefore the faid fide be feigned <* -j-™ 10 , then the Square thereof, to wit, aa-^
2C4 + 100 being equated to the fumm of the remainders in the ninth ftep, this Equation
arifeth, viz.,
aA>\-* loA100 r= —100,
a
.
11 Which Equation, after due Redudion, gives .
16
12. Thererefore from the eleventh , fecond, third and fourth
±x
i.9. and 3
fteps, the Tides of the three Cubes fought will be found
I 6
I 6
thefe , tb wit, .
.
13. Therefore the Cubes themfelves are
4096
409 6 and 27
Which three Cubes will folve the Queftion , as will be evident by

The Proof.
By fubtrading the faid three Cubes feverally from 64, (the fquared Cube given in the
Queftion,) the three remainders will be thefe;
193125

20282,^

4096

4096

The fumm of thofe remainders is.^
Which fumm being reduced to its leaft terms by the com- 7

4096
2^46

mon Divifor,i6, will be ;
. .
.*•.••• *5"
.
1
Which
is a Square whofe fide is -fj, therefore the Queftion is folved.
Example. 2.
Let it be required to find three fuch Cube-numbers, that if every one of them be fubtraded from i, the fumm of the three remainders may be a Square.
Fefoluiion,
I. Firft, by the preceding

^9. find two fuch Cube-numbers that if each of them
be fubtraded from i, to wit, the given fquared Cube, the fumm of the three remainders
may be a Square •, ‘ fuch are the Cubes
and
, for if each of them be fubtraded
from I, the fumm of the remainders will be
, which is a Square.
O 2 ' ■ '
2- Then
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2. Then for the fide of the firfi of the three Ctibes fought put

Book III.
the?

^
4
fide of one of the two Cubes found out in thefirftftep, to wit, . S
3. And for the iide of the fecond Cube put —
i, ( i being the fide of ^
^ -j- I
the given iquared Cube,) ...
4. And let the iide of the third Cube be the fide of the other of the two ? ^
j.
Cubes found out in the firfl: fiep, to wit,..
"*■
y. Then ( according to the Queftion) fubtrad feverally the Cubes of thofe three Tides
afi'umed in the three laft foregoing Heps from i , (the given fquared Cube,) and add
the three remainders together, fo the fumm will be
-1-(0^ V6-)
.
,
.
6. Which fumm rauft be equal to a Square , whofe fide rauft: be fo feigned that the value
of a may belefs than
to the end the fide ^*4-4 in the fecond flep ol this fecond
Example may be lefsthan i , for then every one of the three remainders ol the fubtradion mentioned in the fifth ftep will be greater than nothing. Now to caufe that
efFed, the fide of the faid Square may be feigned J
any number of d lefs than
or elfe 4— any number of a greater than
; therefore let the faid fide be feigned
^, then the Square thereof being equated to the fumm of the three remainders
in the fifth flep, from that Equation you will find
a —

7. Therefore from the fixth,fecond,third and fourth fteps, the fides of the three Cubes fought
will be
. ti > 6 4 and f
8. And confequently the Cubes tlumfelves are
9.2 i
AiS.il*:
2 6i* 44
26*1 44
262*44'

Which three Cubes will foive the Queftion before propounded in Example z, as
will be manifeft by
The Proof,

By fubtrading every one of the faid three Cubes in the eighth ftep from i., (the
given fquared Cube, the three remainders will be thefe, to wit,
19^x2;?
2oz8zv
262144

5^

5

262.144

262144

.
.
'I ..^ iibifi.2.2.
262*44
Which fumm being reduced to its leaft terms by the common DiAAiAi
i63i^4
vifor 16 , will be.^._
Which is a Square, whofe fide is
; therefore the Quefiion is folved.

The fumm of thofe remainders is

Example 3. ^

<

I. The fame things being fuppofed as in the firft ftep of Example 2. we may vary the
fides afluraed in the fecond, third and fourth fteps, in this manner, viz.,

1

4*

Inftead of

.

:

.

^

i, > we may afifume
4*

Then by fubtrading feverally the Cubes of the three fides above-expreft on the right
hand from i, and adding the three remainders together, the fumm will be

AA

4. Which fumm muft be equal to a Square, whofe fide muft be fo feigned that the value
of a may be lefs than
to the end the* fide
may be lefs than 3. Now to
caufe that effed we may feign the faid fide to be J
any number of a lefs than
,
or \— any number ol ^ greater than io<«; Tuppofe therefore the faid fide be feigned
4, then the Square thereof being equated to the fumm of the three remainders
before mentioned in the third ftep, from that Equation you will find
X
^ - S8*
-5. Therefore from thofe three affumed fides which are placed on the right hand in the
fecond ftep of this third Exatnplejthe fides of the three Cubes fought will be thefe, to wit,
6-2
A*
8 8 •» 12
8 8^ arifl
ana gg-.
6. And confequently the Cubes themfelves are
20 0JJ4A
6ilioX
_i£.64:l'
^
•
681472 > 681472 > 68* 47 2.*,
Which three Cubes will folve the Queftion before-propos’d in Example 2. for if every
one of them be fubtra£led from the given fquared Cube i, the fumm of the three remainders
in its leaft terms will be f f I7 f, which is a Square whofe fide is
^EST,7^•

•

j
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To find four cube-numbers, fuch, that if they be feverally fiibtraaed from a given
fquared cube-number, fuppofe 54,the fumm of the four remainders may be a fquare number.
RESO LVTION.
.
1. By the foregoing ^efl. 71. find three fuch Cubes, that if they be feverally fubtrafted
from the eiven faunal Cube 64 , the fumm of the three remainders may be a Square ;
fuch are ^he Cubes
and 27 , whofe fides are -, - and 3 , ( found
out in Example i. of
71.) tor if the faid Cubes be feverallyfubtracted from 64,
the fumm ot the three remainders in its lead terras will be
^, which is a Square,
whofe fide is -f
2. Then for the fide of the firft of the four Cubes fought put >
.
^
^ j ( which 3 is the fide of one of the three Cubes > . ^ -j- 3
found out in thefirft ftep,).• *3
3. For the fide of the fecond Cube put — ^ -1- 4, ( 4 being ? _^ + 4
the Cube-root of the given fquared Cube 64,) .
4. Let the fide of the third Cube be another of the fides of? ^
the faid three Cubes found out in the firfl: ftep, viz,: . .3 * *
5. And let the fide of the fourth Cube be the fide of the7 ^ ^
remaining Cube in the firft ftep, to wit,.3
6. Therefore (from the fecond ftep) the firft Cube fought is
aaa
^aa -h 2 ja -ri ?
7. The fecond Cube is..2 f-48^4-64
8. The third Cube is
..
p. And the fourth Cube is j ..^
u z
10. Then thofe four Cubes being feverally fubtrafted from the given fquared Cube 64,
the four remainders will be thefe , to wit,

The Proof.
Rv fuhtraaine thofe four Cubes feverally from the given fquared Cube 64 ( ot
124119901111
2.5 I i45 6°®°

common Divifor 1360, will be
Which is a Square, whofe fide is

.

,*

•

.•

•

•

•

^

Therefore

iio
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Therefore the Queftion is folved j and if the method of refolving this and the preceding ^efl. 71. be well .examined, it will not be difficult to apprehend how;o find out as
many Cubes as fhall be defired, which being feverally fubtra6f ed from a given fquared cubenumber, or ftom the Cube of i given Square, the fumm of the remainders may be a Square.

^VEST. 73To find two numbers, that if each of them be fubtrafted from the Cube of their fumm,
the remainders may be Cubes.

RESO LVTIO N.
Firfl:, making choice of fome fquare number as 4, I put
for the fumm of the two
numbers fought, the Cube whereof will be
then for the firft number 1 put 564^1^,
and for the other number ^'jaaa, for thefe two being feverally fubtrafted from 6^aaa;
the remainders will be i-’aaa and zyaaa, which are manifeftly Cubes, whereby one part
of the Queflion is fatisfied : It remains that the fumm of the faid affumed numbers 5 6aaa
and 37444 be equal to 44, viz. 93444 = 44 j whence by dividing each part by 4, there
arifeth 9^44 = 4. Now if the faid 93 were a fquare number, then the value of 4
would be a rational number, and confequently the Queffion folved.
But 93 not being a Square, we muff enquire whence it arifeth, ihd by exarhining the
Operation it will appear, that the two Cubes Sand 27 having been fubtradfed feverally
from 64, the remainders are 56 and 37, the fumm whereof makes 93 before mentioned.
So that our firfl fcope mufl; be to find .two fuch Cubes that if each of them be fubtraifed
from the fquared Cube 64, the fumm‘of the reniainders may be a Square: But fuch are the
Cubes I and 27, (found out by Canon 1. of the foregoing
69. ) tor if each of
them be fubtrafted from 64, the fumm of the remainders 63 and 37 makes the Square 100 t
therefore I begin the Refolution a-new thus 5 viz.
-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ilY

..

For the fumm of the two numbers fought I put
. ; . I .
; 44
The Cube thereof is.• • 64444
Then for one of the two numbers fought I put . . . . . .
. 63 aaa
And for the other number fought 1 put.^
• 37444
Which two numbers being feverally fubtrafted from 64444 the?
*
remainders will be Cubes, to wit,.S
'
6. But the fumm of the numbers affumed in the third and fourth fteps ?
_
muft be equal to 44 in the firft ftep, therefore.^
7. Which Fquation duly reduced, gives .. ..
....
, a = ^
8. Therefore from the feventh, third and fourth fteps thetwonura- ?
bers fought are ....y
Which numbers will folve the Queffion propos’d, as will be manifeft by
The Proof,
9. The fumm of the two numbers found out, to wit,
j and rtf > is 1> • f
10. Therefore the Cube of their fumm is.|>
j 1. From which j-f-f fubtraft each of the numbers 5-f|- and rtf , fo?
the remainders are Cubes, to wit, . .
. .
. .
. .J

Another Example.
1. Firff, 1 take forae fquare number, as i, then I fearch out two fuch Cubes that each
of them being fubtraded from i , (the Cube of the Square firff taken,) the fumm of
the remainders may be a Square • fuch are the Cubes
and
, whofe fides
are 7^ and t|, found out in the Example of Canon 2.
69, ) for if each of
ihofe Cubes be fubtraded from 1 ^ the fumm of the remainders fand
will be
~68i9 5
i^'
leaft terms f-f f, which is a Square whofe fide is f J ; then by the help
of thofe Cubes and remainders I form the Refolution as before in the firff Example, viz,
2. For the fumm of the two numbers fought I put 4 or 14,?
( I being the fquare number firff taken,).5 * ^
3. The Cube of the faid fumm is.^ 1444
4. Then for one of the two numbers fought I put ... . }> Hfl444
5. And for the other number fought,.J> f|f|444
6. Which two numbers being feverally fubtraded from 1444, the 7
,
j <•*
remainders will be Cubes, to wit,.^ 6859444and 6^79444
7. But

Queft. 74.
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7. But the fumm of the two numbers in the fourth and fifth fteps7 4^^ ^
muff be equal to 14 in the fecond ftep, therefore.i
_
8 Which Equation duly reduced gives . . . . .
4 —
S,; Therefore from the eighth, fourth and fifth fteps, the two numbers ?
fought, in their Icaft terms, will be found • * , * *
! *0 ,
wLh numbers will folve the Queftion propos d, as will be evident by

'

The Proof.

The fumm of the two numbers found out in the ninth ftep to wit.? ^
-iiss andis in the leaft terms
..S
yV
The Cube ot that fumm IS .
.
• Vl * * * . *
From which Cube if you fubtraftfevcrally the faid numbers found 7 xx ^nd if
out, the remainders will be the Cubes of thefe Tides, to wit, . . o__
74. ( Quaeft. 19. Lib. 5. Diophm. )
To find three M numbers , that if every one of them be fubtraaed from the Cube
of their fumm, the three remainders may be Cubes.
■■ a- j
^VE ST,

Vrhe r«t»/Diophantus in the RlfcluHm of this S^Jiion is fo ohfcm-e,
^ net mi fitisfJhrj Anfwer, 1 Ihnll therefore fheve howto folve tt hy two
rvAjs of mj ofvn , hj the Utter of which this ^eftton maj be txtertc/edto fonr, five,
as manj numbers as Jhall be defired. 3
RESO LVTION,

T

Firft take anv fquare number, as i, then fearch out three fuch Cubes that if they
■ be feverally fubLaed from the Cube of the faid fquare number^i^.^^he

«d,ng
70. ) for if thVfe Cubes be feverally
^ “ “'F ’^hhh
fumm of the three remainders f 9 s’?9 «
» 9 ^984
a ?»19 » 4
^
Cubes and
is a 6'quare, whofe fide is f . Now by the help of thofe three preparatory Cu
remainders, I proceed thus,
, , ,
/■ k«;nr*rJip7
2. For the fumm of the three numbers fought I put 4, or
( i being
7
fquare number firft taken,) .. . . . ...
2. Therefore the Cube of thefaidfutnm is . . . *
* frhe^
1 Then for the firft of the three numbers fought I put *985 984^^*^ Cne^
^
being one of the three remainders before mentioned in> 2985984
c.'fn like ™mier having muitipiiedtjiefecond remainder into aan, I putf
the Produft for the fecond number fought, to wit, . . . . • -S
6, Likewife multiplying the third remainder into aaa, I put the Product 7
7- Whichltnumto^^
fteps '’tg/lT''Tb'^'c f toZt
' the *hree remainders will (by the Conftruaion in the firft ftep) be Cubes, wwit,

’

8 But the fumm of the three numbers in the fourth, fifth and fi«h fteps muft e eqna
'to I. in the fecond ftep, whence this Equation anfeth,
= 14.
20736

„

r.

.SirtS: t-., m ^

U

^ _

liA

: .hI -™

foUvjht w
Which three numbers will folve the aoeftion, as will be evident by
The Proof.

The fumm of thefaid three numbers is rHUntt
it fmallcfttetmsby thecommonDivifor 61009, makes .

.

•

•

•

'“J i tj?
o

The Cube of the raid fumm is..

“"‘From
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From which Cube fubtra£ling feverally the three numbers found out in the tenth ffep,'
the remainders will be thefe three Cubes, to wit,
148877
15069123

5

>

15069225

409(f
15069213 •

The Hdes of which Cubes are thefe , viz,.
35

247

16
147

3

247

Therefore the Queftion is folved.

But becaufe the operation in finding out the three numbers, as alfo the three Cubes
with their Tides as aforefaid will be exceeding laborious by reafon of long fraclions, unlefs
fome Compendiums be ufed, I lhall give a Canon deducible from the premises to leffen the
work, refpeft being firfl had to thefe foUowing
Preparatory Dire^ions,
T. Firfl, the Rules for multiplying and dividing Fraftions in SeSt. 12^26. of Chap. 6.
Bcoh^ 1. rauft be diligently obferved, that the Products and Quotients may come out in
the fmalleft terras.
2. Secondly, when one,two or more numbers are to be feverally multiplied by fome num¬
ber, and the Produils are to be feverally divided by the fame number, that multiplication
and divifiori may be quite omitted, for the numbers firfl propos’d to be multiplied will be
the fame with the Quotients that arife by the faid multiplication and divifion.Moreover,when
one, two or more numbers are to be feverally multiplied by fome number, and the Products
are to be divided by fome number greater or lefs than that multiplying number, reduce
the faid Multiplicator and Divifor into the leaft terms ( when they are notfuch already )
by their greateft common Divifor, and take the Quotients for a new Multiplicator and
Divifor inltead of thofe firfl preferibed : As, if 41, 39 and 48 be to be feverally multi-'
plied by 32 , and the Produdls be to be feverally divided by 16 , I firfl reduce the faid 32
and 16 to the fmallefl terms in the fame Reafon by the common Divifor 16, fo the Quo¬
tients or new terms will be 2 and i • then multiplying 41, 39 and 48 feverally by 2,
(infleadof 32,) and dividing the Produ«3:s feverally by i, (inflead of 1 (5,) the Quotients
will be 82, 78 and 95 , which are found out much fpeedier and in fmaller terms than thofe
that would be found out by multiplying the faid 41 , 39 and 48 by 32 , and dividing the
Produfts by 16 as was firfl preferibed. This Rule will oftentimes be very ufeful in the
fourth branch of the following Canon.
3. Thirdly, let the fquare number.firfl taken in the firfl flep of the foregoing Refolution of ihds
74. be called hb, and its fide b.
4. Fourthly, let the other fquare number which is equal to the fumm of the three
remainders found out in the faid firfl flep of the Refolution be called cc, and its fide c*
Thefe things premifed, I proceed to rhe
.
*

'

'

CANON.

‘

u Divide the known number b by >thc known number .c, and call the Quotient ,
which is now a known number.
.
. j
2. Divide the Cube of ^ by c, and let the Quotient be called dy which known number
is the fumm of the numbers fought by the Queflion,
3. Reduce the numbers a and d to their fmallefl common Denominator.
4. Reduce likewife the fides of the preparatory Cubes ( found out in the firfl flep of
the Refolution ) to their fmallefl common Denominator, then multiply feverally the Nu¬
merators of thofe Tides by the Numerator of the number a , and divide the Produfts
feverally by the faid common Denominator of the fides of the faid preparatory Cubes,
and referve the Quotients for Dividends.
5. Divide feverally thofe Dividends referved, by the Denominator of a or d, (for thefe
were above reduced to a common Denominator,) fo'fhall the Quotients be the fides of
the Cubes fought.
6. Laflly, by fubtrading feverally the Cubes of the Tides lafl found out, from the Cube
of the fumm of the numbers fought, ( which fumm was above found by the fecond flep.
of the Canon ,) the remainders (hall be the numbers fought, and the fmallefl that have
a common Denominator with the Cubes found out in the fifth flep of the Canon.
This Canon with the preceding preparatory Diredions may be pradically illuflrated
by the Examples of the preceding
^tid of this and the following 75 and 76
Queflions.
Example 2.
-

^

r •’ •

Hpf

m'-'
JaA
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i

Example 2.
Let it‘be required to find three fuch numbers, that if every one of them be fubtradled
from :he Cube of their fumra, the three remainders may be Cubes.
,,
1. Firff rake fome fquare number ^ as 9 , then find three fuch Cubes, that if they be
feveVally fubtracied from 729 ( the Cube of the faid Square 9 ) the fumm of the three
remainders may be a Square ; But three fuch Cubes are
"4^!^ and
,(or i,)
whofe Tides are fg, 7^ and i , ( found out in the fecond Example of ^e(t. 70. ) for
if ihofe Cub s be ieverallv fubtrafled from 729 , (or
j)
fumm of the three
remainders
, "“^4096
being reduced to its leaft terms will be
6 5 which IS a fquare number whofe fide is
2. Then by proceeding according to the foregoing preparatory Direi^ions and Canon/
the numbers and Cubes fought will be found to be the fame as were before found out
in the firfi Example ol this 74^** Quefiion.
Example 3.

1. Taking again the fame fquare number 9 as in the fecond Example, I feek three other
Cub^s, that every one of them being (ubtraded from 729 (the Cube of the faid Square 9)'fbe
fumm of the three remainders may be a Square : But three fuch Cubes are
ff , rtf if
and r , whofe Tides are -fj,
and 1 , (or if,) found out in the third Example of
70. for it thofe three Cubes be feverally fubtrafted from the faid 729 , the fumra
of tfte three remainders in its leaft terms will be
, yvhich is a Square, whofe fidd
is
aj*
2, Then by proceeding according to the preparatory Diredlions and the Canon, ( which
follow the firft Example of this 74*'’ Queftion,) the fides of the three Cubes fought will
be found itfjTff and 7ft, and the three numbex* fought are thefe, to wit,
and
whofe fumm m its leaft terras is fff , from the Cube whereof
ii rhe faid thfee numbers be feverally fubtra^fed, the three remainders will be Cubes,
WhuTe fides are thofe above found out. Therefore the Queftion is folved.
E S f. ’1 <).

( Another tvaj of felvhg the preceding'74. )

•

To find three fuch cube-numbers, that if every one of them be fubtraTled from the Cube
of their fumm, the remainders may be Cubes.
:

RESO LVTIO N.

-

1. Fitfl rake fome fquare number, as 4, then find three fuch Cubes that if they Be feverally
fubrrafted from 64 , ( the Cube of the faid Square 4 , ) the fumra of the three remain^ders may be a Square : But three fuch Cutfes are
, ^^09! arid 27 , whofe fides
are fg,
and 3, ( found out in the firft Example or
for if thofe Cubes be
(everaoV ihbtracled from the faid 64, the three remainders will be thefe, to wit, -^^09 6i
”4^9 6‘^nd -^^0 96 , whofc’fumra in its leaft terms is
, which is a Square whofe
fide is -f
2. Then'by proceeding according to the preparatory Direflions and Canon 'which follow
the firft Example of the preceding Suefi. 74. the fides of the three Cubes fought will
be iound thefe, to wit,
*
" ^
'
__82_

78

a
1
185
Acd confequently the Cubes ihemfelves arc
1813^

,

_ 88473<?
^331625

474'>S2

r
/«:

<;i

And the three numbers fought are thefe,
2124^ 6
6331625
Which will folve the Queftion , as will be manifeft by
The Proof.
1^45784

6331625

*1^22600

>I

6331625

a

X I

5. The fumm of the faid three numbers is
, which reducedjo its?
fraalleft terms by the common Divifor 34225, gives . . . ‘ I ' . o *
6. The Cube of the faid fumm is * .* ;
•. *. *. .
From which Cube if you fubtraft feverally the three numbers before found out in’hhe
fourth ftep, the remainders will be the three Cubes above expreft in the third ftep.
‘
p
Jmther

Another Exmfle.
I. Firft like fotne fqaate number, as i, >hen 6nd three fuch Cubes that if they be
■evetally fubirafted from i (the Cube of the Square firft
remainders may be a Square ; But three fuch Cubes are
and
juhnfe fiHet; are
bi and
i ( found out in the third Example of
7*0 for if
ihofe Cubes be fevVraily fubtra^ed from i , ( the Cube of the Square hrit taken ,) the
fu^m of the three remainders
. elfm
‘being reduced to us lead
terms wiU be
, which is a Square whofe iide is ffl
1, Then by proceeding according to-the preparatory Direaions and Canon ( whiA
Follow the firft Example of the preceding Quefi. 74.) the Tides of the three Cubes fotmht
iviU be found thefe, to wit, tif, ti? and tf ?; and the three numbers fought will be thefe,
to wit, riftmt.
and ilftfiff, which will folve the faid
as will appear by the Proof.

XpEST. 76To find four fuch numbers, that if every one of them be fubirafted from the Cube
of their fumm > the four remainders may be Cubes.

RES O LVTI O N,
I* Firft take fome fquarc number, as 4, then find four fuch Cubes that if they be feverally
^

^

y>*

I

rK<a

rp milinnpi's ITiaV

are tfto,Tf 6o> Tt6? ana Tj ^3,
of thrftid’ftfih Quefrion , ) for if thole
f,
the four remainders will De thefe, to wit, Hl'ij 4j 6oof>
zm'ifeooo % »yji4i6oo®
. which remainders being added together, the fumm in its lealt
terms is
, which is a Square whofe fide is
Ui. Then by proceeding according to the preparatory Diteaions and Canon, CWhicn
■ follow the firft Example of the foregoing
74-) ‘he fides of the tout Cubes
fought will be found thefe, to wit,
9368
^97'^
and
^yL
l6oi7
16027
J
16027
J
16027
:s

3. Therefore the four Cubes fought are thefe,
822I;}o284o52
^11677x^178}

»

$047922^2448
4M677101168}

>

;^86o887}ooq
4116771011665

»

^9H34^47Q‘^o__
4x167710x166}

A, Which Cubes being feverally fubtraded from the Cube of
( which by the
fecond branch of the Canon will be found out for the fumm of the four numbers fought,)
the remainders will be the numbers fought, to wit, thefe,
4-6<;78? 187968
4H677XOXI683

94-9304-S990^0
41x677x01166}

J

}S}l2i2}9?^2_ _ —9964792
) '411677x0x1687 ’ 411677X0X1665 •

Which four numbers folve the Queftion, as will appear by the Proof.
■ From the manner of folving this and, the preceding 75*'’ Queftion , it is eafie to ap¬
prehend how five, fix or as many numbers as fliall be deftred, may be found out, which
being feverally fubtraded from the Cube of their fumm, may leave as many Cubes: But
fo many numbers as are defired, fo many preparatory Cubes muft be firft found out, fuch,
that if they be feverally fubtraded from the Cube of fome fquare number chofen at pleaTure,
the fumm of the remainders may be a Square • which preparatory Cubes may be found
out by the method before delivered in Qncfi, 71, and 72.
_

- __

^VE ST,

77.

( Quaeft.

___ -r

20.

1

...

..

, ■■■I.

*

Lib. j. Diophant. )

To find three fuch numbers that if the Cube of their fumm be fubtraded from every
one of them, the remainders may be Cubes.
RESO LVTION,
.
I. Tor the futnm.of the three numbers fought put
.
.
.
1,'And let the three numbers be ..^
P444, i
3, L rfinw, ?hat their fumm 39444 be equated to 4, whence 3944 = \ j where
39 were a Squstre the Queftion would be folved by Rational uumbers. But 39
i..

.

.
.
if
is

Qneft. 78.
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not a Square, whence therefore is it produced ? Examine the Po/itions, and you will
find that 1 being added feverally to the three Cubes i, 8 and 27 , the fumra of thofe
three additions makes 39. We muft therefore fearch out three Cubes whofe fiimm
increafed with 3 may make a Square, to which end
4. For the fides of the three Cubes put
.
. . , . . •
^ j —3; and 1
c. Then the fumra of the Cubes of thofe three Tides increafed) ^
,
wiih 3, makes...t
6. Which fumm is to be equated to a Square, but the fide thereof mufi be fo feigned that the
value of e may be lefs than 3 • now to caufe that effeft the fide may be varioufly
feigned within limits cafie to be difeovered from the method in divers preceding Qiieftions of this Book, let it be 3^ — 7 , then the Square of 3^ — 7 being equated to gee
— 2 7c
31 will give ez=.~-. therefore the fides of the three Cubes are ^
and *1,
and the Cubes ihemfelves are
fff- and i , by the help whereof the work is to be
renewed thus, viz.
^
7. Add I to every one of the three Cubes before found, and the fumras will be
and 7
; then inftead of zaaay ^aaa and 2 ^aaa (in the fecond ftep ) put for the three
numbers fought,
2. Then the fumra of thofe three numbers being equated to

( which in the firft fiep was put for the fumm of the three > ^^faaa ~ a
numbers'T<Jtight,) gives this Equation, to wit,.3
9. Whence, after due Redudion,.J> . , 4 =r 77Therefore from the ninth and feventh fteps the three numbers fought are
, 4fff
and jfff} for if from every one of them, rlie Cube of their fumm, to wit,
be fub^
traded, there will remain the Cubes 4fif,
» 49f3 j whofe fides are 7^, 77, 7^.
From the premiffes it is evident that the Quefiion is capable of innumerable Anfwers,
and may eafily be,extended to four, five, or as many numbers as you pleafe.
E ST,

78.

( Qu^eft. 21. Lib. 5. Dio^hant. )

To find three fuch numbers that their fumm may be a Square, and that if to the Cube
of the faid fumm the three numbers be feverally added, the three fumms may be fquare
numbers.

'
RESOLVTIOK.

1. For the fumm of the three numbers fought, that it may be?
a Square, put...3
2. Then for the firfl; number put.^
3. For the fecond .^
^aaaaaa
4. And for the third .|> i 'yaaaaaa
5. Whence it is evident that everyone of them added to the Cube of their fumm makes
a Square . But the fumm of the three numbers ( in the fecond, third and fourth fteps)
mult be equal to aa which was firft put for their fumra . therefore z6aaaaa/!i — aa, and
confequendy, ( by dividing each part by aa y ) .z6aaaAz=z i. In which laft Equation
it 2 6 were a fquared fqUare number, the value of d would be a rational nunnber;
Whence therefore comes 25? Examine th|e • Pofitions, and you will find that ’tis
the fumra of the three numbers 3, 8 and j 7, every one of which increafed with i makes
a Square; therefore the fcopg of our fearch rauft be to find three numbers, every one
of which increafed with i may make a Square, and that the fumm of the laid three
numbers may be a Biquadrate: To which end let the three numbers be aaaa — 7aa;
aa -j- 2 4 and aa — 24 ; for every one of thefe increafed with i makes a Square, and
their fumm makes a Biquadrate, to wit, 4444 ; and 'tis evident the value of 4 may be
any number greater than 2, (for the third number ^la — ^a Ihews that 44 muft be greater
than 2 4, and confequently 4 greater than 2.) Suppofe therefore 4—3, whence the
three numbers 4444—■244. 44^—24; 44 — 24, will be 63, 15^ and 3 >
with
the help of thefe three numbers the work may be renewed thus, viz,
6. Let the (umra of the three numbers fought be ( as before ) , ^
44
7. And the firft number.. ..63444<?44
,
8. The fecond . . . ’..
15444444
9. And the third.. . .
..3444444
P.2
10. There-

\
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10. Therefore the fumm of the three numbers is
. .
• • 1> Siaaaaaa
11. Which fumm rauft be equal to aa, 'viz.
.
Siaaaaaa = aa
12. Which Equation after due Reduction gives.a ~ f
Therefore from the twelfth, feventh, eighth and ninth fteps the three numbers fought
are
and —which will folve the Queftion ^ for their fumm is a Square, to
wit ,1V Alfo the Cube of the faid fumm is 7-^, to which if the three numbers be feverally added there will come forth three fquare numbers,
and
, for their
fides are

j I7
^^VEST. 79»

(Quaeft. 22. Lib. 5. Diophmt.)

To divide a given number, fuppofe 2, into three fuch numbers, that every one of them
Tubtra^ted from the Cube of their fumm, viz. from 8 , may leave a Square.
RE S O LVTIO N.
Forafmuch as every one of the three numbers fought being lefs than 2 is to be fubtrai^cd
from 8 each remainder fliall be greater than 6, but lefs than 8 j and the fumm of the
three remainders, to wit, the three Squares fought makes 22 : for the fumm of the three
defired numbers, to wit, 2 fubtrafted from three times 8 leaves 2 2 • we muft therefore
divide 22 into three fuch Squares that every one of them may be greater than 6, but lefs
th.an8. But 22 iscompofedof three Squares 9,9 and 4 ; therefore, firft , (by ^efi 4.
of* this* Book ) let 17 ( the fumm of 9 and 4 ) be divided into two Squares, that one
may be between 6 and 8, fuch are the Squares
and
,whofe fides are ff and ff ;
then the leffer of thofe Squares, to wit,
f added to 9 makes
f , which muft alfo be
divided into two Squares that each may be between 6 and 8 . but by the faid £^efl. 4.
the fides of two fuch Squares will be iound
and-^-^ff^, which with ff, (that is,
9 ') before found are the fides of the three Squares fought. therefore the three Squares
thVmkIves
whofe fumm makes 2z, and
every one of them Is greater than 6 , but lefs than 8 ; therefore thofe three Squares leverally fubtraaed from 8, leave the three defired parts of 2 , to wit,
and

2,0

47 ■$6^5 •

^19

E ST- 80.

[ This is the 12*’’ of the'4^'’ Boo^ of Vieta’j ^etetkhs. j

To find three right-angled Triangles in rational numbers, that the Solid of the Perpen¬
diculars may be to the Solid of the Bafes as a fquare number to a fquare number.
Note. By the Solid of three numbers is meant the Product made by their multiplication
one into another, as, the Solid of 2, 3 arid 4 is 24, that is, 2x3x4.
RESOLVTJON.
T. Let i[;,
p reprefent the Hypothenufal, Bafe and Perpendicular of any right-angled
Triangle in numbers given or found out by the Canon in Ohjervat, ^.Refolnt, 2.
2,
of this Book,

^ Hypoth.

Bafe,

Perp.

c
h
»
h
•
p
2. Then from ^and h (by the Canon above-mentioned) form a fecond right-angled
Triangle, and let zhh be called the Bafe, fo the three fides will be thefe,
5 Hypoth. Bafe,
Perp.
1
. xhb . hh-hb
3. Again, from h and p form a third right-angled Triangle , and let ihp be called the
Bafe, (o the three fides will be thefe,
5 Hypoth.
Bafe, Perp.
c hh-\~-pp . 2hp , hh — fp
4. I fay the Solid of the Perpendiculars of thofe three right-angled Triangles is to the
Solid of their Bafes as a Square to a .Square, to wit, as pp to ^hh j which I prove thus,
The Perpendicular of the firft right-angled Triangle is p • the fecond Perpendicular
is hh — bb.y that is, /’p , ( for by Conftrudlion in the firft ftep , hh z=. bb
pp ^ whence
hh — bb z=zpp .^) and the third Perpendicular is hh — pp, that is, hb. So that the three
Perpendiculars are />, pp and bb, which multiplied one into another will produce
pppbb z=z the Solid of the three Perpendiculars.
Again,

I

Queft.SijSa.
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Again , the Safes of the fame three right-angled Triangles arc h, ihby ihp, which muN
tiplied one into another will produce
^hhhbp — the Solid of the three Safes.
Now bccaufe bbp is a common Fador in thofe two Solids, they fhall be infuch pro¬
portion one to another as the Quotients that arife by dividing the faid Solids by bbp, viz.
pppbb .
^hhbbp
:: pp •
/^hh.
Which was to be proved.

jin Example in Numbers!
Let the firft right-angled Triangle be

'!

:

.

.

^

^

h ^
j ’

b ^ P
3 ’

4

Then by Conftruflion in the fecond ftep, the fecond right-angled?
.
,
Triangle (hall be.
. .. .J 5^ , 5° ,
And by Conftruaion in the third ftep the third right-angledTrtangle is
41 , 40 , 9
Which three Triangles will folvc the Queftion ; for the Solid of the Perpendiculars
4,16,9 hath fuch proportion to the Solid of the Safes 3 , 30, 40 as the Square of 4 .
to the Square of 10.
Note. Inftead of any one of the Triangles thus found out, you may take another like
Triangle, as inllead of 34, 30, 16, youmaytake 17, ly, 8, which with the other
two Triangles will folve the Queftion.
EST. Si,

( Quaeft. 13. Lib. 4. Zetet.

)

To find two right-angled Triangles in rational numbers, that the Produft made by the
mutual multiplication of the Perpendiculars, lefs by the Produd of the Safes, may be
a Square.

rESOLVTION.
1. Let
P reprefent the Hypothenufal, Safe and Perpendicular of a right-angled
Triangle, in numbers fo given or found out that ^p may be greater than h,
C Hvpoth.
Safe,
Perp.
\
h
,
h
, p
2. Then from zp and ^ let a fecond right-angled Triangle be formed, and let a^ph be called
the Perpendicular, fo the three fides will be thefe,
C Hypoth. ■
Safe,
Perp.

L APP +

• 4PP -

3. Then divide the fides of the faid fecond right-angled Triangle feverally by b the
Safe of the firft, fo there will arife thefe following fides of a third right-angled Triangle,
Hypoth."
Safe,
Perp,

viz.,

<

4pp,\‘bb

4pp — ^b

4A

I fay the firft and third right-angled Triangles will folve the Queftion. for if the
Product of their Perpendiculars p and 4p, to wit, 4pp be leffened by the Product of their
Safes b and

, that is, by AfP -

remainder will be a Square, to wit, bb j

b
which was required,
uin Example in Numbers,
Let the firft right-angled Triangle be.y*4*3
Then the other fliall be.*
• •
Which Triangles will folve the Queftion - for the ProduA of the Perpendiculars
3 and T 2, to wit, 36, exceeds 20 the Produft of the Safes, by the Square 16,
Note. If the two Triangles found out by this Queftion be feverally multiplied or di¬
vided by the fame number, they will produce two other Triangles to perform the fame efte^.
DIVEST.

82.

( Quaeft. 14. Lib. 4. Zetet. Vieu)

To find two right-angled Triangles in rational numbers, that the Prpdud made by
<he mutual multiplication of the Perpendiculars , together with the Product ot the
Safes, may make a Square.

RE S O

/

Book III.
RES O

Lvr 10 N,

1. Uth,b,f reprefent theHypothenufal, Bafe and Perpendicular of a right-angled
Triangle, in numbers fo given or found out that p may exceed ib,
C Hypoth.
Bafe,
Perp.
'*1
h
,
b
.
p
2. Then from p and ib formafecond right-angled Triangle, and let ^bp be called the
Bafe; fo the three (ides will be thefe,
C Hypoth.
Bafe,
Perp.

^pp'-l^^bb •.

^pb

• pp-~^bb

3. Then divide the fides of the faid fecond right-angled Triangle feverally .by p the
Perpendicular ofthefirft, fo there will arife thefe following Tides of a third right-angled
Triangle,

^

Hovoth.
Bafe.
Perp.
Hpyoth.
Bafe,
pp~4i>b
pp 4- 4^b^ ^
p
p
4, I fay the firft and third right-angled Triangles will folve theQueftion j for if to

pp^^bb theProduaof the Perpendiculars p and

you add ^bb, to wit, the

Produd of the Bafes b and 4^, the furam will be the Square pp.

Which was required.

u4n Example in Numbers.
The firfl: right-angled Triangle may be
.
.
. . . . . . )> 13 » 5 > ^ ^
Then the other Triangle fought (hall be.
Which Triangles will folve the Queftion . for the Produft of the Perpendiculars 12
and -j, to wit, 44 incrcafed with iqq theProduft of the Bafes y and 20, makes the
Square 144.
Note. If the two Triangles found out by this Queftion be multiplied or divided by
the fame number, they will produce two other Triangles performing the fame efteft. So,
if 13, y, 12 and ^ j, 2 o, -f be multiplied fever ally by 3 , there will be produced 3
* Tj 3
and ^1,60, II ; where 395 the Produft of the Perpendiculars , with 900 the Produa
of the Bafes makes the Square 1296, .whofe Root is 3 <5.
OV E ST, 83.

( Quaeft. i y. Lib. 4. Zetet. Viet.)

To find three right-angled Triangles in rational numbers, that the Solid of the Hypothenufals may be to the Solid of the Bafes, as a fquare number to a fquare number.
RESOLVTION.

1.

Let hy b, p reprefent the Hypothenufal, Bafe and Perpendicular of a right-angled
Triangle, in numbers fo given or found out that ib may exceed p,
.
C Hypoth,
Bafe,
Perp.
!
"
c
ht
t
b
•
p '
2. Then from ib and p form a fecond right-angled Triangle, and let ^bp be called the
Bafe, fo the three fides will be thefe j
^ Hypoth.
Bafe,
Perp.
^bb
pp "• 4bp
• ^bb — pp
3., Then by the help of thofe two right-angled Triangles, find out a third, by the Canon
in Ohfervat. 4. upon Refolut: 2,’and 3.'of ^efl. 2. viz. for the Hypothenufal of the
third right-angled Triangle take the Produd of the Hypothenufals of the firft and fecond j
the Bafe ftiall be the Produd of the Bafes of the firft and fecond, lefs by the Produd of
the Perpendiculars; and the Perpendicular (hall be equal to the fumm of the Produd of the
Bafe of the firft into the Perpendicular of the fecond, and the Produd of the Perpendi¬
cular of the firft into the Bafe of the fecond; fo the three Tides of the thfrd right-angled
Triangle will be thefe,
5 Hypoth.
Bafej
Perp.
\

VIZ.

,

pp^

,

^bbb'^sbpp

I fay thofe three right-angled Triangles will folve the Queftion • for the Solid of the
Hypothenufals is to the Solid of the Bafes as the Square of 4bbh^\-pph is to the Square

1

Qucft. 84.
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up

Example in Numbers,
Ttie firft right-angled Triangle may be.)>
y,5>4
Then the fecond in its leafl: terms will be found.^ 13 *, 12 ^ 5
And the third in its leaft terms is.. .
• . |> 65 , 16 ^ 63
Which three Triangles will folve the Q^eftion; for the Solid of the Hypothenufals
IS to the Solid of the Bafes, as the Sqtrare of ^5- to the Square of 24.
Otherrvife thus,
1. Let hjb^p reprefent the Hypothenufal, Safe and Perpendicular of a right-angled
Triangle, fo given or found out that p may exceed ih,
5
Bafc,
Perp.
h
t
b
.
p^
t. Then from p and :inform a fccond right-angled Triangle, and let ^bp be called
the Bafe, fo the three Tides will be thefe,
C Hypoth.'
Bafe,
Perp,
t/PZ. ^
^
^
^ pp — ^yy
3. Then by the help of thofe two right-angled Triangles 6nd out a third by the latter
Canon in Obfervat, 4. before mentioned , viz, for the Hypoihenuial of the third rightangled Triangle take the Produa of the multiplication of the Hypothenufals of the firft,
and fecond ; for the Bafe, take the fumm of the Produd of the Bafes and the Produft of
the Perpendiculars • and for the Perpendicular take the difference of thefe two Produds,
to wit, the Produd of the Bafe of the firft into the Perpendicular of the fecond , and the
Produa of the Perpendicular of the firft into the Bafe of the fecond. So the three Tides
of the third right-angled Triangle will be found thefe,
5 Hypoth.
Bafe,
Perp.
Viz.
'■ i pph-{-‘^bbh , ppp . ^bpp--\-s{bbb
An 'ExumpU in Numbers.
Let the fides of the firft right-angled Triangle be
.
i?,
Then the fecond in its leaft terms will be found • . . . .
i , do , 11
And the third in its leaft terms fhall be.7P3,43 2 > ^65
Which three Triangles will folve the Queftio'n ; for the Solid of the Hypothenufals
is to the Solid of the Bafes, as the Square of 793 to the Square of 360.
JS^EST.

84.

( Quaeft. 24. Lib.

Diophant. )

‘ To find three fquare numbers , that if they be feverally added to the folid Produd
made by their continual multiplication, the three fumms may be Squares.
^RJ^SOLVriO N.
1. For the Solid of the three Squares fought put . . . * . )> aa
Then find three Squares, every one of which increafed with unity may make a Square;
, * which Squares may caTily be found out by the help of three unlike right-angled Tri¬
angles . tor if the Square of one of the Tides about the right-angle be divided by the
Square’of the other Tide, the Quotient will be a Square, which increaled with 1 will
make a Square ; As, if there be expofed thefe three unlike right-angled Triangles, to wit,
3,4, 5. ? 5,1
13. 1 8,15,17; then in thefirfi;Triangle the Square ol the Bafe 3
divid’ed by the Souarc of the Perpendicular 4 gives the Square rf, which increafed with i,
that is, ft»
Square ft i the reafon whereof is manifeft, for by Conftrudion
the Numerators 9 and 16 added together make a Square, wherelore the whole Fraction
ft
be a Square. In like manner in the fecond Triangle the Square of the Bafe 5
divided by iht Square of the Perpendicular 12 gives the Square 7ft, which increafed
with 1 that is, ftt 5 makes the Square ft|. And in the third Triangle the Square
of the Bafe 8 divided by the Square of the Bafe 15, gives the Square jft, which increafed
with I , makes* the Square fff. Thus three Squares are found out, to wit, if,?!*
every one of which increafed with i makes a Square. Now multiply thofe Squares
feverally by ^4,and take the Produas
and
for the three Squares fought;
for*every one of them added to uUf which was firft put for the Solid made by their con¬
tinual multiplication,) makes a Square : It remains that the Solid of the faid rf^^*
Y\\aa and
be equal to aa ,. Bat their Solid by continual mujtipHcation is

this equated to ak gives ■^\%^^aAAa,a(i z=i aA\ whence by dividing
eacVpart by <1^ there arifeth -^\\\%%AaAA— i, and by extrafting the fquare Root out
_f --*1_ .
Jr, wrkJrh ItH- PnmrJr^n
wprp a Snnarp^ then
of
each part it gives ^\Iaa-=
\ ^ in
which laft Equation if
were
a:^quare,
the value of a would be expreffiblc by a rational number, and confequcntly the Queftion
were folved. Whence therefore comes
? Examine the work, and you will find that the
Numerator i ao is the Solid of the Safes 3, 5 and 8 of the three Triangles firft expofed j
(for 14400 is the Solid of the three Squares 9,
and 64, and therefore the fquare
Root of 144C0, to wit, 120 is the Solid of the Tides of thofe three Squares j) and
the Denominator 710 is the Solid of the three Perpendiculars 4, 12 and 155 ( for
518400 is the Solid of the three Squares 16, 144 and 125-, and theretore the fquare
Root of 518400 , to wit, 720 is the Solid of the three Roots of thole Squares.) We
muft therefore find three fuch right-angled Triangles, that the Solid of their Perpendicu¬
lars may be to the Solid of their Bafes as a Square to a Square. But by the precedent
80. three fuch Triangles may be found out, as ihefe, 4, 3,5. | 8, j 5,17. j
9, 40,41 . the Solid of whole Bafes 4,8, 9, to wit, 288, is to the Solid of their Per¬
pendiculars 3, I 5,4c, to wit, 1800, as 144 to 900; thatis, as a Square to a Square ;
then with thefe Triangles let the work be renewed as before, viz..
3. For the Solid of the three Squares fought put . . . . . J> ax
4. Then divide the Squares of the Bafes of the three right-angled
Triangles laft found out, by the Squares of the Perpendiculars,
—u
5 2. i j ax ^ X ^ O O aa
and multiplying the Quotients feveralty by xa^ put the Pro¬
ducts for the three Squares fought, to wit,.
5. The Solid of thofe three Squares equated to aa , gives . . ;> _
3^40000 aaxaaa — ax
a— i
6. Which Equation, after due Reduction, gives.,
7. Wherefore from the fixthand fourth Reps the three Squares fought are
, -f and
-fg, which mutually multiplied one into another make the Solid
to which if the
three Squares themfelves be feveraliy added^the fumms will alfo be Squares, to wit,
*ff and
5 for their Tides are 'I-,
and
Therefore theQueftion is folved,
and manifeftly capable of innumerable Anfwers.
E S-T. 85. • ( QuaeR. 2 5, Lib. 5. Diophant.)
To find three fuch Squares, that if they be feveraliy fubtraCted from the foHd Product
made by their continual multiplication, the three remainders may be Squares.
RE SO LVT10 N.
1. For the folid Preidu^ of the three Squares fought put . .^44
2. Then fearch out three Squares, every one of which fubtraited trom unity may leave
a Square ; but three fuch Squares may be found out by the help of three unlike rightangled Triangles. for if the Square of one of the lides about the right-angle be divided
by the Square of the Hypothenufal, the Quoticnt*lhall be a Square, which fubtraCted
from I will leave a Square : Let therefore three unlike right-angled Triangles be ex¬
pofed, as 3, 4,5. I I 2, 5, 13. 1 15, 8, 17 J then by dividing the Squares of 4, y
and 8 , which I fiiall here call Tafes, ( for it matters not which of the fides about the
right-angle be called the Bafe, ) by the Squares of the Hypothenufals 5,13 and 17,
the Quotients will be the vSquares
and-jf^, every one of which fubtraCted
from I leaves a Square. Then multiply every one of thefe Squares by aa and afTume
. the ProduCls to be the three Squares fought, to wit, \^ax, -[^^aa and j^^aa •, for every
one of thefe fubtraCfed from aa ( which was firfl put for the Solid of the three defired
Sqiiares)leaves a vSquare.lt remains that the folid ProduCl of the faid \^aa,^ f f 44 and
be equal to 44;but the faid Solid by continual multiplication will be found fitfff 7444444,
therefore 7^1 f 1^7444444 = 44, whence after due Reduction there will arife ifi-faa
— 1 ; in which lafl: Equation if 75^7 were a Square, then the value 6f 4 would be expreffible by a rational number. Whence therefore comes 77^7 ? Examine the work,
and you will find that the Numerator 1 Co is the folid ProduCl of the Perpendiculars
4, 5 and 8 of the three Triangles .firfl: expofed j and the Dtin,ominator 1105 is the
Solid of the Hypothenufals 5, 13 and 17. We muft therefore find three fuch right-angled
Triangles that the Solid of the Hypothenufals may be to the Solid of their Bafes as a Square
to a Square : But three fuch right-angled Triangles may be found out by the prece¬
ding
83. fuppofe thefe, 5, 3, 4. | 13, 12, 5* |
1^,63 ^ here I fliall
call 3, 12 and 16 the Bafes, by the help whereof the work may be renewed thus, viz,
3. Eoc

<3fjeft.86»87.
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3. For the Solid of the three S^juares fought put
an
4, Then divide the Squares df the Bafes of the three Triangles
laft found out, by the Squares of the Hypothenufals, and'^
7 44 I ^^aa f 4.j^^44
multiply the Quotients feverally by ad, and put the Produds for the three Squares fought, to wit..
y. The Solid of thofe three Squares being equated to aa, gives ;> Tji\lli^(taaaaa — an
Which Equation, after due Redudion, will give
a —
6. According to which value of a, the Pofitions in the fourth ftep being refolved, the three
Squares fought will be found
, 9 ; for thefe mutually multiplied make the Solid
from which if every one of the faid three Squares be fubtraded , the remainders
will be Squares* to wit,
|f
, whofc Tides arc
, f^

,,

B ST.

86.

( QuxA. 26. Lib. 5. Diofhant.)

To find three Squares, that the Solid or Produd made by their continual multiplication
being fubttaded from every one of them , the three remainders may be Squares, ^
,
RESOLVTION.
The Refolution of this Queftioh depends upon the Lemmn ufed in the lart preceding
Queftion, for as there, fo here, three right-angled Triangles are firft to be found out, that
the Solid of their Hypothenufals may be to the Solid of their Bafes as a Square to a Square,
Then inffead of
W%an and
alTumed in the fourth flep of> the preceding
8 y. to be the three Squares fought, let
and
be put for the three
Squarcs/ought in this 86^ Queflion. where obferve, that the Numerators of the three latter
Squares which are multiplied into aa ,5 are the fame with the Denominators of the former,
and the Denominators of the latter the fame with the Numerators of the former • by
Which converfion it will follow, that if from every one of the latter Squares, viz.rttotti
■^^44, T^laa and
^44 you fubirad aa, which ( as before in ^efi. 85. ) is to be taken
for the Solid of the three Squares fought, the three, remainders will be Squares :' Then
the Solid of the three affuraed Squares, that is, of *^44, f^f44and
being equated
to aa , gives -^j^ff^aaaaaa — 44; whence, after due.Redudion, 4 r= ff, according
to which value of 4, the Pofitions being refolved will give rt9 >
4
Squares fought j for the Solid made by their continual multiplication is 4faf, which fubtraerted from every one of the three Squares, leaves the Squares
, rif
fHoo y
whofe Tides are
, 7^ , ffi.
B ST.

87.

( Quaeft. 30. Lib. 5. Diofhant. )

To find three Squares, that if to the fumm of every two of them, a given number * fuppofe 15, be added, the three fumras may be Squares.
RBSO LVTION.
For one of the Squares fought take any fquare number?
at pleafure, as.S ^
1, Then we muft find two other Squares, fuch, that each ot them added to zq may make
a Square; for fince 9 one of the three Squares added to the given number i 5 makes 14,
it will not be difficult to conceive from the tenor of the Queftion, that each of the other
two Squares taking to it 24 muft make a Square. Now to find out thofe two Squares,
divide 24 by each of two fides about the right-angle ol fome right-angled Triangle,
as ? and 4; fo the Quotients 8 and 6 ffiall alfo be the fides about the right-angle of
a right-angled Triangle, becaufe they are in the fame proportion with the former. for
by Conftrudion 8x3=:4x^=;;24, therefore ? . 4 :: 6 . 8; and confequ'ently
the halves of 3 and 4 , to wit, i and 2 . and the halves of 8 and 6, to wit, 4 and 3
(hall be alfo the fides about the right-angle of a right-angled Triangle. Thefe things
premifed,
3. Let the fide of one of the two Squares be the difference;
2
X
3^ —— or 4
.>
4
between 34 and —, towit, . ^ . . .
.i
I.

4. And the fide of the other Square the difference between
44 and -i-, to wit,.-

■

.i

a-. or -i- — 44
4
4
V. There-

121
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133

5. Therefore the Square of the fide in the third ftep is

•>

6. And the Square of the fide in the fourth ftep is

. 1>

^

The former of thofe two Squares increafed with 24?
makes a Square, to wit, . • • • • • • • *3
8. And the latter Square in the fixih ftep increafed with 247
makes a Square, to wit,.S
7

9. The Tides of which two Squares in the two laft fteps arc ^

10. It remains that the fumm of the Squares in the fifth and^
fixth fteps, together with the given number i 5 may make^
a Square, but it makes..
11. Which fumm muft be equated to a Square, viz, either
toi^aay or to -4l , let it firft be equated to 25^4^*,]

S'"*-!*-!16aa

1

— 12

f
aa

*

^-12+ —

944

9,

16aA *'|— 12 *4-» —
aa
JL

34

— and 44 4"

z

4

25aa^p + -^
44

I

2C44--9’+--^ = 25^4
44

V^

viz. fuppofe..

.
_ i
Which Equation, after due Reduftion, gives . .
„6
j i.* 4
tf. Therefore from the twelfth, third and fourth fteps the Tides of the fccond and third

12.

" Squares fought are
^nd
,, and confequently 9,
arid *
fought 5 for every two with 15 make Squares, to wit,
> whofe itdes
are
'i.
But if 2 e44 — 9
^ be equated to —then the value of a will be f, yet the
44

j

44

^

fame Solution will be found as before,becaufe here we muft conceive

1

. 34 and ^ - 4^

to be the Tides of the two Squares^, which fidcs being refolved according to the latter value
of 4, to wit, 4 = f, there will come fonh (as before) f\ and rl.
, r c n. *1.This Queftion is capable of innumerable Anfwcrs upon a double ground ; tor hrlt, tnc
firft fquare may be any known fquarc number at pleafure j then the Tides of the fccond and
third Squares may be varioufly feigned from divers numbers, which may be the fides abo^
the right-angle of unlike right-angled Triangles • as inftead of 3 and 4 we may take
8 and 15,5^ and 12 , and innumerable others.
^IVEST,

88,

( Quaeft. 32. Lib. y.

To find three Squares that the fumm of their Squares may make a Square; or, ( which
is the fame thing ) to find three numbers that the fumm of their fquared Squares may be
a Square.
RESOLVTION,

1. For one of the fquare numbers fought put .... J> 44
2. And for the two others put..)> ^^ and cr
3. Then the fumm of the Squares of thofe three Squares is ^ aaaa
^-ccce
4. Which fumm muft be equated to a Square, let its fide be aa — dd, the Square whereof

equated to the faid fumm gives
aaaa

bbby€ccc rr; 4444 — 7dda4 A;-dddd*

y. which Equation, after due Reduction , gives

.

•

aa=-^-

6. In which laft Equation, becaufe the Numerator and Denominator arc not perfect Squares,
the value of a is not expreflible by a rational number ; but to caufe it to be rational,
we may difeover by the faid Fradfion that a certain number and two Squares muft be
found out, fuch, that if from the Square of the nurhber the fumm of the two Squares
be fubtrafted, the remainder may be to the double of the faid number as a fquare num¬
ber to a fquare number: Now to find out fuoh a number and two Squares, let vr + a
be put for the number, and rr for ortc Square, and is for the other ; then from the Square
of rr\^ss, that is, from rrrr.A^^rYss-y ssss fubtraft the fumm of the Squares of
.ir and ssy that is, mr^ssss, and the remainder arm muft be to the double 6f the
number
that is, to irtAfhff-i
a Square to a Square} therefore alfo

12^
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the halves of 2r'r//and
isst that is, rrss and rr^\^ss flia'll be as a Sc|uare to
a Square for the Proportion is not changed : And fince rrss is a Square * whofe fide
is rs it remains only to make rr-\- ss a Square ; but futh it will be if r and s repr^ent
the Tides about the right-angle of a right-angled Triangle whofe three Tides are exp^ffible
by rational numbers, for then rr^\-ss will be the Square of the Hypothenufal. There¬
fore from the premises the following Canon is deducible to folve the Queftion propofed.

CANON,
Take for two of the three Squares fought the Squares of the fides about the rignt-angle
of fome right-angled Triangle in rational numbers; then divide the P^dud made by t e
mutual multiplication of thofe two Squares, by the Square of the Hypothenufal, and
there will come forth the third Square fought.
,
,
..
*1
As for example, let there be expofed the right-angled Triangle 3 » 4 j ^ ^
of the’sqaates fought (lull be 9 and 16 , (to wit, the Squares of pnd 4 the fides about
the rieht-angle • ) and if the Produft of 9 into 16, that is, 144, be divided by a t (the
Square of the Hypothenufal,) the Quotient -ff (hall be the third Square
* •‘‘V 9,
16 and iff are ihree Squares, which will folve the Queftion, for the fumm of their Squares
makes
5» which is a Square j whofe fide is
t*
89.

(Quacfl:. 33* Lib.5.

A certain Vintner made a mixture of two forts of Wines, whereof one cofl; eight pence
the quart, and the other five pence . at which prices the whole mixture was worth a fquarc
puiulierot pence, unto which 6o being added the lihratn would afioin^ea fouarenuniber
w.iofe fide was the number of quarts contained in the mature. The Queftion is, to tind
the number of quarts of eachTbrt of. Wine in tHe-mixeure.
'

RESOLVflON.

I. For the price of the whole mixture put ; . . *
Then if 60 be added to that’total price the fumm will be
the Square aa , whofe Root T the C^eftion requires ) mufti
' be equal to the number of quarts of both forts of Wine in ihe(

a

3.t:r.he‘;"i.ks’we-may rightly infe;r,‘th;. 44<

tore:) IS ereaier than ?«, but lefs than
( that is, greater than the Produft of the
muiiv'ication of ihe total number of mixed quarts by the price .of the worfer fort of
'WSie^in the mixiute, but lefs than the Produft of the fame number of quarts multip ted
into the dearer iort of Wine:) But if
be greater than 54 andjefi than
then the value of 4
to. of this Bool^) is greater than ioyooooooo i
but lets than
Therefore aa — 6o (which the QueiTon requires
belsquare )'mufi be'equated to fome Square whofe fide muft be to feigned that
the value of a may be within thofe limits: Now to caufe that etfecf, the (ide of the
faid Square may be feigned -4 + any abfolute numbe^between . 7^,
and
or 4 — any abfolute number between
and
(.as
LihoVenlhewnin^*#/.. ofthisAsi) ^et then the (aid lide be te.|ncd
^
whole Square 44 -^44 -1- 4% ^q^^ed 10 44 - 60 wiU give 4 n= . arf lor the defired
4 Thenfrol5-" "h:Sqi-of lllS". arf, fobtraa 60 , and.the reniainder
‘‘•iJJhe pr^of'ihe’wholLixture, which is a Square whofe (ide is aaa ^ and becaule
aaaii IS the number of pence expfefling the value of the mixture , 11 muft be equal
iolheProduaof 8 multipU by a certain part of ,, rf, (the number ot quarts in the
mixture ) together with the Produa of v multiplied by the remaining part of i r., 3
we muft’therefore divide layt into two fuch parts, that if the one be multiplieiUty 7.
and the other by 8 , the fumm of the two Produas may nuke - ,.. j but that may be
done thus,

.

<

y. For one of the defired parts of 12
put . . . . . -r *
6. Then the other (hall be . •
: ’ i'
7. And if the former part be mnitiplied by y, and the latter by 5,7
imm of
of the
the Products
Produfts wiil.bq^. jj. .
the fumm
8. Which fumm muft be equated to^i 11

,

.

.

•

*

‘

•

•

ga* _

g

3^

p. Which
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9. which Equation , after due Reduction makes known one of
the defired parts, to wit, .
. .
xs-Li.
10. Which fubtraaed from lapf, leaves the other part, to wit, ^
Ill
11. I fay the total mixture of Wine might be compofed of fff quarts of five pence the
quart, and
quarts of eight pence the quart j whence the value of the whole rnixt
quantity, to wit, of laxf quarts is
pence, which is a fquare number whofe fide
is
. and if to the faid Square
you add do, the fumm is alfo a Square, to wit,*
whofe fide iiTt is the number of quarts in the mixture.
12. But becaufe the fide of the Square to be equated to aa — do may be feigned a — any
abfolutc number between 2 tooo, &c. and37it^,^r. let the faid fide be a — 3 , the
Square whereof equated to a/t — 60 will give 4 = 117 for the number of quarts in'
the mixture} then the Square of 117 is
, from which fubtraAing do, the remain-*
der -^7 is the fquare number of pence exprefling the value of the mixture. Now the
faid 117 is to be divided into two fuch numbers that if one of them be multiplied by 5,
and the other by
the fumm of the Products may make the Square
} but two fuch
numbers ( by working as before ) will be found If and ff •
I fay again , the mixture may be compos’d of ^f quarts of five pence the quart, and
quarts of eight pence the quart; whence the value of the whole mixt quantity, to wit,
of 117 quarts, is
pence, which is a Square, to which if you add 60 the fumm is alfo
a Square, to wit,
, whofe fide fit is the number of quarts in the whole mixture.
From the premises ’tis evident that the Queftion is capable of innumerable Anfwers in
rational numbers.

§vnsT. 90.
To find a right-angled Triangle in rational numbers ^ that one of thefides about the
right-angle may be to the Area in a given Reafon, fuppofe as t to s*
kESOLVriON.

I. For the Triangle fought let a righr-angled Triangle be formed^
from two numbers', we.. 4 the greater and e the lefler, fo> 444-r#j 44—W
the three fides will be rhele, to wit ... • *3 ,
а. The Area of that Triangle is . . . . • . • .
aAAe—~Aeet
3, Then (according to the Queftion) let ihefe four quantities be fuppofed to be Proportionalsii
we.
r . s :: 44 —
. aaae — aeee.
4. And becaufe if the two latter terms of that Analogy be feverally divided by
the Quotients are 1 and ae, therefore that Analogy may be reduced to this, we.
r

,

s

\

•

ae,

5* And by comparing the Prod uft of the extremes to the Produft?
s
of the means, this Equation arifeth , t/ie. ...
•
s
б. And by dividing each part of the laft Equation by r4,this arifethj^ - e =
ra
Hence this
CANON.

7. Take any number at pleafure, which may be called a, then divide s the latter term of
the given Reafon, by the Produft of the firft term r multiplied into the number a, and
call the Quotient the number e} laftly, from the faid numbers a and e form a rightangled Triangle, and it lhall be that which is fought.
An Example in Numbers.

Let it be required to find a right-angled Triangle, fuch, that one of the fidcs about the
right-angle may be to the Area as i to 10.
Suppofe,

.

.

.

Then by the Canon,

^ jQ ^ the terms of the given Reafon j
C 4 =
_
C

z ^ taken at pleafure,
_
s
ra*

Laftly, from y and 2 form a right-angled Triangle, and the three fides will be 29 J ai
and 20, which Triangle will folve the QjJeftion • fd|||31, one of the fides about the rights
angle, is to the Area 210, as 1 to i o. Which was required.
Likewife
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las

Likewife by the Canon, this right-angled Triangle, to wit, 101,99 and 20 will be
found to folve theQueftion, for 99 is to the Area 990 , as i to 10 • and innumerable
right-angled Triangles in Fradions may be found to perform the fame effed.
£lyEST,

91;

.

To 6nd a right-angled Triangle in ratitmal numbers, that the Hypothenufal may be
to the Area in a given Reafoni fuppofe ae r to i,
RESO LVTION.

li For ttneof the Tides about the right-angle put
4
2. And for the other fide about the right-angle put
^
2. Then the fquare Root of the ftimnn of the Squares of thofe /
, ~;r'>:
Tides lhall be the Hypothenufal, to wit,.. S
4. And the Area of the (aid Triangle is.^
•
5. Now according to the Queftion, the Hypothenufal muft be to the Area as t to /, there¬
fore from the third and tourth fteps this Analogy atifeth,
'Ce

6, But the Squares of thofe Proportionals arc alfo Proportionals, therefore
aa

ss

rr

\aaee.

7. And from the laft Analogy, by comparing the Produif of the multiplication of the
extremes to the Produft of the means, this Equation arifeih, vix.,
^rraaee

—

ssaa

ssee*
S. From which Equation j by tranfpofition of ssee-t thisarifeth,

^
, \rraaie — ssee = ssaa.
Ssaa
And by dividing each part of the laft Equation by %rraa — is,
eg =
^rraa —^ ss
there will arife ...
10. In which laft Equation the Numerator ssaa is a Square whofc fide is sa; and if the
Denominator were a Square, then the whole Fraiftion would be alfo a Square, and confequently the fide thercot, to wit, the number e would be rational} it remains therefore
to equate the Denominator \rraa — ss to a Square, to which end, let the tide thereof
be feigned {ra — ^; then the Square of \r4 — b being equated to \rrM-^ss, this
Equation arilcth, vix.^
\rraa — ss
^ \rraa — rha
bh,
...ri

11. Whence, after due Reduflion, you will find

*

'

.

.

.

L

^

^ — —rb~^

g2. Now if we fuppofe r, i and b toreprefent known rational numbers, then a, t and
V*. aa
ee: which in the three firft fteps were put for the three fides of the right-angled

Triangle fought, will alfo ( from the eleventh, ninth and tenth fteps,) beexpreffibie
by rational numbers, to wit, ihefe,
ss^bb
' yb

’

2sss-\-7sbb
rss — rbb

ssss2 sSbbbbbb
rssb — rbbb

’
13. Or the two firft of the three fides laft expreft may be.reduced to the fame Denomina¬
tor with the third , and then the three fides of the right-angled Triangle fought will be
thefe, to wit,
ssss — bbbb
2 sssb -j- 2 shbb
ssss
^ ssbh -f- bhbb
rssb — rbbb
’
rssb — rbbb
’ ,
rssb — rbbb
Which three fides, if they be expreft by words, will give this
CANON.
14. Take for b any number lefs than s the latter term of the given Reafon; then from
the numbers s and b form a right-angled Triangle, and multiply the three fides feverally
by the Hypoihenuial; laftly, divide thofe three Produfls feVerally by the Product made
by the multiplication of the difference of the Squares of the two numbers ^ and ^,
(which formed the faid Triangle,) into the Product of b the leffer of the fame two
numbers and r the firft term of the given Reafon j fo (hall the Quotients be the three
fides of a right-angled Triangle, which will folve the Queftion propofed.

t
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'An Example in Numhers^

Let it be required to find out a right-angled Triangle whofe Hypothenufal may be tO
the Area as z to 3.
^ ^ ^
Terms of the given Rcafon * *
Suppofc

.

*

.

.

•

S

.< -f — 3 A
,
.
. / b = I ^ lefs than 3 , (or /.)
Then form a right-angled Triangle from ? and i, (to wit, s and b,) and the three

fides will be 10, 8 and 6 5 thefe multiplied feverally by the Hypothenufal 10 will produce
100 80 and do, which divided feverally by the Produft which anfwers to // — bb into
rb, that is, by i d, will give ^1, -% and
for the Triangle fought j for the Hypothenufal
-ii’, or-ff, is to the Area
as 2 to 3. Which was required.
' 1.
n
In like manner , if it were defired to find a right-angled Triangle whofe Hypothenufal
might be to the Area as 3 to 2 • then by the Canon, the three fides will be found
y J
and
XPEST. 92.

To find a right-angled Triangle in rational numbers, that the fumm of all the three fides
may be to the Area in a given Reafon, fuppofe as r to s.
RESO lvtion:
•
1. For the right-angled Triangle fought let a Triangle bep
formed from any two numbers , fuppofe from a ihe>
, 44 —re , 2ai
greater and e the lefler, fo the three fides will be thefe, 3
2. Then the Area will be .
444r — 4rer
3. And the fumm of the three fides is 1.^ 2 44-|-24r
i}* Now ( according to the Queftion ) the fumm of the three fides rauft be to the AreS|
, as r to
therefore.
As
r , s :: 2444-24# 2 aaae — 4##r.
^ .r ^ *1
y. Or, by dividing each of the two latter terms of that Analogy by 4, this arifeth vwj
• .
As
r , s :: za^ze . 44# —###•
C
6, Whence, by comparing the Produif of the extremes to 2
reee
the Produ£l of the means, this Equation arifeth, vk., , ^
2J4 = reee^ise
7. Therefore by due tranfpofition..
ree^zs
S. And by dividing all in the lafi Equation by rc, this 7
44 —
arifeth, •
^
r
re
9. Which lafl; Equation being refolved by the Canon in
, ax
4 = #4SeU, 8, Cha^. 1 5. Book, i, the value of 4 will be dif* re
covered,
••• . . «••••*•
Hencethis
CANON.
10. Take any number at pleafure, which may be called r j then to the number e add
the Quotient that arifeth by dividing the double of the latter term of the given Reafon,
by the Product of the firft term multiplied into the number t, and call the fumm the
number 4; laftly, from the faid numbers 4 and t form a right-angled Triangle, and it
(hall be that which is fought.
An Example In Nambers.

Let it be required to find oqt a right-angled Triangle, that the fumm of all the thiee
fides may be to the Area as i to f.
Suppofe

.

.

.

^ ^
A e = 2

By theCanon,

^ the Terms of the given Reafon, then
taken at pleafure,

.
a r= y z=z e A,
c
re
Then form a right-angled Triangle from 7 and 2 , and the three fides will be 5 3 J 45^ 2 8,
which will folve the Queftion, for the fumm of all the three fides, to wit, 116 , is to
' the Area 630 , as i to 5. Which was required to be done.
Likewife if a right-angled Triangle be formed from ii and i , (to wit, 4 and e,
found out by the Canon,) the three fides will be 122, 120,22, whofe fumm 2 64. is to
the Area 1320, as i to y.
Again;

i.

Aeain if a right-angled Triangle be formed from 11 and i o, the three Tides will be
111 ai’and no, whofe fumm 462 is to the Area 23 10, as i to TLiftlv, you may find out as many tight-angled Triangks in Fraaions as youpleafe
the Oueftion Alfo, Upon the fame ground it will not be difficult to find out
InnOTcrible IfoWes-Triingles, ?il every one 6£ which the Perimeter (hall be to the Are*
In a given Reafon. .

•*

_

.

^^EST. 93-

,

To find a right-angled Triangle in rational numbers, that as well the HypOthenufat
as the difference of the Tides about the right-angle may be a Square.

RESOLVTIO]^.
3. For the triangle fought let aright-angled Triangle be ^
i 24S
formed from two numbers,fuppofe from A and
and^ 44 +• ki , 4<i —
let 4 be the greater, fo the three (ides will be thefe,w* , 1
2 Now (according tO the Queftion) as well the HypotheaA-\-ee = □
* nufal as the differerice of the Tides about the right-angle(
44
€C — D
muft be a Square, fo We arc fain upon this Duplicate( 2 AC
equality, vi*.
‘
* *
2,

The difference of thofe two Quantities k

•

-

-

‘iaA-—2At

r

4. Which difference is 6qual to the Prodnft 01 thcfc two? 24 — 2# and
quantities, to wit, . ; . •
1.
^
e. ThehalfTuitiniof thofctwoFataori in tnelaft Itepis ^ »4-—e
Then the Square t)f the faid half-fmnm being equated 7
i—
to the greater of the two quantities in ihcfeCond ftep,>
+
this Equation arifeth, vfc.
* * *^.
7. Whence alter due Reduftion there Will arife . . . >
i And bv reducing‘the iaft Equation into Proportionals, it lhall be
*

..

Hence this

AS

la

.

5

jT 4
A
CANON,

.

e.

, -

f

\

t tt

j. • /

^

4

i

'
•

.

0. If from II aid I, ot aby two numbers in that proportion, a right-angled Triangle
be formed, it will folve the Queftion.
elfea will be produced inangbt-angW
VlSe “fmrf rrom any .3o numbers which have fucH prOpott.on one ro anorher
as 12 to 5.

_
SJJBST. 94-

, ,

To 6nd a right-angled Triangle; that one of the fide, about the right-angle may be
a Square, which added to a given multiple. fuppofe the triple, of the Square of the dtffeience of the fides about the right-angle may make a Square.
RESO LVTid N.

i. For one of the fides about the rigbi-angle, that it may
4
a Square , put ..*•••..
j. And for the other put . . • • • * c ' ’
3. The fumm of their Squares muft make a Square, to wit, 7
ad^\^i6
the sSquire of the Hypothenufal ,• therefore

•

u

•

. > 4 CO 4
344 — 244-1-48
• •r
6 To which ( according to the Queftion} add 4,' the fquare /
_
'number firftairumed for one of the fides about the tight-X aon-aqo + ja _ □

4. The dilTerencc of the Tides about the right-jangle IS
c. The triple of the Square of that difference is • •

.

' ■ oKfixt to ./in the quantities to be equated, are not Squares, neither are the mo known

SumWs in At fame quantities both Squares, for 5 a is not a Square,
“
Dupliate equality istaexpUcaWe, but if thejaid s» were? Square , then the Dnpl c«e

/
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equality might be refolved • therefore indead of the fquare number 4 which in the firft
dep was affumed for one of the (ides about the right-angle, we mnft feek fuch a Square
that if it be added to the triple of its Square the fumm may be a Square. Suppofc
therefore that vSquare fought to be ee, this added to the triple of its Square makes
3<re<re-|- ee to be equated to a Square, the fide whereof may be varioufly feigned , let
it be
then the Square of
to wit, eeee1 eeeee being equated
to ieeee>\^eey after due Reduftion the value of e will be found i , and ee is alfo i.
So we have found a Square, to wit, i , which added to the triple of its Square makes
the Square 4 therefore now the Refolution may be renewed thus w*.
„
8. For one of the fides about the right-angle put the Square .
i
5?, And for the other fide.a
1 o. The fumm of their Squares muft be equal to a Square, vi<,. ^ aa + . = d
11. The difference of the lides about the right-angle is , .
^ lo i
12. The triple of the Square of that difference is . . . . ^ ^aa— 6a
13. To which adding the fide i in the eighth Rep, thefu
muft be equal to a Square, viz.
14. Alfo from the tenth fiep... . Aa^\-t = q'
15. So in the two laft fteps we have a new Duplicate equality
which may be refolved thus • firft, to the end there may be/ '
one and the fame known fquare number in each of the twov^ 344 — d4-|-4
□
quantities to be equated to Squares, I multiply the quantity in/ 444
4
□

j

,

,

the fourteenth ftep, to wit, 44-^ i by 4, and it makes 444-I-4 A
^
now each of thefe quantities is to be equated to a Square , viz.A
,
'
t6. The difference of thofe two quantities is
. . . .
aA~{~64
17; Which difference is equal to the Produff of thefc two Fa-7 . •
i'
aors.towit;
. .........
+
i-*
18. Half the fumm of tho/e Faftors is ..... . , }> 7^44-2
ly. TheSquare of the faid half-fumra is, ....... >
20. Which vSquare equated to 444 4- 4t (the greater of the two quantities in the fifteenth
ftep,) will after due Reduction give 4 = ^1*.
'21. .Therefore from the twentieth, ninth and eighth fteps the fides about the right-angle
art
and 1 , the fumm of whofe Squares is f
whofe fquare Root
is
the Hypothenufal fought.
1 fay
, I and
are the fides of a right-angled Triangle, which will folyc the
Qtjeftion - for one of the fides about the right-angle is a Square, to wit, i, and if
this be added to the triple of the the Square of the diftcrence ot the fides about the rightangle , it makes the Square f f
, whole fide is
From the premiffes it is evident
that innumerable right-angled Triangles may be found to folvethe Queftion.
^EST.

yj.

To find out a right-angled Triangle in rational numbers, that the Square of one of the

fides about the right-angle may be equal to the other of the fame fide?.
[ Thu U Problem, i^in pag. 8c. of the IntroduBion to Algebra before cited in Queft.y 8,
but 1 pJAll refolve it after another manner,
RESO LVTION.

1. For one of the fides about the right-angle put ra, (r repre-7
feniing feme known number, and 4 fome number unknown,) .5
2. Then ( according to the Queftion ) the Square of that fide muft /
be the other of the fides about the right-angle, to wit, . .5
3. The fumm of the Squares of thofe fides is.rrrraAaa-\-rraa
4. Which fumm muft be equal to the Square of the Hypothenufal, and therefore it remains
10 equate the faid rrrraaaa -j- rraa to a Square, to which end take fome known number
3 greater than r, and then the fide of the faid Square may be feigned sa-^-rraa, the
Square whereof being equated to rrrraaaa^ rraa, and due Reduftion made, you
will find
■ “
4

sS'-T-rr

j-

Qaeft.95,96.
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5. But j and r were affumed to teprefent two known numbers whereof s is the greater^
* therefore from the premiffes the three fides of the Triangles fought (hall be known alfo,
and may be expifeft thus,
2 sssr

—

2

Srrr

2sr

\
jsss

—

2

jhe fides about the right-angle.

ssrr -J- rrrr

^ssrr
ssss

rrrr
^sJrr

6, Moreover, bccaufe the Square of

The Hypoihenufal.
isr

IS

si— rr

/\ssrr
ssss—2 ssrr

4

"

and the fumiii

rrrr

of the Squares of the two laft Fra^ions is equal to the Square of

>

( as will eafily appear by Multiplication and Addition ; ) therefore the three quantities
laft cxpreft lhall alfo be the fides of a right-angled Triangle to folve the Queftion
propofcd , vi^.
2 Sssr — 2 srrr
2sr
or
jsss — 2 ssrr
rrrr
ss — rr
The fides about the right-angled
4 ssrr
^
'Jsss—2ssrr " rrrr
2 sssr'-I-2 srrr
^
The Hypothenofali

4

7

ssss — 2 ssrr •-]- rrrr
If the three fides of the Triangle fought, as they be above exprcft in the fifth and fixth
fteps be compared together, it will be eafie to deduce from thence this following

CANON.
Firft form a right-angled Triangle from any two unequal numbers d then multjjly
the thre’c fides of that Triangle feverally by either of the fides about the right-angle 5 laftly,
divide feverally thofe. three Produfts by the Square of the other of the fides about the
right-angle; fo the three Quotients lhall be the fides of the right-angled Triangle fought.

£xnmfles in Ntmhers.
Firft, find out three numbers to exprefs the fides of a right-?
angled Triangle, fuppofc thefe,
.
* • • J
.
Then multiply thole three fides feverally by 4, the greater of the ;
fides about the right-angle,and the three Produas will be thefe,S
Laftly, divide thole three Produas feverally by p , the Square ^
of the lefter of the lides about the right-angle 9 fo the Quotients
will be the fides of_a right-angled Triangle to folve the Queftion
propofcd, to wit, thefe,.
..

^
«
^^

A
3

4
.16

20

s»

9

Again,
Let the right-angled Triangle firft found out be here repeated, >
Then multiply thofe three fides feverally by 5 , the lelTer of >
the fides about the right-angle, and the Produdls will be thefe, . S
Laftly divide thofe three Produds feverally by 16, the vSquare
of the greater of the fides about the right-angle • fo the Quotients
will give thefe three fides of a right-angled Triangle to folve the
Queftion, to wit

*

£IV E ST.

c;6.

12
i

4

z6

li
z6

____

( Quaeft. i. Lib. 6^ Diophant. )

To find a right-angled Triangle in rational numbers, that the fides about the right-angle
being feverally fubtraded from the Hypothenufal may leave cube-numbers.

RBSCfLVTlONX. Firft, form a right-angled Triangle from two unequal? Hypoth. Bafe^
Perp.
numbers, fuppofefrora a and e, and let 4 be the greater,^
^ da — se . 2ac
f^o the three fides will be thefe , vi^*
2. Then

I go
2. Then by fubtrafting the Bafe from the Hypothenufal, the remainder is 2(6, which
* fliould be a Cube, but it is not • yet it Ihews that ^ (to wit, one of the numbers from
which the defired right-angled Triangle is to be formed,) muft be fuch that the double
of its Square may make a Cube. Now that we may chufe the number e with that con¬
dition, let 2 66 be equated to the Cube bbheee, viz. fuppofe Z66—Mbee6, (where
bhb may reprefent any known cube.number,) whence after due Redu^ion the value of e
will be made known, viz.
^
6

bbb
3* It remains, that the Perpendicular fubtrafted from the Hypothenufal may leave a Cube;
but the remainder is the Square aa -J- ee — zae, which is not a Cube, but if its Root
-a_6 were a Cu^je, then that Square would be a Cube; ( for a Cube multiplied into
a Cube produqeth a Cube , by Trof. 5,
4. Blem. 9. EuclU.) Let therefore the faid
Root — 6 be equated to fome Cube, viz. fuppofe a — e = ddd j hence, and from
the third ftep it follows, that
•
_

Now, if from
’

and
hbh

(the values of ^and ej,a right-angled ,T"riangle
VV&

be formed , it will folvp the Queftion.

Hence this

■

'• '•

CANON.
4. Divide 2 by any cube-number, and referve the Quotient; then’to the faid Quotient
add any cube-number; laftly^from the fumra and Quotient form a right-angled Triangle
and it ihall folve the Queftion propofed.
.
As, for example,' I divide 2 by the Cube'8 , and referve the Quotient ^ for one
of the numbers by which the right-angled Triangle is to be formed j then to the Quotient
I add lome Cube, as i, and the fumm is ^ • laftly, from ^ and \ I form a right-angled
Triangle and find the fides -g^-f^and
which will folve the Queftion; for the fides
about the right-angle, to wit, ■*-f and I being feverally fubtraiRed from the Hypothenu¬
fal
, the remainders are the Cubes t and i.
But after one righi'-angled Triangle is found oyt to folve the Queftion , if you multiply
or divide every one of the fides thereof by one and the fame cube-number, the Produfts
or Quotients will give another right-angled Triangle to folve the Queftion : As, if the
three fides before found out, to wit, -f, -f and I be feverally multiplied by the Denomina¬
tor 8, they will produce 15, iz and 5 , which will folve the Queftion. Likewife,
if ig , 12 and j be feverally multiplied by 8, there will be produced the right-angled
Triangle 104, 96 and 40 , where the; differences between the Hypothenufal and the
other two fides are Cubes, to wit, 8 and 64. The rcafon is evident j for,
Firft, by Conftrudion “8,-f, I are the fides of a right-?
= a Cube,’
angled Triangle that will folve the Queftion, vizi . . -S
— 8 ~ a Cube.
And becaufe a Cube multiplied by a Cube produceth?
_^ ^ _
C b '
a Cube, thofe two differences or Cubes multiplied by the>
_
H ^ c\^*
Cube 8 ftiallneceflkrily producethefedifferencesorCubeSj'z/i-^i.j
^
^
a u e.
Wherefore the right-angled Triangle 13,12, 5 (hall neceffarily folve the Queftion,
as well as -f)
, I.
^VEST. 97. ( This is a Lemma, ufed by Lio^h. in rcfolving the following

8.)

To find a right-angled Triangle and a Square in rational numbers, that if the Area of
the Triangle be fubtrafted from the Square, the remainder multiplied by a given num¬
ber (y ) may produce a fquare number.'
RESO LVTION.

.

1

Let a right-angled Triangle be formed fron
fo the three fides will be

2. Therefore the Area, ( by multiplying the Per
into half the Bafe,)* is
3. Then

/

Qjeft.97»9^*
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3. Then feign the fide of the Square fought to Be.^ + 4a: Therefore the Square it felf is . 1' !.
. . T . .^444-4^4~
aa
5. From which Square, the Area above expreft Being fubtrafted,?
^ i 4^^ -h i
there will reirtain.3^7*
That iSj»»

••••»«•

• ••«•«. .p -,
aa
7. Then the faid remainder being multiplied into the given num-^
4*
d
ber () produceth..
.5
8. Which Produd rauft ( according to the Quefiion ) be a Square * But the Denominator
44 is a Square, it remains therefore to equate the Numerator to a Square,
/^ddad
4- ^ddd-j- d mufl: be equated to a Square, the fide whereof may be varioufly feigned, let
it be ida^ d‘ and then the Square of ida^d being equated to the faid ^ddaa-^
^ddd-\~d, this Equation arifeth, to wit,
/^dd(ta 4^ ^ddn -|— dd ~ /^c^d(ta •-{-• ^ddd4“ d,
9. Which Equation after due Reduftion gives

^

• ;

•

.

.^ 4

-

From the ninth, firft and third fteps arifeth this
CANOJSt:
to. From 4*=/^+ |
j j^d -j form a right-angled Triangle , which
4«
444-p I —«
.
Ihall be that fought by the Queftion • and the fide of the Square fought fliall bd
j^dd 4^ I ““ d I ^
sdd
qd .
i —d
An Example In Ntimhers*
Suppofe y = d the number given; then form aright-angled Triangle from
and 7;^,
fo the Hypothenufal will be
» the Perpendicular
> and the Bafe 2 ; more¬
over, the fide of the Square fought will be'^'g^o , and the Square it felf
or (in the
fame Denominator with the faid Hypothenufal and Perpendicular)
: which Square
and *triangle will folve the Queflion • for if the Area of the Triangle, to wit,
be
fubtraaed from the faid Square
, the remainder
*bat is,
multiplied
into the given number 5 , produceth the Square
> whofe Root is
.
Another Example.
Suppofe 5=d the number given in the Queftion; then let a right-angled Triangle
be formed from
and ,4, (which numbers are difeovered by the preceding Ganon,)
fo the Hypothenufal will be
j ^be Perpendicular
, andtlxe Bafe 2 : moreover^
the fide of the Square fought will be found
, and the Square it felf
; from
which Square fubtraaing the Area of the Triangle, to wit^)f5ff4 ^be remainder
-fl4§4 > or in its leaft terras
, multiplied into the given number 3 , produceth the
Square
> whofe fide is -ff.
^
Note,

Inftead of 2 which is prefixt to d in the Nutaefator of the Fraaion

in

the third ftep of the preceding Refolution, you may take the half of any fquare number
and prefix it to d for a Numerator, over the Denominator a; as,
Sdy ii\dy &c.
and then by profecuting the work as before from the third ftep to the end of the Refolution;
various Anfwers to the Queftion from one and the fame given number will be difeovered.
J^lVESTi 98; (Quxft. 3. L\bi 6, Diophani. )
To find a right-angled Triangle in rational numbers, that the Area thereof increafed
with a given number, fiippofe 5, may make a Square.
RESOLVriO N,
I. Let the Tides of fome known right-angled Triangle, as y, 4 and 3 7
be feverally multiplied by 4, and take the Produ^s to reprefenfV y^ > 4^ >
the Tides of the Triangle fought, to wit, • • ••••»>
R 1

^

I
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S =
tS ^ iSaa

itproduceth
:S
" 6. Now if I j which is prefix’d to m v\ferc. a Square,.thep the value ot a would be rational:
Whence therefore comes 15 ? . Examin the work, and you will find > that by fub*
tracking 6 the Area of the Triangle j , 4, 3 from the fquarc number 9 > and then
by multiplying the remainder 3 into the given number 5, there is produced 19 ; whereby
it is manifeft that the fcope of our fearch muft be to find a right-angled Triangle and
a fquare number, that the Area of the Triangle being fubrrad;ed from the Square and
the remainder multiplied by the given number j may make a Square. But the pre. ceding 97^^ Queftion (hews how to fipd out fuch a Triangle and Square; take if you
pleafe thofe there found in the firfl: Example, to wit, the right-angled Triangle wbofc
Hypothenufal is
Perpendicularand Bafe z . and the Square
,
. whofe fide is f: Then renew the Refolution thus,
7. For the three Tides of the Triangle fought put . . }>
y
8. The Area thereof increafed with 5 makes
. . .}»
-'* S
9. Which furam muft be equated tq the Produift of^
(the Square before found ) multiplied into ^4, >
5 =:
fo this Equation arifeth, . ^
.3
%o. Therefore by fubtraaing
from each part ?
_ ii* .ai.. _
of that Equation this remains, to wit, . . . .5
^
144&0
576
II. And by multiplying each part of the laft Equa ‘
into 5 it produceth.
12. And by extraaing
extrading the fquarc Root out of each
part of the laft Equation , there will arife .
. ..3
13. Whence by dividing each part by
, the value
of a will be made known, viz..
...... J
^^
14. Wherefore from the thirteenth and leventh fteps the three Tides of the Triangle fought
will be found thefe, to wit,
, tf , the Area whereof is
, to
which adding 5 , the fumm will be the Square
, whofe Root is fff. There¬
fore the Quefiion is folved.

4

Vieta^ in the 9*** of the 5'^ Book of hh Zeteticks ^ (hews how to find out a right-angled
Triangle whofe Areaincreafed with a number compos'd of two Squares may make a Square^
whereby ~lis probable he thought this Quefiion to be applicable only to a number com¬
pos’d of twOvSquaresj h^C2Luk Diophmtw propos’d the given number 5, which is com¬
pos'd of two Squares; but 'tis evident from the precedent Refolution that the Quefiion
may be extended to any given number whatfoever : And for greater illufirationlet it
be required to,find out aright-angled Triangle whofe Area increafed with 3 may make
a Square.
^ Firft^a right-angled Triangle is to be fought, and alfo a Square, that the Area, of the
right-angled Triangle being fubtrafted from the Square and the remainder multiplied by
the given number 3 , the Product may be a fquare number : But by the latter Example
of the preceding 97Quefiion fuch a Triangle and Square are found out, viz. the Tri¬
angle whofe Hypothenufal is
, the Perpendicular
^, and the Bafe 2 • and
theSquare'^fl^fJ, whofe Tide is fff- ; then for the three Tides of the right-angled Triangle
fought let there be put
and 2^2, the Area whereof is
to which
adding 3 it makes
+ 3; which fumm equated to
being
the Square above, found, ) will give
for the value of a., by which H the three Tides
above put being refolved, you will fi^nd the three Tides, of the right-angled Triangle fought,
to be thefe, to wit,
^nd
the Area of which Triangle is iflj, to
which adding 3 it makes the Square
whofe Tide is ^fg-.

^EST.99:
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( Quxft. 6. Lib. 6. Dicphaftt.)

To find a right-angled Triangle, that the Area thereof increafed with one of the fide^
about the right-angle may make a given number, fuppofe n.
R'ES O LVTION.

I. For the Tides about the right-angle of the Triangle fought put 5>
Then is the Area.. ..^
Which increaled with one of the Tides about the right-angle muft?
3make the given number , hence this Equation, . . . o *
4*
5-

From which Equation, after due Reduction, you will find

.

^
JU a — A

‘

e —

•

And becaufe aa
et muft be equal to the Square of the Hypotyhenufal, it follows frotri
the firft and fourth fteps, that the Square of the Hypothenufal rauft be equal to the
fumra of the Squares bf a and —~, that is,
:a

'

aa

“iflA
•

1^ -

n

—j-*
TH

n —

^

^AA

6, Of vvhich fraftiotlal quantity the Denominator \aa is a Square, whofe fide isf4;

if therefore the Numerator were a Square the whole Fraftion would be a Square : Ic
remains then to lequate the Numerator j^AAdA-^—Aa—
to fome Square , to
which end, let its fide be feigned
», and then the Square of ^AA—n being
equated to the faid Numerator, this Equation arifeth, viz.
^AAAA

AA-2nA'\->m — \AAAA

—

ftAA

m.

7. Whence the value of a will be made known, viz.

A —

“in

n I-I

8. And according to that value of A, the value of e will alfo be
t
a— I
be made known by the fourth ftcp , viz.
5?, And becaufe the fquare Root of aa -j- ie is equal to the Hypo¬
nn -j- I
thenufal , therefore the fquare Root of the fumm of the Squares(
I
of the two quantifies in the latter parts of the Equations in the-'
feventh and eighth fteps, will give for the Hypothenufal fought ,
•
- r
io. Therefore from the feventh, eighth and ninth ftdpS the three fides of the right-angled
Triangle fought are thefe, to wit,
n

Which three (ides'if they be expreftby words will give the following Canbn, which
is the fame with that delivered by FerntAt in his Obfervation upon the fixth QueRion of
the fixch Book of BiofhAntHt.
CANON.

II. When the given number is greater than unity ki a right-angled Triangle be formed
from thofe two numbers, and th^ri divide the three fides (everally by the fumra ot the
giv-en number and uniiy j fo lliall the Quotients be the three Tides ot the right-angled
Triangle fought.
'
An Example in Nurfibers.

Let ic be required to find a right-angled Triangle whofe Area increafed with one of the
Tides about the right-angle may make 7Eirft (as the Canotrdired's) let a right-angled Triangle be formed / 50 , 48
14
from the given number 7 and i , fo the three Tides will be thefe, S
Then divide thofe three fides fcverally by 8 , ( to wit, 7
5c’ii
fo the Quotients Iball be the Tides of the right-angled Triangle
Kay 6- 6*, and 1% are the fides of a right-angled Triangle, which will folve the
QueftiL./for the Area
increafed with i ( one of the Tides about the Wght-^ngle )
makes
, that is, 7 , as was required.
^
j
•
r n n
But becaufe the faid Canon takes, not place unlefs the given number exceed unity, 1 fiiall
in the next place explain Diophantin's Refolution of this Queflion, by which Way,, wh^^er
thegiven numberbc,a right-angledTrianglc may be found out to folve the'QucRion

34
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Another

of refolving the foregoing 99*’' Qiieftion,

1. let
reprefcntthe Hypotheniifal, Bafe and Perpendi¬
cular of forac right-angled Triangle known in numbers, then
ha ^ ha \
multiply thofe three Tides feverally by #?, ( which reprefents
a number unknown,) and take the Produfts for the three Tides
of the Triangle fought, to wit, ..
2. The Area ot which Triangle increafed with one of the Tides
about the right-angle, fuppofc with ha, rauft be equal to the
\hfaa»\-ha r= n
given number n , therefore..
f
b
n
3. Which Equation divided by ihp gives.^ aa -T* -77—a — -77^
^ \hf
\hp
4. Now to the end that the value of a in the laft Equation may*^
be a rational number, the Square of half the Coefficient which /
is drawn into 4, together with the abfoluie quantity whichC 4
= □
poflelTeth the latter part of the Equation rauft make a Square,T
(as is evident by the Canon in Se^, 6, Cliap. 15. Booh^ *0 \
therefore.• • • -J
5. And becaufe the Denominator ^bhpp is a Square, it remains /
^hh-\^ihfn = □
only to equate the Numerator to a Square,
6k Or, to avoid Fraftions, let the faid \bb -j- \bpn be multiplied ?
bb^7bpn = '□
by 4, and then.b
y. Which laft Equation fliews, that in order to the Tolving of the Queftion propofed,
a right-angled Triangle muft firft be found , fuch, that the Square of one of the fides
about the right-angle, together with the Product of the quadruple Area multiplied by the
given number n, may make a Square. Now to find out fuch a Triangle,
8. For one of the Tides about the right-angle put.)> e
9. And for the other fide put fome fquare number, as, . . . ^ i
10. Then the quadruple of the Area is.^ 2C
11. Which multiplied by the given number »,fuppofe by t, makes ^ t
12. To which Produft add the Square of one of the fides about
the right-angle, to wit, the Square of 1, which is alfo 1, and
f-j-1 = a
the fumm muft be equal to a Square, viz.
13. Alfo the fumm of the Squares of the fides about the rightangle muft be equal to a Square, to wit, the Square of the] ee
I = Q
Hypothenufal, therefore
14. Now in order to refolve the Duplicate equality in the two
laft fteps, firft the difference of the two quantities which are] ee
to be equated to Squares is . ..
15. Which difference is equal to the Produif of the multipli-9
cation of thefe two quantities, or Fadlors, to wit, . • . J* le — 2 and ie
i^. The half-furam of thofe twoFaftors is
•r
iy. The Square of which half-fumm being equated to ee^\f^
9
will give
18. And becaufe e and 1 were put for the fides about the right-angle , therefore the
fquare Root of the fumm of the Squares of
( that is e ) and i , (hall be the Hypo¬
thenufal, to wit,
. to we have found out a right-angled Triangle whofc three fides
are
and i , which are fit for renewing the featch of the right-angled Triangle
fought by the Queftion, in this manner, viz,,
19. For the three fides of the right-angled Triangle fought put }» 9
and 4
20. The Area of which Triangle increafed with one of the fides.
X
about the right-angle, fuppofe with a, muft be equal to the] xs. aa H- 4
%
given number t j therefore
21. Which Equation being refolved by the Canon in SeSt.6, 2 __ _i.
Chap, \^,Boo}^i. will give .
..J • ^ — To
22. According to which value of 4, the three fides in the nine¬
teenth ftep being refolved, there will be produced the ihree^^ 30 J 30 >~ 30
fides of the right-angled Triangle fought, to wit,
** >

] fay Ai
30 30 and ji arc the three fides of a right-angled Triangle which will folvc the
Queftion $
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Queftion; for the Area jl- increafed with jf, ( one of the fides about the right-angle,)
makes fl’, that is, ^ ; as was required.
^EST. loo.
To find a right-angled Triangle in rational numbers, that the Area fubtrafted from one
of the Tides about the right-angle may leave a given number j let the given number be «.
RES O LVTIO N,
I. For the Tides about the right-angle of the Triangle fought? ^
^
put.-S
а. Then is the Area.
3. Which fubtra£fed from one of the fides about the right-? ^^
angle, fuppofe from 4, leaves...J
^ a-^n
4. Whence, alter due Reduftion,.J>- ^ = —-—
5. And becaufe aa-\-ee muft be equal to the Square of the^
2^
Hypothenufal, it toliows from the firft and fourth fieps/
nti
that the Square of the Hypothenufal rauft be equal to theS --furara of the Squares of a and ^

— , that is,

^

б. , And Tince the Denominator
IS a Square, whofe fide is
it remains only to
equate the Numerator
—j—4;^ >—2
to a Square j whofe fide may be
feigned either ^aa — n or \aa-\-n • firft then, let the fide of the faid Square be
feigned
—», and then the Square of \aA — n being equated to the faid \(i(iaa
this Equation arifeth, <uiz..
44^44 *^- 44 — 2 na
nn ■=. -aaaa — naa -j- m,
7. From which Equation the value of a will be made known,? ^ _ 7n
viz,, .......-•••••• •‘S
I
n
S. According to which value of 4, the number e will be? ^
^^
difeovered from the fourth ftep,
.S
5>. And the fquare Root of the furam of the Squares of

. 2

and I —« ftiall be the Hypothenufal, to wit, . .
r l • t
1 .
10. Therefore from the three laft preceding fteps, the three Tides ot the right-angled
Triangle'fought are thefe , to wit,
C, o,
and -14^.
I
n ^
V
1
^
/
i \ n
XI. But if inftead of f 44 — n, which in the Tixth ftep was feigned for the fide of a Square,
we aflume
-j- n, and equate the Square of this fide to the before-mentioned ~aaaa
4-.44-2;i4-|-««, there will arife 4 -- I—; according to which value, the Tides oT
the Triangle fought will be found thefe, to wit,
2«
1 —m
I

—

V

’

I ,-\-‘nn

1 —’

1 —«

*

The two laft fteps give this
CANON.
X 2. When the given number is lefs than unity, let a right-angled Triangle be formed from
unity and the given number; then divide the three Tides feverally by the fumm or dif¬
ference of unity and the given number, fo lliall the Quotients be the fides of the Triangle
fought.
As for example, if it be defired to find out a right-angled Triangle, that the Area
fubtraded from one of the fides about the right-angle may leave ^, the Canon will difcover the fides of two Triangles, to wit, 41,
and ff, if if, each of which
Triangles will fatisfie your defire j for in the firft Triangle the Area ^ ^ fubtraefed from ^ ^,
(one of the Tides about the right angle,) leaves t^e given number f j likewife in the latter
Triangle, the Area
fubtraaed from If- leav^
^
„
But how to folvc this Queftion when the given number is any number whatever, 1 inali
hereafter lliew by Fermat’s method, in
130. of this Book,
^^VEST, 101,
'

-—

'

I

i 96
EST, IoI, ( Quaeft. i 2. Lib. 6. Diophatit.)
To find a right-angled Triangle , that as well the difference of the fides about the
right-angle as the greater of the fame fides may be a St^uare • and that the Area, with the
kfler of the Titles about the right-angle may make a Square.
The RefoUuion of this Queftion depends upon three Lemma's, which I (hall firft explain.
LEMMA

I.

I. If

r

a right-angled Triangle be formed from two numbers whereof the greater is the
* double of the lefler, as well the difference of the fides about the right-angle as the
greater of the fame fides (hall be a Square. Moreover, if the Area of the faid Triangle
be multiplied by the Square of a Fratfion having unity for its Numerator, and the lefler
of the two numbers by wjiich the faid Triangle was formed fora Denominator, the
Product increafed with the leffer of the fides about the right-angle j will make a Square
containing nine times the Square of the lefler of the two numbers by which the faid
Triangle was formed.
To make this manifefl:, let a right-angled Triangle be formed?
from a and la , fo the three fides will be thefe, to wit, • • j _
Whence ’tis evident, firft, that the difference of the fides about the right-angle is a Square,
to wit, aa} fecondly that the greater of the Tides about the right-angle is a Square, to
wit Aaa ; and laftly, if the Area 6aaaa be multiplied by the Square of i-, that is, by i-,
the Produft 6aa increafed with ^aa, that is, the leffer of the fides about the right-angle,)
makes the Square gaa, which contains nine times the Square of the leffer of the two
numbers by which the faid right-angled Triangle was formed. Which was to be fliewn.
2. Two numbers being given whofc fumm is a Square, to find innumerable Squares, every
one of which being multiplied by one of the given numbers, and taking to the Produft
the other number, may make a Square.
Let there be two given numbers 6 and 3 , and let it be defired to find a Square, fuch
that if it be multiplied by 6 , and 3 be added to the Produ61, the fumm may make a Square.
Let the fide of the Square fought be.. . J> . . . 4 -j- i
Whence the Square it felf is..
44-j- 2/ri
Which multiplied by 6 produceth
.
.
J.^ 644-|-‘124-I-* 6
To which Produft add 3 and it makes .
.^ (544-1-124-j-p
Which 6aa -j - 124 -j- 9 is to be equated to a Square, whofe fide, ( bccaufe the abfolute
number 9 is a Square,) may be varioufly feigned; let it then be 34—-3 , the Square
whereof, to wit, 944 — 184 -|- 9 being equated to the faid 6aa H- 124 *4^ 9 will give
4= lo; wherefore 4-|- i the fide of the Square fought is ii , and the Square it felf
is 121, which multiplied by 5 produceth 726, to which adding 3 it makes 729, which
is a Square wjiofe fide is 27. It is alfo evident, thatinfteadof 121 innumerable other
Squares may be found out to perform the like effe(3:, becaufe the fide of the Square to be
equated to 6aa
124
9 may be feigned infinitely.
Jn like manner if it were defired to find a Square which multiplied into 3, and taking 6
to the Produft, may make a Square -, let the Square fought be feigned 44
24
1, this
multiplied by 3 and the Produft increafed with 6, gives 344-|-(54-|-9 to be equated
to a Square whofe fide may be feigned 34 — 3 , whence 4 = 4, and therefore a-]- i
the fide of the Square fought is 5.

3. If two numbers b and c whofe fumm makes not a Square be given, fuch, that by multi¬
plying one of them, fuppofe , by a given Square dd, and by adding to the Produ(ft the
other number c, the fumm bdd -j- e makes a Square . we may find innumerable other
Squares inftead of the given Square dd to produce the like effect.

.
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Now it is required to find another Square inftead of
or 4 , that if the Square found
out bemuhiplied by i, to wit, h; and the Produf^ beincreated with 8, to wit, c, the
the fumra may be a Square.
For the fide of the Square fought put a -j- the fide of the given? , ,
,
Square dd, viz... *.^
^ ra
Whence the Square fought is ..-J- 4<« -f- 4
Which multiplied by 2, (to wit,
produccth.2aa-l-Sa-^^
To which Produft add 8, (to wit, c,) and the fumm is . ,)> 2aa8a-^ 16
Which fumm is to be equated to a Square, the fide whereof (in regard 16 is a Square)
maybe varioufly feigned, let it then be 2a — 4, the Square whereof being equated to
the faid laa-]- ^a~\-i6 will give ^=: 12 . wherefore a--\^z = 14 the fide of the
Square fought, and the Square it felf is 196, which multiplied by 2, and taking 8 to
the Product makes the Square 400, whofefide is 20. I (hall now proceed to
The RE S O LVTI O N of the preceding

E 'ST. 101.

4. Let a right-angled Triangle be formed from two fuch num-p>
bers, that the greater may be the double of thelefler, as from > $aa , 344 , 444
4 and
fothethree fides willbethefc, to wit,
... .3
Whence it is evident that the two firfl: parts of the Queftion are fatisfied , for as well
the difference of the fides. about the right-angle as the greater of them is a Square. It
remains that we fee whether the Area of the Triangle, with the leffcrof the lides about
the right-angle makes a Square : But it makes 6aaaa
^aa, and by dividing all by 44
there arifeth 6aa^ 3 to be equated to a Square, which is pollible to be done, becaufe
the fumm of 6 and 3 is a Square; for if 4 be i, then 44 is alfo i, and confequently
6aa’-\-^ 3 makes the fame Square as 64- 3 , to wit, 9. Since then a is found i, a rightangled Triangle formed from i and 2 (that is, a and 2 a) will folve the Queftion. Where¬
fore the fides of the Triangles fought are 5 , 3,4.'
y. Having found out one Square for the value of aa, to wit ,* 11 we may by the help
of the preceding Lemma 2. find out innumerable other Squares to perform the fame
cffeft . fo inftead of i , the Square 121 is found out in the Example of the faid Lemma.
And therefore let a Triangle be formed from ii and 22 , and the fides will be 605,
3 63,484, which will folve the Qi^ftion ; for the difference of the Tides about the rightangle is the Square 121, and the greater of the fides about the right-angle, to wit, 484,
is a Square whofe fide is 22 • alfo the Area added to the lelfer fide makes 88209,
which is a Square whofe fide is 297.
'
6. But for removing an Obftrudion which the Learner may meet with, let a right-angled
Triangle be formed from 24 and 44, whence the fides are 2044, 1244 and 1644;
whereas well the difference of the fides about the right-angle-, as the greater of them is
a Square. But the Area increafed with the leffer fide makes 954444-j~ 1244, and
by dividing all by aa it makes ^6ad
12 , which muft be equated to a Square. But
how fhall that be done , fince 96 which is multiplied into ‘aa is not a Square, neither is
the abfolute number 12 a Square, nor is the fumm of 96 and 12 a Square ? This
knot, though it Teems to be a very hard one, may yet by the help of the laft claufe of the
preceding Lemma i. be eafily untied : For fince 96 is the Area of a right-angled Tri¬
angle formed from 2 and 4 , and 12 is the leffer of the fides about the right-angle, it
will appear by X^«#W4 1. that if 96 be multiplied by
and the Produd 24 be in¬
creafed with 12 it (hall neceffarily make a Square, to wit, 35 . and confequently by
Lemma 3. we may find out innumerable Squares inftead of ^, every one of which
being multiplied by 95, and taking \ 2 to the Produd will make a Square. As,for example,
• For the fide of a Square to be found out inftead of ^ , let?
4 —
there be put 4— the fquare Root of , viz,.\
^
Then the Square of 4 — ^ is.J> . 44 —
a~\- \
Which multiplied by 96 produceth.}> 9644 — 96424
To which Produd adding 12 it makes.9644--964-j-35
Which 9644 — 96a -p ^6 muft be equated to a Square, ( the fide whereof in regard
3 5 is a Square,) may be varioufly feigned, let it then be 44 — 5, the Square whereof being
equaled to 9644 —9643 6 will give 4 = 1 • therefore 4 —-g , ( that is,
--rJ-) will
give 7? for the fide of the Square fought and the Square it felf is
, by which if you
" “ “
”
S
multiply
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ftiultiply 96 y and 10 the Produft add 12 , it makes the Square
, whofe fide is -f.
Now forafmuch as the faid fide th is to be taken for the value of ^ m the 2^ and 44 by
which the Triangle was firft formed, let a Triangle be now formed from
and ^ , and
the three Tides are ^
where’tis evident that the difference of thelides about the
Sh^
of them is ^ Square : But the Areajs
to which
if you add the leffer fide af a it makes the Square
^, whofe fide is ^
^BST.

102.

To find a right-angled Triangle , and a fquare nutnber, fuch, that if the Square be raultiolied by the leffer of the Tides about the right-angle, and to that Produ^ there be added
the Produa made by the multiplication of the Area of the faid Triangle into the difference
of the fides about the right-angle, the fumm may be a Square. Moreover, that the
greater of the fides about the right-angle may be a Square,
CANON.

1. By the preceding ^uefi. loi. find a right-angled Triangle, that as well the difference
* of the Tides about the right-angle, as the greater of the fame Tides, may be a Square;
Moreover that the Area increafed with the leffer of the faid Tides may make a Square fo fhall fuch Triangle be that which is fought by this ^efi. 102. and the difference
of the Tides about the right-angle fhall be the firft Square fought.
But that this Canon will folve the Queftion propofed, 1 demqnftrate thus;
~ /j = the Hypothenufal 5
2. Suppofe
p = IhelSdet’^ about the right-angle;
3. Suppofe alfo that by the preceding
^ °»-S J
h, h, f are found fuch, that.^

| are three fquare numbers.

4. I fay ^
^ is fuch a fquare number, that if it be multiplied by p the leffer of the
^ Tides about the right-angle, and to theProdud there be added the Produd made by
the multiplication of the Area \bpy into b — p the difference of the fides about the
right-angle, the fumm fhall be a Square : For,
5. The Produd oi b — p into p is.^
— PP
6. To which if you add the Produdof the Area into the? ^yyp^^hvp
difference of the Tides about the right-angle, to wit, . . S ^ ^
^
7. The fumm is .
bp - fp+■ ibbp ^ ^bpp
8. Which fumm is a fquare number, for it is equal to the Produd of b — p multiplied
into ibp 4- p • But each of thefe Fadors b — p and tbp -h p is a Square by Conftrudion ; wherefore the Produd of their multiplication , to wit, bp — pp
{bbp— ibpp
is a Square.
An Example in Numbers.
9. Take any right-angled Triangle which will folve

^

,

"4

precedingloi, as, . • • • • * • .
In which Triangle the difference of the Tides about the right-angle, to wit, i, is fuch
a Square that if it be multiplied by 3 the leffer fide , and the Produd be increafed with 6,
to vvit, the Produd of the Area multiplied by the difference of the Tides about the right-angle
it makes the Square 9. Moreover , the greater fide about the right-angle, to wit, 4, is
a Square; as was required.
I o. But the fame right-angled Triangle 5 i 3 i 4 being retained, we may inftead of the
Square i, (to wit, the difference of the Tides about the right-angle) find out innumerable
Squares, ( by the help of Lemma 2. in ^e^. i o i.) every one of which fhall folve this
Queftion, and be within given limits if need require. So if it were defired to find out
a Square greater than 6 , and fuch as together- with the faid right-angled Triangle y, 3,4
may folve this 102'^ Queftion, the faid Lemma 2. will difeover the Squares 2 5 and 361,
( among innumerable others,) which are fuch, that if each of them be multiplied by 3 ,
(the leffer of the Tides about the right-angle of the faid Triangle,) and the Produds
75 and 1083 be feverally increafed with 6, to wit, the Produd of the Area multiplied
into the difference of the fides about the right-angle, it makes the Squares 8| and 1089,
whofe fides arc 9 and 3 3.
II. And

‘39

-like manner, by the help of any other right-angled Triangle which will folve ’
II. AnJ
js,heTtiangle605, 363,484,weraayfindoutinnutnerable
the difference of the fid« about the right-,
Anfwe^s to ihis X
^
^
if it
multiplied by the leffer fide 363,
angle,
thpr? he added 10^20
, to wit, the Produft of the Area
and to the Produa 4? 9»^3^ce
ji,e fijes about the right-angle, it makes the Square
rSat.«hofe‘|deis3^^
^a'rindout infinheoJher Squares to perform the fame thing, and each Square (haU be
within given limits if need require._~

. ■____i

E ST. 103. ( Quaeft. 13. Lib. 6. Diophant..)
To find a right-angled Triangle, that the Area thereof being increafed feverally with
each of the Tides about the right-angle may mate Squares.
•
RESO LVTIO N.
Let the Hypothenufal,Bafe and Perpendicular of
h ; y ; p
right-angled Triangle in numbers be reprefented by
. -S
2 Then multiply thole fides feverally by 4, and fo^qfc the
ha i ha ^ pa
’Produfts to be the Tides of the right-angled Triangle
3 ^Tlen\’ TawoVding to the Queftion ,) the^Area of the
^hpaa^^ha = □
Triangle in the laft ftep being increafed with each of thei
^bpaa-\-‘
= □
Tides Ibout the right-angle mufl: make a Square, hence
this Duplicate equality arifeth to be refolved, 2/1^. . - .
^
4. Now fuppofe..
r z F
5,

.

Whence,

after due ReduiSlion, you will find

«

•

•

*1^

6 According to which value of 4, the latter of the two quan
titles in the third ftep being refolved, inftead of that quan¬
tity this that follows arifeth to be equated to a

a =

^

ee - ihp

heeA'jhhhp—jhhpp

_ ^

eeee— hpee '~\-'\hbpp

But Hrltte^dnroXTeql
: Va.i;ecaufe a Square
fe — ibp , It remains oniy to equd c
therefore if we fuppofe b in the faid
divided by a Square gives
^
^ number, then the faid Numerator divided
Numerator
fh, ^ ^ 4--'p *
to be equated to a Square.
thtrh'’ra«et^tfrTd«Sto Ais.’/e muftfind out a right-angled Triangle, fuch.
So that the ^att^js reduced lo i ,
fuppofe^, may be a fquare number;
that the greater of the Tides
,.p number ^fuppofe ee that may be greater than, the
and we muft al^find another q a
^
Denominator of the Fraaion
^
that if it be multiplied by p the lelfer of the Tides about the
in the fifth ftep,) and
h h
^
multiplied into
right-angle, and to the 1
.i,e riaht-angle thefummmay make'a Square : But
the difterence of the fides about *
§
§ precedino Puefi. 102. Ihews how to find
fuch a right-angled Triangle and
fo
out. Suppofe then ‘^e Hypothcnufal
which being known in numbers

bfl^’ihr«frfT7ihfiXsItr™Ev'f FtomtheptemilSiihe«„if«hilieOlowing
CANON.

1 j T •

1

'

. . - ,
. vnrpredinp pHed.^oi. find out a right-angled Iriangle^
( whl\hr«'fils rthe Refolvumnj^f

and befides, a Square, call It
^ ^^
right-angle , .and to the Pro-i
fuAthat 'f ■'the Area multiplied into the difference of the fame Tides,

tSy^SSV tS
Triangle fought.

'

h, b,f^(o flialUheProdufts be the three fides of the
..
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B^idmfle in Nninhers.

It hath been ffiewri in Se^, 10. of the preceding
roi. that the right-angltd
Triangle 5,5, 4 and the Square 25 will folvethat Queftion; andbefidcs, the (aid Square
2 S’ is greater than <5 the Area of the faid Triangle . therefore according to the dircfttons
of the Canon above-delivered, I divide 4 the greater of the fidcs about the right-angle, by
19 the excels of the faid Square 2 5 above 6 the Area of the faid Triangle, and the Quotient
. is
, by which I multiply feverally 4 » 3 > 4 (th’efidesof the Triangle firft found) and
there comes forth
, if, if, which ftiall be the Tides of the Triangle fought; for the
Area is jlf; to which if we add feverally rf
If > (the fides about the right-angle,)
there will be made the Squares | ff and fif, whofe fides are ff and ff.
After the fame manner, the fame right-angled Triangle ^,3,4 and the Square ^61
(found out alfo by the preceding ^efl. 102. ) Will difeover jff ,
and fff for the three fides of another right-angled Triangle to folve this Quefiion, as may eafily be proved.
And becaufe innumerable right-angled Jrtangles and Squares may be found out to folve
the faid
102. infinite Anfwers may be given to this.
E S T.

104,

( Quaefl. iy. Lib. 6, Dibfhdtih )

To find a right-angled Triangle, fuch, that if from its Area the Hypothenufal and onC
of the fides about the right-angle be feverally fubtraded, each remainder may be a Square.
The Refolution of this and the following
which I fhall here premife and dehiortftrate.

Queftion depends upon a Ltrhma^

LEMMA,
I.

If a right-angled Triangle be formed from two fquare numbers', or From two numbers
in proportion one to* another as a fqnare number to a fquare number; I fay firft, the
Square of the difference of thofe two fquart hutnbers being multiplied by the Produft
of their multiplication will produce a Square lefs than the Area of the faid Triangle j
fecondly, if from the folid Produft made by the muliiplication of thefe three numbers,
to wit, the fqnare number above produced lefs than the Area, the Hypothenufal, and
that fide about the right-angle which is the dduble Produft of the multiplication of the
two fquare numbers forming the Triangle, there be fubtraded the folid Produft made
of thefe three numbers, to wit, the Area, the faid fide about the right-angle, and the
excefs by which the Hypothenufal exceeds the fame fide, the remainder ftiall be a fquare
number; thirdly and lafily, the fumm of thofe two folid Produ^ fhall alfo be a fquare
number.
Demonfir at Ion,

i. Let a right-angled Triangle be formed from tWo fquare numbers, fuppofe ^the greater,’
and cc the IcfTer, wh'ofe fid es are and c, fo the three fides of the faid Triangle will be thefe,
hhhb -1- cccc = the Hypothenufal,
bbhb — cccc = the Bafe,
^
zhbec
— the Perpendicular.
3. The Area of the faid Triangle is.b^cc_bbe^,
4. The Produd of the multiplication of bb and cc,/
to wit, bbcc, being multiplied by the Square of > b^cc — 2
bbbt
bb —cc, produceth this Square, to wit, , .3
5. Which Square is lefs than the Area . . . . ^ h^cc — hbe^
6. For it is evident that.;> hbbe — bccc ^ bbbe + beed
7. Therefore by multiplying each part into
^
^
—
it neceffarily follows'that . . . .J ^ cc--ib c r\-*bbc ""^b cc— bbc^‘
Which was affirmed in the firft part of the Lemma.
8. In the next place, if thefe three following quantities be multiplied one into another,
C
( the Square in the fourth ftep , )
( the Hypothenufal, )
' ■ .
t
2 bbcc i
( the Perpendicular ; )
The folid Produd'of their nmltiplication 5
, j, •
,
will be . . , ......
+
And
I
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And if thele three following quantities be multiplied one into another, to wit.
b^cc — bbc^,
( the Area, )
( the Perpendicular, )
bbbb
cccc — 2 hbcc, ( the cxcefs of the Hypothcniifal above the Perpendicular. )
The folid Produd of their multiplication will be ^ 2^‘V —
-j10. Which latter folid Produd fubtraded from the former, 7
^
■ leaves this Square, to wit,
^
^
-p
cThe lide whereof is.J>
— zbb(^,.
- ;
‘
Wherefore the fecond part of the Lemma is manifefl.
.
;
11. Lalfly, the fumra of the two folid Produds in the?
,u 4
gri, g,,
,.0
eighth and ninth fteps makes this Square, to wit, . . o
^
cv c
a,
• The fide whereof is.ib^^'cc —
Witercibrc the Lemma is every way proved.
A71 Example in Numbers,

Suppofe 4hb, and 1 r:=cc • then let a right-angled Triangle be formed from 4 and r,
fothc three lidcs will be 17, i 5, 8. Now I fay , firft , that if p the Square of the'difietefrce between the faid 4 and i , be multiplied by 4 the Produd of 4 and i, there'will be
produced the fquare number 36, which is lefs than do the Area of the faid Triangle. .
' Secondly , h from 48915, which is the folid Produd made by the multiplication of thefc
three numbers, to wit, 36 the Square before found, the Hypothenufal 17, and 8 the double
Produd of 4 and ij there be fubtraded 4320 , which is the folid Produd of thefe three
numbers, to wit, the Area 60 • the faid double Produd 8, and 9 the excefs of the Hypo¬
thenufal above the faid 8 j there will remain the Square ^7 <5, whofe fide is 24.
Thirdly and laflly, the fumm of the faid folid Produds 48^6 and 4320 makes the
Square 9216 , whofe fide is 9^.
Now fblloweth the RE S O LVT10 N of

E ST, 104; before propofeL

1. Let the Hypothenufal, Bafe and Perpendicular of fome >
right-angletl Triangle in numbers be reprefented by . .5
2. Then multiply thole fidcs feverally by
and foppofe the
■ Produds to be the fides of the Triangle fought, to wit,
3. Then, ( according to the Queflion,) if the Area of theTrtangk in the laft ftep be leffened by the Hypothenufal^
and one ol the fides about the right-angle feverally , each
remainder mull be a Square ; hence this Duplicate equa-l
lity arifeth to be refolved , viz.
4. Now in order totefolvethat Duplicate equality, fuppofe ;>

,

^
*

*

ha ^ ha ,

^

t

pa

ibpaa — ha —
\bpaa — pa —
eeaa

T
a r=
y. Whence after due Redud ion you will find . . .
'\bp — ee
6, According to which value of a, if the former of the
hpee, — \hpp x h
two quantities in the third ftep be refolved , inftead of
that ^quantity ,
wit, Ibpaa — ha ) this that followsr -^bbpp — bpee -j- • eeee
ariferh to be equated to a Square ,
.....3.
,
r-r*
Butbecaufe the Denominator of the Pradion laft expreft is a Square, for its fide is
ibpi—ee, it remains only to equate the Numerator to a Square. ^ We muft therefore
inquire into the Tife of the Numerator, fo we fliall find that it imports the fearch of
'a hght-angled Triangle
b, p in numbers, and a fquare number ^filefsthan the Area
of lire faid Triangle ^ ( for ihe Denominator of the Fradion in the fifth ftep of the
Refolution fliews that
muft exceed ee.) Moreover , the faid Triangle and Square
rauft befoch, that if from the folid Produd made by'the multiplication of the faid
Square, 'the Hypothenufal, and one of the Tides about the right-angle, ‘there be fubtraded
the folid'Produd made by the multiplication of the Area, ihefaid fide about the rightangle, and the cxcefs of the Hypothenufal above the fame fide , the remainder may be
a Square. 'But the laft preceding Lemma Ihews how to findmut fuch a Triangle and
Square. Suppofe then the Hypothenufal, Bafe and Perpendicular of the laid 1 riangle
fo found out, to wit, h,b, p, and the Square «, to be all known in numbers, then the num,ber reprefented by (hall confequently be known from the fifth ftep of‘the Refolution j
and laftly, if you multiply the numbers h, b, p feverally by the number 4,the Produds ihall
be the^ihreefides of the Triangle fought. From the premiftes there arifeth the following
•
CANON,

I
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... ..
CANON.
K.
8 Firft let a rigtit-aneled Triangle be formed from two fqiiare numbers; or from two
numbers which havefuch proportion to one another as a fquare "otober to a
number ■ then multiply the Square of the ditference of thofe two numbers by the Produa
of their ’multiplicatiL and relerve the Produa, which is a fq'^^e "umber and may be
called «• that done, divide that fide about the right-angle which is the double Produa
of the two numbers'that formed the faid Triangle, by the excefs of ■'* Area above the
Square ee before referred , and by the Quotient multiply feverally the three fides of
The fame Triangle, fo lliall the Produas be the thtee fides of the right-angled Triangle
^

- ■ 4 •\

Example « Namiers.

Firft I form a right-angled Triangle from the fquare numbers 4 and i ', fo the three
fides are’ 17,15,8; then 1 multiply 9 ( the Square of the difference between 4 and i )
bv4 the Produa of 4 intoa, and there comes forth theSquare
('?«“.«!) tmiti
I divide 8, (to wit, that fide about the right-angle of the faid Triangle which is the doub e
1 QiY
» V
N L.. - .
/Cn fhf* Area of the faid Trianelc

and f are the fides of the right-angled Triangle fought : For, if from
^ea
,
the Hypothenufal ^ , and the fide f be feverally fubtradcd, there will remain the Squares
* This'^iueftion is capable of innumerable Anfwers in a double refpca:; for firft, inilca'd of 4 and i we may take any two fquare numbers, or any two numbers which are
in fuch proportion to one another as a fquare number to a fquare number, for the forming
of a right-angled Triangle as the Canon dir efts: fecondly, the fame nght-anglef Triangle
17 I V 8 being retained, we may inftead of the Square 3 6 , to wit, ee, find infinite others,
every one of which ftiall be lefs than the Area 60 ; and fuch, that if it be multipli^to
126 rto wit, hp.) andfromtheProdudtherebefubtraaed432 0, (towit,i%xA_fi ;
the remainder lhall be a fquare number. (The finding out of which Squares may ealily,
be deduced from Lemma 3. in the preceding ^efi. i o i.)
_____
’
loy.
To find a right-angled Triangle, that if its Area be fubirafted from the Hypothenufal,’
and from one of the fides about the right-angle, each remainder may be a Square.
RESO LVTION.
1. Let the Hypothenufal, Bafe and Perpendicular of fome 7 ^
^
right-angled Triangle in numbers be reprefentcd by
2. Then multiply thofe fides feverally by a, and aflume
ha I ba i pa
' the Produfts to be the fides of the right-angled Triangle
fought, to wit,
...
Hpaa = □
3. Then, (according to the Queftion,) each of thefe? ha
□
two quantities muft be equated to a Square, viz., • . ^
Now in order to refolve that Duplicate equality,fuppofe ^ pa — \bpaa = e^aa
4
T
a =
Whence after due Rcdu6lion you will find
.
.)>
5
ee
^bp
6. According to which value of
if the former of the
hpeeP-jbpp ^ h — p
two quantities in the third ftep be refolved, inftead of(
= □
that quantity , (to wit, ha — \bpaa^) this that follows
eeee
bpee 4“ t
arifeth to be equated to a Square, viz...
^
r * rj •
7. But becaufe the Denominator of the Fraction laft expreft is a Square, tor its fide is
^ i^remains only to equate the Numerator to a Square ; and the Numei;ator
well examined, flievys that we muft find a right-angled Triangle h, b, p in numbers, and
a fquare number ee , fuch, that if to thefolid Product made by the multiplication of
the faid Square, the Hypothenufal and one of the fides about the right-an^^le, there be
added the folid Produft made by the multiplication of the Area, the faid fide about
the right-angle, and the excefs of the Hypothenufal above the fame fide, the fumro may
be a Square ; But thz Lemma prefixt to the Refolution of the preceding
104.
^flifiws how to find out fiKh a Triangle and Square ; Suppofc then the Hypothenufal,
• '
*
" ■
^
Bafe

Queft. io6.
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1

Baft and Perpendicular of the faid Triangle fo found out, to wit. h,b p , and the Square
« to beallkLwn in numbers, then confequently the number -t lhall be known alfo
from the fifth ftep of the Refolution: And laftly, the numbers h K f being multiplied
feverally by the number o wiU give the three fides of the Triangle fought. From the
nremilfes there arifeth the following

^

CANON.

8 Firll let a right-angled Triangle be formed from two fquare numbers, or from two
■ numbers which have fuch proportion to one another as a fquare number to a fquare
number - then multiply the Square of the difference of thofe two numbers by the Pro-duft of their multiplication , and referve the Produft, which is a fquare number, and
mav be called « = then divide that fide about the right-angle which is the double Produa of the two numbers that formed the faid Triangle, by thefumm of its Area and
the Square ee before referred ; lafUy, by the Quonent multiply feverally the three
fides of the Triangle firfl formed: So lliall the Produfts be the three fides of the rightangled Triangle fought.
Fitft, a right-angled Triangle being formed from the fquare numbers 4 and ,, the
three fides will be 17,15,8 , then 1 multiply 9 the Square of the difference between 4
fnd
byT the Produft of ’4 into i, and it produceth the Square 36 (to wit, «;)
then I divide the fide 8, by 9S which is the fumm of the Area do and the Square 3 6,
fto wit « ) fo the Qu’otien?is ri, ladly, the fides 17, t f, 8 being muUiplied feveraUy
hv -a wiU give aa aj and tI for the right-angled Triangle fought. For if from the
HVothenufid fi'Vnd from the fide rf. the Area ri be fubtrafted, there will remain the

V

After Ihe"fan?e manner, among innumerable right-angled Triangles that might be found
out by the faid Canon to folve this Queftion, theft three will be difrovered to wit .
Is. -s. I 2.1 Li1
i\oevery one of which Triangles belides
t’lfa’t fir^’found, w wh‘,
i, Tfis expreft by ’fmaller numbers than that Triangle found
out bv Verm At'^ method, in the following
127.
Tins Queftion is alfo capable of innumerable Anfwers upon another ground, as may
eafily be coUefted from what hath been faid at the latter end of the preceding
1 °4^^EST*

106•

(QuxftaiS. Lib. d. Diophant.)

To find a right-anoled Triangle in rational numbers, fuppofe A BC righl-ai^led at B
thalone of its acute-l’ngles B AC being cut into two equal parts by the line A D, the faid
line A D may be alfo expreflible by a rational number.
A

^

B
I.

Let theHypothenufal, Baft and Perpendicular of fome;
right-angled Triangle known in numbers be reprefented by,

J. Then multiply thofe fides feverally by 4, (which reprefents a number unknown,) and put . . . . <

pa

=

b — ba

3, Now forafmuch as (per^. Trop, 6.
Euclid.) thefe?
, hB :i DC . CA'
lines in the preceding Diagram are Proportionals v^. ^
4. Therefore from the premises thefe numbers fliall be allo^ ba » pa :: b^ba • p Proportionals, w.

.

.

•

•

•

•

•

of AB together with the

<I
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the Square of ^( for ba^\-y — ba : b , J lhall be equal to the Square of p — pa.
whence this Equation arifeth, to wit,
ffaa -}- bh — ffaa — i-pfa
pp,
6, Which Equation, after due Redu£fion, gives

• bb
ipp
pbb

g a ^ Jl

....

c

P?P

= AB

2pp

ibpp

2pJ~
fPfr\-ptl>
2pf
hpp — hbb

7. Therefore from the firfl:, fecond and fixth fieps, all the lines
fought (hall now be known in rational numbers,
, ,

= BC
= CA
= AD

Wp
bpp — bbb
2PP

= BD

bpp

_ QQ

bbb

7pp
8. And by multiplying all the Fradions in the laft ftep by
the common Denominator ipp, the Produfts will give thefe
numbers which will alfo folve the Queftion, and may ferve
asaCanon for thatpurpofe, viz.■ ,

rppp—'pbb-^ A B
2bpp
BC
jppp *-]- pbb == C A
Khpp — hbb == AD

V

/bpp—bbb ~ hD

L bpp “F bbb =: D C
Example in Numbers.

Take any right-angled Triangle in numbers, as 5,3j4j

by putting

3 = ^

and 4 r= p, ( the greater of the fides about the right-angle,) you will find
ppp—pbb
2bpp
ppp ..\^pbb
hpp — hbb

■=: 28 =
— 95 =
:= 100 ==
■=: 3 5 =

bpp-\-bbb =

AB
BC
CA
AD

the Perpendicular j
theBafe,
the Hypothenufal,
the line bifedting the acute-angle oppofite to the Bafc,

75 = DC5

fegraents of theBafe.

The Proof,
2 X

28
AB

100
CA
Therefore (per Prop. 3. Elem. 6. Euclid.) the angle BAD is equal to the angle
D A C. The reft of the Proof is obvious.
°
Firfl:, thefe numbers are Proportionals ,

^EST.

B D

7y
DC

107.

To find out an oblique-angled Triangle, whofe three fides, as alfo the Perpendicular and
a line cutting one of the angles into two equal parts may be expreft feverallv by rational
numbers.
^
j /
[^Jac. de Billy j^probl. y, cap. q. of the Utter part of his Diophant. redivi. printed at
. Lyons in 1670. refolves this ^efiion briefly b) Numeral Ng^bri . hut to the end
a Canon may be raifed to folve the ^efiion propofed, IJha/l form the Refolution thereof

^7 Lzrer^/Algebra.]

J
Preparation,

Let there be an oblique-angled Triangle ABC- thenfuppofing A D to be Dernendicular to theBafe BC, and the line A£ to cut the angle BAC into two equal Lgles
EAB

Qtieft. 107.
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A B and E A C let it be required to find out rational numbers to exprcfs the quan^
litics of the Tides A B, B C, A C, as alfo of A D, A E, BE, E D, D C»
F

RES O LVTJO N.
I. Firff, let
reprefent the Bafe, Perpendicular and Hypoihenufal of any right-angled
Triangle known in numbers, and Tuppofe the Perpendicular p to be greater than the
Bafe
then
^
^
Cl; =: D E the Bafe, 7
Put . .
^
p = A D the Perp. > of A A D E.
2 A = A E the Hyp, S
i Secondly, making p, (that is, A D ) to be the Perpendicular of a feCond right-angled
* Triangle^ fuppofc A D B , find out the Bafe D B and the Hypothenufal B A in rational
numbers which may be done thus, viz» Forafmuch as the Square of the Perpendicular
A D is equal to the difference of the Squares of the Hypothenufal B A and the Bafe
D B let the Square of the given number p be eftcem’d to be the difference of two
fquarc numbers, and find out the Squares themfelves, then put the fide of the Icffcr
^uare for D B, and the fide of the greater for BA- but the faid Squares muff be
found out with this Caution , that D B the fide of the leffer Square may have greater
proportion to DE, ( that is,&) than rpp hath to pp-^bh, as may eafily be inferr d
trom the Canon of the preceding
106. where it appears , that when the angle
D A C in the Diagram belonging to that Queftion is equal to the angle DA b, then
the Bafe B C hath fuch proportion to B D, as ipp to pp — bh ;
of this Queftion the angle E A B rauft be greater than the angle E A Din r^alrd by
fuppofition the angle E A B is equal to the angle E A C. Now fince by
7.
of^this Beoky innumerable pairs of Squares having one common difference may be found
out fuch that the fide of one Square of each pair (hall be greater or lefs than a given
mmbcr, let us fuppofe the Tides of two fquare numbers to be found out agreeable to
rhe faid’Caution,

.

^ DE 4^E B - D B,

viz, <
1

d r=: E B ,
_ g^

_ Thirdly the next fcope is to find out E C and AC in rational numbers, which inuft
^‘havthkme proportion one to another as EB ahd BA; (for by fuppofition the angle
E AB is equal to the angle E AC, and therefore ( per Prop, y^lem. 6. E«chd.)
F R R A • • E C . AC.) Moreover, the Square of E C — E D, that is, of D C,
fogerker wuh .heSquare of I D'muft be equal I the Square of AC But E B and
R A were before found out in numbers, to wit, = E B, and g — B A ;
find out two numbers in the fame proportion as ^ and f
( which, reprefems a number yet unknown,) and put the Produds da and ga for EG
and A C ; whence thefe are Proportionals,
.

S

d

.

g

da

:

ga,

7 EB . BA :: EC . AC- _ _
^
_
Anrt hpr.ufe the Square of EC —ED; that is, the Square of D C, together With the
stufre of A D males the Square of A C , therefore in the letters of the
the Square oi da—‘h together with the Square of p muft be equal to the Square of ga ♦
hence this Equation arifeth,^
’
ddaa — 2 bda + tb -j- pp —
, . hh
bb^pp
5, 'Andbccaufe (by thefirftftepof theRefoluiion,) >
6- Therefore . - - • • ; • *, .'’rh *•
7. Whence, after due Rcduftlon , this following7
Equation arifeth, viz.
T

ddaa—^bda>^hh
,
7bd
a
aa>\
gg-’^dd

hh

qg

—■

dd

Which

/

/
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8. Which laft Equation being refolved by the Canon mSe^. 6, Chap, i^.Book, i. the

value of

4

will be made known, viz,.
_ . hhdd-\~gghh—ddhh _

'

hd

-

gg — dd

number, then the
9. Now if the Numerator bbdd^\-gghh — ddhh be a rational fqiiare
^
value of A is raanifeflly rational, tor the Denominator is a Square, whofe fide is gg
_dd. but that the faid Numerator is a rational Square I prove thus : In the Triangle
B A E obtufe-angled at E, the vSquare of B A lei's by the fumm' of the Square of B E
and twice the re^angle made of B E and E D is equal to the Square of A E , (^ per
12. prop. a. JSiem. Euclid, ) therefore in the letters of the Refolution,
'

10. But if gg — dd—2db inftead of hh be multiplied into gg—dd, and to the Produft there be added bbdd , then inftead of the aforefaid Numerator bbdd^Y gghh
— ddhh, this following Square will arife, to wit,
zdddb -I- ddbb •
^^^hofe fide
gg
dd
db»
Therefore
from
the
eighth
and
tenth
fteps,
the^
^
_
gg
—
dd
—
tdb
II
value of a is expreftible by a rational number
-dd
12. Therefore from the third and eleventh fteps,

2ddb

= EC
gg—dd
gdd — 2gdb _
AG
13. And from the third and eleventh fteps, ii
dd '
14. And by fubtraffing b from the quantity in the? dgg-ddd-bgg-hdd
dq
twelfth ftep, ( viz.. E D from EC,) it gives
gg — dd
15. Laftly, if the three Fraftions in the three laft preceding fteps, as alfo b, p, h, d, g,
be feverally multiplied by the Denominator gg — dd, there will come forth the following

quantities in Integers, which may ferve as a Canon to folve the Queftion propofed;
provided that the numbers b, p, h, d,g be firft found out agrecaWe to the Caution before
preferibed.
CANON.
ggd —r ddd — 2 ddb
ggd — ddd
•iggd — zddd — 2 ddb

m—
ggg—gdd
ggp
ggh
ggb
ggd — ddd — ggb
ggd -^-g^b
ddd

—
—
—
—
—
—

~ EC
= EB
= BC
= BA
~ AC
> in the Diagram belonging to this Queftionj
AD
= AE
~ DE
~ DC
= DB J

2gdb
ddp
ddh
ddb
bdd
ddb
An Example in Numbers.

Firft, take any right-angled Triangle in whole numbers J as the Triangle 18,24” 30 5
then
^
Cb = 18 ED,
/
Put
^
p = I4 AD, ,
^
^^
30 AE .
Secondly; making 24; (to wit, p = A D ) to be the Perpendicular of a fecond rightangled Triangle, as well as of the firft A D E, find out the Bafe D B, and the Hypothenufal A B in rational numbers ♦ but for the reafon before given, the number of the Bafe
D B muft have greater proportion to the number of the Bafe D E, than ipp to pp — bb,
•piz.. in this Example, greater proportion than 3 2 107, and confequently DB muft exceed
DE taken 4^ times: But by fuppofition DE= 18. therefore DB muft exceed 82 f.
Now becaufe the Square of the Perpendicular A D is equal to the difference of the Squares
of AB and DB, therefore 576 the Square of the Perpendicular 24 ( r= AD) being
taken for the difference of two Squares, find out the.Squares feverally, but with this
condition, that the fide of theleflcrof them may exceed Saf : But two fuch Squares
( among innumeraWe other pairs of Squares that may be found out by the feyenth Queftion
of

\
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of this Book,) are 20449 and 21025, whofe fidesare 143 and 145 , therefore 143
= DB, I i45 = AB, andi25r=EB,(ihatis,DB-DE.,) then
k d = 125 = EB,
Put ‘
^ = 145 = B A.
Laftly , by the help of the numbers before found out for the values of
d and
tbe precding Canon will difcover rational numbers, which reduced to their leaft terms by
their greateft common Divifor, will give the whole numbers here-undcr exprefl:, for the
meafures of the fides of the oblique-angled Triangle fought. as alfo of the Perpendicular,
and the lirie cutting the angle oppofite to the Bafe into two equal parts, and of the fegraenis
of the Bafe made as well by the Perpendicular as by the line bileiting the faid angle, viz.
EC ■— 125750
’EB
BC
87^
BA — 870
AC
14?. ^ agreeable to the Diagram and Carton belonging to this Queftion.
AD =i= 144 ‘
1 80
AE
108
DE
DC ::r:
'7
858-^
rr
DB
—

—

—
—

The Proof.

S70
125
^4S
Firft, thefe numbers are Proportionals,
^
b . BA
AC
EC
Therefore, ( per 3. prop. 6. JElem. Euclid.) the angle E A B is equal to the angle E A C.
The reft of the Proof is obvious.
108.
'To find out an oblique-angled Triangle, whofe three fides , as alfo the Perpendicular^
and a line drawn from the angle oppofite to the Bafe , and cutting the Bafe into two equal
parts, may be expreft feverally by rational numbers.
'
r Tac de Billy in his Jppendix to the Problem cited in the preceding 10^ ^efliort
^'EST.

this alfo , hm ver) briefly, I Ml therefore form the Refolution thereof at large
by Numeral Algebra, by the Jieps whereof the more curious Analyft may^ eafily rejolve
it by Specious Algebra, but the Canon thence arifing will be exceeding tedious.']

refohes

Preparation,

Let there be an oblique-angled Triangle ABC. then fuppofing AD to be perpendi¬
cular to the Bafe BC, and the line AE to cut the Bafe BG into two equal parts in the
point E let it be required to find out rational numbers to exprefs the quantities of the iides
AB, BC, ACj as alfo of the.lines AD, AE, BD, DE.

A.

1. Firft,

right-angled Triangle in numbers, as 3, 4> Si t^en,
2 rr: B D the Bafe,
, y.
^
• r.rvA
^
—
A
D
the
Perpendicular,
^
of
the
right-angled
Triangle
BDA,
Put • «
^ 5 r= A B the Hypothenufal, y
2. Then for the diftance between the foot of the Perpendicular? 4 ~ DE^
a, viz. fuppofe .0
- 3. Anil
, and
- the middle of the Bafe
> - BC,
. ^ put
^
.j. ^
take any

\
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And becaufc by fuppofuion, BE = EC, if to a you add 3,?
-I-.3 = BE = EC
“
' fumm
'
- be equal to half
If the
.1 r_
* (to wit, BD,)
the
(hall
Bafe,
viz.
4. And becaufe DE4-EC=rDCjthe fumm of the two ^
DC
Equations in the fecond and third fteps (hall be equal to the ^ 2/?-j-^3
creater fegment of the Bafe made by the Perpendicular,
c. And becaufe the Square of D C together with the Square of A D is equal to the Square
^ * of A G, the Square of 24
3 together with the Square of 4 muft make a Square, vtz.
^aa -I--12^
2 5” = □.
6 And becaufe the Square of D E together with the Square of A D is equal to the Square
* of A E, the Square of a together with the Square ot 4 inuft be equated to a Square, viz,
16
Q*
7. So in the two lafl: fleps we are 'fain upon a Duplicate equality, which , in regard the
Squares 2 5 and 16 are unequal, I reduce to another that (hall have equal kriqwn Squares,
'vtz. (after the manner u fed in divers preceding Queftions of this Book,) 'l divide the
greater Square 25 by thelelfer id, and by the Quotient
I multiply the quantity in
the fixth Sep, to wit, aa-\~i6, fo the Produ^f
2 y is to be equated to a Square,
and therefore this Duplicate equality comes now to be refolvcd,
^ • i
= a'
8. Now in order to refolve the Duplicate equality lad expreft , firft, by fubirafting the
leflfer quantity from the greater, 1 find their difference to be
•■f"

12

. then I fearch out two quantities, theProduftof whofemultiplication may make the
faid difference
12 a; and that as well in the difference as in the fumm of the
fame quantities there may be found 10, (to wit, the double of the fide of the
Square 25 , ) fo I find thofe two quantities to be
3 a a -J- I o and fa.
10. Then the Square of half the difference of the two quantities lafl expreft*
thd
Square of
^ being equated to f
+ 2 j , gives
f^aa^z^ =
+
I j■
iii Which Equation, after due Reduftion, will difeover the
le?> a- —
—
nr
—■ 142311
— A-'
number a, vtz. ... • .
12. Then by adding the Square of the faid number a to 16,7
= AE
and extra^ing the fquare Root of the fumm, there arifeth 5 *
“
13. And by adding 3 (towit, BD) to the number <«, (to '
wit, D E,) the &mm (hall be the meafure of half the Bafe
142311 = BE = EC
BC, vie..
14. Therefore the double of the number in the laft ftep isP x:Liaifi-Afi.
14231X = BC
the meafure of the Bafe BC, viz.
.> ^
ly. And by adding the number a in the eleventh ftep to half!
XAilXJLi
DC
the Bafe in the fourteenth, the fumm is the greater fegraentj
» 42.3 1 1
of the Bafe made by the Perpendicular, viz.
16. Then by adding the Square of the faid greater fegment^
DC to 16 the Square of the Perpendicular AD, and
z 42 3 11 = AC
extrailing the fquare Root of the fumm, there comes forth
17. Laftly, by multiplying the numbers in the firft, elcventh,twelfih, thirteenth,fourteenth,'
fifteenth and fixteenth fteps feverally by the Denominator 142311, there will come
foi:th thefe following whole numbers for the meafure^ of the lines fought, viz.
BD
42^933
AD
559244
AB
425500
DE
in the Diagram belonging to thisQueft ion,
AE
710755
BEe EC
1705055
BC
DC
1278133
AC
1399165

Qyeft. 109.
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The Proof is eafie to be made, by comparing the fumm of the Squares of the numbers
anfwering to the fides about the right-angle of every right-angled Triangle in the Diagram^
to the number anfwering to the Square of the Hypothenufal of fuch Triangle refpcftively.
1094 ( Quaeff. 21. Lib. 5- DiophaMt.)
To find a right^ngled Triangle in rational numbers, that the Area thereof increafed
with one of the Tides about the right-angle may make a Square and that the fumm of ali
the three fides may be a Cube.
£lVEST.

RESO LVTION.

1. Let a right-angled Triangle be formed from a and
4-|-*i j then divide the three fides feverally by^,
4-1-1 ,*and take the Quotients for the fides of the j
Triangle fought, ..

= the Hypoth'

4-1-1
2 44 “I— 24

= theBafe^

4-hi

24 -I-

I

= the Perpend.

4 ‘-j-' I

2. The fumm of thofe three fides is . . I , .y ^^aa-\-‘6a^r
4-1-1
3. Which fumm reduced to its lead terms ( by dividing
the Numerator by the Denominator according to
q4 4- 2
the general method of Divifion in SeEi, 9. Chap. 5.
''
) will be..
Theretore (according to the Queftion ) thefaid 444-2 muft beequaltoaCubCj which
in the following ninth ftep I Qiall fiiew how to find out.
4. Moreover, the Area together with one of ihe^
fides about the right-angle of the Triangle in the firflQ 2 444-|- 344 4-<*
ftep rauft make a Square: But the Area (by multiply-f
44 4~* 24 4^ 2
ing half the Bafe into the Perpendicular)will be found J
244“^ I
y. And one of the Tides about the right-angle (to wit, ?
the Perpendicular) is.y
44r ^
6. Which fide reduced to the fame Denominator with
2 44 -L 3 4 4-* 2
the Area, ( by multiplying as well the Numerator
44 4"“ 2 4 4“* t
244-1, as the Denominator
by 44- s) will be
2 444 —1— 5'44 4"* 4^ 4~* ®
7. Now if the fide in the 1 aft ftep be added to the/
44 4^ 244^ I
Area in the fourth, the fumm will be . . . . >
8. Which fumm reduced to its leaft terms,(by dividing 7 2 4 4“ 2
the Numerator by the Denominator ) will be . .3
u. Therefore ( according to the Queftion j 244- i muft be equated to a Square,' and
before in the third ftep it was found that 44-]- 2 muft be equated to a Cube 5 now
becaufe 444^2 is the double of 244- i, we muft find out a Cube that may be the
double of a Square; but the Cube 8 is the double of the Square 4, theretore let
Aa^2 be equated to 8, or 244^1 to 4. whence you will find 4 = i, and confequently 44-1 = a* Wherefore according to the Pofitions in the firft ftep, let a rightangled Triangle be formed from and |, and divide the three Tides feverally by |, To
there will come forth the fides of the right-angled Triangle fought, to wit, “f S > f»
which folvc the Queftion ; for the Area
together with f ( to wit, one of the Tides
about the right-angle ) makes the Square 4 ; and the fumm of all the three lidcs makes
a Cube, to wit ,8.
.
It is alfo evident by the premiftes, that the Queftion is capable of innumerable Anfwers.
in regard you may find out as often as you pleafe a Cube and a Square, fuch, that the formec
ftiall be the double of the latter : As, by equating aaa to 844, it will give the Cube 512,
and the Square 256, the former of which is the double of the latter.
no. ( Quseft. 23. Lib. 6. Eiophant- )
To find a right-angled Triangle in rational numbers, that the fumm of all the three fides
may be a Square ♦, and that the faid fumm incrcafed with the Area may make a Cube.
E ST.

RESO LVTION.

1. Let a ri^t-angled Triangle be formed from 4 and i,fo7 ^
the three Tides will be thefe, to wit, • . . • • .y
- -- - —
'
^

' 24

^

J, The
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2. The fumm of all the three Tides is 2 44-1-2 4, which tnuft^
be equal to a Square, let it therefore be equated to eeaa,^
viz,> fuppofe..
,3. Whence, after due Redu6lion, you will find

.

.

.

Book III.
2aa

a ~

.

aa

4. Therefore by fquaring the laft Equation, there arifeth . ^
y. Which laft Equation doubled, is.•

*-]-

ecaa

- U: '
ee
ieee

zaa =

•

2a

8
eeee-

6. And by adding the double of the Equation in the third ftep, to wit, 2a—

the Equation in the fifth ftep, the fumm gives this Equation , to wit,
t

'

,

,

^

4ee

.

2 44 4-' 2 4 =: -I-;-eeee — ^ee

^

j

to

^

* ^
. ■

.

•

4

i

1-

7, The latter part of which Equation is raanifcftly u Square, and by Conftru£lion ns
equal to the fumm of all the three Tides of the Triangle in the firft ftep. It remains
that the Taid fumm with the Area make a Cube- but from the firft.ftep the Area is
444 — 4, and according to the value of a in the third ftep, the Area aaa — a will be
reduced to this, to wit,
8ee- 2 eeee
•il:

eeeeee -7- 6eeee -f- 12 ee — S

8. To which add the fumm of all the three Tides, to wit, the latter part of the Equation in
the Tlxthftep, that is,-—, (which , by multiplying the Numerator and
eeee—^ee

4

^eeee—See

j

Denominator feverally by ee — 2, will be reduced to eeeeee — 6 eeee* 1. 12
. ee — 8
there will come forth this fumm, to wir, 2 eeee
eeeeee — 6 eeee
i 2 ee — 8'
o. Which fumm laft produced muft be equal to a Cube- and bccaufe by Gonftruftion
the Denominator is a Cube, to wit, the Cube of ee — 2, it remains that we equate
the Numerator aeeee to foroe Cube • or by dividing 2 eeee by eee it gives le to be equa¬
ted to a Cube, which is eafie to be done, for we may put 2e equal to any known cubcr
number, as ddd;
^
10. Suppofe therefore . ; . •
ae = ddd
11. Thenbecaufc the Denominator of the Fraction in the? ^ ^ ^
y '
third ftep fhews that ..• • o *
12. And confequently by doubling-each part, . .
^ 2e
13. It follows from the tenth and twelfth fteps, that . . ^ ddd
14. Again, one of the fides about the right-angle is by^ 44
therefore
Conftrudlion in the fi,rft ftep 44
= ‘44
ly. But by the fourth ftep, .
eeee

cr* I
16. Therefore from the two laft fteps,.y eeee —■
4
j 7. And by multiplying each part in the fixteenth ftep by the / • 4 cr eeee — 4fff-|-4
Denominator eeee —
4, Ais raanifeft that
. .^
18. Whence , by adding 4ee to each part..J> 4-1-4^^ cr eeee>~\-r^
19. And by fubtrafting 4 from each part in the laft ftep . y . . 4ee cr“ eeee
ee
20. And by dividing each part in the nineteenth ftep by ee^ y , 4
21. And by extracting thefquare Root out of each part in?
. 2 cr c
the zo^'^ftep, ’tis evident that.£
22. And by doubling each part in the twenty-firft ftep,
. ,y
23. But by fuppofition in the tenth ftep,.y
24. Therefore from the two laft fteps..y
ddd
25-. And confequently,
26. Thus in the 13^'’ and 25'^'' fteps it is found that the cube-number reprefented by
muft be greater than the fquare Root of 8, but lefs than 4 - and then the half.of the cubenumber taken within thofe limits lhall be the number e, which being known, the number
a will alfo be difeovered by the third ftep: Laftly, a right-angled Triangle formed from
the number a and unity, (hall be that which is fought. From the preraiftes arifeth this
"

\

CANON.

Qued.
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27. Firfl, take any cube-number greater than the fquare Root of 8, f'viz. greater than
2To§f, <^c.) but lefs than 4 ; then take the half of that cube-number, and call it ^that done, divide ^ by the excefs of the Square of the number e above 2 , and call the
Quotient a • laftly , let a right-angled Triangle be formed from the number and i,
fo fhall this Triangle be that which is fought.
, An Example in Numbers.
Firfl:, I take fome cube-number within the limits preferibed in the Canon ^ as
^
whofe half, to wit, \\ is the number e; then I divide 2 by, the excefs of the Square of f g
above 2 , fo the Quotient Iff is the number a • ladly, from fff and i I form a rightangled Triangle and find the three fides to be thefe,- to wit,
, -47089 and
,
which folve the Queftion : For the fumm of thofe three Tides make the Square
,
whofe fide is fff. and the faid fumm of the fides together with the Area
makes the Cube
, whofe fide is f-ff.
III.

£IV E ST.

( Quaeft. 24. Lib. 6. Diophant.)

To find a right-angled Triangle in rational numbers, that the fumm of all the three fides
may be a Cube - and that the faid fumm increafed with the Area may make a Square.
RBSOLVTION.

1. For the fumm of all the three fides of the Triangle fought put }> s
2. And for the Area.{> #8
3. Then becaufe*the double of the Area is equal to the Product,
made by the mutual multiplication of the fides about the right-^
angle, the faid ProduiS: is.
4. For one of the fides about the right-angle put . . . .
5. Then becaufe the Produft of the faid fides is 2 4, ’tis manifeft that
by dividing

c

, the Quotient (hall be the other fide, to wit,<

6. Therefore from the fourth and fifth fleps the furbm of the fides?

2ae-\- ~ '

about the right-angle is . .
^
7. Which fumm fubtraded from s the fumm of all the three fides,5 ^__
leaves the Hypothenufal, to wit,.••• •Si
8. The Square of the faid Hypothenufal is
ss -I- Aaaee -f- —^
ee

I

T

e

9. And the fumm of the Squares of the fides about the right-angle, to wit, of the Squares

of -i- and lae is

—^ 4^ 4aaee.
ee

10. But the Square of the Hypothenufal is equal to the fumm of the Squares of the
fides about the right-angle, therefore from the eighth and ninth fteps this Equation
arifeth,’ viz. ss -11- Aaaee -|-[\
^
\
i 1 .
.
44 —- sae-= --f- i\aaee.
ee

e

ee

,

11. From which Equation, after due Reduftion in order to find out the value of e, by the
letters s and a, there will arife this foil owing Equation, viz,

= -IL.
r^sa

^sa

12. And by refolvingthe laft Equation according to the Canon in Sebb. lo.Cbap,
Book^ I. the two values of e will be found thefe, to wit,

^
^

^ss~\-~-2 a
/\sa
\ss-\-2a
4J4

,

. .

^ssss

4-

4aa

— 6ssa

i6ssaa

^ .

^ssss 4^ r\aa — 6sia
16ssaa

* '
^

13. But Tis evident that thofe values of e will not be rational unlefs the Numerator
~ssss 4- 4aa — 6ssa be equal to a Square. Moreover, the Queftion requires that
the

♦

—
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furam of all the tlitec fiJes with the Area, to'wit, / + <« may be equal to a Square5
fo we are fain upon this^Duplicaie equality,
5

\sssS'\-^^M — 6ssa —- □

•<
=: □*
VT , -fin fl„r Doolicate equality any kn'own fquare number be taken for the value
,4. N<>7f •" f “
. But the Queftion requ.res a (that ts.
viz,

the fumra f
J^TsaLe and a Cube luft be taken for the value of ^ ; let there?oTe thetna'edSe%\e put equal to a, and then the faidDupbeate equality tv.ll
will be refolvedinto thts,^^^ __
*viz,

^ p

^

^

^

''qumdtT thT’4tlenV!;^fbe1^atdTo^T^^^^^^^^
equality arifeth,

.

i

o

n
VIZ, <
4
64 = □
Rut becaufe in the Duplicate equality laft expreft , the fquare numbers 104857«
;ud rtVare unequal I divide the greater of them by the lefs, and by the Oyotient 163 84
I muhIpTv Tll d;, and then The Produft ,6384-+io4?f7d ts to be equated to
isie infteall of^’-l-d4t fo at length this Dupteate equal.ty rematns to be refolved
^
.
5 44 —61444-I-1048J76 =
7
I 63 844-U 1048 976 = □
^
, r
r L
17. Now in order to refolvc that Duplicate equality, firft , fuppo mg t e
® ^ ®
two quantities to be equated to be the greater , their difference is
^
arrnrdinp 10 the method ufed in divers preceding Queftions of this Book, two luch
nurabers^re to be found out that the Produa of their multiplication rnay make the faid
andthataswellinthehalf ofthefumm as in the ha f of he
difference of the faid two numbers there may be found ^°"4,_which is i^he ^ideonhe
Sauare 1048^76. But two fuch numbers are ii4 and 1,4—2048; the halidhference of thefe is ^^4^-1024, and the Square of
being equated
w Id" 84"4- • 048 576 liill give
■!> wit. the Atea of the Triangle fought.
Since then the value of is found to be
, and a was before ailuraed to be 64
according to thefe values of n and a, the twelfth ftep will difeover the fwo value, o c to be
and —bv either of which if you refolve the pofitions in the fourth and nfth Iteps,
wowill find the Les about the right-angle to U
and
1 therefore the Hyporhenufal is
and the fumm of all the three Tides is the Cube 64, to which if you
add the Areait makes the Square
whofefideis
_
E ST. 112.

( Quaeft. 2 5. Lib. 6. Diophant.)
To find a right-angled Triangle in rational numbers, that the Square of the Hypoihenufal
may be compofed of tome Square and its fide s and that the Square of the faid Hypoihenufal
being divided by one of the fides about the right-angle may give a number compofed of
a Cube and its fide.
RESO LVTION.

1. For one of the Tides about the right-angle put
^
V* And for the other,.' c " ’ ‘ i 'r \
3. The fumm of their Squares is equal to the Square ot the Hypothenulal, ?
to wit
4. Now’tis evident that 44444-44 is compos’d of the Square 4444 and its fide 44. but
if the faid aaaa -F aa be divided by 4, ( which was put for one of the lides about the
right-angle,) it gives the Quotient aaa -h 4, which is compos'd of a Cube with its fide;
fo that it remains only to equate 444444 to a Square , that is, to find out a rightangled Triangle that one of the fides about the right-angle may be equal to the Square
of the other of the fame Tides : But the preceding 99'^ Quefiion (hews how to find
out fuch a Triangle • take if you plcafe that in the firft Example of the faid Queltion,
to wit f if if* which will folve this 112'^' Quefiion • for the Square ol the Hypothenufal’ ,\iz,
, is compos'd of the Square
and its fide if. Moreover,

Diophantus’x Algebra explaind.
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if the faid ^|f be divided by f , ( one of the Tides about the right-angle, ) it gives the
Quotient -ff, which is compos’d of the Cube f ^ and its fide f.
A Frofheci of all DiophantusV kinds of Duplicate Equality, (fjewing alfo at firsi
fight in rvhich of the preceding Queftions they are refolved.
' 1 The fiift kind of Duplicate Equality is, when each of two Quantities to be equated
to fquare numbers confifts of an unknown Root or number a, With fome abfolute or known
number, and the numbers prefixt to the Root a are equal to one another • as in the five
following Examples.
r If
□ p
P And .
. . 4^-128 = □ > Refolved in ^^7?. 8. of this .S004 3.
/ What is the number 4 ?
j

i'.

T If . . .
104^-54 = *3
2 And . . . 104^1^ 6 = □
{ What is the riumber a ?

3-

4-

'

5*

1
1> Refolved in

r If . . . .
192 —4 = □ ;7 Refolved in
P And .... 64 — ^ ~
1L
in Quefi, 50.
P What is the number a ?
^ If .
:
. . ^ — 27 = □
And
. . .
4-^15 = □ > Refolved in
P What is the number 4 ?

8.

14.

See the like

i f.

r If , ,
, , 4 ►-j-' 12 = □
2 And i . . 4— 8 = □ ^ Refolved in ^uefi. 16.
2 What is the number a ?
.

II' The fecond kind of Duplicate Equality is, when each of two Quantities to be
equated to Squares confifts of an unknown Root 4, and of one and the fame known fquare
number. A^lfo, when the numbers prefixt to 4 in both Quantities are unequal, and the
abfolute numbers are unequal Squares j as in the fix following Examples.^
1
C if ^ . . i • 4*3"^ —
17?
And . • • »
•
4^ —~ ^ ^ Refolved in
1*
/ What is the number a ?
Z«

3-

C If
• 9-1-^ == °
2 And li . * . 4
^
4 What is the number a ?

C If . .. . ... 84-1-4 = a
2 And . ' . . ' 64 3- 4 = □ C Refolved in ^efi. 33.
P What is the number 4 ?
C If . . . .
4 — 24 = d
2 And ' . . .' 4—d4 = □ ^' Refolved in Obfervat, i. fluefi. 3 3.
P What is the number 4 ?
- — - 4 *1" ■ -C If .
. . .
= a
33< And
.
.
.
4 — 54 = □ ^ • Refolved in Obfervat. 11
1 W’hat is the number 4 ?

4-

5*

.

> Refolved in ^efl. 18,

C If . . • •
104-f-9 = □
P And
.
.
* 5 4 -1- 4 = □ ^ Refolved in Obfervat. 2.
P What is the number a ?

6,

33*

111.

The third kind of Duplicate Equality is, when each of two Quantities to be
equated to Squares conlifts of fome number of a, and an aljfolute number not.a Square,
but the numbers pirefixt to a have fuch proportion to one another’as a fquare number to
a fquare number i as in the three tollowing Examples.
^

-

-

—

V

h

"
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If . . .

•

And
.
.
.
44-^12
What is the number 4 ?

I.

^

2.

< And'.

.

.

3-

If .
And
<

.
.

.

.

□

> Refolved in
y

29.

= □ ? Rcfolvtdin ^#35.

+

VVnat IS tne numuer

=

a :

—

^

What is the number

Refolvedin^<r/. 50.

A = ^
a ?

y

ly, The fourth kind of Duplicate Equality is, when twO Quantities to be equated
to Squares are diverfly compos’d of aa and
or of aa, a and abfolute numbers; in which
cafes, to the end the Duplicate Equality propos’d may be explicable by rational numbers,
thefe two things are requifitc to be found therein • viz., Firft, either the numbers prefixt
to AA, or the abfolute numbers tnuft be rational Squares: Secondly , the difference of the
Quantities propofed muff be either fome foie number of a, or compos’d of fome number
of A and an abfolute number , or of fome numbers of aa and 4; as in the following
Examples.
'»•
I.

2.

If • . • • 44 <-!-• A
. ; . . 44 —4
< And
\ What is the number 4 ?
^ If . . *.
944-!-* 24
And . . . 944 ^ 4
^ What is the nnmber 4 ?
J

If
3-

4«<!-j 54

.

•
1'
+
What is the number at

»

^

=

a

>

Refolved in

19-

S
=

□

>

==

0

>

Refolved in

20.

5
_

0

=

/

\

Refolved in
in^*e/?.z2.

I.

20.’

5*

If . . . 444 “1^ 154 = □ 7
. 444-4^4= □ ? Refolved in
< And .
What is the number 4 ?

...
31;

6,

If .
.
444^-4-]-1 ~ n 2
'
And
.
.
34-1-* = Q ^ Refolved in
^
* What is tbe number at
S .

31.

7-

•
« •
44»|—‘ ^ ^ D y
\ If i
< And » . . . ^4-j-.«i == □ > Refolved in
[ What is tbe number a t ^
j

And

8.
f

9-

•

•

AA —p- 2pA *-}—•

...

What IS the

.
P

^

’
y3,' _

J.9.

~ n !

'

y

•r

Sec the like
‘

10.

‘ If . . .
.
ee -1-1 = □ ^
^ Refolved in.99.
<1 And . . , . e-j- I
. Wbat is tlie tmmber tty

li,

' If
=i: Q
, . ^
4-1-64'= □ X Rcfoivedin,^(^, 111.
<1 ‘And
. What is the number a t
y

1*

.x

— D

I * ==: □ ^ Refolved in
A ’
a ’i
J

'An/
<
^ Wbat fs the nomb^ 4 ?

See the like

^

4.

IF

4.1

.

Q

^ If . ■, 444 -j- 3 4 — 1 2= o
< And . . 444—. 4—1 r= 0 > Refolved in
What is the number 4 ?
^

/

•

.

—

A
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J

brief Expoftion Upon Monfieur Fei-mat’x Analytical
Invention , inferted in the late Edition of Monfieur
BachetV Comment upon Diophantus , printed at
Toloze, Anno 1670. ,
j4C. de B XLLTj

who collefled the faid Invention out of FemaEs Letters,’
divides it into three Parts. The firft *is an Improvenaent of one of I>iophamm'%
kinds of Duplicate Equality; (to wit, the fourth and laft kind in my preceding Profpcf>, but the fixth with Bachet in his Comment upon ^efi. 24. Boo\y\. Diofhant.)
for whereas Dio^anms method of refolving that kind of Duplicate Equality , finds out
but one value or two at the moft of the Root fought, andfometiraes the value found out
is Negative, viz. lefs than nothing,
method finds out innumerable affirmative
^^TEe fecond part (hews how f5 refolve two kinds of Triplicate Equality ^ by reducing
them to a Duplicate Equality of the fame kind with that above mentioned.
The third part (hews how to equate a Quantity compos’d of five Terms to a Square likewife a Quantity of four Terms to a Square or Cube , and for the moft part to find out
innumerable affirmative values of the Root fought.
Thefe three parts-1 (hall explain in order, and according to ray ufual method put a ^
(inftead of N by Diophanm) for a Root or number unknown, m for the Squate of that
Root, aaa for the Cube , &c, Concerning the Firfi fArt of

FermatV

t^nAlyticd in'vention,

Rule to find Out innumerable affirmative values of the Root fought, in a Du-;
olicate equality of the kind before mentioned, is this, ^
t*
‘n.Firft by the vulgar method of Diophantus, ( explain’d in divers preceding Queftions
of this Book,) find out one value of the fought Root, ( ^,) it matters not whether it be
affirmative or negative, then to a joyn that value with its own fign, whether it be
or
and take the fomm for a new Root inftead of ^.5 then according to the faid new Root let
a new Duplicate equality be deduced from the firft, and find out the value of a in the new
Duplicate equality by the vulgar method. That done, conneft this latter value to the firft
before found, with their own figns, and it will give a fecond value of the Root fought in
the firft Duplicate equality. In like manner by the help of this fecond value you may
find out a third, and from the third a fourth, and fo infinitely.
.
Note After one value of the Root fought is found out in the vulgar way, there will
always certainly arife a known Square in each of the two new Algebraick quamiiies 10 be
equated to Squares, in the fecond, third, or any following Puplicate equality deduced
from the firft as the Rule doth direft , the reafon whereof will be evident to him that dili¬
gently examines the Operation. But when thofe two known Squares arc unequal the
leffcr muft be reduced to the greater, (in fuch manner as before hath been Ihewn in Elue/t 21,
and 111 of this Book,) to the end there may be one and the fame known fquare number m
each of th" two quantities to be equated,and then the difference of the faid quantities will be
compofed of fomc number of
and fome number of 4 ; which kind of chtfortnee is abfolutely neceflary in the ufe of Fermat's Rule before expteft. All which wiU be made
manifeft by the following Queftions i.i 3 , 114, 11J , 116. .
ternfat*s

113.
A
To find a number, that if to the Produft of its Square multiplied by 32 you add unity,
and from the fumm fubtracT eight times the number fought, the remainder may be a Square.
Alfo, that eight times the number fought, together with unity, may make a Squate.
^JUEST.

^

®

V

2,
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Let a be put for the number fought, and then the Queftion may be flated thus, 'viz.
I*
• • • • • * *
a. And..

.

.

84

i — o S

what is the number a t

RESO LVTION.

3. To rcfolve that Duplicate equality, firft, (according to the vulgar method before
explained in Quefl. 52. of this Book,) I take the difference of the two quantities to be
equated, and becaufc in this Example, either of them may be taken for the greater,
I fuppofe the firft to be the greater, fo their difference is 3244 — 1
• then I feek
two fuch quantities that the Produil of their roultipHcation may make 3244 —164,
and that as well in half the fumm as in half the difference of the fame two quantities,
there may be found the abfolute number 2 , (to wit, the double of the fquare Root of 1,
the known Square in each of the two quantities to be equated;) fo I find ^4— 2
and 84, whole Produft is 3244 — id4, and their difference is 44.^-. 2 ; the half of
this difference is 24-L-j, whofe Square 444-h-44-+-i being equated to 84;-4-i,
( which was fuppofed to be the leffer of the two xjuantities in the Duplicate eqjiality,)
will give, after due Redudion, 4=1 , according to which value, the firft of the cwq. .
quantities propos'd to be equated, to wit, 3244 — 84-V- 1, makes th^quare 2 j , ao<t
the other quantity 84-^1 makes the Square 9; wherefore the Queftion is folved,
and the faid value of 4, to wit, i, is the only value either affirmative or negative that
can be found out by the common method. But Fermat’s Rule, by the help of the faid
firft valuefinds out a fecond, and from the fecond a third, &c. As, for example, to find
out another numbrer, or value of 4 befides i to folve the Queftion , let 4 -4- 1 be taken,
for a new Root inftead of 4 , (-1^ 1, beaufe the firft Root was found 4- i, but if
it had been found — i, then a —^ i ought to be put for the new Root;) then let a new
Duplicate equality be deduced from that before refolved in this manner, ‘viz,,
4. Inftead of 3244 take 32 times the Square of the new?
3244
544 --j-* 3^
Root 4 -4— I , that is
5* To that Produd add unity, and it makes this fumra, . > 3244*-!- (544^-*35
From that fumm fubtrad eight time^ 4 -1- i, (inftead

of 84 in the firft Duplicate equality,) that is, . • ’
7, And the remainder muft be equal to a Square, viz,
8. Again, inftead of
84 the later quantity of the firft?
Duplicate equality, take eight times 4
i, that is,
.5*
9. And to that Produd add unity, fothis fumm muft be?
equal to a Square , viz. .... , ... .5
10. the feventh and ninth fteps give a new Duplicate equa- ?
lity, viz. ... ...
11. But bccaufe in this Duplicate equality the Squares
2 $ and 9 are unequal, and Fermat’s Rule takes place
only in a Duplicate equality which hath one and the fame
known fquare number in each quantity to be equated,
let 2 j be divided by 9, and by the Quotient
multiply
_4- 9. fo this quantity comes forth (inftead of 84-j-9)
to be equated to a Square, viz..
12. Thus at length, from the Duplicate equality before
expreft in the firft and fecond fteps, another is deduced,
and qualified as
Rule requires,. . . .
13. Then by refolving this laft Duplicate equality in like I
manner as the firft, you will find , ... . . .5
14. To which negative value of 4 if you add i, becanfe
a
1 was taken for the new Root , you will find
rtffiof for a fecond Root or value of a in the Dupli¬
cate equality in the firft and fecond fteps, viz, , .

^

84

8
= □

32^^
• -|— 84

8

• . *-j~* 84

9

= a

3244+ 554-I- 25
•-j— 84
9

= o

3244-I-' S(^4.-j-‘2 5'
+ --|4 4^25
X15.1S.1.

1 697 Hoi

4 =

"

1

*

*697809

I % T697 809 , befides i firft found, will folve the Qpeftion • for, if you multiply the
Square of 7597 gif t>y ? ^ > and add i. to the Produft, and from this fumm fubtra^f the
Produft of the faid rWHof
^j
will remain a Square whofefide is
Moreover, if the Produft of the faid
gij into 8, be incrcafed with i, it makes
a Square, whofe fide is tfIj.
In

/

I
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In like manner, by taking or fubftitating 4
for a new Root inftead of a;
and proceeding as before, you may find out a third number, and from the third a fourth,
to foive theQiieftion propofed • but the operation in finding out Anfwers by this method
is fo exceflively laborious, that for the moft part he that hath found out cvVo Anfwers, will
hardly have patience to find out a third.
*
XP^ST.

114.

To find a number, that if tothc double of its Square you add unity , arid from that
fumm fubtraa four times the number fought, the remainder may be a Square. Alfo, that
if from unity you fubtraft the double of the number fought, the remainder may be a Square.
Let a be put for the number fought, and then the Queftion may be ftatcd thus, vUi
2aa
44^ I
□ ?
number a
1. If
2. And
RESOLVTJON,
а. If that Duplicate equality be refolvcd by the vulgar method i the only value of a will
* be found — 4 , but this being lefs than nothing, 1 fearch out an affirmative value of 4
by Fermat's Rule , thus,
4, Inftead o( a I take for a new Root ;
. . • . .^
4
y. Then inftead of 2 <1^ 1 take the double of the Square of the ^
•
-j- 3i
new Root a — 4, viz,. . . • • • • • •
б, To which double Square I add unity, (as the Queltion ?
_154-4-33
requires, ) and it makes this fumm, .
. • . . •j
7. Then from that fumm I fubtrad four times the new Root
-4- 4^
16
4_4, (inftead of 44 in the Duplicate equality in the
firft ftepi) viz,. 1 fubtratft: « . ... •
• • •
— 2Qa-\- 49 =:> □
8. So this remainder muft be equal to a Square, viz., . . >
9. Again, if from unity, the double of the new Root -rr 4?
9 = □
be fubtrafted, the remaindet muft be equal to a Squareif/i*. ^
1 o. So in the eighth and ninth fleps there is a new Duplicate.^
equality deduced from that in the firft andfecond fteps} 1
but becaufe in the new Duplicate equality the .known I
—r’|<<-4‘49 —;'Qi
fquarc numbers 49 and 9 are unequal * I divide 49
9, ■
and by the Quotient ^ \ multiply — 24-I-9 m the j
ninth ftep, and it gives to be equated to a Square ^
'
11. -The eighth and^lemh fteps give-this new Duplicate^ 244 —204-^49
= n
equality to be refolved, in which there is the fame known v
==
□
' — ■^|44*49
fquare number,(to wir, 49, as Fermat's Rule requires,j
12. Now to refolve the laft preceding Duplicate equality,
according to the vulgar method, I take the difference of
244 — ^§4
the two quantities to be equated, which, by fuppoling the
firft quantity to be the greater, is . . . • • • •
13. Then I fearch out two fuch quantities^ that being mu¬
tually multiplied may make the faid difference, and that
and tf4
as well in half the fumm as in half the difference of the
faid two quantities there may be found 7, (the fquare
Root of 49 ,) fo I find the two quantities to be
. .
14. Half the difference of thofe two quantities is • • •> ft 66"A __ m
/
1 /. Then the Square of the faid half-difference being equated ?
3S>i 5004?
to_the eleventh ftep) will give . . . 3
A2.
15. From which value of a 1 fubira^ff 4, becaufe the new"
r 191 soo 49
Root was aftumed to be a —• 4 >
remainder is
1 fau
he a value of the Root 4 in the Duplicate equality in the firft and
fecond^epV,’and iherefore will foive iheQaeftion propofed j for if . = ilf-iistf, then
L-4/+. makesaSquarewhofefide is flfflf1
»Sqjiare
whofc fide is
Thus although a number lefs than nothing, to wit, — 4 was tound out
for the firft vaVurof the Root
yet by the help thereof an affirmative Root or number is
found out to folse the Queftion propofediand from that fecond Root you may M
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To find a right-angled Triangle in rational numbers, that the fiimm of the fides abofit
the righi.anglc may make a Square. Alfo, that either of the fame Tides being added to
the Square of the other of them may make a Square: And that one of the faid Tides abopt the
right-angle, together with a given multiple (fuppofe the triple) of the other ot them may
make a Square.

RESOLVriO N.

1. It is manifeft by the Theorem in ^efi, 24. of this Soo^y
that if the Fraftion $ be divided into any two parts,
a and ~ — a
then either part added to the Square of the other makes
a Square j therefore, to folve the firft part of the Queftion
infinitely, put for the fides about the right-angle . . . _
2. The fumm of the Squares of thofe fides fiiall he equal)
to the Square of the Hypothenufal, therefore .... 5
3. And becaufe the Queftion requires that one of the Tides
about the right-angle, together with the triple of the other,
a
may make a Square, let ^ — a be added to 34, and then
the fumm muft be equal to a Square, vU. .....
4. So in the Tecond and third fteps there is. a Duplicate equa¬
^74a— 84^-1 = □
lity, which, (by the method in divers preceding Queftions)
-j- 84 *-{- 1 = □
may be reduced to this having equal abfolutc Squares,
y. Which Duplicate equality laft expreft being refolved by the vulgar method gives but
one Tingle value of 4, to wit, unity, ( as hath been fhewn in the preceding
13.)
Butaccorijing to the Pofitions in the firft ftep of the Refoluti'on of this Qudlion, the
number Tignified by a ought to be lefs than ^, and confequently 1 = ^ will not folve
this Queftion by affirmative numbers. for if 4 be i , then ^ — 4, ( which was put for
one of the fides about the right-angle) will be lefs than nothing. Therefore to fearch out
another value of 4, I proceed according to Fermat's Rule thus, viz.. Inftead of4,
I take for a new Root 4 -4- i , by which the Duplicate equality in the fourth ftep will
be reduced to this that follows, ( as before hath been (hewn in ^ejl, 113.)

6. Now if this Duplicate equality be refolved in the vulgar way,it will give 4 = —
therefore
( = 4-+- 1 ) Ihall be a value of 4, (befides i,) in the Duplicate
equality in the fourth ftep; and becaufe the faid riiHot ** lefs than a , it (hall be the
firft of the fides about the. right-angle of the Triangle fought 5 then ifince ^ — a waa
put for the other fide, this latter, by fubtrafling the former from
(hall be
and by reducing the firft fide to the fame Denominator with the latter, the two defired fides about the right-angle are
therefore the Hypothenufal is ifffifii which right-angled Triangle will folve the Queftion : For, firft,
the fumm of the (ides about the right-angle makes a Square, to wit,
fecondly , if
the firft fide about the right-angle , be added to the Square of the latter fide
gfffift > tt makes a Square whofe fide is
Jfaf6 ; thirdly, if efffffi ^*te latter
fide about the right-angle, be added to the Square of the firft fide
it makes
a Square, whofe fide is
t i and laftly, if
ffij J the latter fide about the
right-angle, be added 19 the triple of the firft fide
“ makes a Square, whofe
fide is 2606

Sly Esr, I \ 6.
To find a right-angled Triangle, that the Square of the Area being added to the fumm
of the fides about the right-angle may make a Square.
RESO LVTJON.
X. For the fides about the r*ight-angle put.T .}> 4 and i
2. Then the fumm of the Squares of thofe fides muft be equal to?
^ 444-1 = n
a Square, to wit, the Square of the Hypothenufal, therefore y * ’
^
3,I And the Square of the Area being added to
~ q
•w the fumm of the^
Tides'about the right-angle muft make a Square, viz*
4. So

Queft. 1
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So in the two laft fteps there is a Duplicate equality qualified 2i%Fermats Rule prefuppofeth , but if it be refolved in the ordinary way, it gives no value of a cither affirtnative or negative, I therefore reduce that Duplicate equality to another that (hall have
equal numbers of m, by multiplying
-j- a + i in the third ftep by the Square 4,
fo it produccth
-4- 4<* -4- 4, and now this following Duplicate equality comes to
be refolved,

r

— u

2‘^^ + 4^ + 4‘= □’
5. Which Duplicate equality laft cxpreft being refol-,
4 = *— -*^1
vcd in the vulgar way, (explain’d in
2o,-3 i.^
of this Bool^j will give this negative value of 4, viz.^
6. But that value of a being lefs than nothing, I re-^
ii
new the work according to Fermat^ method, vi^.^
8
inlfead of 4 I take for a new Root , . . •
7. By which new Root 4 —
I form this Duplicate^
equality out of that in the fecond and third fteps,(
<««—•^40+ rf = P
a
44'
( after the manner before explain’d in Quefi. 113 .)f
vtz.
8. Then I reduce that new Duplicate equality to ano-D
6444
— 2404 “h
289 = □
ther that (hall have in each quantity one and the(^
.
10
fame abfolute fquare number, ( as Fermat % Rulef 1849644—6936^Q4>-|-‘a 09 = □
requires,) fo this arifeth,
....O
o Novv if the Duplicate equality laft expreft be refolved in the vulgar way, the value of 4
will again be found negative ; and if 1 Ihould afturae a third Root and proceed as before,
the work would be intollerably tedious, and perhaps produce another negative value.
This difficulty leads me to another way by which Fermat hath folved divers knotty
Problems, but it feeras to me to depend more upon chance than Art j however, I ftiall
try whether it will find out an affirmative value of a to folve the Duplicative equality m
the eighth ftep or not,
Firft then, fuppofing the latter of the two quantities in the eighth ftep to be the greater,
their difference is 1843244 — 691204, then I feek two fuch numbers that being mutually
multiplied may make 18432, and that their fumm may make 172 ? (
of 13 6 the fide of the Square 18496 which is prefixt to 44 in the eighth ftep ) fo I find
144 and 128, which are very luckily rational, and therefore fit for the prefent purpofe;
then thefe two quantities 1444 — 540 and 1284 being mutually multiplied vvill produce
the above*mentioned difference, and in half the fumm of ihofeFaftors there will be found
1364 the fide of the Square i
in the eighth ftep : Then by equating the Square
of half the fumm of thefaid Faaors 14^4 — 540 and 1284,
the Square of 13 64
— 270 to 1849644 — 593504 ^ 2 89 (in the eighth ftep,) there will thence arife 403©
for the value of 4; wherefore — ai, ( which was affumed for thenevvEoot m thelmh
flepinfteadof
gives
for tire value of<« in the firft Duplicate equality m the fe¬
cond and third fteps, that is, one of the fides about the right-angle of the Triang c fought j
but the other of the fakl fides was alfumed to be i, therefore the Hypothenufallhill be
4.030
tisaa. and the three fides of the right-angled Triangle fought are
, ' a—aI
be
added
to
foT if the fumm of the fides about the right-angle, that
of
defire a fecond
ihevSquareof the Areait makesaSquare,whoferideis ""siIp- And if you
right-angled Triangle to folve the Queftion, you may put 4 -1-^40 30 for a new Root, and
proceed as before.

_

Concerning the fecond fart of Fermat’-f K^nalyticd Invention,
Diothantas doth not fo much as mention a Triplicate Equality, but Fermat flicws how
to folve two kinds thereof. The firft. is, when three quantnies to be equated to Squares
are fuch, that every one of them iscorapo^d of fome number of 4, either affirmative or
negative , and one and ffie fame known affirmative fquare number. The fecond kind of
Triplicate equality is, when three quantities to be equated to Squares are fuch, that every one
of them is compos’d of ibe fame affirmative number of 44, and (orae number of 4 either
affirmative or negative, without any abfolute number. How each of thefe kinds of Tri^
plicate equality may be refolved the following Queftiqns will make manilei
^^^

6o
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^vEsr.
‘to find a number, that if it be multiplied by three given nunabers feverally, fuppofe by
1,2, 5 , and to every one of the Produas one and the fame given Square, fuppofe i j
be added, the three fumras may be Squares.
•
RE S 6 LVT10 N.
1. For the number fought put

.

.

^

2. Then the Queftion requires that every one of thefc three fumms
may make a-Square ,.^

= O

q. Now to refolve that Triplicate equality, firft form a Square from any number of a
the fide of the given Square i, as from
i , whofe Square is
ithen divide aa
(the two firft terms of that Square) by any one of the three num¬
bers prefixt to a in the faid Triplicate equality, as by i , which is tacitly prefixt to
H in the firft quantity ^ + i , and take the Quotient aa*\- id for a new Root inftead
of 4 , ( which was put for the number fought, ) whereby the firft part of the Queftion
is folved indefinitely jJor if 44
24 be put for the number fought, then unity added
to it makes a Square, to wit, 44
24 -f- i. Then multiply- the faid an -+- 24 by 2
which is prefixt to a in the fecond quantity 24-i- i, and it produceth 244 -f. 44 , to
which add the given Square i, and it makes- 244 —t— ^a —i— i to be equated to a Square.
J^gain , mult-iply 44-4-24 by y which is prefixt to 4 in the third quantity ^a i+-4,
and it\nakes 544
i04 - to this add unity and it makes 544-4- 104 -4- 1 , to be
' equated to a Square; hence the following Duplicate equality arifeth,

44 -hi

□

-h 104-h I' = D’
4. This Duplicate equality being refolved by the vulgar way, will give 4==—(J, by
which value of 4 if 44 -4- 24 be expounded, it makes 24 ^ ( for the Square of — 6 is
-4- 3<?, to which if you add —12 the double of — 6, it makes
24.) wherefore
24 is the number fought, and will folvc the Queftion : For if unity be added firft
to 24, then to 48 the double of 24^ and laftly, to 120 the quintuple of 24, the
three fumras are Squares, to wit, 25,49 , 121.
■ If you defire another number befides 24 to folve the Queftion propofed, you may
affume 4 — 6 for a new Root of the Duplicate equality laft refolved, and thence (by
the method before explained in the firft Part) find out a fecond number to folve that Du¬
plicate equality , and confcquently the'C^eftion.
'
Mte. When in a Triplicate equality of the firft kind before defined , the-greateft
of the three numbers of 4 is equal to the fumm of the other two, then in ft^fh cafe that
Triplicate equality, although it may be poflible in it felf, is inexplicable by ttie method
of refolving the preceding
117* As, for example , if thefe three quantities be
propofed to be equated to as many Squares, vizi
i j 164-J-.1 ; 2iaJ^ iwhere the greateft number of 4 is equal to the fumm of the other two , (for 21 = 16
4- 5,) and the value of the Root 4 is 3 , according to which , thofe three quantities being
expounded will give thefe three Squares, 16,49,64 ; it will be in vain to feek out any
Anfvver to that Triplicate equality by Fermat’^ Rule, for it will produce an abfurd or
fruitlefs Equation, as you will find upon tryal.
' ^£ST.

118.

To find a number , that if it be multiplied by three given numbers, fuppofe by 3,4, T*
and the Produds be feverally fubtraded from i a given Square, the three remainders
may be Squares.

RESO LVriON,
1. For the number fought put
2. Then the Queftion requires that thefe three Remainders may^ ^
be Squares, viz,,
3. This Triplicate equality may be, refolved like that in the foregoing
117. For
. firft, I form a Square from i — any number of 4, as from 1 — 34, whofe Square is
944 — 64
15 then I divide 944 — 64 (the two firft terms of that Square,) by 3
wjiich

Queft. 119.
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which is prefixt to a in the firft quantity i ~
and the Quotient is ^aa—■ za, this
with its contrary figns is —-^aa^zay which 1 put for a new Root inftead of a
( the number fought, ) whereby the firft part of the Queftion -is fatisfied infinitely j for
if the triple of —
fubtraded from the given Square t , the remainder is
a Square, to wit, 9^4 — 6a-\^i.
Then I multiply the faid new Root — ’^aa^\^za
by 4 and 5 feverally, ( which are prefixt to a in the fecond and third quantities of the
Triplicate equality in the fecond ftep,) and fubtrading the Produfts —i z
and — I
^ 0^ feverally from the given Square i, the remainders izaa—'^a
i
and I 544 — 104-1- I are to be equated to Squares, fo it remains only to folve this
following Duplicate equality,
•
S 12
~ — Sa —* I — Q
^

I 944- 104-1-1

= □

, This Duplicate equality being folved in the ordinary way^ gives <4 =
, by which'
value of 4, the new Root — 3444- 24 being expounded will give rff for the value
of 4 in the Triplicate equality in the fecond Hep. Wherefore 7^^ will folve the Queftion. for if its triple, quadruple and quintuple be feverally fubtra^led from unity, the
three remainders are Squares, to wit,
I 21

E ST,

11

‘To find a number, as alfo four other numbers in Geometrical proportion continued,
that if from thefe Proportionals feverally the firfl: number be fubtraded, the three remain¬
ders may be Squares.
RESOLVTIOK,^
.. *
1. For the firfl: number fought put
.i . J> 4 — i
2. Then multiply 4 into any four known numbers continually pro-p
poriional, as into i, 2, 4,8 , and affume the Products to be the> 4 , 24 , ^4 , 84
four Proportionals fought, uiz.
I
3. Then fubtraft the number in the firfl flep from thofe four Pro¬
portionals feverally, and every one of the remainders muft make(
a Square; but the firfl remainder is raanifeftly the Square 1 , iti
remains therefore to refolve this Triplicate equality , viz.
,
Now to refolve that Triplicate equality you may take
-4-2 4 for a new Root inftead
of 4, whereby the firft part of the Triplicate equality will be folved indefinitely , foe
if 44^ 24 be increafed with i it makes a Square , to wit, 44-1- 24-]- i ; then the two
other parts of the faid Triplicate equality ( by the like Operation as was ufed in
Quefi, 117.) will be converted into this following Duplicate equality,
C 7<«4-|-1444-1 = □*
.
4. Which Duplicate equality being refolved in the vulgar way gives 4
-- 12 , vvhence
44 -4- 2 4 (the new Root) will be found 120. (for the Square of — 12 is
144, to
which if you add — 24 , that is, 24 , it makes 120. ) Therefore the firft number
fought by the Queftion is 119, (that is, 4— i,) and the four numbers required to be
in continual proportion are 120,140,480,950. ( which anfwer to 4,24, 44, 84, in
the fecond ftep:) for if 119 be fubtra£ted from thofe four Proportionals feverally,
the remainders are the Squares i , 121 , 361, 841*

^VEST*,

.

120

Three fquare numbers Geometrically proportional being given, to find a number, that
if it be added to thofe Proportionals feverally, the three fumms may be Squares.

RESOLVTION.
1. Let the three given Squares in continual proportion be I ,
i , 4 , i5 -fr;
2. For the number fought put • . . ..^
'
.
3. Then the Queftion requires

.

'
.
...

(S
.

.

4

4

X

“

4

15 = □
4. Now
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Now in regard the three known Squares in that Triplicate equality are unequal, they
* mufl be reduced to the fame Square , which may be done thus,
Becaufe a Square
multiplied by a Square produceth a Square, multiply the firft quantity a ^ i by 64,
fthe Produa of 4 into 16,) and it makes 64^1
64 to be equated to a Square. Again,
multiply the fecond quantity a -1- 4 by i 6, ( the Produdl of i into 16,) and it gives
1 Sa
to be equated to a Square. Likewife, multiply the third quantity ^ -h 1 <5
by 4, (the Produa of 1 into 4, ) and it produceth 44
6^ to be equated to a Square.
So this Triplicate equality comes forth to be refolved
64^*4"“ ^4
^
l64'-j-*64 rrr □ *

VtZ,.

64 r2: □

44
r

This Triolicate equality having in every one of Its three quantities the fame Square 64.

■ maAe Sved ^like .hat in^he foregoinga«eftions
1.9.) thus,
Firlf.
form a Square from any number of 4-1- the fide ot the known Square 64, as from
8, the Square whereof is 444324^-64 . then divide 444-}-■ 324 by 4.,
which is*prefixt to a in the third quantity
, and take the Quotient 44^- b'4
inflead of the Root a, (which Was put for the number fought.) whence the laff part
- of the Triplicate equality in the fourth ftep is folvcd indefinitely, for four times 44
84
together with 64 makes a Square, to wit, 4^*^ + ? ^ ^ -j- 64- Again, by taking the
faid 44
84 inftead of the Root 4, the firft and fecond parts of the faid Triplicate
' equality will be reduced to this Duplicate equality,
^
5 ^444 —I—51 ^ ^’“1“'^4 “ ^

'

I 1644-1-12844-64 = □'

6. Which Duplicate equality being refolved in the vulgar way gives 4 = fff, whence
*444-84 (the new Root) will be found
, which is the number fought by the
Queftionj for if i, 4, 1^ be feverally added to the faid
the three fumms
will be the Squares of thefe Tides

.

I ftiall now proceed to the fecond kind of Triplicate equality, and explain it by QueftionsJ
121.

~

( Probl. 4. cap. I. part. 2,

rediyivi.)

:-

To find a number, that if it be multiplied by every one of three given numbers Geo¬
metrically proportional, fuppofe by 1 , 2,4, and the Produds be’ added feverally to the
Square of the number fought, the three fumms may be Squares.
i

RESOLVTIOK-

‘

1. For the number fought put..
• • • •
2. Then multiply that number 4 by the three given ProportionalsT
1, 2,4, and to the Produfts feverally add the Square of the faidf
number 4, fo (according to the import of the Queftmn) thefe threer

1 .

,

^
a
aa4-^a = n
^

fumms muft make Squares, viz.,
\
.J
3. Now that Triplicate equality being of the fecond kind before defined, mult be reduced
to a Triplicate equality of the firft kind thus,

viz. Take ‘i-jinftead of the Root..4,

(the number fought,) whence the firft quantity 44 -j-'4 will be .converted into “

~i

the fecond quantity aa-\~>2a will be reduced to.-1- —-; and the third quantity
X

+

^

^

—,

Then becaufe a’Square multiplied by a Square produceth"

a Square.if every one of the three new terras -L 4- -L .

*

•4^-

and

J-JuS

aa ^ 4
a
which are to be equated to Squares, be multiplied by the Square 44, that Triplicate equa*
*

^

aa

quality will be reduced to this,
•

^ q

viz, <

a

....
44

a =' n

1-1-24 =: Ca

^ 1

44, ^

P

A, This Triplicate equality falling under the firft form may be refolved like that in the
preceding
117. thus', viz,' Inftead of 4 I take for an^w Root 44-j- 2-4 j which
increafed with i makes a Square, to wit, 44

4- 24 -f-1 ,

whereby the firft part of the
Triplicate

16
_

TripUcate equality is folvcd indefinitely; then by multiplying
by i and 4
feveraliy, and adding i to eachProdua, this Duplicate equality arifeth,

I ^aa-\-Sa-\-i = O*
Whence a-—-f,hy which if

4- 24 (the new Root ) be refolved it makes

^ . this divided by i , becaufe — was taken inftead of a in the firft Triplicate equa-

49
i-9 »

'

a

.

litv ^ives rtf, which will folve the Queftion j for if rtf be multiplied feveraliy by
I V, 4 , and the Produas be added feveraliy to the Square of the faid rtf, the three
fnmms will be Squares, whofe fidcs arc 110 y \ zo i iao»

^jJEST.

122.

To find three fquarc nurtibers, whofe fumm added to their three fides feveraliy , may
make Squares.

i.

JtESO LVTION.

Divide fome fquare number, fuppofc izi, into three fuch

, ^6da ] 2iad
Squares, that the greateft may exceed the fumm of the other
two, fuch are 4,3 6, 81 • then for the three Squares fought put
2. ' The Tides of thofe Squares are.^ za y 6a y pa
^•iziad
3. And the fumm of the fame Squares is . . . . •
iziaa-^- za = □
4. But if the faid fumm 12144 be added to the three fides in the
\z\aa>\^ 6a = □
^ fecond Hep feveraliy, every one of the three fumms muft make
4

12144 -j- 94 = □
a Square - hence this Triplicate equality arifeth, vix.. ^. •
121-1-^^ = Q
c. Which Triplicate equality ; (by the method delivered in the
preceding
121.) will be reduced to this Triplicate
12 I
^
I
2
I
-194 =: □
equality, liz,.
% k . ..
.di
6 Now to refolve the Triplicate equality laft exprefl, I take ( according to the Rule
'before given) zaa^zza for anew Root inftead of 4, whence the firft part ot the
faid Triplicate equality will be folvcd indefinitely, and the fecond and third parts wi 1
be converted into this Duplicate equality,
5

I 244-|- I

^

\ i%aa-\-\92ary izi = □*
7. Which Duplicate equality being refolved in the ordinary way will give
according to which, the neWRoot 244-f-2-2^
be tound
, and this divided
’ by 1, (bscaufc ~ was put inftead of 4, in reducing the Triplicate equality in the fourth
ftep to that in the fifth,) gives
for the value of 4 in the Triplicate equality Vhe
fourth ftept according to which laft mentioned value, the three/ides m the fecond ftep
_±±i.i. ixii-t jLiii-i vvhofe Squares will folve the Queftion j tor 11 thole tides
befeVerariyadd^d^wthe^fummof their Squares, the three furaras will be Squares, whofe
r.flpc are

llOwa AiC^2.9xo9 6

Aii.i.i

44-|-2 4 ±= □

Again, if this Triplicate equality were propofed to be re¬
folved , 'viz...
It may be seduced to this by putting -1 for 4,

i

.

-

444 ’T~‘ 5^
1^44 •'4^ 64

Q

I J|—2 4 =

□

4 “4^ ^ ^

^

16^ 6a = □
.^4*4-1284 = □

And that laft expreft, (by what hath been faid in Quefi. 120.)
may be reduced to this,.

64—i^Sa —
64 ”jr"

244

□

□

And this Triplicate equality being refolved like thofe in Quefi, y 7,1 zoi will give

for\he 'vaTuroP^ in either of the two laft preceding Triplicate equalities; and
laftly^by dividing i by
gives nojfi for the value of 4 in the Triplicate
equality propofed in the eighth ftep.
X 2

^ESf.i^ll

rr\

FermatV
Analytical luzfention.
__
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E S T. 125. ( Probl. 9. in cap. i. part. 2. Diopk redivivi. )
To find a number , that if it be multiplied by three given numbers in Arithmetical Progrefrion,and the Products be fubtraded from the Square of the number fought, the three
remainders may be Squares. But the following Refolution prefuppofeth, ( for the reafon
before given in the JStote at the end of ^efl. 117.) that the greateft of the three nambers
given is not equal to the fumra of the other two. Let therefore the given numbers be 3,

RESO LVTIO N,
1. For the number fought put.*

^

a

2. Then ( according to the import of the Queflion ) this Triplicate equality raufl be refolved, 'viz.
. , . . . .
3. But that (according to
reduced to this, viz.
.

Rule in ^efi. 121.) will beN

,

^
*.‘ • • /
.1 — 5^ ~ r-i
t.
tj
In which Triplicate equality laft expreft the value of the Root a was by ^efi. 11
found rtf j but becaufe in the redudion of the Triplicate equality in the fecond ftep,
-i. was taken for a new Root inflead of

we mud divide 1 by the faid yff, fo there

arifeth-*^tj for the number fought by the'Queftion; for libe multiplied by 3, 4,
feverally, and the Produds be feverally fubtraded from the Square of
, the three
remainders will be the Squares of
f J and
.
Note I. Sometimes, when four, five or more quantities are to bfe equated to Squares,
they may be refolved by the method before explain’d; As, for example,
If this Quadruplicate equality be propos’d to be refolved,

.

C
2 04
<54 == □
You may ( by the method in the preceding ^efl, 120.) )
4844-<^4 = n
reduce that four-fold equality tothis,2/j^. . . .
. .y 1284-I-54 =; □
1284 *-|—64

>—■

Cl

Which laft Quadruplicate equality is in effed but a Triplicate equality , for there
are two Terms which, happen to be the fame, to wit, 12844-^4;
therefore you
may refolve that Triplicate equality by the method before delivered.
Note 2. Sometimes alfo by the preceding method of refolving a Triplicate equality
of the firfi kind , you may refolve one of Biophantpa’s kinds of Duplicate equality, ( to
wit, that explain’d in the preceding
3 3.. ) more eafily than by his method, as will
appear by the following Quefi, 124,12 5,12 5.

E ST.

124. ( The fame with the foregoing

53. )

To find a number lefs than 2 ' and fuch, that if it be multiplied feverally by two numbers
• given, fuppofe by 5 and 8, and to each of the Produds there be added the fame given
' Square 4 , the two fumras may be Squares.

RESO LVTION.
1. For the number fought put
;
.^
2. Then the Queflion requires this Duplicate equality to be
refolved

a

3. To which end you may proceed thus • FirfI, ( according to the method of refolving
,a Triplicate equality before delivered ,) form a Square from 44-^2, ( 2 being the fide
of the given Square 4 ^) fo that Square will be 44 4“h 4; then take ^ part of
444-*4^ , ( t part, becaufe 5 is prefixt to a in the firRpart of the given Duplicate
equality,) and it is ^aa -|- f4, which is to be alTumed for a new Root inftead of 4.
Whence ’tis evident, that if the given Square 4 be added to fix times \aa 4-14, it makes
a Square, to wit, 44H-444-4, whereby the firfl: part of the Queflion is folved
.. indefinitely, .Then multiply the new Root 6^4 -j--' 34 by 8, and to the Produd add 4,

QueH:. 125.

FermatV Analytical Indention,

i6^

fo there comes forth pa
-p
4 to be equated to a Square, the fide whereof mufl:
be fo feigned that pa
fa (the new Root ) may be Icfs than 2 ‘ but if pa 4- fa be
lefs than 2 , it will follow that a is iefs than ?. Wherefore let faa-P'fa
4 be
equated to a Square, fo, as that a may be lefs than 2 • to which end the fide of the faid
Square may be feigned — 2 4- any number of a greater than 37^0^; let therefore
the faid iide be feigned 44 — 2 , and then the Square of 4a —>2 being equated to %Aa
X&. a *-!
az=zff, by which, if the new Root ;g444-f4 be refolved,
4--4, , will give 4
it makes
"for the number fought by‘the Quefiion propofed : For firft, it is lefs
than 2 ; fecondly, fix times 7^ together with 4 makes a Square, to wit, -fff, vvhofe
fide is ff i andlaftly, eight times
together with 4 makes the Square -fff, whofe
fide is ff.

Again, if this Duplicate equality were propofed ,

:

.

4II84 ^ □

•

You may put fa — pa for a new Root inflead of a, and then proceed as before.
Again, if this Duplicate equality were propofed,

1

.

.

A

= a

You may take faa^\-^fa (ot a new Root infiead of a, and then proceed as before.

E ST. 12 y.

( Probl, i o. in cap. i. part. 2, Dioph. redivivi,)

To find a number, as alfo three other numbers in Geometrical proportion, that if from
thefe Proportionals fcvcrally the firft number be fubtraded ^ the three remainders may
be Squares,

KESOLVTION.
24— 1
I. For the firft number fought put ..•
44
24
2. And for the three continual Proportionals fought put . . J> a
3. From which if you fubtrad the firft number fought, the?
'4
remainders are . .
. ...
4.. Among which remainders the mean is a Square, wherefore? 1 —■4 = 3
it remains to equate each of the two extremes to a Square,
\ 14-24=0

4- 24

Now to refolve that Duplicate equality, you may take 2444"^ 24 for a new Root
inftead of 4, whence 14-24 will be converted into the Square 4444-4^7hi > and
I_4 into I_2 4 — 2 44, which muft be equated to a Square, but with this Caution,
That the new Root 2444- 24 may be lefs than i , and that 4444-4^ n^ay exceed i,
and confequently that the value of a may fall between 7§§ and
j to which end, the
fide of the faid Square may be feigned i —24 , whofe Square 444 —^4-f-1 being
equated to 1_24 — 244, gives 4 = f; therefore the new Root 244-1-24 is f, and
the firft number fought, which was reprefented by 24 — i , is confequcntly I, and the
three defired Proportionals are f , XL
be proved.

i-i

9

which will folve the Queftion, as may eafily

^IV E ST. 12 5.
To find two numbers, fuch, that if their furam be increafed and leftened , as well by
their dilTerenceas the difference of their Squares, the fumms and remainders may be Squares.

'res O Lvr 10 N.
1. If unity be divided into any two parts their difference is
' equal to the difference of their Squares, ( as hath been fliewn
in
of this Book,) therefore for the two numbers
fought put
.
..*•*.*
2. Whence their difference,as alfo the difference of their Squares is ^ 24
3. it remains therefore that the fumra of the two numbers ia 1
the firft ftep, to wit, unity ,• being increafed and leffened byC i 4^ 2^ = □
24, the fumm and remainder may be Squares j hence thisC 1 — 24 = □
Duplicate equality arifeth, viz..D
. « ,
4‘. Now to refolve that Duplicate equality, you may take pa 4- 4 for a new Root mitead
of 4, whence i 4-24 will be converted into the Square 444-244-1, and i — 24
into I — 2 4_44 j which muft be equated to a Square, but with this Caution, That
the new Root pa -f-4 may be lefs than t j and confcquenily 4 lefs than
■— i.

/in Expofition upon
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that is, lefs than
5 but to caufe that efFeft, the fide of the faid Square may be
feigned to be i — any number of a greater than 4, as t — ^ 4, the Square whereof
being equated to the faid i—ia — M will give
= f,
j^aa
a is
according to which , the Pofitions in the firft fiep being expounded,
will 5ve ^-'and
for the numbers fought: For if to their furam, which is i, you
vou add and fubtrad their difference -f I, the fumm and remainder are Squares, to wn,
and
and thefe will alfo come forth when the difference of the Squares ot the
two numbers
and
is added to and fubtraaed from their furam 1 , becaufe the
difference of the two numbers is equal to the difference of their Squares.

Coyic€Tnin^ the thifd PAVt 0^ F6rnLi3,t s K^nAlyticAl Invention,
I. The Scope of this third Part is chiefly to (hew how to equate a quantity compos’d
of five Terras, mx.. of fome numbers of
aaa^ aa, a with an abfolutc ( or known )
number, to a Square; as alfo to equate a quantity compos’d of four Terras 10 a Square
or Cube j and that in fuch manner, that for the moft part innumerable values/ot the un¬
known Root a may be found out.
II. In equating a quantity compos’d of five Terras to a Square^, one of thefe twothings is abfolutely neoeffary , viz. either the firft Term muft be a Biquadrate
or elfc
the lail: Term, to wit, the abfolute number, muft be a rational Square. Likewife, in equa¬
ting a quantity confifting of four Terms to a Square, one of the extremes muft be a Square.
And laftly, in equating a quantity of four Terms to a Cube, one of the extremes mult be
a Cube.
III. When a quantity compos’d of five Terras is given to be equated to a Square, and
the firft Terra is a Biquadrate, but the abfolute number, that is, the laft Term, hath not
a rational fquare Root, then the fide of the Square muft be feigned fo, as that in the Square
it felf there may be found the fame numbers of aaaa, aaa and aa as are in the quantity
given to be. equated, to the end that thole three firft Terms may by Reduction deftroy
one another, and confequently an Equation remain between fome number of a and an
abfolute number, whence the value of the Root a , if it hath any poflible value, may be
exprelfible by fome rational number either affirmative or negative j but how to feign the
faid fide fo as to caufe that effeff , the following Propofition and Canon will fliew. where
to evidence the certainty thereof, I lhall alfume
c, to ftand for Coefficients or kn©wn
numbers prefixt to
aa and 4, and n for the abfolute number, (or laft Terra,)
which in this afe is fuppofed to have no rational fquare Root.

PROP.
I.

Let this quantity be given to be equated to a?
Square, viz......O

CANON.
2. When {c exceeds \bb ^ then let the fide of the
aa\c — %bb
Square fought be feigned.
3. But if
exceeds \c ^ then let the fide of the'
\bb —
—- \ba — aa
Square be feigned
'Examples in Numbers,
4. Let this quantity be given to 'be equaled to a?
Square, viz.S
y. Here, becaufe \c exceeds \hb , viz. half 6 ex- ‘
ceeds i of the Square of 4, the firft part of the^
4I
Canon gives this feigned fide of a Square, viz.
6. Then by equating the Square of the faid fide aa^
to the given quantity
aaaa -4- /\aaa -4- taa -^2a-Shli the value of a, alter due Redudiion, will be found 3,
by which if the given quantity be refolved, it makes the Square 2 5-6, whofe fide is id.
7. Again, let this quantity be g^en to be equated ?
aaaa-\“d\aaa-^iaa--‘6a-^:\i
^
to a Square,.• j
S. Here , becaufe ^hh exceeds \c , viz, f of the
i;.—
— aa
Square of 4 exceeds the half of 2, the latter part of.
jhe Canon gives this feigne^ fi4? of a Square, viz.\
Then

Fermat’j' Analytical Inzfention.
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Then by eqiuting the Square of the faid feigned fide x—ia — aa to the given
’quantity anaa
— 6a
11, the value of the Root ^ will be found
by which if the given quantity be refolved it makes the Square 1156, whole lide is 34.

I V. When a quantity compos’d of five Terms is to be equated to a Square, and the
the firl\ Term is n-.-t a perfeft Biquadrate, but the lad Term , that is, the abfolute number
is a Square then the fide of a Square mud be feigned fo, as that in the Square it felf there
ntav be found th* fame numbers of ^4, a and ablolute number, as are in the quantity given
to be equated ; to the end that thofe three lad Terms by due Redudion may vanilh out
of each part and an Equation remain between fome numbers of aaaa and aaa, whence
the value of the Root a, if it hath any podible value ^ may be expredible by lome rational
number either affirmative or negative. But how to feign the faid fide fo as to caufe fuch
an effed the following Propolltion and Canon will lliew ; where to evidence the certainty
thereof I put b c,dio dand for the Coefficients or known numbers prefixt to 44^, 44, 4;
alfo n (whole lide is r) for the lad Term, which in this Cafe is a rational fquare
number, and /, which is prefixt to aaaa , dands for a number not a Square.
PROP,
1. Let this quantity be given to be equated to? jaaaa+baaacaa-\~^ iia ~\^rr =
a Square, viz,
,
.
. i
>

□

CANON,
When 4crf exceeds U, then let the fide of ? f^^TLlzAiaa + JLa^-r
%Yrr
be Square fought be feigned ..... 3 ' S
the
,
d
dd—4crr
But if d<i exceeds ^err« then let the fide of the
t •-j— -—4 — —i--aa>
y>rYr
Square be feigned .
‘ ■
Examples in Numhefs,

2.

.3. L« this quantity be given tube equateil?
to a Square, viz. ,
. .
. . ^ .>
4. Here, becaufe 4err exceeds
four^
tinoes 19x9x9 exceeds the Square of 6 /
the fird part of the Canon gives this feignedr
S

,5^^4544-9 = □
, , » i
•
.
. .«
' '
^
‘» ^
^

fide of a Square, viz. .
. . • • O
,
' ,
.'
-r
Then by equating the Square of the faid fide 3 44
34
3
given quantity
104444 4- 4444.4- 1944 4- 644- 9 , the value of- the Root 4 will be found 2, ac¬
cording to which fhe faid given quantity being expounded makes the Square 289 ,-Whore

fide is I 7*
Again, let this quantity be given to be equa-7
_|_
= g
ted to a Square.
» -•j • • •$
7. Here, becaufe dd exceeds 4crr, viz. the^
' Square of 6 exceeds four times 3 x i x i ,(
j 1 ^4 344
•- the latter part of the Canofi t gives thisC ^ ^
feigned fide of a Square,-4 . •>.
^
‘
8. Then by equating the Square of th?-(aid fide i-\-34—344, to the given quantity
’ 2 4444
3444 + ^aa^ 6a1 , the Value of the Root 4 will be found 3 .,-ac' cording to which, the faid given quantity being expounded makes the Square 2^9. ^
6.

V When a Quantity compos’d of five Terms given to be equated to a Square is fuch,
that the fird Term is a Biquadrate, and the lad Term ( that is, the abfolute number ),hath
a rational fquare Root ’ then the fide of a Squire to be equated to fuch Quantity may be
'Varied lix feveral ways, (including into this number the two lad preceding Canons, ) by
<very one of which the value of the Root 4 may oftentimes be found out, and ^xpred
by a rational number either affirmative or negative. • To evidence this, 1 (ball ( as before)
put
c d to dand for the CoefficientSi,or known numbers prefixt to aaa, 44 and 4 • and
rr (whofe fide is r,) for £he rational Equate number which is the lad Term. As, for example,
Lctihis Quantity be propos’d to be equated to?
'
a Square, viz.
‘
^
i. Then to the end that
-j- -da H*'
niay be
44
-i- r
found in a Square to be equated to the quantity
2r
■ propofed, the fide of that Squate may be feigned
2,

Or^
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2. Or, to caufe the fame effed, the fide of the faid^
Square may be feigned.^
3. Again, that caa -f- da
rr may be found in a Square^
to be equated to the quantity propofed, the fide of fuchQ
Square, when 4err exceeds dd^ may (agreeable toA
the Canon in the preceding
4.) be feigned . .3
4. But to caufe the fame effect, if dd exceeds qerr, then >
then let the fide of the Square be feigned . . . . ^
5. Again, that
^ haaa
rr may be found in a
Square to be equated to the quantity propofed , let
the fide of the Square be feigned.
6. Or, to caufe the fame effeft, the fide of the faid Square ^
may be feigned.y
7. Again, that aaaa
haaacaa may be found in'
a Square to be equated to the quantity propofed, the
fide of that Square, when jc exceeds
, may (agree
able to the Canon in
^.) be feigned . . .
8. But, to caufe the fame effed, if
exceeds jc, let the?
fide of the faid Square be feigned.^

d

^ i

a — 44

acrr—'dd

hrrr

44

+ -—4
2r

\
« a'—
r-1-

dd

2r

44 4“ 1^4

r

4 err
44
2rrr

f

44 -4-1 ^4 — r

44 -t^»
®

-t,

,,
^ ^

44

Examples in Numbers of the preceding ftdes of Squares exprefi bj Letters,

Let this quantity be propofed‘to be
equated^
to a Square ,
I.

4444-4-4444-V-I044‘^204-|-I

=Q

Thenfuppofing b, c, dj r, to ftand for 4 10,

20, 1 , the firfi of the preceding literal Tides >
will give.

44-j- 1044-* i

The Square of which fide 44 -]-.io4-|- i being equated to the propofed quantity
4444-I-4444-I-1044-1-204-P I, there will arife, after due Redudion, i6aaa z=z
— 9344 j whence by dividing each part by 1644, there comes forth —-J forthevali«
of the Root 4, according to which, the propofed quantity being expounded will give the
Square
I, whofe fide is
2. Again,'the third literal fide gives

,

i

.)> i-f-io4 — da

- The Square of which fide i
IC4 — 44 being equated to the propofed quantity
4444
4444 -4— I caa
2 04 *1" I , will give 4 =
, according to which, the fame
quantity being refolvcd, makes the Square of
3. Again, becaufe in the quantity propofed,
exceeds
the fourth literal fide gives

?
.5

104

4544

The Square of which fide i -f- ic4i—4544 being equated to the propofed quantity
4444 -4-1- *
-4-2 04-1-1, will give 4 = iff, according to which, the fame
quantity being expounded makes the Square of the fide.-l^^tf*.
4. Again, the fifth literal fide gives

.

.

.;> 44-+-24-1-1

The Square of which fide 44 -+- 2 4 -+-1 being equated to the propofed quantity 4444
-4-q444-+- 1044-+-204-+- I , will givc 4 == — 4, accordiug to which, the fame
quantity being expounded makes the Square 8i.
5. Again, the fixth literal fide gives

44*4-24—i

The Square of which fide 44-1-2 4 — i being equated to the propofed quantity 4444
-V 4444
1044 -1- 204 4- 1, will givc 4 = — 3, according to which the faid quan¬
tity being refolved makes the Square 4.
6, Laftly , becaufe
exceeds
literal fide gives . . . .

.

the fcventh>
. .5*

The Square of which fide 44-1-24-1-3 being equated to the propofed quantity 4444
-+- 4444 -+- 1044 -H 2 04 -4-1, will give 4 = 1, according to which the fame quantity
being refolved makes the Square 36.
y I, Some-

FermatV Analytical Invention,
VI. Sometimes, when a quantity compos’d of five Terms is equated to a Square
formed from one of the eight literal Tides before exprefl: in Se5l. V. no value of the Root a
either affirmative or negative can thence be difcovered. As, for example,

quantity propofed will give this fruitlefsV 1138^ = o
and abfurd Equation, viz..3

•

^

VII. When negative Terms are intermingled with affirmative, in a quantity corripos’d of five Terms given to be equated to a Square, the fide of the Square, ( when fuch
an Equation is poffible,) fliall be one of the eight literal Tides before expreft in SeSi. V.
faving that one, and fometimes two of its figns 4- muft be changed into —. As ,•
for example,
If aaaa —
2 2aa — ^oa -1- 4 be given to be equated to a Squke, it may
be varioufly done, in regard the extremes
and 4 arc Squares. Firft then, I imagine
.all the Terms of the propofed quantity to be affirmative, fo it will be AAdA
SaAA -j—
-j- 404
4; now to feign the fide of a Square, that aaaa^Saaa-^^ may by due
Reduftion vaniffi out of each part, the fifth literal fide in Se5i. V. being refolved into num¬
bers will give 4^-1-4^-1- 2 for the feigned fide; but here two of its figns -4- muft be
changed into —, that in its Square there may be found aaaa— ^aaa + 4 to deftroy
^444_8444 -4- 4 in the quantity given to be equated, to which end, the faid fide aa -i44-4-2 mufl; be converted into 44-^44—3, and then the Square of this fide being equated
to the propofed quantity aaaa — 8444-f-2844 — 4®^'“^“4 will give am^i
Again, to feign the lide of a Square to be equated to the fame given quantity aaaa
8444-4-2844_404-1-4, fo, as to deftroy the firft, fecond and laft Terras in each
part the firft of the literal Tides in Se^. V. being refolved into numbers, gives 44 -j-104
2 for the feigned fide, if all the Terras of the given quantity were affirmative j but
that aaaa_8444 “1- 4 may vanilh out of each part, the faid fide 44 -+-104 -h 2 muft
be changed into 44—104-^2 , and then the Square of this fide being equated to the
given quantity 4444 —8444-4-2844 — 4^'*"hi45 will give a — -j.
^
Again, to feign the fide of a Square to be equated to the fame given quantity aaaa —
84444-2844_4044-4, in fuch manner that aaaa — 404-1-4 may vaniffi out of
each part the firft of the eight literal fides in SeSt.V. being refolved into numbers, gives
44-4- 104 4-2 for the feigned fide, if all the Terras of the given quantity were affirma¬
tive- but that 4444 —404-4-4 may be expunged out of each part, the faid fide 44 -41044-2 muft be changed into 2 — 104—44, and then the Square of this We bemg
equated to the given quantity aaaa— 8444-4- 2844 — 4044 , will give a ==
Other fides might likewife be feigned, as is evident by tl^ foregoing
V. and to him
that is a little exercis’d in this Method it will not be difficult to change the Signs in any
poffible cafe.
VIII. When a quantity confifting of five Terms is to be equated to a Square > and
one or more values of the Root 4 are found out, either affirmative or negative, by the
Rules before given, -you may from every one of thofe Primitive Roots or values, find out
other values of the Root 4, even as many as you pleafe, which latter, Femat calls De¬
rivative Roots of the firft, fecond , third , &c, degree. As, for example.
To find a Derivative Root of the firft degree out of the quantity aaaa -4- 4444 -i- i caa
-i— 2 04 -H I y before propofed in Seii. V. to be equated to a Square, take one of its Primhiye Roots there found out, to wit, - 3, and connea it to 4, foit makes 4—3, then
inftead of a take 4—3 for a new Root , according to which the propofed quantity
aaaa4444^loaaA-toa^i wiU be converted into adaa — ^aaa ^ 2—
4.04 -J- 4, as here you fee j

X

4444
^444

4444-- I 2444 -j— 5 4^*^--1— 444^'—‘3^44-1—1084

^*
108

1044

-|- 1 044-

604 -]-

90

204

►-U

204—•

do

H-

I

I
SuroiB, 4444-—

8444 —1— 2844

4O4-I—

4

This fumm mufl be equated to a Square, whofe fide (as before hath been (hewn in
5ffcl. 7-')may be feigned
the Square whereof being equated to ihefaid
fumm will give ^ = i ; but becaufe the new Root was put a — 3, out of I fubtradt 3 ,
and there will remain t for afecond value of the Root a in the propofed quantity
zo4-i- I, which fccond value may be called a Derivative Root of the
firft degree.
*
'
,
In like manner by the help of the faid fecond value t you may find out a third, by
ioynine
to a, and taking
tor a new Root, according to which, the given
quantity aaaaJi-^aAAJ^icaAJ^zca^i will be converted into AAAa^6aAA-\-I-4to be equated to a Square , the fide whereof may be feigned aa -f4 -4agreeable to the fifth literal fide in Se^. 5. ) the Square whereof being equatSl to the given quantity, there will thence arife 4 = — 11, therefore the new Root
4-?-4 gives 4 = — 4 for a third value of the Root a in the given quantity, that is,
a Derivative Root of the fecond degree.
- Nor will the Operation be otherwife to find out a fourth value, or derivative Root of
the third degree, by putting for a new Root a —
, fpr according to this, every mem¬
ber of the propofed quantity 4444 *-1-4444-j-* 1044-j-* 204
1 being refolvcd , there
will come forth 4444—3 8444-J-44 — ^^-|:4^ , this fumm is
equated to a Square, whofe fide may be feigned 44 — 194 —
Square of this
fide being equated to the faid fumm will give a = ^45 , from which if you fubtraft
>
( bccaufe the new Root was put 4 —
») ^^ere will remain
f- for a fourth value of
the Root 4, that is, a derivative Root of the third degree, out of the quantity firft pro¬
pofed to be equated to a Square.
Laftly, as by the help of one of the primitive Roots of the propofed quantity 4444 -|4444*4- 1044-1-204-1- I other Roots have been derived, fo by the help of any one
of the reft of the primitive Roots of the fame quantity, found out in the Examples of
SeB.
you may proceed to find out other derivative Roots, but fometimes you will meet
with fruitlefs Equations.
IX. A quantity compos’d of four Terms may be equated to a Square, when either
the abfolutc number, that is, the laft Term is a Square, or the firft Term a Biqua-

Firft, let 20444-j-f44-1-404-]-16 be given to be equated to a Square. Feign
the fidefo, that 404-)- \6 may vanilli out of each part , to which purpofc , let the fide
be 54-4-4, (5 being the Quotient that arifeth by dividing 40 in the 44, by 8 the
double of the fide of the given Square 16;) then by equating the Square of 54-]-^ 4
to the given quantity 20444-+- 544-1-404 H-16 you will find 4 — i , according to
which, that quantity being refoived makes the Square 81. Now to find a fecond v^ue
of the Root 4, you may put for a new Root 4 -t- i , according to which, the given
quantity zcaaa-hS'^a-h'^oA-i-16 will be convened into 20444-4r6544-i-i 1044-Si
to be equated to a Square, the fide whereof, (that 1104-4-81 may vanilh out of each part,)
may be feigned ^^4-1-9’, whence after due Reduftion, there will arife 4 = —
;
therefore 4 -+-1 (which was put for the new Root) gives i — ~jf, that is,
for a fecond
value of the Root 4, (or a derivative Root of the firft degree,) and by putting a-hii’
jFor a new Root you may find out a third value, and fo infinitely,
.Secondly , an Example where the firft Term is 4444 may be this,
Let 4444-+^aaa— 344-4- 24 be given to be equated to a Square. That 4444-4-^444 may vanilh
out of each part, feign the fide of a Square to be 44 -+- 24, (2 in the 34 being the half
of 4 prefixt to 444 in the given quantity • ) then the Square of 44-4-24 being equated
to 4444 -f- 4444 — 344 -4- 24 will give 4 = ^ . and to find out a fecond value of a you
tnay^put 4 + f for a new Root, and proceed as in former Examples,
Thirdly,

»7‘

FermatV Analytical Inziention,
Thirdly, although fome intermediate Terra be onaitted in a tjuantity corapos’d of four
Terms fuch quantity may be equated to a Square : As, to equate <^aaAA
i taaa ^\-^2^aa
16\o a Square, you may feign its fide to be 3^^ -4-4 , ( 3 in the 34a being the Qtiolient that arifeth by dividing 24 which is prefixt to
in the given quantity , by 8 the
double of the fide of the given Square 16,) and thence the value of ^ will be found 4;
then you may put 4 -4- 4
^ ""W Root to find out a fecond value ot a.
In like manner, if a^aa -i-6oaa-i-8ca-i-50c be propofed to be equated to a Square,
you may feign its fide to be 4^-q-3o , (30 being the half of 60 which is prefixt to 44
in the propofed quantity,) whence you will find 4 = 5, and for a derivative Root you
may put 4-4- jr.
X A Quantity compos’d of four Terms may be equated to a Cube, when either the
abfolute number, (that is, the laft Term,) or the firft Terra is a perfea Cube.
Firft, let 24444-44+344-1 be given to be equated to a Cube. That the two
laft Terms may vanilh out of each part, feign the (ide of a Cube to be 4
1, ( i being
the fide of the given Cube i, and 4 being the Quotient that arifeth by dividing 34 m the
given quantity by 3 the triple Square of i , the cubick Root of the given Cube i,) then
FheCubeof 4+1, that is, 4444-3^^+?^+*
to the given quan¬
tity 2 444 + 44+ 34 + I, will give 4 =: 2 5 then to find out a fecond value of 4 you
may put 4 + 2 for a new Root.
^
^ ,
-r o j.' t
" < ^
1 .
Secondly, but if the firft Terra be a rational Cube j as, if 8444 4- 2444 + 24 + 4S
be given to be equated to a Cube; that the firft and fecond Terms may vanifli out of each
vm feign the fide of a Cube to be 244-2, ( 24 being the fide of the Cube 8444.
and ’2 being the Quotient that arifeth by di+ing 24 which is prefixt to 44 , by 12
the triple Square of 2 the cubick Root of 8 in 8444 J then the Cube of 24 + 2 being
equated to the given quantity 8444+2444+2+4 48 , will give 4 — jf j whence
you may find out derivative Roots as before.
,

XI If the firft Term of a Quantity compos’d ofi four Terms given to be equated
to a Cube be a rational Cube, and the laft Terra, to wit, the abfolute number be alfo
a Cube , then that given Quantity may be equated to a Cube in a threefold manner.
As,for example, if
4-'
firft, that the firft and laft Terms may vanilh out of each part, feign the fiJe of the Cube
10 be 4-t- I , (which is compos’d of the cubick Roots of 444 and i; then the Cube
of 44-1 being equated to the quantity propofed will give 4 = 1. Secondly, that
the
and fecond Terms may vanifti out of each part , you may feign the fide to
be 4 4^ ^, r 4 being the fide of the Cube 444, and f being the Quotient that arifeth
by dividing 2 which is prefixt to 44 , by 3 the triple Square of the cubick Root of i
which is prefixt to 444,) whence 4
— + And aftly, that the third and fourth
Terms may vanifli, you may feign the fide to be f4+ i, ( i being the fide of the
given Cube i ^ and fa being the Quotient that arifeth by dividing 44 by 3 the triple
iquare of the cubick Root of the given Cube 1,) whence 4 ~ 37
of thofc three primitive Roots you may find Out derivatives, in like manner as be¬

Sift

fore.
XII. Sometimes when a Quantity compos’d of four Terms, whereof one or both
the extremes are Cubes, is to be equated to a Cubfil, no value of the Root 4 either
affirmative or negative can be found out by any of the Rules heiore delivered.
^
As if 4444-1- 344 + 54 + I be given to be equated to a Cube , its fide can on y
be feigned 4+1 , the Cube whereof being equated to the giv^ quantity will give
...._o . and therefore the given quantity cannot be equated to a Cube.
^ Air7 if I44- 2^44-1- 34 + I be to be equated to a Cube , there can but one pri^
mitive Root be found out, although there be a threefold way of feigning the
Cube according to Sirff.XI. which primitive Root will
fl‘ftovercd from the feigned
fide 4 +f, but neither of the other two Ways will prove ene^fual.
.
I fhall now add a few Queftions to iliuftrate the foregoing Third Part of Fermat s
Invention, and fo conclude this Book*

•

* . '
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(The fame -^ith the foregoing Qjjefl. 105’. but refelvedafter Amtherntamer.)

To find a right-angled Triangle , that the Area being fubtradUcd as well from the
Hypothenufal as from one of the Tides about the right-angle, each remainder may be
a Square.
^_
^
RESO LVTION,
j. Let h, b,p reprefent the Hypothenufal, Bafe and Per¬
pendicular of a right-angled Triangle in numbers. Dividei
thofe three Tides feverally by a, and put the Quotients for
the three Tides of the Triangle fought, viz.
2'. Then by fubtrafting the Area

a

a

4

as well from—, (one

of the Tides about the right-angle, as from the Hypothenufal

ba

—= a

, each remainder, muft be equal to a Square , and by ^ ha—ibp = □
multiplying each remainder by the Denominator aa, this
Duplicate equality arifeth, viz.. d • •
3. Let the fir It of thofe two quantities be equated to Tome? ba — \hf = bb
Square, viz. fuppoft .......... o
b>
2p
Whence, after due Reduction,.^ a
4
5 Therefore by multiplying h into ^ + tp, ( inftead of 4,)
the latter of the two quantities in the fecond ftep, will be
hb^ihp^lbp z= a
converted into this quantity, which muft be equated to
a Square, viz*
»
6. Now fince hy b,p, were put for the Hypothenufal, Bafe and Perpendicular of a rights
angled Triangle, the quantity in the fitth ftep (hews that a right-angled Triangle muft
-be found out Tuch, that if the Hypothenufal be multiplied into the fumm of one of the
fides about the right-angle and half the other fide, and iheProduft be Icflened by the
Area, the remainder muft be a Square : But fuch a right-angled Triangle, by Fermat s
- method, (before explained,) may be found out thus, viz.
t

y. Form a right-angled Triangle from iwonum-^ 44-1-* 24*-1-*2 == Hypoth.
bers taken at pleafaure, as from 4-|-1 and i,> 44-1^34
= Bafe,
To the three fides will be thefe, viz. , . .3
-^24-j-2 =: Perpend.
8. The Produa of the Hypothraufal into the fhtnm /
4.
4- 8. 4- ,
of the Bafe and half the Perpendicular is . S
^^
\
\
i
p. The Area is,.444-|-344-}-'24
1 o. Which fubtraaed from the faid Produa leaves ? ....4.4...4.6^^4.tf^4.j = □
this quantity to be equated to a Square , vtz. S
f t
1
j
»
11. Feign the fide of that Square, (according to the 7
1
1 7^** literal fide in the foregoing Se5l. 5. Part 3.) S
12. Then the Square of the faid fide 44-1-24-1-1 being equated to the quantity in the
tenth ftep will give 4 — — 11 therefore 4 H- 1 and i the numbers forming the Triangle
lhall be \ and i, or (in Integers in the fame Rcafon) i and 2 . by which, it a right-angled
Triangle be formed, one of the Tides about the right-angle will be lefs than nothing, to wit,
— 3; (for the Square of 2 is to be Tubtrafted from the Square of i, becaufe i and 2 anfwer
V to 44-1 and 1 the numbers that formed the Triangle in the Teventh ftep; ) to caufe there¬
fore all the Tides to be affirmative, the work muft be renewed in manner following, viz,
13. Let a right-angled Triangle be formed from? 44-|-2 4-]-j — Hypoth.
a-{-i and 2, fo the three fides will be th€Te,> aa^~2a — 3 = Bafe,
viz... ..3
4“
'^1'" 4 = Perpend.
14. The Produa of the Hypothenufal into the?
1 ,0. ^
, fumm of the Bafe and half the Perpendicular is 5"
^
^
S
15. The Area is.. . .^ . . 4^2444-}- 6aa— 2a —6
itf. Which being fubtrafted from the faid Produft,?
a
, • leaves this quantity to be equated to a Square,1
n
17.
The
ki
/

Queft. 128,
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17. The fide of that Square may be varioufly feigned, according to the ?
preceding SeB:. 5. ) let it be the fecond literal fide in that SeB. \\i. y
18. Then the Square of the faid fide i^-iQ>a — da being equated to the quantity in the
fixteenth ftep will give a—~ii therefore
1 and 2 ihallbc
and 2, that is,
in Integers in the fame Reafon , 29 and 1 2, by which if you form a right-angled Tri¬
angle, the three Tides will be 985, 697, 696, that is,
then according to the
Pofitions in the firft fiep, divide every one of thofe Tides by 1045 , that is, by + ip
Z=z a, (as appears by the fourth ftep,) fo the Quotients
, rllt Iball be the
fides* *of a right-angled Triangle to folvc the Queftion ; For if the Area be fubtra^led
from the HypothenufaTrlf 5 and the Bafc
feverally, the remainders Will be the
Squares of thefe fides
and rf • ‘
And becaufe the quantity in the fixteenth ftep is capable of being equated tb innifmerable Squares, ( according to the Method before explained,) the Queftion is alfo capable
of innmnerable Anfwers; but in larger numbers than thofe * that may be found our by the
fbregoing
105. which is the fatne with this.
E ST.

128.

( Probi. i. in ctlp. 1. part, i. Dioph. redivivi.)

To find a right-angled Triangle, that if the double of its Area be fubtraaed from every
one of the three fides, the remainders may be Squares<(

JtESOLVTIO^.
1

ht.
A

thofe three fides, the remainders rauft be Squares,' and multi-N pa — h — □
tiplying the remainders feverally by the Denominator aaA ha — l>p = a »
this Triplicate equality arifeth to be rcfolved, viz.. .
>
3. Now in order to refolve that Duplicate equality, let the firft 7
== ilf
of its three quantities be equated to Tome Square^ vizi fuppofe 3
4. Whence, after due Reduftion to find out the Value of a I
^ — b+p
will difeover
^ V ’ j
5. Then by multiplying b
inftead of a, into p, the fccond T
>
of the three quantities in the Iccond ftep (to wit, fa
IpA-pp- bp
pp
•
will be convened into this quantity, which is roamfeftlyr f
^
.
a Square, vU,
.
6. And by multiplying b^irpi inftead of 4, into », the third/ ; ► , j
.
.
quantity in the fecond ftep will be converted into this quan-> bb-^hp —bp = □
tity to be equated to a Square, viz,. . . .... O
.
7. Thus the Triplicate equality in the fecond ftep is reduced to a Duplicate equality in the
fifth and fixth fteps, and becaufe the firft of the two quantities in that Duplicate equaluy
happens to be a Square, to wit, pp, it remains only to equate
+ h -~ bp (in the lixth
ftep,) to a Square , which difeovers the Scope of our learch rnuft be this vtz,. to find
a rieht-angled Triangle, fuch,thatif the Hypothcnufal be multiplied by the fumm of the
fides about the right-angle, and the Produa be leffened by the doiibleof the Area, the
remainder muft be a Square: But fuch a right-angled Triangle may be found out thus,t'>^.
8. Forma right-angled Triangle from two num-7
betstakenatpleafure, as from
I and 2,/
" fo the three fides will be thefe, viz,. . . .3
9. The Produa of the Hypothenufal into the?
fumm of the Bafe and Perpendiculaf IS *
lOt The double Area is . . ... • • • ^
IT. Which fubtraaed from the faid Produa,7
leaves this quantity to be equated to a Square, >

aa
la
5 = Hyp.
aa-\^
+ 4^* "i 4
Petp.
^^^^4.8^44 + 18^4 + 3244-5
• “4^ if444+ 1244 —44
,..1^1
4444+4444+044+3 04+17 — P

V
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12. Feign the fide of that Square according to the Canon in ihc>
j
precedins3*3*
it will be ...... .5
. • ».
T 0 Then the Square of the faid fide <i4 -s-4^ i being equated to the quantity in the
eleventh ftep, will give
- i; therefore
i and 2, the numberstorming the
Triangle in the eighth ftep, lhall be ^ and 2 , or, ( m Integers in the fame Reaion, )
I and 4 , by which if a right-angled Triangle be formed one of the Tides about the
right-angle will be lefs than nothing, to wit. — i ^ ( for the Square ot 4 is to be
fubtraaed from fhe Square of 1 , becaufe 1 and 4anfwer to
and 2 , the num¬
bers that formed the Triangle in the eighth fiep, where
was fuppofed topceed 2.)
To caufe therefore all the lides to be affirmative, the work muft be renewed thus,
.
, p
1
*4—2^<-1- ly — Fiyp*
14. Form a right-angled Triangle from #* 4-I \ aa'-\-‘ia —15 == Bafe *
and 4 j fo the three Tides will be thefe, viz, S
• Ba
^
Perp.
15. The Produa of theHypothenufal intothe7
244^4—3
5^A-—l Ip
(umra of the Bafe and Perpendicular is . . ^
- SaaaJ^z^aa—104<*—120,
16. The double Area is . . . . - • • • ^ . .
17. Which fubtrafted from the faid Produft,
leaves this quantity to be equated to a Square,
VfZ
i 8. The fide of that Square may be varioully ,

4

feigned, (according to the preceding .5^^^

,4-l3o.-<;4

let it be the fecond literal fide ih that Seci.Q

.

•

•

•

•

v' •

•

O

, .

,

f

•

•

t

10 fhe Square of the faid fide 1U-1304 —being equated to the quantity in the
feventeenth ftep, will give =
, therefore «-4- i and 4 (hall be^^ff and 4,
(in Integers in the fame Reafon,) 42 89 and 42 2 3 . from which , a right-angled
Triangle being formed, the three fides will be 18455217, 18325825, 2264592^
that is, hy by P : Then according to the Pofitions in the firft ftep , divide thofe three fides
feverallv W 20 5 90417, that is, by -i- p == 4, (as is evident by the fourth ftep 5 ) fo
the Q^tients
, tJtUitr > s“fbe the fides of a right-angled
Triangle to folve the Queftion, as may ealily be proved.
'Note 1: Although the Queftion be truly folved, yet ’tis evident that it was by chance
that the Triplicate equality in the fecond* ftep came to be reduced to a Tingle equality ; for
if the quantity to be equated to a Square in the fifth ftep, had not happened to have been
a Square, there would have been an inexplicable Duplicate equality.
1, It is eafie to perceive by the fecond, third and fourth fteps i that inftead of bp
the double* Area j the Produd of bp multiplied by any fquare number may be given in the
^eftion : As, if it were required to find out a right-angled Triangle, that ^bp, that is,
eight times the Area being fubtraaed from every one of the three Tides may leave Squares,
you need only to multiply the Denominator 20590417 of the three fides before found
by 4, without altering the Numerators; or, if 9% that is, eighteen times the Area, were;
preferibed, then to multiply the Denominator by 9.
E ST.

129.

( Probl. i. in cap. 2. part. i. Bioph. redivivi,)

To find a right-angled Triangle, that the Produft of the Hypothenufal into one of the
Tides about the right-angle, being fubtraded from every one of the three fides, may leave
Squares.
^
RESOLVTION.
I. Let hy by p reprefent theHypothenufal, Bafe and Perpendicular p
of a right-angled Triangle, and for the three fides of the Triangle^
fought put

\

a

a

Then from —, (the Produd of the Hypothenufal into the Pec-)
aa
/ h(t — hp '=■ Q
pendicular,) fubtrad every one of the three-fides, and the rc-C ^a — hp = 1-.
□
mainders muft be Squares; therefore alfo thofe remainders multi-r ^^ — hp — □
plied into the Denominator aa muft^raake Squares, hence ffiis\
Triplicate equality arifeth, viz. 2 • • ^ • • * • ?

3. Now;

FermatV Analytical Invention.
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'7'?

5

Now in order 10 refoivc rliat Triplicate equality , let the firft ? ha — hp
hh
of its three quantities be equated to fome Square, rue.. rupporeS^
4, Whence, after due Reduaion to find out the value of <1, you 7
a — h A- P
t*r
m
•
m
will difcover..
: i
5. Then by multiplying h^p, mftead o( a,
^
hhA^-hp—hp = □
fecond of the three quantities in the fecond ftep will be redu¬
ced to this to be equated to a Square, vt^c. . . . . . _
6. Likewife by multiplying hJ^^p, mftead of a, mto p, the
hpA^-pp-hp=ar:ipp
third quantity in the fecond itep will be reduced to this
quantity, which is manifeftly a Square,
..
.
.
^ Thus the Triplicate equality in the fecond ftep IS reduced to a Duplicate equality in the
fifth and fixih fteps; and becaufe the latter quantity in that Duplicate equality happens
to he a Square to wit, pp, it remains only to equate the former, that is, hhAr h 7- %
[o a Square, which (bews that a right-angled Triangle muft be found ^ fuch, that if
he fumm of the Hypothenufal and Perpendicular be multiplied by the Bafe and from
he Ldua you fubtraa theProduft of the Hypoihenufa into the Perpendicular, the
remainder may be a Square: But fuch a right-angled Triangle may be found out thus,
• 11

*_

A

8. Forma right-angled Triangle from ^
z7
and I
( z and i being numbers taken at>
pleafure,) fo the three Tides will be thefe, vU. ^
n. The fumm of the Hypothenufal andPerpendi-/
culat being multiplied by the Bafe , producethS
10. The Product ot the Hypothenufal and er-/

aaA^^c^aA^-s ^ Hyp.
aa^
p, —
^ 2^ + 4 — Perp.
aaaa-l-i oaaaA^p6aa\‘'^Afa\->l'p
•
.
2 aaa *-1— 12 aa -]- 2 6 a "4^ z o

pendieular is . ‘
4. V ’ a’j c
1
Which latterProduabeingfubtraaedfrom; ^^^^1^8^^^1-2444+284+7
the f^ormer, leaves to be equated to a Square, ^ •
11. Feign the fide of that Sqojreaaording to^
the Canon in the preceding
III.
3.>

.■

44+44 + 4

^

1 ,’"TherthtW«e of'the Vaid fid'e being equated to the quantity in the eleventh flep will
*
i and therefore 4 4- x and i, which were the numbers forming the Trloiv€ 4 —4j
be — 1 and 4 but one of thefe being negative, the work
an|k4n the eighth ft p,
„ rieht-angltl Triangle may be confidently formed from
muft

Triangle being ufed like the former in the ninth', tenth and eleventh

ftros\ttnihtt wTl s
:&aybevarioufly feigned, let it be • '

4209,

,

A

" wiS ■

/f-T/Cr that is bv h-\^P~a., as appears by the fourth

Jhofe
L7be ihe^fides of a right-angled Triangle
ftep, and the Quotients 47 51 , 4751 > 47 61
^
° * . .
*

to folve the Queftion, as may eafily be proved.
j9V E ST.

130.
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( Probl. 39. in cap. i. part, i. Dtoph. redivivi. )

To find a right-angled Triangle, whofe Area fubttaaed from one.of the fides about
.)
^

the right-angle, may leave a g.ven™mW>pMe^a^(

1

Ltt h ^ h. p reprefent the Hypothenufal, Bafe Ind Per’pendieular of a right-angled Triangle j
fides feverally by 4, and put the Produas for the rides(

of the Triangle fought,

•

•

•

*

•

»

*

’

ha

pa

*•

2. The Area o^f which Triangle being fubtraaed ^0^
of its Tides about the right-angle, fupppfe from ha, mulft
leave a remainder equal to the given number z,(^otn,){

ha'

therefore

Which Equation divided by \hpi gives

-44 =i

n

\'j6

An Expofition upon , &c.
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4. Now that the value of a in the'lalt Equation may be exprefEble by a rational number, it is evident by the Canon in S^^.i o. /
ihpn = □
Chap. 15. Beol^i. that if the abfolute quantity in the latterV^
ibbfp
part of that Equation be fubtrafted from the Square-of. halfp
the Coefficient which is drawn into a, the remainder muftV
have a rational fquare Root, therefore.J
5. And becaufe the Denominator \bbpp is a Square, it remains gnly ?
\hb — \bfn
to equate the Numerator to a Square, therefore .... 5
6i Or, to avoid Fra^ions, let the faid ^bb — ibpn be multiplied )
bb'—>i bfn = □
by 4, and then it remains to equate.5
Whence it appears, that in order to folve the Queftion propofed, a right-angled Triangle
mufl: firft be found , fuch, that if from the Square of one of its fides aboat the rightangle , the Produd of the quadruple of the Area multiplied by the given number n
be fubtraded , the remainder may be a Square : But fuch a right-angled Triangle may
be found out thus, viz..
8. Form a right-angled Triangle from iwoT
la -j- 1 7 = Hyp.
numbers taken at pleafure, as from a — iQ
Bafe,
aa — za — i y
and 4, fo the three fides will be thefe,^
=
Perp.
8
vtz.
5). The Square of the Bafe is .
.
. .
aaaaj\aaa^i6aa
10. The Produft of the quadruple of the)

Area into the given number 2 is
11. Which Product being fubtraded from'
the faid Square of the Bafe , leaves this
aaaa —.•^6aaar\-‘'Joaa
— 255
quantity to be equated to a Square, viz. .
12. Feign the fide of the defired Square to be )> aa
l%a—127
13. Then the Square of the faid fide being equated to the quantity in the eleventh flep^
will give a — —4. But becaufe this value is negative, let a — 4 be put for a new
Root, and according to that let all the members of the quantity in the eleventh ftep be
irefolved • fo this new quantity aaaa—^laaa^^^g^aa — 20684-j-* 1521 comes
forth to be equated to a Square , the fide whereof may be feigned 39 —
4- 44,
whence 4 =
therefore 4 —4 (the new Root) (hall be
and therefore
<4 — I and 4 the numbers that formed the Triangle in the eighth ftep (hall be
and 4 ; or in Integers in the fame proportion, 67609 and 1560. Wherefore the
preparatory Triangle formed from thofe numbers, and agreeable to the Scope mentioned
inthefeventhftep, ffiall be 4573410481,4568543281, 210940080. For if its
quadruple Area be multiplied by the given number 2, and the Produft be fubtraded from
the Square of the fecond fide, there will remain a Square, whofe fide is 4125146321.
34. Now let thofe three fides of the preparatory Triangle be taken for the values of
^, p, and the given number 2 for w. in the Equation in the third ftep, then that
Equation being refolved will give 4 =
. ^nd if this number be
multiplied into the three fides of the preparatory Triangle it will give the Triangle fought,
whofe three fides confift of thefe three Numerators, 25347953801344222*
25320977530297822 , 1169127377676960, having 12046111064720031,
for a common Denominator,
Note. This Queftion is very eafily folved when the given number is lefs than unity,
by the Canon of the preceding ^efl. 10 o. of this Book^
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Cottcermrjg thi Scop,s of ihh fourth BooJ^y and the Signif cation
of CharaSlers ^ Abbrez/iations and citations ufed therein,
• (k
H E Dcfign of this Fourth Book is, to fliew the excellent Life of the
Algehraical Art in the Refolution and Gompofuion of Plane Problems,
to wit, fuch as may be folved or efFefted by drawing only Right ( or
ftraight) and Circular Lines. In purfuance ot thatDelign I have divided
this Book into Ten Chapters, whereof the firfl: Six are Preparatory to
the reft , which contain Four C/aJfes or Forms of Examples, fnevving
how to find out as well Theorems, as Geometrical EfFeiftions of Plane Problems, with
their Demonftrations, by the Steps of Algebraical Refolution. All which I have en¬
deavour’d to render clear and intelligible to fuch Readers as are competently exercis’d in the firft Six Books of Enclid’s Elements, and in the Firft and Second Books of thefe
Algebraical Elements.
f
. »

The Exflicatim of the Signs or Charafters.
+ ^

f Alore.
Lefs.
Into, or By.

•
Continual Proportionals.
Ehe Square Root, or Side of’a SOjUare.
Ecjml
Greater,
Proportionals.

^ Signifies < LeS^r.
II
J
X
©

□

□
A

A .

.

Parallel.

A plain Angle in general,
A Right-angle.
Perpendicular.
A
A
A
A

Circle.
Scjuare.
long Seguare.
plain Triangle in general.

^
Examples^

\

I

Explication of CharaBers

78

Book IV.

Examples, jljewingmore at large the Signification of the foregoing Chara(5lers,
aA-b

.
*
^

X Signifies the fumm of the right lines or numbers reprefentea by a and^ b.
The excels by which the/yight line or number a exceeds the right line
^ ___ y
or number ^5 or j it imports that the latter c^uantiiy b is fubtra£ted,
orto be fubtraikd from the former Quantity
5 The Reftangle or Produft made by the multiplication of the right
ax. y j or ab s
jjp,g
number a , by the right line or number b.
The Square of the right line or number lignified by a.
aa
' f The right line atifing by the Application of the Square of the right
aa
./
line a , to the right line c ; or, the Qiiotient arilirig by the Divilion
c
/
of the Square of the number a, by the number c.
ah
.5 The right line or number arifing by the Application or^Divifion of
the I\e<flargle or ProdutT of a into b, by r.
c
: c . ^,
viz. As 4 is to /> ; fo c to d.
^ • b
,
viz.. As a is to ^ . fo ^ to c.
a , b , c
c The fquare Root of the Produa of a into ^ or, the fide of a Square
ah
'I
equal to the Rc (Tangle
c The fquare Roo’t univerfal of aa A^ bh ; or, the fide of a Square equal
V; aa A'bb\ 1
to the funim of the Squares aa and bb.
< The fquare Root univerfal of aa — bb • or, the fide of a Square equal
y': aa — bb; 2
to the excefs of the Square aa above the Square bb,
a~b . • The line or number a is equal to the line or number b.
^ ^ SC • • ^ The line or nuriiber a is equal to five times the line or number c.
The line or number a is equal to half the line or number d.
• <i The line or number a is greater than the line or number f.
aerf
.<t The line or number a is lefs than the line or number g.
ABjlCD
The line A B is parallel to the line C D.
^
''
S The angle ABC. Obfervehere, that when an angle is expreft by
<ABC
c
three letters, the middle letter fiands at the angular point.
<:a . •__...
A The angle A,
<]ABG is J <i The angle ABC is a right-angle.
ABTBC .<^ The right-line A B is perpendicular to the right-line BC.
A Rr n IA B 0*^0 is a Circle. Obferve here, that the firft letter toward*
^
C
tbe left hand is ufually fet at the Center.,
C Signifies either the Square AD when the letters A and D Rand at
' □ A D . .P "^the oppolite angles of the Square; orelfc, the Square of the right^ . line A D^ vvhen A and D Rand at the ends of the fide of the Square.
□ A . ,<( The Square of the right-line A.
□ A B, B C A The long Square, or KeTangle, made of the right-lines A B. and B C.
□ AB,C
The Rectangle of the right-lines AB and C.
□ A,B
.<; The ReTanglc of the right-lines A and B.
A ABC .<{ The Triangle A B C.
: .

^ ^^ •
.

Explication
Frohl. .
Sappof. ./
Req. .
Rrepar. ,
Confir, .
Req. demonfir.
Loncluf, .
CorolL .
Jnmt. .
ixplicat.
Terl^op. ii.

Abbreviations and GitationSv

.d, Problem,
Suppofitions.
It is (or, let it be) required.
Preparation.
,<^ ConRruCiion.
^ It is (or, let it be) required to DeraonRrate.
.4^ Conclufion.
, ^ Corollary.
.<1 Annotation.
.<! Explication.
^ gy

^ i^hpropofition of the fifth Book of EhMs Elements.
Per

I

A i^illiirtiii 1'

Explication of Axioms.

Chap.’ 2.
Per Dejin. 2p. 7 g
EUm. I.
3
Per Ax. I.

^ th Definition of the firft Book of EftclU\ Elements.

7 g

Axiom of the fecond Chapter of this fourth Book.

. ^

Chap.

179

2

Note. In the handling of every Propofition, whether it be a Theorem or Problem,
I proceed from the beginning to the end by Steps numbred in the Margin by ^ 2, ?,
4, 5-, &c. that by referring to preceding Steps, the rife of the following may be apparent ;
So when ’tis faid , [ Therefore out of, or , From 3". and 4°. ] it imports, that the thing
alTerted or inferr’d is raanifeft by the third and fourth Steps of the Propofition in hand. If
any other Abbreviations occurr, their meaning will be obvious to every intelligent Reader.

Chap.

II.

The explication of Axioms^ or common notions, upon which the force
of Inferences or Conclnfions, about the Equality , Majority and
Minority of Qi^antities compared to one another, doth chiefly
depend.
\^xiom
1.

I.

^

TF

each of two Quantities be equal to a’third , ihofe tvvo are equal between
themfclves.
Exf Heat.

JL

If

AB =: E F,

A--B

Md

CD= EF.

^

Then AB = CD.

^

E-F

C-D

perA^.i.

That is to fay,
.
^ rN t
If*A B be equal to EF, and C D be equal to E F, then AB is equal to C D, by
the fir ft Axiom of Chap. 2.

i.

‘^xtom

2. Quantities which are equal to equal Quantities, are alfo equal between themfelvcs.
Explicat,
A

(C C
C = D,

If
then

A = C,
B = D,
A = B ; per Ax.i,

B

D-

That which is greater or lefs than one of two equal Quantities, is alfo greater or left
^ than the other,
*
'
If
B = C,
And
A CT- B,
Then Ac:-Cj per Jx.

Expheat.
^
A

B_
^

That k to fay,
.
,
^ 1
>
If B be equal to C, and A be greater than B, then A is greater than C, by Ax. 3.
x^xiom ’4.
4. If one of two equal Quantities be greater or lefs than a third ^ the other of thoir two
* (hall be alfo greater or lefs than the fame third.
Explicat.
If
A = B,
And A cr C ,
Then B cr* Cj

/

■ N
B

per Ax.^.
Z 2

Axiom
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K^xiom 5.
c

That which is greater than the greater of two Quantities, is alfo greater than the lefler 5
’ and that which is lefs than the lelTer of two Quantities, is alfo lefs than the greater.

If

B c-

Exflicat.

c,

And A cT" B,
Then A cr G •

A-—^
.
G—— -

per Ax.^,
K^xtom 6.

6. The exchanging of equal Quantities doth not alter equality.

Explicat.
If
And

A + B = C + D,

C
D

A-

E = B,
BThcn A-l-E = C-fD; perjx.6. E^xiom 7.

7. Interpretation doth not change equality.

Explicat.

H

^

^□AF = dCG,
Sttppof.
AF isoABi
t
CG is □ CD,
a AB = □ CD ;

per Ax. 7.

A

B

D

C

That is to fay,
•
,
r.
The .Square A F is equal to the Square C G, by fuppolition.
A F is the Square of the fide A B, by fuppoficion.
C G is the Square of the fide C D, by fuppofition.
The Square of the fide AB is equal to the Square of the fide CD, bythefevcnifi
Axiom of Chap. 2.

K^xiom S.

8. If to

equal

Quantities you add equal Quantities, or one and the fame Quantity; the

wholes lhall be equal.
Explicat.

If
And
Then
That Is,

AB = CD,
BE = DG,
AB-^-BF =: CD-j-DG,
AF = CG ; per Ax. 8.

B
A--—-i—“F
, G

—^

G

K^xiom 9. *
9. If from equal Quantities you take away equal Quantities , or one and the fame

Quantity , the Quantities remaining lliall be equal to one another.
Explicat.
If

AB = CD,

And

A E r=: C F,

E

A--i-B

Then
AB —■ AE = CD —’CF,
That is, E B = F D j per Ax. 9.

C■

“”-1

D

10.
10. If from a whole the half be taken away , half will rernain ; and if more than half
be taken away, lefs than half will remain • but if one third part be taken away, two
thirds will remain , &c.
Extern

Explicat.

If
Then
If
Then
If
Then

AC
CB
DF
FE
GL
LH

== iAB,
= tAB, per Ax. 10.
cr iDE,
E j P^^
^
= fGH,
== f G H
10.

c
^

f
®

^

L
G —-—1---— fi ^
^xiont IT.

i8
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Chap. 2.

<y4xiom

II,

11. If to unequal quantities equal quantities be added , the wholes are unequal.

B

Exp/icat,

If

ABcrCD,

-i-

And BE = DF,
Then A E c- C F - per Jx.ii,

^xiom

•E
■F

.

12

D

12. If to equal quantities you add unequal quantities, the wholes are unequal.’
Explicat,
If
AB = CD,
And BE tr- DF,
Then AE cr CF; per Ax. ii.

B
A-1—-EJ'
C-1-F

K^xiom 13.
^
13. If to unequal quantities unequal quantities be added, the greater to the greater, and
the Icfs to the Icfs, the wholes are unequal, to wit, the former the greater, and the
latter the IclTer.
Explicat,
B
If
AB
CD,
A
E
And BEc-DF,
D
Then AE c” CFj per Ax. i^C-I
F
^xiom
.
14. If from unequal quantities equal quantities or one and the fame quantity be taken
away, the remainders will be unequal.
Explicat,
E
If
ABcrCD,
A--1-B
And
E B = F D,
Then AE cr CF. per Ax.i^.
C
i-D
K^xtom 15.
^
15. If from equal quantities unequal quantities be taken away, the remainders are unequal,
Explicat,
E
If
AB = CD,
A-——1-B
And AE c“ CF,
^
^
Then E B
F D} per Ax, 15.
C
^
I
^Axiom 16,
16. If from unequal quantities unequal quantities be taken away, from the greater
the leffer, and from the leffer the greater, the remainders are unequal; to wit, the
former the greater, and the latter the leifer.
Explicat,
E
If
ABC- CD,
A-1—---B
And CFcrAE,
Then E B cr F D; per Ax. 16,
---1-^
{_Axiom 17.
Quantities which are the doubles of one and the fame quantity, or of equal quaniiti^are equal between themfelves. Conceive the fame of triples, quadruples, &c,
’
Explicat.
If
A = 2C,
A_
And
B — 2C,
Then
A = B; per Ax. 17*
B
K^xiom 18.
18. The double of the greater of two quantities is greater than the double of the leffer.
Explicat.
C c- D .
A--C-- j
If
A = 2C,
B = zD,
B-D-Then
A cr E j per Ax. 18.
Axiom
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K^xiom

I p.

19. That which is the doable of one of two equal quantities^ is alfo the double of the Othcri
Exflicau
If
B = C,
BAnd A = 2 B,
A--—■
^
Then A = 2C} fe^Ax.i9‘
^
'
K^xiom 20.
' 20. If one of two equal quantities be the double of a third ,
is alfo the double of the fame third,
Explicat.
Jf
A = B,
And A =2 2C ,
Then B = 2C j per Ax. lo.

the other of thofe two

A--—“
•
C■
B--—-

—*• ■■■•

K^xiom 21.
21. Quantities which are the halves of one and the fame quantity, or of equal quantities^
are equal between themfelvcs, Underftand the fame of thirds, fourths,
Explicat.
If
A == iC,
•
AAnd
B =: iC,
*
Then A = B j per Ax. zi.
B——K^xtom 22. '

-^--—

22. The half of the greater of two quantities is greater than the half of the leffer,’
Explicat.
jrCerD,
A:CIf ^ A = tC,
^
•
J B — iD,
B^DThen A
B; per Ax.ii.
K^xiom 23.
23. That which is the half of one of two equal quantities is alfo the half of thcothen
Explicat.
.
If
B = C, '
'
B ---And A =
A^
’
Then A = ^Cj per Ax.
C- k^xiom 24.
24. If one of two equal quantities be the half of a third , the other of thofe two (hall
be the half of the fame third.
Explicat.
If
A r= B,
And A “ tC,
Then B = tCj

-

A--C—-

per Ax, 2^.

B——

What hath been faid in the eight laft preceding Axioms concerning the double and
the half, may be alfo underftood of the triple, quadruple, quintuple, &c, and of thirds,
fourths, fifths, &c.

(Extern 25.
25. Every whole is greater than its part.

f^xiom 26.
z6. All right angles are equal between themfclves.
Explicat.
If
<A be J,
And < B be J ,
' A J
Then <^A = <CBi per Ax. z6.

■
^
B J

That is to fay, if the angle A be a right-angle; and the angle B be a right-angle J
then the angle A is equaf to the angle B.

.’

Axiofjf 27

Cyhspi
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(^xiom 2 7.

zy. ]f one of two or more equal angles be a right-angle, every one of the reft of ihofe
equal angles is alfo a right-angle.
Exflicat.
If
< A = <B = <C,
And < A be J,

. ,
A J,

R ,
B J,-

r I
C J.

Then <r' B and <C ^
-* i perJx.ij.
That is to'fay, If the angles A, B and C ,be equal to one another, and the angle A
be a right-angle, then the angles B and C are alfo right-angles. Per Axiom. 24. Chap. z.
K_Axiom

28.

28. Every whole is equal to all its parts talen together.
K^xiom

29.

2p. If a quantity be neither greater nor lefsthan another quantity, thofe quantities are
equal between themfelves.
»

Explicat.
*
If A be neither CT nor “n than B ,
Then A =r B; per Ax. 29.

*
A

'

■

'

^

c H A p‘. n. I.
TJbe explicatm of Definitions, concerning the ways of arguing
nfed by Mathematicians, to infers one Analogie from another.

T

he way5 of arguing about, or Profortwni, are principally fix,
are explain’d in this Chapter in fuch order as
7
JA
It"", )6‘''and iDefinitions at the beginning of the fifth Book of £»c/id s

Elemen s. ’to which fix ways of reafoning, fix others are alfo here tnferted as AnnoTafias being the JeWier of C/«w and
upon ftch Propofit.ons of £«c/.d s
Elements as fre hereafter cited. All which are very ufcful in Mathcnnatical Refoluiion
and Compofition , as will appear in the following 7' ,f> \ 9 a"'' ‘
Chapters.

Definition

L

-t. Alternate Peafon is the comparing of the Antecedent to the Antecedent
* Conlequent to the Conlcquent.
:
Explicat. ^
‘

If this Analogy be propofed

•

—

Then alternately, or by permutation,

.

^ a

,

b

6

.

4

^

and the

Per Prep,
X6. Ekm,

S.

1£

That is to fay, If 0 hath fuch Reafon ( or Proportion ) to ^ as c to ; then alternatelv or bv permutation of Reafon, as
is to c, fo (liall ^ be to d. ^
S note dLently, that in this firft way of arguing all the four Proportionals in the
Analogy propounded mull neceffarily be Qtiantmcs of one and the fame
either all LineL or all Planes, &e. For although it may properly be faid , as the line 4
is to the line h fo is the Plane c to the Plane d; yet 11 cannot be thence
^ ^
Alternate Reafon, that th; line 4 is to the Plane c, as the line I to the Plane d, becau e
^ere is no Propor ion between a Line and a Plane , which are quantities of different kinds:
But in a« tKlIowing ways of arguing, the two firft Proportionals may be of one
kind, and the two latter of another, as is manileft by the Demonftrations in the itt
Book of Euclid’s Elements.

Defni-
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1^4

Defnit, II.
2. Inverfe Reafon is the taking of the Confequent as the Antecedent, to compare it
to the Antecedent as if it were the Confequent.
£xplicat
a
/;
c
d
• • • • •
If- . . .
6
12
8
4
Ter coroU,

Then invei'fly,

•

•

•

•

4

c

prop. 4.

£lem.

a
6

d

c
12

8

III.

Defimt.

3. Comfofition of Reafon is the taking of the' Antecedent and Confequent both as one,
to compare it to the fame Confequent.
Explicat.
,
a

.
.
a-Vb .
18

Tf

6

Ter prop.

i^nnot,

h :
12 :
b :
12 :

c

d

4

8

c~\-d
12

.

d

8

I.

4. Compojttion of Reafon conveyfe is the taking of the Antecedent and Confequent both
as one, to compare it to the fame Antecedent.

If
Ter Schol.
I.

Clapii

Explicate
K

Then by Compof. converfe,

in prop, 18,
£tein, J.

a
6

.‘ 1
i

’.

.

b

c

.4

12

•

.

c

^

K^nnot,

,

d

.8
d

,

20

c

.12

2.

5. Compofttion of Reafon contrary is the comparing of the Antecedent to the Antecedent
and Confequent taken both as one.
Explicat.
c
1
d
. h
:
a
If
•
•
»
•
•
12 / .
8
. 4 :
6
c
. c~l-d
a _. a~-\- b ;
s
. 10 ;
12
.
20
• ■ 1 6

s
■ ■ i

inprop,\ 8.
Elem. $.

^nnot.

3.

6. Compojttion of Reafon inverfly contrary is the comparing of the Confequent to the*
Antecedent and Coniequent taken both as one.

prop. 18.
Elem. J.

JDefmt,

,

b

.4
. a-\ b
10

c

,

d

12

.

8

d

. C'~j^d

8

.20

IV.

7. Divijion of Reafon is the comparing of the excefs whereby the Antecedent exceeds the
Coniequent, to the fame Confequent.
b

a

:

4

,c
12
1

b

••

7

If

Explicat,
^

•

2. Herigon. in

1

Per Schol,

Exp lie at,
.
a
If
.16
h
Then by Compofiiion inverfly contrary, . ^

.

d
S
d

8
C
2 .
:
4
.
4
But in this way of arguing by Divifion of Reafon, ’tis manifeft that the Antecedent
rauft neceffarily be greater than the Confequent.
^Anmt, !•

Way/ of arguing by Analogies^

Chap. 3.

I.

8. Dlviportof ReAfon convey[e is the comparing of the Gonfequent to the excefs whereby
the Antecedent exceeds the Confequent.

Explicat,

If
Then by Divifion converfe,

.

.

:

0.

:

b

IX

c

9

.

4

::

18

. A-b ::
.
y
::

d

b

• |

K^nnot.

A

4

8

.
.

d

.
.

c—d

8

Per Schoi,
1.

Clarii

fM prop.iji
Zlem. J«

10

2.

0/ Reafin comarj is the comparing of the Antecedent^ to the excefs whereby
the Confequent exceeds the Antecedent.
Explicit.
JLd
A
*
d/
c
C a
. b
I z
8
•
6
If.
... q.
Pdr SchoL
\
t
f/—c
c
^ A t bA
Clavii
8
Then by Divifion contrary > • •
•
* 1 4
•
^
4
inprop,iy<,
Mem. 5.
Bnt here ’tis manifeft that the Confeqaent mull be greater than the Antecedent.
K^nnot.

3.

10. -DiviCm of Rc4m i>mir(ly cmtnxry is the comparing of the excels whereby the
Confequent exceeds the Antecedent, to the fame Antecedent.

'Explicat,
•
^

m

If

■

•

S'**
4 • ,•
2 4*
b—a .

*..

Then by Divifion inverfly contrary,

.

.

Defimt.

•

i>

\\

c

'2d

6

::

8
j

.12,
,,

a
4

::

V.

-

'

d-c
4

,
»

Ver Schoi,
Heri-

c
8

gon. in
prop. 17.

‘

’•

ti. CtmjerfKm of Reafo» is the comparing of the Antecedent to the excels by which the
Antecedent exceeds the Confequent.

Expheat,
C

b

If.1

A
6

.

^

A

. A-b

c

6

.

Then by converfe Reafon,

*

*

*
Vefnif,

4
^

c
12

.
.

C
12

. c—d

•

d
8

4

V !•

12.
is, when more than two quantities in one Rank, and as many
in another are fuch, that if two to two be compared, they are in the fame Reafon ^ and
it alfo happens, that as the firft is to the laft in the firft rank of ^antities, fo is the
firft to the laft in the latter rank. Or otherwife, ’ns a comparifon of the extremes
to one another, the mean quantities being taken away.
But there are two ways of arguing by Reafon of equality to wit, one when the Pro¬
portion is Ordinate, the other when the Proportion is Inordinate or Difturbed 5 both
which are explain’d in the two following Definitions.
Vefmt.

VII.

,3. OrM»4te proportm is, when in the firft rank of quantities, as the Antecedent is
io the Conlequent, fo in the latter rank is the Antecedent to the Confequent: and
when in the firft rank as the Confequent is to forac other, fo m the latter rank is the
Confequent to fome other.

'

Pef C#> o5.
prop. 19.

J.

86
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ExfUcat.

Per prop,
zz, Elem.

1*

1e:?o

:

F,i5

.

C,I2
G,3o

C A,4
^
.
<B
,5 '
Thefe Analogies do happen ,
r C,i2

.
i

B,6 ::
C,i2 :;
D,8 ;:

E,io
F,i5
GiSo

Then by Reafon of equality, • • ^ A)4

•

D,8

E,io

::

•
.

D,8
H,zc>

.

G,3o
H,zo
H,20

That is to fay, when the proportion in both ranks of quantities propounded Is ordinate^
( according to hefin. 7. ) then by Reafon of equality, as the firft is to the laft in the firft
rank of quantities, A, B, C, D • fo fliall the firft be to the laft in the fecond ranifi of
quantities
F, G, H,

Vepmt,

VI It.
t

14. Inen’dinnte proportion is, when three quantities Handing in One rank and three in ano¬
ther do afford thefe Analogies -, viz,, as the firft quantity in the firft rank is to the fecond
in the fame rank; fo is the fecond quantity in the fecond rank to the third in the fame
rank : and as the fecond quantity in the firft rank, is to the third in the fame rank j
fo is the firft quantity in the fecond rank to the fecond in the fame rank.
Explicat,
.
.

B,5
E,io

.
.

C,J
H,*5

B,^

::
J:

E,io

i-

?B,5

1
.

D,20

.

£,10

<{ A,4

•

::

D,20

•

F.iy

5 A,4
1d,zo

5 A,4

Thefe Analogies do happen ; .
Per prop:

Then by reafon of Equality, I

C,3
C,3

That is to fay, when the proportion in both ranks of quantities propounded is inordinate,
( according to Defin. 8.) then by Reafon of equality, as the firft is to the laft in the firft
rank of quantities, A , B, C; fo Oiall the firft be to the laft in the latter rank of quantities,
D, E, F.

Chap.

IV.

Various fundamental Theorems frequently ufed in Mathematical
Kefolution and Compofition,
Theorem

A

L

Redlangle ( or right-angled Parallelogram) comprehended under
any right-line and the difference of any two right-lines, is equal
to the difference of two Redangles comprehended under the firft line
and each of the two latter.
C . r
Suppoj.

D

A D is a right-Iine,
2. AC and BC are right-lines,
3. ABC is a right-line,
4, AB =: AC —BC.

E

F

I.

5

.

.

Eeq, demonfir,

,

,.

;

; DAD,AB

A
B
oAD,AC — a ADjBC.

Ereparat.

6, Make n AF to be contain’d under AD and AC,
7. Make BE-L AC5

^

I

,87
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Chap. 4<

Demonfiration.

8. By Conftr. in 6°, and 7®. (and 7 □ a E
Clf B F = □ A F
per prop. i. Eler» 2.) •
* '^
p. Therefore, by fubtratting OBF/ □AE = aAF — OBF
from each part ot that Fcjualion ,>
,,^,0
r—lartAr*
1—lADRr
.0, Thatis, Vfcr
7. Cha!>.^.) > OAD.AB = DAD,AC - aAD.BC
Which was to be dcmonftrated.
^ ^
•

IllnJirAtion Algebraical.
• •

Let three right-lines be rcprefented by

.

.

.’ •

Suppofe alfo..
* ’* r
Then if the firft line be multiplied by the difference of the 7

i8 — 6 —
fecond and third, that is, x ^ — c, the Produft will be S
. ^
, c a i- . >
Which Produit is raanifeftly the difference between the Produft of the firft line 4
into the fecond b, and the Produfft of the firft line a into the third c, according to the
tenour of Theorem i.

'_____

'theorem 11.

If a rkht-linc be cut into any two parts, the Square deferibed upon the
whole line is equal to the Squares deferibed upon the parts , and to twice
the Rctffangle comprehended under the parts*
F
I>
•

Suppot
1. A

,

B is a right-linc ^

2. AC and CB arc parts of AB,

3. ACq-CB = AB.
:

.

Req. demonftr.

"•

□AB = nACq-aC3-j-20AC,CB,

;
•

'•

Prepar.

5*
6.
7.
8.

Upon A B deferibe the □ A D , ( per prop. 46. Blem. T. )
Draw the Diameter EB
-bi ^
\
Draw CF 11 AE (or B D,) and cutting E B in.G, (perprop. 31. Elent.i^)
By the point G draw HGIllAB,(orED. )
Vemonjlration.

9» By Conftr. in 5®,

•

•

•

•

•

at*/*

1

10. Therefore, (per 19. Defifi. i.Elem.') ^ <C!A><C.A
»"d
11. And outot 7°, 8°,and iG°i (per ap-? <^E HG,<1E PG,<;HGF are J.
prop. I. Elem.)
12. An6o\:itoi <)°.,(per'2.9.defin i. Elem.)
13. Therefore out of 10°, and ii°i (per7

ar^rD _ DE
AE
<;;^aEB is f . J .

f«?. 5, ^ 3^.
I.) • • • -i <-DEBistJ.
14. Likcwifc, out of 1 o , and 12 , . • f
^
\ .
15. Likewife out of 11°, and 13®^ .
r F i?
J*
16. Likewife out of 11°, and 14®;..^^
»
*
17. Therefore out of 13®, and 15®; {per? hE = HG.
prop. 6. Elem. i.) . •
• • • •
_ FO’
18. Likewife out of 14®, and 16®; . •
xp. And from 7®, and 8®; (perprop,
7
Elem.i.).• ^*5

20. Wherefore out of 11 ®, i7°j *
(pert9. defin. I.Elem.)

•••

21. And in the fame refpe<ft:,

•

y p jg □ HG , or Q A C-

^
•

*

-S

•

•

23. An^ (tom 2t%(per 2,^.prop.i, Elem.)
^

^5:^ 5’

□ AG,(or □ AC,CG,) — □ AC,CB.
Aa 2
^4-

Book IV.
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24.
25.
(
r6.

But (per
prop. i. Eiem.') .J>0AG = DGD.
Therefore out of 23°, and 24°;? □gD:=[Z]ACCB.
per Ax. I. Chap. 2.)
. . .S
’
But ( per Ax. 18. Chap. 2. ) .
□ AD rr □ HF -j- □ Cl
□ AG -|- O GD”.

27.

Wheretore om of,s»,aoVi” 7

□ ab=3D AC + D CBH-2 □ AC,CB.

,^6°t,(fer Ax.j. Chap.2*)^
Which was to be dera.

Coroll.

I.

Hence it is tiianifeft that the Parallelograms which are about the Diameter of a Square^
are alfo Squares thcrafelves.
’ ■ ’

H

Coroll.

»

2.

•

•

It alfo appears that the Diameter of any Square divides its angles into two equal parts.
Ilhtjlration Algebraical,
Suppofe a right-line to be cut into two parts, to wit, J> a and h \ , 6 and z
Then the fumm of the parts is.^ a
, 8
Which furam multiplied by it felf produceth the Square^ aaA^'i.ha-K-hh 6
of the whole line, to wit^
‘
1
Which Product or Square doth manifeftly confifl: of the Squares of the parts a and
and twice theProdu£l (or Redfangle) of the fame parts. according to the tenour of the
preceding Theor.z.
Theorem

III,

A Square deferibed upon any right-line j is equal to four times the
Square of the half of the fame line 5 and confequently, a quarter of the
former Square is equal to the latter.
Sttppof,
t. AB is a right-line.

2. AC — C B, therefore
3. AB 2= AC-l-CB

2AC or 2CB.

J^.

c

B

□ AB~4nAC, (or4nCB.) Alfoy
A B =2 □ A C, or o C B.
DemonfiratioH.
$. By fuppofition, . . , ^
AC =::^ CB. '
.
6. Therefore,(per i’c^.ofproj5.46.£’/.i.) J> □ AC 222 □ C B,
7. And out of 5%
dAC 22: OAC, CB.
8. A\)d out o((per Ax.i7.Chap.i,^)> 2 D AC 222 2 □ A C, C B.
5?. Andout of 6°,(/?£r ^Ar.8.
2.) ^ 2 □ AC 222 □ AC^-nCB,
10. .Andoutof 8%and 9°j
4 □ AC 222 □ AC□ CB^-2a AC, CB.
11. But per Theor. 2. of this Chap. . >
□ AB 2:2 □ AC -j- □ CB -j-. 2a AC, CB.
12. Wherefore out of 10°, and i„ ad
k
f
\
r
. . . . .
Q AB = 4nAC, (or 40CB.)
k
r
Conchtj, ^ 13. And out of 12® , (perAx.zt.} i „ aV,
Chaf.i.) . ..... .J vaAB = □AC,(or dCB.)
Which was to be dem.
I
4

,

'I

.

Req. demonfir.

Illafiration Algehrakal.
let a right-line be reprefented by.
10
The half thereof is.• •
<«
5
The Square of the whole line 24 is . . ......
444 100
The Square of the half, to wit, of 4 is . . . • , . ,> 44
The firft of thofe Squares is evidently equal to four times the latter , and coprequently
% quarttr of the former is equal to the latter j ssis affirmed by Theor, 3.
Jheor.l^.^
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Theorem

IV.

A Redangle (or long Square) comprehended under any two unequal
right-lines is equal to four times the Redande comprehended under the
half of each of thofe lines; and eonlequently a quarter of thefirft Redan2[lc is equal to the latter*
^

^

E

F

G

Stiff of.

H

r. A B and A E are right-lines,
z. AC = CB = 4AB,

3. AD = DE = jAE.
4.

,

,

I'

Recj demonftr.

.

□ AB-AE = 40AC,AD.
taAB,AE = aAC^AD.

Alfo,

Prefar.
5. Make O AG to be contain’d under A B and AE.
6. Draw C F II A E , ( or B G.) Likcwife, D 1II E G, ( or A B. )
DemortflrMiM.
7. By Conftr. in 5°^, - .
A G is □ A B, AE,
Therefore {ftr 30. defn. } ^a,<E, <G, <B are J
I. EUm.)..
’
5?. And^ becaufe by Conftr.;
j|

in 65
10. Likewifeby Conft:r.in6% ^
11, Therefore out of 8°, 9'’,^
and 10°;
for pf'of, 2p.^
EUm. I.) . • . • *3
\x. And becaufe by Suppof.?
in z° and
13. Therefore out of 11
and 12°, { fer frof. 36.^
Blem. 1.) • •
•
14. Andfrom 13°, (fer ^x?
8. Chaf. 2. )*..*j
ij. ^\xi{fer
16. Th«.lore out of 14° and ?
15°, ( fty Ax. ii)

.

D I II EG 11 AB.
•
*AH,DF,HG|CI are CI3.
AC == CB.

^
. i

f ,
Alfo AD = DE.

□ aHd-□ DF4-□HG+OC I
40 AH.
'
O A H-i-□ D F d-□ HG^-Cl C I = OAG.
^ Q ^ ^^

.3

*

.S

Which was to be dem.
^

\

ni
O AH ==:DDF — □HG — □ C f.

A

17. That is, ( ?«■
7.7
ad.
Chaf. 2. ),► ■« •.... ‘S
'
18. And confequently from? xaABAE = ClAG,AD.
ij®, ( fer ^x '2i.)

.

•'
"r

’

<
UlHflration Alegehrakd.

Let a right-line be'reprefented by . ( * * •
And another right-line by
The half of the former line is , .
,
...
And the half of the latter is ...
The Produd or Redangle of the two whole lines is
•
TheProdud of the half of each line is . .

*

•

t

•

The firft of thofe Produds is evidently equal to four times the latter, and confequently
a quarter of the former is equal to the latter, according to the tenowr of Xheor, 4,
Thior. Ys

>CencluJ,
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Theorem V*

If a right-line be cut into any two unequal parts, the Square of the
difference of the parts is equal to the Squares of the parts, lefs by twice the
Rediangle (or long Square) comprehended under the parts : Alfo, the
Square of half the difference of the faid parts is equal to a quarter of each
ot the Squares of the parts, lefs by half the Re^ftangle of the parts.
E
G
H
Supp'of,
I, A B is*aright-line.
а. AC and CB are parts of AB.
A C c“ C B.
Prepar.
4. Produce A B to D, fo, that A C = C D, then ’tis tnanifell that BD is the difference
of the parts A C and CB; for CD(orAC) • CB = BD.
5. Upon C D defcribe the Q CH j (^ptr prop. ^6.EUm i. )
б. Draw the Diameter ED.
T-nw-c7 By the point B draw BG II CE (or-DH,) and cutting ED in F.
8. By the point F draw L F K 11 A D, or E H.
j. By the point A draw A
10.

.

.

Req. demonjir,

^ ^
..

pt BD =

aC.CB. Alfo;
AC-j-1 □ C B — f □ AC,C B.

Demonfiration.

II. By Conftr.in4®and 5°,h CH is □ GD or □ AC.
12. Therefore ( per CoroU. 1 • ?
Thear. 2. oi ihis Chapt,
X 3, Likewife
. . . .

b K is □ B D.
^
IG is p E G or □ C B.

14. And ( per prop. 43.7 aCF = □FH.
Elem. Id)
•
• • ‘S
X 5, Therefore ( per Ax. 8. )
2.)byadding pIGf qcq ^ alH.
to each part of the Equa-^
lion in 14®, , . . .j
16. Again, (by Conftt.in;
CE = AC
4® and 5°,
• . .
17. And’tis evident that
CB = CB.
18. Therefore from 16® and? □ CE,C B (or DC G) = aAC,CB.
iq^^iper prop.i').Elem.\.)\
>
v
ip Therefore out of 15® and 7 □CG + QIH = 2aAC,CB.
lZ°y(per Jx.6,& S Ch 2.)^

'

■

□BK + pCG-l-alH = □CH+.qIG.
at. Therefore
aBK+aaAC.CB = dCH+dIG.'
20°,{per.Ax.6.Ch 2.)^
*
‘
Therefore from 21°,?
{per Ax.
Chap. 2.)
23. Therefore out of 22°, 7
X2®j I i®,i 3®i {per Ax,"j. >
Chap. 2. .....
ncluf.i.
Which was to be dera,
»4. Moreover, out of 2 3%?
{per Ax. 21.Chap. 2.) .S
25.AndperT^tf-S-ofthisCA|>
22.

JaTfcTi. r^f ^

''
mJuf.i,

Which was alfo to be dem.

pBK = oCH^-^pIG2 □ AC,CB.

oBD — nAC-i-pCB — aQAC, CB,
" »iggo = jo AC 4-CB — J oACjCE,
:^aBD=:ptBE)
atBD= ^o'AC4-jDCB^taAC.CB.
Itlujira-i

.

4

Chap.
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Illnfiration Algebraical,

Suppofe a right-line to be cut into two unequal > ^
y
16 and IQ
parts, to wit,..
zr b , , ,
Suppofe alfo.
— b
, , ,
6
Then the difference of the parts is
^
And half the difference of the parts is . . . ^
3
aa^^-'bb — ih'*
The Square of the whole difference is . .
The Square of the half difference is . . . . i> \aa -[- \hh — ~ba
9
Which two Squares do manifeftly prove the certainty of what is affirmed in the fore-'
going Theor. 5.

— \b,,,

Theorem V I.

• If a right-line be cut into any two unequal parts, the Square of the
whole line together with the Square of the difference of the parts is equal
to twice the Squares of the parts *, and confequently half the Square of the
whole line together with half the Square of the difference of the parts is
equal to the fumm of the Squares of the parts.
Supfof,
< '
1. A B is a right-linc ,
D
C
2. AC and CB are parts of AB^
^^^_——r_- - B
3. AG u. CB«
Prepay,

4. From C A cut off C D =3 C Bthence it follows that A D ( — A C — C B) is
the difference of the parts A G and C B.
^
J.

*

.

Req. demmjfr.

aAB-t-oAD =3 2 dAC-1-j
ip A B+iaAD = q AC + o CB.
Demonftraiion.

6. By Theor, a. of this Chap.
.>
7. And by Theor, '5. of this Chapt. ^
8. Therefore out of
and 7% (;ee?

Ax. 8. Chap. 2. )
9. And confequently,
Chap, 2,)

...

.3
21?

.i

,

DAB=DACq-DCB4-20A C,'C
dAD^dAG-I-dCB — aDAC, CB.
p a B +, b A D = 2 □ A C -1- 2 n C B.

'
apAB+|aAD= dAC + dCB.

.

Which was to be dern.
Illufiration Alegebrakal.

Suppofe a right-linc to be cut into two unequal parts, 7 a and h
d &4
to wit, . . d . . d ..i
a C” b
Suppofe alfot.. .
10
•
Then the fumm of the parts is . * . . .
•> a 4- b ,
z
a — b , • •
And the difference of the parts is . . .
Tho Square of the Whole line, that is, the Squa
iba loo
—1—
the fumm of the parts, is \ . . . d . .
aA
bb — iba
The Square of the difference of the parts is .
4
7 aa -|- 27bb
bb • • 104
The luram of thofe Squares is..
7aa-\Which fummi (according to the tenour of the preceding Theor, 6.) is manifeflly
equal to twice the fumm of the Squares of the parts.
Theorem

VII.

I

If a right-line be cut into any two unequal parts, the Square of the
whole line is equal to four times the Redangle (or long Square) com¬
prehended under the parts, together with the Square of the difference
of the parts : Alfb, the Square of half the faid right-line, (or of half
the fumm of the parts,) is equal to the Redangle of the parts together
with a quarter of the Square of the difference of the parts.
^

^

Stipptf.

'CenshtJ,
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ip2

Snppof.
1. A B is a right-line,
2. AG and CB are pans Of AB,
3. AC cr G B.

Book IV.

D
B
Prepay.

4. From C A c« off C D == C B, whence A D ( = A C - C B ) is the difference
^ ^ B •=: 4 □ A C, C BA D.
□ x A b = Q A C, C B H-^ □ A D.

of the parts AC and CB.
5. . . . Req.demnfir. .

Alfo,

Demonfiration.
6. By Theor.

of this Chapt. .'p dAD rraAC-l-oCB — zOACjCB.

f'' cB WMchyrfoffhl[EqM-i 4°AC,CB-l-aAD = □AC^-DCB+a□AC,CBi
tionth[s2Lv\kth^{perax.'S.ch.^.)S
' ,
’
,
u
8. ButperCrW. 2.ofthisC/j^p.> oAB^ □ A C + □ C B2 □ A G,G B.
■9. Therefore from 7® and 8%? ^
AC^CB
□ AD.
(^per Jx. i. Chap.2.') . *5
Which was to be dem.
'
^
10. Moreover , from 9% (^per? xnAB = □ AC,C B + i □ AD. .
uix, 2 1. Chap. 2. ) . . *3
» A o
11. And by Theor.of this Cha. ^^oAB^DaAB.
12. Therefore from 10“ and II %?
_ aA C,C B-'r i OAD.
( per Ax. I. ).^
Which was alfo to be dem.
Jllujiration Algebraical.
■
Suppofe a rrght-line to be cat into two parts, to wit, > 4 and ^
6 and 4^
' Suppofe alfo._, . ^ 4 cr" b
Then the fumm of the parts js . ..^ -1- ^ * * *
And the difference of the parts is . . » • - ^
— b • ., .
The Square of the fumm of the parts, that is, the?
Square of the whole line is.S
And the Square of the difference of the parts is .
aa>^hb — iba
To which Square of the difference if you add the? ^ ^ ^
quadruple Produff of the parts, to wit, . . • S
,
•
1 r '
The fumm ( according to the tenour of Theor. 7.) makes the Square of the whole line,
to wit, 442^4.
_

Theorem VIII.

If a right-line be cut into any two unequal parts, the Redangle ( or
long Square) comprehended under the whole line and the difference of
the parts is equal to the difference of the Squares of the parts. Alfo, the
Redangle under half the faid right-line, (that is, half the fumm of the
parts) and half the difference of the parts, is equal to a quarter of the
difference of the Squares of the parts. ‘
Sfippof.
I.

A B is a right-line.

,2. AC and C B are parts of A B.
3; AC CT" C‘B.
Prepar.
■4. Produce A B to D, fo, that A C = C D, thence it follows that BD is the difference
of the parts A C and CBjforCD(orAC) — CB=::BD,

Chap. 4.
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5. Upon C D defctibe the □ C H.

7- Brrpo“w Bb 11 CE (or DH,) and cutting ED in F.
i By the point F draw L F K II A D, or E H.
9. ByihepointAdrawALIICE.^^^^^^ ^ pAC-c
C B.
,oCB.
aiAB.iBD = -jaAC — i
D

10.

.

.

Rc<]. •iimonfir.

.

Alfo,

'Demonfir at ion >
11. ByConftr. in $% , . \
12. Therefore out of 5° and
per Cor. 1. The. 2» ofthisC^4.)>
13 And from 12°, Qper 29. defin.')

CH is □ C E).
IG=::QIF> and BK = □ B D.
gp _ go,

i.EIem ).S

.

14. By Conftr. in 7° and 8°, . .> CF is O.
15. Therefore from 14“, Cp^>'34-^ B F — C I i and IF — CB.
prop. I. Blent.) . • • • • S
16. And from 13° and * 5°» (
Jx. I.).S
I'ji By Conftr. in af® and 5°,
18. Therefore out of 16° and 17°,?
(per 26. prop. i. B/em.')

»

•

•S

B D = C I.
D H — C A;

^
£) H = CD C I, C A.’

□

'

’

10. Thu is, {.per ^x. 7. Chap. 2,')'^ O B H = CD A .
20. Therefore by adding Q CF
Gmmon, 1 CDHG = AF = □ AB,BD(BF.)
each part ot the Equation in 19 , >

r.•_J... n 9
___
^r>TT
t r'
ZI. But
’tis manifeft (per Ax. 9-?
ICDHG
□ CH —dIG.
.
•
ii
•
‘j
Chap. 2.) that
z2. Therefore from 20° and 21°,? □ AB,BD = dCH —dig.
( per Ax .1,)..b
!• )..
23.'- And becaufe from 4%
qCD (or □AC)-dCB (oIG) = GCH-glG;
and
and i5°i • •• *• *•••
• • .j
24. Therefore from 22° and 23%? cD A B,B D = □ AG —□ C B,

CoheUif. I.

( per Ax. I. )..

Which was to be dem..
2j.Moreover, from 24% (
iC]AB,BD
^ □ A C — 5 □ C B.
Ax. 21. Chap. 2.)
.
•••S
.r.raT'v
I—I» A R i R r>
z5. And by Theor. .q.. oi this Chapt. p> :|.CDAB, BD
2
j 2^
zy. Therefore out of 25° andzd®,?
AB,iBD 1= ^ □ AG —^gC B,
( per Ax. I
S
T
Which was alfo to be dem..

Cotichif. 2.

Illufiration Algebraical.

Suopofe a right-line to be cut into tvvo parts, to wit, ^ a and b
Suppofealfo
.
.
..* * ^ ^ 'll t
Then the fumm of the parts is
.?
^
a
And the difference of the parts is
.
, . . . • .> a — b
Therefore the Reaattgle (orProdua) of the fumm and^
__

6 and 4
10
2
26

ReaangkC according to the tenour of Thcor. 8. )' is manifeftly equal to the
difFcrence
.irterence of
01 the
me -Squares
vivjuai..a of the
...v parts r. and
- b.
,r
m
IIlatter part of
^-c .1,..
\A7i be
r>p alfo
nlfo maniiclt.
maniiclt.
^^ the
the faid 'rnortfi'm
Theorem will

Theorem IX.

'If a right-line be cut into any two unequal parts, the greater part
Ihall be equal to half the whole line, together with hdf the difference
of the parts: And , the lefler part fhall be equal to half the whole line
lefs by half the difference of the parts.
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D

Snppof.
1. AB is a right-line,
2. A E and E B are parts of A B,
3. A E c” E B.

C
-1-

E
1

B

- -

Prepay,
4. From A Bent off AD = EB, thence it follows that DE is the difference of the parts
AE and EB; for DE = AE — AD (EB.)
5. Divide DE into two equal parts in C; therefore DC=±GErr:|DE.' '
^
r,
j
a
S AE
f A B -h i D E.
6. ,, , Req. demonfir.
EB= iAB — ^DE.
Demonfiration.
7. Becaufe by Conftr. 104°, : . ^ A D = E B.
8. And by Conftr. in
. ..}>DC=CE=:fDE.'
9. Therefore the fumtn of the Equa¬
tions in 7° and 8*^, gives {per
AC = CB = iAB.
u4x. 8. Chap. 2. )
....
1 o. And the furam of the Equations ?
AE r=z t AB + iDE.;
in 8° and 9° gives
. . . .>
Which was to be Dcra^
II. And the Equation in 8° fubtra- )
EB =: f AB—tDE.:
fled from tbeEquation in 9°,gives 3
Illfifiration ^IgehraicaL
Suppofe a right-line to be cut into two unequal parts,
a and h 6 and 4
to wit, . . ..^
* biippofe alio .
....
....
...^ a ur b
Then half the whole line, that is, half the fumm of the,3
\a
\b
parts is.
And half the difference of the parts is
. |>
— \b
Now (according to the import of Theer.g. ) the fumm of the faid half fumm and
half difference doth raanifeftly make a the greater part: And the excefs of the faid half
fumm above the faid difference is raanifeffly equal to b the Icifer part.

C

H A P.

V.

A ColleBion- of Canonical Geometrical Eff^eBiont ^ frequently ufed
in the ConUruBion of Flane Problems 5 more ejpecially of thofe
n>hofe Solutions are found out by the Algebraical Art.

A

S all Arithmetical Operations are compris’d under five kinds, to wit. Addition^
SHhraliion, Multiplication^ Division and the Extraliion of Roots, fo all thofe
Geometrical Conffrudlions which are formed according to Canons deduced from
the Algebraical Refolutions of Problems, do principally depend upon the like kinds of
Operations, or Effeflions; but how thefe Geometrical Effeflions, ( or the Arithmetick of
Geometry) may be perform’d, fo far as is neceffary to the Conftrudlion of Plane Probfems,
to wit, fneh as may be folved by drawing only right-lines and deferibing the Circumferences
of Circles, I lhall Ihew in this Chapter, the*Contents whereof are extradled out of the
firfl fix Books of Emlid'% Elements, wherein 1 prefuppofe the Reader to be competently
verfed.

Problem E

To add a given right-line to a right-line given,
Let AB and C be two right-lines given to be added ^
together, viz. let it be required to find out a right-C A line which lliall be equal to both the given right-linesr p
taken together as one right-line
^

B
■1--

D.

Con-

Chap. 5.
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Cojtfiru^ion.

By prop. 2. EUm. i. produce (or continue) the given line A B to D,
B D may
be equal to C, fois aD the right-line fought. for by Cdnltruaion AD — AB^-BD,
and B D = C , therefore ( per Ax. 6. Chap. 2. ) AD = A B + C, as was required,

11.

Probl.

Two or more Squares being given, to find a Square equal to them all.
Suppof.
X. A, B, C arc the Tides of three Squares given.
Beij. to find
2. D G a right-line, fuch , that oDGrr: oAd-QB+aC.

DE =

= A

A

EF = iz = B

B

DF = 20

C

FG =:

ZI

= C

DG = 2^

0

3 Make DE r= A.

4 Make EFJ.DE,

.

.

f

5 Make E F = B.

6. Draw
7. Make
8. Make
o. Draw
10. .

DF.
^
•
FG X DF.
FG = C.
^
^
...
D G, which (hall be the Tide of the Square required. ^ .
. .
. Q G D = □ A+O B 4-dC.
Demonflration.

11. Becaufc by Conftr. in 7® and 4®, > <1^ ^ ^

^

^

14. Therefore from 12® and 13°,? □DG=rDDEd-DEF-l-DFG=aAthaB-l-DC.
(^perAx.6. Chap. 2.^
. . •>
*
,
Which was to be done.
^ j, ,
' After the fame manner of Conftruaion, as many Squares as one will may be added
intfone
BuHf Planes of any other kind, as Long-Squares, Rhombs, Rhomboids,
WeTes &c. be given to be added, they muft firft be transformed into Squares , which
may b^ done by Pr^p. 14. Plem. 2. or by various ways delivered in the praaical Geometry
of Lers Math^ematicians, and then they may be added together as before._
Probl.

III.

Tofubtrad or cut off a right-line given from a greater right-line given.
The fubtraaing or cutting off one tight-line from another, to wit a leffet from a greater
is perform’d by Prop. ?. EUm. u For, if two unequal right-lines be given , fuppofe
BC the greater, and A the leffer, ^cn by
deferibing a Circle from B as a Center,
.A.'
with the diftance or Semidiameter BD equal
to the leffer line A, the right-line B E
BD or A will be cut off from the greater
line B C, and confcquently, E C is the excefs whereby B C exceeds A or BE.
Bb 2

i
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Probl.

IV.

Two unequal Squares being given , to find a Square equal to the
excefs whereby the greater exceeds the lefs.
^
Snfpf,

1. <3 and A B are the fide? of two Squares given.
2. c c“ AB.
Re/j. to find

AEr=20

3. BE a right-line, fuch , that n BE = oC
□ A B.
CenfiruBion*

4. Upon the point B, (one of the ends of the given line A B,) creft a Perpendicular, and
draw it forth at length , as B F.
5. From A as a Center, at the difiance of the given line C, defcribe the arch D E, to
cut the Perpendicular B F, fuppofe in E ; for by fuppofition the line C is greater than
AB, and therefore a Circle defcribed upon the Center A, at the difiancc of C (hall
necefiarily cut the Perpendicular B F produced infinitely.
6. 1 fay BE lhall be the fide of the^Square required.
7. , . . Req. demonfi, • • . . . □ B E = □ C — □ A B.
Demonfir ation.

8. By Confir. in 4® and j®, . . .
9. Therefore ( per prop. 47. Elem. i. )
I o. Therefore ( per Ax. 9. Chap. 2. ) .
Which was to be done.

.J><:^ABEisJ, and C = A ^
. ^ □ A B -|-n BE — DAE
.^ . . • □BE = □C
O A B.
-

Another ConfirnBion of Vto\A. ep,
Suppof.

D

iT. AB and D are the Tides of two Squares given.
12. ABC- D.
1
/

: >

*

•

Req. to find

13. E B a right-line, fuch, that oEB = nAB — pD.
ConfiruBion.

14. Upon the given line AB as a Diameter, defcribe the Semicircle CAEB, and inferibe
A E = D, which is pofiible to be done, for by fuppofition A B cr" D. Lafily,
draw E B which (hall be the fide of the Square required.
15.. . Req. demonfir. . • . DEB=2nAB — dD.
,

Demonfir ation.

,

itf. ByConfle. in 14% and fer fnp. 3..?

3

*

•

g

^

******5

17. Therefore , per prop. 47. Elem. i,
18. Therefore9. Chap. 2$ .
Which was to be done.

. j> □ A E(or □ D)
□ E B = □ A B.
.J>qEB=oAB — qD,

Note. If many Squares be given to be fubtra^fed from a Square given, thofe to be
fubtrafted muft firft be added together, by the preceding ProR 2. of this Chapt. and then
fubiradlion may be made by either of the two foregoing Conftruftions of Rrohl. 4." But

if Planes which are not Squares be to be fubtradted, they muft firft be reduced to Squares,
by Rrs^. iq. Elem. 2,

r

Rrahl. V.
:i

/
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V.

Concerning Geometrical Multiplication.
. A right-line is faid to be multiplied by a right-line, when a right-angled Parallelogram^'
whether it be a Square or a Long-fquare, is comprehended under one of the faid right¬
lines as a length, and the other as a breadth. As, if the right-line A C I>e conceived
to be moved along the line A B, fo, as that
D
A C always makes a right-angle with the line
AB, until the point C be come to the point D,
and the point A to the point B ; then the
right-angled Parallelogram A C D B is dcfcribed by fuch moving of the line A C, and
imports the fame thing with the ProdOdf of
B
the multiplication of the line AB by the line
A C. Which Produft, or right-angled Parallelogram', is alfo ufually called a Re^fianglc.
. A Rectangle is alfo implyed by the Produd of the multiplitation of any two numbers;
for the Area of a Reftangle is equal to the Product made by the multiplication of the
number exprelling the meafure of one of
the fides about the right-angleby the num- ^
her expreffing the meafure of the other fide
about the fame angle. As in the Redanglc ^
IS
or long-Square EG, if its length E H or
FG be $ feet, and the breadth EF or HG,
D
3 feet, then the Produif of the multiplication
of 5 by 3 , to wit, 15;, imports the Area,
or number of fquarc feet contain’d in the faid Re5langle.' Likewife, if A B of A D the'
fide of the Square AC be 3 feet, the Area is 9 fquare f.ec. All which evidently
appears by the Diagrams here in view.
3- , If a right-line be to be multiplied by a whole number, it may be done by Addition,’
(hy Probl. i. of ihx^Chap.) As, ifiheline
g
q
A B be to be multiplied by 3 , it implies ■ ^ __j_^
_ p
only the producing or continuing of the faid
line to fuch a point D, that the whole line A D may be equal to the triple of the given
line A B.
, But if a right-line A D be to be multiplied by a Fraction , or ( which is of the fame
import,) if it be required to cut off fome fegment, as f parts from^AD j firfi, (fer
Schol. ol Prop. ic. Elem. 6.) divide the line A D into three equal parts, which fuppofe
to be A B, B C, CD, then the fegment A C which is compos’d of two of thole three
parts is manfeftly f of the line A D,
, If a Square be to be multiplied by a whole number, the fide of the Square fought
may be found out by addition of Squares,
as before in Probl. 2, So if the Square of the
right-line A B, or B C be to be doubled ,
or multiplied by 2 , it implies only the
finding of the right-line AC, (by Probl. 2.
of this Chapt. ) whole Square is equal to
the double of the Square of AB or BC. For
if ABr=BC, and BCXaB, then (per
prop.^y. Elem. i.)nAC = aAB-l-nBCcr: iDAB or 2 □ B C. The fame
thing alfo may be done by the way delivered inrhc following Se5l. 6.
6. If a Square be to be multiplied by a whole number, or by any Fra^Sion whatever #
whether it be a proper or improper Fra£lion,
that is, if it be required to find the fide of
a vSquare that lhall be equal to any preferibed
Multiple, or to any part or parts of a given
H
Square, it may be done thus ; Let the right¬
line A be the fide of a Square given, and -A 1 1
let it be required to find a Square which Hull .
contain five times the given Square whofe
fide

h:

1f

a\
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fide is A. To efFe6i: this, find (per Prohl. 9. of this Chap, ) a mea^n Proportional
between the given fide A, and a right-line equal to five times A ; which mean fuppofc
to be the right-line M : 1 fay the line M is the Square required • which I prove thus,
Req. demonflr..
•
Bemonfiration,

,

□

M

5

^

'

M
Conftr. thefe are Proportionals,
.
.
.> A
M
5
□
M
Therefore, (fer
17*• * * . ^ O A, 5 A
But ( per prop, i. Blem. 1, refpeil being had to the ^ ^ A, 5 A
= 5 □ A
lafl preceding Diagram, ).. • -S
Therefore from the two preceding Equations,?
_ 5 □ A.
( per Ax, !•).^
Which was to be done.
In like manner a mean Proportional between A and f A (ball be the fide of a Square
A ( or i. A ), and A (ball
be the
equal to f □ A. Alfo a mean Proportional between
rcoju
frie of a Square equal to J □ A, or 3 t O A. The fame thing may be effeaed by
Prohl. 11. of this Chapt. the proportion of the Square given to the Square fought being
firft expreft by two right-lines, by the help of the foregoing Sefit. 5, or 4. ot this rro&l. s*

, ^

By

Prolyl. VI.

Concerning Geometrical Divifion, or Application.
That Geometrical EfFeftion which anfwcrs to Divijion In Arithmetick is called AppltCAtion the Scope whereof when 'tis exercis’d about the Conftrudlion of Plane Problerns is
only this, vU. A Reaangle, (or right-angled Parallelogram) being given, as alfo a right¬
line to find out another right-line , fuch, that a Re6f angle contain’d under
out, and the line given (ball be equal to the Reaangle firft given ; which Efteaion (or
Conftru£lion ) is called the Application of a given Reaangle to a right-line givcn^ and the
ripht-line arifing out of the Application is called the Parabola, or the Geometrical Quotient,
which is found out by the Pule of Three in right-lines by the following 7^ or
^robUmi
of this Chapter: For as the line given is to either of the Tides about the right-angle of the
given Re6tangle, fo is the other fide about the fame angle, to the line fought, to wit y
the Geometrical Quotient.
^
^
,
. , c n. t.
c
This will be made manifefl by the two following Examples, in the hrit whereot the
Reaangle given is a Square, in the laittr a long-Square.
Suppof, I.

A=6

1. A is the fide of a Square given,
2. B C is a right-line given.

BC = 4
BD = p

Req, to find
3. BD,a right-line, fuch,that □BD,BC = nA.
ConfirH^ion.

4. By Probl. 7. of this Chap, let it be made as BC7
to A , fo A to a third Proportional, which fup-S BC .
A :: A , BD,
pofe to be the line B D, therefore, . . .
,
j. 1 fay B D is the right-line fought by the Probl, propounded ; it remains then to prove
that a Reaangle contain’d under the right lines BD and BCis equal to the Square of
line A.
Prepay,
6. Let a Redangle be made of the lines BD and BC, as □CD,(;)er/J’'(?p4^.^/ew.T.) Then
7,

.

.

,

Req, demonflr.□CDr^aA,
Bemonfiration,
...>^BC.A;:A.BD.
8. By Conftr. in 4°, 1 ... .
,
.
□ A = CDBQBD.
9. Therefore, ( per prop. ij.Plem. 6. )
. . .>-aCD=:[Z]BC, BD.
10. But by Conftr. in 6®,
...
. .
LDCD = □ A.
11. Therefore ( per Ax, i.Chap.z,)
Which was to be done.

Snppof, il
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Sufpf. 2.
12. EG is a □ whofe fides EF, EG are given feverally.
13. BC is a right-line given.
Recj, to find
14. B D a right line, fuch , that

.

.

.

.

□ B C, B D = □ E C.

E F

12

FG

5

BC

6

BD

10

ConflmUion.
ij. By Probi S. of this Cbapt. let it be made 7
EF
FC
as BC to EF , fo FG to a fourth Proportio-S B C
BD;
- nal, which fuppofe to be the line BD, therefore, 3
56. I fay BD is the right-line fought; it remains therefore to prove that a Re£langle
contain’d under B C and B D is equal to the given Re^angle E G.
Prepar,
lyi Let a Re^angle be made of the lines BC and BD, as O CD, (per php,^6,
Ekm. I. j Then
18. ... Riq. derftonfir,.□ C D = Q E G.
'J
Demonfiratiort.
B D.
ip. By Conflr. in 15°, .
;
: .
. ,
> BC ; EF :: FG
n
EF,
F
G
=
□
B
C,
B
D.
20. Therefore, (■ fer prop.‘16. Elem. 6.) □ CD = aBC, BD.
21. But by Confir. in 17*^,.
22. Therefore from the two lafl: preceding Equa
□ CD =1 tDEFjFG, or □EG.
tions, (per Ax.i» Chap. 1. )
....
Which was to be done.
23. From the prcmilTes ’tis evident that Geometrical Application anfwers to Divifion
in Arithmetick , for the Reftangle applied is correfpondenc to the Dividend , and the
right-line to which the Rectangle is applied anfwers to the Divifor, and the right-line
arifing out of the Application, the Quotient: Therefore,
if the Area of a Rectangle and either of its fides be
_
^
^
given, the other fide is alfo given 5 for if the Area be
’’
divided by the given fide, the Qiiotient is the other fide.
So if FG , or E tl, one of the fides of the Red¬
15angle EG, be 5 , and F E , or G H, the other
fide, 3 , the Area 15 divided by 5 , (to wit, F G,)
E
H
gives 3 for F E. Likewife the Area 15 divided by 3,
(to wit, FE,) gives 5 for F G, or EH.

Prohl.

VIL

Unto two right-lines given to find a third Proportional.
Suppof.

I. -A and B arc two right-lines given.
Req. to find
a. H E a right-line, fuch, that

2

•

111

'A

.

B

::

B

;

FIE.'

Jl*'
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Make an angle at ^leafure ^ as C^IDK
Make DG — A. Alfo GF = D, and DH = B.
Draw the right-line H G.
By the point F draw F E 11 G H.
I fay, HE is the third Proportional fought.

g,

.

.

.

demonflr.

B

B

...A
Demonfiration,

p. Becaufe by

in 6°,

^

.

.

.

.

10. Therefore, (per prop.z. Elem. 6.)
11. Therefore out of 4° and 10°, by exchanging?
e^ual right-lines, .,•••••«•
Which was to be done.

Erohl.

DG . GF
a
.
B

:: DH .
;•
B .

YtlL

llnto three right-lines given to find a fourth Proportional.

Snppof.
i; a; B,

C

are three right-lines given.

Ee(^. to find

2. GH a right-line, fuch , that

_
...#•.

A

GHi

A.

X
f.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Make an angle at pleafure; as <; I D K.
Make D E =' A y alfo E F
B, and D G
Draw the right-line EG.
By the point F draw F H II E G.
I lay, G H is the fourth Proportional required.
.

.

.

Req. demonfir.

B

GH.

Demonfiration.
o, Becaufe by Confir. in 6°, . • • « . . .
E G II FH (in A DHF.")
JO. Therefore, (per frop.2, Elem. 6,)
.
. .^BE.EF ::DG. GH.
II. Therefore out of 4° and 10% by exchanging?
A : B
C . GH.
equal right-lines,
.j
Which was to be d^e.

1
T
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Concerning the extraction of the Square Root,
ProbL IX.

Between two right-lines given to find a mean Proportional 5 or ^
To transform a Long-lquare into a Square.
AB=r 9
BD — 16
BE = 12

Stiff ofI. A B and B D are two right-lines given.

ad =

25’

D AC =123

Req- to find
2. B E a right-line, fuch , that

T

.

.

.

.>AB

.

BE

BE

^

BD;

3. Whcnceconfcquentlyjfper/j^-o/J. 17. £/m.(5. J ^ dBE = [ZlABjBD,
ConfirHStion.
4. Joyn the given lines AB and BD fo together in the point B, ihat they rtiay make
one right-line, as AD.
5. Upon A D as a Diameter, deferibe the Semicircle C AED.
6. Upon the point B where the given lines AB and BD are joyned together^ eredf
a Perpendicular and extend it to the Circumference of the Semicircle CAED, as BE,
which lhall be the mean Proportional required;
7.
. . . Req. demonfir,
.
.
. . . ^
AB 2 BE :: BE • BD«
•

•'

' .

.

.

,

8. Draw the right-lines, A’E and D^E.
::

DetnonflrMlon,-

'

I

By prop.JSlent. f.
^ 2 . . 2 .> <^AED is' J,
10. And by Conflr. in 6%.. '•> BH J. AD.

»»

BH

„

^

^

BE

'

; BSi

Which was to be done.
Corollary I
12. Hence *tis manifen:, that a right-line drawn in a Circle from any point of the Dia¬
meter perpendicularly , and extended to the Circumference , is a mean proportional
between the two fegments of the Diameter which are made by the fame Perpendicular.
;J3. Moreover, becaufe from' the preceding eleventh ftep, (per prop. 17. Elem. 6.)
□ BE r= aABjBD; therefore, if A B and B D be the lides of a Redangle,
a mean proportional B E between thofe Tides lhall be the fide of a Square equal to
that Redangle or Long-fquare.
r 4. Here alfo by the way, the Learner may take notice, that a mean proportional num¬
ber between two given numbers, i? found out by extrading the fquare Root of the
Product made by the mutual multiplication of the two numbers given ; As, if it be
required to find out a Mean between 16 (or B D,) and 9 (or A B,) the Redangle
or Produd of i6'into 9 is I44', whofe fquare Root 12 , (or B E,) is the mean
proportional fought - for 16 .
12 :: 12 . 9.

Probl,

X.

To find a fight-line, to which a given right-line may be in the pro¬
portion of two Squares given.
Suppof.'

1, AC is a Square given, whofe fide is A B.2, DF is a Square given, whofe fide is DE.
3, R is a right-line given.
G c

0

Req^

Book IV.
,

dAG

.

6

AB :

□ AB :
DE
□ DE

4
\6

R

9

T

•2f

S
CoHjirutiioff*
5-* By TrohU 7. of this CtjAft, let it he^
made as A B to D E, fo D E to^ ; A B .
DE
a third proportional, which fuppofcf
to be the line T, therefore . . »J
d. Again,(by the foregoing Prohl.%.')l
let it be made as A B to T, fo R tof n ^ g a fourth proportional, which fuppofer *
*
to be the line S, therefore . . O ^
I fay the line S is that required by the Prohlm, therefore
y,

*

•

•

demonftr,

.

«

.

i

□AC

.

DE

2

T.

R

:

S.

R , M S.

ddf

Dmonflration.
8. Becaufc by ConfiruBion in 5®, •
Therefore, ( fer C&rolL Prof. 20. ?
Elem, 6.) . . • . • • •
1 o. And becaufe by Confir. in 6®, . • ?
11. Therefore from 9° and 10®, (per?
Prof. 11. Elem. •y.).S
12. That is, (fer Ax. 7. Chap. 2,) .>

. AB
^
AB
^g

□ AG

.

D

•

DE : T.
□ AB . O DE^

DE

5
^
,
•
^

•T
T

R

y

s.

□ DE

R

.

S»

DF

R

•

S.

Which was to be done.
r-

ProbL

X I.

A Square being given ? to find out another Square greater or kfs
than that given, according to a Proportion given.
SHppof.
t. AF is a Square given, whofe fide is AB. ^
2. R and S are two right-lines exprefling the given Proportion.
Peq. to make

□ AF

R

3. CE a Square, fuch, that

AB =

.

dCE.

6

DAB
R =

9

S

M r= 6
CD = 4
qCD = 16
Goh-

/
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ConJlruBion.
4. By Prohl. 9. of this Chaft. find a mean pro¬
portional between the given lines R and S ,y
M
S.
M
which mean fuppole to be the right-line M,
therefore .
• * * * /
Again, ( by Probl. 8. of this Chapt.) let it
be made as R to M , fo A B (the fide of the
CD.
AB
M
R
given Square,) to a fourth proportional, which
fuppofe to be the right-line C D, therefore^
6. Upon the line C D deferibe a Square, as CE ,*which fliall be that required by the
Problem, therefore
S
□ AF ; p C E.
7.
...
Jieq. demon fir.'
,
. „
.
.
.
R
Demonfiration,
M
□ M
M

8. Becaufe by Confir. in 4®,
.
^
R
9. Therefore, ( pr Coroll. fropzolElerh,6‘.) ^ DR
10. And becauie by Co»7?r. in 5°, .
, ,j>
R
11. T hcrefore , ( fer prop, z 2. Elem. 6,) .
^‘ d R
j 2. Therefore out of 9° and 11% (per prop.i i. ?
^
Etle/n.

*

S * d

*

*

*

*

*

13. That is , (per Ax.q. Chap.z*)
Which was to be done.

*

*

.

*

•

R

•'P
r.

'

::
::
::
::

M
R
AB
□AB

S.

• s.
c d;

□ CD.

S

::, □ A B

□ CD.

S

:: □ A F

□ C £.

\ .•*

Prolyl. XII./
The mean of three proportional right-lines being given; as alfo the
difference of the extremes, to find the extremes.
'/
,. .
• T

Stippof,
'
1. M = the mean of three proportionals is given.’

2. D =3 the difference of the extremes is given.
.Eeq. to find
3. AF and FB two right-lines, fuch, that AF — FB = Dj
4. A F . M : : M . F B.
M=

AF= 18

D =r 10

FB=

8

AE=

8

EF

10

FG = 12

CA=: 13

EC =

s

CG = i3

CFrz:

5

CB= 13

Alfo, that

Confirutlion.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Make E F =2 D (the given difference.)
Upon the point F ere<5f FG X F E.
Make F G == M (the given mean.)
Divide E F into two equal parts in C.
9. Draw the right-line C G.
*
.
10. From C as a Center, at the diftance of CG deferibe the Semicircle CAGB
11. Draw the Diameter AEC FB.
12. 1 fay A F and F B are the extreme proportionals required.
„
.
.
5 AF—FB = D.
13. .
. . Req. demonjtr.
.
•
• ^ A F • . M ;: M ^ F B.
Cc

2
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Demonfir atioft.
14. Becaufe by
in 10®, CAGB^
is a Semicircle whofe Center is C; therefore, > CAm CB —
(per eiefin. 1 s. Blem.i.) . • • • •
^ c __ i-c
v
-I'T. And bccaufe by Conftr.in 8% .
Cb
r.
16. Therefore the Equation in i
being fub-^
trailed from that in 14°, gives (as is evident^ EA = r B.
by the Diagram ).rtr

17. Jt is alfo evident by the Diagram that

.

.^Ah —bA_br.
18. Therefore out of 16® and 17°, (per Ax, 6.2 aF —FB = EF.
Chap.
19. But by Confir. p 5°j.^
ConcluJ. i. 10. Therefore front 18® and 19®, (per Ax. 1.) !> AF
FB = D.
Which was to be dera.
^
21. Again , becaufe
Coro//.
9. of this?
^ pQ ..
Chaft.
22. And by C^nfir.’ in 7®
^ ^ — F . ■

2. ^3' Therefore frotp;2ij and 22®, by exchanging?
‘

^

M

pQ

^

p 3^

M

.

FB.

equal right-lines',’
o
Which was alfo to be dem.
*
Therefore the Problem propounded is fatisfied • and out of the premiflfeS the following
Theorem is dedpcible, for the folving of the kmt'Prohl. 12. Arithmetically.
Theorem.
24. If half the difference of the extremes of three Proportionals, be added to the fide
(or fquareRoot) of that Square which is equal to the Square of half the difference of
the extremes together with the Square of the mean, the (umm fhall be the greater
extreme : But if the faid half difference be fubtrafted from the faid fide, the remainder
lhall be the leffer extreme.
Hence,
'

’

The ^Arithmetical filution of Probl. 12.

SHppof.
25. AF, FG, FB are -H-, •viz.. AF
26. AF c- F B.
27. FG = 12.
T
.
Given,

FG

FG
■

FB.

r
-O'

28. EF rrr 10 = AF—FB,
Eeq. to find

29. AF and FB in numbers.

A

£ C W

s

Operation Ar ithmeticah
20. By Stippofi. in 2 8®,
..
... ..^....£F — 10,
31. Therefore.)*^EF=:CF2=
5=0 E.
32. And confequently, . . . . • . . .^...oCF — 251.
33. Alfo from 27°,
•
•
•
..aFG^r 144.
34. The (umm of the Equations in
= ifio.
gives ( per prop. 47* Blem, \ .)
,
.
• ^ i
3 5. The Iquare Root of each part of the Equation ?
, , ,. CG _ i3 = CA.
in 3*4'°
* * * * * * ’ *
35. Theretore the furam of the Equations in 31®?
AF —
and 33® gives
......... 5 * ‘
*
“
Sought.
37. And by fubtrading the Equation in
EA :
FB =
8.
, from that m 3 5 , . . •..
The Proof,
38. It is manifeft,that: thefe are Proportionals,^
for the Produd of the extremes is equal to the >
Square of the mean, mz, . 'W. . ,

^
*

PG

..
*:*:

FG

^
g_
.' FB.
39. Alfo,

ao5
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39, Alfo the mean proportional is 12, and the difference of the extremes is 10, as was
prefcribed.
Coroll. I*

40, From the premiffes it may be infcrr’d , That if the Algebraical Refoluttort of a Geo¬
metrical Problem difcovers an Equation fo conftimted, that the Square of an unknown
ri^ht-line Icfs by a Rcdangle contain’d under that unknown line and fome known right¬
line , is equal to a known Plane; the faid unknown Hnefliall be given by the preceding
Geometrical Cofijlridiion of Proi^L 12. But here is to be noted, that If cHe faid known
Plane be not a Square , it muff firft be reduced to a Square, by Probl. 9. of this ChapP.
or by prop. 14. EUm.%,
41, As, in this Equation.. aa — da = mwIf we fuppofe aa to reprefcnt an unknown Square whofc fide is a, alfo da a Redangle contain’d under the faid unknown fide a and fome known right-line reprcfented
hyd, and that the faid unknown Square aa lefs by the faidRedangle da is equal to
fome known Square , as mm, whofe fide is w; then the faid unknown fide or right¬
line 4 may be found out by the Geometrical
of the preceding Probl. \ 2.
41. For (by prop. 14. Elm. 6.) the Equation above propos’d in’41“ may be refolved
into thcfe Proportionals,
a — d , m :: m .
4;
Of which three Proportionals the mean m is known by fuppofition , as alfo d the
difference of the extremes a and a — d, (for a exceeds a—dhy d,') therefore by
the ConfiruHion of the foregoing Probl. 12, the extremes ihall be given fevcrally, the
greater whereof is the line a iought.
42, Morover, if in the Equation above propounded , to wit, aa
da —mm , we mp^ pofe
= 12, and = 10, then the quantity of the line a (hall be alfo given in numberj
for by the firft part of the preceding Theorem in 24°,
a =z id-\-^^lt^dd-{-Mm: =: iS,
Coroll. 2,

44. It alfo follows from the preceding ConftrhTtion of Probl. 12. that if by the Algebrai¬
cal Refolution of a Geometrical Problem, an Equation be found out, fuch, that the
Square of a right-line fought, together with a Redangle contain’d under that un*
known line and fome known right-line , is equal to a known Plane ; the faid unknown
line Ihall be given by the Geometrical ConjiruBion of the {T\A Probl. 12. But it (as
^orc hath been faid ) the faid known Plane be not a Square, it muft firft be reduced
to a Square.
4j. As, in this Equation,., , ^
aa
da — mm;
If we fuppofe aa to reprefcnt an unknown Square whofe fide is a, alfo da a ReCTanglc
contain’d under the faid unknown fide a, and fome known right-line reprefented by d ;
• and that the faid unknown Square aa together with the faid Redangle da is equal to
fome known Square, as
whole fide is m; then the faid unknown fide, or right'
line 4 may be found ouc by the Geometrical Confirnmon of the preceding-Prc^/. 1 2 .
46. For \he Equation above propounded in 45° may be refolved into ihefe Proportio¬
nals, viz.,
a

d

.

m

;:

m

.

^;

Of which three Proporrionals the mean m is known by fuppofition , as alfo d the
difference of the extremes ad :ind a, (for a ‘d^-.d exceeds a by d,) therefore y
the Co^rnUion of the foregoing Probl. 12. the extremes Ihall be given feverally, the
lelTer whereof is the
Laftlv if in the
^ we fuppofe w = 1 2
in number j for by
A.1

line a fought.
.
„
•
\ j _
Equation above propounded in 45 , to wit , aa
aa ~ mm,
and ^ = VO, then the quantity of the line 4 jhall be alfo given
the latter part of the preceding TWm in 24%
4 t±: .^T. \dd-\-mm \ — \d

8.

Probl, XII1.

I

t
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The mean of three proportional right-lines being given, as alfo the
fumm of the extremes, to find the extremes. But the given mean muft
not exceed half the given fumm of the extremes.
M = Ia
AB = 25
ACc=13
CErr 13
CB= 13
AD = i8
DB= 8
DE — 12
CD=: 5
CF= j

SHppof.

1. M — the mean of three Proportionals
is given.
. .
2. AB = the fumm of the extremes is given.
Alfo M not c"! AB.
to find • ^ •
3. AD and D B two right-lines, foch,
that A D 4- D B rr A B. Alfo, that
4. AD . M :: M . DB.
CmflrHtlion.
5. Divide A B into two equal parts in C.

6. From C as a Center, with the diftance C A, or C B, defcribc the Semicircle C A H B.
7. Upon the Center C ereft CH ± A B.
^
.
.
/t'. .
8. From C H cut off C G = M, (the given mean Proportional,) which is pomble to
be done, for by the Determination annex’d to the Problem propounded , M not c~ CH,

L,

or ^ A B.
. . , c. By the point G draw G E 11 A B , which G E will either touch the Semicircle in H,
when M=:CH = tABi or elfe cut the Semicircle, when M “rn C H , (or tAB,)
fuppofe then in this Example that M
C H, and confequently that G E cuts the
■ Circumference , as in E.
I o). From the point E let fall ED ± AB, then (hall AD and D B be the extreme Pro¬
portionals required ; for firft their fumm, in regard ADB is a right-line, (towir,
the Diameter of the Semicircle C A H B,) is equal to A B the given fumm; it remains
to prove that as A D is to M , fo M to DB, therefore
DB.
M
. . .
demonflr,
.>
.
....
AD . M
11.
. f

_

A

I

._

\ if

I A

^ A

Is

Demonjiration.
CenfiruUion in
and 6°, , ;
CAE B is a Semicircle.
12.
13* And by Confir. in 10°, . . . , . . .J>DEJ-AB.
Therefore from 12° and 13°, fp^y CoroU. in 12®) AD . DE
DE . DB.
of Probl. 9. Chap, 5'.^
DG IS □.
15. And becaule by Confir, m 7°,
15. Therefore ( per prop.
Elem. 1,) . . .)> DE = CG.
M = CG.
17. But by Confir. in 8°,.
18. Therefore out of 16° and 17®, (per Ax. i.)/ r DE — M.
19. Wherefore from 14® and 18°, ( by taking
AD . M
DB.
M
inftead of D E,)
. ..
Which was to be done.
20. The reafon of the Determination annex’d to the Problem , to wit, that the line preferibed for the mean muft not exceed half the line given for the fumm of the extremes,
will be evident by this that follows. Firft, if the right-line M belefs than CH, or
^ A B, and at the diftance of M a line be drawn parallel to the Diameter A B, as the
parallel G E, it will neceffarily cut the Semicircle, as in E, in which cafe the extreme
Proportionals, to wit, the fegments of the Diameter which are made by the falling of
the Perpendicular ED, will always be unequal. Secondly, if the line M be equal
to CH , or tA B, and at the diftance of M or C H a line be drawn parallel to the
Diameter A B , fuch parallel will touch the Semicircle in H , and confequently H C
which is perpendicular to A B will be a mean between AC and CB, in which cafe,
the three Proportionals A C, C H and C B are equal to one another, for each of them
is the Semidiameter of the Semicircle. Laftly, if the line M be greater than CH, or
IA B, then ’tis eafie to perceive, that a right-line drawn parallel to the Diameter A B
at the dfftance of fuch line M cannot poflibly cither touch or cut the Semicircle, but
will lye altogether without the fame, and confequently fuch line M cannot be a mean
'
■ . pro-
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TT
r,vr»fpoments of the Diameter i for anreah proportional line
nZZo :ZZ: ' a rigSne wieWn a Ci.c.e, drawn f.e.pen'd.f rly co .he

7

D,ame.er, “"<>T"f'•JJj„

:s®“

,hi, .

-S”

PrMm , the line given toe ,he

*;

?™'«

extremes ^ which is the Determination annex d to the Problm.

The prerailTes being well underftood, it will not be difficult to appeehend how the folloS fwt isthfncededucible , for the folvihg bf _P«W. .3. Ar.thmet,rally.
Theorem.

ii.

If half the fumm of the extremes of three Proportionals be increafed with the fide

ftjiare Root) ^forefaid , the remainder Oiall be the lelTcr extreme.
The ArithmeticAl folntion of Probl. 13.
z. AD,DeTdB areAD
13. D E
14. A B

.

DE

::

DE

Hen e,

D B.

=! 12.Given.
- z6
A D
DB. S
\

Reij. to find

,5. AD and BD in numbers.
Operation Arithmetical. ^

16. By

Sttppof.

in 24°,

.

.

•

•

•

. .

.

AB— ^6.

tAB = CB= 132 CE = C Ai

ij. Theretore, ..^
. . . dCE — 169.
18. And confcquently, . -.^
, . . □D£r=i44.
ig. And from 23°, . • •*,:*•* o*.?
1 o. Therefore by fubtrafting the Equation 1029 , y
from that in'2 8° , there will remain ( per prop.^ . . . aCDri
47. Elem. I.).. *
r' ■
<
2 1. And confcquently, by extfaftmg the fquare ?
Root out of each part of the lafl: Equation, 3
32. Therefore by adding together the Equations /

in 27° and 31°,

•

•

*

;

33. And by fubtraaing the Equation m 31 trom 7
that in 27%
‘
Coroll.

T-

>1.

Sought,

* „;

-ma.. ;«• m-iv h? inferr’d

8.

,

^

^

That if the Algebraical Refolutioil of a Geo-

’ to” P.i“ di W..« Ej™™ »

sf."?:.. i. - M‘
of this clup. or by Pwp. i4.Elem.i.
—
1C As if this Equation be propofed,.“

mm.

’

'■

a^ForlVEtiaation before propos’d.in.51”. may be refolved'into thefe Propor.ionals, 'viz..

of which three Proportionals the mean m is known by foppofttion, a« alfo ate

ao8
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of the extremes s — a and^ ; therefore, by the foregoing ConflruUion of Probl.i'^. the
extremes rtiall be given fevcrally, either of which may be taken fOr the line a fought.
37. For (viewing the Diagram belonging to
13.)^
nir .
let us fuppofe that.5 ^
: DE . DB.
3 8. Then putting
w = D E.
39* Allb
•
,,
• •*
A B.
^0. And •
• , m •
A JDf,
41, It follows that
. . , . . ; . . . .j> s-a = D B = AB —AD*
42, And.
y
a . m
w m , s—
43, Wherefore, by comparing the Redangle of the"^
extremes to the Square of the mean , this Equation > sn — aa. — mm,
is produced,.* ... .3
Which is the fame with the Equation before propos’d in 35°,
'44. Again, the fame Equation will arife if we put ^ = D B, the Suppofttions in 37®
38° and 39° remaining unalter’d; for,
^ *
45. Then it will follow that ...... 1' . |> s-a = A D.
4^‘ And
s—4 a m " 2 m * ti,
47* That is,
, , , »
aa.a,a^ AD . DE 12 D£ , DB,
48. Therefore from 46%
.
.
. '
)> sa-aa — mm.
Which is the fame with the Equation before produced in 43°.
49a Whence’tis manifeft that the right line a fought in all Quadratick Equations of the
fame form with that before propos’d in 35°, may be cither of two right lines, reprefented in the Diagram by AD and DB, for which caufe fuch Equation is called Amhhmm.
yo. Lalfly, if in the Equation above propounded , to wit, sn — ndzzzmm^ we fuppofe
w = 12, and / — 26, then the quantity of the line a (ball be alio given in number;
for by the preceding Theorem in 21°,

• Or,

a " \s

^/'.^ss — mm: — 18 .

a — \s

V*.

Probl,

— mm ; =

8a

XIV.'

To divide a right-line given into two parts, fuch, that another right¬
line may be a mean Proportional between the parts. But the line given
for the mean mu ft not exceed half the line given to be divideda
Suppof.
1. AB is a right line given to be cut into two parts.
2. A C is a right line given to be ^ mean Pro¬
portional between the parts.
3. AC not c“i AB.
Re(^. to find
4. A F and F B fuch parts of A B that A F -IF B = A B; Alfo, that
y. AF a AC
AC . FB.
ConfiruBion.
6. Upon A one of the ends of A B, ered A C ± A B.
7. Divide A B into two equal parts in D.
8. From D as a Center, with thediftance D A, or D B, deferibe the Semicircle DAEB.
9. By the point C draw CE 11 AB, fo lhall CE (by what hath been faid in 2 0° of Probl, i :> )
either touch or cut the vSemicircle DAEB, for by Suppof. A C not
AB (or D G*)
fuppofe then in this Example that A
D G, or D A, and confequemiy that CE
cuts the Semicircle as in E.
,
10. From the point E let fall EF i AB, then fliall AF and FB be the defired parts
of AB, between which parts, AC is a mean Proportional, as I (hall in the next
place demonfirate.
11. . . . Req, demonfir.AF . AC :: AC ; FB.

-

^

Preparap,

J2. Draw the Hghi lines AE and EB,
Vernon-.

Chap.
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Demonftration,-

j 3. Becaufe by Conflr. in 8®, D A E B is a Semicircle, ? ^ a p p •
j
therefore (per prep. “^i.EUrn..5
**
14. And bccaufe by Confir, in 10°, •,
, . .
EF ± AB.
15. Therefore from 1^°-dnd
(per Coroli. prop,
Ap
pp..pp
Elem.6.)
. . ..^ a r . r n .. t* n .

po
r n,

16. And becaufe by Confir. in 6®, 9® and i o®, . . )> C F is □.
17. Therefore, ( per prop. 34. Ele?ft. j.) . . .J>AC=:FE.
18. Therefore from 17® and 15 ®, by taking A C in-7
AC--AC
FB
(lead of FE,
.J
Which was to be done.
Note. This Problem may be folved Arithmetically in the fame manner as the pre¬
ceding Proifl. 13.

Probl,

XV.

The mean of three Squares in continual proportion being given, as alfo
a Square equal to the difference of the extremes, to find out the extremes.
Or thus;

TheBafeof a right-angled Triangle being given, as alfo a mean propor¬
tional between the Hypothenufal and Perpendicular, to find the Triangle.
Suppof,
ii; AB = the Bafe of a right-angled Triangle is
given.
3, M=: a mean proportional between theHypothenufal and Perpendicular is given;
Pjef. to find out the Triangle.
3. Making the given Bafe AB the firfl: of three
Proportionals, and the given Mean M the(
A
fecond, find out a third, (per Probl.']. of ihis(
Cbapt.) which fuppofe to be B C, therefore, ^
4. Upon B one of the ends of the given Bafe AB, make BG -L AB, whence <TA B C is J,
5. Divide A B into two equal parts in D.
6. Draw the right-line DC.
7. From D as a Center, at the diftahee of D C, deferibe the Semicircle D F C E having
F A D B E for its Diameter.
8. Upon AE as a Diameter deferibe the Semicircle AGE.
<?. Continue C B to the Circumference in G.
10. Draw the right lines AG and EG.
11. I fay AB G is the right-angled Triangle required j now we muff fiiew that it vvill
fatisfie the Problem propounded. Firfl: then, by Suppofition AB is equal to the given
Bafe, but that the angle ABG is a right-angle, and that the given line M is a mean pro¬
portional between the Hypothenufal A G«and the Perpendicular B G, the following
Demonflration will make raanifeft.
Alfo,
AG
bg;
Id
M
Oemonfiration.
13. Becaufe by Confir. in the fourth ftep, .
<; A B C is J,
14. And by Confir. in 9®, ..^ C B G is a right-line •
15. Therefore, (per Coroll.Prop.i
BG is J. Which was to be Dem,
16. Again, becaufe by Co»/?r. in 7®, . .J»DFr=DE=DC,
17. And by Confir. in 5°, . . . .
DA = DB.;
18. Therefore by fubtrafting the Equation f a F — B E
in 17® from that in x6®, . . . .
’

J2.

.

.

Req. demonjtr.

i

.

.5

-.^

nj). And
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1C?. And by adding A B to each pare of the laft ?
preceding Equation,.^
2 0. Again , out of 4° and 7° ( fer Coroll. Probl 9. /

,
f3

FB = AE;
.

B C

BC

BE.

□ B C.

21. Therefore from 20%
1□FB,Bb 12. And from ig% ( per prop, i. Elem. 6. ),byl □^3^33 = aAE,BE.
taking
B E as
a common altitude,/. . A•
laiviiig X-#
w-j ** -23, Therefore out ot 21° and 22 ( per Ax. o BC = DAE,BE.

i^^^A^Vin^ecaufe by
in 8”, . • • ^
qc
ij. Therefore, fferprep. 31.£*». 3O . • ;>
P|a
26. And becaufe by what hath been proved in 1 s
OB ± Bii.
27. Therefore from 2 5".and 26% f per Coro//. 2.?
^ Qg

..

q£

BE.

prop, 8. Elew,
• • • • * *
i—i a c
t?
28. Therefore out of 27% f per prop.i7.Eie;».5.;^ DOE _ QAb, Bb.
29. But it hath been proved in 2 3% that
3 0. Therefore from 2 8° and 29°, f per Ax, 10 i> ° 3 c = G E *

3j".
33.
34.
35.

AgL'.outol j5°'and/6”,(per pr<ip.8.£/.6.j> A A BG and A G ^^are li^.
T before from 31°, (per prep. 4. Sew. 6.; ^
R(^—G E
And from 33", (per prop. 16, Elein.6,) ^ aAG,BO _ aAB,
And out of 31% by taking AB for a com-? c3AB,BC = aABjGE.

36. Therefore from 3 4%and 3 s% (perAx.i.))» OABjEC — aACjEG.
37. But by Co«7?r in 5°, and per prop. 17.^ LJABjDV^
□* .
38. And confequently from 36° and 37% ( poi"? □AG,-BG = dM.
u4x» l#)#

•••••*•*

\jl

'39. Therefore out of 3 8®,fper prop.14.^ AG .
..
Which was to be dem. And therefore the Problem is faiisfied.

XdT

M

#

I?

.

I

Coroll. I.

40. From the premKfes it may be inferr'd , That if the Algebraical Refolution of
a Geometrical VrMm difeovers an Analogy confiding of three Planes in continued
proportion, fuch, that the greater extreme is a Square unknown, the mean a known
Square, and the leffer extreme the excefs whereby that unknown Square exceeds fome
known Square, then the fide of the faid unknown Square ftiall be given y t e Geo¬
metrical
of the preceding Probl, 15.
As for example, let there be propos’d the following Analogy, where aa reprefents
a Squa’re unknown , and 4 its fidej alfo mm and bb two known Squares, whofefidesare
m and b^
aa.
bb • mm :: mm •
41, Then, (becaufe, by prop. 22. E/^w. 6. the fides of proportional Squares arc proportion
nals alfo,) from the Analogy propos’d this arifeth, viz.,
aa — bb \ . m \ \ m . a.
41. Which three Proportionals laft expreft being well confider’d , it will be manifeft that
the greater extreme , to wit, 4, may be cflecm’d the Hypothenufal of a right-angled
Triangle whofe Bafe is h, and Perpendicular
aa — bb: the leffer extreme : Now
in that right-angled Triangle the Bale b is given by fuppofition, as alfo m a right
line which is a mean proportional between the faid Hypothenufal and Perpendicular,
and therefore the Hypothenufal and Perpendicular lliall be given fcverally by the pre¬
ceding ConflrH^ioti of Probl* i
which Hypothenulkl fliall be the line reprelented by
a in the Analogy propos’d.
’ . r
r1 •
o
43. It is alfo manifeft, that if the Terms of the Analogy propos d for an Example in 40 ,
be fuppos’d to reprefent numbers, then by comparing the Rectangle of the the extreme
to the Reftangle of the means y this following Biquadratick Equation will thence be
produced, vU,
}
aaaa — bbaa = mmmm i
Where;
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where, if we fuppofe hbz=,6
alfo mmi=.
^ and a to ftand for fomc number
unknown, that Biquadratick Equation may be expreft thus, vU,
UMO, — 6aa — 2'j,
, ..
;
•.. .
,. .;
44. In which laft Equation, the unknown number a may be found out, either by an Arith¬
metical Operation deducible from the preceding Geometrical
of Trobl. 15.
or elfe after the faid Equation is ref^olved into thefe three continual Proportionals,
aa, — 6 .
v'27 :: ^Jx-| , aa,
The greater extreme aa may firft be made known after the manner of the Arithmetical
Solution of the foregoing Vrohl. 12. and then the fquare Root of that number found out
for the value of aa lliall be the number a fought. All which will be mariifeR by the
following Operation and Diagram.
Suppof.
45.
46.
47.
48.

AF,FG, FB -H-} vU- AF . FG :: FG
AF c-FB.'
dFG — 27. . . : .7
.
AF —FB = 6 = EF., 5

B

to find out
49. A F the greater extreme, fignified by aa in the Analogy before expreft in 44®.
Operation Arithmetical,
By Suppofition in 4^°,.^ . . • EF rz:
■<
..
Theretore..^^EF=:CF= gtriCE.
□ C F = 9.
And confequenlly i
t
y
t
□ FG = 27.
_rrj- in 47''
1/-^
* * • * * *
53 By Suppof.
54. The fumm of the two laft Equations gives >
□ CG = 35.
fper prop, 47* Eletn,
^
. CG= <5=:CAJ
5 5. The fquare Root of the laft Equation gives > .*
56. The fumm of the Equations in 51° and 55®, ?
. AF = 9 — Aa.
gives
.3 * *
57, Wherefore,.. ,
.
y9= 3=-/*/
. •
5 8. Moreover, out of the premiftes arifeth the following Canon, for the Arithmetical,
. Refolution of all Biquadratick Equations falling under the fame form with that befofd
expreft in 43®, and hcre-under repeated , v/here a reprefents a number fought, but
^'and m two numbers given • viz.
50

•' If

.

•Then

/.

»

«

•* aaaa — ihaa — mmmm,
*\ • ^
i

a —

^\hhbb-\-^mmmm'.

,

Coroll, 2

*

;

59, From the premiftes alfo it may be inferr’d, That If the Algebraical Refolution of
a Geometrical Problem difeovers an Analogy coiififting of three Planes in continual
proportion, fuch, that the Icfler extreme is a Square unknown,.the mean a known
Square, and the greater extreme is compofed ol the faid unknown Square and fome
known Square •* then the fide of the faid unkno\^rt Square Ihall be given by the Geo¬
As, for example,
metrical Confirh^ion of the foregoing Probl. 15,
i
If this Analogy be propos’d, where aa repre
fenis a Square unknown, and a its fide-, alfo,
mm
aa.
aa -j- hh
mra
mm and bb two known Squares, whofe fidcs
are m and
..
•
60, Then (per prop. 22. Elem. 6.) thefe alfo
^ta4-\-bb . m
m „ A.
lhall be Proportionals,
61, Which three laft preceding Proportionals being well examined, it will be maniteft
■

that the greater extreme, to wit, y: aa
bb : may be efteem’d the Hypothenufal of
a right-angled Triangle whofe Safe is b , and Perpendicular a, (the lefter extreme.)
Now in that right-angled Triangle the Bafe b is given by fuppofition, as alfo m a right¬
line which is a mean Proportional between the faid Hypothenufal and Perpendicular, and
therefore the Hypothenufal and Perpendicular ftiall be given feverally by the (preceding.
ConJlrtiClion of Probl. 17. which Perpendicular ftiall be the line reprefent^d by a in

the Analogy propos’d in 59®.
~

• •

Dd a

^

o2« It

f
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62. It is alfo manifeft, that if the Terms of the Analogy in ^9° befuppofed to reprefent

numbers, then by comparing the Reaangle of the extremes to the Reaangle of the
means, this following Biquadratick Equation will thence be produced, viz.
aaaA 4- hhaa = rAmm'm.
Where, if we fuppofe
alfo mm =
^AAA
(f AA — ^ S S*
V13 and A to reprefent fome number unknown.'
that Biquadratick Equation may be expreft thus,'
<53. In which laft Equation the unknown number a
may be found out cither by an Arithmetical Open the
inc preceding
prctcaiiig vjcuiucii.ii.ai^
ration, deducible out of
Geometrical I
aa-\-6 I
- V13J !
ConfiruBion of ?robl. 15. or elfe after the faidA
faidi
Equation is refolved into thefe three continual
Proportionals, ,
The lefler extreme aa may firfi: be difeovered after the manner of the Arithmetical So¬
lution of the foregoing
12. of this C/&4j!?r. and then the fquare Root of that number
found out for the value of aa lliall be the number a fought. All which will ^ roanifefl
by the following Operation and Diagram.
'
Sfippof,
64. AF,FG,FB, -H“ viz. AF . FG
EG , FB.
,,
65. A F tr" F B.
66. Q F G = I 35”.
67. AF — FB = 6 = EF.
to find out
‘ .
^
68. F B the Icflcr extreme, .which anfwers to 4^
EC
in the Analogy before expreft in 6 3®.

V

Operatiofi ArithmeticaU

By Snppof, in 67°

ef =

70. Therefore .
71. And confequently,

.> iEF = CF==

□ CF=±

.

6

3 = CE,

9□ F 0 = 135:

72. By'Suppof. in 66"

73. The fumra of the two laft preceding Equations >
□ GG = i44.
gives (per prop. 47. Blem. i.)
.
.
•
.2
. CG= 12 = cb:
74. The fquare Root of the Equation in 7 3° gives
75. And by fubtrading the Equation in 70%?
.. FB = p = 44.
from that in 74®,.. . . . >
76. Wherefore . ^
..J>
3 =
77. Moreover, out of the premifles arifeth the following CAtton^ for the Arithmetical
Refolution of all Biquadratick Equations falling under the fame Form with that before
expreft in 62°, and here-under repeated; where a reprefents a number fought, but
b and m two given numbers; viz.
If 1.AAAA
bbaa — mmmm,

Then

,

;

,

,

;

4 = ^\o^%bbbb-\^ mmmm
CoroU. 3.

i

78. From the premiffes alfo it may be inferred , That if the Algebraical Refolution of
a Geometrical Problem difeovers an Analogy confifting of three Planes in continual
proportion, fuch, that the mean is a Square known, and in each of the extremes one
and the fame unknown Square is found Affirmative, ( that is, with the Sign -f- prefixt
to it,) together with fome known Square having either
or — prefixt to it, or
when in each of the extremes one and the fame unknown Square is found negative,
(that is, with the fign — fet before it,) together with fome known Square having
the fign 4- prefixt to it. then in either of thofe Cafes, the fide of that unknown
Square may be found out Geometrically by the preceding CenfirfiBion of Probl. i'^m
as will be manifeft by the four lollowing Examples.
£xAmple
^ Suppofe

79

,

I

;

i AAnd confequcntfy,

:

44 -p bb

I.
:

AA’^bb i ,

mm

m

;:

mm

m

aa

• r^tAA'^cfi

In
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In which Analogies, let aa reprefent an unknown Square whofc fide h a, but U ^
mm and ce three known Squares, whofe Tides 2at b, m and c . fuppoTe alfo that b is
greater than c , and conrequenily
aaAf^cc, I fay then , that the unknown
fide 4 lliali be given by the preceding ConflruUion of F'robL 15. For rhe difference of the
extremes of the three Proportionals inthefirft Analogy above propos d is bb-^cCy which
by Snppof. is given , therefore the fide of a Square equal to that difference , to wit,
bb_cc: may be effeem’d the Bafe of a right-angled Triangle , by the help of which
given Bafe, and of the right-line «?, which by Sfippofiiion is a given mean Proportional
between the Hypothenufal V'bb: and the Perpendicular ^:aa-\-cc: the Hypothenufal and Perpendicular fhall be given feverally (by the faid Probl. 15.) and may be
reprefented by /; and py whofe Squares are hhindpp- then by equating hh to the greater
extreme 44 -4— bb, or
, to an -l^ cc, the tide 4 will be found equal to <^1 hh
bb :
or V'- pp — cc: which Roots are given, and equal to one another.
Example 2,
Suppofe
80.

,

And confequently, ^J'.aa—bb\ ,

m

aa — cc

mm

mm

aa — bb

::

m
rh

,'^:aa — cc:

In which Analogies, if (as before in Example i.) we fuppofe aa to reprefent an
unknown Square whofe fide is a; alfo bb, mm and cc three known Squares, whofe fides
are b, m^nd Cy and ^ to be greater than c, whence confequently aa—ccCraa — bbthen the unknown fide 4 ftiall be given by the preceding ConfirH^ion of Probl. 15-. For
the difference of the extremes of the three Proportionals in the firft Analogy above pro¬
pos’d is hb — cCy which by Sappofition is given j then the fide of a Square equal to that
difference, to wit, y/\bb — cc: may be efteemM the Bafe of a right-angled Triangle ,
by the help of which given Bafe and of the right-line
which by Suppofttion is a given
mean Proportional between the Hypothenufal aJ ", aa—cc : and the Perpendicular
V*. 44 — bbi the Hypothenufal and Perpendicular fliall be given feverally by the faid
Probl. 1 S', and may be reprefented by b and p, whofe Squares are hh and pp; then by
equating hh to 44 — cc (the greater extreme,) or pp to aa-^bb; the unknown fide
or right-line a will be found equal to y' ’.hh-\--<cC". or
pp--\^bb: which Roots a;e
given, and equal to one another.
Example 3.
Suppofe

■

,
mm

aa -\-bb

And confequently, a/: da

m

bb:

'
aa
aJ\ aa — cci

Example 4.
Suppofe

bb —

And confequently ^ V** bb — aa:

.

mm

mm

m

m

ec -~r-aa
a/I cc — aa i

By what hath been faid in the Explication

of Examples i. and 2. it will not be difficult
to conceive bow to find out in like manner the unknown Root or right-line reprefented
by 4 in the third and fourth ExampleSy where b^ m and c arc foppOs d to be right-lines
feverally given.
8 ?. Note. When more than one known Square or Re£fangle is found in any one of the
three continual Proportionals mentioned in any of the three preceding CoroUaries of
Probl. 15. fuch known Squares or Rectangles mull firft of all be converted into a fimple
Square, per Probl. 2. Chap. 4.

Probl.

XVI.

The mean of three Squares in Continual proportion being given; .as
alfo a Square equal to the fumm of the extremes ^ to find out the ex
tremes.
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Or thpcs,

Tbe Hypothenufal of a right-angled Triangle being given, as alfo
a mean Proportional between the Bale and Perpendicular, to find out the
Triangle. But a right-angle arifingout of the Application of the Square
of the given Mean to the given Hypotheiiural muft not exceed half the
Hypothenufal.
Stiff of.
I, A B = the Hypothenufal of a right-

angled Triangle is given.

3. M = a mean proportional between the
Bafe and Perpendicular is given.
3

a M not c“iAB.
AB
Req. to find out the Triangle.

ConfiruUion.
4. Upon the point A, (one of the ends of the given Hypothenufal AB,) ereftAC±ABg
and make A C = M the given mean Proportional.
5. Let it be made (fer Probt, 7. of this Chaft.) ?
AC ; ad;
as AB to AC, fo AC to a third Proportio-> A B . AC ;
nal, which fuppofe to be found AD, thcrefore,S
M
AD.
That is, (becaufe M = AC ,) • .
,
.^ A B i
M
:
6. Upon A B as a Diameter dcfcribe the Semicircle A F B.
7. Upon D B as a Diameter compos'd of A B and A D as one right-line, defcribe the
•

Semicircle D C B.
S. By ProbL 14. of this Chaft, divide the given Hypothenufal AB into two fuch parts, that
the line A D may be a mean proportional between the parts j which is poflible to be^
done , for by ConfirnStion in 5°, A D =

and by Stiffofiion in 3°, agreea-j

ble to the Determination annex’d to the Problem,

or A D not cTl AB 5

fuppofe then the line A B to be cut in E , into two fuch parts A E and E B, that EE
is a mean proportional between A E and E B, and that E F is equal to A D, therefore,
AE . EF(orAD,) ::
EF(orAD,) . EfB.
9. Draw the lines AF and B F, thenlball AF B be the Triangle fought. Now we rauft
(hew that it will fatisfie the Problem. Fir ft then, by fuppofition A B is equal to the
given Hypothenufal 5 but that the angle A FB is a right-angle, and that the given rightline M is a mean proportional between A F and B F, (to wit, the Bafe and Perpendi¬
cular,) the following Bemonflration will make manifeft.
,
n
-5<rAFBisJ; alfo,
10. .
. Req. demonftr.-.AF
M
;: M ^ F B.
♦
'
, Demonftration.
11: Becaufe by Conflr. in 6®, i . . . . J>
12. Therefore, ( fer prof. ^i.Elem,
13. Again, becaufe by
in 8°, . .
14. Therefore, by taking in A B as a comraonp
altitude, it follows from 13°, (per prop. i,>

Plem. 6. J that
15. And becaufe by
in 6° and 8°,
16. And it hath been proved in 12% . .

A F B is a Semicircle.
^^AFB is—I. Which was to be Dcm.
EF == AD.
aEIjAB = aADjAB.

3
FELAB.
. )> <^ A F B is J.

17. Therefore out of 15° and 16“ (rirprtp.S.)
and aAFB are like.
ElCTft*
y
•
• • • • • * * *
18. hnAQ.o\\k^\itt\i\y,(per prop,
Elem.6.) )>EF , AF :: FB . AB,
19. And from 1 8°, (per prop, 17. Elem. 6. ) ^ OEF,AB= 1ZI1AF,FB.
30, Therefore from 14° and 19®,
I. J 5> DADjAB = OAF,FB.
31, And becaufe by Co»/?r. in 5°, • • . .)> AB .
M
:: M . Af>.'
32, And confequently (per prop. 17. Elem.6.) ^ CDADjAB = OM.
23. Therefore out of zo° a^ni 21°^ (per
OAF,FB = DM,
"
^
There-*

chap, 5
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FB.
M :: M
Which was to be Dena. /Vnd therefore the Problem is fatisfied.
Coroll. i.
n. From>hepre™ff«iiraaybeinferr-d, Thacif the Algebraical Refolunon of a Geometrieal Problem difeovers an Analogy confiftmg of three Planes in Continual proooriion fuch that one of the extremes is an unknown .Square, the mean a known square,
Ind the oihcr’extreme the excefs whereby fome known Square exceeds t^he faid unknown
Square; then the fide of the faid unknown Square lliall be given by the preceding
Geometrical ConfiruBm ot Probl. 16.
As , for example, fuppofing 44 to.repre- >
fent an unknown Square, whofe Tide is a; alfo^
(ta,
mm
rnm
mm and hh two known Squares,whore fides arer
w and ^ , let this Analogy be propos’d , viz..\
26. Then (per prof. zz. Elem.6.) the Tides of ^
m
m
hh — 44
proportional Squares are Proportionals alfo,
therefore
Which three‘continual ‘proport'ionals faft'enpreft being well obferved, it will bemaT:hcK(ore(wmi3\(perprop.i^. EIem.6.)

.

.> AF

.

nifeft that the extremes, to wit, V: W - «: and 4 may be
pendicular of a right-angled Triangle whofe Hypothenufal 15 h. Now in th.
g
aneled Trian^^le, the Hypothenufal h is given by Suppofimn, a^ aLo m a right
,
wLh is a m?an Proportional between the Bafe and Perpendicular and therefo^ t e
Bafe and Perpendicular fiiall be given feverally by the preceding / onftrHaun oiProbl.i 6.
either of which right lines, viz,, either the Bafe or Perpendicular fo lound out may
be taken for the line reprefented by a in the Analogy proposd in a ^ . tor, viewing
the Diagram belonging to Frobl. id.
^
28. SuppOfe..

Suppofe alfo.'

ht

a F B = J in A A F B.

a ’

M
D M

FB;
□ FB4

30 And confequently ( per prop. 22. Ele?n. 6.)P □ r A . DM
□ M.
mm
31 Then put
□ A Bi
hh
Alfo, • t , • • •
□ F B.
• • • • • •
33 And
« = dFA(=oAB —nFB.)
. Then from 28°, 32® and ^3®,_ it will be
34
manifeft- (nr prop. 47. Elem. i.) that
„
^
r ' ^
'o
s
ijlj —aa
. mm t; mm . 44.
hh
44
•>
ll'. WhichTnaiogv I’s ihe fam’e with that propos’d in at°, and it will alfo be produced
^ by putting .,.1 = a F A, (the Pofitions in 31“ and 31° remaining unakerd;)
Vor .hen It follows that ^ ,
. . . ->
" acV
^7. And becaufe by Sttppof. in 30°, . • •
*' ^
* aa
38. Therefore from the premises, . . •
~
I ’ p U! x r one and
^ Thus it appears, that from either of the two right-lines found out by Vrohl C. one and
Ihe fame Analogy may be connituted, in which refped: 'tis faid to be Ambiguou,.
3 p. It is alfo manifeft, that if the Terms of the j
Analogy in 2 5° be fuppos’d toreprefent num*/
— ^444 r= mmmm.
bers, then by comparing the Reftangle of the^
extremes to the Re6fangle of the means, tmslt
Biquadratick Equation will be produced , viz,. J
Where, if we fuppofe
5, alfo mmJ
rr 2 , and 4 to ftand for fome number un-V
544 — 4444 ~ 4
known , that Biquadraiick Equation may bc(
expreft thus, viz.. * *
^o. In which laft Equation the unknown num- j
ber 4 may be found out cither by an Arithrae-j/^
tical Operation deducible from the preceding^
44.
aa
Geometrical
of ProR i^. orl
elfc, after the faid Equation is refolved into \
thefc three Continual Proportionals, . .4
^
, - t
• 1 c 1 'rxn
The two values of
maybe found out after the manner of the Arithmetica Solujn
of the foregoing Prate .3. of this Cte?r. and confequently the fquare Root of^each
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number found out for the value of aa being extrafted, there will arife two numbers, each
of which may be taken for the number a in the Equation in 35)°. All which will be
evident by the following Operation and Diagram.

Suppof,
41 AD,DE,DB -H-, 'Viz. AD . DE :: DE . DB.
4z DE = 3 , whence oDE = 4.
43 AD-1-DB= ^=:AB.
Req. to find
A
D
and
D B in numbers, ( fignified by aa in the
44
Equation in 39°.)
Operation Arithmetical,

45. By Suppof, in 43®,
. . AB = $:
46. Theretore, ..tABrrCE =:2i = AC = CB.
47. And confcquently,
.’.. .}>...nCE=-6;|.
48. By Suppofition in 42°, . ... . . □ DE
4.
4p. And by fubtrading the Equation in 48° from >
□ CD=2 A.
that in 47°,.>
50. The fquare Root of the laft Equation gives , ^
, CD = it:
AD
51. The fumm of the Equations in 46° and jo®,gives ^
4 = aa,
52. And confcquently ..
z ■=: a.
Vq
53. Again, by fubtrading the Equation in 50, from"
DB
i -z^aa.
that in 46°, . .
54. And confcquently, . • ......>
a.
Vi = I
Whence ’tis manifefi:, that the number fignified by a in the Analogy in 40® ( or in
the Equation in 39°,) may be either 2 or i.
55. Moreover, out of the premififes arifeth the following
, for the Arithmetical Refolution of all Biquadraiick Equations falling under the fame Form with that before pro¬
pos’d in 39°, and hcre-under repeated . where a reprefents a number fought, but h and m
'

two numbers given, and fubjeft to the Determination annex’d to Prohl. 16, viz, —
muft not be greater than
, and confequently mm not greater than Ihh,
k
hhaa —— aaaa = mmmm.
If
Then,
Or,

a = V* %hh -I- ^/-^hhhh — mmmm

L

a

\hb — ^\hhhh

• mmmm:

Coroll. 2.

56. From the premilfes it maybe alfo inferr’d , That if the Algebraical Refolution of
a Geometrical Problem difeovers an Analogy confifling of three Planes in Continual
proportion, fuch, that the mean is a known Square, and alfo one of the extremes is
the excefs of fome unknown Square above a known Square, and the other extreme
is the excefs of fome known Square above the faid unknown Square • or, when one of
the extremes is the excefs of a known Square above an unknown Square, and the other
is the fumm of the fame unknown Square and a known Square • in each of thofe
Cafes, the fide of that unknown Square (hall be given by the preceding Cenfirh^ion
- of Prohl, 16,
Example' i.
C Suppofe . I
«
——
^mm
4W7»
cc
aa
4 And confequently,
dd: , 2m :: 2m , ^:cc‘ aa
In which Analogies, if we fuppofe aa to reprefent an unknown Square whofc fide is a;
but ddj ^\mm 3iT]d cc three known Squares, whofe fides are d^ 2 m and c. the unknown
fide or right line a fliall be given by the preceding ConfiraUion of Prohl. 16, ’ For the fumm
of the extremes in the firft of thofe Analogies is cc.-dd, which is given by Suppofition •
then the fide of a Square equal to that fumm, to wit, V- — dd: may beefieera’d the
Hypothenufal of a right-angled Triangle, by_ the help of which given Hypothenufal
and the right-line im, which by Suppoftion is a given mean Proportional between the
Bafe and Perpendicular, (reprefented by ^:aa — dd: and ^fec—aa:) the Bafeand
Perpendicular fliall be given feverally by the faid Prohl, 16, and may be reprefented by,
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/ and g, whofe Squares arc ff and gg ; then by equating ff to aa- ^d, or gg to cc — ak^
one value of the right-line a fought fliall be given - again, by equating gg to aa — dd,
or ff to cc^aa, another value of the right-line a (hall be given: So two lines arc found
out, either of Which may be taken for the line a fought, and.therefore the Analogy
above-propos’d in Example u and all others of the fame kind are faid to be Ambiguous.
Example 2.

Suppole

. aa^ ec,
58
m .• V* oA'^cci
And confequently ^ »J\hb — aai .
m ::
By what hath been faid in the Explication of Example i.’tis very eafie to conceive Kow
to find out in like manner the unknown Root or right-line reprefented by a in Example i.
where b, m and c arefuppos’d to be right-lines (everally given.
83. Note* When more than one known Square or Reftangle is found in any one of the
three continual Proportionals mentioned in either of the three preceding Corollariei oi
Prohl, 16. fuch known Squares or Redangles rauft firft of all be converted into a fimplc
Square, per Probl. a. Chap. 4,
,

C

hy —aa

.

mm

;:

VI.

H A P.

-

mm

r

' , -

The manner of finding out fuch Right-lines and Squares as dre
reprefented by Algebraical FraSiionSj the Quantities confiituting tboft FraQions being given fever ally.

ProbL 1.

'

* •.

Sttppef,
ir

4 = •—.

An Equation propounded.

c

It ^ and c arc right lines given feverally.
Req. to find the line a,

i.

ConfiruUion'.

3. The Equation proposed may be refolved into? c I b it b
4,
ihefe Proportionals, viz.^
In which Analogy , the two firft Terms arc right lines given by Suppojttion , therefore
1 third Proportional to them lhall be given alfo, (per Probl,'], Chap.^,) which third
proportional is the line 4 fought,

Probl,

II,

Suffof.

'

1. 4 = — . An Equation propos’d.
c
X, b, c and d are right lines given feverally.
Re^. to find the line a*

,

.

ConflrHUionl

3. The Equation propos’d may be refolved into this? ^ 'I b ii d Z d,
^
Analogy, viz..
In which Analogy, the three firft Terms are right lines given by Sapportion therefor^
(per Probl. Chap. 5. j the fourth Proportional, to wit, the line 4 (hall be given alfo;

Probl,

in.

Suppof.
j. 4 = bb-\- bd ^
c

/

2.

Equation propos’d.

fand/arc right lines given feverally.
E

e

Rifk

I
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.

fo find the line a.
ConJhruBion,

3. The Equation propos’d may be refolved into this7
^
.. ^
Analogy, . -i
.
.
. . ..S
.
In which Analogy the three 'firft Terms -are given . for firftc and / being given by
StiPpoCttion, a right line equal to c—/(hall be given alfo, (per Probl.
Chap, y)
fccondly, A and ^ being given by Snppofitm, a right line equal w
ihall be given,
(per^rohLi. Ch^p. 4.) andlaftly, the fourth Proportional line a fought (hall be given,
per Prdbi. 8. Chapi 5’.
'
•
- •_ ■ •_^__
PhbL

i, a z=:

Sfippof.
bb — dd

1. biC y d

3.

IV.

An Equation propos’d.

^ Hr/ ’

are right lines given.
Req, to find the line a.
CwflruUion'.
f

The Equation propos’d

may be refolved into this? cdi^f.b-^-diib-^d^M,
Analogy,..
.5
4. In which Analogy the three firft Terms arc given, and therefore the fourth proportional
line.4 fought fliall be given alfo by ProhU 8. Chap. 5.
__hb>\^2bc^€C ^
5 »4n like manner^ if/.
. 2
** —
d^f ’ ‘
5. Then this Analogy will difcoyer the line 4 fought,? d-\-f . ^4-p:;
viz,. •• . i • •
• •
bb — 2 be
cc
7. Again, if
. i .
• • '•
^ ^ “ -d , 1 . f-*
8. Thenfuppofing^ ETC, the line
ftiall be given?
^ —t ;
by this Analogy, viz. ....... .S
ProbL V;
Snppof.

1

j. ^
g

a.

An Equation propos'd.
^

^

*

‘

^

d,are right lines given.
•
to find the line ^ .
CohjirnStion.

3. Firfl: reduce df to a Reflangle , which fliall have7
b for one of its fides, viz. let it be made (per^ ^
^ ,
Probl.^.Chap.y) as^ to d, fo f to a fourth Pro-^
portional, which may be called h; therefore .3
4. Therefore by comparing the Redangle of the?
extremes to the Rcdangle of the means, . . .3
l ill
5. Then by fetting bh in the place of df in the Equa- i 4 z=
-^ . •
tion propos’d, it will be converted into this, we.. 3
g.
d. Which laft Equation may be refolved into this? _ , ^
•
Analogy
S'
But in the Analogy laft expreft, the thfee firft Terras are given by Suppofitm and ConjhuSiion, therefore (per Pf obi. 8.^C%. f.j the fourth proportional line. 4 fought fliall be given
■ alfo. The fame line a may be found out divers other ways, as the induftrioUs Learner will

/

eafilyT^c^lvS*
Sfippof.

_,
Probl.
‘ t

__. .
V i.
^

1, a •=^ —. An Equation propos’d.
ged—ghk^
2, b, e^djf, gy h znd k^zre right lines given.
Req. to find the line a.

h.

i

Chap. 6:

aip
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ConflrnUion,

i.

idf

i

3. Firft, reduce be to a Reftangle which lliall have'
f f
g for one of its Tides, viz., let it be made (feri
i
• b :: c :
Probl. 8. Chap.
j as ^ to
fo c to a fourthj
Proportional, call it /, therefore , . , .
4. Therefore, by comparing the Reflangle of the ?
be.
extremes to the Reftangle of the means i . . •>
Therefore from 1 ° and 4°, by fetting^/ in the place ?
ged-ghk.
of be in the Equation propos’d, it gives . . . >
6. Again, reduce ^ to a Keif angle that fliall have?
dm —z hkj'
^ for one of its Tides, viz. let it be made as J to
fo 4. to a fourth, which may be called
therefore
7. Therefore from 5 ° and 6° , by fetting dm in the
Idf
.
place,of hk^ in the Fraffion in the latter part or
cd — dm
the 5^'^ftcp, it gives ..
8. Therefore by refolving the latter Fraftion in the
c — m . / :: *
7^^ ftep into Proportionals, this Analogy arifeth,
•

•

#•••,.•»•

•

(

■

If
c—m

f

•

4.

•

In which Analogy the three firft Terms are given by Sftppoption arid ConflmUion, there¬
fore the fourth Proportional, to wit, the line a fought fliall be given alfo, by Probl. 8.
Chap. $. of this Book.
Probl, VII.
Suppof.
dbb
j. d r=: -. An Equation propos’d.
cc
2. hyCy d are right lines given.
Req. to find the line a.
ConflrHUi'on.

3. The Equation propos’d may be rcfolved into this >
‘

^

..

^

^

Analogy, viz. ..S
In which Analogy, the three firft Terms are given by Suppofition , and qualified according
to the tenour of Probl. 10.'Chap. y. therefore the fourth Term, that is, the line a fought
fhall be given alfo by that Problem.

probl.
I. 4 =

VIII.

Suppof,
bed
An Equation'propos’d.

If'

z. b, c, dy f, are right lines given.
Req, to find the line d.
ConJlruUion.
3. Firft, the Equation propos’d may be refolved into 7
be
this Analogy,.i
4. Then let ff be reduced to a Reiftangle that lhall )
have b for one of its Tides; viz. let it be madc^ ,
ff
( per probl.j. Chap.^.) as b to /, fo f to a thirds ^ ““ JJ*
Proportional, which may be called g , therefore 3
5. Then by taking bg inftcad of ff for the firft Term
of the Analogy in the third ftep, that Analogy will
bg . be
be converted, into this..^
6. Whence, by calling away the common altitude if,>
this Analogy arifeth,.> *

^9

::

d

a.
4.

In which laft Analogy the three firft Terms are right lines given by Suppofition and Con*
firublionj therefore the fourth propoaional line a (hall be given alfo,
Ee 2

Probl. IX*
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An Equation propos’d.

Eeq» to find the line a.
ConjirnBion.
The Eqiiation propos’d may be refolved into this? bb — cc
Analogy,.^
, Then (by Probl.^, Chap.
) find a Square equal to
— cc, which Square may be called dd; this beingv
fet in the place of bh — cc, (the firft Term of the pre-i
ceding Analogy,) will give thefc Proportionals, viz.
. Reduce dd to a Rcftangle that fhall have b for one of^
its Tides, viz. let it be made as b lo d, fo^to a third ^
Proportional, which may be called /, therefore ..
6. Then by taking bf inftead of dd, the Analogy in the ?
bb
2C
4^*^ ftep will be converted into this,.•> H
7. Whence, by fejc£ling the common altitude b, this?
2C
(Tk
b
f
Analogy arifeth,..
In which laft Analogy the three firft Terms are right lines given by Suppofition and
ConftruBion; therefore the fourth Proportional line a fhall be given alfo, per ProbLS. Ch.f.
ProbL

X.

Shppof.
bbcc
ddff
Equation propos’d.
dff— bcc
^
^
2. b, c,d/f, 2te. right lines given.
Req. to find the line a.
Confi;rpiBion,
I.

a

_

Let it be made (per Probl. 8. Chap. 5.? as c to /, fo?
eg = df,
d to a*fourth proportional line, call it g, therefore,5
Then fetting eg in the place of df in the Equation pro¬
bbc ■iM.
A =
pos’d , and expunging e out of the Numerator and
gf—k
Denominator, it gives
5. Again, let it be made as c to /, fo ^ to a fourth pro-^ . _
poriional line, call it
therefore,
. .
. . .^
6. Then fetting ek, in the place of gf in the Fraaion in
bb—kd
a =
the fourth ftep, and calling e out ot the Numerator and
k.-i
Denominator, there arifeth.
7. Again, let it be made as i to b, fo ^ to a third pro-7 km = bb.
portional line, call it m, therefore, . •
• • ‘S
8. Then fetting
in the place of bb in the Numerator of ? a __ kpt — kd
“
k.-b
the Fratftion in the 6^'’ ftep, there will thence arife . . ^
Q. Again, let it be made as
b tom —d, fo kjo a fourth 7
A.
4,— b . m — d
k
Proportional, which fliall be the line a fought, viz.
From the preceding ConflrtiBion ’tis evident that the defired line a may be found out
10

.

I.
2.

r
)

3« '5
4.

c

.
•

f
f
h
•
m—d

■■
■■
:
;

d

l

g
b

•
.

K

•

gk.
m.

II.

propos’d in this Problem do manifeftly (hew, that the lines b,e, d^f
with this Caution or Determination, viz. 1

be given

but /c-

m

•221
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That is to fay, if it be made as
to ^, fo c to a fourth Proportional, the line / mufl:
be greater than that fourth Proportional j but if ( by Pyohl. 11. Ch^p» 5* )
made
as^f to
fo cc to another Square, then the line f muft be greater than the fide of that
latter Square.
. , .
.
,
..i»
.
»
Now if the line / be given within thofe limits, then
will be greater than 0, and
greater than d, as the laft Analogy in the lo*’’ ftep requires. The fame limits of / may
be eafily inferr’d alfo from the four Analogies in the i o*'' fiep.
Examp/e in Numbers.
^ J c = 24, I

Analogies in the lo^’’ ftep you will find <
4 = 24.

Thence it follows that ^ = 24 =

Equation proposU

djj — bcc

Probl.

X I.

Suppof,
.

I. AA r=

An Equation propos’d.

2. by c, d are right lines given.
Req» to find the line A.

CoriflruUion,
3. The Equation propos'd may be refolved into thisZ ^
d :: bb • aa.
Analogy,
.
.S
In which Analogy, the three firft Terms arc given , and qualified according to the tenour
of Probl. 1 i.Chap. p. therefore the line a fliall be given alfo by that Problem.

Probl. XII.

Suppof,
j, ^4 —
2.

^

‘

An Equation propos’d.

c

''< . .

,

r, d and f are right lines given.
Req. to find the line a .

3, The Fraftion

fignifies a Re£langle contain’d under a right line equal to ^ and

the line/, therefore firft, according to the Cbnftru£lion of Probl. z. of this Chapter,
find a right line equal to —, which line qpay be called g, therefore,
bdf

AA = fg

4. Then by Probl. 9. Chap. 5. reduce the Redangle ^ to a Square, which may be called
, whofe fide is w, therefore,
aa = mm (^z=: fg.) And confequently, m = a the line fought

,

Probl.

XIII.

Stippof.
_ bbcc
An Equation propos’d.

.

*'*'*“"

2.

c and

dd

are right lines given.
' Req. to find the line a,
ConfirnUion,

3^ The Equation propos’d may be refolved into this 2

Analogy,

...'

.5

bb

CC

AA.

4« But the fides of proportional Squares are alfo Proper- 7 ^
b
tionals, therefore from 3®,.S
In which laft Analogy the three firft Terms are right lines given, therefore the fourth
proportional line a fought (hall be given alfo.
Probl, AIV.
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Su^pof,

.
2.
1

aa ^

^

ProbL
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XI Vi

Equation propos’d.

,

. ^ i ^yf}g
given.
Meq, to find the line a .
ConflruBion.

3. The Equation propos’d may be refoived into this 7
the
HU,
Analogy ,
J
4. By Prohl. 9. Chap. 5. reduce ibc to a Square, which^
may be called hh; reduce likevvife dfto a Square, which
hh
as*
ik
ig
you may call kf, then the preceding Analogy will
'be converted into this,.
5. But the fides of proportional Squares are alfo Pro-?
a.
k
portionals, therefore , from 4°..$ g
In Which laft Analogy the three firft Terms are right lines given, and therefore the fourth
proportional line a fought fliall be given alfo.
Many other ways might be fhewn to conftruft ( or effeft ) moff of the preceding Pro¬
blems of this Chapter ; but for brevity fake, I leave them to be fohnd Out by the induftrious
Learner, who by the help of thofe before deliver’d will alfo eafily perceive how tofolvc
other Troblems of like nature : And now having explain’d all fuch things as are materially
neceffary by way of Preparation to the Refolution and Gompofuion of Plane Problems,
J fliall proceed to Examples, which 1 have divided into foutClafesor Forms, contain’d
in the four following Chapters.

Chap. VII.
The firU Claffis of Examples ^of the Refolution and Compofition
of Plane Problems^ to wit ^ fuch whofe ConflruSlion may be
perform*d by drawing only Right and Circular tines^

I

N which Examples, the Refolution ends either in an Analogy whofe three firfl Terras are
right lines known, and the fourth gives the right line fought; or elfe it ends in a firaple
Equation between the right line fought, and one or more right lines known. What
is meant by Mathematical Refolution and Compofition, I have hinted by Definitions in the
beginning of
i. Book^ I. of this Treatife, and now I come to expound and illuftrate
the fame by Examples, after I have recommended a few things by way of Caution and
Direftion to Learners.
Firfi, Let the Analyft take care to underfland the import and meaning of a Problem
propounded, left by too much haft he lofc his labour, or be too forward in cenfuring the
Propofer, when the fault is in himfelf. for many undertake to be Correftors of others,
when they themfelves have indeed more need of corredion.
Secondly, Forafmuch as the moft part of Problems propos’d in Geometrical Figures
have need of Preparation, let the Analyft endeavour, before he begins the Algebraical
Refolution, to find out as much as he can by the Synthetical Method, which proceeds by
a Series of Confequences deduced altogether from known Quantities; and fometimes
it will be convenient to preraife one or more preparatory Propofitiens to render the Refoiution of a Problem propos’d, the more fimple and intelligible.
Thirdly, When the Refolution of a Geometrical Problem is begun, the like care muft
be taken to keep every ftep thereof in the fimpleft Terms, for avoiding Equations of
higher Powers than the nature of the Problem requires, efpeciaUy fuch as exceed Geome¬
trical Dimenfions 5 for example, in the Refolution of a Plane Problem, no Term of any
Analogy or Equation ought to exceed two.Dimenfions, 2'/^. every Term muft be either
a right Line or a Plane, for ’lis improper to introduce Solid? in the Refolution or Corapofi.tion of a Plane Probl^.
E<lip[thlyl

2^3
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Fomhlj , The Scope or aim of the Analyft in folving a Problem mufl: be, firft, to find
out a Canon to direft how the Conftrucfion of the Problem may be efFefted by the Quanti¬
ties given, and then the Conftrudlion being finifli’d to form a Demonftration Synthetically^
that may clearly prove the Problem to be fully fatisfied. But although a Canon rightly
found out by the Algebraick An bids that only to be done which is poffible, yet oftentimes
in the Conftrudion even of a Plane Problem, fuch objections will flart up againil: the
poffibility of the ConftruCtion, as cannot be folved by any thing apparent either in the
Canon, or in the propofition of the Problem : As, if a plain Triangle be to be made
of three right lines, whereof one is rightly found out by ConflrnUioA according to the di¬
rection of the Canon, and the other two are alfo difcovered by the help of Quantities
given and found out, yet before a Triangle can be made of ihofe three right Ijnes, it rauft
be proved , that every two of them being joyned together as one right line, are longer than
the third • which Proof may happen to be a more difficult work than the invention of the
Canon; And therefore when any doubt arifcth concerning the poffibility of any particular
ConftruCfion, and it doth not clearly appear whether fuch ConftruCtion can be done or not,
an induftrious Enquiry rauft be made to difcover what is abfolutefy neceffary to be given
er granted to make that poffible to be done, which the Problem requires, or the Canon Ws
to be done: Upon which Search, oftentimes one or more Determinations or Cautions will
be found neceflary to limit the Quantities given in the Problem, that its ConftruClion may
meet with no Impediment. Examples or Determinations will appear in divers Problems
in this and the following Chapters.
Fifthly y After all neceflary Determinations are premis’d, and the ConftrnCfion of a Problem'^is hnilb’d , it remains to deraonflrate that the Quantity or Quantities found out by the
CwftruUm will fatis6e the Problem s But the Demoitftration of the Solution of a Plane
Problem,if its Conftru^ion be Algebraically found out in fuch manner that no Terra of any
Analogy or Equation in the Rcfoluiion exceeds Geometrical dimenfions, may be formed by
a repetition of the fteps of the Refolution in a retrograde order, that is, by’r^nrrting
backwards from the end to the beginning of the Refolution j and the 0em-nlli^don of
a Theorem may be formed by the fteps of the Algebtaick Reiolution in a ffireCi order,
that is, by proceeding forward from the beginning to the end of the Refolution. All which
will be copioufly illuftrated by the Rifolntms and Compojitions of Prooleras in this and
the following Chapters.
' ■
'r r. >
Sixthly and lafilj, I defire the Reader to take notice that in the Rifolution of a Pro¬
blem, I ufethefoiall/t4/*4«lcttcts, 4,
c,
&c. afliimingalwaysforae Vowel,as 4,'
or e, &C. to reprefent a line fought. and Confonants j as ^, r, </, &c. to lignifie lines
given Of known : But in the Compofition of a Problem?, that is, in its ConitruCfion and
Demonftration, I ufe the Roman Capital letters. A, B , C, D , &c. to exprefs lines
known, that the Refolution and Compofition may be compared to one another without
Confufion.
'
;
,5

Problem

To divide a given right line into two parts which fhall be in a given
Reafon, that is, one part to the other as two right lines given.
C

-I--

A
R
S
i;

6
B

5
3

^ = A B a right line given to be cut into two parts.'
’ ?. the Terms of the given Reafon of the parts fought.

Re^i to find
3. A G and C B fach parts of AB, that AC + CB = AB.

alfoi

4. AC.CBi5R»S.
y. For one of the parts fought pul.^ a.
6. Therefore from 1® and s® the other part is , .
b—4.
7. And according to the tenour of the Problem j
♦ ^
pounded, « •
0

4

?

^_a.
There-

J

Mathematical KefoJution and Cowpojitiofj,
Tbtttiott by Compojition of ReafOft converfe,
fin*d in
4. C^4p. 3. J..
Which laft Analogy gives this
CANON.
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9. As the fumm of the Terras of the given Reafon is to the firft Term . (that is, which
of the two you pleafe j) fo is the line given to be divided, to one of the parts defired,
which part fubtrafted trora the line given to be divided leaves the other part.
I o. Note. Although the Analogy in the feventh ftep may be converted into an Equation,
( by comparing ine Reftangle of the extremes to the Rcftangle of the means,) from
whichj after due RedusSion , the Analogy in the eighth ftep will arife , yet in Geoitietrical Deraonftrations, which require a Contemplation upon Schemes or Figures,
an Analogy in right lines is more firaple , and eafier to be underftood than an Equation
"between Planes, or Solids 5 and therefore ’tis more ufual with Geometricians in their
Argumentations, to proceed as much as is poffible from one Analogy to another, by
Compofition, DivvTion, and other Ways of arguing about Proportions, (defin’d in
Chap. 3. of this
) that at length an Analogy may arife, when there is a poffibility, wherein the three firft Terms are given to find a fourth Proportional, which
gives the Qiiantity fought j but there will be very- often a neceility of converting an
Analogy into an Equation , when known Quantities cannot be otherwife feparated trora
unknown, as will hereafter appear by variety of Examples.
Concerning the Compofition of a Geometrical Problem,
11. fthe Compofitioft oi a Problem confifts of two p^rts, to wit, Confiru^ion, {otDeli^
fteation,) and Demonflration ; the former finds out that which is required to be done
or found out, and the latter proves that that which is done or found out will fatisfie the
Prthlem propounded.
,
'

But before the ConflruUion be begun, if the Problem be not univerfal, fuch Determi¬
nations (or Cautions) as arc needful to limit the given Quantities, that the Problem may
be poffible muft be annexe to it, and the truth and reafon of fuch Determinations made
tnanifeft • for ’tis the Office of him. that undertakes to folve a Problem to determine what
can, and what cannot be done 5 and if that which is required be poffiblc, then to ffiew how,
and how many ways it may be done : Now the Algebraical Art is an excellent Guide
to (hew the way Reading to thofe ends. for firft, the
refulting from the Refolutiofl
doth for the moft part difeover all fuch Determinations as are neceflary to limit the given
Quantities that the Problem may be poflible, and direffs alfo how its ConJiruUion may
be made by working only with given Qpaniities. And laftly, if no Term of any Analogy
or Equation in the Refolution exceeds Geometrical Diraenfions, a Demonflration of the
Solution of the Problem may be form’d out of the fteps of the Refolution in a retrograde
order, that is, by returning backwards from the end of the Refolution to its beginning.
But thefe things will beft appear by Examples, and therefore 1 ffiall proceed to
'

i

t»

• j.

The Compofition of Ptoh\, 1,
10
C
6
A -1-— B
R-y
S-3
L ——■—---- 10
Suppof.
:
12. A B is a right line given to be cut into two parts.
13. R and S are the terras of the given Reafon of the parts fought.
Recj. to find
14^ AC and GB fuch parts of AB, that AC-|- CB = AB. Alfo ,
'
I y. A C . C B ;; R . S,
ConflrHplion.
15. Let it be made ( perProhl. 8. Chap. 5.) as R-}-S to R, fo A B to a fourth Pro¬
portional line, which may be called L , therefore
„
R-j-S . R :: AB . L.
t y* From A B cut off A C = L, which is poffible to be done if A B be greater than L,
bat

\

Chap. 7.
but R^j-S the firft Term of the laft preceding Analogy is evidently greater than R
the fecond Term , therefore (per Schol Prop.14. Elem.
the third Term AB lhall be
greater than the fourth L; and confequently A C = L may be cut off from A B.
That done, the given line A B is divided in the point C into two parts AG, C B,
which will faiisfie the Problem
For firft , A C
C B =: A B , and that A C is to
C B as R to S, I fliall demonftrate by a retrograde repetidoil of the fteps of the Refolution in manner following.
,
. . R
. S
:: AC . CB,
18. . . . Be<j. dtmoyifir.
Demorfiration
R-\-S . R
ip. Becaufe by
in 16°, .
10. And by Conftr. in 17°,.)> AC = L.
21. Thereforefromi9°,By takingACinfteadof L,J> R-j-S . R
That is, in 8% (the lalt ftep of the Refoluiion^) )> r-j-r . r
22. Therefore from the Analogy in 21% hy Di-?
„
S

::

AB

.

::
::
••

AB
AC

. AC.
.4.
C R'

:i

a

, b — a.

b

L.

vijtotf of Reafonconverfe,{dtiindin Se£t.S.Ch,j.')i

That is, in 7°,

.

,

. •.^ .

r

•

s

Which was to be done.
JVorc. Iti forming a Demonfiration by a repetition of the fteps oF the Refolution in
a backward order, it muft be obferved as a perpetual Rule , That When in the Refolution
you pafs forward from one ftep to another by Contpofition of Reafon^ in the Demonftration
you are to return backward by Diviflon of Reafon\ and when you pafs by Ihvijlon of
Reafon in the Refoiution, you arc to return by Compofition of Reafon in the Demonftration :
alfo, j'lddition'\n the one,
SubtraUion in the other. -All which will be evident
in the following Problems.

11.
To a given right line to add another right line, that the given with
the added may have a given Reafon to the line added. But the firft Ternt
of the Reafon muft be greater than the latter.
Prohl.

■<

'

120

B

60

C

A
R
S --1

3

Suppof.

I.

^ = AB a right line given to be increafed.

3.

R CT"
Rec]. to find

4. B C a right line, fuch, that A B

BC

;

BC

::

R

S.

I

Refolution.
y. tor the line fought put
1 . 1
.
6. Which added to the given line b makes

. * ^ 4.
. . ^ b-\-a.
7. Then according to the import of the Problem, ^
r
.

f

::

4 ,

d.

given to be increafed, to the increafe fought.
The Compoftion of Probl. 2.

B

A ~

G

R 8 D ^
T -

A B r= 120
R =
3
S r=
t
D ^

z

T =
B C =2 60

Tf

Suffof.
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aa6

Snppof.
I o.
11.
12.
13.

A B is a right line given.
R and S are the Terms of a given Reafon.
R c“ S.
D = R —S.
Req. to find

14. BC a right line, fucb, that

.

. .

^

AB4~*BC

.

BC

,

R

•

S,

ConfiruUion.

15-. Let it be made (per Prohl. 8. Chap, 'S.) as ^
D (or R — S) to S, fo AB to afourthpro-> D .
S ;; AB . T.
portional line, call it T, therefore, . . .3
16. Let AB be continued to C, fo, that . .)> BC = T.
Now the line BC (or T) being found out by the help of the given lines, A B, R and S,
according to the diredion of the Camn, we muft Hiew that it will fatisfie the Probl. ihereforCj

ly.

,

.

.

Req. demonfir.R.S::AC. (AB-j-BC.) BC.
Tkmonflratm.

18. Becaufc by Confir* in 15® and 16°, .
R —S . S :: AB . BC.
ip. Therefore by Compof- of Reafon, ...J>
R
.S::AC.BC,
Which was to be done.
*
Note. In palling from the firft flep of this Demonftraiion, ( which is the laft flep
in the Refolution , ) to the fecond } the Argumentation is made by Compofaion of Reafon,
becaufe in palling to the laft ftep of the Refolution from the laft but one, it was argued
by Bivifion of Reafon - agreeable to the Note at the end of the preceding Probl, i.

Probl. III.

To a given right line to add another right line, that the Difference
of the given and added may have a given Reafon to their Summ. But
the firlx Term of the Reafon muft be lefs than the latter Term.
This Problem hath two Cafes; for either the given right line Hull exceed the added,
or the added the given. Firft , let the given exceed the added.
LB
AB = 120
A-1-1-C
FG =
1
.

D-1-1-1-H
E

/

F

G

DF =

3

B C ==

do

Suppof.

1.

^ = AB a right line given.

2.
3.

^
r

^ the Terms of the given Reafon.
s.
Req. to find

4. B C a right line, fuch, that

AB — BC

.

AB-j-BC

FG

.

DF.

Refolution,

For the line fought to be added put . .
6, Therefore the excefs of the given line b above?
the line fought ftiall be .
..5
y. And the fumm of the given line and the line ?
fought fhall be
...
8. Therefore, according to the tenour of the Pro¬
blem propounded, this Analogy arifeth, . .
Therefore by Compofition of Reafon,
>
I o. And by doubling the Confequents, . , . >
11. And inverfly,..
. >
12. hT\A by Divijion of Reafon 3 ..... >
13. And inverfly ,. >
14. But a Ample quantity is to a Ample, as ihe^ y
double of the former to the double of the latter,
i
therefore
.
. . ..
3

p.

a.

/_
^

^

"1“
r

‘
.

s
s

::

2b

.

.

2/

::

2b

•

. . ,

::

b-^4

bJ^a.

,

2

2X

. j-j-r

: : 2^-{-24 .

s-^r
s^r

. x-f-^

:i
i:

2a

::

tb

b

, i-—r

u

.
■

,

lb

j ■ "2 a.

lb.
2b,
24.

;

2 a.
if. And
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15. And

I

(per prop,u.BUm.<;J)> s-\-r

dij

/—r

a*

Hence this
.
CANON,
15. As the furam of the Terras of the given Reafon is to their difference, fo is the given
line to the line fought.Therefore the line required to be added to the given line, is given alfo.
I f. Note. The line fought may eafily be difcovered by the Analogy in the ninth ftep;
where the three firft Terms being known , the fourth is known by Confequence 5 andi
fince that fourth Term is evidently Compos’d of the given line and the line fought,the given
line fubtrafted from that known fourth Proportional (hall neceffarily give the line fought;
whence ’tis manifefl:, that the Argumentation continued from the ninth ftep to the end
of the Refolution is not of necemty, but only to, (hew how the line fought may be
purely the fourth Proportional of an Analogy whofe three firft Terms are known, and
confequently the line fought is known alfo: Which way of arguing by Analogies is
more proper, (when it may be ufcd,) than that by Equations, as hath before been hinted
in SeU. 10. ^robl. i. of this Chapter.
The Compojition of Cafe

Probl.

A'B

L
B
A -1-1-C
£)-1-1-1-

H

K

— 120

FG =
I
DF =
3
K = 60
BC Z=Z 60

S/tppof,

18. A B is a right line given.
1 o. F G and D F arc the Terms of a given Reafon,
F G “3 D F.
20
Req, to find
21 B C a tight line, fuch, that . . . AB—BC

AB+BC

:: FG . DF,

ConflrHUion.

Let it be made as DF-l-FG (that is, DG,) >
DF—FG ;; AB
Ki
to DF —■ FG, fo AB to a fourth proportional > DF+FG
line, call it K, therefore,.3
2 3. Let A B be continued to C, fo j that . ^ B C = K.
24. Now the line BC, or K being found out by the help of ihcgiven lines AB,DF, FG,'
( according to the direftion of the C^yton^) we rauft fliew that it will fatisfie the Problem,
viz. that the difference of A B and BC is to their fumm, as FG to DF • but this
Analogy, (after 1 have premis’d a few things to contraft ihe DemonfiratmJ I fhall make
manifeft by a repetition of the fteps of the Refolution in a retrograde order, that is,
by returning backwards from the end to the beginning of the Refolution.
22 .

Prepar.

25. From AB cut off AL r= BC = K, which 'J
• *
.
is poffible to be done, for the firft Terra of/
the Analogy in 22® is evidently greater thanv_ AL = BC.
the fecond, and therefore (per Schol. Prop. 14.^
Eltm.'y.) the third Term AB ftiall be greater \
than the fourth K, or BC 5 fuppofe therefore J
BC.'
26. Thence it follows that.> LB = AB
DF = FH.
27. Let DF be continued to H , fo, that
28. From DF cut off FE=:FG, which is pofli
F E = F G.
blc to be done, for by Suppofition in 20®,
DF c" FG; fuppofe therefore . . .
29. Therefore by fubtraaing the laft Equation^ DE = GH = DF — FG.
•
•
•
• J
from that in 27
Req, dentonjlr, . 'j FG . DF
AB—BC • AB* -BC :: LB • A^'
30,
J^emonfiration,
BC.
AB
DF—FG
31. By Cc«/r. in 2 2® and 2;®, '....> DF-l-FG
/-1-r
h
That is in 15,“(the laft ftep of the Refolution,) y
32. But there is the fame Reafon of the double''
2*AB :
2BC :: AB ; BCo
to the double, as of the ftmple to the fimplcj^
therefore

4

Ff

That
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That is, in the 14^^* ^lep, .. .
2a
lb
>
33. Therefore out of 31° and 32
DF+FG .DF-FG
2AB
2BC.
(fer Prof. ii. Elem.
)
. s —r
That is, in the 13*^’ ftep, . .
Za,
2BC
.
34. Therefore inverfly, , . .
2A6.
> DF-FG . DF^-<FG
. j — r . / H-r
That is, in the 12*^ ftep,
.
xa
zb,
.
2DF
3 5”. Therefore by Compof. of Reafort^ [>
. DF^1-.FG 2AB+2BC. 2 AB.
That is, in the 11*''ftep, . . . j> .
zs
. s \-r
zb,
2^+24 .
35. Therefore inverfly,
DF+FG . 2DF
zAB
2 AB+zBC.
That is, in the i
ftep, . . . ^
s~]^r .
2^
zb
zb-\^za,
27. Therefore by halving the Confe-7 y>,T- ,
.
DF
2 AB
AB + BC.
quents in the 36^^' ftep, . . .5
That is, in the 9^^ ftep, . .
.
S
zb
b
a.
. DF
38. Phtttloxthy Divifion of Reafotif
. FG
AB-BC. AB-}-BC.
That is, if] the
ftep,
.. . .
. r
b — a‘ , b
a,
39. Therefore from 38° and 3^°,?
pQ
DF
LB
. AC.
(per Ax. 6. Chap, t.) . . . ,5
Which was to be Dem. Therefore the Problem is fatisfied.
3 o. Note. Under every ftep of this Denaonftraiion , I have fet the correfpondent ftep of
the Refolntion, that the Learner having refpeft to the Note at the end of Probl. i. of this
Chapter, may clearly perceive how the Demonftration is form’d out of theftepsof the
Refolntion in a Retrograde order, that is, by returning backwards from the end to the
beginning of the Refolution • for the firft ftep in the Demonftration anfwers to the laft:
in the Refolution, the fecond in the Demonftration , to the laft but one in the Refo¬
lution , and fo backwards in the Refolution, until the Analogy that was firft aflumed in
the Refolution be pofitively and infallibly proved to be true. But after the Demonftration
is in that manner difeovered, the Algebraical fteps muft be omitted: So when the fore¬
going Demonftration beginning at the 31'^ ftep, is freed from the Analogies expreft by
the fmallletters belonging to the Refolution, and contrafted by the help of the
preparatory Equations in the 26^ and 29^^ fteps, refpeft alfo being had to the Diagram,
there will arife this following
.
LB

.

‘

‘

Eemonfiration.

A --1-1-- C
D -1—-i—t-— -- H
E F G
K

Becaufe by Confr. in 22® and 23°, ^
•
DG . DE
AB
.
BC.
And by prop, i
E/em. i. , . >► 2 AB . 2BC
•
AB
.
BC.
Therefore,
per
prop.
11.
Elem.
5.
DG
.
DE
•
2 AB
. 2BC.
43
••
. DG
2 BC
. 2 AB.
44 And inverfly..;> DE
•
•
45 And by Compojition, . . . . ^ 2DF . DG
2AC . 2 A B.
•
.
4^. And inverfly
DG . 2DF
•
2 A B . 2 AC.
••
47. And by halving the Confequents, j>
DG . DF
2AB .
AC.
••
48. Wherefore by Divifion of Reafon, ^
FG • DF
LB
.
AC.
Which in 30° was Req. dem.
49. Thus you have feen the firft Cafe of Probl. 3. efFefted and deraonftrated Synthetically,’
or by way of Compofition, which argues altogether with known quantities j but the
fubftance of the Compofition, to wit, the Confimlbion and Demonfiration, was found Out
Analytically, or by way of Refolution, which from an Aflumption of the quantity
fought as if it were known or granted, together with the help of one or more known
quantities, proceeds by Confequences, until in Conclofion the quantity fo affumed or
feigned to be known, is found equal to fome quantity certainly known , and is therefore
known alfo.
41

42

But it may be objected, that Eemonftrations formed by the fteps of Algebraical Rcfpluiiotj are for themoft part rude and prolix • this I grant, but experience fliews, that
^Dmopftrgt ion {o^omA out may oftentimes be eafily contrasted, or, at Icaft, give light
to find out others more fuccinft and elegant. And fince my purpofe is, to (Few the Learner
a general and ready way of forming ihz Demonftrations of
Theorems, and Selntions
of Problems as he finds out by Algebra, when no Term of any Analogy ^or
Equation
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Eqaarion in any ftcp of the Rcfolution exceeds Geometrical Diraenfions, I ftiall very
fcidom digrds from the fteps of the Refolution.
The Sffilmhn of Cafe 2. Probl. 3.

In this Cafe the line fought is fappos*d to exceed the given line A B,
5^0. For the given line A B put (as before ) ^
ju And for the line fought, * • ^
52. Therefore theexcefsof the line fought)
above the given is.>
yj. And the fumm of both lines is . .
54. Therefore, according to the tenotar of?
Pr(ifi. 3. this Analogy arifeth, - • , 3
$ 5. Therefore by Competition of Keafm, • ^
yd. And by doubling the Confequents, . ^
5 7. And inverfly
« • «««
5 8. And by Blvijiem -of Rtftfon , . , • r*
55?. And becaufe there is the fame Reafon
of the (implc to the fimple , as of the]
double to the double, therefore . .
60, And oirt of y S'* and 59% (per prop* x i«?
£fcw.5.;

s,

^_y
*
4.A.
* ^
f
^
i -j- y

a

y •

a —I""

s

:: '2<t

.

A-^y*,

2s

r:

.

2/« *-J“

2«

2A*

Jf — y

2 a.

ih

24,

a
.

„

-.iS

CANON.

Hence tWs

. '

-

*

'I

61* As idsc Difference of the Terms of the given Reafon istotheirSumm J fo is the given

line CO the line fought.. Therefore the ime required to be added to the given lane,
is ^cn alfo.
The Compofition of this latter Cafs differing but little from the former, I ihall leave it
as aja cxcrcifc to the Learner.
....
•

*

^

Ml

‘

IV.

•

Thp clifference of the exti^Ties of three proportional right lines being
given, as allb the fumna of the mean and Imer extreme5 to find the
Proportionals.
D

-...«« .>—-■

5

C

10

G

M
L

n
■

%

J

•

-II

j

4

Suppef.
t.

G, M, L

-ir^i

G

.

M

M

t, G cr L.
3.
4. c =

.

G — L is given.
M
L is givou
£e^. to find G , M, L«
m.

yi For the Icffer iextreme Proportionai put -, ;; /
d. Therefore,oat <ff 3* and 5 ®, .the greater extreme is > ’ ^
7. Aad h-om 4* and 5% the mean Is
— a.
8. Therefore according to the tenoiir of the Problem, ^ d -j- 4 . tf—4
^.Tim^oTtbyComp«fiimofR!e4fon, « « .
. C—A
€
10. And alternately,
^
.
It. Wherefore by
Haicethit

•

C-^4

»4 %•

. .
4

C

.

4.

C—4

I'

4.

S

f

4tt

CANON.

i X, A« the fitmtn of tfic difference sinJ the extremes of the double fumm of the mean and
Icffer extreme, is to the fumm of the mean and ieffer extreme • fo is the laft mentioned
fumm to the leffer extreme. Therefore the Icffcr extreme fought is given.
13,'After
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13. After a Canon is found out by the Algebraical Art, it may be propounded in the^fortn
of a Theorem, whofc Demonftration may be made by a repetition of the fteps of the
Refolution in a direft order, ( not in a retrograde, ) viz. by proceeding from the
beginning to the end of thd Refolution j as for example, the laft preceding Canon may
be propos’d in the form of a Theorem, and demonftrated thus.
THEOREM

I.

14i If three right lines be Proportionals, the fumm of the mean and lelTer extreme, (hall
be a mean proportional between the leffer extreme, and the fumm of the difference of the
extremes and the double fumm of the mean and lefler extreme.
G
M
L
D
C
F

10

Sttppdf,

15. G, M i L
i5. G cT" L.

. viz,

G

M

' <

M

L.

PrepaK

17. Make D = G — L; therefore D -J- L = G.
18. Make C = M
L, therefore C — L =; M.
ip. Make F = D4“iG
20# • . . ^ Req. demottfir,
F
..

i.

Bemonfiratm,

ii. By Suppof. in ly®, i . . . . •}> . G
,
M
22. Therefore out of 17®, 18® and 21®, by^
C
I
exchanging equal right lihes, . • .
^
^
^
•*That is, in 8®, (rthefirft Analogy inthe>
, ,
Refolution.).. . .f
23. Therefore from 22®, by Compofitionofj j)
- c L
That is, in 9®, . . . . .
24. Therefore alternately,
That is, in 10®,
.
; .
2j. Therefore by
26, But hy Conflr, in 19°, , .
27. Therefore from 2y® and 26®,
Which was to be Dem.

. c—a
D-)-C ,
C
.
c
. S D-j-aC .
C
.
F = D -j-. 2 C.
.
F .
C

M
C-L

.
,

u

,
tu

c

?

V

C—L .

4.
L.

c—4 .

a.

d-^c

.
.
.

,

c

C

.

L.
L.

But that Demonftration, after the letters of the Refolution are caft away, may be compendioully reduced unto this that follows, refpeft being had to the Suppohions and Freparation in 1 y ®, 16®, 17®, 18®, 19®.

28.

Req, demmftr.

.

.

.

: G-fiM-fL : M-j-L :: M+L : LI

Demonftration,
29. By Suppof, in ly®, •
^
30. Therefore by Compofttm,

• •
. .
31. And alternately, . . . . .
32. Wherefore by Compof.
, • •
Which' was' to be Dem,

•
.
.
«

. G
G-l-M
; ^ G ~j- M
'r* G>-|-^2M^~*L

V
M
M
V
.
M
M4-L . L,
. M-j-L ;:
M
^ L.
, M+L
< L,'

Hence arifeth
THEOREM 2.

33. If three right lines be Proportionals, the fumm of the mean and lefler extreme fliall
be a mean Proportional between the lefler extreme, and the aggregate pf the fumm
of the extremes and double fumm of the mean,
-—
.

■

-

■
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The Compofition of Probl. 4.'

D
C
L
M
G

---^ J
10

Suppof.

34

D — the difference of the extremes of three Proportionals is given.
C — the fumm of the mean and lefler extreme is given,
Req. to find the Proportionals.
ConflruUion,

^6. Let it be made ( by Proil. 7. Chap. 5. ) as

L;
. C
D4-2C to G, fo G to a third proportional
line, which luppofe to be found L, therefore,
37. By which Analogy , ( and per Schol. Prop. 14.^
Eltm. 5. j the mean C is greater than L, therefore*
M 4. L = C.
find a right line M equal to C — L , thence^
it follows that..
D.
38. Find a right line G equal to D4~L» therefore, ^ G — L
r 1
30. So by the help of the given lines D and C, according to the direftion ot the Canon
in the preceding twelfth ftep, three right lines are found out, to wit, L, M and G,
which (hall be the'three Proportionals required. Now we muft fliew that they will
fatisfie the Problem. Firft then, ’lis manifeft by ConflruBion in 3 8®, that the ditference
of the extremes G and L is equal to the given difference D. Secondly, by ConflrHBion
in 3 7°, the fumm of the mean M and the leffer extreme L is equal to the given fumm CJ
It remains only to prove that the faid G, M and L are Proportionals, viz, that as G is
to M, fo M to L j but this Analogy may be made manifeft by a Repetition of the fteps
of the preceding Refolution in a retrograde order , that is, by returning backwards from
the end to the beginning of the Refolution , in manner following.
U
M
M
40. ... Reej. detnottfir, *
.•
....G
Demonjlrtiticm.

L.
C
C
41. Becaufe by Ctwj/r. in 36°,
* • • *
a,
c
c
That is, in 11°, (the laftftep of the Refolution,)
L.
C
C-L
42. Therefore by
<5/. . . .J> D-q-C
c—a
c
That is, in the tenth ftep ,.
L.
C
43. Therefore alternately, . . • . • .*.^D^-C'. C—L::
c
a,
That is, in the ninth ftep,.V ^
^
**
L.
4q. Therefore, by D/'t'rTww of'Reafon, . . .)> D.-)-.L ,C—L:: C-L
a.
c—a
That is, in the eighth ftep, . . • • •
d-\-a
. e—r
G=D-l-L. Alfo,M=C—L.
45. And bccaufe by
in 3 8° and 37®, ,
46. Therefore out of 44® and 4 5®, by exchanging?
q
„
L.
M
equal right lines, . ...
Which was to be Dera. And therefore the Problem is fatisfied.
Another vfay of refohing the foregoing Probl. 4.

.

The fame things being fuppofed and given as before
4 = M.
^ in I®, 2% 3® and 4® of this Probl. put a for the mean
proportional fought ^ viz. fuppofe
.
. • •
4^ ( — L.)
48. Therefore out of 4® and 47° the leffer extreme fliall be
c
40. And by adding^ the given difference of the extremes?
to the faid leffer extreme c —4, the greater extreme > d^c-^a (=G;-)
47

(hall be.
50. Therefore according to the tenour of the PrebL this ? ,
Analogy arifeih
_ out of 47°>
. . . 4^%
. - 49 > • • •
, ^ d-]-c
51. Therefore by Compoftion cf Reafofty
yz. And alternately ,.
5 3. And inverfly
d+2C
Therefore by Compofition of Reafon,

..
a
c

^
c
a
C-i

d-^-e

c

,
.

c^ao
c—

. C'^ao

.

a,

• 4.
Which

a3a

'
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Which lafl Analogy gives this
CANON,
5
As the aggregate of the difference of the extremes and the double furam of the mean
and leffer extreme, is to the aggregate of the difference of the extremes and thefiimm
of the mean and leffer extreme; fo is the fumm of the mean and leffer extreme to the mean.
Therefore the difference of the extremes of three Proportionals being given, as alfo the
fumm of the mean and leffer extreme, the mean ftiall be alfo given by the Canon laft
expreft. The Demonffration whereof, and the Comfofition of the Problem according
to this latter way of Refolution being very eafie, 1 fiiall leave the fame to the Learners
excrcife.
Probl.

V.

The fumm of the firfi: and fecond of three Proportionals being given,
as alfo the fumm of the lecond and third , to find the Proportionals.
Snpfof.
1. L, M, N are -tt-;
'viz. L .
2. ^ =: L -]-* M is given.
3. c z= M
N is given.
Reej, to find L , M, N.

M

;;

M

N.

B--Q
--JQ

L --9
M -T---— 6
. N —-4 .
Refolpttiort.
4i Put a for the firft Proportional fought, viz, 7
_
L.
fuppofe^ ,.... ... • , mj
5. Therefore out of
and 4®, the mean is .j>^.— a
—
6. And by fubtrading the faid mean* b — a?
. from the given fumm c, the remainder gives
c
ab
the third Proportional, to wit, ... .3
7. Therefore ( according to the Trohl.) thefe ?
,
raaftbeProportionals%«.
.
/.
8. Therefore inverfly, . . . . . .
^—a . a
9. And by Compofition of Reafon ^ . . . .r^
h
• a
10. And alternately,.^
b
: ^
11. And inverfly,
.
. .
..... ^
c
. b
la. her
by Compojitioft of Reafon, . .^
^
Which laft Analogy gives this
CANON

S

M..)
(=N. )
■■
:i
:i
ii

»
b-*

• -

/

i

.

e
^
b-^ a
b

.< h — a,
, b — 4.
• b — a,
.
a,
.
4,

13. As the aggregate of the fumm of the firft and fecond Proportionals artd fumm of the i
fecond and third, is to the fumm of the firft and fecond 5 fo is the laft mentioned fumm {
to the firft Proportional.
Therefore if the fumm of the firft and fecond of three Proportionals be given, as alfo the M
fumm of the fecond and third, the mean fliall be alfo given by the faid Canon, whence alfo
THEOREM.
14. If three right lines be Proportionals, the fumm of the firft and fecond is a mean
Proportional, between the firft, and the aggregate of the fumm of the firft and fecond,
and fumm of the fecond and third.
Which Theorem may eafily be deraonftrated by a repetition of the fteps of the Refolution
in a direft order, after the manner of demonftrating the Theorem in 14® of the foregoing
Probl. 4. but for brevity fake 1 fliall leave the Demonffration to the Learners pradice,
and proceed to the Compojitioft of Probl. 5.
The Compoftion of Probl. y.
Snppof.
15. B = the furam of the firft and fecond of three Proportionals is given.
1
C 5= the fumm of the fecond and third Proportionals is given.
/'

*
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■

[] In the preceding Dia^am. 3

17. By Pro^/. 7. Chap. 5. let it be made as B
to B, fo B to, a third Proportional,
fuppofe it be L, therefore
•
B 4- Q . B : : B . L.
.
iS. Make M = B —L, whence L^-M = B; but that Bcr’.L, as that^efFefiion
requires, ismanifeftby ConJirvUion in 17°; for B-|-C thefirft Term.of the Analogy
in 17® is greater than B in the fecond, and therefore (per Schol Prop. la^.Elcm. %.)
the third Terra, which is alfo B, ftrall be greater than L the fourth, therefore ’tis poflible
CO cut off from B the right line L, and aright line will remain, which may be called M.- jp. Make N = C-|-L—B, which is poffible to be done if C.+ Lc-Bj but chat
C-j-LcrB, I prove thus,
By Confir. in 17°, . . . ^ . I .* B*-]-C . B| :: B . L.
ThetefocQ ( per Sehol. Prop. 2^. Elem,'^.) ‘ B-j-C
L cT* a B.
,
And confequendy, by equalfubtradion of B, *. C-i-L£r"B.
^hidi was to be. proved. Therefore ’tis pofCblc from the fumra of the right lines
C ai^ L to cut off the right line B, and a right line will praain, which may be called N.

I
I
I
I
!
'

20, I fay L, M and N are the ihfee Proportionals required. Now we muff fliew
i thaj they will fatisfie the Problem.. ^
^- i _ i,
^ .
- 1 .
2U .Firftthen, the fumm of the right lines L and M is ( by CotifirpMion'm 1 8°,) equal
j CQ the given fufljKn B.
. ^
' '
■
. ■
'< f > ? *
22« Secondly, that the furara of the right lines M and N is equal to the given fumin C,
1 prove thus,
By Confir. in 18®, . ; . 2
^
^ j.. M_ = B — L.
;
And by Confir. in 19®, . . . , . . . *'
— B%.‘
Therefore by adding the two laff Equations together, Jvl^'4-‘ N — C.
, '
Which was to be proved. It remains to ftiew that theiaid.ihree ri^lit lines';L,* M^nd N
are Proportionals, but that will be made manifeft by the following Demonffratron,'which
is formed out of the preceding Refdution by a repeliiion of the fteps thereof in a retro¬
grade order, vit., by returning backwards from ihe'end to the beginning oi the Refolution.
23.

g

.

.

Req. demonfir.

2

•

I

.‘ -2

L

- ..M

M

3 / ' Bemmfirathn, 24,AFocarmuch as by Cmfiru^ion in 17®,
B4“
That is, in 12®, (the laff ffep of the Reipliit.)
c
2 f* Thudoxc by DmfionefReafou, .
.> . » c*
•
.That Is, m 'Ci ,««.»• •
''therefore mverlly, ^ • » . .
•
I/I tut IS',
<, • { ,. • • • •
‘ix* Therefore'Alternately j . ’ . , ‘ .
piat’U; ih '9%‘ *• ^ > ' . . • .
aSy'Aiid bccints by Cehfi/nBioh in* 18®,
B ''
2fi,*Therefore*out of 27®’and 28®,*
•vI •'And, Ib^aufe
’■ r it hath
L.rt. been
u ‘ proved
_ in IS^that J>'. . .
31. Therefore out of 29°,by Divifionof Eeafin, ^ B — L
That is, in 8®, • • • • • -j.
<\b — A
ji. Therefore inverfly, . - L'
L

.

N.

—
.1
h

; .B

• L.

lib

•A.

B—L
7r\a.:ii, . r
•r .
■h
h'—a ,

. L.

*

a.

L.
.

.

a -

.‘c *
. , B.
‘i* “'L '
• a
. B—L

, .

i.'•

•

1

»>

c .. .

i.

.

•

•

a.

'''.C' M. '
cp L, , .
V: C—'' M.
.. cA^a—h. h — a.
:: M
. C~M.

einlThariis,'ln>®vij'-i - *
33. .Bui,byCwj?r.:in 18®,

tutf 3*)
• L»
~ B—;L.^
34,4 And by what hath been prpy^^n 22% .> ^ •j
Nf, ?= |,C,^
35.'Therefore out of 32®, 33® and 34®, . .> . L
. M •
Which was to be Dem. and therefore the Problem is fatisfied.
;\='
Another Traj of^refohing the foregoing Probl* J.'

^
i

V i

^6. The fame things being given and fuppofed, as before in 1®, > ^ ~ jvf. ‘
\
2®, 3®, put 4 for the mean Proportional fought,
.• .5
/'
'*
3 7. Theretore out of 2® and 3 6®, the firff Proportional fliali bc^
<i(c=L.)'*
38, And out of 3® and 36®, the third Proportional ffiall be.
c-*-^a (= N.)
.
'
G g
39. There-
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39. Therefore out of 36“, 3/ and 3 8% according to the? y__a . a
:: 4 . f-4.
tenour of Prohl. s.. • • • ’S
40. Therefore inverfiy, . • .a , b a :: c 4. 4.
41. hnAhy Com^oftionof Reafon,
^
^" l
* ***
42. Andalternly,.. * ** *^ ,^ * ^
*’^7”^’ **
43. Wherefore by Comfojltion of Reafon^ . . • «^ 4-|-e • c
9 ,4.
Which laft Analogy gives this

CANON.

44. As the aggregate of the given fumm of the 6rft and fecond Proportionals, and the given
fumm of the fecond and third, is to the fumm of the fecond and third • fc» is the furam
of the firft and fecond, to the mean Proportional fought.
Which Canon, if it be propounded in the form of a Theorem, may be demonftrated by
a repetition of the fteps of the Rcfolution in a diredi order. But leaving that and the
Coropofition of VrobL 5, according to the latter Refolution, to the Learners exercife,
1 lhall demonftrate the following Theorem by a repetition of the fteps of the latter
Refolution in a retrograde order.
THEOREM,

45. If three right lines be fuch, that the aggregate of the fumm of the firft and fecond
and fumm of the fecond and third, is to the fumm of the fecond and third; as the fumm
of the firft and fecond, to the fecond: thofc three lines lhall be Proportionals, vit,_ As
the firft is to the fecond > fo is the fecond to the third.
Suppof,
46. hi M, N, are three right lines.

-

-

.

•

47* B m L -1-* M, whence B — M = L.
48. C = M-j-N, whence C — M = N.
4y. B + C ^ C
:: B t M.-

'

L —-:---. 9
--6

■

,
50.

'. ^

'

;

N-4
B
— --—^---- IS

C

-----^---

are

Req, demonfir,

L

'
'
^ ‘ iDenmflnttkn, ■
51. Becaufeby 4S’«/)po/rin49% 'I'
. *• '•
52. Therefore by Z)myw» e/. - ‘‘J*
53. And alternately, . . . • . . ' . . '
54. Therefore by Divijion of Reafon, ..
5y. And invetfly, . . .
^°
. .h
56, But by
in 47® j • i
57. And by Suppof. in 48®, .' . . ' . . . ^ • >>
58.,Therefore out of yy®, 56® and 57® j
\. . >
Which was to be dem.
AV
*

•

- •

10

«

M

::

M

i "N*

'
B4-C . C :: B . M.
•
C:: B—M* M.
B i fi—M :: C . -M.
M . B—M :: C—H • M.
B—M‘.' M ::M.C—M.
• • . L=B —M.
. . . N= C—-M.'
L . M
;;
•
a ,
,
lii i

Treil.
V I.'O
•

•

'

The difference of the greater extreme and mean of three Proportionals
being given, as alfo the difference of the mean and leffer extreme5 to
find the Proportionals.
But'the firft difference muft be greater than
the latter.
‘
'
Suppof,

1^ QJ R, S arc -tt-j vIk,, Q^-*‘ R
2. Q^cr R.
h =
— R IS given^
4. c == R — S is given.:
Req, to find Q^,

Sj

:

R

.
< •
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a
R
S
B ■
G

^3?

25
- lo

16
5
Refolntion.

5. Put 4 for the mean Proportional fought, viz.. .
6. Therefore out of 5 “ and 5 the greater extreme fliall be
7. And out of 4° and 5°,the leffer extreme fhall be .
8. Therefore out of 6% 5° and 7% this Analogy will arife, ?
( according to the import of the Problem, ) viz, , S
9. Therefore by Divifion of Reafon, . , , , . i>
10. And alternately,..
11. And by Converfion of Reafon, • . .' i . . h'
12. And inverfly, ..l»
Which laft Analogy gives this
CANON.

a —

4 -j-. ^ ( ==

)

a — c(=:S. )

1 A

~

a

a-C€

a
' c
b—c
b

b
b
b
b—c

c
a
a
c

a~c.
a—c*

'

y'

13. As the excefs by which the given difference of the greater extreme and mean exceeds
the given difference of the mean and lefler extreme, is to the difference of the greater
extreme and mean; fo is the difference of the mean and lefl’er extreme, to the mean Pro¬
portional fought, whence the extremes will beeafily difeovered.
Which Canon, if it be propounded in the form of a Theorem, may be eafily demonftrated by a repetition of the fteps of the Refolution in a direif order; but leaving that
to the Learner s praftice, I fliall demonftrate the following Theorem by a retrograde repe¬
tition of the fteps of the Refolution.
THEOREM I.
. N
14. If three right lines be fuch , that the excefs by which the excefs of the firfl: above the
fecond exceeds the excefs of the fecond above the third ,* be to the excefs of the fecond
above the third, as the excefs of the firfl: above the fecond is to the fecond; then thofe
three right lines fliall be Proportionals, viz. As the firfl is to the fecond, fo the fecond
to the third.
«
.
SHfpf.

CX.1 R, S are three right lines.
16.
R.
17- R
S.
5
18. B =;
.Ri whence
= B-hR.
19. C'— R — S, whence S = R — C.
20. B — C . C :: B . R.
ai,‘‘ . ^ .
Req, dmoftfir, Q., R, S are -H-, vtz:
- Demonftratioit,

^

.
(

R

::

\
^
C
B
B-C
C
R '
R

i'

R

«

S,

■ :■/
B -• O'**
Kf ^
G . R*
R . iC,
R . R-^C.
e . R-C.
R . R-C.
= B -J- R.

II

iiLBecaufe byin 10®, ..«> B—C .
:
:
23. Therefore alternately , *. . ..|> B—C .
:
24. And inverfly,.B .
.
:
25. AnA hy CoHverfion of Reafon, . i . . . . i>
B .
^6. And alternately .B
.
:
;
27. And by Compof. of Reafon, . . , : . . t" B+R .
2 8,. But by Suppofition in 18®,
. . . . .
. .
29.- Alfo by Sappof. in 19®, . ..*>
30- Therefore out of 27°, 28°and 29®, by exchange^
R : s;
CL - R
of equal right lines ,
Which was to be Dera.
31. The Determination annex’d to Probl.
to wit, That the given, difference of the
greater extreme and mean muft be greater than the given difference of the mean and lefler
extreme, is difeovered by the preceding Canon in 13°, and js neceffarily to be preferibed
for limiting the faid differences, that they may be capable of conftruiling the Problem^,
as will be manifeft by the fubfequent
,
. ,^
Gga.
LEMMA,

>

I
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32. If three right lines be Proportionals, the difference of the greater extreme and mean,
^ is greater than the difference of the mean and lefler extreme.
Snppof.

33. Q, R, S are
i 'vU. Q.
34.
R, and confequemly, R
2c, B = (i.— R» whence B -135. C == R — S, whence R —
...

■37.

. R ::
c:^ S.
R = Q;
C = S.

R

.

S.

CL--R —--- io
g--

B --y
C —,
4
. .Re/j, demonfir. . .

'
B C7“ C.
Bmonjiramn,

Bccaufe by
in 33%.-V • ^
3 a* **j 1?
c
And by Suppof. in 3and 36%.1> B-|-R = CL And Rr-C_S.
Therefore out of 38° and 39°,.B-ij-R • R it R • R“C.
And by Divifioft of Reafon^ .
R~C.
But Rcr-R—C, therefore ftoro4i°, (prp ^
^ ^ ^ q
S chol. prop,
E Urn • <;.) ....... «5
Which was to be Demonftr.
The Determination being demonftrated , I Qiall proceed to

38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

The tCompofition of Probl. 6.
Suppof.
....
43. B r= the difference of the greater extreme and mean of three Proportionals IS given,
44. C = the difference of the mean and lefler extreme is given.
45. B c: C. ( Determination.,)
Rea, to find the Proportionals. 1

B.r^^-.5-.:
.*
C —--- 4
CC'---R ----10 • .
\6
s-

‘
.

-

"
.
4^. By Trohl. 8. Chap. 5. let it be made as B — C to B, fo C to a fourth Proportional
which may be called R , therefore,
B—C . B :: C .. R.
*
which fourth Proportional R (hall be greater than the third C ^ becaufe the fecond B
is greater than the firft B — C.
47. Make CL= R -4- B ; whence, CL— R^=
^
•
/ru
r
48. Make S — R — C • whence, R — S — C , which effcaion is poffiblc, for
by the Analogy in 46®, it is manifeft that R cr* C.
.
«
t.
4p. I fay Q, R and S are the three.Proportionals required : Now we muft Ihew that
Hhey will fatisfiethc Problem 5 Firft then, by ConJiruiUonm 47®, the cxccfs cif.Q above
^ Ris equal to the given difference B • fccondly, by Conflr. in 48°, the cxcefs of R above S
is equal to the given difference C. So it remains only to prove that d, R and S are Pro¬
portionals, in this order,
Q . R :: R . .S, but that is made manifeft by the
fubfequent Demonftration , which is form’d out of tli preceding Refolution , by a repe¬
tition of the fteps thereof in a retrograde (not in a direft) order.
50,' .* • Req. demonfir, ... . . . . .
• QL » B :: R . S'.
ConflruSiion,

,

Demonfir ation,

t

I

51. Becaufe by Conflr, in 46® , which anfwfrs to thc.>
lift ftep of the Refolution, to wit, 12®, . . . . >
yi. Therefore inverfiy,
53. Ar\A by Converfion of Reafony ......{>
54. And alternately, . ... .h

B —C . B
.
.
.

B
B
B

C .

R/

c:
.B-C:: R
R
.
R—c.
.Git
G .R-Co
. R
yy. There-

Chap. 7.
55-.
56.
57.
58.
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E^-R . R :: R . R-C.
Therefore by Compoftion of Reaforiy .
...
B •-|-* R,
But by Co»/r. in 47°, . . . • .
... S = R — C.
And by Confir, in 48®,.
Q . R :: R . S.
Therefore out of 53®,
^7° > •
Which was to be dem. therefore that is done which was required by Probl. 6,
Another waj of refolving the foregoing Probl. 6.

5 9. The fame things being given and fuppofed as before
in I®, a®, 3°,4° of Probl. 6. for the leffer extreme
of the three Proportionals fought, put . . . .
60, To which leffer extreme if you add the given dif- ?
ference c, it makes the mean , to wit
61. And by adding the given difference b to the mean ^
Proportional, it gives the greater extreme , to wit, f
6 z. Therefore according to the import of the Problem, 7
ihefe muft be Proportionals , viz,...
63. Therefore inverfly,.. •
64. And by Divifon of Rea fen,.
6 3. And by ajtern and inverfe Reafon,
, . . •
66, Wherefore by Divifion of Reafon, . . . .^
Which laft Analogy gives this
CANON'.

a.
a •'I-* c.

i

4 -j- -j- b.
• a\C'\b.

a . a~]-c ::
c ^
b .
b-c..

a
c
c

a-^edrb
b
::
:: 4—j-'C
c
::

. a-\-c.
. a-\-c»
. a.
» a.

6'j. As the excefs whereby the given difference of the greater extreme and mean exceeds

the given difference of the mean and leffer extreme, is to the difference of the mean and
leffer extreme; fo is the difference laft mentioned , to the leffer extreme fought: whence
the mean and greater extreme are eafily difeovered,

-Prohl. 'VI1.
r
The difference of the extremes of three Proportionals being given,
as aifo a right line whofe Square is equal to the difference between the
Square of the mean and the Square of one of the extremes, to find the
Proportionals.
^
Suppof.

1. N, M, L are -H-j viz.
. M :: M .
2. Nc' L.
'
d = N — L is given.
4. c =
M — □ L: is given . and confcquently^
■5. cc
dM—□ L is given.
Req. to find N , M, L.
,

C
.

T

;

N-- -M —'— --—^—-— 20

•'

D --- 9
C-12
Refolntion,
6. Put a for the leffer extreme fought, viz.

.•

.

;
■ /
r.-

. . • . • .)> a =z L.
7. Therefore out of 3® and 6®, the greater extreme fliall be •
8. And out of 6® and 7®, theReaanglc contained under the fcX-?
i //a/
tremes, or the Square of the mean, is equal to . . . • ^
^
r >
9. And out of 6®, the Square of the leffer extreme is . * .
^^
10. Which Square
being fubtrafted from aa-~\~^'da, (to wit,9 ^ ^
^
ftora the Square of the mean,) the remainder fhall be the difFe-> da.
'
'
rence of the faid Squares, ..• • •
-n' . ;
11. But the difference laft mentioned muft be equal to the given?* ^
.
difference tc, therefore ....... I
12. Which Equation may be refolved into this Analogy, i .'^d.ciic.a.
Hence
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Hence this' CANON.
13. As the given difference of the extremes, is to the given right line whofe Square is equal
to the difference of the Squares of the mean and leffer extreme 5 fo is the fame right line
to the leffer extreme fought.
Or thm,
'As the given difference of the extremes, is to the given right line whofe Square is equal
to the difference of the Squares of the mean and greater extreme ; fo is the fame right
line to the greater extreme fought.
Hence this
T HE ORE M.
14, If three right lines be Proportionals, the difference of the Squares of the mean and
leffer extreme is equal to the R.e£fangle contained under the difference of the extremes
and the leffer extreme.
Or thus,
The difference of the Squares of the mean and greater extreme, is equal to the Re^fanglc
contained under the difference of the extremes and greater extreme.
T'he Compojttiort of Probl. 7.
Suppof.
if, D = the difference of the extremes of three Proportionals is given.
16, C == a right line, whofe Square is equal to the difference of the Squares of the mtiq.
and leffer extreme is given.
Re<j, to find the Proportionals^ N '
M '
L '
D
G
.. OonfirnUion.
17. l^^^rohl,y,Chap.
let it be made as D toC, fo Ctoa third Proportional J WhicH
fuppofe to be the right line L, therefore,
‘ D . C :: C . L.
18. By Probl, 2", Chap.
find a right line, as M fuch, .that its Square may be equal tq
the Square of L together with the Square of C, therefore,
□ M=:DL + dC;

.

'

And confcquently, 'dM—'□L=dC.
19. Make N = L -[- D ; whence i N — L = D.
20. I fay N, M and L are the three Proportionals required! Now we muff ffiew that
they will fatisfie the Problem.
21. Firft then, by ConfiruBionin 19®, the excels of N above L is equal to D the given
difference of the extremes.
'
22. Secondly, the excefs by which the Square of'the mean M exceeds the Square of the
leffer extreme L, is ( by Confir. in 18°,) equal to the Square of C, to wit, the given
difference of the Squares of the mean and leffer extreme.
23. It remains only,to prove that the faid three right lines N, M and L are Proportionals, in
this order, viz. As N is to M, fo M to L; But that is made manifeft by the fubfequent
Demonff ration, which is formed by a retrograde repetition of theftepsof the preceding
Refolution.
18. . . Req. dentonfir.. . N . M :; M ^ L.
•

Blmonfiration:

2%, Becaufe by ConfiruBion xn 17®, .... . . t>
Thatis,in i2®,(thelaft ftepof the.^e/i?/»rj . .
^
26. Therefore,
i7.pr£ip.'(5.E/^w. . . . '.
That is, in 11 °.... ^
27. Again, becaufc by
in 19®, . .
^
2 8. Therefore (per prop, i, Elem. 6.) by drawing L as^
a common altitude into each part of the Equation in'z 7
, 29. Andconfequently outof 2 8°and 26°, by exchange?
of equal Reaangle',' r T'.-.' . ’ //.f

D . C ::
d . c ::
□D,L.=
da ~
. . N =
[~]Mt —
~
r
°NL =

C . L.
c . a,
aC.
cc.
L-j-D.
nTj.-nnr''
□L-f-LJi/, L#
t f
^
aI, + aC.
30- Bur
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ao. But by Csnfir, in 18®,
. •
.f».aM — dL *4-' D C. .
31, Therefore out of 29® and 30% ver i, Ax,Chaf,i%
DNL =2 dM.
32. Therefore out of gi*’,
Elem.' .!> N , M :: M . L.
Which was to be Deraonftr. therefore the Problem propounded is fatisficd.
Having by the preceding Examples of Refolution and Corapofition given the Learner
a taft of the manner of arguing by Analogies, which is the beft way when the nature
of a Problem will admit the fame, I Ihall now proceed to Examples of arguing partly by
Equations and partly by Analogies. But it rauft be remembred , that when in the Refo¬
lution you pafs from one ftep to another by Additionin the Deraonftration of the Problem
you muft return by Subttaaion; For Addition in the Refolution requires Subtraaion in
the Corapofition, and Subtraaion in the one. Addition in the other; alfo Compofmqn
of Reafon in the one requires Divifion of Reafon in the other, as before hath been faid
in the fiote at the end of ProbL i. of this Chapter.
K.

ProbL

VIIL

A right line equal to the fummof three proportional right lines being
given, as allb a right line whole Square is equal to the fumm of the

uares of all the faid Proportionals, to find out the Proportionals fevely. But the fitft of thole lines given muft be greater than ^e latter,
yet not greater than the right linp, arifing out of the Application of the
triple Square of the,faid latter line to the firft.

S

1;, --8 •

M

^ ^

•

.VI \ .

.

.> i

N
-2 '
-•
^
g ---——14
"N,.
^84

,

r

Suppof.

M _: N.
L . M
_
2. ^ = L -4- M -l- N is Riven. ,
; ..
3. <r = V- □ L
a Wl 4" o • i*
> therefore;
4. cff= pL4-oM4-DNis given alfo.
_
to find L, M, N.
l;m,n

, .
. //

Refolfttion.

- ,:

5. For the mean Proportional fought-put .4, m.? ^ — M.

fuppole • •
6. Therefore from 2® and s% the fumm.of the?
— L4;; N.
extremesthaWbe
.
. . .
. . .3
*
•
7. Thcrefore the Square of the fumm of the ex-> iAq_44_2^4=rpL4-oN4-2aLN.'
tremes is • • *.. •?
8. And the Square of the mean Proportional, or? 44
qM r=,aLN," '
the Reftangle of the extremes is . . ’.5
v i , ^
- •
Which Square or Reftangle in 8®, being fub-p
. - .. , ; 1 „
tra<Red from the Square in 7®, leaves the fumm > ob ■— ^ ba = Q L *4- O M 4-* Q
ofiheSqaaresofallthethre^roportionalsjV**.^
kt
10. But by Suppoftiort in 4®,.^ ce = 13 L4^D.M4-D N4 ’ ^ *
11. Therefore from 9® and 10®, rffer
i. J
= ch
Chap. 2»)

m

•

•

...

.5

'

I2.. And
adding 2to each part Dfihe E-? ^
quaiionin 11® , this arifeth, .... .5
^
13. Andby fabct^ingrc from cadi part of the? yy ^'cc = iba.
Equation in 12 , .
^..
vr- Tbear.
_ tXhap^.
_i 4.)
•'
14.
And becaufe (per
13® and 14®, (per Jx. i,y
I }. Therefore from
"

16, Therefore by refolving the laft preceding?
Equation into Pcoporuonals, it (hall be c •>

'|
' >

^ 4- r X

^
. ^4-e
- '

JZTTl
i —« . #.
**
“

From
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Brora the ninth ftep arifeth

Book IV^

*

/ tHEOREM'i:
17. If three right lines be Proportionals, the excefs whereby the Square of their furam
exceeds twice the Re^angle made of that fumra and the mean proportional, (hall be
equal to the furam of the Squares of all the three proportionals.
From the laif ftep of the Refoluiion arifeth

THEOREM 2.
18. If three right lines be Proportionals, then this Analogy will attend them, wc. As
. the double furam of all the three Proportionals is to the limple fumra increafed with the
fide of a Square equal to the fumra of the Squares" of the three Proportionals; fo is the
excefs whereby the fumra of the three Proportionals exceeds the faid fide, to the mean
Proportional.
Therefore the furam of three Proportionals being given , as alfo the fumra of their
Squares, the mean Proportional (hall be given alfo by the preceding Theor, 2. whence the
fumra of the extremes is confequenily given. And laftly, the fumra of the extremes being
given, as alfoithe mean, the extremes (hall be given fevcrally , by Rrobl.
5.
But to folve ihisiProbl. 8. Arithmetically, the following Cation, ( deduciblc from the
. {
ijf ftep,) will be more ready than Theor. 2. ^1,
th

V

__J_«T-/

_

*

>

•

f

*'

•

,,I * XCANON.
1.1*

i^.. jrom the Square of the givep furam of three Proportionals, fubrradt ■ the given fqmni
i of their Squaresand divide the remainder by the double of the firft given fumra'}, fo
* fliall the Quotient be the mean Pfoportionar* which fubtraf^ed .from the furam of aU
three, leaves the fumm of the extremes. And laftly, the furam'of theextremes being given,
as alfo the mean, the extremes (hall be given fevcrally, by Theor. in 21° of Prohl.i ^.Ch.^^
But for the greater evidence, I (hall deraonftrate,the truth of the precedingr,'
and 2. and confequenily the Canon, by the fteps of the foregoing Refolution inadireft
order, viz. by proceeding from the beginning to the end of the Refolution,
Snppof,

\

20.
vu: L . M
21. B
L
M -I'-’ N* ■ •
= V* ° ^
° ^
° N;
•22. C
23. qC = □ L 4-a ^ + D
L -^
M-^ 4

M
.

8

.
.

N.
•

. ,

•

./x

N-* 2
BC -'

Vy

»

T

Reqi: demonfir.
IT-

• '

*4

'.'i*
V84
4
5I. 'oB—2
— 2 □ B M =, a 'C.
• ■ •? .««»•. 2. .
' Jbemonfiration,

■^- M4- N
25. Therefore by fubtrafling M from each?. rL-M ~ T J- M
2$. By Smpofitian m_, 2i?,
part,

.

..*

;7r.‘*:*A7h“

Ifci.'J," x -pf,
'
-.t;'!.; •

2^.‘“;And by fquarihgeach part in 26% this.
, ,
,
_
Equation willarifc, (per Theor. 5,and 2.> 'oB+oM—iOBMeEaL+aN-plITlLB^
of Chap, ) *’ • *1 * • • ~
• • . f !“
.1^ > ‘■ 1., .
28. Andfrom
17, ^/m.6.)
o M = CULN. . i "
2p. Therefore by fubtra^ing the Equation J..... _
in 2 8® from that in 27?, this will raani-> D B --- 2 □ BM == qL 4- p M 4-0
Ua t (per Ax.
6. cljap.2.)' • o . • • .
i
.
30. But by 4S»/>po/. in 23®, . . . .f».vDG.i =:' pL4-^Q M4-nNjl ’' ' •
31. Therefore from 20® and $0°' (.perT. ^
. r-ioKyt'
,-,0 •
'
Whicjr was^TW. I . tobederaoriflr. ■ ' ;
32. Again,byadding2 aBMweachpart> n g'□ r’O- ia B m‘ ' "
of the Eqaationin 31°, (his arifeth, .C ^
=
, “ '
'
~
.
333 And

t'
-h M s- -

►

. cia-.
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33. And by fubtrafting p C from each part of the;

£^uation in 3^9

*

**

*

*

*

.

*

.S
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pB —pC = 2 aBM.

34. B'Jt by Theor. 8. Chap. 4.)> pB-pC = □: B-^C x B35. Therefore from 33° and 34°,
i.J .)> 2IZIBM r= □ : b-j-C x B—C:
3d. Therefore, f'per pw. 14. Elem. 6. ) , . . )> a B . BC :: B — C . M.
Which was Theor. 2. to be dem. Therefore the truth of both the preceding Theo¬
rems is made manifeft ; alfo the Canon in 19° is evident from the Equation in 33°, by
Application of each part thereof unto 2 B.
37. I fliall in the next place, in order to the Compofition of Trohl. 8. before propounded,
deraonftratc the Determination annex’d to it for limiting the lines given , that they may
Be capable of effefting the Problem.
B c- C,
Determination, s „
3 PC
^ B not c——g— •
That is, the line given for the fumm of three Proportionals muft be greater than that
given right line whofe Square is equal to the fumm of the Squares of all the three Pro¬
portionals , yet not greater than the right line arifing out of the Application of the triple
of the faid Square, to the right line given for the fumm of the three Proportionals.
38. The Scope of the Determination is, to remove two Objedions that may be brought
againft the Conftrudion of the Problem ( in the following 76^'’ and 87^*' fteps, ) unlefs
the given lines be limited as the Determination preferibes, whofe firft part,' to wit, that
Bc“C is difeovered by the laft ftep of the Refolution, and already demonftraterf.
The latter part of the Determination, to, wit, that the given line B ought not to be
greater than

, is neither apparent in the propofition of the Problem,

nor

in either of the Theorems refulting from the Refolution • bnt that it is a property
adherent to three Proportionals , I lhall demonftrate by the fo-llowing Lemma, and
afterwards Ihew that it is neceffary to make the Problem poflible.
LEMMA.
39. If three right lines be Proportionals, their fumm fliall fometimes be equal to the
right line arifing out of the Application of the triple fumm of all their Squares to their faid
fumm j fometimes lefs, but never greater than the right line arifing by the faid Application.
40. Two Cafes are to be demonftrated to prove this Lemma, for three Proportionals are
either equal between themfelves, or unequal. In the firft Cafe, ’tis eafie to perceive
that the Square of the fumm of three Proportionals is equal to the triple fumm of their
Squares j for fuppofing N, N, N to reprefeni three Proportionals, their fumm is 3N,
the Square whereof is yoN, wnich is manifeflly equal to 3nN3nN-f-3aN,
to wit, the triple fumm of the Squares of the faid three Proportionals • and therefore if
9 Q N , the triple fumm of the Squares of the faid three equal Proportionals N, N, N,
be applied to ( or divided by ) 3 N the fumm of the fame Proportionals, the line
(or Quotient) arifing by that Application fliall neceffarily be 3 N, (the fumm of the
(aid Proportionals.) Therefore the firft Cafe of the Lemma is manifeft.
Sttppof. in Cafe 2.
41. L,M,N -rf-? vU. L . M ::
42. L C7” Mj and confequently M cr" N.

M

N.

Prepar.
43. By Probl. i. Chap. ^ make B r= L
M
N.
44. By Probl. 2. Chap. 5. make C = V * ° ^□ N :

45". Thence it follows, that nCrz: nL-j-nM-j-ClN.
46. By jProR 8. C^«p.
47, Thence it follows,

let it be made, B . C ;:
that

T =

3 C (to a fourth) T;

.
H h

L-
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M
N

14

B
G

V84

-18

T

48.

.

ileij. demonjir.

,

.

B ■

T, or

B

Demonfiration.
49. Becaufe by Suppof. in 41°,
50. Therefore, (per prop.i, Eiem.6>) 2
by reafon of the common altitude L, 5
51. Likewife by reafon of the com- 2
raon altitodc'N,.>
52. Therefore out of 50° and 5i°>?
( per prop. 11 Elem. 5. J
. . .S
5 3. And out of 42° and 52% by Di- ^
vijton of Reafon
’>
54. And inverfly, ....
.^
55-. But from 41“ and 42°, ,
c6. Therefore from 5 4° and 5 5
prop. 14. Elem. $.)
57. And by adding aLM, to each 7
part in ^6°,
.S
58. And by adding p N to each part?
in 57°,
.f
59. And by adding dM to each part 5

•

, . , . .

. . . -S

, .

60. jBut by Conflr. in 45'’
.
61. Therefore from 59° and 6o%?
( per Ax.
Chap. If J . . •
6z. And becaufe by Co»j?r. in 43°, >
6s- Therefore from 6 2°, by reafon of 7
the common altitude M, . .
<54. Therefore from 61° and 63°,?
(per Ax. 4. tlhap, 2, )
.
. .^
65. And confequently, . . L .J>
66. And by adding p C to each part?
in 6 ^ y . . • . m '. . . ^
67. But it hath been proved in 32°,
( in the preceding Demonftration
of Eheor. i, and 2.) that . .
68. Therefore out of 66° and 67°, )
( per Ax. 4. chap. 2, )
...
.S
69. Therefore by Application of each 7
part in 68° to B, . . . . . J
70. But by Conflr. in 46°,

.

.

.

M

L .

□ LM :

□ L

M

N.

L

M

M ;n.
L . M,

□MN

□ N

M

N ::

□ MN

□N

□L

aLM.

□MN-dN . dN :: dL—OLM . QLM#
□ N . aMN-oN :: aLM . aL-ClLMi’
□ N "TJ D L M.
aMN — nN

3 p L — cblM.

□ L M 4- CDMN — □ Np L.
qlM

OMN -3 pL -j- pNi
>
aLM-l-oM+OMN “n pL-f-oM+dN

□Cz=aL-]^DM-|-aN.
qLM + p M 4- aMN -3 pC.
L4'"M4-'N = B.
□lm+dM4-OMN = QBMJ
□bM'

P

C.

1 2 p C.
2QBM
^
1 2 OB M

3 P C.

pC4- 2[zibm — pfe.
P B

B

.)> T

3P C.
3 PC
"b3 nC
~B

Therefore from 69° and 70°
per2 B
^ .
B “d T or ^
.Alx. 3* chap. 2. ^ . . . .
Which was to be Demonftr.
71. Now becaufe every three Proportionals whatever, are cither equal or unequal between
themfelves, and it hath been (hewn, that when they be equal to one another, their furam
is equal to the right line ariling out of the Application of the triple fumm of their Squares
to their fumm • but when unequal, the fumm of the three Proportionals is lefs iban the
right line arifing by thefaid Application ; it ismanifeft that the faid fumm can never be
greater thaii the faid right line ; And therefore the truth of the preceding Zew»?<*,and con¬
fequently the reafon of the latter part of the Determination annexe to Pro^/,8. are evident.'
The
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The Compofition of the foregoing Probl. 8.

L
M
N
B
C
T
G
H
F

8

-

‘

- 2
14

V84
18

14+ ^'^4
14 —V84
10
Sttppof,

72. B = the fumm of three proportional'right lines is given.
.
73. C = a right line, whofe Square is equal to the fumm of the Squares of the faid three
r\
Proportionals, is given.
nC
74. B c” C; yet B not cr - ^ » (Deteminntion,)
Kje^. to find out the three Proportionals.
ConflruSlion,

<■

75. By Frohl I. Chap,
find a right line, as G,
G = B 4- C.
equal to the fumm of the given right lines B and C,
therefore.’'.*** ^
76. By Tyohi 3. Chap,
find a right line, as H j
H = B — G.
equal to the excefs of B above C j which effeaion
is poflible, for by Snppof. in 74°, Bc“C, therefore, _
77. By Frohl, 8. Chap, 5 • let it be made as iB to G
2 B . G :: H . M.
fo H to a fourth proportional line,call it M, therefore J
788, Find a right line F = B — M, which is poflible to be done if B exceeds M.'but
that B cr“ M I prove thus,
B 4- C = G.
79. By ConftruBion in 75''*, . •
B — C = H.
‘
80. And by Conftr. in 76®, . . • • *
81. Therefore( perrW. 8.CA4P.4..) bycomparmg? □ B~aC = aGH.
the Rectangles made of the two laft Equations, . 3
82. And by the firft part of the.laft Equation 'tis? znBc- aB — nC.
manlfeft that.,•••*,*
Uo ‘ r-x/'u
8 3. Therefore from 81® and 82®,(^per Ax,^,Chap,i.) J>- 2 □ B c” O tj H.
84. But from 77®, (per prop. 16, Elem. 6.) . , .
2 □BM =
.
8j. Therefore from 83® and 84®, (per ./4a:. 3.C^^p. 2.^ J. 20Bcr*2C]BM.
8d. Thereforc_by Application of each part
85°? g ^
to 2 B,
^ '
Which was to be Ihcwn.
87. By PrM. lA.Chtt 5. divide the line F (before fogndinyS" ) into two fuch parts,
that the line M may be a mean Pcopottional between the parts; which is poflible to be
done if M be not greater than i F, but that M is not greater than t F, 1 prove thus,
1

"

»

88, By Stippojition in 74®,
80
90!
ai.

p2.
5)3.

B not —

B
Therefore by drawing B into each part, . . l
□ B not c" 3 □ C.
Andbyadding 2aBto eachpartin89°, . .1, 3□ B not cr 2 □ B 4 3 0 C.
And becaufeby 5»ppo/.in 74®, .....J>BcrC.
And confequcmly, . • •
3 Q» c" 3 D .
Therefore by fubiraCfing 3 □ G from each partT ^ q B — j n C not ct" 2 □ B.'
•h

94. It hath been proved in 81®, that.^
95. And in 84®, that . . .^
l>
^
96. Therefore from the two laft preceding Equations, J. □ B — Q C — 2 □ B m;
97. And confequently,.4

3

PB -3 □C =

6a

B M.

98. Therefore from 93® and 97®,fp^r^A:.4.a<ip.z“;^ 6aBM not c- aOB.
Pji.^And confequently,.H h a^

^

There-
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100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.

Therefore by Application of each part in 99° to B,
^ M not cr* B.
It hath been proved in 86% thit^ . ,
.
- B-et" M.
Therefore by fubtrafting M from each part in i op”,
2 M not CT" B —i M.
But by Conftr, in 78®,.F — B — M.Therefore from 102® and 103°,.J> 2 M not lt" F.
And confequently, . . . ... .
M not cr“ i F.
Which was to be Dera.
'
'
106. Therefore *tis poflible (by Pr<thl. 14.
y-ta cut the line iF into two fuch
parts, that the line M may be » mean Proportional between the parts 5 foppofe it
therefore done, and that the faid parts arc found L and N, therefore ,
L . M : : M . N.
107. I fay the right lines L, M, N are the three Proportionals fought: Now we muft
fhew that they will fatisfic the Problem propounded; Firft then, by Conftruilion in
the lafl: preceding ftep they are proportionals.' " Secondly, that the fumm of the faid
L , M , N isequal^o the given fiimm B , I prove thus,
v
108. Becaufe by Confir. in iq6® ^
^ . .1, L-j^N ;= F.
1 op. Therefore by adding M' to each' part, *.
^ L -j- M 4- N = 'F
M;
110. But by Conjir, in 78®, . J.r. * • •’
B-r-' M;
F.
HI. And confequently,.. . . . .j>B— F-j-M.
112. Therefore from 109® and 11
ferJx.v, Chaf.i ,J ^ L-)- M -j- N = B.
Which was to be proved. <
■
.
113. It remains only to lliew, that the fumm of the Squares of the (aid right lines L ^
M and N is equal to the Square of the given line C- but that is made-manifeft by the
following Demonftration, which is formedout of the fteps of the preceding Refolution,
in a retrograde ( not in a direft ) order.
’
114. . . Req. demonfir. .
'V ‘ . , . • ~ V □ L 4r
dN = D C.
Vemonfiraticn* ’
‘
‘
115. BpufebyCow/r. im77%. 1
3B . G
:: H * M.That is, in 16°, (the laft ftep of the Refolution,) h' ^ ^
:i ii ~ c,•
45
j 16. Therefore from 11 y°, Qer prop.i 6.Elem.6.} h . 2
M =2= ,a G H,
That is, in 15® j
i , , , , , . }>. 2^4 =
x ^—c,
117. But from 81®, . .. .
. .* .
E.B —qG =,aGH. .
That is, in 14)
bh —• co
ft
c x ^ €,
,, .• .• .» • 1. • • • •
118. Therefore from 116® and 117®,. (perjix. 1.7 ' «
__
chap.z.)

.

.

,^nB-ae = 2anM.
; bb
cc = 2^4.

That IS, in 13®^,
Up. And by addition of O C to each part in H 8?®, >.
That is, in lo.?,, - .......
>
120. And by fubtraaion of 2 □ B M from.eachi?
pariini.s.% .
.
.^
That IS. in ii°,..
111. By Cenjkz in i06°, . . ....
112. And it hath been proved in 112®, that .
^
I2J. Therefore put, of, 121® and 122®^ ( per
- Theor. i. in 17° of this ProR 8.^ ....
_j24. Thereforefrom i2o®andi23®,
i.V
chz,f.2.)..

.

’ □ B = □ C -1- 2 a B M.
bb " cc-\-iha.

‘1.
r-, d
pB-iOBMz
yb
^bai = cc.
. M :t M
L
M 4! N -

□ c.
N.
B.

dB—aOBM—□L-j-nM+nN.
\

aL+oM-l-nN = DC.

.

Which was to be Dem.
Thus you have feen- the preceding Prohl. 8% efFeaed and deTp,onftjrated Synthetically,
that is, by working and arguing with given Quantities, only .
the fub/fance of the
and Demonftration was firftToundouc Analytically.
125. But me-thinksj. hear the Learner objea, That altHougli the preceding Refolution
of ProhL 8. be clear and eafie, yetthepreferibed Determination, efpecially its lattep
part, and the reafon thereof feems hard to be found out : For anfwcr to this, I fay.
That the firft part of the Determination is apparent in' the laft* ftep of the Refolution,
in which alfo the latter part of the Determination fa tacitly implied, and may thence be
eafily infertU.ihus;
'
•
■ ’ ' ’
' ^
i2d. Sup/
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ii6. Soppofe (as before in the Refolution,) b to reprefent the
given fumm of three. Proportionals, and cc a given Square

equal to the fumm of the Squares of thofe Proportionals,
then the mean Proportional, (by the Canon in the i^^^ftep,)
will be found equal to . .., , . . .
127. Which mean Proportional fubtrafted from the given 7
fumm of all the three Proportionals, gives the fumm of the>
extremes, to wit, . ... .0

bh

*-l—

cC

Vb

Therefore half the fumm of the extremes is.V -

hh

.

,

cc

128. Now there is given the mean of three Proportionals, as alfo the fumm of the extremes, tofindom theextremesfevcrally, which may be done by'Trobl. i^,Chap. s*
* of this Book, provided thsu: the mean doth not exceed half the fumm of the extremes •’
that fuch Effect ion therefore may be po/Hble , this following Determination is neceffary
lor limiting the given Hues ( 01 numbers) b and c; viz.
bb — cc
_7bb ■
rcc
or
not c“
lb
c\b
2 —2 f c n ot zr~hb-\rct.
Therefore, each part being multiplied' by 4^ , .
ibb nor
ICC,
And by adding 2 cc to each part in 129% ^ . .
And by fubtrading hh from, each part in i 3.0% .
bb not cr“ 3 a.
. 5> ^ not

132. And by Application of h to each part in 131°,
1•

iii

'

V

Which is the latter part of the Determination, added 10 Frohl. S. for limiting the lines
given, that they may oe capable of effefting or folving the Problem. If therefore any
one neglecting this Detemaination, Ihould ralhly.givc j o rr ^ for the fumm of the
three continual Proportionals, and 52 —rc for the fumm of their Squares, the faid De¬
termination (hews that 'tis inapofliblc to find out three fnch Proportionals: For although
i.ocT'v^3 2 , that is, ber^c, as tfie firft firft parttof the Determination requires, yet
xoo cr“
that is, bb‘ is greate,r than 3CC, which contradiCfs the latter part of the Deterinination : But the better to fllcw the impoffibilky , jet the Canonan the forgoing r
ftep
beufedto find out a mean Proportional'by the help of 10 given for the fumm of three
continual Proportionals, and of 3,2 given for the fumin of their Squares, fo you will find
for the mean Proportional, which fubtrafted; from 10 the fumm of all the three Pro¬
portionals, leaves
forthefummof the extremes* j but^tis manifeft by
14.
that 6f cannot pofllbly be divided into two fuch pa'rts that 3^ may be a mean Proportional
between the pans, bccaufe the mean '3 * 'exceed? the half of
the fumm of the extremes.
This may fuffice to fliew* that Determinations are neceffary to be added to fbeh Problems
35 are not univerfiil, that is, fuch a?cannot be folvcd or effected by numbers or right lines
given at random , but with due reftriCtions or limitations.
'
-

■-

__ _

--^

_ T ij-

rt

• probl, IX.
The Bafe and leggs of a' plain Triangle which hath, unequal acute
angles at the Bale being fever,ally given, to find the fegments of the
BaS which are made by the falling of the Perpendicular from the angle
oppofite to the Bafe.

^
.A

M K

A.

Note. The Geometrical effeCtion of this Problem is very eafie , for if ( by prop. 12.
Elem. J. ) a Perpendicular be let fall upon the Bafe from the oppofite angle, it will
divide the Bafe into the two fegments required • but the fcope of the Problem is to find
OB» n Theorem whereby the faid fegments, and confequcntly the Perpendicular and Area
of the Triangle may be difeovered Arithmetically.,
I.
3.
4.
£.
6,

Suppof.
E D C is a A , whofe angles E and D are acute.
D nr"
E, therefore ,
EC cr* DC, (per prop. 1,9, Elem, l.)
GB ± ED.
'
BE and BD are the fegments of the Bafe ED.
BE c- BD..

.
;
1)

-12*

7. BA = BD.

.
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7* BA = BD.
8 AE = BE . B D (BA) the difference of the fegraents.
9 h = E D the Bafe is given.
10. C r= E C the greater legg is given.
D C the IcfTcr legg is given.
11

.

, =

Req, to find B E and B D.

ED
EG
DC
EA

=

=

=
=
BA =
BE =
BC =

^3
60
39
33

1; = B D
48
36

EDC = 1134

12, Put 4 for the difference of the fegments of the Bafe,
^ 4 = AE.
'tj. 'lhtn(perTheor,9. Chap. ^.) the greater fegment?
re
of the Bafe ftiall be.? *
*
14. Likewiff by the fame Theor. the leffer fegment fhall be ^ ib — ja = B D,
15. Therefore the Square of the greater fegment (hall be )> ^bh^iha'^laa (= oBE.)
X 6, And the Square of the leffer fegment (hall be .
.> \bb—i^4-l-t44 (=nBD.)
17, By ^y.prop, i,Elem.. .^DECrrDBE .-[-PBC.
18. Therefore by equal fubtraft ion of □ BE, 1' .
.^dEC — nBE^ oBC,
xp. That is j in the letters belonging to the Refolution, }> cc—\bb—\ba—\aaz=iU^O*
20. In like manner, ( per 47. prop. i. Elem.)
. , .^dDC — □DB = pBC.
21. That is, in the letters of the Refolution , .
,
dd—~bb-\‘ibA~-\aaz=.U^O*
22. Therefore out of 19® and 21°, (per i. Axiom.!. Chap.)
cc — \hb—\ba — \aa z=z dd—\bbJ^\ba — J44.
23. Threfore from 22®, by equal addition and fubtraftion, ^ cc — dd — ba.
34. Therefore from 22®, by Application of each part? cc—dd
4.
of that Equation to
>
b
2y. Moreover, becaufe by Tlyear. 8. C^4/>.4.
. . . J> cc — dd ■= c-\-dx- c — d,
2 5. Therefore out of 23® and 25®, . . . . . •!>
27. Which laft Equation naay be refolved into this Ana-/ /
logy,
.
..? ^
Out of 24- arifoh

THEOR.

x c — d •=. ba.
,
j
■■
*

i.

2 8. If the difference of the Squares of the leggs of a plain Triangle which hath unequal
acute angles at the Bafe, be applied to, (or divided by ) the Bafe ; the line or number
arifing (hall be equal to the difference of the fegments of the Bafe which are made by the
falling of the Perpendicular from the angle oppofite to the Bafe.
Out of 27® arifeth

THEOR.

2.

29. As tIheBafe of a plane Triangle which hath unequal acute angles at the Bafe, is to
the fumra of the leggs j fo is the difference of the leggs, to the difference of the fegments
of the Bafe which are made by the falling of the Perpendicular from the angle oppofite
to the Bafe.
30. Then the Bafe being given, as alfo the difference of the fegments of the Bafe, the
fegments thcmfelvcs (liall be given feverally ; for ( by 7heor.9. Chap 4.) half the Bafe,
together with half the difference of the fegments (hall be equal to the greater fegment;
and half the Bafe lefs by half the difference of the fegments (hall be equal to the leffer
fegment. Laftly, the fquare Root of the excefs^of the Square of the greater legg
above the Square of the greater fegment of the Bafe. or the (quareRootof the excels
of the Square of the leffer legg a^ve the Square of the leffer (egment, will give Uk
Perpendicular, which multiplied into half the Bafe, gives the Area of theTfiangle.
Probt, Xo

chap. 7.
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X.

The Bale and leggs of a plane Triangle obtulangled at the Bafe being
feVerally given, to find out Arithmetically the dillance from the foot
of the Perpenicular falling withc|Ut the Triangle, to each end of the
Bafe ; And confequently the Perpendicular and Area of the T riangle.
Snppof.
1. ABC is a A obtufan'■ gled at B, therefore
2. AC c“ BC.
3. A B E is a right line.
4. CD X AE.
5..DE = DB.
A E = A B d- 2 B D,
(2DE.)
7. ^ = A B the Bale is given. '
8. c = A C the greater legg is given.
B C the leffer legg is given.

q
^

3?
60
39
63

•

15 — D£

J94

to find D B, and DA.
RefoUtion,

4 = AE.
^
Suppofe
. . . • - . ... ...
BE~AE —AB.
Then becaufe
..
iBE {orBD)=|AE-i:AB.
Therefore the halves of all in 11 ° being taken, .
That is, in the letters belonging to the Refolution,
And becaufe ........ ... .> AB q- BD = AD.
b-\-U-zb - AD.
If- Therefore in the letters of the Refolution , . .
\~^b = AD.
That
is,
.
...
i
16.
: □ AD.
The Square whereof is •.
. ..
. . . . ^ ^aa-[-{ba>-\-lbb
17
. (> \aa—iba‘\^\bb ~ □ B D,
18, And the Square of the Equation in 13 IS
dAC — nADq-aDC.
19. By
.prop. x.Elem.
OAC — □AD=d DC.
Therefore by equal fubtraftion of □ A D,
20
•
cc—^aa—~ba—^bb — nDC.
That isin the letters of the Refolution,
21
nBC-oBD = dDC,'
In like manner, by 47. prop. 1. Elem.
22
dd~^da"k‘iba—\bb~'Q^^‘
23. That is , in the letters of the Refolut.
24. Therefore out of 21° and 23®, ( pen. Axiom. 2. Chap-.)
\hb,
cc
^ita •— -^ba
-^bb — dd ——
~zb^
.\
25. Therefore out of 24®, by equal additioh and fub-?
cc —' dd ■=. b^m
traffion,..* • O
dd
26. Therefore each part of the laft Equation being ap-? cc
plied to^,.
*...3
dd ^ b -1- cyi b —c.
cc
27. Moreover, becaufe by Theor. 8* Chap. 4;^ . *
28. Therefore out of 25® and 27®,
^ c~\--d X c — d-=. bn.
29. Which laft Equation may be refolved into this Ana- / b,. c —j-* d .. c — d ( a.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

.

.

.

logy,

-

;.^

put of 26® arifeth

;

q yj. j.

5 o. If the difference of the Squares of the leggs of a plane Triangle obtufangled at the Bafe,’
beapplied to (or divided by) the Bafe, the line (or number) arifing lliall beequaltothe
■fumm of the Bafe and the double of the diftance from the obtufe angle to the foot of
the Perpendicular, falling upon the Bafe produced without the Triangle.
Out of 29® arifeth
THEOR. 2,
31. As the Bafe of a plane Triangle obtufangled at the Bafe, is to the fumm of the leggs ^
fo is the difference of the leggs, to a fourth Proportional, which is Compos'd of the Bale
and the double of the diftance from the obtufe angle to the foot of the Perpendicular,
falling without the Triangle upon the Bafe prolonged.
^ ^ Then
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32. Then the Bafe, and the line compos’d of theBafe and the double diftance from the
obtufe angle to the foot of the Perpendicular being fevcraHy given by cither of the faid
Theorems, the diftance from the foot of the Perpendicular to each end of the-Bafe (hall
be given alfo; for out of 13° and 16° of the preceding Refolution it is manifeR, that
half the faid compos’d line together with half the Bafe, is equal to the diftance from
the foot of the Perpendicular to the remoter end of the Bafe; and half the faid com¬
pos’d line lefs by half the Bafe, is equal to the diftance from the foot of the Perpen¬
dicular to the nearer end of the Bafe. Laftly , the fquare Root of the excefs of the
Square of the lefler legg above the Square of the diftance from the foot of the Perpen¬
dicular to the obtufe angle , ( or nearer end of the Bafe,) will give the Perpendicular,
which multiplied into half the Bafe, gives the Area of the Triangle.
Here it will not be improper to add the following
THE OR.

333, If the difference of the Squares of the Hypothenufal and Perpendicular of a rightangled Triangle be applied to the Bafe, the line arifing lhall be equal to the Bafe. Or,
As the Bale is to the fumm of the Hypothenufal and Perpendicular, fo is their difference
to the Bafe it felf.
This may be deraonftrated in manner following.
^
Suppof.
the
Hypothenufal of a right-angled Triangle,
34- h =
the Perpendicular.
35.
35. ; = theBafe.
Ret^. demon fir.

37 •
38.

= h, that is;
“H" p

h — f

.

b.
Demgnfiration.

pp»
39. By ^7-prop. I. Elem,
l> hh ~ bb
40. Therefore,
h hh — pp =
41. Therefore by Application of each part of thelaft/ hh—n Equation to b,.S
Which was to be dem.
42. Moreover, bccaufe by Theor,
Chap.
• .h hh -r? =
43. Therefore out of 40° and 41®, (per Ax. i.?

chap. 2.)..

*5

hh = C3

^-h*P>

h — f>

44. Therefore, from the laft Equation this Analogy 7
h^-p :; h — p • b.
arifeth....... . ... ... ^
Which was to be dem.
From Theor. 1. in 28° of the foregoing Frohl. 9. and UomTheor. i , and 3. in 30'
and 53® of the preceding Probl. 10. we may deduce the following
CORO LLARX.
43. If the three fides of any plane Triangle be feverally given in numbers ^ the kind of
every one of the three angles is given alfo : For fuppoling any one of the three fides
to be called the Bafe , and the other two the Icggs: . Firft, if the leggs be equal to one
another, the angles at the Bafe are equal acute angles; fecondly, if the leggs be unequal,
and the Quotient that arifeth by dividing the difference of the Squares of the leggs by
the Bafe be lefs than the Bafe, then there will be unequal acute angles at the Safe 5
thirdly, if the faid Quotient be greater than theBafe , then that angle at the Bafe which
is oppofite to the greater legg Oiall be obtufe, and confequencly the other two angles
acute; and laftly, if the faid Quotient be equal to the Bafe, then the angle at theBafe
oppofite to the greater legg is a right angle.
Or more eafily, thus •
If the Square of one of the three fides of a plain Triangle be equal to thefumhiof the
Squares of the pthertwo, then the angle oppofite to that fide is a right angle j if greater,
obtufe j ifleffer,acute; asis manifeft by pro/).48.£/<7w.t. and by pro/* 12,and 13.E/ewi.2.
A Lemma,
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A Lemma, ufefnl in the follorving Probl. ii , and 12.
If within a plane Triangle a right line be drawn parallel to the Bafe, the Perpendicular
falling upon the Bafe from the oppolite angle, fliall be to the Bafe, as that fegraent of the
Perpendicular which is intercepted between the faid parallel line and the faid angle , is
to the faid parallel line.
Suppof.
I. C E G is a
A.

I

a. NM II CE.
3. gljlce.
i

4,

,

.

Jieq. demmfir.L G

.

CE

::

OG

.

N M.

Bemonfi ration.
5. By Suppojition in 2®,
. ^ . . . .
6i Therefore ( per ap. prop. i. Elem.) • . ^
7. Likewife.. . . y
8. Therefore, (per Coroll, prop, 3 2. Elem. 10 1>
9. Likewife.
. . . J>
10. Therefore (per prop. 4. Elem. 6*J • . ^
II. Therefore alternately,
.
. , . . f>
12. And by the like argumentation, . . . f>
13. Theretore out of 11® and i ^°. (T"i

!
I
I
i
I

I

ii.prop, '^.Elem.)

I
i

. , ." . .

14. Therefore (peri2. prop, s-Elem.) . . J>
15-, But it hath above been proved in 11 ®,that y
16. Therefore out of 14° and 15®, (pe’'2
II. prop,
Elem ) . ..^
17. That is, (viewing the
. . . . J>
18. Therefore alternly ...y
19, Therefore inverfly ..y
Which was to be Dem.

‘
!
!
!

Prohl.

N M II C E.
< GNM = < GC E.
< GMN = < GEC.
A CLG and A NOG are equiangular;
A ELG and A MOG are equiangular.
LC . LG :: ON . OG.
LC . ON :: LG . OG.
. OG.
LG
LE . OM
LC

.

ON ::

LE

;

OM.

LC . ON :: LC-fLE . ON+OM
LC . ON :: LG . OG.
LC-l-LE . ON+OM :: LG . OG.
GE T NM
CE .LG
LG : CE

::

LG .
NM .
OG .

OG.
OG.
NM.

XI.

To inferibe a Square in a Triangle given.
Note. If the given Triangle be obtufangled, one of the fides of the Square to be in«
feribed muft neceffarily be a fegment of that fide of the Triangle which is oppofite to the
obtufe angle, for otherwife, (as may eafily be perceived) all the angular points of the Square
cannot lye in the fides of the Triangle j but if the Triangle given be right-angled or acuteangled
he Square may ftandupon
^
any one of the three fides as a Bafe.
CE=: 182
Suppof.
CG =195
EG rr: 1
C E G is a A given.
GL=:Ij5
G C E is not obtufe.
2.
CL ==117
G E C is not obtufe.
3LE= 6$
4- G L X C E.
NP= 845 b — CE the Bafe is given.
NM= 84
6, y = LG the Perpendic. is given.
. .
Rec]. to inferibe
□ P N M H in the A C E G.

E
0

i
'
I

0

11

Refolution.
8. Suppofing P N M H to be the Square required ,7
NM, or NP.
put a to reprefent its fide, vit,. . . . .
OG . NM
9. It is raanifeft by the foregoing Lemma, that . y LG . CE :
p , b
: p — a . a.
10. That is, in the letters belonging to the
y
ii« Therefore by Compofition f Reafon ^ . . %y p^b . b
:
T
• a.
^ Hence this
CANON.
I i

2tyO
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iz. As the furam of the Perpendicular and Bafe is to the Bafe, fo is the Perpendicular
b the fide of the inferibed Square fought.
The Comp.ofition of Probl. 11.

Q,

Snffof.
13. C E G is a A given.
14. <; G C E is not obtufe.'
ij. <;] GEC is not obtufe.
Req.

To inferibe □ P N M H

E

in A C E G.

ConfirtiBion.
16. Firfl:, make GLXCE.
i
1
17. Then making L G -j- C E the firft of four Proportionals, C E the fecond, and
LG the third, find (^er Probl. S. Chap.’S.) a fourth Proportional, which fuppofe
to be the line A , therefore,
,
LG + CE . CE :: LG . A.
18. From LG cut off LO = A, which is poflible to be done, for in the Analogy
in 17° the firft Proportional is raanifqftly greater than the fecond , therefore the third
Proportional (hall be greater than the fourth, (^^er SchoL prop, 14. Elem. 5 J that is,
L G cr- A; therefore 'tis poflible to cut off from L G a fegraent equal to A, as L O.
19. By the point Q draw N QM II CE.
20. Alfo draw N P and M H II O L.
21. 1 fay P'N M H is the vSquare required.
22. . . Req. demonflr. that P N M H is a □
Demonflration.
CE ::
S3. Vty Conflr.m iy°, . .
LG-|-CE
24. And by
in I 8°, . • r’.
25. Therefore out of 2 3° and 24°, 1> LG«-|-*CE
That is, in I i°j . . • • I> • p'h ^
2 5. Therefore from 25®, by Di-2 lq ^
'vipon of Reafon, . . . *j
That is, in 10°, ..... h
p •
b
27. It is manifeft by the Figure that
LG — LO = OG.
28. Therefore'outof2 6®and 27°, f> LG . CE
0(J
2 9. By the Lemma prefixt to this ^. l q ^
g ..
qq
Problem, ...
30. Therefore out of 28° and 29°, ^ qq .
..
qq
(peril, prop. 5. Elem. ) . .S
Thetciorefper ie^-prop.s,El.)'r' ... LO = N M.
32. By Conftr. in 19® and 20°,?
PNOL and LOMH are Parallelograms^
and by defn. 35. Elem. i. .j
Thereforefperp/op.34.£/.^ PN — MH =: LO. Alfo, NM — PH.
34. Andfrorn3i°and3 3\ •
PN = N M = M H == PH.
35. Andbecaufe by
in i6%;> <^GLC — _1 — <^GLE.
36. Therefore from sa-’and 35°,? .^pisiM = J=r<NMH=<MHP=<HPN.
( per pre/). 2 9, ^ 34. Elem. i. j a ^
37.,Therefore from 34“and36°,?
p^MH i« a a.
(per defin. 29> Elem. T.J * *0^
Which was to be Dcm.
Pretl. XU.

C h a p. 7 •
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X11.

Within a given Triangle to infcribe a long Square, whole (ides lhall
be in a given Reafon.
Suppof.

CE= 140

1. CEG is a Triangle given.
2.
GCE is not obtufe. ' _
3.
G E C is not obtufe.
’ |
4. G L j_ C E.
5. ^ = CE the Safe is given.
6. p = L G the Perpendicular is given.
7. r and s are the Terras of a given
Reafon.
Re<]. to infcribe

CG = i30
EG — 1 JO
GL rz: 120
LE = 5?o
LC = 50
PN= 84
NM= 42

A
R
S
T

8. P N M H a □ within the A C EG,
and fuch, that
9. P N

•

N M

::

R

.

R=

P L H

S.

•

2

S=
I
T= 66
A=: 84

Risfolntion.
.10. Suppofing PNMH to be theRettangle fought,^ ^
or LO
put..
.
{> p —
= O G.
11. Therefore out of 6®, and 10®, . . . .
12. Itismanifeft by the
prefixt to the fore ^ LG . CE :: OG ^ NM.
going Pro^/. 11. that
^
'
yp^b^ •
13. That is, in the letters belonging to the Refo
f—a
b

lution,

...

...

.

14. It is required in 5)®, that

15, That is,

I

•

.

.

.

.

•
.

•
-

•

•

•

..

<15. Therefore the two latter terras of the laft Analogy? ^
being drawn into p , this Analogy will arife,
/S
17. Now to avoid an Equation between Solids, (for lis )
improper to introduce Solids in arguing about a planef r
Problem,) let it be made as r to j, fo p to a fourth^
Proportional, which fuppofe to be/, therefore

s

PN

s

a

^

^

_

I

s

p

.

t

\i

pa

•

f

••

p^

' I
bp — ba.

t.

.3

18. Therefore from the Analogies in 16® and
p
this will arife, (per 11. prop. 5. Elem.) • •
%p. And by drawing 4 as a common altitude into pV
and t feverally , this Analogy will be raanifcft
p
(per i. prop, 6. Elem.)
.
.
* .‘S
20. Therefore from ib® and 19° this Analogy will?

••••,*•>,

^ bp-ba ;

,

mk, (peril, prop. S.EUm.)
21. Theretore out of 20®, ( per 14. prop. 5. Elem.)
bp^ba — ta.
2 2. Therefore out of 2 i®,by addition of ^to each part,bp z=: ba-hta.
33. which laft Equation gives this following Analogy,? ^ 1 ^ ^ ^
::
( per i^.prop. 6. Elem. ) * • \.S

Outof 17° and 23®arifeth this

NM.
bp—b(t ^

pa

p

ta.

f

CAN OK.

34, Let it be made as R to S i fo the Perpendicular GL to a fourth Proportional T* alfo
let it be made as the furam of the Bafe C E and the fourth Proportional T to the Bafe
C E. fo the Perpendicular G L to a fourth Proportional A, which fliall be equal to
the altitude P N of the Reftangle required to be inferibed. Lahly, as R to S, fo
A to N M, to wit, that fide of the Reftangle which muft be parallel jp the Bafe C E.
H 2

Tk
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The Comf option of Probl. 12,

£Hppof,

G*

25. CEG is a A given.
2^.

G C E is not obtufe.

27.

GEC is‘not obtufe.

EG = 150

GL =120
LE
90
LC = 90

z8. R and S are two right lines given.
Eeq. to inferibe .

and fuch, that

'

■-

.

NM

R

PM= 84
NM= 42
R=
2

M

PNMH a □ within the a'CEG,

30 PN

CE =140
CG = 130

;

S.

S=
R-.
S
fT

I

T=: 60
A= 84

, ConftruUion,

5 T. Firft, make G L J. C E. _ —
^
:
• /-« t c i.* j
32. Then making R the firft of four Proportionals‘ S the fecond, and GL the thirds
find a fourth Proportional, which fuppofe to be T, therefore
R
.
S
::
GL
.
T.
53. Again, making’C E-l-T the firft of four Proportionals, CE the fecond, and GL
the third’ find a fourth Proportional, let it be A , therefore CE -1- T
i- CE
::
GL
.
A.
34: From GL cut-off LO — A, which is poflible. to be done ^ for in the Analogy
in 3 3® the firft Proportional is manifeftly greater than the fecond, therefore ( per SchoL
of 14. prop'. s» TIem ) the third (hall be greater than the fourth, therefore G L cr A.
$5-. By the point O draw NOM 11 CE, alfoEy the points N and M dralw NP and
35^1^Tay ?N*MHis the right-angled Parallelogram required to be inferibed. Now
we muft (hew that P N is to N M as R to S • alfo that the angles N P H, M H P,
NMH and P N M.are right angles. Firft, that the fide P N is to the fide NM,
as the line R to the line S, 1 (hall make raanifeft by a retrograde repetition of the fteps
of the foregoing Refoluiion of Probl. 12.
NM.
PN
37. ,, .
Req. demonflr. .....
.
R *5
'
Dentonfrktion.
,CE :: GL
A.
38. Be.caufe by
in 3 3°, . . .h* GE-f-T
a..
b
::
‘ That is, in 2 3°,(the laft ftep of the Refolat.)
P
A.
LO
=
3 9. And by Cenftr. in 3 4°,.
LO.
C E :: GL
40. Therefore out of 38° and 39% . . .^ CE-l-T
□ GF,GL
E,GL =
= □CE,LOH-lZlT,LO.
41. Therefore ( per 16. prop. 6. Elem.) .
bp —
ba
-f- #4.
That is, in 22,
. •
• . .
.
42. Therefore out of 41®, by equal ftib-2 □ CE,GL — □CE,LO = aT,LO.
traflion ofDCE,LO, •
. .
= ta.
—
ba
Thatis,in2i°,
♦ . . • . .h'. .bp
- -[
43. From 42°, (per 7.prop, ^,EUm,) this fubfequenc Analogy will bemaniiefr,
[Z}GL,LO . □CE,GL-OCE,LO :: pG^LO . aT,LO,
That is, in 20®, pa .
bp
ba
::
pn
.
td.
44. And by reafon of the common altitude LO this Analogy is manifeft, (per i.prop.6^El.)
GL . T :: OGL,LO . OT.LO.
That is, in 19®, p
.
t
;:
pa
.
ta.
4j. Therefore from the Analogies in 43® and 44®, ( per ii.prop. 5. Elem.)
GL . T :: □GL,LO . C=]CE,GL-aCE,LO.
That is,in 18®, p .
e
::
pa
. bp — b a.
46, ByC«i»j?r.in 31®, . . . . .^GL . T
R . S.
That js, in 17®,.p
. r
:: F • /.
’ ’
^
47- There^
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Therefore from 45® and 46®, ( per 11, prop, $,ElenJ,)
R . S
:: aGL,LO . □CE,GL-aCE,LO.
Thar is,in 16®, r ' , s
::
pa
,
bp — ha.
48. ]i is manifeft by the Figure, that . .J>GL — LO = OG.
■49. Therefore by taking C E as a common 7 □ CE GL - □ CEjLO = O CE,OG,
altitude,.S
*
50. Therefore out of 47® and 49°, by ex-^
changing equal Reftangles, this Analogy > R . S :: CZ]Gt,LO • O CE,OG.'
. is maniteft,"
51. By the Lemma placed next before ^ q l . C E * • O G 2 N MJ
Prohl. II. it’s raanifeft that . . . .S
52. And cor)kcptm\y^ (per 16. prop. 6. El.) F ClGL,NM = LI3CE,OG.
55. Therefore out of 50° and 51% by ex-?
_ g .. QCLiLO . aGL,NM;
changing equal Reft angles,
5
54. Therefore, the common altitude G L 7 R ;; S
LO
. N M.
being cafl: away,.£
5 5-. And becaufe by Cohjlr. in 55°, ( and by 7
,deHn. \ , EUm.) PNOL isaParallelo-^ pj^ - to.
gram, therefore
^4. pop.x t. EUm.) y
5 6. Therefore out of 5 4® and 5 5 by fetting ?
^ S .. p jq , N M.
P N in the place of L O, . . • • o
which was to be Demonftr.
But that the angles of the inferibed Parallelogram PNMH are right angles, is eafic
to prove out of theConftruftion, after the fame manner as in the preceding Probl.ii,
from 31° to 37°.
_

PrM.yilU.
■

within a given Square to inferibe a long Square; whofe fides fhall
be in a given Reafon, and parallel to the Diameters of the Square;
Suppof,

B

y_^
$

1. AB CD is a □ giveni
2. ^ = fee ( or BA) is given.'
3. r and j arc the Terms of a given
Reafon.
Req. to inferibe
4. EFGH a O within the □ ABCD,
fo, as that the points E, F, G and H
may lye in the fides of the □ ABCDj
alfo, that

AB = 28 = BC
BF= 8= BE
DG= 8 = DH
FC=2o = CG

Jj

AE—20 r= AH
EF= 4.^8 =:HG
FG=ioV8.= EH

R
S

$: EF IF AC II HGj likewife, FG II BD II EH.
^»EF * FG it ^
Prepara}. ‘

Alfo ^

7. Suppofe EFGH to be the a required, then?
according to the tenour of the Problem,
8. Therefore ( per i^,prop. 1. Elent.)
•
•h
9. Likewife, * . . . . , 1. .. .
•h
10. Therefore equiangular are ....
11. Therefore (per ^•prop. 6,EUm,) .
.h
.h
12. Therefore alternately..
.h
15. But by Suppoftion in 1®, . . . •
.h
14. Therefore ( per 14.prop, •y,Elefn>) •
15. And becaufe by Suppof, in i °, . . • . r
16, Therefore out of 14® and 15®, f
47*
i.Elem.) , ...
17, And by the like argumentation,
. * •

.

..

i

*

EF

1!
. < BEF =
. .<B.FE -r
.
A BEF and
BA . BC •• ••
» t
BA . BE • •
. BA
. • • BE
. <EBF —;

AC.
< BAG.
< BCA.
A BAG.
BE
BFJ
BC .' iBF.
BC.
.
BF.
—1

. .

2

□ BF ■= □ EF.

.

2

□ FC

—

a F a '' r
Refold
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Resolution.

4 = B F, or BE.
Suppofe
. ^
Therefore out of 2° and 18°,.}► it'—a = F C, or CG.
The Square of the fegroent jn 18® is .
.
.> a4 — □ B F.
The Square of the fegment in 19® is .
. .J> bl^ — iba
aa — □ F C.
Therefore out of 20® and 16®, . .
. . .J> 2aa — □ EF.
ibb — ^ba>-\^iaa r= □ FG.
Alfo out of 21° and 17®,..
Therefore out of 22®,
. .
^
.
.
. J> Ajiati ~ E F.
And out of 23® ........ .
^ ^/ibb — ^ba'-\-‘2aa = FG.
Therefore according to the condition in the Problem,__
r
.
s
’ ^/laa
.
^Jibb — 4^4 “-j- 244.
27. Butitheir Squares alfo are Proportionals, therefore
rr
S5
::
244
.
2bh —^4^4-1-244.
28. And becaufe the two latter Terms of thelaft Analogy are in the fame Reafon as their
halves, therefore
.
. . ,
rr
.
ss
:t
aa
.
•
bb — ihu
44.
29. But the Roots of the four lad Proportionals arc alfo
a
b — d,I
Proportionals, therefore.. .
30. Therefore inverfly, . * . . . • . . * . ^ i . r :: b—a
a.
31. ThetcfoiQ by Compojhion of Reafon, . ,
^
s^r . r :: b
4(BF.)
32. Alfo out of 29°, by Comfof. of Reafon, ;
^
. s :: b
FC.

18.
Ip.
20.
2.1.
■22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

From the preraiffes arifeth this

CANON

\

\
33. By Probl. 1* of this Chapt. divide the fide of the given Square into two fegments
that may be one to the other in the given Realbn • then find out the fide of a Square
equal to the double Square of the greater fegmenf, alfo the fide of a Square equal
to the double Square of the leffer fegment j fo Ihall thofc fides be the length and bredth
r ..of the defired Reftangle, ( or long Square,) which may be inferibed within the given
Square by this following
ConfirnBion.
34. Firft divide B C into two parts in F, that may 7
BF
be one to the other as*R to S, ( per Probl. 1.
R
FC.
thU Chapt ) via. fuppofe it be made as . .3
3
Then let B E 5= B F; alfo D G — D H = B F, and draw the right lines E F, FG,
G H and H E , fo lliall E F G H be the long Square given to be inferibed : Now we
muft (hew that it will fatisfic the Problem propounded; firff, that EF is to FG as R to S,
I fliall demonftrate by a retrograde repetition of the fteps of the preceding Refolutionu

36,

Req. demonftr.

R

EF

EG.

Demonjlration.
37. Becaufc by
in 34®, . . 1' . .
R . S
BF
FC.
38. Therefore (per prop. 22. Elem. 6. ) , .
□ R . dS
□ FC.
□ BF
39. And by taking the doubles of the two latter?
„
. nS
2 □ BF . 2 0 FC.
Terms of the lafl preceding Analogy, . .3 ^
40. By Confir. in 35®,
. .., . BE :
BF.
41. And by Suppof. . L.i^<;[EBF = _J.
42. Therefore from 40° and 41®,^?^^/?^^;. 47.? ^ □ EP = abBF.
43. Likewile, .
.
.
. .
.F •• □ FG =20 FC.
44. Therefore out of 3 9°, 4»° and 43% by ex- > ^ „
n
• n EF
□ FG.
change of equal quantities,
.
. . .
45-. Therefore from 44®, f/jerfrop. 22.
Gj 1* • R . S
EF
FG.
Which was to be Den>. •
It remains to demonftrate that the quadrilateral Figure E F G FI is right-angled at
E, F, G and H.
. . Req.demonfir, . <[ EFG r=:'J = < FGH =
GHE =
HEF.
-

Demons

i
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Bemonjlration,
48.

4p,
JO.
51,

Bcciufe by
in35**> • • • • • ‘V* • BF^BE.
And by Suppof. •
• •' • • • .^«dEBFr=J.
Thctcfore (perCoroU.prop.
£lem. !•) • .r <CI BFE =r t-J*
Likewife
.
..<;^CFG = a_J.
Therefore from 49" and jo®, ( per Coroll. ^ <^EFG = J.

prop. 13.

i.).J

•

jz. And by the like argumentation ,
<;^FGH,<^GHE,<;[HEF arc
Which was to be Dem. Therefore the Problem is fatisfied.

Proh/.

XIV.

In a right-angled Triangle, one of the fides about the right angle
being given, as alfo the liimm of the other fide about the right angle
and the Hypothenufal, to find out the Triangle. But the faid fumm
muft be greater than the given fide, as is manifeft hy prop. 22, Elem.i.
Sappof.
AK =

Iz

1. A AKF is right-angled at K.
2. y —

A K is given.

5, c = AF-}-FK.is given.
c zT y-

*

K

Req. to find A AKF,
Refoltaion.

For the difference between the Hypothenufal AF and the Per->
pendiculat FK, put
.. ..«S
e. Then from 3* and 5% (perTheor.g.Chap.^.) the Hypoihe-^
nufal fliall be....
J>
7. And by the fame Theorem, the Perpendicular K F fliall be
^
b’. Therefore from 6® the Square of the Hypothenufal lEall be
J>
5?, And from 7* the Square of the Perpendicular is . . .
r*
10. The difference of thofe Squares is.
'll. But f per prep. 47. Elem. i. ) the difference of the Square of /
the Hypothenufal and the Stjuarc of one of the fides about the(
tight angle is equal to the Square of the; other fide about the^
right angle, therefore from 10° and 2®, . . . • . .J
12. Theretore, by rcfolving the laft preceding Equation into Pro-?
portionab, ..^
13. Therefore out of 12® and 6®, the Hypothenufal is now given,7

•vie.. ..

^

Ac —
^CC -|\CC

-f’

ca.

^ ^ ^ ..

^
^ AF.

S

14. And from i z° and 7® , the defired fide about the right angle is ?
alfo given, -vi^.
S
Out of 12"* arifetli this
THEOREM.

^ — FK.

X 5. One of the fides about the right angle of a right-angled Triangle is a mean Pro¬
portional between the fumm and difference of the Hypothenufal and the other fide about
the right-angle. And confequently'f per prop. 17* Elem.i.) the Rectangle of the faid
fumm and difference is equal to the Square of the firft mentioned fide, or mean Pro16!* Therefore, the Bafe of a right-angled Triangle, (that is, which of the two fides about
the right angle you pleafe, ) being given, as alfo the fumm of the Hypothenufal and
Perpendicular, the difference of the Hypothenufal and Perpendicular fliall be given alfo.
For by the Theorem above exprefl, (which is the fame with Prop.'^6.EUm. 3. When
the
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the line there mentioned to cut the Circle paffeth through the Center, ) the faid dif¬
ference is a third Proportional proceeding from the faid Bafe and Summ.
Therefore alfo, the faid Hypothenufal and Perpendicular fliall be given feverally, (per
Theor. p. Chap. 4.) for they fhall be equal to the given Quantities before expreft in 13®
and 14° of this Problem.
The Comp option of Probl. 14.

B

A K =r 12 = B

B

F A 3= 13
AH=:i8
D= 8=AG

Snppof.
17. B = the Bafe of a right-angled Triangle is given.
18. AH = the fumm of the Hypothenufal and Perpendicular is given,
ip. AH c- B.
.Re^. to find out the A,

ConJlruSlion,
20. Let it be made as A H to B , fo B to a third ? a tt
r
..
r
Proportional, call it D, therefore . . . ^
*
*’
*
21. From A H cut off A G r=: D, which is pofiible to be done if A H cr“ D j but by
SHppoftioH A H cr“ B, therefore from the Analogy in 20°, AH cr“ D.
22. Divide GH into two equal parts in F, therefore FG m FH.
23. From F as a Center, at the diftance of FG or F H deferibe the Circle FGKHJ
and (per prop. iq^Elem. 3. j draw the right line AK to touch the faid Circle in Kj
draw alfo the Semidiametet F K; then lhall A K F be the Triangle fought. Now we
muff flicw that it will fatisfie the Problem.
24. Firff then, by ConfirnUion in 2 3°, F H =: F K , therefore A F
F K = A H the
given fumm of the Hypothenufal and Perpendicular. It remains to Ihew that AK
is equal to the given Bafe B, and that the angle A K F is a right angle; therefore,
2y.

.

.

Req. demonfir.A K =: B.

Alfo,

AKF = _J.

Demoftfiration*
z6, Becaufe by Confir. in 20° and 21°, .
27. Therefore, ( per prop. ly. Elem. 6. ) .
28. Andbecaufeby
in2 5°, AK toucheth;
gFGKH in K, therefore (per pro;;. 3
3.) ^

AH . B
B ID (AG.)
[ZlAHjAG — dB.
r—1 a w a n
LJA]rl,ALi_oAK.

2p. Thereforeoutof 27°and2 8°,

n A R- — n r

chap*

1.7

•) . •

30. Therefore, ('per
prop. 48. £/<fw. I.) J> . AK = B. Which Was to be dem.'
31. And becaufe by Confir. in 2 3°, AK toucheth }
O FGKH in K, and FK is Radius, therefore, > FK X KA. Therefore, <^AKF = J ^
( per prop. id. Elem, ^. )
’ Which was alfo to be Dem. Therefore the Problem is fatisfied.

Erobl.

XV.

The Radius (or Semidiameter) of a Circle being given , as alfo the
Tangent of an arch , to find the Tangent of the double of that arch.
But the given Tangent muft be lefs than the Radius.
Suppfff.
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Suppof.
1. A A B C is right-angled at B.

^ ^ „

a. < BAD t=: < DAC = t< CAB.

'
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_

5 r — AB the Radiu? of a Circle, whofe Center is A, is given.
4. t = B D the Tangent of the arch B G, or angle DAB, is given,
5. BD
A B.

Req\ to find BC the Tangent of the angle CAB, that is, the Tangent of 2

D AB,

Refolmion,

.

6. Pot :: . . . . . ^. i.' . • * ^
r
Therefore out of 4° and 6“, - . .
a-^t — U t-r.
8. And out of
and 6% (per ^7- prop. I ^^yr^AA^i = A C.
I. E/em. )

... ~..

,,

"
.

-

And becaufe by Sufpofitm c::! B A D = ? q q
cC' D A C,- therefore (per 5. prop. 6. Elem. )S
ic. That is, in the letters of the Refolution, ^
t <
II. But their Squares alfo (hall be Proportio- ? aA~.2taArtt
nals, ^ per 22, prop. 6. Elem.) viz,.
. S..v
ja. Therefore from the Analogy in the
aa — 2ta
flep, by Divifion of Reafon, ... . * 5
aa — 2ta
13. Therefore alternly, . .
14. And by reafon of the common altitude 4,
' in the two firft Terms of this Analogy , it is ■ aA-— zta
manifed (per i. prop. 6. Elem.) that . .,
15. Therefore from the two laft preceding? . A-2t
Analogies, ( per ii. prop. 5. Elem.) • •S
16. Therefore inverfly ,.^ . . rr
17. And converfly..^ . . rr .
18. And by doubling the Antecedents , (per
, 2r»*
Schol. Clavii in prop. 22. Elem. •}.)
rr — tt ,
19. And inverfly,.
m
t
•
ao. %oX ( per i^.prop.Elem. )
V
^l. Therefore out of 19® and zo®, (per tt-? rr —tt .
prop.
Elem,) ..S
Hence this
^
^
the OREM.

BD '
t

\

AC . AB.

rr-\>AA » rr.

.

tt

.

tt

AA

.

AA

tt

. AA

r-

y'; rrArAA:

^

rr.
rr.

a-^it

A,

tt

rr.

. tt
rr-tt

A

A~2t.

A

2t.

rr—tt

2A

2t.

2t
2t

24.
2 4.

.

A

2rr
A

2rr
*

22. As the excefs whereby the fquare of the Radius exceeds the fquare of the Tangent
of an arch lefs than half a Quadrant, is to the double fquare of the Radius; fo is the
faid Tangent, to the Tangent of the double of that arch.
Therefore the Radius being given, as alfo the Tangent of an arch lefs than 49. degrees,
the Tangent of the double of that arch is given alfo , without excraaing any Root.-- This Theorem was found out by the Learned D^.^ohnPell, who thereby hath clearly
(hew'd the falfiiy of LoniormntAnm\ pretended quadrature of the Circle, as appears by
the Controverfie between them. ( printed at Jmjierdam in 1647. ) where theDemonftrations of divers eminent Mathematicians to manifeft the truth of the Theorem are
inferred, which may alfo be eafily demonflrated by the fteps of the preceding e o
>
by proceeding in a dired order from the beginning to the end thereof; but leaving that
Demonilraiion to the Learner’s practice, 1 fliali give another which here follows.
K k

Sfippof
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Sfippof,
23. <^ABC and<;AEF are right angles.
24. A C F and ABE are right lines.
2 5. C DAB lefs than half a right angle.

z6.
27

DAB = c::: DAG=4CFAE.
.

Req. demotifir,

....

-

□ AB - □ BD

2 □ AB

BD . BC.

Demonftration,
28. By Suppoftionj . i
....
29. By Suppof, 3.\(o t ..... .
30. Therefore, (per Theor.i. angnUr.
J'ttl, Viet.)
.
.
31. And becaufe from 23° and 24®
A AEF and A ABC are like', it’s manifeft ( per 4. prop. 6. Elem,) that .
32. Therefore from the two laft prece->
ding Analogies, (per ii.prop. <^.Elent }§
3 3* but by reafon of the common altitude
2 A B, this Analogy is manifeft, ( per
I.prop. 6. Elem.) viz.. ',
, ,
34. Wherefore from the two laft pre¬
ceding Analogies, (per 2 3 .prop. <^.Elem
agreeable to Definit. 8. of inordinate
proportion in^he foregoing Chap. 3.)
•

< ABC =: J =: < AEF.
< FAE = 2<; dab.
AE . EF

□ AB-oBD . 2aAB,BD.

::

AE-. EF

AB

BG

□AB-qBD . 2aAB,BD :: AB , BC.
2aAB,BD

.

pAB-dbd :

2D AB

:; BD . AB.

AB

BD , BC

2D

Which was to be dern.

Illnjiration hj Numbers.
3 5”. Let the Radius A B be .
..,
> • • lOOOOO*
35. Then fuppofing the arch B G or angle DAB to be 15. de- ?
. . . t6^9ygrees, its Tangent B D ( by the Trigonometrical Canon ) is ^ *
37. Now to find out B C, the Tangent of 30. degrees, (the
double of the given angle,) according to the preceding Theo¬
20000000000.
rem, multiply the given Tangent 26795, by the double Square
of the Radius, viz., by..
38. The Produftis robe refcrved for a Dividend, to wit,
J35pOOOOOiOOOOOO*
3p. Then from the Square of the Radius, viz.', from . .
^
. I OOOOOOOCOQi.
40. Subtract the Square of the given Tangent 2679; , viz.
j* . , . 717972025^.
41. The remainder is a Divifor, to wit,
. . . 9282027975.
42t. Laftly, divide the Dividend in the 38*'’ ftep , by the Divi- >
for in the 41 , and the Quotient, neglefting the remainder, is 3. S77}SWhich 577 3 5 is the defired Tangent of 30. degrees, the double of the given angle of
arch 15, degrees, and exadly agrees with the Trigonometrical Canon, the^Radius being
affumed 100000.

PrM XV I.
The Radius of a Circle, and the Tangents of two arches being given
feverally, to find the Tangents of the fumm and difference of thofe
arches. But when the Tangent of the fumm is required, the Rcdangle
of the given Tangents muft be lefs than the Square of the Radius.
In finding out the Demonftration of the Theorem in the 22**’ ftep of the foregoing
Frobl. 1 5. 1 difeovered the two following Theorems, to folve this ProbJ. i0, which I have
not met with in any Author.
THEOR. I.

Chap. 7.
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THEO R. X, •
As the excefs whereby the Square of the Radius exceeds the Re£langle of the Tangents
of two arches, is to the Square of the Radius j fo is the fumm of thofe Tangents, to the
Tangent of the fumm of the faid arches.
Therefore the Radius of a Circle, and the Tangents of two arches whofe fumm is lefs
than a Quadrant, being given feverally, the Tangent of the fumm of thofe arches (hall be
given alfo.
Sfippof.
.
CA is the Radius of a Circle whofe Center IS C.
AL an arch lefs than a Qiiadrant.
Arch LK = arch AI, therefore
Arch A L = arch A K -j- arch A I.
>
A D ± CA.
A B the Tangent of the arch AK, ot
BC Ai
7. A E the Tangent of the arch A 1, or
ECA.
8. A D the Tangent of the arch A L, or of
BCA 4- cr: ECA.
9. c A H and C D G arc right lines.
10. HG 1 CAH.
.
11. B M = A E, therefore AM = BA -J- AE.
Rec]. demonfir.
- nCA-OBA.AE . nCA
AD.

^

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

p

>1

B

^

Demonflrdtion.
.
v • .
13, Becaufe by Suppofition, .
. .
.
. • I"
CAD = J = <i CHG.
14. Alfo by Suppof: in the right-angled Triangles ? ^
_ CBCA 4- CECA.GCH, BC A and EC A, . . . •
O
1 r. Therefore, ( per Theor* 2. ^nguUr. feSiion. Viet. )
CH . HG :: □ C A — 113 B A j AE . aAM,CA. ^
16. And becaufeby Suppof, in 5% 9° and io% A CAD and A'CHG are equiangular,'
•

therefore, ( per 4. prop. 6, Elem. )
t
CH . HG :: CA . AD.
, /
,
17. Therefore from the two laft preceding Analogies, (per ii. prop. ^.Elem.)
□ CA.^aBA,AE . □AM,CA
GA . AD.
18. But by reafon of the common altitude C A this following Analogy is raanife
(per I prop. 6. Elem.)
•
r' a
OAM,CA.oCA:iAM.CA.

,

‘

19. Therefore from the two lafl preceding Analogies ^ ( per 2^. prop, 5. Elem. agreeable
to Befin. 8. of Inordinate proportion^ in the foregoing
3- ;
□ CA —nBA,AE
Which was to be dem.

.

dCA

-‘

AM.BA^-Ab

lllufiration by Numbers.

.; , ‘

20. Let the Radius CA be.• • ; * * *^ * * * * '
a I, Then fuppofing the arch A K to be 3 o. degrees, its Tangent;.* S771 f*
A B by the Trigonometrical Canon is . . . . * *.*>
21. Likewife fuppofing the arch AI to be z 6. degrees, its? ■ . ^ ^ / . 5^397.
Tangent A E is.. . . • • • S ^
,
Now to find out AD the Tangent of the arch A L, 50. degrees, vtzj. the Tangent of the
fumm of the given arches AK, 30. degrees, and AI, (orKL,) 20. degrees, tc pc-ration, according to the preceding Theor. t . will be as it here foUows i vt^.
23. Multiply the fumm of the given Tangents 5773 5 and;
36397 , to wit, . . . . ..S
24. By the Square of the Radius, viz.. by . . . . • -r . . 10000000000.
22. The Produft (hall be a Dividend, to wit, . . . . . h 941320000000000.
2^. Then from the faid Square of the Radius in the 24*^ “ep, ? . , . 2IGI380795*
fubtraift the Produft of the given Tangents, to wit, .
.5
27. The
Kk 2
.

1

94133.

\
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27. The remainder is a Divifor , to wit,.f> . . . 7898519205.
2 8. Laftly , divide the Dividend in the 25''’ ftep , by the Divi- 2
for in the 2 7'^ and the Quotient, (neglefting the remainder,) is 5..
7 5*
Which 11 9175 is the defired Tangent of 50. degrees, the ftimm of the given arches
3©,and 20. degrees, and exaflly agrees with the Trigonometrical Canon, the Radius
being alTuraed 100000,
THEOR

3.

29. As the fumm of the Square of the Radius and theReflanglc of the Tangents of two
arches is to the Square of the Radius; fo is the difference of thofc Tangents, 'to the
Tangent of the difference of the faid arches.
Therefore, the Radius and the Tangents of two arches being feverally given ^ the Tan¬
gent of the difference of thofc arches fliall be given alfo.
Suppof.

C A is the Radius of a Circle whofe Center is C
A L is an arch lefs than a Quadrant,
31
Arch AI rr arch L K, therefore
32
33 Arch AI = arch A L — arch A K.
.34. A D
C A.
35. AD the Tangent of the arch AL or <;[DCA,
35. AB the Tangent of the arch AK or <;^BCA.
37. AE,the Tangent of the arch AI, viz. of
<CDCA — CBCA.
38. C A H and C E F are right lines.
39. HF X CAH.
'
'^Req. tiemonflr.
40. nCA^-f^ADjAB . oCA :: BD . AE.
DA-AB30

Bsmonfiration.

Suppofttion •
• •
. . . .> <! CAD = J ~ C CHG.
42. Alfo by
in the right-ahgled Triangles?
’
FCH,DC A,BCA, . . . . .
°
' <FCH:5=CDCA_<BCA.
43. Therefore, ( per Theor, i. Angular. feU ion. Viet,)'
CH
HF •.- □CAXaAD,AB\ □BD,GA; (that is, DA-ABxCA.)
44. And becaufeby
in 34°, 38°arid 39° ,.A C A E and A C HF are equian¬
gular, therefore,4.6. £/m.)
A
CH . HF :: CA . A E.
45. Therefore from the two laft preceding Analogies, (per u.prop. ^.Elem.)
□ CA X-a AD, AB . CZ]BD,CA :: CA . AE.
45. But by reafon of the common altitude C A, this following Analogy is manifeft '
(per I, prop, 6. Elem.)
*
□ BDjCA . nCA :: BD . CA.
47. Therefore from the two laft preceding Analogies, (per I'^.prop. 5. Elem. agreeable
to Dejm. 8. of inordinate proportion, in the foregoing
5.)
□ CA-j-OADjAB . dCA :: BD .
Which was to be dera.
DA—AB

AE.

Illuflrathn bj Numbers.

48. Let the Radius C A be., ,
. . {x .
1C coco.
49. Then fiippofing the arch A L to be 5g. degrees, its Tangent >
119177.
.AD by the Trigonometrical Canon is.. •
yo. Likewife, fuppofing the arch A K to be 30. degrees,* its?
57735'
Tangent is.’. . 5 *
A E the Tangent of the arch A I, 20. degrees, viz, the Tangent of the
difference of the given arches A L, yo. degrees, and A K, 30. degrees, the Operation,
according to the preceding Theor. 2. will be as followeth , viz,
51. Multiply the difference of. the given Tangents 119175 7
and 5773y, to wit,
.
.
........

s

•

5144a.
52. By

Chap. 7.
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52. By the Square of the Radius, viz. by.}> ( . 10000000000.
55. The Product lhall be a Dividend , to wit,
. . . . . ^ 614400000000000.
5-4. Then to the faid Square of the Radius, add theProduft^
of the given Tangents 11 9175 and 5773 5 ,
. . -S’**
5-5. The furnm is a Divifor, to wit,
.Si. 16880568625-.
56. Laftly , divide the Dividend in the 5 5*^ ftep by the Divifor >
^ <
in the 5 5^^ and the Quotient, neglefting the remainder, will be3.3^39°'
Which 36396 is the defired Tangent of 20. degrees, the difference of the given,archc§
yo, and 3 o. degrees, and nearly agrees with the Trigonometrical Canon, the Radius being
affumed 100000. But for more exad:nefs, the Radius and Tangents given ought to confifl:
of more places than thofe before exprefl: in 48% 49°-and 50®.
.
. '

Prolyl.
*

>

XVII.

/

■

■

‘

To find the altitude of a Tower, when the foot thereof is inaccefiible.
Suppof,
1. E A = A C
C E is an horizontal line.
.
\
2. C A part of E A is acceflible only at C.
. _
--3. A B the height of a Tower.
!
4* C D and E F two (laves perpendicular to E'A ’ and at fach a diftance one from the
other, that F D B is a right line.
"
’ .
y. FA a right line cutting C D in G.
^
'
6. B H a right line cutting C D in G.
7. FI = and 11 EA, and cuts CD in Ki
.

■

CE =

30

FH = 25
AC =720
A B — 600

11. 'Becaufe in A BFH, DG 11 FH, therefore, A BFH
. BD :: FH . DC.
and aBDG are like, therefore (per prop.^/JElem.6,) ^
12. Likevvife becaufe in A FBI, DK11 BI, therefore J> B F
BD
I V. u IK.
13. Therefore out of 11° and iz°,(perpro.ii.Ele ^,) )> FH . DG
JF/n;. IK.
14. That is, ( becaufe A E
IF,; and A C — I K,)
FH
DG
AE^v ■AC.
Refolmion,

15. Put .
.
16. Therefore from 9® and 15®,.‘.1> ^
17. Then from the 8*’’, 1 o*\
15‘^and i6‘^ (leps>
this Analogy arifeth, viz. ...... .5 ■'
18. Therefore by
<5/,
.
,
.
.)>
19. Again, in order to find AB, add <^, that is, CE,T
to

» ( which by the i

ftep is manifeftlyC

$

AC.'
—’A'E.
*

: . ■ srj .z", '}
t. ^ \

r",,

t

j y
..ilr >1
a.
r ^^
:: d
4.
= A E.

equal to 4
that is , A C, and it/makes . Vj ' ’
- •
ao. Then becaufe A FBA and A FDG are likej,(for /
DG 11 BA,) this Analogy will be manifeft (by the ^ FK . GD
prefixt to Probl. it. of this
viz; ^
- i‘> u

. •
FI .

ab:

21. That

MathewaticalKefolHtion andCowpofitiotJ,

QlyS

21. That is, by exchlinge of equal right lines, ^ C E . G D
22. That is, in the letters belonging to the Re-? ^ ^ y ..
folution,.. • • ‘3.
From the i8th, 21th and 22th fteps arileth this

Book IV.
::

AE

.

AB.
(ab.)

canon.

23. As the excefs whereby FH exceeds DG, is to DG fo is p to AC ; and fo is FH to AB,
TheDemonftration of this Canon being very eafie to be deduced from the premiffes*
1 fliatl only illuftrate it by
Suppofe

.

.

An Example in Nmbers.

DG = ^ = 24
CE =
= 30
FH = / = 25:

.

: FH-DG
I. ^
I
] FH-^DG
II. ^
\

:
:
:

DG
24
DG
24

.
.

I

Inches.

CE
30
FH
25

.
.
.

AC.
720.
AB.
600.

Probl, XVIII.

To find the length of 3 right line A B, when there is accefs to one
of its ends , fuppofe to A.

t
6

r>
Preparat.
'
1. From the given point A meafuretwo equal diftances, as AC =:CDi andfo, as
PCAB maybea nght(orft£aight)linc. mcafure likewife DE and EF, fo as DE
. may be equal to E E and DEF a ftraght line, making an angle ADF at pleafure: then
meafure E A, which (hall be parallel to a line drawn from C to E, (per i.prop.6. Elm.)
for DC . OA :: DE . EF; then mcafure CEG, that is, the parallel CE produced
to fuch a Station G, that GFB may be a ftraight line, meafure alfo G F. Now of the
Trapezium C A F G the two Tides AF and CG being parallels, and every one of the four
fidcs C A, A F, F G, GC, given by meafure as above, in Yards or what equal pans you
plcafe, the length of A B, alfo of F B may be found out in the fame kind of parts, by
the following Refolution.
Steppof,
C A B and G F B are right lines.
AF II CG.
^ = CG
c = CA
given feverally.
^ - AF
/ = FG
Peq. to find A jS and F B.
PjefelH-

Chap. 7.
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Refolution.
3* Pat.’ - . .
4. Then becaufe A BCG and A BAf arc cqui- y
angular, for AF11CG , this Analogy is mani->
left, ( per j:^.prop. 6. EJem. ) ... . .3
5. That is, in the letters of the Refolution, .;>
6. Therefore alternately..)>
7. Therefore by Divifion of Reafort, .
. • .
And by the like argumentation this Analogy
will arife...
The Analogies in the feventh and eighth fleps afford
THE OR.

^ = AB.
QG

.

C3

AF

. h . c-]-4
., ^ .
ii
^
^
^

.

AB.
a.
a.
al

d , .
c
A .
c
f

■

FB,

this

I.

I

9. In a Trapezium C AFG having two parallel fides AF, CG j As the difference of
thofe two parallel fides is to the leffer of them • fo is each of the two other fides not
parallels, to its continuation to the point of their concurrence, viz,. As, C E . A F
:: CA . AB :: FG . FB.
iQ. The Deraonftration whereof is manifeft • for drawing AE II FG, the Triangles
CAE and ABF (hall be like . and becaufe A E 11 F G and A F 11 E G, it follows
( jfer prop. 3 4. Eleni. i. ) that A E = F G, alfo A F — EG, and C E — C G
AF. Wherefore CE . AF
CA . AB :: FG . FB, as iHeTheorem affirms.
.Ait Example in Numbers.
AF II C G in the Trapezium C A FG • alfo,'
CG = yi.
C A = 2 5.

11. Suppofe
.*

A F = 34 — GE.
FG =
= EA.
C E =1 17 = C G — A F.

ir CA . AB.
) 25
(CG — AF . ) AF
CE
; gf . FB.
34
17
1L 25
50
Hereby the way , the Learner may obferve, that the four fides of a Trapezium having
two parallel fides being feverally given, the Area of'that Trapezium fhall be given alfo
by this following
THEOKi x.
13. If a Trapezium hath two parallel fides, the Reftangle or Product made by the multipli.caiion of half the fumm of the parallel fides, into the fliorteft diftance between the
faid Parallels, fhall be equal to the Area of the Trapezium.
^ A F 11 C G in the Trapezium C A FG.
14. . . Sieppof. . . • . .5 CG qr AF.
' e AC not 11 FG.
15. Make AH -X CGj

.5. . .

Prepar.
^
alfo G E = AF, and draw AE.,

. .Uu
■
C That IS,

A H ^ EG

^
.

»G H s: Trapez. CAFG.

Demonfiration.
17. By Suppofiiofi in 14®,
.
. . . .
AF II CG.
18. And by Conftr. in 15 °, . . ,• . . ,
GE = aF and AHXHG.
19. Therefore out of 17° and 18®, (per
^ AH X EG = Paral}clogri EAFG.
prop. I. Elem. ).
zo. And ( per Schol. /pi. prop. i.Elem.) . ..
F AHxtCE=ACAE. ■
21. Therefore from the two laft Equations,
AH X EG + tCE =: EAFG -h A CAE = Trapez. CAFG.
' *
.Which was to be Demonfir.
Jn
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Aft Example in Numbers.
Let the fame thines be given before as in the ii‘h ftvp> whence the three fides of the
Triangle C E A will be 17, ad. a 5, and by the help of thefe the Perpendicular A H will
be found aa, (by Tfesr. in 29° and 30“ of PrM. p.Chaf.7.) which multiplied by 41,,
that is, halt the fummof the parallel fides AF, CG. gives loao for the Area of the
Trapezium C A F G.

•

_____

ProlfL XIX. '
Another way to meafure a diftance, when we can come to one end thereof.

JB

CA r= Zio
. ,

AD

rr »IO

CI> =
AE =

50

C F = 1^2
CK = 3S4f
AB = 204rf

, ^ a ■= A B.
4 •
2. Put.
-• • •
5. Then becaufe A ADC and A AEG are?
equiangular, ( for GEII CD,) it ftiall be, V AD ,
AE
( per prop. 4. Elem. 6. ).y
4. That is, in the letters of the Refolution, ,)> r .
/

DC

5. Likewife in the fame AADC and AAEG, ^ AD.

cA

6. That is, in the letters of the Refolution, y

c

7. Again, in the equiangular Triangles CBF2
and G BE,.. O

That is,

.

.

..)>

p. Which Analogy gives this Equation
10. Therefore by fubtra£fing

1r

EG,)

.

11. And by fubtrafting

...

GA.

if.
^

f

c
^ CA4-AB :: GE . GA-J-AB.
,
^
bf . ^

^
=r

'

c

d-^.

.

.......

c

.

from each part

of the laft Equation, this arifeth,

12. That IS,

c

J

or CF, is greater than — or
.

AE

S’

,vU. ^ ^

part, ( for

.

d

from each'
/?

.

.

GE. ‘

.

df . ,
g —■ — into a =I

€

.

i£ into a =

into h.
IT. There-
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13. Therefore by refolving the laft preceding Equation^ ^
df~f^
into Proportionals,
this Analogy arifeth , vix.
.c
*
c

265

y

a.

14. And by multiplying each oi: the two firll Terms j
b
4.
of that Analt^y by c, this arifeth , mx., . . . > ^
^
15. Ixtfimbe made equal to gc , viz. As / to c, fo^
g to a fourth, which may be called m, then fettingv r
a.
jm in the place of gc in the firft Term of the Analogy^
•'
in the X4t<» ftep, this arifeth, viz.3
16. Therefore by dividing the firft and fecond Terms of p
^
d-g
the laft precedmg Analogy by f, this arifeth, viz. ^
WhKh Analogy laft before expreft affords this
CANON.
17. Let it be made as / to c, fo ^ to a fourth, which may be called m; (that is, in the
Diagram, as A E to A D, or as C H to CI, fo C F to C K;) then let it be made,
as »—d tfy d—f , fo
to 4 the diftance fought; (that is, ip the Diagram , as
KDtoDF, eras ID to DB, foCAtoAB. )
TheDemonftrationwhereof, (in regard Cl is parallel to AD, and IK to HFB,)
is manifeft (ftrprop. 2,^4. Eletn. 6.) the Proportionals in the Canon being compared
to the rerpe£ttve lines in the Diagram belonging to this Problem. Which Canon maybe
demonftrated alfo by proceeding according to the fteps of the Refolution, in a direct order,
viz» from the beginning to the end ; and although the Demonftration in this way be
prolix, yet fince ^tis certain, and may ferve to improve the younger Analyft’s skill in the
Refoladon of Plane Problems, I fhall here form it at large.

Prepar.
18. Let it be made as.

«...^AD

That is.

•

AE

::

CF.CR.

/

•

g

ft.

Then the fame things being fuppofed and made as in the firft and feventeenth fteps,
KD
DF
ab;
CA
Rtq. demonfir.
Denmfiration.

20. Forafmuch as A ADC and A AEG ? a
are like, it (hall be (per prop,^. Eh.6*) >,
That is, in the fourth ftep, . .
c
21. Again, in the fame A ADC and 7
A£
That is, in

r

AE

DC

/

d

AE

CA

y

f

2j. A^beciufc a CBF and aGBE> cf . C A4-AB :
are like, tt (hall be ..... S
h ■ 1"^
That is, in 8",.r" „
g

dE;'

c
Ga;'
c

CE . GAH-AB,

ij. Therefore from the a a‘l> ftep, this Analogy is manifeft, (";>«• i tf. prop. Elm. 6.)

aGA,CF + aCF,AB = aCA.GE + OGEjAB.
That is.?
>"9% Sc

—

^

+

-S

dfa

24. And by fubtrai^ing □ GE, AB from each part of the Equation in the 23 th ftep J
this remains, viz.
>

- aGA,CF 4- aCF,AB — pGE,AB = ClCA,GE.

That is .7

,

_

Jt

=

M.

inio%J
f
‘
*
c
c
ay. And by fubtraaing □ GA, CF from each part of the Equation in the 14th ftep,’
this remains, viz.
□ CF,AB — CJGE.AB^ aCA.GE — aGA.CF.
Uf — ifi
That is,
JL into 4
tn ii%S- s - C
That is,?
-i:
in I2%J‘ g

into 4

Jf-fs

into

k

C

LI

Now
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Now that □ CRjCA may be fet in the place of aCAjCF in the latter ^rt of the
Equation in the 25 tH flep, 1 fhall by the four following Ikps prove that CJCR.CA
=: □ G A , C F.
Firll then,
26. By the 21th ftep,.b
27. And by the 18th ftep,.b
28. Theretore from the 26th and 27th ftepsper?

*;
‘
A D . A E :. C F .
^ GA :: C F .

C R.
C R.

2p! TheTefore from the z S'H ftep, (per 16.prop.El.6.j b O CR, CA ^
'’0. Therefore by fetting □ C R, C A in the place of □ G A , _CF in the.latter part
^ of the Eauation in the 2
l^ep, that Equation will be converted into this, vtz.
□ CF,AB — □ GEjAB = □ CA,GE
□ CR,CA..
That is,? '
^
—
into b.
into a
in 12° \
* ^
c
•■
c
31. Therefore by rcfolving the Equation in the 30th ftep into Proportionals, this Analogy
arifeth, 'Viz..
CF — GE

.

GE — CR

^
CA

::

; 1 * «
. A B.

i

That is,?
.
£j=JL
;;
h
4.
ini3°,V
^
c
c
.
^ 2. And by drawing A D into the firft and fecond Terms of the Analogy m 31°, this
will be manifeft, (per 1. prop. 6, Elem. )
GE - CR.
aCF,AD-CI)GE,AD . OGB,AD-aCR,AD :: CF - GE
Therefore out of 31° and 3^®? (ti. prop. s-Etem.)
aCF,AD-aGE,AD . a GE,AD - aCR,AD :: CA . AB.
That is,in 14°, gc — df
• ^
df — fg
::
b , a.
24.’And btcaufc fromthe Co»/?r«^w» in 17®, . ^b OCK,AE = CHlGF,AD,
3
And out of 20° ..
•
•
ibFDDC,AE =
^
3^: And out of ,8”,.
. . .h aCF.AE = aCR.AD.
37. Tfierefore odt of 3 3% 34°, 3 5° 3 <5% by exchange of equal Reftangles, this Analogy
arifeth, viz.
,
□CK,AE-aDC,AE . IZ1DC,AE-(Z]CF,AE :: CA . AB.

's..

That is, in 15°, • fm^df
.
df—gf
\\ h
. a.
38. And this following Analogy, by reafonof the common altitude AE, will be manifeft
bv prop.
Elem. 6.
‘
•
□ CK,AE-aDC,AE . □DC,AE-0CF,AE :: CK —DC . DC —CF,
20. Therefore out of 37° and 38%
per it. prop. <^.Elem.)
CK-^DG . DC — CE :: CA . A B.
That
m — d
'.
d — g
\\
h
• 'a.
AQ. Therefore from 3p°,.refpea being had to the Diagram,
^ KD
.
DF
:: CA . A B.
Which was to be Dera.
Divers other Canons might be deduced from the premiffes, which for brevity fake I fhall
pafs oyer; but to fatisfic fuch‘ Artifls as delight in Problems of this kind , becaufe they may
be prlftically applied to meafure diftances in the field without any Mathematical Inftrwracnc
to obferve angles, I fliall illuftrate the preceding Canon (in 17%} by.' *
^
^
v)
■
An
Example
in
Numbers,
>
t
'
''■
’ .
iSO

['CA = ^ =

1

.<1 CD = ^ =r
I A E = / =

Suppofe

I CF
I.
!L

25-2

1

90

I

2I0

AD = c = 210

b

22=

ti 17® of this PMl.
.
AD
::
AE
.
210
:t
90
CK-CD . DC-CF ::
.
DF
or, KD
.
loo
I02f

CF
GA
CA
210

.
•
.
.

CK.
AB.
AB.
^2047

Prebl>
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XX.

To find the length of a right line AB,
A or B is accefiible.
•,

;

267

when neither of its ends

Make choice of fome fiation C, where you may bbth' fee*^ and have liberty to meafure
towards A and'B ; then meafure two equal lines C D and DE, in Yards or Feet, &c.
fo as C D E A may be a right ( or ftraight) line ; likewife meafure C F and F G equal
J
to one another, and fo as CFGB may be a ftraight line. Meafure alfo EG, which
I
(hall be parallel to a line drawn from D to F, (fer 2. prop, 6,Elem.) for CD. D E
!
:: CF . FG. Then fuppofing DF to be produced to H and I, to wit, fuch ftations
that .HEB and IGA may be right lines, meafure HE and GI} alfo HF and D E
j
Now there are given feverally the four fides of the Trapezium HEGF^ ^having two
j
parallel fides E G and H,F, therefore the length of G B fliall be given alfo by the preceding
!
Prohl. 18. In like manner, the four fides of the Trapezium DEG I having two parallel
fides* E G", D I, are given feverally, therefore the line E A fliall be given alfo by the faid
I
Trohl. 18. Then E A and G B, alfo C E and C G being given (as before,) the lihes
C A and C B fliall be given alfo , by Addition. Then take forae Aliquot part of C A,
fuppofe one third part, and meafure it from C to K j meafure likewife one third part of C B
from C to L . fo fliall KL be parallel to the inacceflible line AB fought, ( per prop. 2.
'■
Elem. 6.) Then meafure KL. Laflly, as C K to KL, fo is C A to A B j 'dr''as
'
C L to L K, fo is C B to B A5 but C K , K L, C A, CL, C B are given in Yards
or Fek, &c. (as before,) and therefore A B the diftance fought is given alfo in the fame
kind of meafure.
.
.
If you defire to find the fliorteft diftance from O to A B, to wit, the Perpendicular C My
it may be found by the help of the three fides of the Triangle CAB, whole meafures were
before difeovered. Or if you would draw a line in the field from C towards the inacceflible
line A B, that fliall fall perpendicularly upon the fajd A B produced infinitely, you may by
the three fides of the Triangle C K L, and by the CorolU in 45 ° of Prohl. i o. of this Chapt.
difeover whether a Perpendicular from C will fall within or without the Triangle CKL, and
alfo find the diftance from either end of the Bafe K L to the foot of the Perpendicular,which
diftance being meafured in the field accordingly, the Perpendicular C N may be drawn, which
I
being produced, (hall be alfo perpendicular to the inacceflible line AB. But how this Problem
may be folved by raeafuring only five right lines, I fliall hereafter fliew in Prohl.20. Chap.
.
'
'Liz'
■ '
CHAP. YllL

i

I
I
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r

the fecond Claffis of Examples of the Refointion and
Cowpoftjton of Flane Froblems.

I

"

’

,

N which Examples
the Refolution ends either in an Equation between the Square
of the right line fought, and one or more known Planes; or eife in an Analogy
whofe three firft Terms are known Planes, and the fourth give^ ^e Square of the right
line fought.

\

y j

_^___-

\

———-^—r—»

■/

\ Probl. I.

To cut a given right line into two fiich parts ^ that the fumm of the
Squares of the parts may be, to the Square of the difference of the parts
in a given Reafbn, But the firft Term of the Reafon muft exceed the latter.
D

DF= 6
BF=iz
FC= 6

Suppof,
I,

^ ±= BG a right line given to be cut into two parts.

2*

j ^ S ^

2^

r cr s,
Feq, to find

Terms of a given Reafon.

4. BF and FC fuch parts of BC, that BF
5. p BF + a FC . □ :BF — FC:

FC = B C.
:: R . S.

A\Co;

Refblmion,

6. Put a for the difference of the parts fought

.F
7. Therefore the Square of the difference of the parts is F
8. And from 1° and 6°, the fumm of the Squares of the >
parts (per Theor,6> Chap,^, ) is
....
.S
Therefore according to the tenour of the Problem 7
. rhefe nuift
Proportionals, viz,.. • S
I o. Whence, by doubling the Antecedents, this Analogy 7
arifeth,
. ...
. . . •>
II. Therefore by Divifan of Redfin,.F
Which laft Analogy gives this
CANON.
12

FC.

^ = BF
aa»

*

^bh-\- \aa . aa,

bb 1

ir

ir^s

.aa.

“ “

f

::

bb

aa.

As the excefs whereby the double of the firft Term of the given Reafon excreds the
iatter Term, is to the latter Term} fo is the Square of the line given to be cut into two
parts, to the Square of the difference of the parts. Therefore the difference of the parts
is given, and confequently the parts are given feverally by Tkor. 9. Cbap. 4.

The reafon of the Determination annex’d to the Problem is evident by Tbeor. $, Chap. 4.
which fhews, that if a right line be divided into two unequal parts, the fumm of the Squares
of the parts is greater than the Square of the difference of the parts, by the double Reftangle
of-the parts.
The Compojttion of the foregoing Probl. i.

■

D

-

E

F

' tj --1-^1.-1-- G

Sttppof.

t

chap. 8.
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13. B C is a right line given to be cut into two parts.
14. R and S are the Terms of a given Reafon.
15^. R CT" S.
Jieij. to find
16. B F and F C fuch parts of B C, that B F + F C = B C.
17. □ B F 4' O f C . □ : B F — F C :
: R . S.

Alfo '

Conjiridiion.
iS. Find a right line T that maybe equal to the exccfs of 2 R above S, which is polfiblc
to be done , for by Suppoftign R cr“ S ; fuppofe therefore T = iR — S,
I p. By Vrobl, 11. Chap. 5. let it be made as T to S, fo the Square of BC to another
Square, whofe fide fuppofe to be A, therefore,
S
::
□ BC
.
□ A.
T
20. Divide B C into two equal parts in E, therefore E B = EC.
21. From E C and E B cut off £ F and ED, fuch parts, that each may be equal to ^ A;
which is poffible to be done, if E B ( .= E C ) be greater than t A. But that E B 1
or £ C is greater than t A, I prove thus5

I

R c“ S.
By Suppof. in. 1
,
And confequcntly,
2R CT" 2S.
Therefore by fubtrai^fing S from each part,
. . . . . .aR—Scr"S.
But by CohJ^t. in 18,
• • • * • • . • • »T —
““S#
Therefore from the two laft preceding fteps, ( per Ax. 4. Chap.2. j T cr~ S.
Therefore from the Analogy in 19°, and from the laft preceding ftep, B C c:” A.
And confequentfy, .
, ..tBCcr-jA.
But by Cw/r. in 20®,
.
..* ; . fBC=EBr::EC.
Therefore from the two laft preceding fteps, ...... EBorECcr'iA,
Which was to be Dera.
i

I

.

I

i
j

11. I fay BF and FC arcthedefired parts of BC. Forfirft, theirfummismanifcftly
equal to B C; and by Conftr. in zo® and 21® the difference between the faid parts B F
and FC, that is, BF — FC ( BD) is equal to D F. But that the furara of the Squares
of the parts B F and F C, is to the Square of their difference D F, as R to S, 1 fhall
demonftrate by a repetition of the fteps of the foregoing Refolution in a backvvard order.

'

23.

.

.

Ret^, demnfir. ■ .

.

i

.

.

R'

.

S

.

S

::

oBF-j-nFC . □ DF.

Demonfiration.
I

24. By Conflr. in 19*,
m

_k,.

Ilf

••

* oo

exchanging equal quantities,
Which was to be Deroonftr.

Problem.

.

••

^

.

.

.

•

L

o

.

T

C _

::
X

□ B C

.

An/tTiP —

n A.
A

.>

Therefore that is done which Was required by the

Prohl. IL
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11.

■ To cut a given right line into two fuch parts, that the Reftangle of
the parts, to the Square of their difference, may have a given Reafon.
D
E
F
B --1-1-—1-C
BC = ij
R R=2
S —
/ ■ ’
S= I
Sttppof '
I.
^ = B G a right line given to be cut into two parts,
i j ^ S ^

DF=5^
BF—lO
FC— 5"^

the Terms of a given Reafon.

Eeq. to find

.
,,
3. B F and F C fuch parts of B C, that BF *-l- FC — B C.
4. a B F , F C
. □ : B F — F C;
::
R . S.

'
Alfo,

' '
' ^ '
-

Refolmion,

5. Put a fot the difference of the parts fought,
4 = BF - F CJ
. '
• ■ • uv
6. Therefore from i ° and 5
f fer T hear. 9. Chap.^.J 1 xl
1
r
= EF. ). T
the greater part (hall be.* . . . ^
^ ^
^
7. And by the fame Theorem, the leffer part {Ball be
— 74 ( r= F C. ) ^
8. Therefore from 6° and 7°, the Reftangle ( or Pro-7 ^r,
taa.
duft) of the parts is . . .
^ ^
9. And from 5 °, the. Square of the difference of the7 .
parts is .
. . -..^
10. Therefore from 4°, 8° and 9°, according to the^u
\hh — 444
44.
tenor of the Problem, this Analogy arifeth, viz,
II. Whence, by quadrupling the Antecedents, . .i> qr . j.:: :hb-^aa
44.
11. Therefore by Compofition of Reafon^ • , .
4^*4-/ . X \\ hh
44.
Which lafi: Analogy affords this
CANON
13. As'thefumm of the fecondTermof the given Reafon and the quadruple of the firft
is to the fecond Term; fo is the Square of the line given to be divided into two parts,
to the Square of the difference of the parts.
JTherefeore the difference of the parts is given, and cohfequently the parts feverally, by
'Theor. 9, Chap.
The Compoftipn of the foregoing Probl.' 2.

D
B
BC=ij

R

S
T
'A

A~

y

R=

2

B F™ 10

S —

I

FC=

T= P

y

DF= A

Snppof.

14. BC is a right line given to be cut into two parts.
I y. R t(nd S arc the Terras of a given Reafon. .
' . . Re^. to find
id. BF and FC fuch parts of BC, that BF -I-’ FC ~ BC.'
ly.QBFjFC
.
O'.BF.— FC:
::
R
,
$.
*'

•

-

Alfo^

ConfirH^ion.

18. Find a right line T ” 4R
S.
19. By Rrobt. ii. Chap.'S^
it be made-as T to S, fo the Square of BC to another
Square, whofe fide fuppofe to be A, therefore,
T
.
S
::
□ B C
.
o A.
20. Divide B C into two equal parts in E, therefore E C = E B.
21. From E G and E B cut off E F and E D , fuch parts , that each may be equal to
7 A, which may be done, if EC ( — EB)be greater than t A; but that E C
or E B is greater than i A, I prove thus;
"
^
By'

Chap. 8.
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By ConfiruBion in 18°,
.
. .. . . .T
Therefore fron[i ^9°,
•
^
B C
And confec^aendy, i . . *. . .
. i
But by Cofijir. in 20®,
.
.
.
..i^C
Therefore from the two laft preceding fteps, . . . . EC

37

cr“ S.
cr" A.
c~
= EC=:EB<,.
or EB cr-tA.

Which was 'to be Dem.
2z. 1 fay B E and FC are fuch parts of BC as will fatisfie the Problem. For firft '
B F -I- F C = BC ; and by ConfirnBion in 20® and zi®, the difference between
the faid parts B F and F C, that is, B F — F C ( B D ) is equal to D F. But that
the Redangle 'of the faid parts B F and F C is to the Square of their difference D F
as R to vS', the following Denionflration, form’d out of the preceding Refolution by
a repetition of its fteps in a backward order will make tnanifefl:.
53,

.

.

'P.eq. ^emonflr.R

• ^

••

CZ1BF,FC

.

nDF.

' Dmonflration.
14. Byin 19*..b T
.
S ::
□ BC
, dA;
ly. And by Conflr, in 18® and zi®, . . )> qR-j- S rz: T. And D F = A.
z6. Therefore from 14® and 25®, by ex->
J.. S . S :: □ BC
□ DF. ’
change of equal quantities,
*
17. Therefore by Divifion of Reafon, . . b 4R . S :: □ BC — □ DF . aDFi
28. And by taking^ of theAntecedentain 27®j b R . S
^oBC —^qDF . [SDF.
29. By Conflr. in 20® and 21®, BC-is the7
□ D f;
fumra, and D F the difference of the parts >0 BF, FG = ^dBCBF and FC ; therefore by
.*.*.*/ ’ , *
30. Therefore from 28® and 29®, by ex« ^ r , ,S
O BF, FC
□ DF.
change of equal quantities, .. .. .S’
’
Which was to be Dem. Therefore that is done which was required by the Probleip.
^

-

leading to the follomng?tob\.

If a Square , or long Square be inferibed in a Semicircle, the Center of the Semicircle
ts in the middle of the Safe of the Square, or long Square.
Su^fof,

s. C B F G D a Semicircle, whofe Center is C.
2. E F G H is a Square.
3,

.

.

C E r= C H;

Req. demonflr*
I

Prefar,

4, Draw the right lines C F and C G.
Demonfiratm.

•

.

.

.

C F = C G. 1

. b

6. And by Sttppof. in 2®,.b
7. Therefore ( per prep. 47. £tm.i.) . .> D

°

9. Therefore from 7® and

□ C E = □ HG

- n Cr ~ n CF*

8. Likewife,.b □ HG -h □ CH _ □ CG ^ □ C Fi
( per Ax. 1.2

p ef

□ CH.

Chap. 2. ).*
^ t: t? _ xjn
to. Bat by Sappef..t I, PF — n HG

11. And confequently,

.....

.

. b D Br ^ □ ncj.

12. Therefore by fubtraaing □ EF or □ HQ 7
from each part of the Equation in 9® > the > □ CE — d Q
remainders will be equal, viz., .... 3

13. Therefore

...

Which was to be Dem.
is inferibed in a Semicircle.

.b •

— CH.

The fame Deraonftration may be made when a long Square
^^j

7^
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To inferibe a Square in a given Semicircle,

CB =: CD =
EF

EH = V8o

CE = CH =
B

10

EB = HD =;

^20
10 —-/lo

1. C B F G D is a Semicircle ] whofe Center is C.
2. y=:CB = CDis given.
Pe^. to inferibe □ E F G H.
Refolfttion.

|> 4 = EF =r EH.
J. ia z=z CE =: CH.
^ □ EF 4- □ CE = □ CF^
h 4/1 4-

3« Put A for the fide of the Square required, viz,
...
4- Therefore by the preceding Lemma,
5- And becaufe (perffop. ^py^.Eletn, t-) • • .

.
•
Therefore in the letters of the Refolution, .
,
V 444
7 Therefore, by multiplying the laft Equation by 4, .
8. That is, » • • • • • • • • • . • •
I* 544
9. Therefore by taking j of the laft Equation, ,
«*”
44
10. Therefore, by extrafting^the fquare Root out of each? ^ ^
part of the laft preceding Equation
Hence this
CANON,

. . • . .

4-

4rr,’

44 =
~ 4rr,
= frr.

frr,'

11. The fquare Root of f parts of the Square of the Semidiameter is equal to the fide
of the Square inferibed in the Semicircle.
*The Comppfitiofi of the foregoing

Probl. 3*

Suppof.

12. CBFGD is a Semicircle, whofe Center is C.
13. CB = CE>ihe Radius is given.
JRe^. to inferibe □ E F G H.
ConfiruUiort,

14. By ProR9.CW. 5. find a mean proportional line A > pj,
a •• A
between the given Radius CB and f CB, therefore 3
’
’*
' *'*
15. From CB and CD cut off C E and CH , fuch fegments, that as well CE as
C H may be equal to t A, and confequently E H — A 5 which Effeftion is po/fiblc,
iothy Con fir HUionm 14° CB isthegreateft of three Proportionals, whereof A is the
mean, therefore C B cr' A , and becaufe C D == C B, therefore alfo C D cr* A j
and confequently a fegment equal tof A, as CE or CH may be cut off from CB or CD.
X 5. Make E F and H G X B D, and draw F G, fo is E F G H the Square required to
be inferibed, as will be evident by the following Demonftration, form’d out of the pre¬
ceding Refolution, by a repetition of its fteps in a backward (not direft ) order.
17. . • Req, demonfir,
t
, ,
, ,
,
...
E F.G H is a 0»
Preparat.

1^. Draw the right lines C F and C G.
Demonfiration,

19, By
jKy Confir.
L'onjtr. in
m 14®, •
• •. •. •. .
•.
*,
.J>CB.A:;A.
20, And by Confir, in 15®,.EH == A.
21, Theretore from 19® and 20®, by exchanging equal?
EH *' EH . ^CB,’
right lines,..5
* . *\
"
22, And from 21®, (perprop.17, Elem.6,)
,
,
□EH=faCB.

23, But the quintuples of equal quantities are alfo equal,?
therefore from 22®, 1 . . ..\

cpEH = 4nCB.
^
^
24, That

r

.3

i
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That is
•
,
• • • , . , . ,
And by taking i of ill in 2 4% . . .
And becaufc by Confir, inT?®, . . .
27. And confequently , (per The»r. 3. Cbap.

‘%L““

.
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□ E H — 4 □ C B.
dEH
= qCB = aCF.
CE = iEhI = CH.
^ □GErzr^aEH.

"“rr'^ □ bh+=c. = „ cf.

29. And becaufe by Co>jftr. in 1 6®, . . . .
F E H =: J —
G H E.
30. And confequently, (per prop.
filem.i.) ^ □EF4-nCE = nCF.
31. Thereforcfrom 2 8®and
> □ EH-|-□ CE = dEF-j-aCE.
32. Therefore from 31 ®,by fubtrafting □ CE from ?
from each part,.5 □ EH =2 d EF.
35. But the fides of equal Squares are alfo equal,?
therefore from 32®,.. . ,5 EH 2= EF.
34. And by arguing in like manner as in the fix laft?
EH == HG.
preceding fteps, it will be manifeft that . . . J
35. And bccaufe from 33®, 34® and 29®, (pefy
EF = and 11 HC.
Ax. I. & prep 2 8. Elem. i. ).5
3 6. Therefore from 3 5 ®, ( per prep. 33. Elem i.) > F H 2= and II F G.
37. Therefore from 33®, 34® and 36®, .
. .J> EFGH is equilateral.
_
3 8. And from 29°, and CoroU. prop. 29. Elem i. ^ E FG H is right-angled.
3 9. Therefore from 37® and 3
per def.i^.El. i.))* E F G H is a □.
Which was to be Demonftr. Therefore the Problem is fatisfied.

Prohl. IV.

The Hypothenufal of a right-angled Triangle being given', as allb the
fumm of the leggs containing the right angle, to find the Triangle. But
the fumm of the leggs muft be greater than the Hypothenufal, yet not
greater than the right line arifing, by application of the double Square
of the Hypothenufal to the fumm of the leggs.
AC 2= I^9

A E 2= 119

AR = 156

E C =2:

yo

RC 2=

O E 22?

ay

/

1

^5

211. f^ OC

t • ay

RO 222
^Uppof. "1

. . ’
. .

.

6q

, .

I. A R C is a A right-angled at R.
^
t. h
A C the Hypothenufal is giveni
3. h = AR+RC, the fumm of the leggs is given.
Req. to find A ARC.

j J.-t.

Refolntion.

4. Suppofing the leggs about the right angle to be unequal, to > 4 — ar — RG 22: AG'
wit, A R cr" R C , put 4 for their difference, 2/*^. . .3
>
5. Therefore from 3® and 4®, the fumm of the Squares of the 7 %» , Xaa
leggs (perEheor. 6. Chitp./^.) is . . • • . . .
'
Therefore from 5® and 2®, ( per prop. 47. Elem. i.) this/'
. .
_ /; •
Equation arifeth,..^
-T x
7. And by doubling each part of that Equation, . . .
^^-1-44 t= ihh. "
8. And by fubtrailing bb from each part of the laft Equatiort, ^ 44 = ihh — bb.
9. Therefore by extrading the fquare Root out of each part 7
^
-^ 'bfi
of the lafl; preceding Equation, . . ; . .
. .3..
Hence this
Mra

CANOK

I

p

1

\
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canon.
10. The difference of the leggs about the right angle is equal to the fquare Root of the
excefs whereby the double Square of the Hypothenufal exceeds the Square of the futnm
of the leggs.
Therefore the difference of the leggs is given, and confequenily by the given fumra and
difference of the leggs, the leggs (hall be given fcverally , ^er Tkeor.9. Chap. 4.
11. But in order to the Geometrical Effeaion of the Problem propounded, the truth
and reafon of the Determination annex’d to it muft be made manifeft. Firft then, the
reafon of the firft part of the Determination, to wit, that the right line given for the fumrn
of the leggs about the right angle muft be longer than the line given for the Hypothenu.
fal, is evident by prop. zz. Elem. 1. which (hews that the fumrn of every two Tides
of a plain Triangle is greater (or longer) than the third. The latter part of,the
Determination is difeovered by the Canon , which requires that kh be fubtrafted from
aM, and therefore hh muft not exceed zhh, and confequently , by dividing as weU
kh as zM by ^, ’tis manifeft that h muft: not be greater than

j that is, the right

line given for the furam of the leggs about the right angle, muft not be longer than the
right line arifing by the Application of the double Square of the Hypothenufal to the fumra
of the leggs. The truth of this Determination will more fully appear by the following
THEOREM

12. In a right-angled plain Triangle, the fumrn of the leggs about the right angle is
fometimes lefs than the right line arifing by the Application of the double Square of
the Hypothenufal to the fumra of the leggs, and fometimes equal to, but never greater
than the faid right line.
. .
>
The leggs about the right angle are either unequal, or clfe equal between therafclves j
1 (ball begin with the firft Cafe.
’ '

Suppof. in Cafe i.

.

13I; A RC is a A;
14. < ARC is J.
1 y. A R c" R C.
16. RCGD is a o , whence
17. AD = AR + RC(RD.)
18. AG=:AR —RC(RG.)
19. . . Req, demonfr,

•

•

.
Demonfiration.

20. By Suppojition in 17®,. ;>
21. And by Suppof. in 18®,.. . ^
22. Therefore from 20® and zii(perTheor.6.Ch./\.) )>
23. And becaufe by Suppof. in 14°, <;^ A R C is j, ^
therefore (prop.47. Elem.i.). ....
24. Therefore from 22° and z^°,(p€rAx.i.Ch.i,) >
25. And by doubling the laft Equation, . . *. J>
26. Therefore from 25?,.. . ^
27* Therefore by Application of each part to AD,
Which was Cafe i. to be Dera.

;

A D = A R + R C.
AG = AR — RC.
toAD+taAG = oAR+nRC.
. OAC=□ar+qrc.
taAD^J-^aAG — n AC.
□ AD-j- DAG = 2 □ A C*
□AD,“^2nAC.
\ -r,__ 2 0 AC

Suppof in Cafe 2.'

28. ARC is aiA^
2p.
A R C is _J i
30. AR = RC = RD. *
31. AD = AR 4-R9*
fit J. ,
1

demrfir,

•

^ -

AD = 1^AD

DemoHr
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Demonfiration,

3J. Becaufe by
m 30® and 1°,
....
34. Therefore their SqAiares arc alfo e^ual, viz,
3J. Likewife from 3?®, . . « « . ....

^ 6,

AR = RC = AD.
□ AR :
{> □ARnr^nAD.

}> □ RC = ^ □ AD.
}. aAR4^aE^e = tnAD.

The fumtn of the Equations in J4® and 3 5®, gives.

o*a+oRo=oAc.
3 8- fhererore from 3 6® and 37®, ( per Ax. 1. Chaf. i» ) J> inADr=nAC.
39. And by doabling the laft Equation,.>> □AD=2aAC.

40 Thcteforc by Application of each part to A D,

'J

,

A D == ^ ^

^ ,

Which was Cafe 2. to be Demonftr.
Nowbecaufe in every right-angled Triangle, the fides about the right angle are cither
unequal or equal between themfelves, and it hath been demonftrated, that when the faid
fides arc unequal, their fumra is lefs than the right line arifing by the Application of the
donble Square of the Hypoihenufal to the faid fumra • but when the faid fides are equal
to one another , their furara is equal to the faid right line j it is evident that the furana
of the (ides about the right angle can never be greater than Ae right line arifing by the
faid Application. Therefore the truth of the Theorem is manifeft, and confequently the
Hypothemtfai and the fumra of the leggs about the right angle muft be given with due
Cauwon, according to the import of the Determination annexM to the Problem, that its
Solution may be podible.
'

4*

TUfg Cempojitien tf the feregmng Probl. 4.

H

SKppf.

41. H = the Hypotheiwral of a right-angled Triangle is given.

:

43. B = AD the fumra of the leggs about the right angle is given=
2 ri H
44. AD i:r~ H, but AD not c“ —.
A

( Iktermnaiim,)

to find the Triangle.
Cdinfrtdiion.

45o By ;hc J^etermmmon in 44® AD is not greater than

. ^ s fuppofc then it be
“^
2oH
granted, or difeovered by H and B given in numbers, that A D is kfs than
, and

conHequenily ? >( by multiplying each part by AD,) that D A D ■“n 2 □ Hj then
it evidently follows, that his pofhble { p€r ProhL 4. Chap, 5;,} to find out a right line
fuefa, that its Square lhall be equal to 20 H — O AD; fuppofe therefore
F =: V: ^ D H —
AD :
46. Fr^m AD cut off AG = F, which may be done, for that AD is greater than F,
i prove thus 5
By SnPfof in 44®,
« , . *.. ' . ADc-H. Therciore ..□ADct'dH.
And by doubling each part, ..
.. 2nADc"2QH.
And by fubtrafring a AD from each part,
.... aADcrzOH—dAD..
But by 0«y?r. in 45°,...□FnzaoH—'DAD.
Therefore from the two laft preceding fteps, (fer Ax,3.
2.) O AD c- □ F. ' ‘
Therefore .
.
.
..-.
.
ADcr-F.,
..V /
Which was to be Dem.
ij
47. Divide G D into two equal parts in R, therefore R G = R D,
48. Make
Mm 2
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48.. Make RC X AR; alfo R G = R D or R G, and draw AC.
40. I fay ARC is the Triangle fought. Now we muft lliew that it will fatisfie the
Problem j firfl then by Conftrhtiion in 48° , RC X A R , therefore the angle ARC
is a right’angle . fecondly, the fumm of the leggs A R and RC about the right angle,
is equal to A D ( = B ) the given fumtn of the legg?. It remains only to prove that
AC is equal to the given Hypothenufal H; but that will be made manifeft by the
following Demonftration, form’d out of the preceding Refoluiion by a repetition of
its Reps in a backward (not dired) order.
^Oi

•

•

dcTfionjiTt

»

G — H,

_
By Cenflr. in 4s'’}..
—— □ A
= F,
AG
r= F.
5 2. And by Conjlr. in 46“,.}> •__
Therefore from 5" I ° and 5
1
^
AG
i □ H pAD;
54. But the Squares of equal right lines are alfo equal, > qAC — aOH—-pAD.
therefore from ^3°, ..S
yj. Therefore from 74°, by adding □ AD to each parr, }> □ AD X n AG = 2 □ H.
5
And by taking the halves of all in 5 5°, . . . ^ i □ AD *4-1 □ AG = □ H.
57. Andbecaufeby Co»/r.,in47° and 48°, A D is they
fumm, and A G the difference of the parts AR and > jpAD-f-tPAG
p AR+aRC.
R C, (or R D,) therefore (fer Theor. 6, Chap, 4. jS
,
7 8. Therefore from 56° and 57°,
/4a:. I.C^<4. 2.^
pH = pAR^-j-pRC,
7P. But by Confir. in 48°, < A RC is J , and con- >
^ A R 4- P R C.
fequently, ( per prop,
Elf nt. i.)
,
. . iS
60. Therefore from 58° and 59°, (prr/4a:.i. C/;<«/).2. j > pAC — pH.
61. But the fides of equal Squares are alfo equal, >
aC = H.
therefore . >
Which was to be Dem. Therefore the Problem is fatisfied.
Demonfiyation.

Frobl,

V.

To cut a given right line into two fuch parts, that the Square of the
whole-line 3 to the fumm of the Squares of the parts may have a given
Reafon. _
In a right-angled Triangle, the fumm of the leggs about the right
angle being given, as alfo the Proportion which the Square of the laid
fumm hath to the Square of the ^Hypothenufal, to find the Triangle.
But the given quantities mull: be liable to this
Determination.

The firft Term of the given Reafon muft be greater than the latter Term \ yet not
greater than the double of the latter Term. For in a right-angled Triangle, the Square
of the fumm of the leggs about the right angle is always greater than the Square of the
Hypothenufal, but never greater than the double Square of the Hypothenufal, as hath
been demonftrated in the preceding Prohl. 4.
C
A---“1-t-—~ B
AB= 34
H = 26
R
---—
Rrr: 289 A 0 = 24
SS =: 1 69
C B = 10

H--:——!—

'
A B is a right line given to be cut into two parts.
R and S are the Terms of a given Reafon.
R cr* S } but R not cr* 2 S.
Req. to find
A C and C B fuch parts of A B, that A C 4“ ^ B
O AB , P AC
□ C B :: R . S.
Suppof.

1.
2.
3.
4.
7.

AB.

Alfo,
Coft-

I

I

✓

~ *
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ConfirnHiou.

6. By Pro^l. 11. Chap, y. let it be made, as R to S, fo the vSquare of A B to another
Square, whofe fide fuppofe to be Hi therefore
R . S :: □ AB . O H.
7. Then fuppofing H to be theHypothenufal o^^a right-angled Trianglej and AB the
fumm of the fides about the right-angle, find out the faid fides and Triangle by the fore¬
going Trohl.^. For if R be greater than S, but not greater than 2S, according to
the import of the Determination added to that Problem, ’tis pofiible to find out fuch
a right-angled Triangle, and then the fides about the right-angk (hall be equal to A C
and C B, the parts fought by this Pro^>/. 5. Therefore,
8. . .
dtmonfir*
..R.S::D AB . O AC
□ CB.
Demenjlration.

o, Becaufeby
in6% . . . - ' •
^
„
10. And by Conflr. in 7° ,.i> □ AC + □ G B — o H.
11. Therefore from 9° and io% by exchanging I
5
q AB . □ AC + □ CB.
equal quantities, *■
•••*••5
Which was to be Dera. Therefore the Problem is fatisfied.

LEMMA., leaSng to the follomng Probl. 6,
Suppof.
t. ABCD is a Square.

a. B F and F C are parts of B C.
3 CF = BE = AH = DG5 thcreforei

^:b^= ae-dh = cg.
5^EF,FG,GH,HE are right lines.
6.

.

.

D

that EFGH is aSquare. .

-

'

V

Demonjiration.

7, Becaufe by Suppof. in 3** and 4°* • • • .^CFrrBE- and B F — C o.
8 And bv Sappof. ini°, * • • • • •
E BF =
FCG.
* _
o. Therefore from 7“ and S**, (per prop.4. El.
EF = FGj and <CBEF = <GFC
10. And in like manner, . ..^EF=:EH = HG — FG.
11. Again, becaufe by
in 1% . • • > <
^„
'
1 z. Therefore ( per Cmll. prop, 32. Ekm. i.)
=
13, But it hath been proved in 9°, that . . .^<^GFCr=<^FFF.
14! Therefore from 12® and 13® j f fer Ax, 6. ^ < B F E 4- < GFC = J;
15. And from 14*,Ctfra//. prop.I
^
16. And by arguing in like manner as in the five?
laft preceding fteps, it will be evident that • . S
17. Therefore from io%i5“and 16% (ferDe-l
Ji/t,z9» Elem. \.,)

^ EFG is _J.
<;^fgH=J = <GHE=<GEF.
^
EFGH is a Square.
^
,
■ j; ,•

Which was to be Dem.

Erohl,

VI.

.

;

In a given Square to inferibe another Square whofe angular points
may lye in the hdes of the given Square •, and that the Square given to
the Semare inferibed maj^e in a given Reafon, liippofe as R to S. But
R muft be greater than o, yet not greater than u S, as may eafily be
inferred from the preceding Vrohl, 5*
^

I?

'
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to infcrib?
4. □ EFGH in the □ ABCD. Alfo, that
5. □ A B C D , □ E F G H :: R , S, ,
Confirt^ion.

By the foregoing Probl. 5’. of this Cheft. cut B C the fide of the given Square into
two fuch parts in F, that the Square of B C , that is, □ A B C D, may be in fuch pro¬
portion to the fumm of the Squares of the parts BF, FC, as R to Sj which may
be done, becaufe by Suppofaien R c- S, yet R not ct" aS- fuppofe therefore
^
*• aBC . aBF + aFa
7, Make BE
CF = AH = DG, and draw the right lines E F, F G, G H and H E j
fo is EFGH the inferibed Square required. Now we rauft lliew that it will faiis^e
the Problem, to which end, two things are to be proved , vIk.. Firft, that EFGH
is a Square, and then,that the Square ABCD hath fuch proportion to the Square
T-^ TT as R to S
Therefore,
EFGH
E F GgH is a □* Alfo, that
S.
» i/?ey. dewonjit^t
: Q ABCD , a EFGH.
Demonfiration.
9. By Suppof, in i' j

A B C D is a D,
10. Therefore
..... . . .
BC = BA = AD = DC.
11. By Conjir. in 7
. {> C F =: BE = AH
12,, Therefore by fubtrafting the Equations in
BF = AE = DH
from thofe in i o®, there will remain .
13. Therefore out of 9®,io®,i 1° and 12®, by the>
E F G H is a □.
Lemma prefixt before this Problem,)
.
14. Again by Conftr, in 6”,
R . S
□ BC , DBF-hoFC.
I f. And becaufe by Suppof. in 1 ®, . . . . f,.
E B F is J.
16, And confequently, ( per prop. 47. £/em. i.) }. □ EF =: □ BF
□ BE ( □ FC.)
17. Therefore from 14° and 16°, by exchanging equal quantities,
R . S :: □ BC (or nABCD) . □ EF (or □ EFGH.)
Which was to be Demonftr. Therefore the Problem is fatisfied.
*

Proi;/. VII.
In a right-angled Triangle, the difference between the Hypothenufal
and each of the fides about the right angle being given, to find the
^Triangle.
Suppof.
C
1. A RC is a A right-angled at R.
2. f>r=OC = AC —AR is given.
d = AE =£= CA ~ CR is given | ,
whence,
g~d-\- b is given. And,
5. ^k,^dd-\-l>b is given.
Riq. to find A A RC,
^

I

AR:=4
RC—3
AC=:5
OC=i-AC-AR(AO)
AE=:2=:CA-CR(CE>

Iv

RefolU’

Chap. 8.
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6, Put 4 for the excefs of the Hypothenufal above the > ^
£q
fuiTitn of the given differences, viz,..
'
.
y. Therefore from the prcmifles the Hypothenufal fhall be
(= AC.)
S. And the Bafe . . . *.,^4<4-ii(=AR.)
p. And the Perpendicular .
. ..Y
b { — CK')
10. Therefore froni 7° the Square of the Hypothenufal is Y aa'\- ^g4
gg>
11. And from 8* the Square of the Bafe is . . .
aa
^(U
M.
X2. And from 9” the Square of the Perpendicular is
4^
bb.
13. Therefore the fumra of all in ii'and ii% gives the4
fumm of the Squares of the Bale and Perpendicular, vtz. >
14. That is,
by Snppof. in s° y kk=M-]rbbyl 2aa4-2fra4-kL
and from 4®, 2|^ =
2^,) . . . . * .S
ly. Therefore from 10“ and 14® * this Equation arifeth,? zaA+iga^kL-^^^'^g'i+gi-

(per prep,

Ehm. i. ).S

16. Therefore, by fubtrafting 4d<-j-from each part?
of that Equation, this arifeth...0
17. And by fubtraaing kk fto™ «ach part of the laft?
18. But from 4“, .
.\>
ip. And from 5®,.y
10. And by fubtrading the Equation in ip® from that ^
in 18®, this remains,.>
ti, Thcreforefrom i7®and2o®, ('fer^ar. I.
2.) I*
22. Therefore by extra<fling the fquarc Root out of each?
part of the laft Equation, it gives . . . . • .$*
»5. Therefore out of 22®, <S®, 7® and
theHypothe-?
nafal is given , to wit..•S
14. Andfrom 2 2®,6®,8®and 5®,theBafcisalfogiven, i'/i. i»
25. And from 22®, 6®, p* and 3®, the Perpendicular?
. is alfo difcovered , viz..J

+ kk = iSgg -- kh
M ^ bb
aabh —
—

— £1-

aa — 2db,

'

'

'

d ^ ^idb = AR*

^ 4,

= CR.

T*v

Which three laft preceding fteps give this
GANOID.

2 6. To the (limm of the given differences add the fquare Root of their double Reiftangle,!
fo fliall the fumm of that Addition be the Hypothenulal fought. Then add that fquare
Root to the given differences feverally, and thefe two ftimms ftiall be the defired fidea
about the right angle.

B

D
M
F
Snppof.

27. B = the excefs whereby the Hyp6thenufal of a right-ahgled Triangle exceeds one
of the fidcs about the right angle is given.
28.0=: the excefs of the Hypothenufal above the other fide about the right angle is
given alfo.
Reij. to find out the Triangle.
CoMfirf^ion.

/

29. By Troll 9. Chap,
find a mean Proportionalline, as M,? jD , ^ - M . Bir
between 2D and B, therefore, . .*.••. .S
.
Jo. Then
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30. Then let a Triangle, as ARC, be made of three right lines >
equal to thefe given, to wit, D+B-l-M, \ D^-M, | B+M / AC = D4.B4-M,
which may be done, (perproU. ii.ElemA,) for the fumm of^ AR = D4-M
every two of ihofe three lines is raanifeftly greater than the thirdX RC = B-U M.* j
fuppofe therefore.’3
31. 1 fay ARC is .the Triangle required. Now weTnufl fliew that it will fatisfie the
Problem. Firfl: then, *tis manifeft that the difference between AC, that is,
and AR, thatis,D4M, is equal.to the given difference B. alfo the difference between
A C, that is, D -f- B 4- M, and R C, that is, B
M, is manifeftly equal to the
given difference D. .So it remains only to prove that the angle A R C is a right angle
which will be made manifeft by the following Demonftration.
^ *
4«

y

Prepar.

32. Make Fr=B4M’, therefore
53. From30°and 32°, AC rr D^-F. Alfo RC — F.
34. . . Req. demonfir, . , . . <3ARCrr:J.
Demon fir Ation. .

IL

35.
3d.
3738.

Becaufe by Confir. in 30®, . . , . }> A R r= D
M.
Therefore, (perJheor, 2. C%. 4.; . .j, □AR=:DD-pnM4- aO DM.
By Confir. in
. , . F P = B
M.
Therefore from'37% by drawing 2D info)
__
esich^din^ (per prop. i. Elem. 6.) . .
^ I—1DF = 2 ODB 4* 2 CU DM,
3p. But from the Confir. in 29®, it.follows^
..
_, rv r,
(per prop. ly. Elem. 6,) that
. . . ^jnM-^rCjDB.
40. Thercforefrom3 8®and 39®,4;tfryfAr. 5. >
r^nc
X4 1
.
i .
. .
. . ..f »DDF = dM^ aDDM.
41. Likewife from 36® and 40®, . , . .J, □ A R
□ D
2 □ DF.
42. By Confir. in 33°,
.y
R C = F.
43. And confcquenily, . .
. . . .'> □ RC = o F.

45. By
in 33®,.^
AC~D4-F.
4d. And conrequenily, (per Theor.2. Chap.^.) h, □ AC = aD^-zaDF-J-DF
47. Therefore from 44“ and 46%
.
,
Chf.i.) : . ■.■ . J' □ AC _ dar-i-drc
48. Therefore, ('/)frfro/7.48.£/ew. I.; . . }> <ARC = J.
Which was to be Dcm. Therefore the Problem is fatisfied.
^_

k • •

Prol;/.

VIII.

The Bafe, Perpendicular and fumm of the leggs of a plain Triangle
being given feverally, to find the Triangle. But the lines given muft
be fubjed to the Determination hereafter declared.
Nete. There is more than enough given in this Problem, unlcfs it requires a Triangle

that hath either unequal acute angles at the Bafe, in which Cafe the Perpendicular falls
within the Triangle j or clfe isobcufangled at the Bafe, in which latter Cafe the Perpen¬
dicular falls without. The following Refolution handles the firft Cafe, but with a little
alteratioh it may be applied to the latter, as will hereafter appear.

FR ==

6

AO — 17

OF =

8

f. -

II

0

0

AR r= 21

AF = ly

AE =

9

AG =

E F —

6

AD — 27

7

PrepAfAt.
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Preparat.

1. Suppofe ARO to be the Triangle fought, having unequal acute angles A and Rat
* the ends of the Bale A R; then from the Center O, at thediftance of the leffer legg
O R, defcribe the Circle O R G D cutting the greater legg O A in G. fo fhall A G
be the difference of the leggs O A and O R , tor O G = OR.
2. Produce A O to the Circumference in D, then is A D equal to the fumm of the leggs
* AO and d R ; for O D = O R.
3. Draw the Semidiameter O E, and let fall O F JL E R, fo will O F cut E R into two
equal parts in F, (per prop. 3. Elem. ^ ) Thefc things premifed, the Refolution of
the Problem proposM may be formed in manner following.
‘
'
Suppof.

4. ^ = A R, the Bafc of A ARO is given,
y ft
O F the Perpendicular is given.
f
A D = A O 4- O R , the fumm of the leggs is given.
Req. 10 find the Triangle.
Refolmion.

7. Put ^ for the unknown difference of?
the leggs, viz. affume . . . . ^
8; Then me difference of the fegraents^
of the Bafc made by the falling of the (
Perpendicular fhall be

== AG ( = AO — OR; )

a

for, ( by ^ ^

ca
T

( ae.)

T‘heor. 1. Probl. 9* Chap. y. )

• , .i
9. Therefore from 4® and 8®, (by
Theor. 9. Chap. 4.) the greater fegment of the Bafe fhall be . . .
I o. And ( by the Theorem laft men- ?
tioned,) the lefTcr fegment fhall be S
11. Therefore the Square of the greater?
^
fegment (in 9® ) fhall be . .
12. And the Square of the leflet feg-y
,
ment (in to®) fhall be . . • >
13. By prop. 47. Elem.i. . . .{>OAF-l-aFO=raAO.
14. Theretore out of 11 ®, 13® and 5
a/,/l- 1
+
^ PP‘
the Square of the greater legg AOS 4^^
I
fhall be
. *
A
1C. And out of 5® and 11®, the Square7
1 ccaa
—
+ pp.
of the leffer legg O R fhall be . . A
/\bb
16. Therefore from 14® and ij®, the7
. . ccaa
fumm of the Squares of the leggs >
2bb
fliall be.
Now becaufe by Theor, 2. Chapt. 4
□ AO '"l-n RO-}- 20AO,RO ==□ :AO
OR: — □ AD;
Therefore to the end the quantities in 16® may be made a compleat Square of A D , let
the double Reaangle ot the leggs A O and R O be found out in this manner, viz.
17. From 6® and 7®, ( by Theor. 9-'^
Chap. 4.) the greater legg is
18. And (by the Theorem lall men¬
tioned,) the leffer legg is . . . ^
19. Therefore the Reaang.of the legs is
20. And the double Redanglc of the/
leggs is., * • S
11. Therefore the fumm of all in 16'
and 20°, gives the Square of the^
fumm of the leggs, viz.
I

( =: A O. )
(

R O. )

( = □ AO, RO )
\cc

i«4

laa

(z=:2aAO,RO. )

ccaa

2 bb
N n

+ 2pp +tfc--t^4(— □ AD )
22. Which
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22. Which quantities in 21® rnuft be equal to cc the Square of the given furam of the
leggs j hence this Equation,

f

-H

2 PP

cc.

icc —

23. Therefore by fubtrafling tcc from each part of that Equation, this will arife ^
ccaa
2
j CC*
-1- 2 PP
M
cca^
24. And by doubling all in 2 3®,
bb^ ~~bf~
— cc.
^

a 5. Now to the end that known quantities may be feparated from unknown,, enquiry
rauft be made, whether

be greater or lefs than aa. But becaufe ( as appears
~w~
ca
in 8®,) thefeare Proportionals, viz,, h . a :: c . " , and c c~ by for the fumm
b
of the leggs of any plain Triangle is longer than the Bafe , therefore (fer prof,
Elem. $.) “7— fhall be greater than a, and confequently the Square of the former
greater than the Square of the latter, vi^.

c- aa , therefore aa may be fub-

trafted from

and there will remain a quantity greater than nothing. From the
tb
premifles therefore it is manifefi: that bb
^pp may be fubtrafted from each cart of the
Equation above expreft in 24®, and the quantity remaining on each part will oe Igreater
than nothing , and the Equation arifing by that fubtrailion will be this,
—-44 — cc ^
i6. That isj by reducing
ccaa —— bbaa

u

^

•— aa into the form of a Fradfion,
= cc

bb

4p;-

27. which laft Equation may be refolvcd into this Analogy,
bb « cc ^ bb :: aa . cc
bb — 4 />p* ■
a 8. Therefore by Inverfe and Altern Reafon,
cc
bb . cc
bb
^ pp :: bb . aa.
2p. But the fides of proportional Squares are alfo Proportionals^ therefore from the laft
preceding Analogy,
-v/: cc — bF: ,
cc —
4 pp : :: b . a.
Of which laft Analogy the three firft Terras are given, therefore the fourth Term, which
is the difference of the leggs fought, is given alfo. Moreover, by the fame quantities‘firft
given, the line AE, which is the difference of the fegments of the Bafe made by the falling
of the Perpendicular, ftiall be given alfo • for,
r >
30. ByTheor.t.ErobLg.Chap.j. c . AE
b . a.
31. Therefore out of 29® and 30®, (byprop. it. Elem. 5. )
32. Note.

cc — bb I .
1 cc '— bb —^ 4 pp : 1; c . A E.
In this Refolution, the Perpendicular is fuppofed to fall within the Triangle

fought, and ~ (the fourth Proportional of the Analogy in 8°,) reprefents A E the
h
difference of the fegments of the Bafe made by the falling of the Perpendicular; but
when the Perpendicular falls without, as in A AEO, where AE is the Bafe, the
faid ~ reprefents the line A R, which is compos’d of the Bafe A E, and E R the double
b
of the diftance F E from F the foot of the Perpendicular to the obtufe angle at E. But
whether the Perpendicular falls within or without the Triangle, the Refolution runs into
that Equation before expreft in 22°. Which things being well obferved, the Theorems
hereafter expreft, ( which will beveryufeful in the following Problems,) will clearly
arife out of the preceding Refolution; vU.
The Equation in 25® gives
THEOR. u
I
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^5. In a plain Tfiarfgle tvhofe leggs are unequal, if the Perpendicular falls within^, the
Square of the difference of the fegments of the Bafc made by the falling'of thefPerpen¬
dicular , is greater than the Square of the difference of the leggs, by the excefs whereby
the Square of the fumm of the leggs exceeds the furainof the Square of thcBafe and
the Square of the double Perpendicular. But when the Perpendicular falls without the
Triangle upon.the Safe increafed, then the Square of the line compos'd of the Bafc and
double diftance between the foot of the Perpendicular and ihe olpiufe angle, is greater
than the Square of thc difFerence of the leggs, by the excefs abov^mentroned. 1
The Analogy in 251® gives
THE OR. t:
• / •
•T

34, As the right line whofe Square is equal to the excefs whereby the Square of the fumm
of the leggs of a plain Triangle exceeds the Square of the Bafe, is to the right line
whofe Square is equal to the excefs of the faid Square of the fumm,of the* leggs above
the fumm of the Square of the Bafe and the Square of the double Perpendicular; fo
is the Bafc to the difference of the leggs.
J
Or thtu, Tvhich is more convenient for Arithmetical frailice.

,

As the excefs of the Square of the fumm of the leggs above the Square of the Bafc, is to
the excefs of the Square of the fumm of the leggs above the fumm ot the Square of the Bafe
and the Square of the double Perpendicular $ fo is the Square of the Bafc to the Square
of the ditfcrence of the leggs.
>
^
,
Therefore, if the Bafe, Perpendicular, and fumm of the leggs'“of a plain Triangle whofe
leggs are unequal, be given feverally, the difference of the leggs lhafll be given alfa.; and
confequently the leggs feverally, by, Theor. 9. Chaf 4, ;
, j^
The Analogy in 31® gives
.
0.,
., .
t '
THEOR. 3.
.
i
«
35. As the right line whofe Square is equal to the excefs whereby the Square of the.fumm
of the unequal leggs of a plain Triangle exceeds the Square of the. Bale, is to the right line
whofe Square is equal to the excefs ot the Square of the fumm of the leggs alwve the fumm
of the Square of the Bafe and the Square of the double Perpendicular 5 fo is the fumm of
the leggs to a fourth Proportional, which is lefs than the Bafc,when the Perpendicular falls
within, for then it is the difference of the fegments of the Bafe made By thePripendicular. ’ But when the Perpendicular falls without, the faid fourth Proportional exceeds
the Bafe, and is compos’d of the Bafe and double diftance between the foot of the Per¬
pendicular and the oblufe angle at the nearer end of the Bafe.. Laftly , when the faid
lourth Proportional is equal to the Bafe , the Perpendicular falls upon the end thereof.
Therefore, if the quantities of the lines given in this Trohl. 8. be expreft by numbers, we
* may difeover by Theor. 3. above expreft , whether the Triangle fought be acute-angled , or
obtufe-angled, or right-angled at the Bafe, viz., of what kind the angles at the Bafe are.
36. The truth of the three preceding Theorems, when the angles at the Bafe arc acute and
unequal, may be deraonftrated by the fteps of the foregoing Refolution , by proceeding
in a dirc£t order from the beginning to the end of the Refolution, in manner following.
Let there be a Triangle propos'd , as A R O , having unequal acute angles at the ends of
iheBafe AR, and let the fame things be iuppofed as before in 1°, a® and 3'" of this Problem.
The
Nn 2
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The three Theorems to be demonjlrateii are thefe foUmmg, viz.
□ AE—dAG = dAD — □ A^R — 4a OF.
38. V*- o A D — □ A R: . y-.o AD — □ AR — 4aFQ;

A R . AG.
AD . AE.

35;. y:¥'AD'^irFAR: . V*. □ A D — □ AR—4 □ F O:

v'
•
Demonftration.
40i By Thcor. 2, in 29® of Prebl. 9. Chaf, 7. this Analogy 7
ismanifeft, . ..^
That is, in 8®, . . ... * *
^
b , c i: a . -y.
41: And becaufe A'R'is divided into two unequal parts 'n? ^ ^
^
_
F, and A E is the difference of thofe parts , therefore (> jAR^-^At _ Ar.
Theor.g.Chap.^-).. . . .j
1 /
1
ca
AF.
Thjtis, in9% . ..-r rr
.!> t AR—4 AE’=.FR.
42. And by the fame Theorem,
That is, in 10%

;

.

.'f . ib-

*

m

43. And (by Tiwr. 2. rV4-')
Square of the Equation in 41° gives
^
. 2a/R-l-taAE-l-taAR.AE = O AF.

fli ei

:hat is, 7
+
^
ica
( == O AF.)
-ijn 11 ®, S
'
4^^
44. And (byrW. s- Chap. 4-) the’Square of the Equation in 41° gives
ioAR+iD AE—iOAR.AE = n FR.
ccaa
That is,?
( = □ FR.)
i ca
ibi -1in 12”, 5' • • 4'"' i~ qfi
...
E/
i
A r. And bv adding OOF to each part of the Equation in 43
makes (per prop 47.Ele. i.)
iaAR + iDAE4-taAR,AE + DOF = PAO.

ThatIt is,7
is,-?

4

4_ _ -H

+ fp ( = pAO.)

ini4%S* •
46. AnJby adding aOF to each part of the Equation in qq'.this atifeth, (per pre.4-j.El.i-)

ipAR + jpAE —iaAR,AE + pOFez PRO.
That is, 7
S£^_
—pp (
D RO. )
j; ca
' ini5®, V ‘
^
^bb
47. And the fumra of the Equations in 45® and 46° gives ■
^
* ■
i □AR^-i □ AE-h" id OF = □ AO-ff- □ RO.
That is, 7 ^ ^ tyy
ecaa
2
( =r □ AO
□ RO. )
. in 16°, 5’
AO
It is manifeft ( perTheor. 2. Chap. 4. ) that the Equation in 47® wants only 2 CJAU,
R O to corapleat the Square of AO + RO, that is, the Square of AD-' therefore in order
Thm,9* Chappie •
That is, in 17®, . • •
49. And by the fame Theorem,
That is, in I 8®, . • .
50
^ the Equations in 48'
That is, in 19®, .

49

.F
•F
.F
of^
1

i AG =
FAD
. ic + t. =
t AD — f AG rrr
=
• tc — ia
ia AD- :^DAG=r
.

ice

. A 4;t

AO.
A 0,
RO.
RO.
a AO, RO.

~ 0 AO,RO,
51. And
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5*1. And by doubling the Equation in 50°, .
□ AD — t □ AG — iCJ AO,RO.
That is , in zo'’, ..^ cc
t
= zQ AO,RO.
52. The furam of tli^ Equations in 47° and 51® makes the Square of the fumm of the
leggs A O and R O , vU. the Square qf A D,
i □ AR-+1 □ AE -J- 2 D OF^ □ AD'— \ □ AG = □ AD.
in 2 2 ,3

'

■+■

ihb

i‘C: —

=

CC.

53. And by fubtrafting f □ A D from each part of the Equation in 52®, thisremains,
i □ ARt □ AE -h 2 d OF'—'i □ AG = t □ AD.
That■ is,' C/ X, 1,1,
,, 11 '• ccaa
^ fP —.2^^
inz3%S+ Tir 7
r. -i
J4. And by doubling the Equation in 53®,
□ AR-hdAE + qoOF — □AG = dAD.
That is, 7
\
ccaa,
,
^
_ ... *
in^4^S• •
+ -JT
-~
y 5". And becaufe (by prop. 8. Ekm. 3.) A E-C” A G, and confequently □ A E cr"d A G,
therefore dAE — dAGcr“0; whence it is raanifeft, that if d A R -j- 4 □ O F
be fubtraaed from each part of the Equation inj 4® , there will remain on each part
a quantity greater than nothing, '^and the Equation ariling by that fubtraaion will be
this that follows, viz,.
dAE—dAG=:^dAD—dAR—4dOF.
Thatis,?
Ji! hb — 4' pp.
in 25®, S* * hh
.1
And in ?
ccaa — bbaa
_._
4PP*
26®,
V *
bb
^
Which was Jheor. i. to bc’deraonftr.
Now to pafs from the 26'*^ Rep to the 27*^ of the pr^eding Algebraical Refolution, by
the lines of the Diagram, fome Analogies, not exprefl in the Refolution, mull be intro¬
duced ; and in order to their difeovery, the Learner may obferve, that the Algebraical
Fraaion

in 26® denotes a Plane, which is the fourth Terra of an Analogy
bb

whofe three firft Terras arc thefe three Planes, to wit, bb, cc — bb and aa, which anfwer
to rhefe three Planes, (in the lines of the Diagram,) to wic, d A R, d A D -- d AR and
□ A G j therefore, d AE — d AG which is correfpondent to the faid Algebraical Fraaion
Hkewife be the fourth Terra of an Analogy whofe three firft Terms
I '
arc the faid Planes d AR, d AD —• d AR'and d AG j but how the faid Analogy
is brought to light, the four fteps next following will Ihew.
ccaa— bbaa
bb

56. Bccaufe , (as hath been Ihewn in 40°,')
AG.
AD
AE
AR
^
I
57. Therefore, (per prop.Elent. 6.
d AE' . d AG;
□ AD . □ AR
5P. Therefore by Bivijion of Reafon^
□ AE — d AG- .
A’G□ AD-dAR . a A^R
. so* Theretorc inverfly,
•
' ;
□ AG . dAE — dAG.
□ A R . DA D'— d.AR
60. But it hath been Ihewn in 55°, thtt
r•

□ AE— dAG

dAD — dAR— 4dOF.

61. Therefore from 59° and 60® ( by exchanging equal quantities ) this Analogy arifethj

dAR . dAD—a'r" :: d AG . ,□ AD —dAR —4aOFThat is, in 27®,

-

:aa
.
cc, — bb
62. Therefore from 5i®, by inverfe and altern Reafon,
bb

.

cc — bb

—■

^PP*

□ AD-dAR .dAD — □AR-4dOF :: dAR . dAG.

That is, in 28°,
cc _ bb^

i ;
,

cc

bb

—

4PP

‘*

•

^^*
53. But
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63, But;^ihe Tides of proportional Squares are alfo Proportionals, therefore from $2®
this’ Analogy arifeth j
_ '
AR . AG.
? A/;<n AD r-pAR •
—cAR —4nOF
That is, in 2 9°,
_

A^\cc

—

bb

,

V*

—

bk

—

4PP

Which was Theor.z* tOjbe Demonftr.
ба, Again, becanfe by Theor. z. in 29° of Probl, p. Chapt. 7.
AD , AE :: AR . AG.
6^, Therefore from 5;® and 64®^ (pnp, ii. Elem. ^,)
V-DAD —dAR . V*-°Ap:i-nAR —4bOF :: AD . AE.
Which was Theor. 3i to be Demonftr.
S.
бб, Again, it hath been fliewn in 62®, that
□ AR . □ AG :: GAD-oAR
p,A D - □ AR - 40 O F.
67. Therefore by conveyfe Reafon,
□ AR . □ AR - □ AG :: GAD — gAR! . 4GOF.
Which laft Analogy affords
THEOR 4
6 8. As the Square of the Bafc of any plain Triangle whofe leggs are unequal, is to the
excefs whereby the Square of the Bafe exceeds the Square of the difference of the leggs j
To is the excefs whereby the Square of the fumm of the leggs exceeds the Square of the
Bafe, to the Square of the double Perpendicular.
Therefore, the Bafe and leggs of any plain Triangle whofe leggs are unequal, being
feverally given in nurabep, the Perpendicular falling upon that Bafe within the Triangle,
or without upon the Bafe ihcrcafed , lliall be given alfo in numbers.
From the faid Theor.
and prop. ^i.Elem. X, 'tis eafie to deduce this following
THEOR. yj

6^, The ReTlangle made,of thefety^o right lines, to wit, the right line whofe Square is
equal to the excefs .whereby a'quarter of the''Square of the Bafe of a plain Triangle
wrceeds a quarter of the Square of the difference of the leggs. and the right line whofe
• Square is equaTrothe excefs of^a quarter of the Square of the fumm of the leggs above
a quarter of the .Square of the BafeBiall be equal to the Triangle. To njake this manifeft, let the A ARO be taken as before in the Refolution, then
70. .

Re(^. deTTionflr. □ of y'; ttlAR-JaAG: k y': ^G AD^Ig AR : = AARO.

.

BemonfirAtiok, -

71.iByjTI&^’or, 4. in’/58’of this Problem,
/i , .
□ AR . G AR — G AG :: G AD^:— qAR . 4GQF.
72. And by taking ^ of every Term' of that Analogy,
tn AR ,
dAR ■ ^ ' A G
^gAD-^^oAR . gOF.
73. Bur the fides of proportional Squares are alfo Proportionals, therefore from the laft
Analogy,
_

tAR

.

Vr^nAR — ;l:iAG

::

AD —. iG AR

74. Therefore, (per prop. 16, Elem. 6,)

.

OF.

' '

taAR,OF = a of V-taAR-^q AGJ-> ^ V-^D-J □ ar.
75, But ( per prop, 41. Elem. i.)h
• .
^
ia AR,0F =’a ARO. ,71
7^. Therefore from 74° and 75° T(pcr t/^x.-i. ChApt.z.)
□ of ^:\aAR — t G AG: x V^^G AD"— ^q AR ~ A ARO.
. Which was to be Dem.
Hence the following Canons arc deducible, to find out the Area of a plain Triangle"
Arithmetically, without the help of the Perpendicular, the Bafe and leggs being feverally
given in numbers, and the leggs unequal between thcmfelves,

' ■

N

CANON

V.

77. From a quarter of the Square of the Bafe fubtratS: a quarter- of the Square of the
difference of the leggs, and referve the remainder; then from a quarter of the Square
of the fumm of the leggs fubtraTl a quarter of the Square of the Bafe, and referve the
remainder;

\
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remainder; that done, multiply the firft remainder i>y the fecond, and extras the Square
Hoot of {the Prod ud, fo fliall that fquare Root be the Area of the Triangle
^
•
7S. Again , becaufe by Theor. 8.. Ch^pt. 4.
^

tnAR - JdAG rr a of tARH-tAG X Tar-t AG.
79* Likewife by the (ame Theorem,
toAD-^^aAR-OoftAD + tARx tAD-tAX
Therefore from 77% 78° and 7^% by exchanging equal Fadors, there will arife
CANON 2.
80. Multiply thefe four numbers one into another , to wit,
1. The iumm of half the Bafe, and half the difference of the Icggs.‘
2. The excels of half the Bafe above half the difference of the leggs.
3. The furam of half the furam of the leggs , and half the.Bafe.
4. The excefs of half the fumm of the leggs above iialf';he Bafe.
• .
Then cxrrad the fquare Root of the Produd made by the continual multiplication of
thofe four numbers, fo lhall that fquare Rootbe the Area of the Tria:ngle.
(C B rr'^tVe Bafe,^ ' .V'Ti
‘
81. Again, if we fuppofe k A “ the greater^Iegg, i Iqf a ^plain Triangle.
^ E = the lefefer legg
y
Then the four number's above raekioned in Canon s.. rtay be exp'rdl thus, i/iz,.
tA
— E,

t8 +
fB. -

*

tE,

tA + tE,

4^ tE
tA-FtE
2

t B,
B

Or thus,-'

tB + tA -F ,^E ^ A.
tA4- iE + t.B,

t A

t E

.

AB i- B.

) K

hand,) be multiplied one into another continually, the Produd (hall be equal to the Square
of the^ Area 'of the Triangle whofe'tkee fides are reprefented by B, A, £. But if thofe
four numbers be well obferved, if will be evident that the number third in order is the
half fumm of the three fides of the Triangle, and the other three numbers arc the Re.*
mainders arifing by the fubtradion of the three fides fevcrally from their half fumm,’
Hence riiereforc arifeth the vulgar Canon , to find’out the Area of any plain Triangle
whofe three fides arc feverally given in numbers, wz,
' CANON 3. ’
83. From half the fumm of the three fides of any plain Triangle fubtrad the three fides
feverally ; then multiply the faid half fumm and the three remainders one into another
according to the Rule of Continual Multiplication , andextrad the fquare Root of the
iafi Produd, fo lhall that fquare Root be the Area of the Triangle.
Divers other Canops might be raifed from the premiffes, to find out the Area of a plain
Triangle; but 'tis now time to proceed to the Compofition of the Problem in hand, and
that its Conftrudion may be pofiible, the lines given mufl: be fubjed to this
Determination.

^4.. zr
\ hh -\\ that is, in words,
The given fumm of the leggs mufi be longer than that right line whofe Square is equal to
the fumm of the Square of the Bafe and the Square of the double of the Perpendicular.
This Determination doth openly Ibew it felf in Thew. 2. in the 3 4^^ ftep of this Problem,
and therefore that Theorem having already been demonfirated , the Determination is confequenrly both true and neceflfary for limiting the lines given.

ry

The Compojitm of the foregoing Probl. 8.

B
.

>

P

e
H

I
K

85. P = the Perpendicular is given.
87. C = the fnmm of the leggs is given.
88. C cr V* a B
4 □ P: ( Tietemindtion.)
Req. to make the Triangle'.
ConfirnHion.

So By P«W. 4. ChAf. f '. find a "right line H, fuch, that its Square may be equal to
a c!— D B J Which Effeaion is poffible, as is evident by the Determination prelcribed
in 88°, therefore fuppofe ' . ;
.
□ H = □ C — □ B.
go. Find likewife a'right line I, fuch, that its Square may be equal to aC-aB-qnP,
which Effeaion the Determination Ihews to be poffible, therefore fuppofe
□ I = nC — qB — 4aP.
91. Then by TrobL 8. Chap. 5. let it be made, as the line H to the line I, fo the line B
( the giveb Bafe ) to a fourth Proportional, fuppofe it to be the hne K, therefore,
That is, in 29°,
A^icc — bb . ’^'.cc
^pp: :: b . a.
.
In which Analogy, the firfl: Term H is greater than the fecond Term 1, (as is evident
hvConPir in 90° and 91°,) therefore the third Term B ftiaUbe greater than the fourth K,
5.J and confequently C c-K for (by rheDercrminaliou
in^88° ) C c- B. Thus far that hath been done which is direded by Theor, 2. m 34,
oi this Probl. the reft of the Gonftruaion follows.
92. LetaTriangle be madeofthefethree rightlines, to wit, B, iC + tK a^ndfC-iK, ]
which is poffible to be done. ( per prop, 22. Blein. i.) if
of every two of thofe three lines be longer than the third; but that thofc lines are fo
qualified, I prove thus;
Firft, by what hath been faid in 91C cr K, and confequently tC — fK is equal
to fome real right line.
.
.
. • . 1Secondly, the fumm of B and i C + t K is manifeftly greater than the third line
" ^h"kdly!’thefumm of the two lines tC + iK and iC —tK makes C, which (by
the Determ’ination in 8 8°) is greater than the third line B.
^
lav
Fourthly, that the fumm ot B and fC — a K is gt^ater than the third line * C -j- ^ K
may be proved thus.
.
„ ,
Ithathbeenlhewnin 91 , that.. . * *
Therefore by adding t C to each part, . . , . .
Therefore by fubtrading t K from each part, . . B
^K C" ^ K
Which was to be Dem.
^
..i*
Now fince it hath been proved that iC — “K is equal to fome real right line, and that
the fumm of every two of thefe three right lines, to wit, B, tCH-iK and
—is
greater than the third, ’tis poffible to make a Triangle of thofe three lines ( per prop. 12.
£lm I ) Suppofe then it be done, and that the Triangle fo made is A R O, (in the pr^
ceding Diagram.) having its Bale A R equal to the given Bafe B, and the greater legg A O
equal to i C+1K, and the leffer legg R O equal to i C -1K. 1 fay the Tnangle '
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ARC will fatisSc the Problem propounded; but to render the Deraonftraiion thereof the
tflore eaCe to Learners, I fliall preraife a few things in eight fteps next following.
93. If the quantities of the given lines B, P and C bq expreft by numbers, it will be eafic
to difeover the kind of the Triangle fought, when the leggs are unequal, ( as they
were fuppofed to be in the Refolution,) by Theor.^, in gy* of this Problem . for if
the fourth Proportional found out by that Theorem be Icfs than the Bafc, the Perpen¬
dicular falls within the Triangle j if greater, without j if equal to the Bafe, upon the
end of the Bafe.
Suppofing thervit be difeovered, that the Perpendicular falls upon A R within the Triangle
ARC, from the Center O, at the diftance of the leffer legg OR, ( = jC — fK ) deferibe the Circle ORGD cutting O A in G f then produce A O to the Circumference
in D, draw alfo the Semidiameter O E, and from the-Center O let fall O F perpendicular
to E B, therefore (per prop. 3. S/em. 3.^ FE = F R. Then,
.. .t>OD=rOR = OG.
5>f. Therefore by adding AO tQ each part, . . , . . ;> AD = AO-j-OR.
96. But by Conp. In 92°, ,
\
. C = AO^-OR*
97. Therefore frora,9S° and
(per Ax. i. Chap. 2.) . . J> A D = C.
98. Again, by Co«7?r. in 92% .. . ^
\ . . . }> AO = tC + tK.
99. Alfo by Conflr.'in 92®, .f'. •.
^ , . . j. Q R = ^C^K.
94. Bcc3.uk (per

been proved in 96°, that' A O ^ O R = C the given fumra of the leggs. So it
remains only to Ihew, that the Perpendicular 0,F is equal to the given Perpendicular P 5
but that is made manifeft by the following Demonftration , which is form’d out of the
foregoing Rcfolution, by a rjepetitiqn of its fteps in a backward (notdireaj order.
Demonpation,

t

I

B

.

.

K.

a.

That is, 1029% . « . i>.^\cc
• y: cc — bb
hb . y: ec — bb — 4pp:
h
104. Therefore,
22.E/.d.J qH
DH
;^
□!
□ B . □ K.
Now that the Terms of the laft Analogy may be converted into their equivalent quan¬
tities expreffible by the lines in the. Diagram, thefc feven Equations next following are to
be well obferved.
. ,
105. By Coup, in 89°
.f> nC — aBr^aH.
106. And from 97% . .
.hci-AD=:DC.
107. And from 92®,.J>“aAR=:nB.
108. Therefore from 105°, I od®, 107®, . . .
dAD — nAR = oH,
109. .Again, by
in 90®, . . .
.j»aC~pB—4nP=oI,
no. Therefore from 105®, 10,8® and 109®, . .
aAD —□AR-4aP = pR
111. And from* i‘op®, . . ’• . . . .
^ dAG = dK.
112. Therefore the Terms of the Analogy in 104® being exchanged for their equivalent
• quantities in 108®, 110®, 107® and 111®, that Analogy will be converted into;his,
□ AD-dAR * □ AI>~0 AR-4gP
;; qAR . qAG.
That is, in2 8®v'>
cc
bk
• ; ee, — bb
^pp
n
bh
, aa.
113. Therefore by altera and iaverfe Reafoti y
pAR . aAD —DAR :: QAG . □ AD—AR--4aP.j
That is, in 27®,
hb
.
cc — bb
i:aa,cc—^bb — 4 ppt
Now to return backwards from the 2 7^ to the 2 5 ftep of the Refolution, by the lines
of the Diagram , fome Analogies not expreft in the Refolution muft be introduced, ( which
are inferr’d from the Algebraical Fra(ftion
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bff
in J J®,) to wit, the four Analt^ics next following.

O 0

t as before hath been hinted
y-

114. By
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114.

By Theor. z. in 19® of ProhL 9.. Chaf, 7.
115. Therefore ( fer pfop 22. Elem- 6.) • .
116. Therefore, by Divifion of Reafeny

□ AD-.dAR .

oAR

::

AR
□ AR

AD
□ AD

Y

,
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AE
□ AE

AG.

□ AG.

□ AG,

dAE-dAG

117. And inverfly,
. ^
□ AG.
‘
dAR . dAD —oAR,:: oAG . o AE
118. Therefore from 113° and 114°, { p^^
i
& 14* E/ow. y.)
□ AE—d.AG = qAD—dAR—4DP.
That is, 7
t^caa — aa — cc — bb —
% S* ‘
119. And by adding 4 □ P, alfo □ A G to each part, and fubtraaing □ A E from each
part of the Equation in 118% this will arife,
40 P = □ AG + □ AD — □ AR — □ AE.
120. But by Theor- i. in 33**
Problern,
□ AE — □ AG = O AD — □ AR — 4 0 OFAuf.nrA
121. Therefore by adding 4 O OF, alfo □ AG to each part, and fubtraaing □ AE from
each part of the laft preceding Equation, this will arife,
4 0 OF zr. □ AG 4- □ AD — □ AR - □ AE. ^
122. Therefore from 119® and 121% (per Ax.

Chap, z.)

^

Therrfore..? OF = P
* ^Which^wM ro be Demonlit. Therefore the Probiero is fatisfed. But for further
Wuftration, all the preceding Canons and Theorems raifed out of the Refolunon, may be
exemplified by the Numbers placed near the Diagram at thebeginnmg of this Problem.

,

Prohl.

IX.

TheBafe, Perpendicular and difference of the leggs of a plainTrwngle
being feverally giver!, to find the Triangle. But the Bafe muft excee
the difference of the leggs*
AR =

p

AC = 17
RC = 10

AE =
FR =

21

6

F E =
CF =

6
8

AF = 15
AG = 7
AL = 17

Prepafi

« '^iinnnfe the Triansle ARC obtufangled at R, (the end of Ae Bafe A R,) to be that
’•whThtfougl!."^ .^^^
‘h' Center C, at ’the diftance of the Icffer «g C R defetibe the Circle C R G L E, cutting the grearer le^ C A in G; fo (hall A G be the
fc^VdTR''to^h^lhcumfert^^^^

then is AL equal to the

*^D?wfhe'seSameKt CE? and
fo (haU C F out R E into two
equal parWin F, -(fcffrop.^. Slm. 3.) Which things being premis’d, theRefolution
of the Problem propounded may be refolved in manner following.
SHppof.
4. ^ = AR the Bafe of A ARC is given.
c. ft — CF the Perpendicular IS given.
.
^
•
6.
= A G the difference of the leggs A C and R C is given.
Req. to Hnd the Triangle.
Refolnticn.
7. Put a for the unknown fumm of the leggs,
affumc
^
AC + RC = AL.

8.

Then
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8. Then from Tbeor. 2. in 34° of the foregoing Frobl. 8. of this Cha^. this Analogy arifeth,
^ \ aa — bb :
.
^ : aa ~ bb — 4
: ::
b ,
p. The Squares of which proportional lines fiiall be Proportionals alfq, therefore
aa — bb .
— bb — 4 pp :: bb .
dd.
10, Therefore by Converlion of Reafon,
aa — bb
.
: : bb , bb — dd.
11. And alternately,
aa — bb
,
bb
::
. bb — ddiz. And by Compofition,
aa . bb :: ^pp
bb — dd . bb — dd.
13. And by inverfe and alternate Reafon,
bb — dd .
^pp
bb — dd
::
bb
.
ua.
14. But the Tides of proportional Squares are alfo Proportionals, therefore from the lafL
preceding Analogy,
V ’. bb — dd : . v"; 4
-j— dd : ;: b . a.
15. And becaufe by Theor. 2. Frobl. 10. Chap. 7.
d .
AE
::
b
.
a
16. Therefore from the two laft preceding Analogies, this arifeth ,
ji/: bb — dd :

.

^: ^pp

bb — dd :

::

d

.

A E.

The Analogy in 14° gives
THEOR.

I.

1 7. As the right line whofe Square is equal to the cxcefs whereby the Square of the Bafe
of a plain Triangle exceeds the Square of the dilFerenceof the leggs, is to the right
line whofe Square is equal to the faid cxcefs together with the Square of the double Per¬
pendicular ; fo is the Bafe, to the fumtn of the leggs.
Or thn4, Tvhich is more convenient for Arithmetical praBice.

As the excefs of the Square of the Bafe above the Square of the difference of the leggs^
is to the fumm of the faid excefs and the Square of the double Perpendicular • fo is the
Square of the Bafe , to the Square of the furam of the leggs.
Therefore, the Bafe, Perpendicular, and difference of the leggs of a plain Triangle
being feverally given, the fumm of the leggs lhall be given alfo by the faid Theor. i.
And confequently the leggs fhall be given feverally, by Theor, p. Chap. 4.
. The Analogy in 16° gives
THEOR,

z.

18. As the right line whofe Square is equal to the excefs by which the Square of the Bafe
of a plain Triangle exceeds the Square of the difference of the leggs, is to the right line
Whofe Square is equal to the faid excefs together with the Square of the double Perpendi¬
cular j fo is the difference of the leggs to a fourth Proportional. which exceeds the Bafe,
when the Perpendicular falls without the Triangle, for then’tisthe line compos’d of
the Bafe and the double diftance from the foot of the Perpendicular to the obtufe angle
at the nearer end of the Bafe; but when the Perpendicular falls within , the faid fourth
Proportional is lefs than the Bafe , and is the difference of thefegments of the Bafe made
by the Perpendicular: Laftly, when the faid fourth Proportional is equal to the Bafe j
the Perpendicular falls upon the end thereof.
Therefore, if the quantities of the lines given in ihkFrcbl. p. be exprefl: by numbers >
vve may difeover by
2. above exprelf, whether the Triangle fought be obtufangled,
acute-angled , or right-angled at the Bafe.
It is alfo evident by the 14'^ ^nd i 6'*’ fteps of the Refolution, that to the end the Problem
propounded may be poffible, the given lines muft be fubjedl to this
Determination.

The given Bafe muft exceed the given difference of the legg?.
The truth of the preceding Theorems and Determination, as alfo the Compofition
of this Frobl. 9. will be obvious to him that underftands what hath been delivered in the
foregoing Frobl. 8. 'and therefore 1 lhall wave the Compofirion.
*
O0 2
Frobl. X.
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Probl, X.

In a plain Triangle having unequal acute angles at the Bafe, the Per¬
pendicular, difference of the leggs, and difference of the fegments of the
Bafe made by the Perpendicular, being feverally given, to find the Triangle.
But the lines given muft be fubjed to the Determinnations hereatter
expreft.

Prepardt.
i '. Lei the Diagram belonging to the preceding Probl. 8. of this Chapt, be here repeated,

and fuppofe the A ARO having unequal acute angles A and R at the ends of the Kale
A R to be the Triangle fought • then refpeft being had to the Preparatory Conftruftion
in the three firfi: fteps of the faid Probl, 8. the Refoluiion of this Probl. i o. may be formed
thusj
Suppof,
2, p = OF the Perpendicular of A ARO is given.

2. ^ = AG the difference of the leggs is given.
4. ^ = A E the difference of the fegments of the Bafe is given.
to find the Triangle.
Resolution.

c It is manifeft that if A E the given difference of the fegments F A , FR be eflecmcd
* the Bafe of the A A E O obtufangled at E , then A G (ball be the difference of the leggs
A O and E O, as well as of A O and R O , (for EG = RO = OG,) and OF
a common Perpendicular to the two Triangles A R O and A E O j therefore in
A AEO, the Bafe A E, the Perpendicular OF, and AG the difference ot the leggs
A O and E O being feverally given, the faid A A E O lhall be given by the foregoing
Probl 9. of this Chapt. For, the fnmm of the leggs, to wit, AD — AO-f EO p AO
-l-OR flnll be given by this following Analogy, (according to Theor, 1. in 17°
of the faid Probl 9.) viz,,
___
^ \ bb — dd
t 4 pj) “1— bb — dd
: b • AD.
6. Then AD and A G the fumm and difference of the leggs A O and E O, or of A O
* and RO , being given, the faid leggs lEall be given feverally by Theor. 9. Chap. 4.
Moreover, forafmuch as A R in reference to A AEO obtufangled at E, is compos'd
of the Bafe A E and E R, ( = 2FE = 2FR,) the faid A R, which isalfo the Bale
of A ARO , (hall be given by Theor. 2. in i 8° of the preceding Probl. 9- For,
^; yy — df: .
Of pp -Ar bb — dd : :: d . A R,
From the premiffes tis manifeft that the Bafe and leggs of the Triangle fought in this
Probl 10. may be found out by the foregoing Probl. 9. But that there may be a poffibility of finding out the Triangle required, the lines given rauft be liable to thefe two
following Determinations ,* vU.
Determination t,
8. The line given for the difference of the fegments of the Bafe made by the Per< cndicu'ar
falling within,the Triangle, muft exceed the given diflerence of the leggs, that is, (i i
the Figure belonging to this Probl 10.) A E c“ AG, the truth whereof is maniteft
by prop. 8. Elem. 5.
.
9. Again,

iil
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5?. Again, becaufe by Snppoftion the Triangle fonght hviih unequal acute angles at the.
Bafe , the Perpendicular falls within, and the Bafe muft necelTarily exceed the difference
of the fcgmems of the Bafe made by the Perpendicular. therefore to the end the lines
given may be capable of effcding the Problem propounded, the fourth Proportional
(or Bafe) found out by the Analogy before exprcft in 7® muft exceed the given line'A E.
Hence,
^
Determination 2.
V-

10.

^

-4“

^/•,bb
dd'.
Suppofing then the given Quantities to be qualified according to the tenour of the De¬
terminations before preferibed , the induftrious Learner may eafily apply what' hath been
faid in the foregoing 5*^, 6^’* and y*'’ fteps, as well to the Geometrical Effeftion, as
to the Arithmetical Solution of this
10,
—

•

•

Vrobl. XL

In a plain Triangle obtufangled at the Bafe, the Perpendicular, dif¬
ference of the leggs, and the line compos’d of the Bafe and ‘the double
diftance from the foot of the Perpendicular to the obtufe angle , being
feverally given, to find the Triangle. But the given lines muft be
fubjetft to the Determinations hereafter expreft.'

Prepay,

Let the Diagram belonging to the foregoing Probl.g, of this Chapt. be here repeated,
and fuppofe the A ARC obtufangled at R, ( the end of the Bafe A R',) to be the Tri¬
angle fought- then rcfpedf being had to the preparatory Conftruftion in 1°,
and 3®
of ProbL 9. the Refolution of this Probl. 11. may be formed thus;
Suppof.

2.
= C F the Perpendicular of A ARC is given,
3. d •=■ AG the difference of the leggs A C and RC is given.
4. ^ = A E the line compos’d of the Bafe A R and 2FE, (or 2FR,) is given.
Req. to find the Triangle.
Refolution.

r. It is manifeft, that if the given line A E be efteemed the Bafe of the A A E C having
* unequal acute angles at A and E, then A G is the difference of the leggs AC and EC,
as well as of A C and R C, (for E C = R C,) and C F is a common Perpendicular
to the two Triangles A E C and ARC; therefore in A A E C , the Bafe A E , the
Perpendicular C F, and AG the difference of the leggs A C and EC, (or R C,)
being given feverally, the faid A AEG lhall be given by Probl. 9. of this fhapt.
For A L =:= A C
E C, (the fumm of the leggs of A AEG,) ftiall be given by
this following Analogy, ( according to Theor. 2. in 17° of ^he faid Probl. 9.) vU.
^:bb—dd:

. .^:^pp-^bb—dd: :: b . A L.
6. Then A Land AG the fumra and difference of the leggs AC and EC being feverally
given, the leggs themfelves (hall be alfo given feverally, by Theor, 9-^bap.
7. Moreover, bccaufe A R in reference to the A AEG is the difference of thefegments
F A and F E, made by the Perpendicular C F, and is alfo the Bafe of the A A R C
required,
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required, the faid A R thall be given by Theor. 2.*in ProhL i 8. of ProU. 9. of this Chap.
For,
,
. _ ■ ,_

^:hb — ddi

.

*

AR.

From the preraill'es Vis evident, that the three fides of the Triangle required by this
Prohl 11, arc difeovered by Probl. 9. of this Chapt. But the lines given muft be fubjea
to the following Determinations, that there may be a poflibility of finding out a Triangle
to fatisfie the Problem propounded.
Determination i.

8. The line given for the fumm of the Bafe and double diRance from,the foot of the
Perpendicular to the obtufe angle, ffluft be longer than the line given for the ditfercnce
of the'leggs, that is, AE cr" AG, as may be eafily provedj for by Snpfojition
A ARC is obtufangled at R, therefore AE cr AR, andconfequemly AE much
greater than AG, for (per prop. 8. Elem. 3.^ A R et" AG,
Again, becaufe by Snppofition the Triangle fought is obtufangled at the B'afe, the Per¬
pendicular falls without , and the Bafe (hall neceffarily be lefs than the line compos'd of
the Bafe and the double diftance from the foot of the Perpendicular to the obtufe angle j
therefore to the end the lines given may be capable of effedfing the ProMem propounded,
the fourth Proportional (or Bafe) found out by the Analogy in 7°, muft be left than the given
line A E.

Hence,

Determinmom.
V- 4pp

bb — dd :
^ : bb — dd :
Prok

X

d

b.

XIL

In a plain Triangle having unequal acute angles at the Bafe, the
Perpendicular, fumm of the leggs, and difference of the fegments of
the Bafe made by the Perpendicular, being feverally given, to find the
Triangle. But the lines given muft be liable to the Determinations
hereafter declared.
A R = 21

FR =r

6

AO = 17

O F =

8

OR = 10

A F = ly

AE =:

9

AG =

E F =

6

A D rr: 27

7

Prepar.
1. Let the Diagram belonging to the preceding Probl. 8, of this Chapt, be here repeated,
and fuppofe the Triangle A R O having unequal acute angles A and R at the ends of
the Bafe A R to be the Triangle fought • then refped being had to the preparatory Conftruftion in the three firft fteps of the faid Probl. 8. the Refolution of this Probl. ii,
' may be formed thus ■

Snppof.
2, p
O F the Perpendicular of A A R O is given.
5. c — AD — AO
R O the fumm of the leggs is given.
b " AEr:::;FA — FR the difference of the fegments of the Bafe is given.
Re^ to find the Triangle.
Refolution.
5. It is evident, that if the given line A E be efteem’d the Bafe of the A A E O obtufan¬
gled at E, then A D is the fumm of the leggs A O and E O, as well as of AO and
R O, for E O — R O , and O F is a common Perpendicular to the two Triangles
AEQ and ARO; therefore in A AEO, the Bafe AE, the Perpendicular OF,
and A D the fumm of the leggs A O and E O being feverally given , the Triangle
AEO
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A E O fliall be given by the foregoing frohl. 8. of this
For A G, the difference
of the Icggs AO and E O, (hall be given by this following Analogy, ( according to
Theor. i. in -^4** of ^robl 8. )
' _
aj \ cc — hh \
^ i cc — hh — 4pp : ;: ^ , A G.
6, Then A D and A G the fumm and difference of the leggs A O and E O, (or RO,) being
given fcverally, the faid leggs fhall be alfo given feverally> by Theor. 9 Chap, 4.
7. Moreover, forafmuch as A R in reference to the A A E O obtufanglcd at E, is coni'*
pos'd of the Bafc AE and ER, ( = 2FE = 2FR,) the faid AR, which is
alfo theBafe of A ARO required,-fliall be given by Theor. 5. in 35* of ProhL 8.
For,
_
- • ‘ -_-- ■
cc ^ hb : , ^: cc — hb — 4pp :
c . AR.
From the premifTes 'tis manifeft , that the Bafe and leggs of the Triangle fought by this
Probl 12. are difeovered .By the foregoing Probl. 8. But that there may be a poflibiliiy
of finding out the defired triangle, thcgivenlinesrauftbefubjeato thefe two following

Determinations,

'

Detemination i.
C" V: hb

4pp t

That is,
8. The line given for>the fumm of the leggs muft exceed that right line whofe Square is
equal to the fumm of the Square of; the given Bafe and the Square of the double of the
c>ivpn
given PprnpnHirnlar.
Perpendicular.
- .
•’i'' ' .
. ,'
.
j 1. l
lis Determination doth openly fliew it felf in the preceding Analogy in 5 j and hath
already been denionllratcd in Pro^/* 8* of this Chapter.
^
,
Again, becaufe by Sttppojttion the Triangle fought hath unequal acute angles at the Bafe,
the Perpendicular falls within, and the Bafe muft neceffarily exceed the difference of the
fegments bf the Bafe made by the Perpendicular, therefore to the end the given lines
may be capable of effefting the Problem propounded, the foOrth Proportional (or Bale)
found out by the Analogy in 7® , muft exceed the given line A E. Hence ,

In a plain Triangle obtufanglcd at theBafe, the Perpendicular, fumm
of the leggs, and the line compos’d of the Bale and double diftance from
the foot of the Perpendicular to theobtufe angle, being given feverally,
to find the Triangle. But the given lines muft be fubjedl to the Deter¬
minations hereafter declared.
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4, ^ = A E the line compos'd of the Bafc A R and z FR (or 2 F E ) is given,
to find the Triangle.
j
.
*
Eefolution*
It ismanifeft, that if the given line AE be eftecmM the Ba&of the A AEG having
unequal acute angles at A and E, then A L is the futhm of the leggs AC and E G, as
well as of AQ;and RC,'(for EC = RC,) and CF is a common Perpendicular
to the two Triangles ARC and A E C j therefore in A AEG, the Bafe A E, the
, Perpendicular C F, and AL the fumm of the leggs AG and EC, (or RC,) being
given (everally, the A AEG (hall be given.by the foregoing PreR 8. of this Chapter.
For A G the difference of the leggs fhall be given by this following Analogy, (ac¬
cording to 7*it<sor. 1. in 34® of.
8.^
;
:
*
bh'i . ^^icc —
— 4: :: h ' * AG.
(f.i'Then AL and AG theTuram and difference of the leggs A C and EC being given
'Mfeverally, the leggs fhall alfo be given feverally i' by TAeor, p. Chaf, 4.
7. Moreover becaufe AR, in reference to the A A E C, is the difference of thefegments
FA and FE made by the Perpendicular GF, and is alfo the Bafe of the A ARC
required, the faid A R fhall be given by Thm.
in 3 5 ® of ?nbU 8. For,

r.

bb \ .
cc
bb —
: :: r . AR.
8. From the pretniffes cis evident, that the three fides of the Triangle required by this
ProbL 13. are difeovered by Probl* 8. of this Chapt. But the lines given muff befubje^l
to the following Determinations^.
^Jx. cc

Determinat, i.
'

I

■ /j

•L

e [T"' V:

• J

•

V: gg -> ibb — 4PP : x

Ikterminat, 2;'
bI .

“-3

^ii ce — bb ;
?!

b.

'

'‘ ^
" Prob^. XIV.
7he Hypothenufal of a right-angled'Triangle being given , as alfo
a mean Proportional between the Bafe and Perpendicular , to find the
Triangle. But the right line arifing by the. Application of the Square
of the ffiven menn tn thf^ tritrpn T-Ti/nnfrhpnnfol

mnflt,T
^

-

•

>

AEacirp

F Brr 2y
FE== 25
CF= 60

CF-J.AR
’
. .
•
h = A B the Hypothenufal is given.
*» = M a right line given, and ftich, that
iJgy. to find out A A B C. •'
'
‘ ”
Eefolut.

A C

m

m

CB,

7. Becaufe by Sftppofitm in 6"^ the right line m is a mean Proportional between AC and
C B ». therefore
= a A ^ C B, that is, CD A B, C F, for (per prop.^^ i. Elem^ i. J
each of thofe Reaangles is equal to 2 A A B C 5 therefore ~ = C F the Perpen¬
dicular is given 5 therefore alfo A A B C (hall be given both Geometrically and Arithraetically.
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tically , by Probl. i6. Chap. $. But ftcreI (hall frame theRefolutionand Corapofuion
of the fame Problem after another manner.
Ref obit. 2.

8. Put for the difference of the leggs fought,w^. 1> 4=:AG=: AC — CB.
p. Then becaufe A D is the'fumm, and A G the *
□M(aAC,CB) iaAG=niAD.
difference of the leggs A C and C B , therefore
( per Theor. 7. Chap 4.^.
10. Therefore in the letters belonging to the
mw + ^aa ( =: □ t A D. )
Refolution, the Square of half the furam of
the leggs ihall be equal to.
11. Therefore the fquare Root of that Square of
-v/: mm
^aa : ( = t A D, )
the half fumm Ihall be the half fumm of the
leggs, to wit
1 z. Therefore from 8° and 11/, ( by The«-. 9. >
( _ A 9.)
13. And the leficr legg-is
.
.
. . . ^ ^
^ B.}
14. Thereforefrora iz%(by7-W.z.Ci4;.40^
+
+a x
the Square of the.greatcr Icgg fhall be
•
'
15. And (com t
by Tifr-s. do/’. 4.) the?
—4 x
Square of the lefler legg Ihall be . . * • >
16. Therefore the fumm of all in 14° and I5*>
( = □ AC4-□ CR. V
gives the fumm of the Squares of the legs, to wit, >
17. And becaufe by Sttppof. in 1 ®
ACB—-J, ?
thereforefrora 5° and 16®, (perprop,/^y,EU.i»)^ zmm 4-«
==»»(=□ A B.)
this Equation arifeth,.y ,
18. Therefore by fubtrafting zmm from each? an
hh
imm.
, part of the laft Equation, .
. .
.
19. Therefore by extrafting the fquare Root out P
..
of each part of the laft Equation, the difference > a
^:hh — 2mm: (= AG.)
of the leggs is made known , viz. . , *S
^
,
.
,,
io. Thereforefrora 12®, 13®, 18® and 19®, the legg^ (hall be given feverally, ViZ.

4- y: jhh — jmm i

AC =
^ CB = ‘ V*. \hh 4- tww
The Equation in 19® gives
^

‘y: ihh — tmm :

^ . ..lO at •

C A NO N i.

■

21From the Square of the given Hypothen. fubtraft the double Square of the given mean
Proportional, lo the fquare root ot the remainder (hall be the difference of the leggs fought.
The Equations in 20° give
^
^

*
. CANON
~
I 2.

•
*

•.

2 2, To and from the Square of half the given Hy pothenulal add and fubtraft half the Square
of the given mean Proportional, and referve the fumm and remainder; then extr^ the
fquare Root out of the faid fumm and remainder feverally; laftly, the fumm and difference
ot the faid fquare Roots Ihall be the Tides about the right angle of the Triangle fought.
Note If the values of A C and C B (the fides about the right angle ) before expreft
in 20® be feverally fquared, and the Univerfal fquare Root eXtraaed out of each Produft,
there will come forth the Canon delivered in Se^. S5» Probl. 16. Chap. f. for the Arithme¬
tical Refolution of fuch ambiguous Biquadratick Equations as fall under the Form there
expou^e^d.^^ the truth of the preceding Canons may more clearly appear, I Ihall propound
and demonftrate them in the form of Thorems, by a repetition of ^he fteps of the toregoing
Refolution.
23

.

^
THEOR.

i.

. In a riehr-angled Triangle having unequal leggs about the right angle, the difference
of ihofe leggs is equal to a right line whofe Square is equal to the excefs whereby the
Square of the Hypoihenufal exceeds the double Square of a mean Proportional between
the faid leggs,

'/

P p

'

THEOR. i*
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THEOR, 2*

24. In a right-angled Triangle having unequal leggs about the right angle, the greater legg
is equal to the fumm of thefe two right lines, to wit,the right line whofe Square is equal to
the Square of half the Hypothenufal together with half the Square of a mean Proportional
between the leggs, and the right line whofe Square is equal to the excefs whereby the
Square of half the Hypothenufal exceeds half the Sejuare of the faid mean. But the
lefler legg is equal to the difference of the faid two right lines.
Suppof,

25. A B C is a A
right-angled at C.
26. AC c” C B.

M-

27. CBGDisaOjand
A C D is a right line,
therefore
28. AD = ACH-CB,
and AG=AC—CB.
29. M is a right line , fuch, that
Rei^, demonflr.
30. Theor. 1,
AG = V;dAB — 2dM;-

31. Theor. 2.
’

-

4^ AB4"t □ M :
v'-TDTA’B’Zirralir
CB =: V‘4°AB4-iaM: —
— iaM:

AC r=r
W z::., > .

v.v.

Demonfiratm,

.

32. By
in 28%
AG = AC--CB.
33. Theretore the Square of that.Equation,>
1
(per Theor. c. Chap. 4. ) gives . . . . >
— dAC ^ nCB —- aOACjCB^
3 4. By SHppof. in 2 5 - < ACB is J, there- > □AB = nAC + aCB.
fore ( per frbp.
Elem. i.) . . - . ,3
35. Thereforeirom33'’and
6.) aAG = nAB
2aAC,CB,
chap. 2i^..**......^
36. From 29°, (per prop. 17. Elem. 6,) . F
□ M = aACjCS. ’
3 7. And confequently..^2DM=2aA.C,CB.
38. Thereforefrom 35°and37%('/>er^A;.6.> ^ A r — r, a r
m
39. But’the fides of equal Squares are alfo>
AG = V*-°AB — 2dM:
equal,-therefore from 38°, , . .
Which was Theor. i. to be Dem.
40. Again, becaufe by Suppof. in 2 8°, AD is
the fumm, and AG the difference of the leggs
Of AD=: □ACjCB + aqAG.
AC and CB,thereforef]j^rT^eor.7,C^<ip,4.y
41. And becaufe froth 29°, ( per prop. 17. >
Elet)^. ^ ^ • • • . . • . . . .j dM = □ AC, CB.
42. And by taking \ of all in 3 8°,

.t" ioAB — tnM =: -IdAG.

4c. And forthe likereafon,'tismanifeflfrora?
the Equation in 42“, that
.
.
.

,
i AG = V:?□ AB - iOM:

45. Therefore, by taking the fumm and difference of the Equations in 44® and 43 ®, thefe
will arife, '
5 tAD + iAG rr V:?aAB‘^inM: + V*4dAB —^dM;
t A D — t AG =: V'toAB-^faM: — v':;|nAB — tpM:
47. And becaufe AD is the fumm, and AG the difference of A C and CB - therefore
(.per Theor. 9. Chap. ^.)
,
’
AC = tAD ^ jrAGi and CB =.i'AD — f AG.
48. There-
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48. Therefore from 46° and 47% (per ^x. i. Chap. 2. )
" AC =
AB
fdM: 4- yr^g AB

^99

TaM:

CB = y;JgAB4-igMi~.. y:;jgAB~ faM':
Which was
2. to be Dcmonftr.
In the next place, to the end the Geometrical Effeaion of the foregoing Prebt. 14.'
may meet with no obftrudlion, I (ball prove the truth of the Determination annexM to
the Problem, by deraonftraling this following
LEMMA.

4y. In a right-angled Triangle, if the Square of a mean Proportional between the fides
about the right angle , (that is, if the Reftangle of thofe Tides) be applied to the Hypothenufal, the line thence arifing (hall fometimes be equal to half the Hypothenufal, and
fometimes lefs, but never greater than the faid half.
The Tides about the right angle are either equal to one another, or elfe unequal •
I ftiaU begin with with the firft Cafe. '
“ 'I * > ■
Snppof. in Cafe i,

50. R S T is a A right-angled at S.
51. RS = ST.
M is a right line, fuch, that
55* RS . M :: M . ST.
□M
Req. demonftr.
RT ~
jDemnfratm.

55^ By Skppojttion in Ji®, .
RS = ST.
h
56. Therefore by drawing S T as a common?
r-iuccT
c-r
altitude into each part, . . . . . .y ^R®»hT_-pST — DRS,
57. Therefore, ( per Ax.
Chap. 2..)
. . {> 2aRS,ST=aST + DRS.
58. And becaufeby
in yo® <^S is J,?
ORT= dST+pRS.
therefore, (per prop, ^q.Elem.i.) . . .y

^ a?"!?'= d rt.
60. And confequently
6j. But from j 5®, f per prop. 17. Elem. 6.)

aRS,ST = tQRT.
.h

□RS,ST = □ M.

• • □M=iaRT=aRT.tRT.
Theretore from 2°, by Application of each?
part to RT' . , .
^
Which was Cafe i. to be Dera.
Suppof in Cafe 2.
' ■
64, ABC is a A right-angled at C.
65, A C c" C B.
^
66, M a right line, fuch , that ...
AC ;
[ See the Diagr. in the precedent Page. 3
6"j. . . Req. demonfir,

.

□M
RT

*
. -

'

M

AB

;;

M

.

CB^

fA

Demonfiration.
6S. By the preceding

or. i. before demon-?

2 gM
1 □ AB.'
ftrated ’tis evident that
.y
6g. Therefore, by taking the half of each part, 7
□M
j taAB.
it follows that ..y
70. Therefore from 69®, by Application of each ? □ M
iA B,
part to AB,
. . • • .. . ,y
AB
Which was C'afe 2. to be Dem.
71. Now becaufe in every right-angled Triangle, the fides about the right angle arc either
equal or unequal between themfelves, and it hath been demonfirated, that when the
faid Tides are equal to on; another, the right line arifing by the Square of a mean
Pp 2
Proportional
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Prooonional between the faid fides to the Hypothennfal is equal to half the Hypothenufal,
Ken the faid ftdes are unequal, the faid right line i, efs than half the Hypothenufal,
it is evident that the right line ariling by the faid Application can never be greater than
half the'Hypothenufal : Therefore the truth of the Memm* is tnanileft , and confeK. the’^lines given in P.M . 4- muff be fubjeft to the Determination annex d to it,
thatthereroaybeapoffibilityof efTefting the Problem.
T/ja Compofttion of the foregoing Probl. 14.

not cr- fH.
H

( Determination. )

jRetj to find the Triangle.
.
Confirtt^ion,

7 5. By Proht. 2. cLf. y. find a tight line NO,' fuch , that its Square may be equal
to i d H 4-t a M, therefore _ , , _ . ,
. . , ,.j. NO = V-iaH. + tnM':,
By theDetermination in74% -^vnot cr tH; fuppofe then it be granted , or
difcovered by H and M.given in numbers, that —is ,lefs than t H ,

and con e-

quently, ( by multiplying each part into H,) that nM
taH, 'h'" j'
follows, th« his pSlfiblc (fer Ptobl.4’ Ctep.f-; '«> fin<> »« » "8'''
^
its Square may be equal to 4 □ H — » DM, fuppofe therefore
. ,
“ ’
P = V- t ° H
^°^•
a.
-f A U
77. ’ Make NP = NO+OP, then from the Conftruamnjn^y 5^nd 76% tis manifeit that
78. From NO cut off 0^= OP, which may be done, for iis evident by Conjir.
in 75 ° and 76°, that NO cr OP, fuppofe therefore OQ^— OP, then from 7 5 and 76
it follows that
-—
, --—-.
jqO _ jqO — OP =
tClM: — ^*4°^ — »nM:
70. Make AC ^ N P;. alfo CB == N Q., and C B J. ACj laftly,
A B.
8^ I fay A B C is the right-angled Triangle required. Now we
Ihew that it will
fatisfie the Problem. Firft then hyConfiruBion in 79% C B _L A C, and confequently
the angle A G B is a right angle. But that the Hypothenufal A B is equal to the given
HvpotLnufal H, and that the given right line M is a mean Proportional between A O
and CB, (the fides about the right angle ,) the following Demonffration will make
.
81.

.

.

Req. demonftr.

•

•

•

•

.
•

5 AB = H. Alfo,th«
A C . M :: M .

C B.

Demonfiration.

82. By C»*A. in 7.7“, .
NP = N0 + 0P.
_
_
83. Therefore CfO-rtor. 2. Ciap. 4.; . . i> □NP = DN04-QOP-h2aNO,OP.
84. By Cow/fr. in 78%.!> Na=ND —r-,Mnnp
8f. Therefore (■pciTfovr. 5. Cfap.4-'; • -S' □NQ=DNO+.DOP-2nNO,OP.
86. Therefore, by adding together iheEqua-7
cNQ.= zdNO + jdOP.
lions in ^5'" and 85°,.-S
„
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87. And from the Co»fir. in 79% (p^frop.47.?
Elem. i,)
.
..a’
88. Therefore from 86° and 87°, ( per Ax.
Chap. 2, ).
8p. But by (ro»y?r. in 79°, <^ACB is Jj there-;
iott (per prop.•
O
5)0. Therefore from 88° and 89°, (per Ax i, ^
chap. 2, J..
; •^
91. But from the C^nfir. in 75° and 76° ( by y
^ adding together the double Squares of the £•>
quations there expreft,) tis evident that . .3
92. Therefore from 90° and 91°, (per Ax. i.?
Chap. 2, )
95. But the fides of equal Squares are alfo equal, ?
therefore from 9^°,.'‘S
94. Again, because by Conp. in 7?'’ and 78^^
N P ii the fumm, and NCLthe difference ot NON
and O P, therefore (perTheor. 8. Chap.
9;. But from the
in 7 9°, • •• • •• . j.
96. Therefore from 94° and 95°, (per A.x. i.}

qNP-j-aNQjr: □ AC-j-□ CB.
^nOP = □AC+nCB.
,

,

.

^

□ AB = □AC-|-aCB.

2 □ N O -j- 2 □ O P = □ A B.
^
„ np ^ n H
2 ON O -h 2 □ OP _ □ H*
□ A B = □ H.
•
'
AB
H. Which was to be Dem.
AivrpxT‘^-r.Kin
aNP,NQ^— oNO

nOP
cOP.

xi n kt
r—1 a r r r
N P,N CL= a A C,C B.
□ a C, C B — □ N O - □ O P.

’ o..L.

dNO.

97. By Conflr. m 75 ... ^ n h^ i n M nr- n O P
98. And by Confir. in 76°, . . . • • ' ^
^
99. And from 97°, byfubtraaing □ OP trom^ AqH+tdM-nOP=nNO-DOP.
each part,..
ICO. And from 98% by adding toM toeach?
pQP = iCH.
part, . .
..'■-v
r.
101. Andby adding the Equation in ioo° tothac9 •iaflq_pM=DlS[0-DOP+^aH.
102. And from ioi°, by fubtrading ^ □ H 7 ‘

LdNO—aOP.

from each partthere will remain ■ . . . >
Vp p r __ n N O — □ O P.
105. But it hath been proved in 96 , that . • h
»
104. Thereforefrom io2°andio3°,('perv4Ar.i.7" oACjCB,^: □ M.,
Chap. 2.)
.
•
..S'* *.
•
'*
IOC. Wherefore from 104°, ( per prop. 14»7
^ ^4 :: M . C B.
Elem. 6.).S "
. . .
,
- 1
which was to be Demonftr. Therefore that is done which the Problem required.
Note The foregoing Problem is the fame in effeft with ihis, vU. The fumm of the
Squares'and the R?ftangle of two-right lines being given, feverally , to find out thofe
lines.

'Probl.yyiN.
The Hypothenufal and Area of a right-angled Triangle being given
feverally ! ro find out the Triangle. But the right line arifing by the
Application of the double Area .to theHyppthenulal, inuftnotbe greater
than half the Hypothenufal.,, .

1

This Problem differs but little from the preceding i
for there, the Reftangle of the
fidls about
right angle, (that is, the double Area ) a,i^d Hypothenufal are given,
but here, half the faid RcOangle, (that is, the Area of the right-angled Triangle fought,)
and the Hypothenufal are given.

Suppof. ..

[

\

1. ABD is a A right-angled at D. •
.
1
2. /;= A B the Hypothenufal IS given.
. a^tS .t. .'
i-iARnnA
3. c = C a given right line, whofe Square is equal to A ABD, that is, □ »BD,DA.
Eej, to find out the Triangle.

'
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E
AB = i6p

C = <y/5o7©

BD = 156

M =:\/ioi4o

AD =

(55

P =

A

DK=

do

C

B K = 144

G

M

KA =

(5o
do

25

F

hh — 4ff,

fumm of the Iqggs, to wit,
........... .3
7. And becaufe (byT'W. 3. Chaf,^,) a quarter of the Square of any 7
whole right line is equal to the Square of the half. therefore from 6% ^ 4
+ ccl
the Square of half the fomm of the leggs lhall be
j
.
8. And confequently from 7®, half the fumm of the leggs is . . .
9. And from 5°, (by Theor. 3. Cha^. 4, ) the Square of half the diffe-2 jl /.a
rence of the leggs is...C
^ *
10. And confequently from 9®, half the difference of the leggs is . . ^ V'i
^
I I, Therefore from 8® and i o®,(by Theor.g,Ch(ip.^»') the le^s (hall be given fcverallyjvi^.
B D = // : ~hh -|- cc: %hh — cc:

DA = ^ :\hh -f* cc* — V • 4^^ — cc:
From 6° and 5® arifeth
THEOR.

I.

12. In every right-angled Triangle having unequal fides about the right angle, the Square
oi the fumm of thofe fides is equal to the Square of the Hypothenufal together with
the quadruple of the Area : But the Square of the difference of the fame fides is equal
to the cKcefs whereby the Square of the Hypothenufal exceeds the quadruple of the Area.
The Equations in ii® give

theor.

2:

13. In every right-angled Triangle having unequal fides about the right-angle, if to and
from the Square of half the Hypothennfal, the Area be added and fubtrafted feverally,
and out of the fumm and remainder feverally the fquare Boot be extrafted , the fumm
and difference of thofe fquare Roots fiiall be equal to the fides about the right angle.
The truth of the Determination annex'd to th\i Probl. 15. hath already been demon*
ftrated in the preceding Probl. 14. and the reafon thereof will appear in the following
Conflrudlion.
The Compojitioft of the foregoing Probl. i 5.
14. AB r=: the Hypothenufal of a right-angled Triangle is given.
15. C is a right line given, whofe Square is equal to the Area of that Triangle,
16.

not cr- iAB.
Re<], to find the Triangle,
Confirfi^ .
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ConfirH^ion.

17. This Problem might be cfFeded according to the dire£lion of the foregoing Theorem
in 13®, but more corapendioufiy thus * Firft, by Probl, 2. Chaf. 5-. find a right
line M , fuch.',' that its Square may be equal to 2 □ C, therefore
M = ^ 2 □ C.
18. Then by Prolyl. 7. Chaf. 7. let it be made as A B to M, fo M to a third proportional
line, fuppofe it to be the line P, therefore
; if
AB . M :: M , P.
19. Upon A B deferibe the Semicircle F A D B.
20. Make AG J. A B ; alfo A G = P. and G L 1| AB, which Parallel GL lliall
neceflarily either touch the Semicircle F A D B , or cut the fame j for by Sufpof. in 16®,
not c- t A B, and by Conftr. in 17° and 18®, P is equal to

therefore

P is not greater than t A B , ( = the Semidiameter F E.) But G L was before drawn
parallel to A B at thediftanceof the right line P, ( = AG,) and therefore the faid
Parallel (hall either touch the Semicircle in E , or clfe cot the fame. Suppofing then
the Parallel G L to cut the vSemicircle in D, draw the right lines A D and D B, fo (Ball
ADB be the right-angled Triangle required. But npW we muft-fliew that it will
fatisfie the Problem.
>'
“ i ^
; j
21. Firft then by ConfirnUion in 19®, A B the Bafe of the Triangle*A DB is.that which
in 14® was preferibed for the Hypothenufal of the right-angled Triangle fought j fccondly, by Confir, in 19° and 20® the angle ADB is in the Semicircle FADB, and
therefore ’tis a right angle, ( per prop. 31. Elem. 3. ) thirdly and laftly, that the Area
of the right-angled Triangle ADB isequaltd the Square of the given right line.C^
the following Deraonftration will make manifeft.
o
O
-

I Prepar,

. . ^

I.

22. From the point D in the Circumference, let fall DK perpendicular to the Dia¬
meter A B. - " ‘
\y
13.
. Reef, demor^ftr* ..... . . . . c. ■■'‘A A D B-n^-□ C.
\

•

J

Demonjlration.

24. 3y Conftr. in 18®, .
,
.
.
h
25. 'And from the Conftr. in 20® and 22®, (per/
prop. ^4. Elem. i.J.A
16. therefore from''24“ and 25% by taking DK?..
inlteadof P, . . .
. . f . f . .f
27. Therefore from 26®, ( per prop. if. Elem. 6.))^
28. But by Corijk-. in 17®, . ..h
29. Therefore from 27® and 28®, ( ter Ax. i.?

.....

.

AB
^

.

M
k n

:: M
^ ntr
-7

. _
,
AB • .K == M
□ AB,DK = □ M.
. . anC = DM.
r-i adfSi- *

P;-

dk.
);

DAB,DK = 2qC. ,

3 0. And becaufe by.Cc«/?r. <7 A D B is J , there- Pr-iADncr

fph({.rfnf, 4\. mmCr.)

^ AB.DK = i A A D B.

31. Therefore from 29°-and 30^, ( per Ax. i.i
Chaii.2.) .
.
..* -S
32. Therefore from. 31,®, ( per Ax.
Chap, z,) |>
^ Which was to be Demonftr.

Probl,

XVI.

a ahr —
AADB=aC.

Therefore the Problem is fatisfied.

( Pyop. 154. Lib. 7. Pappi. )

A Parallelogram B A C D being given by Pofition, from a given point
E in B D produced , to draw a right- line E F to concurr with C A
produced in F, .'fo as to make the Triangle FCG equal to the eiven
Parallelogram B A C D.
'

.

Sfippof.

li
2.
i.
4.
j.

BA CD is a Parallelogram given by Pofitlon,
E is a point given in B I> produced.
ir = ACrrBDis given.
rf- = C D = A B is given.
c == D E is given.

6. A F a rigti Hne ro be added «o C A to a dited line, that E F being drawn, it may
make aFCG = BACD.
Prepar.
7. By the given point E draw E K II DC, and to concnrr with A C produced in K,

whence CK ~ DE, and EK — DC.
^^
Let CD be continued to N, fo, that DN = DC, whence CN — aDC, and
therefore A ACH t= C1AC,CD = BACD, (ftr

8

Refolution,
0. SuoDofe that done which is required, and put
4 = FA.
_f-u..
-.0
t:
IT
II
ri
r!
*1
1 o. Then becaufe by Cenfir. in 7" E K II D C,
^
FC
the Triangles F C G and F K E are cquianrsAo
ffular. (Per prop. 10. Etem.i.) therefore^
, ,

^

KE . CG.
,

<j4-rw

; there are Proportio.( -+H-* • “+* nals * ..

\

11. By Cmp-. in 8%
!> ■A ACN = BAGD.
la. And the Problem requires.r» aFCG = BACD.
13. Therefore from 11" and n®, f /»eri, 7 ^ ^ G N = A F CG.
Chap. 2.)
. . . • •
• \Akt* j
14. And becaufc thofe equal Triangles AGN and T
:: CN . CG.
FCG have a common angle F C N, the lidesf
da
db
about that angle (hall be reciprocally propor-r
. b
2d
4
b 'ft-' o'
lional, ( per prop. 15. PUm. 6.) therefore J
da-^ db
15. Therefore, by halving the Antecedents in 7
. b
d
the laft Analogy,.. • • S
But it hath been (hewn above in io%7
that ..S
17. Thereforefrom ty®and
18. And by doubling the two latter Terms, their 7
Reafon is not alter’d, therefore * ,
^
19 Therefore from the laft Analogy by D>- 2
vijion of Reafon,.. • • S
Therefore by comparing the Reaangle of)
' the means to the Re^angle of the extremes, 5

^

a

^
^

_
~r
^

.
a-\-b •

r
^

^^^

I

I

dif ~T~* db

.. ^

:

b *4“^

\a'’^\b . b.

a^b

2b,

la^b

2b.
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2 1, Therefore by adding
to each part, . . . .
22. Therefore, by exirafting the fquare Root out of>
each part,.• j

az= jy-

2^c ( rz □ F A.)
= FA.
nr

23. Again, from stands®, rcfpea being had to thc) bE(= BD4-DE) = M-c.
Diagram, ... . . S
'*
^
^
24. Therefore by fquaring each part, • .
. . }> U^^—bb-\^cc'^ihc»
2
And by fubtradmg □ DE = re from each part,
.
oBE—ODErr^^-j-ik.
26. But from 21°,.^
, nFArr^^-i-i^c,
27. Therefore from 2 5® and 26“,
CA4/>.2.^ <»■... DFA—dBE—dDE.
28. Therefore by extrafting the fquare Root out of?
FAr^y^'.PBE-aDE:
each part ,•*» •*» ••• •• ,», j
The Equations in 21 ® and 27® do afford this
THEOREM.
29. If FC II BE, and A B II C D, and AFCG = BACD, then the Square of
F A is equal to the Square of B D together with twice the Red:angle of B D into D E.
Moreover, the Square of F A is equal to the excefs by which the Square of B £ exceeds
the Square of D E.
Therefore B D and D E being given feverally, F A fliall be given alfo, and confequently
£ F may be drawn to folve the Problem propounded.
But to manifeft the truth of the faid Theorem, I (hall form a Demonftration thereof
by a repetition of the fteps of the preceding Refolution in a direft order, to which end,
let refpedf be had to the Diagram^ Suppof. and Prepar. at the beginning of the Problem,
30,

.

.

Req. demonfir,

.

.

.

□ FA =: □ BD

zCH BD,DE = □ BE — Q DE.

Demonfiration.
31. Forafmuch as AFKEandAFCG arep
equiangular, ( for by Confir.in 7°, EK ^
II CD,) therefore (perprop, 4. Elem. 6.)^
32. By Confir, in 8®, . . . , • .
33. And by
in 29®, • . . . l>
34. Therefore from 32® and 33®, (per^
jix. I. Chap. 2. ).^
3y. And becaufe<^FCN is common to
thofe equal Triangles A C N and FCG,
therefore, ( per prop, i 5. Elem. 6.) ,
35. Therefore from
by halving the>
^Antecedents,
T
37. But it hath been (hewn in 31®, that . j>
38. Therefore from 36® and 37®, ( per 'l
prop. 11. Elem. $. ).5
39. And from 38®, by doubling the two?
latter Terms,.S
40. And from 39°, by Divifion of Reajon.^^
41. That is, (as is evident by the Diagram,) r*
42. Therefore from 41°, (per prop, i6.7
Elem.6.) ^.S

CG.

KE

FC

FK

A ACN = BACD,
aFCG = BACD.
^ aqH — A FCG.

FC . AC

::

^pQ

;; CD (or KE) . CG.

AC

CN (or 2CD) . CG.

FC

FK
,

Fk

FC

::

KE

.

CG.

tFC

.

AC.

•

pc :: FC (orFA^-AC) . 2AC.
^
CK . FC :i FA
AG , 2 AC,
DE , FA'-I-AC :: FA—AC . 2BD.
□ SjA 4-AC,5 _
^
?FA —AC^

^3. But by Theor,^, Chap.
CD= dFA—□AC(dBD.)
44. Therefore from 42® and 43®, (perj
uix. 1. Chap,!.')..^dFA —«DBD=:2aBD,DE.
4c. Therefore from 44®, by adding Q BD7
‘
to each part, . . . . . . .
O FA
□ BD
2 □ B D, DE.
Which was to be Dem,
46. Again, becaufe by SHppofition in 2®»?
and by the Diagram ..>
47 Thereforeby fquaring each part of ihat?
(per Theor.z, Chap./[.) •

gg _ BD4-DE
*
.
'
^ g ^ = aBD+QDE+aaBD.DE.
j,
1
»
CLq
48. And
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48. And from 47% by fubtrafting* nDE? □bE — aDErraBDa-in BD.DE.
from each part,.-S
‘
*
49. Theref^ from 45■> and 48% rper? □ pA = D BE - □ DE.
jnXa !• Ch^p*

•

•

•

•

•

which was alfo to be Dem. Therefore the truth of the preceding Theorem is manifeft.
The Cempojition of the foregoing Probl. i6.

■s\ .

50. B A C D is a Prallclogram given by Pofition.
51. E is a point given in BD continued.
52. . . Req. to draw EF a right line, fuch^ that A FCG == BA CD.
ConfiruSim*

53. By Prohl.^.Chaf,^, find a mean proportional line M between B D and B D -j- 2 D E,’
therefore

BD

.

M

M

.

BD + aDE.

5-4. Produce CA to fuch a point F, that AF may be equal to the line M, (to wit, the mean
Proportional found out in 5 3°,) then draw a right line from E to F, fo (hall the Triangle
F C G be equal to the Rcftangle B A C D, as was required j the truth whereof will
evidently appear by the following Demonftration, form'd out of the foregoing Refolution
by a repetition of its fteps in a backward (not direft) order. But by way of Prepa¬
ration , draw E K 11 and = D C} alfo make CN = 2 CD • draw A N, and produce
F C to K.
55. . . Req. demonfir,.AFCG = BACD.
Demonfiration,
$6, By

in 53° and 54®, . i> BD . M (orFA) :: M . BD + 2DE.
57. Therefore17.□FA=pBD-|-2aBD,DE.
58. Therefore from 57®, byfub-?
p *
n Rn — , m r n ni;
traaing D B D from each part,J nFA-DBD-aaBD, D E
SQ. But by Theor. 8. Chap.^. , J> □ F A — □ AC(O B D) =
° Ifa ± AC I = a a BD. DE.
J h'£74"

6z. That is, as is evident by the
Diagram,.'

''E(CK) . FA4-AC :: FA-AC . aBD(zAC.)

CK

.

FC

:

fk

.

FC

:

54. And from 63°, by halving the/
FK
two latter Terms, • • • •S

,

FC

:

FA-^AC

.

FC(FA+AC) .
tFC

.

2AC

2 AC.

AC.
dj. But

\
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65. But bccaufe A FKE and A FCG are like, ( for }
E K II D C,) therefore, ( fer prop. 4, Elem. 6. )\
6 6, Therefore from 6 4° and 6 5 °,f per prop. 11 ,El. 5.) }»
67. And from 66”, by doubling the Antecedents, . 1>
68. And becaufe
FCN is common to A FCGp
and A ACN, and it appears in 67°, that the fides^
about that common angle are reciprocally pro-T*
poriional, therefore (per prop. 1^. Elem. 6.) O
69* But by Confir. in 8”,.^
70. Therefore from 68” and 69”, (by Ax.i. Ch 2.)
Which was to be Demonftr.

307

FK . FC :: KE ( CD ) . CG.
iFC . AC :: CD . CG
FC . AC :: CN(iCD) . CG.
A FCG =: A ACN.

BACD
A ACN.
A FCG = BACD.

Therefore the Problem is fatisfied.
t

Probl.

XVII.

A Parallelogram B A C D being given by Pofition, from a given
point E in B D produced, to draw a right line E F to meet with C A
produced in F, that the Triangle FCG may have a given Reafon to
the Parallelogram BC A D , fuppofe as H D to BD.

Confiruiim.
1. By the point H draw HI 11 BA or T>C( per prop.Elem.'i.) then by the laft preceding
Problem draw a right line E F, fo as to make the Triangle FCG equal to the Parallelo¬
gram HIC D, fo lliall A F C G be to B A C D as H D to B D, which was requi¬
red j the truth whereof will be manifeft by the following Demonftration.
. Req. demonfir.

.

......

A FCG • BACD

HD , BD.

Demonfiration,
2. Becaufe (per prop. i.Elem 6.) . . . . . F Hl^^, * BACD :: HD . BD.
4. And by Confir. in i ®. . . . ^ A F C G = H I C D.
y. Therefore from 3” and 4”, ......
aFCG . BACD :: HD . BD.
which was to be Dem.
‘
6. After the fame manner, from the given point E a right line may be drawn fo as to make
the Triangle F C G equal to a given Space, fuppofe the Square of the right line R, by
making the Parallelogram HlCD equal to the Square of R, and A FCG = HICD: For,
• If by ConfirjMion .
. . . HICD = dR,
And by Confir.HICDr=AFCG.
Then it follows (per Ax. i.) that . . A FCG = □ R.
•

Probl.

*

XVIII. ( Prop. 71. Lib. 7. Pappi.)

A Square BACD (whofefide is BD or D C ) being given, to draw
a right line from the angle B, as B E, that may lb cut the fide D C, and
concurr with the fide A C produced towards L, that F E may be equal
to a given right.line R.
Qa 2

C

'

J ■

y

•
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HE
F E
EG
DG
HG
FC
CE

BD
R

B F
DF
DH
' •

Prffpar.

60
91

65

109
35

84 '

'

1. Suppofe that done which is required,
that B E is a right line fo drawn from the
angle B that it cuts D C in F, and concurrs with A C produced in E, anc makes F E
equal to the given right line R.
.
,
-i •
a. Make EG perpendicular to BE, andletBD be continued until it concnrr with EG
in G, and from E let fall EH perpendicular to BG, whence it follows ( fer prop.
^
2. Elem. 6, ) that
A B H E P are like (that is, equiangular) right-angled Triangles, and therefore the
A GHE ( Tides about the equal angles are Proportionals, (per pro/).4. f/ew.5.9
A B D F i
3, And becaufe the right-angled Triangles B DF and GHE are like, and the fide B D
^ — DC ) in the one, is equal to the fide HE in the other, and the angle BFD
oppofitc to BD is equal to the angle G oppofite to HE, therefore the remaining fides
of A BDF (hall be alfo equal to the remaining fides of A GH E, vU. each fide to
its correfpondent fide, ( per prop,^6* Elem,i-) therefore
BF = GE, and DF = HG.
Thefe things being premifed, the Refolution of the Problem may be formed thus:
Suppof.
4- b = BD z=:DC = HEis given.
d = ‘VE = R is given.
Refolution^

.

, , ,
“ DG.
viz,, fuppofe^ ....
•)>
. . . .’ tf = BF = GE.
7. And for B F (— G E) put e, viz, fuppofe
. . ^-|-<j = BG.
S. Then from 4° and 6% . • ^ • -i •
•>
. .
= be.
p. And from 7° and 5°,
.
. .
. i •
. . . ee = u BF.
10. The Square of the Equation in 7° gives
.^
hb^2l>a»\-aa—nEG.
11. And the Square of the Equation in 8'' gives
.
2 der\-dd — □ BE.
12. And the Square of the Equation in 9° gives
13. Now becaufe by Conftr. in 2°, the Triangle B E G is right-angled at E, and from 5®,
□ BF = dGE ,’ therefore from lo**, 11% 12®, (per prop. 47. Elem. i») this Equation
arileth, viz.
‘
'

6 For DG put

□ BG

bb

?.bit •“!— aa

=

~

dBE

§e

“ied *4r"

+

aGECnBF.)

^

•

Hr*

And becaufe from a®, . ...
Tberelore (per prop,
Elem. 6.) . , . .. •
16. That is, in the letters of the Refolution , . . . .
17. Which Analogy being reduced to an Equation, gives’ ^
18. And by fubiraaing the Equation-in if from that?
in 13°, this remains,..
15). And it inftead of ee-\-ed in the lafl: preceding Equation,"^
there be taken bb-\-b^y which in 17° appears to be equal
to ee
ed, then the Equation in 18° will be reduced to
this ./ . . V «. V ......
.
...
2 0i Wltencc, by fubtra^ing ba from each part, there7
remains . . 4.' .
. . . •
21. Therefore by extradfing the fquare Root out of each?
part of the laft Equation, it gives.^

aBEG and aBHE are like.
FG . GE :: BE . EH.
' ' . b.
b^-^a . e :: e~\-d
bb
ba r= ee + ed.
ed+Jd.
'

M

ba'-\^aa

=

bb -j- bA-\-dd,

_ bb'\ dd.
,
/.ll . jj. ^ nQ
yHence
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THEOREM.

2z. The right line DG is equal to that right line whofe Square is equal to the fumm of
the Squares of BD and FE. Therefore if B D ( or DC ) and FE be given feverally,
then D G is given alfo, by the help whereof the Problem may be efFefted.
This Theorem is demonftrated in Prop. 71. of the 7^^ Book of Pappus Mathematical
Colleftions, and the truth thereof is alfo manifeft by the foregoing Refolution, wherein
the Argumentation is clearly Geometrical as well as Algebraical, and therefore there is
no need of any turther Demonftration of the faid Theorem.
The Compojition of the feyegoing ProbU 18.

BD = HE =

60

R = FE =

91

B F = EG =
DG 3= lop
DF = HG =

Suppof.

..

- .

^

FC =

35-

DH ^f C E =
^ _

84

' 4^

23. BACD is a Square given, whofe fide is BjD or D G.
24. R is a light line given.
.<
..
C To draw a right line from the angle B , as BE, that may fo cut the
25. . . * Req, 2 fide D G, and concurr with the fide A Q produced towards L, that
/
FE may be equal to a given right line.R.
,
ConflruBion, .
“
■
2 6, By Prohl. 2. Cjrap. ^ , find a right line P, fuch*,' that y
.. — pn'X n p ♦
its Square may be equal to □ BD •4- o R» therefore . >
‘

27* To B D add the line P , fb, that BD andProay*p
.nnri
p-r^ 1 n
make a ftraight line, as B DG ,• therefore- . r
, DG_P„and BGerBD-j-P.

c

28. Upon BG deferibe the Semicircle BKEG.
*
•
■
29. Let aC be continued towards‘L, fo lhall the line produced cut the Semicircle
BKEG, I fay cut it, not touch it, nor lye without it; for t B G is greater than B D
or B A , as may be proved thus:
! ^
Becaufeby Conjir. in 27°, • . . . .> i . . DG = P.

And by Co«y?r. in 26°,

per Ax.

. •* v .

.

.

.

•

.

Ch4p: 1, )

.

P cr- BD.
DG C” B D.

And by adding B D to each part, . . » • . B D -f- D G cr~ 2 B D. j
But by
in 27°,.BD-4-DG=:BG.
Theretore (per Ax. 3. Chap. 2») . . ■* . , BG cr" 2 BD,
And confequently, , . > • . •
. tBG cr~ BD orBA,
Which was to be proved. And therefore ACE, which is parallel to B G at the diftance of B A (hall neceffarily cut the Semicircle BKEG in two points, as in K and E,
30. Laftly, draw the right line BE, fo (hall F E be equal to the given right line R,’
as was required. But that FE =: R, I demonftrate thus.
31. • • Req. iiefjfonjir t •
. • . ... * • • . FE 2:2 R,
Demonfiration.

32.
33.
34.
3).
3 6.
37.
3 8.

By Confr. in 26°,
And from the
in 27°, . . . L
.
Therefore ( per Ax, i« Chap, 2, J . , * • • h
But by the rW, in 22'’of this Problem• • k
Therefore from 34° and 3
T^
And from 36% by fubtratog Q BD from each part, h
Therefore... * * '• . I*
VVhich was to be Dcra.

qBD—R — O P.
. . nDG^DP.
• *0 DG “□BD>-|-*D R,
• • dDGcz pBD+dFE.
□BD+ pFE = pBD+pR.
. . . PFE=:PR.
• « . • FE =: R.
, 39. But

' Jii

^
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39. But that FE is the only right line that can be found equal to the given right line Ri
and in fuch a Pofition as the Problem requires, I (hall demonftrate in the next place; to
which end, let fome other line befides BE, as BL', be drawn from B toconcutr with
A C produced beyond E in L; Now if B L doth effeft the Problem, then N L muft
be equal to F E ; but N L is greater than F E, as will be made manifeft by the fol¬
lowing Deraonft ration.
40. . . .

*!;•!•••

.NLc^FE.

J^emonfirAtion,

41. Beewk by Suppof..|><[BAL is J.
42. • Therefore (per prop, 47. Ehm. 1.).□ BL z= □ BA
q AL.
43. And in like manner,.^ □ BE = □BA4-DAE.
44. By Smpo^. in 39% AL c“ AE, and confequently, . ^ □ AL c” □ AE.
45’. Therefore from 41°,43^
44%fpfry^A:.4.C^4p.x.^ ^
c" □ BE,
BL c- BE.
45. Therefore from'45°, ....
<BDC
is J.
47. Again, becaufe'by Suppof. ‘ . .
. ;> □ BF = □ BD
□ D F.
4^ Therefore ( per prop,
JBlem»i>)
.j.‘nBN = oBD + dDN.
49. And in like manner,.
dDF cr* nDN.
50. And becaufe DF cr DN , ^and. eonfequcnily,
. s □ BF cr“ □ BN.
51. Therefore froth 48 49° apd 50'
BFc-BN.
•’/ r •
52., Therefore from yi
.> BN-tiBF.
53.1 And confequently , .......
.>
BLc-BE.
54. And becaufe it hath been fhewn in ^6°, that
5, Therefore from 52^,5 5°»54‘’j (per Ax.\6. ChAp.i,) ^
~
That is,( as is evident by the Diagram,) . .
NL cr FE.
Which was to be E)em. And therefore B L will not effeft the Problefti propounded.
The like Demonftration will hold good in comparing B E to any other right line that
lliall be drawn from B to cut D C, and to concurr with A C produced.
57. Here the Learner may obferve, that in refolving a Problem by the Algebraick Art,
there may often-times be! found out various Equations fo conftituted, that every one of
them may be capable of folving the Problem, but the fimplcft of thofe Equations is
to be preferr’d before the reft, and chiefly to be aim’d at, though for the moft parr
'tis much harder to be difeovered than thofe more compounded. As, in the foregoing
Probl. 18. among various Equations that may be found out to folve the fame, that
in 21° at the end of the preceding Refolution is thc.fimpleft. But who would think,
that the way to folve that Problem is to fearch out the quantity of the line DG, and
not rather of one of thefe lines, to wit, BE, BF, AE, CE, DF ? for by any one of thefe
lines, from the confideration of the like right-angled Triangles B A E, F C £, B D F wc
may come to an Equation more eafily than by the line DG, but the Geometrical Conftrudion of fuch Equation will be much harder than that of the Equation whereby D G
is before difeovered t And becaufe the Equation refulting upon the ftarch of any of the
faid five lines, to wit, B F, B E, A E, C E, D F falls under a higher Form than any of
the Equations expounded in this Book, I (hall referr the more curious Reader for fatjffa(ftion concerning the fame, to Pa£. 82,83,84 'of PenAtfes des CArtes s Geometry, fet
forth by Fran.vm Schooten in 165 9. * yet 1 (hall here lEew how the quantities of thofe
five lines before mentioned arc alfo dcduciblc from the preceding Refolution.
Firft then, the fame things being foppofed as before, draw EG; and make EH X BG;
then let the Equations in the preceding if^ and 2
fteps be here repeated, viz,
5 8, It

j8, Ic hath been fhewn in 17°, that ...
i> hh~\^ba, — te’\-eL
5 9. And in 21“, that.
60. Therefore if y/'. yb-\-dd: inftead of a be drawn/
into b, the Equation in 5- 8® will be reduced to this, > bb-\-b
bb
d/: z=

.. . .5

'viz
61. Which lafl: Equation may be reduced into thefe ?

three Proportionals ,

.5

+ ed.

e-\-d, v': bb-\-b^/bb-\-dd, e

62. Of which three Proportionals, the mean, to wit, ^\hh ’\-h\lbh
dd'. is given , as
alfo d the difference or the extremes e-\- d and e, therefore the extremes (hall be given
fcverally , by the Theor. ini^° of ProbL 12. Chap. j. viz,
\dd -j- bb

b^Jbb

dd \

\ d =. e ■=.

\ \dd 4“ bb 4- b^/bb 4" dd
\ d r=r e 4-" ^
^ E.
6^. And becaufe EH (=DC=:DB) is a mean Proportional between BH and HG,
whofe furam is B G; which mean and fumm of the extremes are reprefented in the
preceding Refolutjon by,^ and ^-4-4, whereof b is given in 4®, and a in 21°, for
’lis there found equal to
bb -4- dd: and confequenily
^‘.bb-\- dd: there¬
fore by the help of the faid given mean b, and the faid given fumm of the extremes,
to wit, b^ V- bb 4^ dd: the extremes B H ( = A E) and H G ( = Dp) (hall be
given feverally by ihtTheor, in 21® of Frvbl. 13. Chap. 5. viz,

ib 4^ V: tb^b4- idd: 4- V:

— i^b +

4-^:

= BH = AE.

ib 4^ V: tbb 4- i

_ V:
— ibb 4- \b^~bb^dd: = HG = DF.
6^. And becaufe .CE = DH = BH — BD,and BH and B D are given as before,
therefore C E ( = D H ) is given alfo, viz.
Aji\bb-\-'ddi^^-.\dd—\bbJt-\by/bb^ddi —

= CE.
Laftly, for the better ilJuftration' of the preraiffes, I have calculated whole Numbers
( placed near the Diagram) to exprefs the Quantities of all the Right lines givefl and fought
in this Pro^/. 18.
LEMMA, leading to the follomng Probl. 19.
If in any oblique-angled plain Triangle, any one of the three Tides be called the Bafe, and
the other two the leggs; Then, as the Radius, (or total Sine,) is to the Sine complement
of the angle contain'd under the leggs • To is the double Rcdangle of the leggs, to the diffe^
rence between the fumm of the Squares of the leggs , and the Square of the Bafe.

Suppof.

1;

AE and A nhe'fe ^
^EI.
3.
A (that is,
E A I) is contain'd under the leggs A E, A I.
4. EG 1 Al
5. R
the Radius, or total Sine.
6. Sc. <^A = the Sine complement of the Angle A, (or^EAI,) that is, the Sine
of the angle A E O.
Peq. demonJlK
c If
be acute, then, R . Sc.
A
c If <1A be obtufc, then, R . S c. ^ A

2 □ AE,AI . □ AE4- □ AI — □ El.
1 CD AE,AI . pEI—dAE —dAI.
Vemonjir,

^sfolutioti dtid CowpojitiotJ*
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Vemonjiratm.

8. By a vulgar Axiom in the DoO
drine of plain Triangles, • •S
Therefore by taking the com-?
mon altitude AI, . • • • ^
10. Andbydoubling the two latter?
Terms,.. * .*e
11. And bccaufe by
in /
I. <C A is acute, therefore^
( fer frop. 13. Elem, 2. )
• *3
11, Therefore, from 10®and II%?
by exchanging equal quantities, S
Which was to be Dem.
13. But when <^A is obtufe, then ?
(perprop. i2*Elem. !•)

•

•

^ ^ Sc.<;A

AE . AO.

^ ^ Sc.<A :: aAE,Al . aAO,AI.
^ ^ Sc.<A :: aaAE,AI .

2aA0,Al.

'
□ AE

t—i AO Al
□ AI •— dEI — 2a AO, AI.

^ ^ Sc.C'A :: lOAEjAI . □AE+QAI-HEI.
'
I3E1—oAE—DAI = aOAOjAI.

•S

14. Therefore from io°’and 13°,? R . Sc.<A :: lOAEjAI . EEI-pAE-eAI
by exchanging equal quantities, S
^ .
.
.m. ,,
.uWhich was alfo to be Dem. Therefore the truth of the Lemma is raanifelt. Hence this
CO ROLLART,

I c. If in an oblique-angled plain Triangle the three Tides be given feveraily , the angles
(hall alfo be given feveraily, without the help of the Perpendicular 5 for it the lide oppofite to an angle fought be called the Bafe, and the other two Tides the leggs j then as the
double Reaangle of the leggs is to the difference between thefumm of the Squares ot
the leggs and the Square of the Bafe; fo is the Radius to the
angle oppofite to the Bafe. Which angle is acute when the Square of the Bafe is lefs than
the fumm of the Squares of the leggs; but obtufe when greater.
An Example in Nmbers, rphere the fumm of the Squares of the leggs
exceeds the Square of the Safe,

C

Suppof, in A AEG.

'X

15. A C = 7, the Bafe is given.
18.* E C = 3 ’

leggs are given.

Req, to find <1^*
Solution Arithmetical.

1

By the preceding Corollary • As 48 the double Reftangl? of the leggs, A E, E C, ^
is to 24 the excefs of the fumm of the Squares of the leggs above the Square of the
Bafe AC} So is 100000 the Radius, to 50000 the Sine of 30. degrees, whofc com¬
plement 60. degrees isthemeafure of the angle E fought.
An Example in Numbers, tvhere the Square of the Bafe exceeds the fumm
of the Squares of the leggs,
Suppof. in A A B C.

20. AC = 7, the Bafe is given.
^

..f

n S
^
1^88^
given.
2^ • j3 C-< — 3 ) ^
Req. to find <1 ABC.
Solution Arithmetical.

23. By the preceding Corollary } As 3 o, the double Reftangle of the leggs, A B, B C,
is to 15, the excefs of the Square of the Bafe above the fumm of the Squares of the leggs}
So is 100000 the Radius, to 50000 the Sine of 30. degrees, whofe complement
60. degrees fubtra£led from 180. degrees, leaves 120. degrees for the angle ABC fought.
Becaufe in this fecond Example the Square of the Bafe exceeds the fumm of the
Squares of the leggs, the angle fought is obtufe} and therefore the complement of the
angle relating to the Sine which is the fourth Proportional of the before-mentioned Analogy,
being fubtraded from 180. degrees, leaves the angle fought. But when the fumm of
T
the
Note.

I
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the Squares of the leggs exceeds the Square of the Safe, then the complement it felf of the
tirl^Exlmple''''

^ “ fourth Proportional ) is the angle fought; as h! thl

Proil. XIX.

The Bafe (that is, any fide ) of a plain Triangle being given, as aifo
the angle oppofite to the Bale, and the fumm of the fides (or leges) con¬
taining that angle, to find the Triangle. But the given fumm of the
leggs muft exceed the given Bale, (per prop. 22. tkm. i.)
Note. Becaufe in this Problem the given angle is not of the fame kind with the right

lines given, a right line is to be found out, by the help of that angle, which may Hand
inftead ol the angle: To which end, let a Qrcle be defcribed at any diftance, and make
an angle at the Center equal to the gtven angle, then from one end of that arch of the Cir¬
cumference which is the meafure of the faid angle at the Center, let fall a Perpendicular
upon a Diameter drawn to the other end of the fai^ arch, fo is the faid Perpendicular the
Mne ot the given angle, and the fegment of the Diamete; between the foot of the fame
lerpendicular and the Center of the Circle is the Sine-complement of the given angle.
Now inltead of the given angle the faid Sine-complement may be taken by ihe help
whereof, and of the Radius ( or Semidiameter ) of the faid Circle, the Refolution of the
Problem propounded may be formed in manner following,
^ The Problem hath three Cafes , for the given angle oppofite to the Bafe given is either
right, or acute or obtufe; the firfl: of thofe Cafes hath already been folved in Vrohl 4. of this
I (hall therefore begin with the fecond Cafe , which fuppofcth the given angle
to be acute, and the leggs containing that angle to be unequal.
&
&

3 = BC
6o degrees/
<^ABC = 12 0 degreesi

.

Suppof,

B

V

^ = A C the Bafe of A ACE is given. *
2
c ~ A E -i- E C the fumm of'the leggs is given.
3*
oppofite to the Bafe AC is acute, and given.
4. r
the Radius (or total Sine) is given.
5. d ~ the Sine-complement of
E is given.
^
Re^. to find out the Triangle.
■ j
Refolution.
1

.

,

6. Suppofe ACE tb be the A fought, and put a for the difference >
of the leggs AE, EC; viz. affume.5^ — AE —BC.
7. Therefore from 2° and 6°, (perTheor. 9. Chap.^.) the greater >
legg fhall be ... . . i ' . . . i.^
= AE,
8. And (by the fame Theor. ) the lefTer legg fhall be.-i— -a = EC
9. Therefore tlie double Product of the leggs is .
. . . . j>
_-aa.

10. And the fumm of the Squares of the leggs is.^
11. And becaufe the given angle E is acut^, the fumm of .the Squares / *
^ '
of the leggs exceeds the Square of the Bafe , ( per prop, i :^.Elem.i.)^ ^cc
— bB.
therefore \cc~\-taa exceeds bb y and the excefs it felf is .
iZi And from 4°, 5°, 9® and 11°, this Analogy isroanifeft, ( by the Lemma prefixt before
this Trobl. ) viz.
r . 'd :: icc—'jaa .
—bb.
13. Therefore from that Analogy, by Compofition of Reafon converfe.
r
d
cc — bb
'(aa.

R r

14; And

"i
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And by doubling the two latter Terms of the laft Analogy,

rJ[-.d

.

r

::

zcc^ihh

*

cc — aa.

Hence
CANON i.
,
.
•
\ •
Ut-;r Kp marie as the fumiTi of the Radius and the Sine, J. When thegtven angk.s acme
" ".XT’fo .he Kefs by which .hedouble Square
complement of the given angle is to the Kadius
>
fourth Pro¬
of the Piven fumm of the leggs exceeds the double Square of the Bale, to a tourth 1 ro
Dor.ional
Xn fub.raft that fourth Proportional from the Square ot the fumm of the
feees and the fquare Root of the remainder fliall be thedifference of the leggs fought,
umy the fumm, as alfo the difference of the leggs being gtven, the leggs Iball be g.vcn
ra'Bmih'e’^rhtgiven^Si^t obrufe. then the Square
of the Squares of the leges, (ferfrof. iz.Elem.z.)
the ic4pmuftbef^^^^^^
be hh — icc.— faa, fo inftead of the Analogy m the 12

r

.

d

:i

icc-r-iaa

.

?ft'lTh
m which Cafe, jcm
^afe, and theremainder will
ftep, this arifeth,

bh — icc — laa.

.

c-

\

17. Andbecaufe rcr-^, (for the Radius or totalSine is greater than any other Sine.)
therefore from the laft preceding Analogy, by Converfion of Reafon*

r

.

r—d

18. Therefore inverfly,

y>__d

icc — laa

.

cc — bk

cc — bv

•

\cc —“

•

,

y

II

15>. And by doubling the two latter Terms of the laft Analogy,
^ d . r :: ^cc — 2 bb . cc —

• Hence

‘

C A NO N

ao When the given angle is obtufe, let it be made. As the excefs by which the Radius
^r/s theSifrcLplemem of the given angle is to the Rad.us; So.he excefs by whjch
the double Square of the given fumm of the leggs exceeds the double Square of ‘hs Bale
to a fourth Proportional.^ Then fubttaa that fourth Proportional from 'he Square of the
fumm of the leLs; and the fquare Root of the remainder (hall be the difference of the
5” fought. Lilly, from the fumm and difference of the leggs, the leggs fhall be
given fcverally , by Theor. 9. Chap. 4.
• j » -ui
From the preceding Canons in 15^ and 2 o‘’this following Theorem is deducible, and
eafie to be demonftrated bythefteps of the foregoing Refolution in a direa order, v»e..
by proceeding from the beginning to the end of the Refolution*

THEOREM.
21. If any one of the three fides of an oblique-angled plain Triangle
andthemher two Tides (or leggs) be unequal, then the excefs of the double Square of the
fumm of the leggs above the double Square of the Bafe, fhall be to the excefs of the
of the fumm of the leggs above the Square of their difference, as the fomm of the Radius
andSi"plcme^
the angle oppofitc to the Bafe is to the Radius, when the faid
angle is acute • but as the cxcefs of the Radius above the faid Sine*corapleraent is 0
the Radius, when the faid angle is dbiufe.

The Compofition of the feregeing Probl. 19*

^
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Suppof.
B = the Bafc of a Triangle is given.
C = the furam of the leggs is given.
C c“ B.
( Determination. )
E = to the angle oppofite to the Bafe is acute, and given.
R =r the Radius or Sernidiameter of a Circle is given.
D
= the Sinc-coraplement of the angle E, where the Radius is equal to the line R,
*7
IS given.
Re^. to make the Triangle.

^z

ConfirnSHon,
28. Find a right line H that may be equal to R-j-D.
25?. By Probl, 4. Chap.
find a right line K, fuch , that its Square may be equal to aaC
i— 2 □ B, which efFe<9:ion is poflible, for by Suppofition C ct" B , therefore
□ K = 2nC— anB.
30. By Probl. II. Chap. 5. let it be made as H to R, fo a K to another Square, whofe
fide fuppofe to be found F, therefore
H
. R* ::
□ K
.
□ F.
That is, in 14®,
. r :: zcc—ibb . cc — aa.
31. Find a right line G, fuch, that its Square may be equal to □ C :— □ F, which
effedtion is poflible if C cr" F; but that G is greater than F, I prove thu^ ,
By the Theorem in the preceding 21*" fiep, □ F the laft Terra of the Analogy in 30“
is equal to the excefs of □ C above the Square of the difference of the leggs, therefore
□ C = □ F 4- the Square of the faid difference, whence ’tis mapifeft that □ C cr- □ F,
and confequently C cT" F, therefore *tis poflible to find a right line G, fuch, that
□ G = dC — dF ( — 4^.)
Thus far the Conftruftion hath been made according to the direftion of Canon i.
32. Now let a Triangle be made of thefe three right lines, to wit, B ,
and
iC_tG, which effedion is poflible ( per prop. 22. Elem. J.j if Ccr“G, and the
furam of every two of thofc three lines be greater than the third j but thefe things may
be made manifefl: thus, ,
Firft, it hath been proved in 31 ° that C cr G‘, and confequently |C — iG ( one of
the above-mentioned three lines,) is greater than nothing, and therefbre equal to fome real
right line,
.
.
,
^
_
Secondly, it is manifefl that the furam of B and
-j- fG is greater than
fG.
Thirdly, the furam of ^G + iG and iC—\Q makes C, which by Snppofitim is
greater than B.
'
Fourthly, that the furam of B and jC — |G is greater than tC + jG, that is,
Bcr G, I prove thus;
> .
□K
□ F.
By Conftr. in 3 o®, . ,. . . • • 5>
2nC — 208
oC — dG.
That is, as appears by Conflr. in 2 8®j }>
29° and 31®, . • •
•
• . .* ' L D . R :: □C4-.aG~2DB . nC-nG.
Therefore by Divifion of Reafon, . S
And inverfly,.'1 « ^ R . D :: nC—dG . □C^-j-nG —2pB.
But R cr D, therefore from the laft
pC — □GcrnC4-pG»^2aB.
preceding Analogy , ( ptr Schol prop, 14*

£tem s-)

And by adding □ G to each part, . ^ □ CcraC4- 2 b G — 2 □ B.
And by adding 2 □ B to each part, |> 2 D B 4- □ C I - O C 4“ ^ D G.
And by fubtrafting qC from each part, |> 2nBcr2DG.
And by halving each part, . . . . F
^ cr □ G.
Therefore ,.F B
G.
Which was to be Dem.
.* -

33. Now fince it hath been fliewn that the furam of every two of thefe three right lines,
g xQ
AQ, and “G — 5G , is greater than the third , ’tis poflible to make« Tri¬
angle* of thofe three lines; fuppofe it therefore done, and that the Triangle fo made is
MOP, and that M P is equal to B, M O — tG 4“ tG, and OP — tC — tG, then
lhall MOP be the Triangle required. Now we muft fliew that it will fatisfie the
Problem. Firft then by Confirnllm , M P = B iKc given Bafe • likewife by Confir.
R.r.2
M04-Qi^

t
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MO
O P — C the line prefcribed for the furnm of the leggs • it remains only
to prove that the angle M O P is equal to the given angle E • but that will be made
manifefl: by the following Dcmonftraiion, which is formed out of the fteps of the fore¬
going Refolutinn , by returning backwards from the 14’^’^ ftep to the 1

Prepar,
Seetlelaji 34. Fiom the Center O, at the diftance of OP, deferibe the Circle O PRN S, and
preceding
and ptoduce MO to N in the Circumference; therefore MN = MO—j-OP (ON)'

Diagram.

_ C,andRM = OM—-OP (OR) = G.
35-

,

.

Req. demonftr.<;;]MOP = <^E,

Demonftrtition,
, .
H . R
□ K . O F.
37. Therefore from 36%! 8°,29°,)
3 1°, by exchange of equal quan-> R^-D . R :: inC—2DB , dC—dG.

2,6. By Conflr. in 30",

titles,.•

‘S

2CC— ibb
Thar is, in 14°,
.
. .
, r \
38. And becaufeby
in 33° 7 MN — C
MP = B
MR “ G*
and 34)****
•
••
;9. Therefore from 37"and 38%? j. ,
^
anMN—anMP . nMN-oMR.
by exchanging equal quantities, >
”1^
* » *'
40. And by halving the two latter ?
.. qmN—QMP . ioMN—iOMR.
TT I m
• • » • • •
\ce — ^aa.
That is, in 13°, .
• ^ * .* r> ’'4-^ . r v, cc-^bh
41. Therefore from 40°, by Divifion of Reafon,
D , R :.* ib MN + iaMR — □ MP . ^OMN*—tQMR.
42. Therefore inverfly,
R . D
^nMN — toMR . fnMN+toMR— PMP.
"^cc —“
• ^cc *“|“
— bht
' |> r . ’ d
That is, in 12®.

43. And becaufe by TW. 7. d ,oOM,OP = ioMN — ioMR.
44. And by Theor. <5. Chap. 4.

V aOMt-j-* aOP^ foMN -j-iPMR.
45. Therefore from 42°,43%44%? ^
,, zHJOuJo? . DOM+DOP-aMP.

by exchanging equal quantities ,3
46. By the laft Term of the laft ?
preceding Analogy ’lis evident^ □OM^HnOPcT’OMP.
•
• • ’a a • • *
47. Therefore in A MOP, (per ^
prop. 13. tlem.z.) . .
48. Therefore in AMOP,(by the?

^-MOP is acute.
^
r>„j

ir«»,<tprefixc before this PrvW.f
4P. Therefore frotn 45° and 48°, ? , r v.
(per prop. II, Eiem.'). ) • -5
*

50. But by »S’i^/>pof^in 26°and 27®; f> R

*•

S'"-C<>‘"P-<MOP .. -JaOM+DOP-oMP

•

D

:: ' Rad,

Sin. comp. < M O P.

D
Rad« Sin. comp.
E.
Sin.comp.<MOP :: Rad, Sin.comp.<E,

5.. Therefore from 49“and fo",?
(per prop. ii. tlem. <). ) , .y
,
52. Th.iTcdore,(perprop.ie^.El.).) b Sin. comp. «^MOP = Sin.comp. -CilE.

j3. Therefore from 51 ° and 5^%? cT'MOP^cTE.
Which was to be D era.
(per prop zS.Elem.^^J • o
,
^
After the farrfe manner, the third Cafe of Probl. ip* (2/?^. when the given angle is
obtufe,) may be Geometrically effefted and demonftrated.
Examples m Numbers , to illujlrate the foregoing Refolution ofProhl. 1$,

Example 1. where the given angle is acute,
Rnppof.m aAEC.

54.. . AC~ 7, the Bafe is given.
3 y. AE-l-EC=ri i, the fumraof the leggs is giveD.;>
55. . . <^E—5o degrees is given.
Req. to find AE and EC feverally,
•

[
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Solution Arithmmcml.
5-7. Suppofe the Radius of a Circle to be.i>
100000.
c8. Then the Sine-complement of the given angle E, 60. degrees, \hat is,>
the Sine of 30. degrees, is.^
.J
59. Therefore the fumm of the Radius and that Sine-complement is .
150000.
60. Then ( by Canon \. in the preceding i ^‘'’ftep,) As the faid fumm i 56000 is to the
Radius looooo ; So is 1 44,(the excefs whereby 242 the double Square of 11 the given
fumm of the leggs exceeds 98 the double Square of the given Safe 7,) to a fourth
Proportional 96 , which fubtraded from 121 the Square of the given fumm of the
leggs, leaves 2 5 , whofe fquare Root 5 is the difference of the leggs : Therefore
(^er T'heor,^.
) the leggs them felves, to wit, AH and EC (hall be 8 and 3.
Example 2.

where the given Angle is obtufe.

Suppof. in A ABC.
6^1. . . . A C — 7, the Bafe is given.
6z. A B -1- B C = 8 , the fumm of the leggs is given.
63, . <^ABC " 120 degrees is given.
Eeq. to find A B and B C feverally.
Solution Arithmetical,
54. Suppofe the Radius of a Circle to be.• • t*” 100000.
55. Then the Sine-complement of the given angle ABC 120, degrees, /
50000.
that is, the Sine of 30. degrees, is ,
.* . ,3
66. Therefore the excefs ot the Radius above the Sine-complent is . . }>
50000.
6j. Then (by Canon 1. in the preceding 20'^'' ftep,) As the faid excefs 5 0000 is to the Ra¬
dius rooooo, So is ‘30 (the excefs whereby 128 the double Square of 8 the given fumm
of the leggs exceeds 98 the double Square of the given Bafe 7,) to a fourth Proportio¬
nal 60; which fubtraded from 64 the Square of the given fumm of the leggs, leaves 4,
whofe fquare Root 2 is the difference of the leggs fought: Therefore (per Theor. p.
Chap. 4.^ the leggs themfelves, to wit, AB and BC fliall be 5 and 3.

Probl. XX.

•
- 2

The Bafe of a plain Triangle being given, as allb the angle oppofite to the Bafe, and the difference of the fides (or leggs) containing that
angle , to find the Triangle.
But the given Bale muft be greater than
the given difference.
C

\ *
/_■_\g

A1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

B

AC
AE
EC
AB
<;;E
^ABC

=
7
=.
8
=
3 = BC.
=
5
= do degrees.
=120 degrees.

P

Suppof.
b zz: AC the Bafe of A AGE is given.
crrrAE — EC the difference of the leggs is given.
c^E oppofite to the Bafe A C is acute , and given^
r =: the Radius ( or total Sine ) is given.
d z=: the Sinc-compleraent of <^E is given. : .I _
Reej. to find A E and E C feverally.
Refolution,-.

6. For the fumm of the leggs A E and E C, put a,,

= AE + EC.

viz>. fuppofe..
7. Then out of i 2®,4^,5 ® and 6®, (by the Theor, y
in 21° of the foregoing Pye^/. Ip.) this follow-V • r'-d-'d . r :t 24(t.— ibb . aa — cc,
ijig Analogy will arife,.•
8. Therefore

■/

^5^

tu

Therefore by doubling the Confequents, > ^ .
Clavii in prop. 22. Blem. $.)
• •$
(per SehoL CiavH
, .
r+d . 2r
9. And by halving each of the two latter Terms,
ir . r-^d
10. And inverfly,
II. Therefore by Converfioh and Invcrfion of? r—d . 2r
Reafon,.. •
•
Hence
CANON i.

2aa—icc.
aa — cc.
. aa — bh,
, aa — cc.

12. When the given angle is acute, let it be made, As the excefs of the Radius above the
Sine-complement of that angle, is to the double Radius; So the excefs of the Square
of the given Bafe above the Square of the given difference of the leggs, to a fourth
Proportional : then to that fourth Proportional add the Square ot the difference of
the leggs, and the fquare Root of the fumm fhall be the fumm of the leggs fought.
Laftly, the fumm, as alfo the difference of the leggs being given, the leggs fhall be given
feverally, by Theor. 9. Cha^, 4.
13. But>when the given angle is obtufe^ then by
ina-^hb . aa—cc.
r—d
the Theorem in 21° of the preceding Vrobl. 20.
this Analogy will arife,.. .
iaa—2bb 2aa—ic€.
14. Therefore by doubling the Confequents, . h r—d • 2r
aa — bb
15. And by halving each of the two latter Terras, y r—d . ir
aa—bb.
aa — cc
T<5. Therefore inverfly, ...
. .
. . h ir • r—d
17. Therefore by Converfion and Inverfion of,
aa—cc.
bb — cc
r^ird . ir
Reafon,
.
.
Hence
C A N O N 2.
18. When the given angle is obtufe, let it be made, As the fumm of the Radius and
Sine-complement of that angle, is to the double Radius 5 So the excefs of the Square
■ ■ of the given Bafe above the Square of the given dilFerenceof the leggs to a fourth Pro¬
portional ; Then to that fourth Proportional add the Square ot the difference of the
leges, and the fquare Root of the fumm lhall be the fumm of the leggs fought. Lad y,
the fumm and difference of the leggs being given, the leggs (hall be given feverally,
by Theor. 9. Chap. 4.
• 1 1 •• 1
j '•
From the preceding Canons in 12° and i8“ this following Theorem isdeduciblc, and ,
eafic to be demonftrated by the fteps of the Refolution in a diredl order.
-a

THEOREM.

^ ig. If any one of the three fides of an oblique-angled plain Triangle be called the Bafe,
and the other two Tides (or leggs) be unequal; Then the excefs of the Square of the Bafe.
above the Square of the difference of the leggs,- ftiall be to the excefs of the Square ^
of the fumm of the leggs above the Square of their difference j -As the excefs ot the r
Radius above the Sine-complement of the angle oppofite to the Bafe, is to the double
Radius, when the faid angle is acute j but as the fumm of the Radius and the Sinecomplement is to the double Radius, when the faid angle is obtufe.
The Compofition of this Pre^/*2o. may be made like that of the preceding Prob/. 19.
But waving the Compofition, 1 lhall illuftrate the Refolution by Examples in Numbers.
Example i. where the given angle is acute.
Suppof. in A A EC.
• '
20. . . A C = 7 the Bafe is given.
21. AE —EC = 5” the difference of the leggs is
given.
22. . .
degrees is given.
Req. to find AE and EC feverally.
Solution Arithmetical.
23. Suppofe the Radius of a Circle to be.looooo.
24. Then the Sine-complement of the given angle E, 60. degrees, that is, (
50000.
the Sine of 3 ©.degrees is.f
yoooo.
2 J. Therefore the excefs of the Radius above the Sine-complement is . .
2'6. The
iili

1

Chap. 9-
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-.6. Then by Cam» i. (in the preceding 11* ftep,) As the faid excefs 50000 is to the
' double Radius aooooo; So is 24, ( the excefs whereby 49 the Stjuare of the Safe
exceeds a s the Square of the differenceof the leggs,) to a fourth Proportional 96 , which
increafed with z5 the Square of the difference of the leggs makes tat, whoferquate
Root 11 is the fumm of the leggs fought. Therefore (by Thior. 9. Cfeif. 4.)
leggs themfelves, to wit, AE and EC lhall be 8 and 3.
Example a. vhere the given angle it oitufe.
Sfippof, in A A B C.
27. ...
AC =: 7 the Bafc is given.
.
. ’
28. A B — BC = 2 the difference of the leggs is given,
29. . . <;ABC = 120. degrees is given.
to find A B and B C feverally.

'

f

Solution jirithmetical.
, ., ^ 100000.
o. Suppofe the Radius of a Circle to be
. .
•
•
• •
j. Then the Sine-coraplement of the given angle ABC, 12 0, degrees, >
5oooOi
that is, the Sine of 50. degrees is
22. Therefore the futnm of the Radius and that Sinc-cotnpleinent is .
.
150000.
33. Then ( by C»im a. in the preceding 18'" ftep,)
the faid fumm 150000 is to the
double Radius aooooo, So is 45 , (the excefs of 49
Square
4
the Square of the difference of the leggs,) to a fourth Proportional 60 , which ncreafell with 4 the Square of the difference of the leg^, makes 64,
fA
is the fumm of the leggs fought. Therefore ( by Theer. 9. Chaf.4.) the leggs themfelves, to wit, AB and BC (hall be 5 and 3*

C

H A

P. IX.

'ri>

the third Claffis of Examples of the Kefohtion and Compofttioa
of Flane Frobliffis\'^
I

N which Examples, the Refolution ends in an Analogy, whereirUhe Mean of three
proportional right lines is givenas alfo the Difference or clfe the Summ of the
Extremes, to find the Extremes feverally...
.
— -

1

ProbL I.

V'

To find two right lines, fuch, that their difference may be equal to
a right line given, And that the Reftangle made of the lines found out
may be equal to a given Space.
,
D _-- 5
M---—^ ^
L--- 4
K
-;-T'^—TT-

^

Supfof.
-} 'J1. ^ = D the difference of two right lines is given.
^
2. 7w = M a right line given, whofe Square is equal to a given Space.
Req. to find
•
3. L and K two right lines, fuch, that
L
t OKL ^ OM.
\
' Refolutton.

^.

;
,,
Alfo, that
. .. >1,
‘
,

5. Put 4 for the kffer of the two right lines fought;^/*'; flip-1 „ _,L.
6. TLefore from I'and 5 the greater right line fought lhaU be h «
7. And from 5“ and 6“, the Reaangle ( or Produift of their ?
multiplication) flnll be
. . • • •' ‘ t * • * • * -

,

i ‘
^
•

•

i ( = K.)
‘

8, But

V

3QO
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8. But the faid Re£J:angle muft be equal to the given Space,? '
fuppofed to be equal to the Square of m, therefore . .
da z=z mm,
9, Which Equation may be refolved into thefc Proportionals, ?
, ,
viz..5^ ^ “T « •
:: w . 4.
I o. Of which three Proportionals
m and a, the mean m is given, as alfo d the
difference of the extremes a-\-d and a, therefore the extremes f everally, which are
the right lines fought by this Problem, lhall be given alfo, fer Prohl. i 2. Chap. 5. whence
alfo, ( refpea being had to the Theorem in 24“ of the fame Probl.) there will'arife this

_CANON.

5

,T

'^•idd + ww: -j-

— K,

7

^

,

That is, in words,
To the Square of half the given difference add the Square equal to the given Space, and
extras the fquare Root of the fumm : Then adding half the faid difference to the faid fquare
Root, this fumm fhall be equal to the greater of the two right lines fought- but fubtrading
the faid half difference from the faid fquare Root, the remainder (hall be equal to the lelfer
line fought.
This Canon may be alfo vSynthetically inferrd froth the given lines, by the help of
Theor. 7, and p. Chap. 4. For,
s

•

12. By conlidering the things given and fought in i®,'>
a 3 ■> and 4» of this Problem it follows by Thkr.
f
= a: iK + fL;
Chap. 4. that
.3
13. Therefore by extracting the fquare Root out of>
—y-.-,_
each part in 12®,.. . . ,5 v-4««4-w?w: = tK + fL.
14. And from 1® and 3”,...
1 j. Therefore ( by Theor. g. Chap. 4,) the fumm and
/.TTTJZ—b". 1
difference of the two laft preceding Equations gives > 'V • ^
^ m .
— K.
the two lines fought by this Problem , viz. . . .
V*
• — id ■= L.
Thus you fee the fame Canon is difeovered as before.

S

The Compojttion of Probl. i.
D-~ f
M-----5
L -—^-- 4.
K-^--- p
Suppof.
16. D a right-line equal to the difference of two right lines fought, is given.
17. M a right line given, whofe Square is equal to a given Space.
\
keep, to find,
‘
18. Two fuch right lines, that their difference may be equal to the given difference D and
that the Redangle made of them may be equal to the Square of the given right line M.
^

ConfirnBion;

19. Let the given right-line M be efteemed the mean of three Proportionals, and the
given right line D the difference of the extremes . then by Probl. 12. Chap. c. find the
extremes, the leffer whereof fuppofe to be L, therefore the greater (hall be equal to
L
D, and confcquently thefe (hall be Proportionals, viz.
L -j- D . M : : M . L.
20. Make K=L*-lrD, whence K—•L= D.
21. I fay K and L are the two right lines fotight, but that they will fatisfie the Problem
propounded, I prove thus : Firft by ConfirnBion in the
(lep, the difference of the
faid right lines K and L is equal to the given difference D- (b it remains only to prove
that the Redangle made of the faid right lines K and Lis equal to the Square of the
given right line M, but that is here-under demonffrated by returning backwards from
the 9"’’ ftep, (to wit, the laft of the Refolution) to the
22.

.

.

Req.aemonftr.□ K, L =2 □ M.
Demonjlr.

Chap. 9.
•
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Demonfiration.

25. V»y Conflr.m 19° and 20°, . . . .• . •\> ^ (L-j-D) . M :; M . L.
That is, in 9%.)> . . a~\^ d
. m :: m . a.
24. Therefore (per ij.prop. 6. Elem. )
.
.
□K,L(aL-j-nD,L)
o M.
That is, in 8%.^
. aa^\-~ da
— mm.
Which was to be Dcmonftr. Therefore that is done which the Problem required.

Frobl. 11.
To cut a given right line into two fuch parts, that the Redangle
made of the parts may be equal to a Space, given. But the fide of a
Square equal to the given Space mufl: not be greater than half the right
line given.
B
A-—-1-r— C
M

AB
BC
AC
M

=
=
=
=

9
4
13

6

Suppof,
I.
=z AC is a right line given to be cut into two parts.
7.. m~ M is a right line given, whofc Square is equal to a Figure or Space given.
• Req. to find
A B and B C fuch parts of A C, that A B -f* B C
A C. Alfo,
□
ABjBC
=
□
M.
4
Re Joint ion.
4 = A B.
5 Put a for cither of the parts fought, viz. fuppofe .
6 Therefore from i ® and 5 ° the other part fought fliall be 1> b — a — B C.
ba — aa.
7 And from 5° and 6° the Redangle of the parts is .
8. But the faid Redangle muft be equal to the given Space,
ha — aa = mm,
; ^
therefore . . . .
.
.
. • • >
•
v • *
m .a.
9. Which Equation may be refolved into this Analogy. ]> b — a , m
10. But that Analogy doth manifeftly confift of three Proportionals, whereof the mean m
is given, as alfo b the furam of the extremes ^4 and 4 ; therefore the extremes fevcrafly, ( which are the parts required by this Frobl. ) fliall be given alfo, hy Frobl. 13.
Chap. 5. Whence alfo this
CANON.
.

II.

\b + t^:\bb — mni'. — AB,
\b — \^‘.ibb — mni: — BC.

That is j in words,
From the Square of half the right line given to be cut into two parts, ftibtrad the Square
equal to the given Space, and extrad the fquare Root .of the remainder; then add and
fubtrad the faid fquare Root to and from half the right line given to be cut; fo the Summ
and Remainder fliall be the parts required.
This Canon may be alfo Synthetically inferred from the given lines, by the help of
*rbeor. j, and 9.- Chap. 4. For,
12. By confidcring the things given and fought in
^
2°, 3° and 4® of this Problem, it follows by > \bb — mm = Q *.
- tBC :
Fheor. 7. Chap. 4. that ... *.3
13. Therefore by extracting the fquare Root out ot >
= tAB-tBC.
each part in 12" ,.S
^ ^
1 5. Therefore (by Theor. 9. Chap. 4.) the fummand 7
difference of the two laft preceding Equations gives'^
the lines fought by this Problem, viz. . . .\

xy
/.
^xU_ /'-bb^

. — AB.
mm

= BC.

Thus you fee the fame Canon is difeovered as before in 11 °. and thereby it evidently
appears, that to the end the given lines may be capable of effeding the Problem propos’d,
they muft be fubjed to this folloyving
Veter^
S f
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.

1 6. T he fide of a Square equal to the given Space tnuft not be greater than half the right
line given to be cut into two parts. But that this Determination is neceffary, I deraonfirate thus .
Forafmuch as by the 9'^ ftep of the Refolution the right line m is found to be the mean
of three Proportionals whereof the furara of the extremes is b, and in 2 0® of Frobl. 13.
Chap 5. it hath been proved that the mean of three Proportionals cannot be greater than
halt the fumm of the extremes „ it follows, that m muft not be greater than \b. If there¬
fore m happens to be greater than \b, the Problem propounded cannot poflibly be folved .
for then mm cannot be fubtrafted from \hh, as the Canon direfts. But if m be equal to,
or lefs than
, then that which the Canon bids to be done is poflible • by which alfo
’tis eafie to perceive, that when m — \b, then the extreme Proportionals ( which arc equal
to the parts required,) will be equal between therafelves, that is, each of them will be equal
to \b, to wit, half the line given to be cut into two parts.
,•

The Compojition of Probl. 2.
B

A----1-c
17.
18.
19.
2 o.
21.

MSuppof.
A C is a right line given to be cut into two parts.
M is a right line given, whofe Square is equal to a Space given.
M not C7~ ^ A C. ( Determination, )
Keep, to find
A B and B C fuch parts of A C, that AB -f- BC = AC. Alfo I
□ AB, BC = □ M.
Confiru5lion.

'

2 2. By Probl. 14. Chap. ^. cut the given right line AC into two fuch parts in B, that the
line M may be a mean Proportional between the parts; which effei^ion is poOible, for
by the Determination in 19°, M not c“ t A C • fuppofe therefore
AB . M :: M . BC.
23. I fay A B and B G are the parts required, for their fumm by ConJlrH^ion is equal
to the given right line A C ; and becaufe by Confir. alfo it hath been made, As A B to
M, fo M to B C, therefore (per 17. prop. 6, Elem*) nAB, BC = dM.
Which was required to be done.
ProbL

III.

To cut a given right line according to the extreme and mean Reafbnj
that is, into two fuch parts, that the Reftangle made of the whole line
and lelTer part may be equal to the Square of the greater.
C
AB = 10
----1--- g
AC=:y'i2y—y
Suppof.
CB =2 15 — ^12 y
1. b
A B is a right line given.
.
Recj to find
2. AG and C B fuch parts of A B, that DAB, CB = dAC.
Refolution,
3. jPut a for the greater part fought, vIk..
4. Therefore from 1° and 3° the leflTer part (hall be . , ^
5. Therefore from 1° and 4° the ReSangle ( or Produ«R) ?
of the whole line and lefTerpart is ..... .y
6. Which Redlangle, (according to the tenour of the Pro¬
blem, ) mufl: be equal to the Square of the greater parr,'
therefore
.
7. Therefore, by adding ba to each part of that Equation, J>
8. Which laft Equation*may be refolvcd into this Ana-)
logy. .
.
. .
/.^

^

Z

AC.
a z=z CB,

bb — ba.
bb — ha = aa.
bb = aa
ba.
»
»
a .b :: I, . hA^ a.
But
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j?. Bui that Analogy doth manifeftly confift of three Proportionals, whereof the mean b
is given, which is alfo the difference of the extremes a and h-\- a, • .therefore the ex¬
tremes, whereof the lefTer is equal to the greater part fought, lhall be given alfo, by
Probl. 11. Chap-. 5. Whence alfo there will arife this following
CANON.
..\bb: — \b
AC, the greater fegment.
That is, in words,
To the Square of the giv.en line, add the Square of half the fame line j then from the
fquare Root of that fumm fubtra^ft half the given line, and the remainder (hall be the
greater par^ fought, which fubtradfed from the given line leaves the leffer part.
The Cmpojition of Probl. 3.
C
A-^—. B
L--—
Suppof.
11. Let AB be a right line given to be cut into two fuch parts, that the Rectangle made
of the whole line and the leffer part may be equal to the Square of the greater.
ConfirHtlion.
12. Let the given line AB be efteemed the mean, as alfo the difference of the extremes
of three Proportionals; then by Probl. 12. Chap. 5, find out the extremes feverally, the
leffer whereof we may fuppofc to be the right line L , and confequently the greater
extreme is A B -f- L , therefore thefc are Proportionals, viz.,
L . AB :: AB . AB^-L.
13. From-A B cut off AC = L, which is poffible to be done , for by Conjlrn^ion
in 12°, A B CT" L, becaufe A B is the mean of three Proportionals whofe leffer
extreme is L. So the given line A B is cut into two parts in C, according to ex¬
treme and mean Reafon, viz., the Reftanglc made of the whole line A B and the leffer
part C B is equal to the Square of A C the greater part, as will be mademanifeft by the
toilowing Demonflration, formed .out of the preceding Refolution by a repetition
of its Reps in a backward order.
14. . . Req. demonjlr.DAB, CB=aAC.
Demonfiration.
ip. By Conftr. in 12® and 13°,.J> AC
That is, in 8®,.^
a
16. Therefore (per prop, iq. Blern. 6.)
.
oAB
That IS, in 7°, ... . ...
. . . • )> bb,
17. Ihcrelore by fubtra«ing □ AB,AC froiDJ
each part,
,
. !.' . . >
That is, in 6®,.. . .
bb
18. And becaufe ( as is evident by the Diagram,)

. AB :: AB . AB-j-AC.
. b
::
b
*
= pAC-P-□AB,AC.
— aa -}ba.
— OAB/C = dAC.
• ba

— aa.

AB — AC = CB.

1 p. 1 herefore, by drawing A B as a common > [-iA'r i—lAR XC_1—lAR
altitude into each part of the laft Equation, . f □ AB-aAB,AC _ □AB,CB.
2c. Therefore from 17 and
j (per Ax. ^ ’ I [—| a B C B *“ Q A C "
Chap. 2.).5
^
“■
VVhich was to be Demonftr. Therefore the Problem is fatisfied.
C O R O L L.

i.

21. From the preceding Refolution, the invention of a right-angled Triangle whofe
three lides lhall be Proportionals is difeovered • for if a given right line b be cut ac¬
cording to extreme and mean Reafon, and the greater fegment be a, ’cis manifeft
by the 7'^*' Rep of the foregoing Refolution, that
bb — ba -j- aa.
2 2. And becaufe ( by prop. 48. Elem. I. ) if a Square be equal to two Squares, the Tides
of thofe three Squares will conftitute a right-angled Triangle, therefore the fquare Roots
S f 2
of
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of fhe three Planes in the preceding Equation in 21", viz. ^, a (hall be the three
iides of a right-angled Triangle, and be Proportionals alfo, for the Re^angle of the
extremes is raanifeftly equal to the Square of the mean. Hence therefore a Canon is
difeovered to find out a right-angled Triangle, whofe three fides lhall be Proportionals.

CANON.
c Hyp. = ^ a right line or number taken at pleafure,
23.^ Bafe

= V; bb + \bb : — \b.

C Perp. =
*4" 4^^ —
That is, in words,
•
Take any right line (or number) for the Hypolhenufal of a right-angled Triangle, and
cut it into two parts according to extreme and mean Reafon ; then .the greater part fhall
be one of the fides about the right angle, and a mean Proportional between the greater
part and the Hypolhenufal lhall be the other fide about the right angle j and thofe three fides
lhall be Proportionals.
ConfiruUion,
<ADB is J.

AB = 10

*AB, AD, DB

A D =: 7.8615

AC. = DB.

D B — 6.1803

24. Take any right line, as A B, and (by the foregoing Pro^/. 3.) cut the fame by extreme
and mean Reafon in C,, therefore
AB . AC
AC - .. C B. .
2 5. Then upon the line A B deferibe the Semicircle A D B, and from C raife CO 1 A B.
Laflly, draw AD an(J DB, fo fiiall ADB be a right-angled Triangle whofe three
fides are Proportionals: For firft, the
A D B being in the Semicircle, is a right
angle, (per prop. 31. Eiem.
But that the three fides A B, A D, D B are Pro¬
portionals, I prove thus;
2 5,

.

.

Req. denionflr.

.

AB . AD :: AD . DB.

;
DemonfirMion.

27. Becaufe by Confir. in 25° ADB is a Semicircle,
DB
AB . DB
and G D -L A B , therefore ( per CoroR. prop. 8.
CE.
Elew. 6.)
.
,*■»..
.
«
..
..
.
CB.
28. And becaufe by
in 24°, ,
. .J>AB'. AC
AC
7 9. Therefore out of 27® and
(perprop ij.El.6.)
GD AB, CB =r □ DB = □ AC
3 o. And confequently, .
... |>.DB = AC.
31. And becaufe (by Conjir. in 25°,) A ADB is
AD
AB . AD
right-angled at D, and D C X A B, therefore (per
AC.
prop. S.Elem 6.) . • . • . • . . . .
AD
db.
32. Therefore from 30° and 31°,.}> AB . AD
which was to be Dem.

C O R O Z L. 2.
33. From the premiffes the way of folving this following Problem is alfo deducible j viz.
To cut a right line given into three fuch Proportionals, that the Square of thegreateft
lhaU be equal to the Squares of the other iwo: For if it be made as the fumm of the
three Proportionals A B , A D, D B ( being the fides of a right-angled Triangle, and
alfo Proportionals,) is to every one of them; fo the right line given to three others;
the Problem will be fatisfied.

Prohl/

IV.

To cut a given right line into two fuch parts, that the Redlangle made
of the' whole line and one of the parts, to the Square of the other part
may have a given Reafon.

I
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'

— -y.. I.

^

935

.......

■

--

8
iC
. 4
A-‘I--:rr— B
R-- 3
S -—--4

Snppof.
I.
2*

^ = A B is a right line given to be cut into two parts,
^ 5 ^ arc the Terms of a given Rcafon,

,

Ke^. to find
3. A C and C B fuch parts of A B, that AC“V*CB=:AB.
4. □ AB, CB- . □ AC :: R . S.

Alfo j that

Refolsttion.
5. Put 4 for one of the parts fought,
4 = AC.
6. Therefore from i® and 5“ the other part (hall i y_ ^
c B.
be . . . « . ..*y
7. Therefore the Square of the firft part is . . ^ 44 ( = □ AC. )
^
b’- And the Rectangle of the given line ^ and^
_^4 f = O AB C B.
9. Therefore to anfwer what the Problem re-> ^
quires, thefe muft be Proportionals, viz, , ?
10. Now to avoid an Equation between Solids,?
let it be made, as r to j , (b ^ to a fourth Pro-V r
portional, which may be called <i, therefore .S' ^
II. Therefore from 9® and 10®,
11.5

Blem,

^
'

^

..
'

,

s

ii

^

^

^ ^4,

h

,

«.

yy ^ ya

,

aa.

j

12. And by drawing ^ — 4 as a common altitude?. I
into h and d feverally, this Analogy is manifel^ >
• « *• *• vb-^tA . db — d4,
(per prop. Blem,6,).3 ,
13. Therefore from II® and la®, (per prop, 11,? yy^ba . aa
bb^^ba , dh-^dd,
Elem. i,) , , ...
14. And bccaufe the firft Term of the laft Ana-T
logy is equal to the third, the fecond (hall bef
equal to the fourth, (perprop. t^,Elem. S‘)C
therefore,.3
15. Therefore by adding da to each part of the ? ^
— ^db,
laft Equation, it gives.•O'
16. Which laft Equation may be refolved into;
, 4.'
this Analogy... .
.
1/..
In which Analogy (confiding of three Proportionals,) the mean, to wir, y'ab is given,
as alfo i the difference of the extremes
and
therefore the extremes feverally,
(the lefler whereof is one of the Parts fought by this Problem,) Iball be given alfo by
Erobl, It, Chap, s. Whence alfo this
C AN p
..V:

-H- db

\d = ACd

That is, in words,
’
Let it be made, As R the firft Term of the given Reafon . to the latter S, fo A B
the line given to be cut into two parts, to a fourth Proportional .which may be called D.
Then to the Square of half that fourth Proportional, add ihd Rectangle made of the fame
Proportional and* the given line A B, and from the fquare Root of the futnm fubtraCr half
the faid fourth Proportional D : the remainder (hall be one of the parts fought, which
may be called the firft. Uftly, the faid firft part being fubtrafled from the given line A B,
gives alfo the Other part.
. . .
‘

•trf* ,»•

18. Note. Whether the firft Terra of the given Reafon be greater or lefs than the latter,
it lhall always be; As the firft Term is to the latter; fothe Reftangle made ot the
given line and the latter part found out by the Canon s to the Square of the firft
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The Comfoption of Probl. 4.

8
C
4
A-1- B
R-— 3
S---4
D-M —---M
-::—:
L —---8
Sttppof.

A B is a right Jinc given to be cut into two parts. •
zo. R and S are the Terms of a given Rcafon.
.;
..
Recf. to find
zI. AC and C B fuch parts of A B,.that AC
CB — A B.
21. aABjCB . dAC
R . S. ' ' .
ConfruBion. .

.

Alfo, that
.

.

23. By Trobl. 8. Chap, y ‘ let it be made; as R to S, ? ‘
^
^
_
fo A B to a fourth, which may be called D, therefore S’*
“
*
*
24. By ProR 9.
S’, find a mean proportional line,? ar ' tv/i ..
as M,.between Afi and D, therefore . . ; .S
^
* ^*
25^. Therefore (per prop. i'j.Elem.6.) ’ , ' , ^. . |> □ M = CD D > A B.
z6. Then efteeming the line M to be the mean of three Proportionals, and D the difference
of the extremeSj find out the extremes, (per Probl.iz. Chap.^,) the lefler whereof fuppofc
to be L, then confequently the greater is equal to L ^ D, therefore thefe are Proporiionals,

t+D

M

::

M

t. .

■

Therefore, per Theor. in 24° oi Probl. 12. Chapi ^. h L = V:
qM ; _
28. From A B cutoff AC — L,'which'effe61ion ispoffible, if AB tr” L, but that
A B is greater than L, I prove thus,
^ ’
Firft, it-is manifcft that i
. » h dAB “|— 4QD .-j-* CZDD,AB c“ 4nD ‘-j— ODjAB.
AndbyesctraaingthefqaareRootouti Ab4-fDrr ^^^0+aD.AB:
of each part,.S
;
^
^
A^ciby fubtraftingtD from each part,'AB
V:
DDjAB : — ^D.
Blit by Conpr. in z 5° and 27°, . .> L = VTherefore from the two lad preceding ^ ^ B tr" L.
, Which was to be Dem.
iU^s,(per ^x. ^.Chap. 2.) . .S
t c. I fay the given line A B is cut in C into two parts , according to the tenour of the
"problem propounded. Now we muft’fhcw, that the Reftahgle made of the whole line
A B and one of the parts, is to the Square of the other part as R to S. But that Analogy
is made manifeft by the following Demonftration , forpned out of the fteps of the pre, ceding Refolution, by returning backwards from the l iSP ftep to the Analogy in the
9^^ fiep.
3c, , . Req. demonPr.'• R . S :t CDABjCB . □ AC,
DemonPration,' ^
-1. Becaufe by Co4/?r«^A’o« jn 26°, .i. . . }> .‘L-j-'D . M ::
32, And by Conpr. in 28°, . . . ' . .
‘AC = L.

M . L.

33 Therefore from 31° and 3z°, by exchange?
1 q ^
.. ^ ^ j^q
of equal quantities,.• *3
That is,ini6, . . . • • . • •
a
d ^
^ db 1^db . a.
34. Thae-ion, (per prop. ly. Elem'. 6.) . , . J> ' □ AC□ D,AC =: □ M.
55. And becaufe by
in 24° and 25®,
.... [Z]D,AB.= pM.
56. Therefore from j4» and
( fer .4x. J. ? ^ AC4-aD,AC =r aD,AB.
Chap. 2.).'
That is, in 19°..aa
da
=r
^b.
3 7. Therefore by fubtrajffing 1—i D,AC from each / ^ AC
AB —— 1—1 O AC
part of the Equation in 36°,.\
’
’
*
That is, in 14®, . . .
aa :=2
db
—
da.
38. And

Chap.
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□AB-aAB.AC
hb ba .
□AG
44::
that is, in 13
□ AB-nAB,AC
\bb — bn .
□D,AB-aD,AC
3 9. And by reafon of the common
AB
b .
altitude AB-AC, this following
D
• that is, in
Analogy is manifeft, ( per pro- □ AB-aAB,AC
■bb — ba .
pof. I. Elem. 6») . . • •
□D,AB-aD,AC
db — da .
40. Therefore from 3 8® and 39®, (perprop.i i. > . „
D
□AB-aAB,AC □AC.
Elem.^,).5
That is, in 11®, . . ..|> b
d
bb — ba
44.
41. Andbecaufe by
in 23®, . . .*> AB D
R . S.
That is, in 10®,.J* b
d
r . /.
42. Thcreforcfroin40°an<i4i®,f/>er/ro/>.ii.?
S
□AB-C]AB,AC
□ AC.
Elej}i» ^ )
• • • ••
3
That is, in 9®..J> r
s
bb— ba
44.
43. And bccaufe ( per Diagram y) • . • r> . .
CB — AB — AG.
38. And from 37®, (per prop 7,
Eiem. 5.) this Analogy is manifcft,.

by drawing A B into each part, . . .f
’
,AL,.
45. Th^efore from 41” and 44% by
r . s
aAB.CB . pAC.
' changing equal quantities,.S
<
i-j '•^
Which was to be Demonftr. Therefore the Problem is fatished.
Probl,

V.

To cut a given right line into two fiich parts, that the difference of the
Squares of the parts, to the Ret^langle made of the fame parts, may
have a given Reafon.
4
Suppof.

1. b = AB is a right line given to be cut into two parts.
2

?

‘

~ ^ i are the Terms of a given Reafon.
Rc(]. to find

4* AC and CB, fuch parts of AB, that AC-f-CErrAB.
y. □AC—qGB . DACjCB
R ,, S,
A

G

C

-I-

-I-

B

R
S
D
L
Refolntion.

Alfo, that

AB = I
R = 3
S = z
D =: 8
. L = 4
AC=: 8
CB c=

6. For the difference of the parts fought put ,
. J> a.
7. Then out of i®and6®, (by Theor. g. Chap.)7 iz

1 x '
the greater part flialJ be . ..f z “r
8. And (by the fame Theorem) the Icflcr part fliall be J> \b — \a,
9. Therefore from 7° and 8®, the Produft or Reft- 7,1.
,‘
angleiof the/parts (ball be.5
4^'**
10. And (from 1® and'6*, perTheor,'^. Chap.4,)^ ,
'
the difference of the Squares of the parts is . .5
11. Then according to the import of the Problem 1
propounded, this Analogy arifeth, (outof 2*, 3®,S r •.
ba
10® and 9®, viz,.* .
12. Now to avoid an Equation between Solids, let it^
b
be made, as r to r, fo to a fourth Proportional,^ r .
which may be called d, therefore.3'
ba
13. Thereforeoutof 11® and
{> b ,

\bb — \aa.

d,
^bb — \aa.

14. And

'7:^-

.'T-

Ji;..
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14. And-by drawing a as a comtrton altitude into h
y
ha
and d feveraliy, this following Analogy will be
manifeft, (per prop, i, £lem-6. ) viz. , .
15. Therefore from the 13*’' and 14^'’ fteps, (per 2
ha . ihh — ^ aa
ha , iia.
prop. II. Elem.$.)..* * .*S
16. Therefore from the 15*^ ftep this Equation ari- ?
\bb — ^aa
da,
feth , C per prop.
Elem. S-)
17. ^ And by multiplying each Term of the Equation
hh
^da,
in the
ftep by 4, this Equation is produced,
18. -Therefore by adding aa to each part, . . . 1> hb m aa -4— ^da.
h :
a.
1 p. Which Equat. may be refolyed into this Analogy, ^ a -j-*
3 0. But'ihat Analogy doth manifeftlyconfift of three Proportionals, whereof the mean h
is given, as alfo 4<3^ the differente of the extremes
and 4; therefore the extremes
feveraliy, the lefler whereof is the difference of the parts fought by this Problem, (hall
be given alfo, by Prebl. 12. Chap. 5. whence alfo,(refpea being had to the Theorem
in 24° of the fame Problem,) there will arife this
'CANON.
= a the difference of the parts fought.'
. . . .
r^dd: —
That is, in words,
Let it be made, as the firft Terra ( whether it be the greater or leffer) of the given Reafon, is to the fecond; fo the line given to be divided, to a fourth Proportional. Then add
the Square of the double of that Proportional to the Square of the line given to be divided,and from the fquare Root of the fumrp fubtra(a the double of the faid Proportional, fo
fliall the remainder be the difference of the parts fought.^ Then by the fumm and difference
of the parts, the parts (hall be given feveraliy by Theor. p. Chap. 4.'
1 The Compofition of Probl. 5.
21

Suppof.

23. A B is a right line given.
23- R and S are the Terms of a given Reafon.
Ee^. to find
24. AC and C B fuch parts of AB, jhat AC 4 CB = AB.
R • s.
□ AC, CB
2J. □ AC — □ CB
G.
E
C
- B
-i-1-1A
R
S
D
L

Alfo,

ConfirnUion.
26. By Probl. 8. Chap.^. let it be made, as R to S, fo the given line AB to a fourth

Proportional, which may be called D, therefore
^
R V S
AB . p.
27. Then efteeming the given line A B to be the mean of three Proportionals, and 4D
the difference of the extremes, find out the extremes, (per Probl, iz. Chap. $•) the
leffer whereof fuppofe to be L, then confequently the greater is equal to L + 4D,
and thefe are Proportionals viz.
•.
L + 4D . AB
AB, . L.. •_^
Whence, ( perTheor. in 24° of Probl. lai Chap. $.) L =
dAB— 2D.
Thus far the Conftru£lion hath been made according to the direction of the Canon in 21
28. Divide the given line AB into two equal parts in E, whence EA = EB = tAB.
29. From EA and EB cutoff EG and EC, fuch parts, that each may be equal to ^L,
which is poffible to be done, if t A B c" i L ; but that t A B c" t L, I prove thus,
Firft, it is manifeft that '■. ,
. t h" qAB .-j-4DAB,D 4^ 4nD c-qAB 4*
Therefore by extraaing the fquare Root
^B 4 2 D CT J:UAB^aqD:
out of each-part, *...
* >
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And by fubtrading iD from each part
But by Conjir, in 27® , . . . .
Therefore /(' per Ax. 3. Chap, 2.)

j . LV: dAB 4- 4dD : — iD.
ABcr“L; and fABcr ^L.
Therefore it is poffible to cut off from f A B, that is, from E B = E A , a right line
equal to f L . fuppoie therefore E C = E G == f L.^'
'
. ' 30. I fay the given right line A B is cut into two parts in C, as the Problem requires • vie.
The ditference of the Squares of the parts A C and C B, is to the Reftangle made of
the fame parts, as R to S; which Analogy may be demonftrated by a retrograde
repetition of the fteps of the preceding Refolution , in manner following*
'e
31. . . . Keep, demonjir, . . . R . S
□AC-oGB , & AG,CB.
'

Demanflration,

32. Forafmuch as by Confir, in 27°, ^ L
That is, in 19°, ••• ^ ,,> a

4D

AS
.

h

::
j::

AB

L.

b

a.

□ AB = □ L -I- 4aDL.
That is, in 18®,., bb
aa
^da.
34. Therefore from 53®, by fubtra-4
□ AB — a L z= 4aDL.
ifing the □ L from each part,. .
That is, in 17®,.'!* , , bb aa
3 $, And by taking a quarter of the ? t □ ab
^□L rr aDL.
Equation in 34°, it gives . , .3
^aa “ da,
That is, in 16®,.^ • ihb
36. Therefore from 33® this following
□AB,L . ^oAB^-dL :: DAByL aDL*
Analogy will be raanifeft, (per 7.prop.
5. Elem )..,,, ...
ba , ~bb — ^aa
ba
That is, in 15®,.>
da.
37. And by reafon of the common alti¬
: aAB,L . EZlDL,
AB
D
tude L, this following Analogy will
be manifeft, ( per prop. i. Elem. 6.)
:
ba
h
d
*
da,
That is, in 14®,.^
38. Therefore from 30° and 37®^,. ( per ? AB D
: a A B, L . ^'□AB‘—-^dL*
frop. \ I. Elem 5. ^ . . . . . S
d
ba
b '
%bb
laa.
Thai is, in I 3®,
D
R . S.
39. And becaufe hy Confir, in 26", ,)> AB
r , s.
•
d
That is, in 12®, ..J>
b

.

40. Therefore out of 38® and 39®, (per'/
11. prop. 5. Elem.).S
That is, in, 11°,.>
41. And becaufe by Confir. in 19°, .
42. Therefore by taking 2£C, that is,^
G C, inftead of L in the Analogy in >
40° , this will thence anTe , viz,.
43. And becaufe ( per Diagram,,)
44. And by C(?wy?r. in 2 8® and 29®, .'p

:: *

R

S
s

R

aAB,L .

□ A‘6 —jn L,

ba
Ibb-^ •^■aa. t
EC T=2 iL — EG.

S :: aAB,GG

4 □ AS

IdGC.

ab = ac^-*;gb.
GG = AG - CB (AG. )'

45. And becaufe by Confir. in 29®, . )>
AC = 1 AB
^GG.
47. And by f ow7?r. alfo in 29®, . . ^
CB = t AB — i’GC.
48. Therefore from 4''° and 4-°, ffer ? „ . ^ ^
_ 4^
_ 4 n r; r
Xhcor.S. Chap
& Prop.i .Elem 6,) \ QAG, v-B
^□AB
4DGU,
Therefore if inflead of the two'
latter Terms of the Analogy in 42 °,
you take their equivalent quantities, L
R‘.S’
dAC —qCB . aAG,CB.
to wit, the firfl: parts of the Equations»'
in
and 48“, this Analogy will- •
- \
arife, viz.
Which was to be demondr. ' Therefore* the Problem is fatisfied.
Probl. VI.
T t
'
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Trobl, V I.

To cut a given right line into tv/o fuch parts, that the Redaugle made
of the whole line and the difference of the parts, to the Square of the
lefTer part may have a given Reafon.

Sufpof.
1.

^ = A B is a right line given to be cut into two parts.

2. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ arc the Terms oF a given Reafon.
Req. to find

3. AC and CB fuch parts of AB, that AC + CB = AB.
4. □ A B X A C — C B . □ C B :: R . S.

Alfo,

C
A —----1-B
R —— -_
---S..—■—
^

A C = 10
CB == <5

AB — 16
R = Id
S ~ p

Refolmon,

5. Put

for the greater part fought, vii.. >

j- a r

d. Therefore out of 1° and 5°, the leffer7 ,
'
part (hall be
^
7. And from 5® and 6°, the difference of?
"
,
the parts is.
8. And from 1® and 7°, the Rc£fangle of the ?
,
given line into the difference of the parts is f
9. And from 6*% the Square of the leCfer?
part is.•. * S
'
10. Therefore from i®,8® and 9®,accofding^
to the import of the Problem , thefe muftS r . s ::
be Proportionals, t'f*.\
31, Therefore inverfly, . . . . .j> j* .
12. ’And by Compofition, . . . ,
j-j-x .
13. And inverfly,.^
r ,
14. Now to avoid an Equation between Solids, letit beraadfi, asrio/d-r; fo
^
to a fourth Proportional, which may be
called dj therefore..
15. Therefore from 13° and 14°, (per
• • • •

^

hb d"

iba — bb

— ^ba.

bb-^-'aa — iba , iba — bb.
r :: aa , iba — bb,
:: iba — bb . aa,
s^r

•

..

b , d \

^
**f.

iba — bb • no,,

prop. 11. Elem. 5. J.

1 6. And by drawing la —b as a common
- altitude into b and d fever ally,this Analogy
is manifeft , ( per prop. r. Elem, 6.) . .
17. Therefore from 15® and 16®, (per7

^y^-hb . ida-^

prof. 11. Elem. 5.J.S
18. AnAitom 1']°^ (per prop.i^. Elem.$.)'p-

"^da— db = a^,

b , d \\ iha - bb . zda — db,
db

iba — bb . aa.

ip. And by adding db to each part of that >
— aa ^ db.
Equation, .
S
20. And by fubtrafting ^4 from each part, )> 7 da — aa — db.
21. Which hft Equation may be terolvedV^_^
_
..
a.
into this Analogy,.p
22. But that Analogy doth manifeftly confift of three Proportionals, whereof the mean ^db
is given, as alfo id the fumm of the extremes id — a and a • therefore the extremes feverally, the leffer whereof is the greater part fought, fhall be given alfo, by Frobl. 13. Ch.^,
And from ihe’premiffes and the Theorem in 21 ® of the fame Problem there will arife this
following
CANON.

23. . . . . ^

= A C, the greater part foughtv

Thai-
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That is, in words,
Let it be made as R the firft Term of the given Rcafon, to R-f-S the fumm of both Term’s;
fo A B the line given to be cut into two parts, to a fourth Proportional, which may be
called D. Then from the Square of that fourth Proportional, fub^-aft the Reaangle made
of the faid fourth Proportional and the given line A B , and extraft the (quarc Root ot the
remainder. Laftly , fubtraft the faid fquarc Root from the faid fourth Proportional, and
this remainder (hall be the greater part fought.
24, Note, Although the Equation found out in 20® may be expounded by either of the
two extreme Proportionals mentioned in 22®, yet the lefler of them is only capable
of folving the Problem propounded ; for the greater extreme is greater than the line
given to be cut into two parts, and therefore cannot be equal to either of the parts;
which I prove thus,
If
be the mean of three Proportionals, and 2<j ihe^
.
.
fumm of the extremes, then ( by ProbL 13. Chaf. 5.) the ^
— db\
greater extreme (hall be equal to.3
Now we muft prove that • . . » « • • • • . ^ d
da
dw t cr" b,
Firll, by ConflruUion in 14®, ( and by Schol. prop. 14.?
^
Elem
) *tis evident that..
And confequently, by drawing into each part, .
•
^
t
Theretore ,.. • *
dd -—^db; cr* o»
Andconfequently, by adding to each part, . . .
d’^-^^/idd
db: cr d.
But by Confir. (014®, • . » •
^ d cr
Therclore (perjix.^. Chap, i* )
. •
. » . .^ d^^’.dd
db*, cr b,
\^hich was to be Dem.
The Comfoftion of the precedh^ Probl. 60

C

A

.

.

—I—--'B

■

.

■S
D
M
L

27.
28.

■

AB = i6

R

15".
2 5.

•

Rcrid

M =£=20
L = Io

9

A C =5:10

D =2:2J

C B=: ^

S

Shppbf,
A B is a right line given to be cut into two parts.
R and S arc the Terms of a given Rcafon.
to find
AC and C B fuch parts of A B, that A C + C B = A B.
□ A B'X AC — CB . □ CB :: R . S.

Alfo i

CortfirttUioft,

29. By Trobl 8. Chap. 5. let it be made, as R to S-f-R?/
S^^R :: AB . D .
fo AB to a fourth Proportional, which we may fuppofe> R
to be the line .D, therefore . i . . . • O
3 o. By Probl, 9. Chap. 5. find a mean proportional line, ? ^ 3 ^ M :: M
D.
as M , between A H and D, therefore . . . S
31, Therefore it follows from the laft Analogy^ (p^^l q AB,D = oM.
trofi. 17. E/ew. 5. J that.• •
^
r
r
.•
22^ Then by Probl la.Chap. s- cut the double of the right line D (before found in 29 )
. into two (uch parts, that the line M may be a mean Proportional between thern 5
which EfFeilion is poffible, if M be not greater than D . but that M is iefs than D,
I prove thus,
Bv the Conihdi in 29® ’tis manifeft that Dr-AB, and by Confir, in
M is a mean
Proportional between AB and D, therefore M'o D. Therefore’tis poffible to cut 2 D
into two fuch parts that M may be a mean Proportional between the parts. Suppofe then it
be done, and that the leffer part is found L, therefore thefe (hall be Proportionals, vtK.,
2D —L . M :: M . L.
33. And
Tt 2

f

33a
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33. Andconfequently, (per Theor.in 21® of Frobl.i ^.Chap.^.)
L = D—nD—dM :
34. From A B cut off AC rf’L, which is pofTible to be done if A B c" L, but that
A B c" L, I prove thus j
»
Firfl:, frorathe
in 29°, . . . ^ D c" A B.
Therefore, by drawing A B into each part, 5>aD, ABcr^nAB.
And by adding □ D to each part, . . (> □ D
□ D, A B cr* □ D + □ A B.
And by fubtrading 2 □ D, A B from each > □D_aD,ABcraD4-D AB—2aD,AB.
part,.' ...
And by extraaing the fquare Root out of P
□ D^aD;AB ; c" D - A B.
And by adding A B to each part,

.

. J> A B + V*

^

^ ^ D*

And by fubtraaing ,/:□ D- aD,AB: 7 a B cr D - V- QD-ODiA’B:
trom each part,..
But ifhath been (hewn in 31° and 33%7
L = D — V: oD-ClDrAB:
' that ..>
^
Therefore from the two laft preceding fteps, )> A B c" L.
Which was to be Dera.^ Therefore ’tis poffible to cut off from A B a fegment equal to L,
as A C.
3 5’. I fay the givearight line A B, in the point C is cut into rwo parts, A C and C B,
which will folvethe Problem } viz. the Rectangle made of the whole line AB, and
■ the cxcefs of A C above C B, is to the Square of C B ; as the line R to the line S : As
will be made^manifeft by the following Deraonftration, form’d out of the foregoing
Refoluiion, -by a reti^ograde repetition of the fteps thereof. __
3<;* . . .
tiemonfir, . . . R^SttOABxAC — GB.qCB.
■ Demonjiration.
37. By C(9»y?>*. in 52”, . . • . . .>20 —L . M ::.M . L.
38. And by
in 34®,.AC = L,
39. TI)ereforeirom37°and.38°, byex-7 jQ-AC. M :: M . AC,
changing equal quantities..>
That is, in
.^
2^—a .
\\ »jdh , a.
40. Therefore from 3
y.f/. 5.^
.2 CZl D, A C — □ A C = D M.
4 r. But by Confir, in 31 ®,.□ D, A B _r= □ M.
?
42. Therefore from 40“ and 41°,
1.7 ^ qd.AC- oAC = aD.AB..
Chap, 2.).S
That is, in 20®,., , zda
— aa
= db.
43. And by adding a A C to each pan <>f
□ n A C = n A C + □ D, A B.
Equation in 42 ,.5
.
That is, in 19° , •. ..^
z da
• = a a -{~ db.
44. And by fubtraaing □ D, A B from each ? ^ □ d, A C — ODAB = a AC.
part in 43°, . '.
That is , in 18®, . .... ,
^ z da
— db = aa.
45. And from 44®, (per prop, 7!Elem. 5.) this Analogy will be manifeft,
2 CDAB,AC‘, — □ A B . T .
C zba ~ bb ,
c,;
2 CZ] D, A C,
D D, A B t: C t-figi- ic in ij z da — db
..
• 2 □AB.AC,— □ A B . r
'7 > S
.
D C •
I
^a
.
4(5. And by reafon of the common altitude 2 A C — A B, this following Analogy is ma¬
nifeft, (per prop, i. Elem.6. )
ZiZlAB, AC—-oAB.^
C iba — bb ,
•
2 □ D, A C - □ D, A B ;: r
•
47. Therefore frqm 4V"
prop. 11, Elem.s.) .
Thatjs, in 15?, ‘^1.
48. But by Confirfibiion
1

' D
O
c
d .
and 46”, r'fer 7
d':: 2 OAB.AC.-o AB . oAC.
• . .1. ''S
. . . >. j - if* b^ 4 d ::
zba — bb
, aa.
in 29°, .. •!> AB ..D :: R . SZ[-.R,
.
r
That,

I
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That is , in 14®, . . . . ,. f> ^
. d \\ r . j . l , y,
40. Therefore from 47° and 48®, f
„
c 1'
!>•£*'» 5.] .• . . . -i
" 'OAB.AC-dAB ,, QAC.
That iSfini^, , . ,, .}>r.
1;
2^4 —^
v I
44,
50. Therefore in verfly, . . . .> S^-^R . R ;: dAC . aDABjAC^'-loAB.That is, in 11®..> s^\-r , r :: aa
^ba — bb.
51, Therefore by Divifion of Reafon,
<

□ AB-l-oAC— 2nAB,AC .
adAB, AC, — qAB
5 a. Therefore inverfly , , .
.R
S
idAB, AC, — dAb
□ AB+*O^C — 2aAB,AC

.

S' •
that IS, in II®,
I,-' 44. I
’ ^ bb
ba
A
(^.-2b4—.bb,['^
A -

.
::
.
.

y\\^
that is, in 10°,
■■ (/l

,>

•

•

r .
s ::,v.
;
iba — bb,
'l bb;-\^ aa—iba .

Now the Scope in the fix fteps next folio wing is to prove, that □ AB x AC _ C B
is equal to 2 □ AB , AC — □ A B, to wit, the third Term of the Analogy
in ?i®.
.
. .
.
.
,
•
55. By Confir. in :?4®,.>
54. And by adding AC to each part, ^
55. And by fubtraaing C B from each ?
partin
.
.
. ' . . . A
56. It is evident by the firft part of the ^
Equation in 44®, that
.
57. Therefore AB may be fubtra^ledT
from each part of the Equation in 5 5%^
and this Equation between two'fea!(
right lines will remain, viz,. .
.3
58. Therefore by drawing AB as a'com-^
mot, .Ititude into each part of the. Iafl(
Equation, it will produce (by Theor

A B — A C H- C B. * '•
A B
A C = 2 A C -h C B.
. d
' a
' ^
^
*8 + AC - CB.r= a AC.
t
^
.
-i
■ - v/
.
.T
a r
- r- r
^ ' r
AL.;^‘CB = 2AG ~ A B.' i
‘ • t' fV(
''
.
•
’ t' i i
‘
'
- S, i u* ;'
qaB x'AGi-Cb = aaAB,AC,'-i.‘bAB.
’

,j

Chap, <^* )

Which was to be (hewn. It remains to prove that □ C B is equal tonAB-^-aAC
— 2 Q A B, A C, to wit, the fourth Term of the Analogy in 52®.
59. By Coii/r. in 34°,.CB=:AB —AC,
60. And becaufe the Squares of equal)
right lines are alfo equal, therefore > □ C B
□ AB -1-* □ AC — 2 □ AB, AC,
from 59% (per Theor,
Chap, 4, ) \
.
; r _
Which was to be Demonftr,
;
I : .
- V. . r
61. LaRly, infteadof the third and fourth Terms of theAnalogy in'52®, their equivalent
quantities , to wit, ihofe in the firft parts of the Equations in 5 8® and 60® being taken,
this following Analogy arifeth, viz,
R . S ;: □ A B X AC
C'B . □ C B.
■
•
Which was Ke^. demonfir, in 36°, Therefore the Problem is fatisfied. '1 . '; ,

'

T Ptohl,

VII.

^

r

. To find two right lines that-their fumm may be equal to a right line
given 5 and that the diflference-of the Squares of thofe two lines, to the
Square of the lelTer of them, may have a given Reafon.

■
. I- ' '
This Problem is the fame in effea with the preceding fixth 5 for the difference of the
Squares of the two right lines fought by this P^blera,4‘s'equal to the Reifangle of the fumm
and difference of the parts fought by the'lad preceding Problem.

■

'

■ '

I

"

‘V' •-< LEMMA,

t
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^ lemma, leading to the following Probl. 8.
If four right lines be in continual proportion, the fumm of the means is a mean Pro¬
portional between the fuinmof thefirft andfccond, and the fumm of the third and fourth
Proportionals.

^
A ____-R ____
^
_
--

.
A
B
C
D

•

= 125
= 100
= 80
= 54

Suppof.
I. A, B, C, D 44-,
2- . . Req, demonflr,

viz,

A

.

B

:: B . C
C . D.
A + B . B + C :: B + C . C + D.

Demonfiration:
3. By Suppof. \n 1®,
A
4. Therefore by Compofition of Reafon, ^ A + B
3. And alternately,.^ A+B
6. Again, by Suppof. *.B
7. Therefore by Compofition ,....)> B + C
8. And alternately, .
.^ B»4^G
9. Therefore from 6® and 8®, (per W-11 • ? b -C C
Elem. $.).5
*
10. Likewifefroms'andsi”, (ferfrcf. ii.) ^ , g
Elem. $.).. . . o
Which was to be Demonfir.

Vrohl,

.
B
.
B
• ^+C
.
C
.
C
.
. C+D

::
®
:: B-^C .
::
B
.
t:
^
:: C <4“ D .
^
::
B
.

C,
C.
D.
C.

_ g . ^ .. g . ^ . C + D.

VlII*

The fumm of the extremes 5 and fumm of the means of four right
lines in Continual proportion being given feverally, to find the Pro¬
portionals. But the firft fumm muff be greater than the latter ^ the
reafon whereof is manifeft, (prfrof. 25.

5.J

F
G
H
E-1-1-1- I
.BC_:—
-

EF = 16
FG = 8
GH = 4
HI= 2

Suppof
I, EF, FGjGH, HI -44-, viz, EF . FG :J FG
1. ^ = E F -j-' H I is given. Alfo,
3. c r=FG-j-GH =:FH is given : Therefore,
d ~ h
c — El is given.

y zr~ c.

. GH :: GH . HI,

( Determination. )

Req, to find EF, FG, GH, HI.
Refolution,
61 By Suppof ini®, . . . .hEF,FG,GH, Hi 44-.
7. Therefore by the
gp , pg . fG+GH :: FG+GH . GH-f-HI.
before this Problem,
. . ' .5
*
8. That is, as is evident by the?
^
..
^
qe
Diagram,
.....
.5*
p. Of which three continual Proportionals the mean F H, that is, c, is given j as alfo
El, (=EG^-GI,) that is,
the fumm of the extremes. Threfore, by the
Theorem in 21 ° of Froyi. 13. Chap. 3. the extremes (hall be given feverally , viz.
^

4“ V*

= EG = EF-j-FG.

*
* *
^ fd
^ad — ctf : = G I = GH 4'" ff b
11. Therefore, from i o® and 3 ® ’lis manifefi, that of thefe three Proportionals, E F, F G,
G H, the fumm of the firft and fecond, to wit, E G , is given ; alfo the fumm of the
fecond and third, to wit, F H, is given. Likewife of thefe three Proportionals ,FG,
GH,

i
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GH, HI, the fumm of the firft and fecond, to wit, FH, is given. alfoGI thefurara
of the fecond and third is given ; thereforej (according to the Canon*in 44® of ProhL
Chap. 7.) FG and GH lliall be given feverally by thefe following Analogies, viz.

.

12

“H V-

\d -j- v': \dd >— cc:

FG..

c<-\^\d —
\dd — cC'.
.
c :: fd — V*
•
GH.
Which Analogies, refped being had to the Equations in 1
and to the Diagram, Will
give this following
,
CANON.
ig. From the Square of half the aggregate of the given furam of the extremes and the given
furam of the means, fnbtraft the Square of the fumra of the means, and e'xtraft the fquare
Root of the remainder. Then add and lubtraft that fquare Root to and from the faid
half aggregate, and referve the fumm and remainder. Then it fliall be , as the fumm
referved together with the fumm of the means, is to the fumm of the means ,* fo the
famm referved to the greater mean fought. Or, as the remainder referved together
with the fumm of the means, is to the fumm of the means • fo the remainder referved
to the leffer mean. Laftly , the fumm before referved being lefTened by the greater mean,
gives the greater extreme: or, the remainder referved being leffened by the leffer mean,
gives the leffer extreme.
"
Thi Compofition of the foregoing Probl. 8.
B
C
H
-IE
K
L
M
Suppof.
the fumm of the extremes of four right liries in
14. B
the fumm of the means is given.
15* C
( Determination. )
B C” C.
to find the tour Proportionals feverally.

B = 18
C—iz

El
30
EG = 24
G I rr: 6

K =35
L rr I 8
GF= 8
GH= 4
M= 4

continual proportion is given,
*
V

'

^

ConftruPlion,
C.
*
r
*i '
17 Make EI = B
18. Divide EI into two fuch parts in G , that the line C may be a mean Proportional
^tween the parts . which effedion is poffible, (per Prohl 14. Chap. 5. ^ if C be not
greater than f E I, but that C is lefs than 7 EI, J prove thus.
B.
€
By the Determination in 16®, . . . .
B-HC.
zC
Theretore by adding C to each part.
B^C.
E I
But by Conftruflion in 1-7®,
.
...
z
C
El.
Therefore, (per Ax.^, Cbap.z.)
C
And confequently..
tEI.
Which was to be fliewn.
Therefore 'tis poflible to cut EI into two fuch parts,
that C lhall be a mean Proportional between them.^
GI.
EG
Suppofe then El to be fo cut in G, and that E G is|
creatcr than G J ; therefore, ....
...
19: Make.K=±EG+C5 alfo,L=GI+C.
20. Let it alfo be made (by Probl. 8. Chap, y.) as K/
to C, foEG to a fourth Proportional GF, there->
K
. C :: EG • GF,,
fore...
21. Again, let it be made as L to C , fo GI to a ?
^ C :: GI . G H.
fourth Proportional G H i therefore ^
22. Then from EG cut off GF, and from GI cut off G H , ( which fubtraaions are pofli¬
ble, for by Conffrudion in 19°, K is greater than C • therefore from the Analogy in 20®,
EG is greater than GF t Likcwife by Conftrudion in 19% L is greater than C, and
confequently from the Analogy in 21®, GI is greater than GH;) fo the remainders
EF and Hi are the extreme Proportionals fought, I fay EF, FG, GH and Hi are
^
•
■
four
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four continual Proportionals, which will fatisfie the Problem propounded. But to make
the truth thereof evident, I (hall prove three things, viz. Firft, that FH ihefuram
of the means F G and G H is equal to the given fumra C ; Secondly, that the furara
of the extremes EF and H I is equal to the given fumm B *. ^ Thirdly and laftly,
thal‘lhe faid EF, FG, GH, HI are in continual proportion in this order, viz.
EF . FG :: FG . GH :: GH . HI.
Firft, that FH the fumm of the means FG and GH is equal to the given fumm C,
I prove thus;
Preparat.
. -y

-

13. To the lines K and G find a third Pro-^
)potiioni\y is M, (perFrobl.7,Chap.^.)>
K
,
C
C
therefore,
.
. ..3
24. . . . Re^. dmonfir..F H = C.

.

M,

Bemonflration.
EG
.
EG4-C .

2J. By Coitjir. in 18®,.^
26. Therefore by Compofition of Reafon,
27. That is, by exchanging'iequal right lines^
according to the Conftru6lion in ip°, .f
2 8. Therefore alternly
2p. And by drawing C as a common altitude ?
into the two latter Terras,
.
.
. .J
30. But from the Conflr. in 23® and 2i®,>
(perpmp. i7y& t6, Elem. 6.) . . .5
31. Therefore from]29® and
by ex-^
change of equal Reftanglcs, . . . . f
32. But ( per prop. i. Elem. 6.)
.
.
. }»
33. That from 3 V® and 32°, (perprop, ii.)
Elem. $.)
.
34. Therefore from 3 '^°,(perprop.i^.El.^.)
3
Therefore from 34°,^per prop. i^.E 1.6.) ^
35. Therefore from 3 5
perprop.i^»El.$.)
37. Again, by Cow/r. in 20®,
.
. .>
38. And by Cofifir. in 23®, .
. .
3i9. Therefore from 37° and 38”, (per?
, CloroU^ Herigon. in prop *12. Elem.^ 5. ^ * S
40. And becaufe by Conjlr. in 19®, . , f>
41. Therefore from 39° and 40®, . . .
42. But ( per prep., i j. Elem. 5. ) . . . ^
43. Therefore from 41° and 42®, ( perl
prop. ii. P'lem. f. J.S
44. Therefore from43®//!frpro/>.14.
45. But it hath been proved in 36°, that . ^
45. Therefore from 44° and ^^t(per Ax. 6.7

Clo^pt 1..)

. . . . . • ..

C
C

::
C
.
::C+GI .

GIGl.

K

.

C

;:

L

.

GI.

K

•

L

::

C

.

GI.

K

.

L

::

nC

. nCjGI

□KM =-□Cj and □L,GH = aC,Gf.
K

.

L

:;IZ]K,M.aL,GH

K

.

L

□K,M . aLjM.

□K,M . DL,GH

C3K,M . al,M.

. !□ L,GH = UJLyU.
. M
L
.
• • «.
. M = G H.
K
.
C :: EG
.
K
.
C
C
.

. .

L

•

GH.
G F.
M.

2K'

.

2 C :: EG+C . GF+M.

2K
2 K

,
.

2 C ::
2C ::

K
K

. GF4‘M.
.
C.

K . GF + M ::

K

.

C.

G F 4- M =: C.
GH = M.
GF 4- GH = C.

.

47, But ’tis evident by the Diagram, that ^ GF
GH = FH.
48. Therefore from 46® and 47° , ( per')
F H = C. Which was to be Dero,

.Ax* i. Ch^tp. 2/^)'

*

.

.

•

**3

Secondly, that the fumm of the extremes 1 F and Hi is equal to the given fumm B,
Tdemonftraie thus ?

49. . . . Rei^. demonjir.
'

*

y©v By Confir. in *7*,

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

,

EF4^HI=:B.

DemonfirAtion.

.

.

.■

. i> E I rr B 4"

51. And it hath been proved 1048®, that .
FH = C.
f2f; Theref€re> by fubtrading CorFH7py
i:ij_r
r &om each part in 50®, .
^
But'tis evident by the Diagram, that
El — FH = EF4^]HI'

‘

4J. There-

Chap. 9*
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.. -

^

’^Jv"cr»0

.

.

.

-

.

EF + Hf=B.

»

_

^

Which was to teDini.

Thirdly and laftly, that EF, FG, GH, HI are in continual proportion, I demonftrate thus.
5j. . . . Req. demonflr.EF , FG
FG . GH :: GH , HI.
Demonjlration,
$6, By Co«/?r. in 20®,.. ' 7~f . . K
, C :: EG . GF.
57* And by Conflr. in 19° ... ^ EG + C = K.
58. Therefore from 56® and 97®,.EG-|-C . C :: EG , GFj '
y9. And becaufe it hath been proved in 48®, that * . J> FH r= C.
^ •
60. Therefore from-5 8® and ^9®..|> EG-f-FH FH :: EG . GF.
61. Itisraanied by the Diagram, that of the three right lines EF, FG, GH the fumra of'
the 6rft and fecund is EG, and the fumra of the fccond and third is F H . therefore*thelaft preceding Analogy is qualified in every refpeit according'to the Theorem in 45*^
of Preil. 5. Chap. 7. whence E F, FG, GH fliall be Proportionals,
EF . FG i: FG . GH.
62. Again, by Ca^Jir. in 21®,.•
t
C
GI^. GH,’
63. An6 by Confir in 19®, . . . * , . .J> L = GI-4- 'C.
64. Therefore from 62® and 3®, . . , . •.• . {>- GI-|-*C • C
Gll'^ GH.
65. But it hath been proved in 48®, that . * .
FH = G.
66. Therefore from 64® and 65®, .
Gl+FH . ‘ FH :: GI . GH.
67. Therefore from 66®, in like manner as before ?
‘
ut
in 6i^,(perThcor.in
Prohl. •), Chap, j.) .5
*
■ ***
‘HI.
68. And Irom 61®, . . . v . . .
.> EF^' , FG :: FG . GH,
«{, Wherefore from 6^ and 68% ( per fnp. ii.? :ef.FG n FG.GH:: 6H. HI.
jilem, s*J.,*,••• ‘j
,
f
... - i
■ ‘
which was to be dcinonftrated in the laft place. . Therefore the Problem is fatisfied*
**

"

.

»

n

.

I

.

.

^

^

.

*"

•

•'

.1;,

LEMMA, leading to the folloreing Probl..^.
^
If four right lines be in continual proportion, the difference of the means is a mean
Proportional between the difference of the firftand fecond, and difference of the third
and fourth Proportionals.
•,
^
>. - .
. :
Snfpof,
: • i .
‘
1. a, R. s, T
a. . R :: R . S :: S . ,X.
2. Q.cr" R. Whence R c“ S, and S cr~ T.
a-T--I2y
R ---------^ Ido
‘
S —:-80
T ------64
,
3. ^ i i Req. demonflr.
Q,~ R . R —S
I

■

.J

-

’
i . .1

;

R~S .‘S — T,
i

Demonflration,
•'
<> 4. By,Suppof. in i®,
.J>
' •
R '
R
5. Aiioby Snppofl in 2®,'.R.
' '
' *.
6. Therefore by Divifion of Reafon j , .
Q,— R .
R .: R~SSi
7. Andalternly,
.',> 'CL—R . R — S'i: R . S.
8. Again, by Snppof..^
R
.
S
:: S % T. ^
9. Therefore by Divifion of Reafon, .* .y.J^'R —S ,
S' :: S-T i’T.'
10. Andalternly,.> R — S . S —T‘
S . X
11. Therefore from 8® and io\ (per'prop, ii*?' ’o
c
c
'r
o
c
r/,— i- \
r r
V
: R . o.
12. Likewifefrom 7® and Ii®,per/)r(?/>.ii. E/.j.^ Qj-R . R —S :: R —S . S — T,
Which was to be Demonftr.
^
.
■
Prohl, IX. ‘
' ‘
The difference, of the extremes, and.diflference of the means of four
right lines in Continual proportion being given feverally, to finej the
V u
Proportio-
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Proportionals. But the given difierence of the extremes muft be greater
than the triple difference of the means.
12J

CLR -

100

8o

S .

(J4

T ^
Sftpp9f,

R

I. jUL,
1
viz; CL . R *1
flu R, b,
S, T
2'^ CL CT" R, whence R CT S} and S cr“ T.
3.;^ == CLt- T is given.
4 c = R -p S is given.
^5 d
b — c Js given,

6. b CT* 3^*

«•
• •

T.

r Determinatkn, )

to find <L, R, S, T.

MefolUtion,
7, By Suppof, in 1® and z
8. Theretore by the

.!> CL
_ R,, S,. T
prefixt before this >

Q_R

r 5 alfo Qjr“ R.
R —S •* R —S
S —T

9, Of which three continual Proportionals in 8° the mean R — S, that is, c, is given;
as alfo d (
—T — R,) the fummof the extremes Q.— R and S-—Tj
therefore by the Theorem in ii® of ProbL 13. Chap, y. the extremes fhall be given
'feverally,_
,
:: :
== Q—'R*
* * ./ ’ *
—ce: = ST.
11, Therefore from 4®, y® and i o® ’tis manifeft, that of thefe three Proportionals Q,R,S,
the'difference of the firft and fecond, to wit, Q — R is given, alfo R — S the difference
of the fecond and third is given. Likewife of thefe three Proportionals R, S, T, the
difference of the firft and fecond ^ to wit, R—-S is given, alfo S — T the difference
of the fecond and third is given 5 therefore, (according to the Canon in 13. of ProbL 6,
Chap, 7* J R and. S, fhali be given fevcrally by thefe following Analogies, viz.
11

\d “I- -y/: \dd
cc:
R.
\d
V* 4^^ —
^
S.
c—\d — ^:\dd~—cc: . c ;; id —
^dd — cc:
Which Analogies, refpeft being had to the Equations in 1 o®, do afford this
CANON,

13. From the Square of half the excels by which the given difference of the extremes exceeds
the given difference of the means , fubiraft the Square of the given difference of the
means, and extract the fquare Root of the remainder; then add and fubtraft that fquare
Root to and from the faid half-excefs, and referve the Summ and Remainder. Then it
lhall be, as the excefs of the Summ referved above the given difference of tHe means,
is to the difference of the means. fo is the Summ referved to the greater mean fought.
Or, as the excefs of the difference of .the means above the Remainder referved, is to
the difference of the means 5 fo is the Remainder referved to .the leffer mean fought,
Laftly, if the. Summ referved be added to the greater mean it gives the greater extreme,
and if the R,emainder referved be .fubtrafted from the leffer mean it gives the Jeffer
extreme.
,
.
But to the end there may be a poflibility of effefting the Problem propounded, the given
lines muft be liable to this
.
;
Determination. '
14. The given difference of the extremes muft be .greater than the triple of the given
'difference of the means, .
^
‘
The truth of this Determination will be made manifeft by the following Theorem, and
that’tis neceffary, will be evident in 2 8® of the following Conftruftion of the Problem.
THEOREM.
15*^ If four right lines be in continual^roportion , theidiffcrenccof the extremes is greater
than the triple dt^rence of the dtriins.
Suppof-
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Sn^^of.

.

_

^

i5. Q.>
S, T -ff-;
CL • R :: R
17. Q c“ R. i Whence R cr: o j and S c- T.
I

8.

.

.

.

Re^, demonfir* *

.

v''

.
o

•

•

• ^

.

.

.

Q

S

—

559

c

:;

S

.

T.

T cr~ 3 R

3 S,

'DemonfirAtion*

19. By Su^^ofi. in 16* and 17% . . . .)>
20. Therefore by the
prefixt before this 7
Vrobl^.
.
...
21. But if four quantities be Proportionals, the T
fumm of the extremes is greater than the furaraC
of the means, f
2 5.
thcre-^
fore from 20®,
..3
22. And by adding R to each part in 21®, . . }>
23. Wherefore byfubtraAing S from each part ^
*
•
Which was to be Demonftr.

CL, R, S, T -ff-.j alfo, QcrR.
CL-R . R-S :: R-S . S-^T.
Q4-S _ R_T
iR
'
‘
Q -|- S — T cr“ 3R — aS.
q _Tcr~ 3R _ 3S
j
.

iS

^

'

The Compofition of the foregoing Probl. 9.

<»■*

B -

.-‘I

C —

E —
K —
L rR —
S —

Q —

*

^

V *

^ = 61

'V

41

*

L =

C = ^o

I
’

El =4x-

S'= 80
Cil=: 125;

^

^

- .i

GI nz 15

'T = 64

• • K = j'• U't
.
'
SHppof.
‘ ■
‘i< ^
24. B = the difference of the extremes of four right lines in continual proportion is given.
25. C = the ditferencc of the means is given. '* !'■
.»
»
26. B CT" 3 C.
( Determination )
*
•
*
' >
T —

'f

•

to find the Proportionals feverallyi^’

\»v. ‘

'yi

'

ConfirnBion: -V
- ■
27. Make E I - B — C.
"
, . ‘ ‘
,
2 8. Divide EI into two fuch parts in G that. C may be a mean Proportional between the
parts, which may be done, ( per Vrobl. 14. Chap.^^. ^ if C be not greater than t EI.
But that C is lefs than ^ EI, I prove thus;f
•
.
By the Determination in 26°,
3C
B. '
Therefore by. fubtra^ing C from each part, . . . 2 C ~n B —C. •’
But by Co«/r? in 27®,
. . . . Ef >=: B — C.
Therefore, ’(per y4x.
Chap,2.)
.
• . 2C
El. .
And confequently..•. . .
C ~r] fEI.
Which was to be fhewn. Therefore ’tis poflible/per Probl. 14. Chap.
to cut El
into two fuch parts that C may be a mean Proportional between them. Suppofe then
that EI is fo cut in G , and that E G is the greater part, and G I the leffer j therefore,
•
EG *. C' :: * C ; GI.
29. Make K 2= EG — C, which is poflible to be donei for by Confir.'im8°, EG cr*C.
30. Make L rr C ~ Gl, which is poflible to be done J for by Confir. in 28°, C c“,GI.
31. By Frobl. 8. Chap.^. let it be made as K to C, fo EG to a fourth Proportional,
fuppofc it be found R , therefore ,
K .
:: EG . R.
32. Again, let it be made, as L toC, fo GI to’a fourth Proportional S, therefore
L . C :: GI
. S.
33. Make CL=EG-|-.R, whence Q — R=rEG.
34. Make T = S — GI, whence S — T = GI • but that GI is lefs than S, as is
implied by this Etfeflion, I prove thus •
.
' Vu 2
: ■
By

w
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By Conjir, in 30®,.. • • *
^
^
Therefore by adding GI to each part, . ....... L 4-GI = C.
Therefore,.. •
Therefore from the Analogy in 3 2®, f
SchoL prof. 14. Ehm, $•) GI
S.
Which was to be proved.
35. I fay Q, R, S, T (foundoutbyin 33®, 31®, 32® and 3.4%) we the four
continual Proportionals fought. But to make it manifeft that they will fatisfie the Pro^ blem , I fliall prove three things, vU. Firft, that the diffcrehce of the means R and S
is equal to the given difference C; Secondly, that the difference of the extremes
and T is equal to the given difference B : Thirdly and laftly, that the faid Q, R, S, X
arc in continual proportion in this order, viz,, Q.Rtt R*S:i S.T.
Firft then, that the difference of the means R and S is equal to the given difference C,
I demonftrate thus:
Prepar.

3^. By Prdk. 7. Chap. 5. let it be made as K 7 •
to C, fo C to a third proportional line M , ^
K . C :: C .
therefore.. i . . . 3
Peq, deinonjlr, .
..R-— S—zC.
•

i

M.

Demonfiration.

37, By
in 28®,
h" EG . C
C •
GI.
3 8. And by Confir. in 28® ^.h E G c“ C.
39. Therefore from 37®, by Divifion of Reafon,{> EG-C . C
C—Gl . * GI.
40. That Is, by exchanging equal right lines,?
j.
. C •• L
GI
according to the Confir, in 29® and 30®, . >
41. Therefore aliernly, ...... .h
K . L :: C
.
G I,'
42. And by drawing C as a common althude?
aC . aCGI.
into each of the two latter Terms in 41®, , >
»
43. But from the Con^r. in 36® and 3 2®, . . h DKjMrroC j and DL,S=:QC,GI.
44. Therefore frotn 42® and 43®, by exchange >
^
^ ^ t: OKjM . aL,S.
of equal Reftangles ,.5
45. Bat by reafon of the common altitude M.)
^
^
DK.!*! . □L.M.
this Analogy is maniteft ,.S
45. Thereforefrom44°and45%(perpy*f. ii.;> qKjM . aL.S ;; aKjM . C3L,M.
Elem. %,).S
’
‘47. Therefore from ^6'"y(per prop, i ^,Elem, j.) h □ L, S = O L, M.
.48. Andfrom47% Operprop. i4.£/m.
L . M ::
L
.
S.
49. Therefore from 48®, (per prop.14.£/ei». 5.^ h M = S.
50. Again, by Co«/r, in 31 °,.K.G::EG
•
R,
51. And by CowT^r. in 36®, .... ..h
K.C
C
•
M.
52. Therefore from 50® and y I®, (per prop. II. > EG . R
C .
M.
Eltw,
^ ^• • • • . • . • .S'
93, Thereforealternly..
.J> EG . C
R
.
M.
r4. Therefore from 3 8° and
by Divifion )
;; R_M .
M.
of Reafon,
S
■jj. And bccaufe hy Confir. in 29®, , . .J> K = EG — C.
55. Therefore from j 4® and 55", . , . . J>
K . C :: R—M .
M.
57. Bu^ by Co^r. in 3^% ......r*’
K.C;:C
.
M.
■58. Therefore from 56® and J7®, (perprop.il. j
^ M
C
.
M.
Elem S’. ) ..S
,*
” •
59. Therefore from f 8®,(per prop. 14. ^/ew.j.)
R — M = C
60. But it hath been proved in 49®, that .
M = S.
61. Thereforefrora 59‘’and6o®, (per^A?.6.> £^-_Ss=C. Which was to be Dcm.
2-*

^

•

0

•

•

••

Secondly, that the difference of the extremes Q and T is equal to the given difference B,
I demonftrate thus:
62. . . . Req, demonfirl
:T = B«
“
“
Vmonfir,

/
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Demonjiration,

65. By
in 3 3®..^
64. And by Conjir. in 3 4® ,.^
And from 61®,.^
65. Therefore from 63®, 54® and 55®, .
57. And by fubtrafting the Equation in 64® >
from the Equation in 63®,.S
68. But by Conjh. in 28® ..^
69. Therefore from 67®and68®,
5.P
Chap,^^) .
.
^

'

34
v^''

Q, = E G *“|-* R.
,
T = S — G I.
R cr" S,
Q CT" T; and EG-j-<Rcr'.S — GI.
Q — T = EG -1- R -I- GI_S
*
EI r=' E G
GI.
p.
^ _ Fl ( p
c
^ — l _ HI
R —

70. Again, by
in 17®,.— C = EI»
71. And it hath been proved in 61®, that .
C = R — S.
72. Therefor the fumm of the Equations in
B = EI4- R-S.
and 71 gives.J
^
7l.■pKU^0ttk<m69'‘mi^^\(fcrAx.^.} CL-t = B. Which was to be Dem.
Chdp.z.J.S
Thirdly and laftly, that Q, R, S, T are in continual proportion I dcraonftrate thus;
74. • . . Re^j. demonfir.

•

•

•

•

•

.

Q.R::R.S::S,T.

Demonfiration.
75. By Confir. in 31®,.K . C ::
EG
•
R.
75, And by C««/r. in 29® and 33®, . .
EG — C=:K; andQ —R=EG,
77. And it hath been proved in 5i ®, that . . r
R — S = C.
78. Theretore from 7 J% yO” and 77°. by ex-? q^r_r::S . r_s ;; q_r . r.
changing equal right lines..*
79. Therefore trom the lalt preceding Analogy^
by the Theor, in 14® of FroH, 6. Chap, 7* ^ Q •
R
R •
S.
Q, R, S are
viz.J
80. Again, by Confir, in 32®, . .
• ,1. L
. GI ::
C . S.
81. And by Co»y?r. in 30®and 34®, . •
C—G1 = L} and S—T = GI.
82. And it hath been proved in 5i?, that .
R — S = C.
83. Therefore from 80®, 81® and 82®, by cx-? R_J5_5Z?f , S—-T
R—S . S
changing equal right lines,.\
84. Therefore from the laft preceding Analogy^
^
by the Theor. in 14® of Probl, 6. Chap.y,^ R
.
S
^
R, S, T are -H-, viz.
.... .3
^
85. Wherefore from 79® and 84®, f/rerpro^.i 1.7 b . r
r . S
S . T,
Elent. S*) • • • • • • *
•
•
*5 ..,
Which was to be demohdrated in the laft place. Therefore the Problem is fatisfied.

X.
A Re^angle F G H K being given by Pofition, to draw a right line
G N from G one of the angles oppofite to the Bafe F K, to cut the Bale
produced, fuppofein N , fo as to make the Triangle KLN (lying with¬
out the Retftangle ) equal to a given Spacej'^fuppofe the Square of the
right line D.
Probl.

H
i;
2.
3;
4.

FGHK is a □ given.
^ = FK or GH is given.
^
c = EG or KH h given.
d = D xbz fide of a Square given.

F K =
FG=
□D =
KN=

12
15
120
24

K L = 10

GN = 39
LN = 26
©L = 13
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Reef, to find
•.
5. KN a right line to be added to FK, fo, as FKN may be a ftrait line, and that
GN being drawn it may make aKLN = □ D.
Refolmion.
6. Put a for the defired increafe of the Bafe FK, vU.
K N.
7. Then becaufe A N K L and A N F G are eqiii-7
angular, thefe tides are Proportionals, ( pr prop.^.> F N . F G
KN
Rlem. 6.)
.. - . O
a .
8. That is, in the letters belonging to the Refolution, >
, c
•
•
■ 4*^- b
9. And becaufe ( per prop. 41. Elem. 1.) . .
C]KN,KL,=i: 2 AKLN.
10. Therefore from 8°, 9°, 4°, 5® and 6°, . . )> 4 x ^
11. Now to avoid an Equation between Solids,7
let it be made as c to d^ fo id to a fourth Pro-> c
.
d
portional, call it t, therefore.^
12. Whence, (per prep, j 6. Elem. 6.)
. .
ct — 7 dd.
15. Therefore from 10® and 12",

I. CA. 2) )> a x

a^b

:

.

.

.

7d

. , i.

=. ct.

14. Which Equation may be rcfolvcd into thefe >
Proportionals, viz..^ .......
.S
*
15-. And by drawing 4-1-^ as a common Fa61or
into each of the two latter Terms of the laft Ana¬
logy , this arifeth ,..
16. And by carting away the cqramon Faftor cJ ^
this Analogy arifeth,.5, ^
17. And from the lart Analogy, by Divifion of?
Reafon, , .
^
18. Therefore, by comparing the Reftangle of the/
extremes to theReftangle of the means, •
19. Which Equation may be refolved into this Ana- 7

logy,..

z A Kt LN.

idd

ca
4-

ca-i-cb

, .5“

ca.
a.

a.

But the laft Analogy doth manifertly confift of three Proportionals, whereof the
mean, to wit, ^th is given, asalfo t the difference of the extremes a and a — t^ there¬
fore the extremes feverally, the greater whereof'ia the defired increafe K N , lhall be given
alfo, per Trobl. 12. Chap. 5. and the Theorem in 24° of the hmeProbl. gives this following
CANON.

20.

.

.

^,..11 t •

.

r

. ,

■■ t !

Vii

^

I *

tb: 7= KR.
.

That is, in words,

Let it be made as F G the altitude of the given Re£f angle , to D the fide of the given
Square • fo 2D the double of the fame fide, to a fourth Proportional, which may be called T.
Then to the Square of half that fourth Proportional T, add theReftangle of T into FK
the Bafe of the given Re^angle, and extrat^ the fquare Root of the furara. Laftly ,Ahac
f^uirei^'oot added to half T, give? K]N the defired increafe of the Bafe.

-/ui.;

j Vi yj%ycompdJttion"bf the foredim Probl. lol

70

t;t]j

^

y.

- i.

-

O —_

d
» > 'i
• t I

■■■

' C-'

N

tr

Suppof.
21. F G H K is a □ given
22. D is the fide of a Square given.
Ret^. to find
23. KN a right line to be added to FK, fo, as FKN may be aifttiiit line, and that
G N being drawn, it may make A K L N = -O D.
^.

/
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. ?-■

24, By ProhL 8. Cbap.^* let it be made as FG to D, fo
2D to a fourth proportional line, fuppofe it be found
FG
D
T.
2D
T; therefore,.^
2$, By Probl. 9. Chap. 5. find a mean Proportional,;
T
M
M
FK.
as M, between T and F K , therefore . .
^ i’ii
26. Making M to be the mean of three Proportionals,7
• :7
and T the difference of the extremes, find the extremes/
T ; -M
feverally, (per Probl. 12. Chap. 5.^ the greater > A
M . A.
whereof fuppofe to be A, then the Icffer (hall be(
'i
' f' j t.
A — T, therefore.3
• ili
That is, in 19® thelaft flepof the Refolution , . . }> 4 — r .
. ^a.
27. Produce FK tofuchapoint N, that KN may be equal to the right line A found out
in 26®, and draw G N j fo (hall A K L N be equal to the Square of the given line D »
as was required. But that aKLN = □ D, the following Demonftration, forth'd
out of the preceding Refolution by a repetition of the fteps thereof in a backward
(not direft) order will make manifeft.
28. . * , Re^. dmonjir..AKLN=aD.
t

Demonjhratiort.
, M :: M
'29. By
in 26® and 27®, . .J> kN — T
That is, in 19® the laft ftep of the 7
^^
. *Jth ;;
Refolution,.\
30 Th«eforcfcomt9»,fp»-^.?.i7.?
-.C*.KN = o M.
31. Likewife fromtheCo»y?r.in2 5®,. .
32. Therefore from 3o»and 3p

KN.
4.

. . aT,FK= oM,
_ qt.KN = □ T,FK.

That is, in 18®,.J>
aa —
ta
=
t b.
33. Therefore from 3 2®,(per
14.7
_.j.
^
T :: FK . KN.
JEtleu^.
• • • • • • •^
That is, in 17®, . . . . . ^
a — t
. f
, b ■ .
34. And ftom33% byCompofition?
. .T :: W^ + EK . kk
of Reafon .^
4.
That is, in 16®,..
a
t
3f. And from 34°, by laWng in thej
^
bFG,KN+aF(5,Fk . aFGiKN,
the common altitude F G , . .5
^
That is, in 15 ®,.^ 4 . r ::
ca •4- cb
.
ca.
35. And becaufe aNKLand aNFG >
are equiangular, therefore (
FN . FG :: KN : ^ " KL.^
prop.
Plow. 6. _) • • • • 3
.
.u
,
37. Andconfeqaently,(perpref.i5.7 aFMKL = aFG,KN.
Elem.6.) ..... -S
.
38. Thereforefrora grand 37% by7
^ j .. QFG,KN+aFG>K - aFN,KL.
exchanging equal Rectangles, . >
39. And from 38®, by rejeaing the 7
‘
“
the common altitude KN4^FK,> KN • T :: FG .' KL.
that is, F N, ,..%
ca
That is, in 14®, . . . . . j>
a*\~b
40. Therefore from 39®,(perprap.i6»
OKN.KL
=-□
FG,T.
"<
£ lem. 6.)
That is, in 13®, • ... .J> 4^ X
A.
= et.
41. And becauie from the Confir. in 7
a-^b
y ( per prop. 16. Elem. 6.)
• • 20Dr= dJFG,T.
42. Therefore from 40® and 41®,? oKkRl- == aoD* !; :
(ferjix i.Chap.z.)

.

.

.

That is, in I o®, -.^ 4 x
43. But (perprop. 41, f/ew- i. ^

la

jj

\

•=. 2dd.

CDKNjKL cs iAKLN.

ffi’

44. There-

I

/

1
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44. Therefore from 4i“ and 43%
I.2J
2AKLN — 2 □ D.
45'. Therefore from 44®, ( per Ax. 21. Chap. 2. ^
.
.J>
AKLN=:nD.
Which was to be demonftr. Therefore that is done 'which the Problem required.

Prohl.

X1.

In a given Triangle to inferibe a Re(5langle equal to a given Red¬
angle, But the right line arifing by the Application of the given Red'
angle to the Bafe of the given Triangle , muft not exceed a quarter of
the Perpendicular falling upon that Bafe • and confcquently the double
of the Redangle muft not be greater than the Triangle.
^ote.' By the Bafe of the Triangle given in this Problem , is meant fuch a fide as hath
not an obtufe angle at either of its ends within the Triangle; for ’tis eafie to conceive,
that if the Triangle be obtufangled at the Bafe, a Redangle cannot be inferibed within
the Triangle, fo, as that the Bafe of a Rcdangle may be a fegment of the Bafe of the
Triangle, and all the angular points of the Redangle lye in the fides of the Triangle.

Suppof.
1. C D E is a A given.
2. h = CD the Bafe is given, and neither
C nor
D is obtufe.
3. ;> = E K the Perpendicular is given.
4. D ST, and the fides thereof, to wit, SV and SQ are given.
r =

r= CL or DN is given 5 whence, □ CN = O ST.

Req. to inferibe
6. F G H O a □ within the A C D E , with condition that
7. a F G H O may be equal to □ S T.
; Refolmion,
»

S. Put a for the altitude of the Redangle requi- >
ted, vizt.
.
•
• • • • .
t'S
9. Which altitude fubtraded from the Perpendi- ?
cular EK, leaves El, therefore from ^ ® and 8®, >
10. It is raanifeft by the Lemma, prefixt before?
Probl. 11, Chap. J. thit
.
.
. . . .S
11. Therefore ( from 3 °, 9° and 2®,)' in the let- ?
ters belonging to the Refolution, . j . . . >
12. And becaufe according to the import of the?
Problem,.. . . . .^
j 3. Therefore ( from 8®, 11 ®, 2® and 5 °,) in the ?
letters of the Refolution,..5
14. Which laft Equation is reducible to this Ana-5
logy, ( per prop, 14. Eiem. 6.) .
. .5
Iy. Theretorefrom 11 ® and 14®, (per prop,.ii.^
Llem. 5 • ^ • •
• •
• . “ ♦■v.! . . - . ^

4 = FG = KI = OH.
f

p — 4 = E I.
EK .

p

El

,

::

a i:

CD .

,
h

GH.

hp —ha
-•
p

.

□ FG,GH = □ ST, or a CD,CL.

^

hp — ha^

I

a X —L—- = hr.
hp~ ha
■'

"

' *

*.

'

0

P
r.

Which
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16. Which laft Analogy gives this Equation, (per prop. 16.
Elem. 6.).V . . ,
. , .
17. And that Equation may be refolved into thefe Pro-7
portionals, ( per prop. ^4. Elem. 6, ).^ P — a . ^pr v. ^pr

a.

Of which three Proportionals the mean^ to wit, ^pr is given, as alfo p the furara
of the extremes, therefore the extremes feverally, (to wit, KI and E I, or E B and
K B, the fegments of the Perpendicular E K,) fliall be given alfo, ( by Probi. 13. Chap. 5.)
and the Theorem in 21 ° of the fame Probl 13. gives this following
C'A NO N.

RedangIC} fo the other fide of the fame Redangle , to a fourth Proportional, which may
be called r. Secondly, from the Square of half the Perpendicular falling upon the faid
j, '“otrad the Redangle made of the faid' Perpendicular and fourth Proportional r.
Thirdly, extrad the fquarc Root of the remainder. Fourthly, add and fubtrad the faid
jquarcRoot to and from the faid half Perpendicular. the fumm and remainder fliall be
fegments of the Perpendicular, either of which may be taken for the altitude of the Red¬
angle required to be inferibed. Laflly, the Bafe of the Redangle fought is equal to the
right line arifmg by the Application of the given Redangle to the altitude before tound.
This Canon may be propounded in the form of a Theorem, which may eafily be demon(Irated by a repetition of the fteps of the preceding Refolution in a dired ( not retrograde )
the Canon for granted I lhall proceed to the Compofition
of the Problem , lor the etfeding whereof, *tis necelfary that the given quantities be qualified
according to the tenour of this
^
Determination,
ip. The right line arifing by the Application of the given Redangle, to theBafe of the
given Triangle, muft not exceed a quarter of the Perpendicular falling upon that Bafe: and
confequently, the double of the Redangle muft not be greater than the Triangle.
Which Determination fhews it felf openly in the Canon,7
where it appears, that to the end there may be apoffibility > pr not C7“ -pp
of fubtrading
from
, ’tis necelTary that ...\
Andconfequently, by dividing each part by/>,' ... . ^ r not ct"
And by doubling each part,.> 2rnot cr ip.
.>

not z- ipb.

The Compofition of the foregoing Probl. 11.

M

B
C

W

F

N

K

0

z

O

Sft/pef,
20, C O £ IS a A given.

•• .
21. CD the Bafe is given j and neither <|C

nor

X X

is obiafe.

22. £K
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22. EK the Perpendicular is given.
23. nST, and the Tides thereof, to wit, SV and SQ are given.
24. CL = DN =
25. CL not cr- tL K.

is given, (ferProbl. 8. Chap ^.)
( Determination, )

Req, to inferibe
25. DFGHO in aCDE, fo, that DEG HO = □ ST.
ConJirHSiion.
27. Bv Prohl,Q- Chap.s> find a mean Proportional, as M, between E K and C L, therefore,
^
EK . M :: M . CL.
28. By Prokl, 14. Chap,
cut E K into two fuch parts in I, that M (before found) may
be a mean Proportional between the parts, which effeftion is podible if M be not
greater than t E K 5 but that M is greater than t E K, 1 prove thus;
By the Determination in 25®,.J» C L not cr" 4EK.
Therefore by drawing E K into each part,.h GIlEK,CL not ct" :JaEK.
But from the Confir. in 27®, (per prop. 17. Elem. 6.) . .
C3 EK,CL = □ M.
Therefore from the tvvo laft preceding fteps, ( per Ax. 4. ? ^
not CT* " □ EK.
Chap. 2. J..
S
Therefore by extrafting the fquare Root out of each part, . h M not c- f EK.
Which was to be proved. Therefore’tis poffible to cut EK into two fuch parts, that
M fhall be a mean Proportional between them • fuppofe then it be done, ( per Prohl 14.
Chap, f. ) and that the parts are E ; and KI, therefore El -1- Kl = EK. Alfo,
EI(orEK —KI). M :: M . KI.
That is, in 17®, . . . . p — a
. ^pr :: Vp*" •
2 y. Then fet either of the faid parts of E K, fuppofe the greater part, from K to I; and
by the point I, draw GIH parallel to CD. Laftly, from the points G and H let fall GF
and H O Perpendiculars to the Bafe C D • fo fiiall F G H O be the incrihed Re^angle
required. But to make it trvauifeft that the faid Reftangle will fatisfie the Problem, two
.things are to be proved, vi^. Firft, that all the angles of the quadrilateral Figure FGHO
are right angles j and then that the faid ReOangle is equal to the given Reftangle SQJV.
30. . . . Req. demonfir, , , ..FGHO is a CU.
Demonfiration,
31.
32.
33.
34.

By Tow^r.in 29®,..
.^ GHlIFO.
_
Alfo by Conftr in 29®,.^ GF and HO areXF^
Therefore, ( per defin, 10, Elem. \ .) . . .
.
<^GFO~^ —^^HOF.
Therefore from 31“,
3
(perprop. 29. Elem.
FG HO is O
Which was to be Demondr.
It remains to prove that aFG,GH(thatis,nFH) = aST; but that equality will
be manifeft by the following Demonfiration, form’d out of the preceding Refolution by
a retrograde repetition of the fleps thereof.
37. , .

. Req. demonfir,.□FG,GH Ghatis,DFH) = □ST,
Demonfiration,

35. By Confir. in 28®,
.
..^
That is, in 17®, . • • • ^.^
37. And from 22®, 29® and 34®, . . . . J>
38. Therefore from 36® and 37®, . . . .^
39. And from 38®, (perprop. 17. Elem. 6,)
40. Likewife from the Confir, in 27®,
. . .
41. Therefore from 39® and 40°, (per Ax. i.?
chap .2.)
.
.
.
.
. • ...aj
That is, in 16®,
42. Therefore from 41®, f per prop. 14. Elem. 6.) J>
That is, in 15®,.. . . . ^
43. By Confir. in 29®,
. .
•.
-

V

EK-KI

p—4

.

M

::

M

.

KI.

. ^pr ;; ^pr . a.

FG = KI.
EK-FG . M ::
M . FG.
□ EK,FG, — □ FG = □ M.
. . . . □EK,CL = aM.
□ EK,FG, — □ FG = □ EK,CL.

.

pa

— 44=

EK . EK-FG

p .

p—-<*

GH 11 CD.

pr.

:: FG

. CL

-.'.a

, r.

44. There-

Chap, p*
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44. Therefore by the Lemma prefixt before^ EK EK-FG
CD
GH.
VrobL 11. Chap. 7.
El ,
bp — ba
That is, in 11°,
11 °,.* • }> P
45. Therefore from 4 2° and 44'’, ('fro;. II.
P
:
CL
FG
GH.
Hew. 5.;.^ FG
CL :: CD
46. And from 45% (per prop. i6. Elem. 6. ) .{> OFG, GH = DCD, CL.
47. But from the Conftr.\m^° ^ . . . .}>...[II3ST=CIlCD, CL.
•

'•V

□FG.GHOhatis.DFH) = aSn
Which was to be Demonftr. Therefore that is done which the Problem required.
49. Note. If KB be made equal to El, then (hall EB be equal to IK, (by reafon of the
common interfegment IB,) and confequently EK is cut in B as well as in I,.according
to the import of the preceding Conftruftion in .2 8°, Therefore if by the point B
a parallel be drawn to the Bafe CD, as X B Y, and from the points X and Y, perpen¬
diculars be let fall upon CD, as XW and Y Z, the inferibed □ WY, that is, W X YZ
lhall be alfo equal to the given Redangle S T, that is, S C^T V, and the Demonftration may be formed as before, by taking KB or W X inftead of K I. So two Red¬
angles are inferibed in the given A C D E, each of which is equal to the given Redangle
SQJV.
Examples in Numbers to illnjlrate the preceding Refolution of Probl. 11.

A

yo

5*
5^

CD = 168 the Bafe
CE = " 7 I the leggs I of

DE

\

C ® E, are given feverally.

Tides of OST, therefore CDST

545T □ FH = □ S T = i58o.
5^ E K X C D.

I d8a.
‘

'

Re^ to find in Numbers,

rw
o ^
5 8* G
H “
or E
F O,

° f
Solution Arithmetical.

yy. E K = 45 , found out by the three Tides of A C D E given in 50% y l%
the help of Theor. 4. in 68® of Probl. 8. Chap. 8.
60.
61.
62.
63.

KI
I E
FG
GH

—
=
=
=

50
15
30
y6

, by

7 found out by the Canon in 18® of this Problem.

S
== Kl, found out in 60®.
:= FO, given from 55® and 62®. For
= 56.
The Proof.
_ \
64. aFG,GH = 1680 =: aSVjSQ, (= IZlST.) Alfo,
,
5 15 (or 49 —30) . %6 :: 45 . id8; that is,
• *1 El (or EK-KI) . GH :: EK . CD.
66. Therefore by the converfe of the Lemma prefixt before Probl. 11, Chap* 'jl
GH ii CD. Alfo G and H are in C£ and D£« .
Xx 2

:
V

,
Another
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•
Another Examfle.
tfy. Again, the fame A G D E and its Tides being given in numbers as before in jo®, 51 *
■ and ^2°, you will find ( by the like Operation as in Example i.) XW = 15 =:YZ,
and XY = 112 = WZ; whence the Area of O X Z is 1680, Which is the fame
with the Area of CD ST prefcribed in Example i. And that the Redtangle XZ or
WXYZ is infcribed in aCDE, may be proved in like manner as before in 65® and 56®.

.

'

Prohl.

XII.^

Within a giveti Reftangle to make a Redlangle, with this condition,
that there may be an equal parallel diftance between their tides • and
that the Space lying between the hdes of both the Rectangles may be
to the infcribed ReCtangle in a given Reafon.

r c
-■ ...
1

:6

V

F
/ ■

j

-- j'U’"

* -T

B C — 440
BA = 46(3
R =

2

S ~

9

F G = 400

E

A.

"W

.H
*v

F E =
FI

=

3<^o
20 =: GX

Snppof.

B C D is a □ given,
= BC =*AD is given.
= B A = C D is given.
<
cr“ c.
h ^ c = BC — BA is given.
r and s the Terms of a given Reafon.
Re^. to make
7. iZD E F G H within the CD A B C D in fuch manner, that
8. FI = GX = HL m EN. Alfo, that
9. CD BC,B A — CD FG,FE . CDFQFE :: r , s.
Prepar. '
10. By viewing the Diagram, and reflefting upon >
what is given and required, it will be evident that b
^
\
•)
11. Likewife,.. BA — FEq-2GX(2FI.)
12. And by fubtradling the Equation in 11 ° from } BC — BA — FG
VE ( — d'i
that in 10®, this remains,. . . .
~
v—
13. Whence kis raanifeft that the difference between the length and breadth of theRe(Rangle required to be infcribed is given j for 'tis equal to the difference between the length
and breadth of the given CDABCD; , ' ’ ?.> • '
^
^ Refolfition.
14. Put a, for the fhorter fide of the required ReA-)
__ f F — h r
angle E F G H,
.S ^
^
'
‘4°. fh' long'll a^d( = TGA
lidc (nAil D€ • • • • • • • *,* * *3
15. Therefore from 14® and 15°:, the Area of?
, ,,
r-iccr'ii A
^
**f *f •
_ vi
I
►4*^
( T
L
£ r xJ
y
D E F G H js equal to.• • 3
*
17. And from 2® and 3® the Area of the given? , f— cdABCD').Reftangle is . ^
. . , . .J
^
I„8. And by fubtraairtg the Area in i6» from that?
—j^c_bFGCHDEA.)
in 17°, there will remain . . ’ 4 . . ' - .y
^
19. Theref©r6frotn^9% i8°and
thejenour of the Pfoblett),thisAnal6gy larifethj'fc^i*. >
20. There*
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A
h
<7
^

I

It

I;

-

..-j
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20. Therefore from 19°,by Compofition of Reafon, |>
j
he
aa
da.
21. Now to avoid an Equation between Solids, let
it be made as r -j- / to j, fo ^ to a fourth Pro¬
. /
portional, call it/, therefore.^
22. Therefore from 20° and ii°j(per prop.ii,El.$.))>
he
aa
da.
23. And this Analogy, by reafon of the common?
he
Faftor c is evident, (perprop. i. Elem.6.)
A2q. Theretore from 22"* and 23°, (per prop, u. p ,
, ,
.
Elem.s-)..
:: he ■ fi25. Therefore from 24® , f per prop. 14. Elem.
aa
da = fc.
z6. Which Equation may be refolved into thefe?
Proportionals, viz..3 ^
* *’
Of which three Proportionals the mean, to wit, ^fc is given, as alfo d the difference
of the extremes 4
^ and a, therefore per Prohl. i 2. Chap. 5. the extremes fhall be given
feverally, (which are the Tides of the Reftanglc required to be inferibed}) and the Theorem
in 24" of the laid Prohl. i 2. gives this following
CANON.
—\d17

V: \dd ^ fci “{->

EF.
FG.

viz., in words,

Make r+j thefuramof the Terms of the given Reafon the firft of four Proportionals,
j the latter of thofe Terms thefecond Proportional, BG or AD the longer Tide of the '
given Reftangle the third Proportional, and to thofe three find a fourth, which may be
called /. Then to the Square of half the difference between the length and breadth of
the given Re^angle, add the Rectangle made of the faid fourth Proportional and the faid
breadth. Then to and from the fquare Root of that fumm, add and fubtraft the faid half
difference, To fiiall the fumm and remainder made by that addition and fubtraftion be the
dcfired length and breadth of the Rc^angle to be inferibed. which length or breadth being
fubtraaed from the length or breadth of the given Retftanglc, the half of the remainder
IS the parallel diff ance between the fides of both the faid Redangles.
An Example in Numbers ^ to illujirate the preceding Kefolution of Probl. 11.
Suppof
-8. BC _ 440 ^
Rcftangle A BCD.
29. BA = 400
R =
2
a'',0.
^ the Terms of the given Reafon.
S =
9
3»
Ke^. to make
3CD E F G H within the n A B C D, in fuch manner, that
33. FI == GX - HL = EN.
Alfo,
34. CDBC,BA —[ZDFG,FE . (ZlFG,FE :: R . S

:;

2

.

p.

Solution Arithmetical.
35- CDBCjBA = 176000, from 28° and 29®.

37* FE

^
38. CDFG,FE = 144000, from 36° and 37®.
39. [ZlBCjBA — □ FG,FE = 3 2000 , from 3

’7°.
and 3 8®.

The Proof.
.40. R . S :: □ BC,BA — □FG,FE . □ FG,FE,
41. 2 . 9 ;;
32000
.
144000,
42. FI = 20rcGX = HL=EN the parallel diftance.

'

Another reaj of refolving the preceding Probl. 12.
43. The fame things being given and required as before,?
let a be put for the fide of a Square equal to the in-^ aa = a EFGH,
feribed Reftangle, therefore . ..3
44. From 2® and 3® the Area of the given Re£^:angle is f
4j. Therefore the difference of thofe Reftanglcs is « h he]— aa*

46. There-

J^athsifidticdl B^^folution dtid Cotfipojttion*
46. Therefore according to the lenour of the Problem >

this Analogy arifeth

^

^

Book IV.
^

^

..*»*,*

47. Whence, by Corapofition of Reafon, this Analogy^

arifeth, which gives the Area of the Reftangle to be ^ r -j-' ^
inferibed, .
. . • ^.
From the laft Analogy arifeih CANON 2.

•

s

•t

he

. aa,

As the fumm of the Terms of the given Reafon is to the latter Term, fo is the Area
of the given Reaangle to the Area of the inferibed Reaanglej therefore the Area of the
inferibed Rectangle is given alfo. Then the Area of the inferibed Redangle being given,
as alfo the difference of the fides, ( for this difference, as before hath been (hewn in 13 ,
is equal to the difference of the Tides of the given Redangle,) the Tides ffiall be given
feverallyby Vrobl. i. of this Chapter. And laftly , the length of the inferibed Rcaangle
being fubtradted from the length of the given Reaangle, or the breadth trom the breadth,
the half of the remainder is the parallel diftance between the fides of both the Reaangles.
This Canon may be exemplified by the numbers given in the preceding Examf. i. And
in regard theCompofition of this Problem according to cither of the faid ways of Refolution will not be difficult to him that underftands the preceding Problems of tliis Chapter,
I ihall wave the CompoTition, and leave it as an exercife to the induftrious Learner.

Probl. XIII.

A Nobleman having made choice of a plot of ground for the making of
a Garden of pleafure, gives diredion to a Surveyor to trace Out a Rect¬
angle 3 or long-Square, whofe length and breadth fhall be equal to two
given" right lines B C and B A. Alfo to make another long-Square
within the former, in luchmanner, that there may be an equal parallel
diftance between the Tides of both the faid long-Squares. Moreover,
the Nobleman’s defign is, that the fpace lying between the Tides of both
the long-Squares Ihall be funk perpendicularly, to make a Mote or Ditch
whofe depth fhall be equal to a given right line S, and the breadth thereof
fuch, that the earth digged out of the intended Ditch being layd upon
the faid interiour long-Square as aBafe, may be capable of raifing a redangular Mount whole altitude Ihall be equal to a given right line R.
The Queftion is, to find out the length and breadth of the interiour longSquare , as allb the breadth of the Ditch, that is, the parallel diftance
between the Tides of both the long-Squares.
«

AW

V

Suppof.
1. BC = AD, 7 the Tides of O A BCD are feverally given.

2. BA=CD,b
2.

4,

R = a right line given for the height of the defired Mount.
S
a right line given for the depth of the defired Mote or Ditch.

to find
<, F G, or E H , the length of the interiour □ E F G H.
4. E E, or H G, the breadth of the faid CD E FGH,

7. FI =
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7* FI=GX — HL=:EN the parallel diftance.
8 RxaEFGH=:Sx Plane B F G C D H E A.

.

ConjiruBioH.
By the preceding Probl. 12. let a Rectangle or long-Square be made within the given
a A B C D, in fuch manner, that there may be an equal parallel diltance between their
lides, and that the Space lying between the fides of both Re^anglcs may have fuch
proportion to the inferibed Reaangle, as the given right line R, (preferibed for the height
of the Mount,) hath to the given right line S , ( prefenbed for the depth of the Ditch.)
Now fuppofe that by the (aid 11*'’ Problem the Q E F G H is fo made within the
□ABC O, that the fides of the otre keep an equal parallel diftance to the fides of the other,
viz.. F'l — G X = H L ~ E N } and that as R is to S, fo the interval or Plane
BFGCDHEA, tolhenEFGH. Then it will be manifeft ( per prop. 54.
Elem I 10 that RxaEFGH( which is equal to the Solidity of the Mount,) is
equal to S x Plane BFGCDHEA, ( which is equal to the folidiiy of the Ditch j)
as was required.
The quantities of the length and breadth of the inferibed Reftajigle ( or Bate of
the Mount, ) as alfo of the parallel diftance ( or breadth of the Ditch ) may be fotfnd out
in numbers by either of the Canons ot the preceding Probl. 12. and for the greater evidence,
I lhall here add
An Example in Numhers, to illufirate the preceding Conjiru^ion cf Probl. i j.'
Snppof.
10. BC = 440 ^ the fides of the given □ A B C D.
It. BA = 400
the given altitude of the Mount to be raifed perpendicularly upon
R =
2
12
I—I E p G pi
1^,

5
S

—

9 F the given depth of the Ditch BFGCDHEA.
9

to find out in Numbers,
14. FG and F E the fides ot □ E F G H.
Alfo,
ly. Fl = GX — HL rrENihe parallel diftance; with condition alfo, that
15. RxaFGjFE may be equal to S x Plane BFGCDHEAi
Solution Arithntettcal.
17. FG = 400
18. FE = 360
19. FI = 10

found out by the quantities given in 10®, 11
12 ®, 13 ®, according
to the preceding Conftruflion in 9® of this Probl. 13.
The Proof,

20.
21.
ti.
23.
24.

□ FG,F£ == 144000, the Area of □ EFGH, viz., the Bafe of the Mount,
R X 0*FG FE = 2S8000, the Solid content of the Mount.
□ BG,BA- □ FG, FE = ^loooy the Area of BFGCDHEA.
»
S X Area of BFGCDHEA — 288000, the Solidity of the Ditch.
R X □ FG,FE =r vS X Plane BFGCDHEA = 288000 j as was required.

within a given Reftangle A EF B to make a Reftangle C G H D,
with this condition, that after the right Imes E G and H F are drawn,
the Spaces C GH D, EGHF, HDBFandGCAE may be equal
to one another, and confequently every one of them equal to a fourth
part of the given Reifanglc A E F B,
Suppof.
A E F B is a
24 IE = LF
3- EM=: FK
4- IL r= GH
S* g r=: A B
/=AE
6
I.

,

□
=
=
=
=r
=

given.
AC = DB.
HL = IG.
CD.
E F is given.
BF!s given.
Rta.

I
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to make
7. aCGHD =:EGHF =:HDBF = G.CAE = ^aAEFB.
Refolmion,
8. Put.4 = CD = GH = IL.
9. Then bccanfc EF — IL = IE
LF, ’lis >
11: , r r
manifeftfrora
5" and 8% that ’ . .
4 — Ih^^LF.
10. And becaufe by Sitppof. in 2® IE=: LF, ) ^
^
_
the half of the Equation in 9® gives . . S
^^
^
11. And the fumm of the Equations in 8® and > ,
t .
10“ gives
.A
+
= IF == EL12. Then fuppofing □ CG H D to be equal >
i&. = HD = BK.
to ^ O A E F B, that is, ■^fg* let
be di- y
4
vided by 4, that is,GH,and the Quotient gives Sy
13. And becaufe BF — BK =:KF,byfubtrading ^tifrom/, that is, BKfrom BF,^

f-M. = K

LH.

there will remain.
14. ' Now the Problem requires that . . . )> OIF.KF fthat is, EGHF) = -^aAE.EF.
15. That is, in the letters belonging to the7
-jj^
Refolution, ( as appears by the 11*” and 13*^ > ig -4- »<« ^ f --^ = ~fg.
fteps,).^
^
16. Which laft Equation maj^ be refolved into i
t
/. /ihefe Proportionals, vit..^
x*
17. And by doubfing the two firft Terms of I
1
that Analojyv.
this
arifeth
.
'viz.,
.
.
.
\
^"*
^
Analogy,
, vU,
« J

/. /- i.

, I . Hl.

1 8. Whence by Gonverfion of Reafon, .
4
tr4-^
ip. And by drawing 4 into^eachof the two)
latter Terras of the laft preceding Analogy, > ^ + 4
/«
20. And by dividing each of the two latter
Terms of the Analogy in 19® by/, this
z + 't
4£arifeth ,
.
21. Whence, by comparing the Reffangle of
the means to the Redangle of the extremes,
=
+
this Equation arifeth, viz. , .
.
i
22. And by fubtrading ^ga from each part of ?
44 + -^ga :
■iZZthe Equation in 21®, this arifeth , viz, . 5
2 3. Which laft Equation may be refolved into ? - t x• .t/
thefe Proportionals, viz.>
’T’ 4^ •
*•
•
•
t
24. But of thofe three continual Proportionals, the mean, to wit,
is given, as alfo \g
the difference of the extremes 4
^g and 4, therefore the extremes lhall be given feverally, (per Probl, tz. Chap, $.) the leffer of which (hall be equal to the defired line
CD, ( = GH = IL,) reprefented by a in the precedent Refolution of this Pro¬
blem : And the Theorem in 2 4® of Probl. 12. Chap. 5. gives this following

^gg

'r*
i-

Iga,

CANON,
. . . .^4 = ^/‘.%%gg'. 7-|^^=:CD = GH = 1L
I

That is, in words i
To the Square of one eighth part of the Bale ( that is, either of thcfidcs) of the given
Redanglc, add a quarter of the Square of the fame Bafe, and from the fquare Root of the
fumm fubtrad one eighth part of the faid Bafe; the remainder lhall be that fide of the re¬
quired Redangle which is a fegraent of the Bafe of the given Redangic. Whence the reft
of the lines in the Diagram belonging to this ^rohl, 14. lhall be given alfo.

25. It is evident, that no Term of any Analogy or Equation in the foregoing Refolution
exceeds the dimenlions of a Square, and therefore the forming of the Compolition of
this Problem by a retrograde repetition of the fteps of the Refolution will not be difticult
to him that underftands the Refolutions and Compofttions of the precedent Problems of
this

%

I -
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this Chapter; waving therefore the Geometrical EfFeaion and Demonftraiion I null
apply the Canon before expreft to the Arithmetical Solution of the Problem propoun-

^ j4» Example in Nmhers , to illufirate the preceding Refolniion of Probk 14.

'

Suppof

.

27

E

AEFB isaO, whofeBafeis AB>

I

X.

C

D

F

and altitude A£.
28. AB = 10 — EFis given.
29. AE = 5 :== B F is given.
30. E M =: F K = H L = I G.
31. IE =rLF=:AC=r: DB.J
Req. to find in numbers,

quantities of the lines CD (= IL,) IE, (r= LF,) HD, (= BK.) FK,(= HL,)
With this condition^ that the Area of every one of tliefe four Spaces, to wit, □ CGHD,
^
^
H D B F and G C A E may be equal to a quarter of the Arca^of the given
Rectangle A E F B , viz..

J». The

OCGHD = EGHF = HDBF = GCAE = 15 ~ ^ rn A F F B,
Solhtion Arithmetical.
33. From 2 8% by the Canon in 2 5 ®, you will find J>
^ = CD
GH =: IL
34. And by fubtraaing
- 4 from 10, that;
V^fi = lE+LF.
is, 1L from E F , there will remain .
. .£
33. Andbecaufe IE = LF, the half of "*"4—^
LF = KH.
gives
35 And the fumra of the numbers in 3 3° and 35°? iii
makes.r
a
V ^4 = IF = EL.

.

37. Then by dividing 13 the Area of aCGHD,
that is,
of do the Area of CD A E F B , by^
^/^f6 — 4 j that is, CD, the Quotient gives ',
38. And by fubtraaing ^
from 6 , that?
is, BK from BF, there will remain
• •

t H-

^

= DH

^

So in the fix laft preceding fteps the quantities of all the lines fought by ProhL 14.
are found out in numbers. but that they will fatisfie the condition preferibed in 2 2°, will
be evident by
.
The Proof.
39. The Produa of
That is, . . .

—
CD

into
into

That is..J F

into
into

40. The Produa of
41. The Produa of
That is, . .

■^
BK

O into
into

^

Dti

_ 15,
— CGHD.

FK

= If.
== EGHF.

~ cdhdbk.

ya
/.4Ai
I
42. The Produa of.—Vf’doo into
AHKF.
That is,.fKF
into
43. The fumm of the Produas in?
„
r—irTT-kotri
4t» and
makes .
. . .f • f = ^ H D BK + A HKF ==: H D B F.

44. And from 27°, 30°, 31° and p GCAE = HDBF =15.
43 >
•
..-^3
.
45. Thereiore from 39®, 40°, 43° and 44®, ’tis evident that
aCGHDrr: EGHF=HDBF=iGCAE — ij=^aAE,FB.
Which was to be done. All which Calculations will be evident to him that underfiands
the Arithmetick of Surd-numbers, handled at large in Chap, 9. Book^ II. of this Trcatife.
Y y
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Trol^L XV.
The Bafe, Perpendicular and Proportion of the leggs of a plain Tri¬
angle being feverally given, to find out the Triangle. But the given
lines muft be fubjed to the Determination hereafter exprelt.
Note. There is more than enough given in this Problem, unlcfs it requires a Triable
that hath either unequal acute angles, or elfe anobtufe angle at the Bale j m thenrlt or
ihofe Cafes the Perpendicular falls within the Triangle, in the latter without j but the
following Refolution may be applied to each Cafe.

.X

N

A

D C

Suppof.
I. A A C N is acute-angled at the ends of the Bafe A C.
2*. A A C X is obtufe-angled at C, the end of the Bafe A C.
3. b

AC the Bafe is given.

4 p = ND=:XYthe Perpendicular is given.
5. r and i are the given Terms of the Proportion of the leggs, viz,
r . j :: AN . NC
AX . XC.
6. r ZT' s.

.

. .

Kea to find the Triangle.
Refolution,

7. Put a for the diftance from the foot of^
a — DA or YA.
the Perpendicular to the remoter cnd^
of the Bafe, viz, fuppofe . • *
S. Therefore from 3° and 7°,the diftance^
or 4 '— ^5 viz.
from the foot of the Perpendicular to^
or YC.
the nearer end of the Bafe is . . .
iha-\-bb (■=
□ DC
aa
o. The Square of which diftance is .
. r—
ir
a n^or
' T-V A
V A
10. The Square of the diftance in 7° is;>
□ D A or □ Y A.)
II. The Square of the given Perpendicu
^^j^Q^pXY.)

□ YC.)

-7

1“

12. By pro;. 47.-E/m/1.^ ° ^ ^

° v

nCY

13. Likewife,.^ p YC 4- □ ^ X (□ ND) — □ CX.
14. Therefore from 9°» II I
t
/
\
the Square of the lefter legg , m theV aa^iba^bb + ppi—nC^ or dCX.)
letters of the Refolution, is . . .3
_ . ,
^t
1 5. Again, by prop. 47i. . .
D D A + □ ND = □ AN.

Likewife/. . . • •
17. Therefore from 10% 11% M

•> □YA+oYX(oND) = aAX.
ajid? aa>\-pp ( = □ AN or □ AX.)

' 16% the Square of the greater legg is J
,1 8. And confequently the greater legg is ^

19. Andfrom !4%ihe lefter Icggjs

.

( — AN or AX.)
y; aa-^ iba-\-bb-\-pp'. (=:CNorCX.)

-7

20. Therefore from
*9% ac
cording to the tenour of the Problem, S
2 I. ThereforeTrom 20° , f per prop. 22. ?
Elem.6.).'
\
22. Now in order to find out an Equation l
wherein the higheft Power of the line a]
fought may not exceed a Square; to r
and j find a third Proportional, which
may be called f, therefore, . . -J

^ .. y: ^4+p; : .

aa-iba-^rbb^pp:

I'l'

^

^ aa — 2ba^ bb-\-pp>

s

^

- ‘

*

I

s

.

t.

Oh^p. p*
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,23. Therefore from 22* ' y ( per Coroll, y
prop. 20, Elem. 6, )
•
• • • •3
24. Therefore from 21“ and 23®, ( perl
prop. \
Elem. •).) . • • • • • 3
25'. Therefore from 24°; by Converfion 7
of Reafon, . . . • • • • • J
26. Therefore inverfiy,
27. Let it be made as r — t to r , fo ^ to;?
a fourth Proportional, which may be >
called/, therefore,.j
28. Therefore from 26® and
y (per ?
prop. ii. Elem.
.S
29. And by drawing 2a — ^ as a com¬
mon Faftor into h and / feverally , this
Analogy is manifeft, (perprop.\,El,6 )
30. Therefore from 28° and 20®,
frop.o.Ekm.^.) . . . .
31. Therefore from 30°, f per prop. 14. >
EUm 5.; this Equa<ion arifeth, ^ f

rr

ss
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t.
aa

. .

.t w

2hA-\~ hh-^ pp,

»

aa -j- pp

2 ha — hh.

<2 ha—hh

aa
'i'’Cj

r—

/•

,

^

'

pp,
'1

f

iha —■ hh

^aa^pp.'
i

f
,
s

tu

iha — hh

1 ^
• »»+Pt ■■■
rt
1

=
32. Whence, by adding fh to each part, J> 2fa — aa -j- pp

2fa ^fh.
in

2fa—fh,

pp.

4“ fh,

33. And by fubtrading 44 from each part /
r
,
rr
of the laft Equation, th.s arifeth, . .?
= PP
;
34. Which lift preceding Equation may ^
^
, ,-r-77
,-f-7r
be converted into this Analogy, vul ^ ^f--W'-PP+fi- ■■ V'-PP+f^->•
35. But that Analogy doth manifeffly confift of three continual ProportionalsWhereof
the mean, to wit v": pp ^\-fh: is given, as alfo 2/ the, fumm ofi the extretnes. 2/— a
and a • therefore the extremes lEall be given feverally , ( by Probl. i 3. Chap. 5.) cither
of which may be taken for the'line 4 fought,
... .*•
Or,

= yAj
= /4- V://
4 -=f- V-ff— pp —fi = DA.

3^. From 34° and 33®'tis eafic to perceive that
pp-\-fh:
,
cannot be greater ihan/j
for the mean of three Proportionals never exceeds half the fumm of the extremes, ( as
hath been (hewn in 2 o® of Prohl. 13. Chap. 3. ) But the faid y': pp
fh; may foraetimes be equal to, andTometimes lels than /j to the end therefore there may be a poflibility of finding out a Triangle to fatisfie the Problem propounded, the given lines muff
be fubjeft to this following
I
Determination' y
V'PP^[-fh: not cr*/.
That is, in words,
Firft, if it be made as r to j, fo j to a third Proportional t. Secondly, as the excefs
of r above t, to r ; fo the given Bafe ^ to a fourth Proportional f. Then the fide of
a .Square equal to the fumm of the Square of the given Perpendicular p and the Rectangle
of f into b, mufi hot be gt'eater thaii /^ for when the faid fide happens to be greater than/,
’lis impofiible to find a Triangle qualified as the Problem.requires, by the help of the given
lines r, j, h and p.
' ”
■'
-. u
*•
This Determination'is difeovered by'the three Proportionals in 34®, which are rightly
inferr’d from the preceding Refolution . and fifice the Refolucion is clearly Geometrical
as well as Arithmetical, 1 fliall take the truth of the*T)etermination for granted.
3 7. It hath before been declared in 3 5.®, that the diftance fought,; which is reprefented by a
in the Refolution, may be cit[\iof the two right lines or extrtjme,Proportionals found
out in the faid
vvhi^twp right lines iwill be equal |o one another when
V-pP^\-~fh : =/, for then each of thofelines will be equal to/-, ( as is evident by the
Equations in 35°^) in which'Cafe, ‘there can but one Triangle b.e found out to folvc
the Problem, and that Triangle will always ibe obtuk-angled ai the Bafe. But when
it happens that
• “^/, then the faid-extreme Proportionals, (to wit, the values
of 4 in 39®,) will be unequal between themfelves and in this Cafe the Problem pro¬
pounded maybe folvcd by eitheif ofkhofe two right lines, ot extreme Proportionals,
^
Yy 2
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^iTtwo different Triingles may be found out wherein ihefe three things will be common,
to wit, the Bafe, the Perpendicular, and the Proportion of the leggs ■ of which Triangles,
that which is formed by the help of the greater of the faid tworightlines, (or extreme
Proportionals,) will always be obtufe-angled at the Bafe j bnt.the other Triangle form d
bv the help of the leffer of the faid two right lines .will fometimesbeobtule-angled at
the Bafefometimes acute-angled, and fometimes tight angled. .Now to dilcovec
which of thofe threeftinds of Triangles will happen, 1 (hall give three Rules, Which ptefuppofe the quantities of the given lines to be expreft by Numbers.
ShIc

38. If i2- + ^ c-/} but

1.

^ not c-/) then the leffer value of 4 in 35%

(that is /_ff_PP —greater than the Bafe b, and confequently the Tri¬
angle form'd by the help of the faid leffer value jhall be obtufe-angled,at the Bafe.
Rnle II.
39, If iL 4-

b “3/i then the leffer value of 4 in 3

is lefs than the Bafe, and coa-

fequently the Triangle formM by the help of the faid leffer value (hall ^be acute-angled
at the Bafe.
Mule

111.

40. li ^^b =fi then the leffer value of ^ in 3 5 ° is equal to the Bafe, and confequentlyVihe Triangle form’d by the help of the faid jefler value ffiall be right-angled at the Bafe.
Theiruth.of
may be demonftrated thus;

41: . . .

Rt<i. dtmnfir. .

. . /-•• c" i, as is affirmed in Wm.
Bemonfiration,

tion in 36° fficws to be poflible,) it follows that ^
47. Likewife by fubtraaing tfb from each part?
in 46°, . • . • ..f* L
48. And by extraaing the fquare Boot out of each ^ y

^ ^

_
fp—fb:

49rAnd bVadding b to each part in 48°, . . . \> f cr- V-ff-pp—fl: +
50. Wherefore by fubirading \^:ff—pp
y ]^.ff—pp—fb: cr
from each part in 49°,.S
«

f

_Ua

P\iirT-i/^nAt*

CANON.

b*

.

4
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and 3. Whence CY — AY — AC is given ;.andconrequently, f perprop.^7,Elem.i.)
C X =: y': □ C Y + □ X Y~: is given, and A X =: V- □ A Y -rj- □ Y X: is given alfo.
Therefore A A C-X, whofe angle AC X isobtufe, is given., which IftiaH'calUhe fir fl:
of the two Triangles that will folvc the Problem propounned.
Again, fubtraft the fquare Root belore found, from the before 'mentioned 'fourth
Proportional /, and referve the remainder. Then obferve whether iheTaid remainder
be lefs, greater, or equal to the given Bafe A C , if Icfs, then the faid remaindeVihall be
equal to A D,^o wit, the greater fegment of the Bafe AC made by the fa ping T^f .the
Perpendicular ND within the Triangle ANC in
Whence AN
is given. Likewife CN =
-p D DN : is given, and therefore. A A G N
acute-angled .at A and Cis given- which J call the latter of "the two Triangles that will
folve the Problem. But if the remainder before .referved happens to be greater >an
the given Bafe A C, then the faid remainder lhall be the diftance from the foot of the
Perpendicular falling without the Triangle to the remoter end of the Bafe, which didance we may fuppofeto be AD in Fig> 2. whence CD = AD — AC is given, and
confcquently, ( per prop
1. ^ CN = V’ °CD 4- oDN : is given. Likewife
AN = V* aAD 4- dDN : is given; and therefore in Tig. z. A A C N obtufe-angl?^!
at C is given, which fliall be the latter of two Triangles that will folve the Problem.
But if the remainder before referved happens to be equal to the given Bafe AG, then
the latter of two Triangles that will folve ihe Problem lhall be right‘‘angled at the Bafe,
as the A ACN right-angled at C, in Fig. 3 • and confcquently, AN = V- □ AC4-DGN :
(per prop. 47. Elem. 1is given. Therefore in Fig. 3. A A G N is given alfo.
Ladly, when it happens that nothing remains after fubtra^li<!m is made w the lumm
of the Square of the given Perpendicular N D and the Reaangle'of the given Bafe A C
into the tourth Proportional
from the Square of the fame
then f it felf fhall be
the didance from the foot of the Perpendicular falling upon the Bafe continued to the
remoter end of the faid Bafe 5 which diftance wc may fuppofe to be AD in A A D N
in Fijr. 4. Whence CD = AD-AC is given, and confequently, (pitpi^.M .Fjtm^ i
C N = .v^: □ C U 4- D D N : is given: Likewife AN ±= V: d AD 4- Q DN : is
given. Therefore in Fig 4- A A C N obtufe-angled at G is given, which is the only
Triangle in this Cafe that will folve the Problem.
^

'TRIA NGLES in Numbers, to illujirate the freceding

_

Canon of Probl. 15.

FIG. X.
ja In this Fig. t. the
Triangles A CX and
ACN, the firft of
which is obtufc-angled
at the Bafe AC, and
the latter acute-angled,
have one common Bafe
A C , alfo equal Per¬
pendiculars N D and
X Y ; and the leggs
AX,CX of A A C X
have the fame Propor¬
tion one to the other,
as the leggs A N, C N
of A ACN.

,.

A

J)

C
±=
59
= 8v'i53
=i

24

—

AN . C

■!
✓

;AX.CX

FIG. 2.
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FIG. 2.
53. In this Fig. 2. the Tri¬
angles ACX and ACN,
each of which is obtufeangled at the Bafe AC, have
one common Bafe A C, alfo
equal Perpendiculars N D
and X Y, and the leggs A X,
C X of A A C X have the A
fame Proportion one to the
other, as the leggs A N,
CN of A ACN.

K

CD

812

=

4^io2S4^

3v'io2544
^60

AN

CN

812

= 4V5702f5
= 3V'J702^6

g6o

3<5

=
=

205:2

848
:: AX

=

2854

CX

FIG.

54, In this Fig. 3. the Trian¬
gles ACX and ACN, the
firft of which is obtufe-angkd
at the Bafe A C, and the
latter right-angled, have one
common Bafe AC, alfo e• qual Perpendiculars ND and
XY; and the leggs AX,
C X of A A C X have the
(fame Proportion one to the
other, as the leggs AN,
CN of A ACN.

H

-Y

CD ,
AC = 8
A N = 10
CN =: 6
AN . CN

AC = ,, 8
AX = 5^13
CX = 3V13
:: AX^. CX

F I G, <4.
55. In this Fig^ 4. the Tri¬
angle ACN obtufe-angled
at C cannot be matcht with
any other Triangle that fhall
have its Bafe, Perpendicular,
and Proportion of the leggs,
equal to the Bafe A C, Per¬
pendicular N D, and Pro¬
portion of the leggs A N,
CNof the faid A ACN.

K

AC =
30
AN = 2^/500
CN'=: I^5’00

AN

..CN
yr

5(5. It is prefcribed by the preceding Determination in 36% that V: pp ^\-fb: muft not be
greater than /, I fhall therefore divide the Gomnofition of this Prohl. 15. into two
Cafes, viz.
*
Cafe I. when ^/'pp-^-fh:
Cafe 2. when ^'.pp^fb: = f.
\

The Compofition of Cafe i. ProbI, 15.
Suppof.
57. B a right line equal to the Bafe of a plain Triangle is given,
58. P a right line equal to the Perpendicular is given.

^9. R and S

Chap. 9.
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59. R and i) two right lines exprefling the Reafon ( or Proportion ) of the leggs of the
fame Triangle, are given.
60, R cr S,
•
^

t:

:x

B
P
R

S

T
F

M
K
L
ConjiruBion.

,

61. To the given lines R and S find a third Proportional,?
T.
R
( by Prohl. 7 Chap.
) fappofe the line T, therefore . S
6i. Alfo (by Prohl. S.Chap. 5. ) let it be made as R — T?
B . F.
to R; fo the given Bale B to a fourth Proportional line F,> R —T . R
therefore
...
.3
63. By ProhL 2. Chap. 5. find a right line M, fuch that its^ □ M = □ P
Q F, B.
■ Square may be equal to □ P -J- □ B,F, therefore , . ^
6^. By Probl. 14. Chap, s- oividc the double of F into.two fuch parts, that the line M
may be a mean between them • which Effedfion is pofTible, tor by .Suppof. in Ca/c i.
( before expreft in 5 6°,) the line M. ( that is,
pp’^fh • ) is lefs than F - luppofe
then that 2 F is cut into two parts, whereof the greater is equal to the line K, and the
lelTer equal to the line L; and that the line M is a mean Proportional between K and L,
therefore thefe are Proportionals, viz,.

aF-K

M

M

K, I

M . L.

M

zF-r-L

K
L
Each of which Analogies is correfpondent to that in the 34^“^ ftep of the preceding Refofoluiion, viz..
_^
—•-—— • ’
2f — a

.

V* PP “h

‘ V* PP

Now by the helpof the line K, found out as above, an obtufe-angled plain Triangle
to folve the Problem propounded may be made in manner following, viz..

65. Make AC — B, (the given Bafe )

, '

‘ ‘ .T.

I

. r

.

66. Produce A C to Y, fo that A Y may be equal to K, which is greater than A C, as
may be proved thus •
'It is raanifeft that
.
.
. . .* ... R c- R- T.
Therefore from the Analogy in 62®, (per Coroll of 14. prop
F c7- B.
5. Elem.) I . . . • • ^ • • *
.1 i.
}> AC = B.
But by Conflr. in 65®, . . / • . •
F cr AC (orB.)
(per Ax.Chap. 2.) ...
And becaufe the greateft of three Proportionals is greater than ? ^
F.

half the fumm of the extremes, theretpre from 64 ,
Therefore (per Ax.

Chap, z.)

•

•

*

•.. *

*

.

*

„

*

.I*” AY or K

AC

• Which was to be demonftr.
67. Make YX J- AY', alfo make YX = P, the given Perpendicular.
68. Laftly, from A and C (the ends of the Bafe A C) draw the right lines A X and
C X to meet with the top of the Perpendicular Y X in X, fo the Triangle A C X
obtufangled at C, ( for as before hath been proved in 66®, ATcr AC) ihall be
one
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one of the two Triangles which in Caje i. will fatisfie the Problem ; which I prove thus,
6p. Firfl-, by ConftrtiSlion in 69° the Bafe A C is equal to the given Bafe Bj ficondly,
by Confir. in 67° the line Y X is perpendicular to AG continued , and equal to lihe given
Perpendicular P. It remains only to prove that the greater legg A X hath fubb pro¬
portion to the leffer legg C X , as 'R to S. which Analogy will be made manifell by
the following Demonftration, formed out of the preceding Refolution by a repetition
of its fteps in a retrograde order, viz. by returning backwards from the end to th^
beginning of the Refolution.
70. . .

. Req. demonfir..

R

.

S

::

AX

.

C Xi

Demonflration.
71. Forafmuch as by Co»/?r. in 64% . . .J> 2F—K . M
72. And by
in 6 6°, . . . . . . ?>.AY
75. Therefore from 71° and 72°, . . . .> zF—AY . M
That isjin 34%,thelaftftep of the Refolution,)^ tf-a ,
74. But trom 73°, (pr iq. frop. 6.Elem )
zDFjAY—qAY
75. And by Conflr. in 65°,.r*DP»^aF, B

M . K.
= K.
:i M .AY.
::
= DM.
= dM,

^nF,AY_DAY = oP4-nF,B.
77. And bccaufe by Confir. in 67°, , .
.YX = P.
78. And confequently,.>,...□ Y X = □ P.
79. And by Conflr. in5y°,
.
. . . •>..... A C = B.
80. Therefore out of 76°, 78° and 79°, .> 2aF,AY-nAY = dYX^-OFj^AC
That is, in 55°, ... . ^ ... 2/4—44 2= p/) -j- fh.
8r, And from 80°, by addingdAY to each part,
2lII3F,AY=oAY4-DyX-l-aF,AC.
That is, in 32°, . . . . , . . .> . . 2/4 = 44.. jD/j-jAnd by fubiraaing a F, A C from each 7
rnp AY nF AC — nAYJ-r^vY
part of the Equation in 8i %.S aUF,AY-CDF,AC _ DAY+nYXThat is, in 31°,.. . > . . 2/4 — fi
=: aa ^ pp.
83. And this following Analogy is manifeHj ( per prop. 7. Elem. 5. j for the firft and third
Proportionals arc one and the fame, and the fecond and fourth equal one to the other,
( as hath before been proved in 8 2 ° • )
2

□ AC, A Y — □ AC

.

^

^

zha — bb

.

2DAC,AY — dAC . >
, S zba^bb .
2aF,AY — aF,AC . 3
C
—fb- .
84. And by reafon of the common altitude 2 A Y — AC in the two latter Terras of the
fubfequent Analogy, it will be manifeft (peri. prop. 6. EUm. ) that
AG . ^
r ^ .
aOAC.A.Y— dAC

> that is, in

29“,

)

W

.

2aF,AY — □F,AC . Y
C
2fafh .
85. And becaufc the two latter Terms of the Analogy in 84°, are the fame, and in the
fame order with the two latter Terras of the Analogy in 83°, therefore from 83* and
84° ( per 1 i.prop. 5. Elem,) thefe lhall be Proportionals, viz.
AC . ^ ’
< b .
iDAC.AY — o AC;V. r
□ AY^|-nYX.3
86. But from the
in 62° and 65°, .

.
.

>.

That is, in 27°,..

AC
b

■) {ba—tb .
C
aa "fr pp .
. F :: R-T

.

R.

.

,

r.

f

::

r-t

87. Therefore from 85° and ^6°,(per ii.prop. $,Elem.) thefe lhall be Proportionals,
R—T

•

p

r

aaAC.AY —dAC . ^
□ AY + nYX.3

'*> "? 26% ^
^

r—t

.

’Ib^—bb
44
pp

.
.

88. And

I
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88. Ani^from 87®, by RcafoniDVerfe, ihefc are Proportionals, vi*.
R . p
r .
R — T :: Q
□ AY^-ayx .
"M + pi
2aAC,Ay — DAC . >
c tia — U
89. And from 88®, byConverfion of Reafon, thefeareProponionali,
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.
.

T
{ whkhanfwertotbofein 24*
□ Ay-j-tnYX . i
in the Refolution, vi^
□ AY-»aAC,AY-|-DAC.+.aYX . >
r . t tt M + tf 90. And bccaufc by Cw»/r. in 5i®,.{> R . S :: S ,
That i$,in2 2®, « • , ,, • , , , , ,
• / ;j s . t»
Thcttiotc (per Coroll. 0(20. prop. 6, £lm.) . .
R . T
DR . qS*
That is, in 23®, • . ..,}* r . t \i rr .//.
^2, Therefore from 89® and 91 ®,
11 .prop, %.Elm>) thefe lhall be Proportionals, 'Vii,
O S :: ^ which anfwer to thofe in ai®,
□ AY-HqYX . C
DAY-aCDAC,AY-l-aAC-l-aYX . J
rr . ss :: AA*\*pp • aa—2hA^hh-\~pp.
93. And bccaufe by Conftr. in 57®, . . . , ^
YX X AY.
94. Therefore fp/r 47.I.
. • . |> DAX = aAY +QYJf.
9j. Likewife ..
. .
□ CX = qC Y + □ YX.
95. Moreover by
in 56®, and by the
CY =2 AY
AC.
97; And confcquenily, f per 5. Theor. 4. Chap.)
PGY=□ AY — aOAC,AY4'*PAC.
That is, in 9®,.J» D:a-h:t=iaazha
-|*- hk
98. Therefore if inftcad of p C Y in 95®, we take that which in 97® is found equal to□ C Y, the Equation in 9 5® will be reduced to this, vU.
q CX = □ A Y — 2 a AC, AY H-o AC + o YX.
'
99. Likewife if inftead of the third and fourth Proportionals in 92®, we take thofe Squares
which are found equal to them refpeRivcly in 94® and 98®, the Analogy in 91® will be
reduced to this,* vU.
„c.. ^av
r-inv
□R.qS;:DAX.DC..X.
100. Wherefore (per prop. 22. Etem. 6.)
,
:
R . S :: AX . CX.
Which was to be Dem.'
lot. Another Triangle to folve the Problem in Caff 1. before e?preft in 5$®, may by
the help of the leffer Root L before found in 64°, be formed thus, vi^. Let the lines
before given and found out in 5 7°, $ , 5 9°, 5o°,61 51 ®, (5 3 % ^4°, together with the
Diagram (landing between 5o® and 61 ® be here repeated , then will the Conftruflion
be as followeih.

t:

,

X

^7

-w-r—

Z z
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10 2. Make AC — B (the given Bafe.)
^
n’ r,
t
, lt
I o 5 Upon A C, continued if need be, make A D - L, which leffer Root L, (as before
hath been fliew^h):will foracriraes be greater than the Bale; but fuppofing it be difeovered
(^hy Rule%,:m ?9°'jof lU^Prohl.) that L is leffer than. B, or A G,, cut off from AC
a fepment equal to L.i as AD.,
_
,04. Make DN X A C in the point D, alfo make DN = P the given Perpendicular.
lO^.'Laftly, from the ends of the Bafe'AC draw the right lines AN and CN to meet
w’ith\the-top.of: the.Perpendicular D N|, inN j Xo the Triangle ACN acute-angled
at A and C, (for by Suppofition AD is leffer than A.G,) will fatisfie ihe Problem, as well
as the A ACX.beforeiodnd.' For.firft, by Confirutiion in 102,® the Bafe HC is
-! equal'^to the given^Bafe B: .'Secondly, the.Perpendicular D N ('by Conjir, ih 104® ) is
equal JO the given Perpendicular P; and by a.repetition of the fteps ot the Refolution
* in a b^ckvyard order, in like manner as before in the preceding Deraonff ration, faving
nihat L muff he ufed, here inffead of K, and N D inftead of XY; it may eafily be
•. proved that,the leggs,|A N and CN are in the^given Reafon of R to S. '
Moreover, when the leffer Root L is greater than the' Bafe, the Triangle formed by the
help ,of fuch leffer Root fhall be obtufe-angled at the Bafe, and the Conffrudion and Demonflration in every rcfpe.a like to that by the greater Root.
But it mufi: be remembred, that when the Perpendicular falls within the Triangle,
then the Square of D C is equal' to the Square of A C — A D j but when it falls withpur,
then the Square of YC is equal to the Square of Y A — AC : So that before theConftruaion and Demonffratio‘n by the leffer Root be entred upon , it will be tequifite to find
out thfc kind of thejriangle, by the help of the three preceding Rules^in 3
and when it happens “that r , s ::
VP'
, then Yis evident ( by 47. prop.
1. Elem.^) that the Triangle formed by the leffer Rpot will be right-angled at the Bafe,
and ini fuch Cafe there is no need' of further proof
'
hii:

.

yrhe' Comfofition of Cafe 2. ^Probl. i j*

lo^. Which Cafe , ip the letters belonging to the pre- > / f - y/'.pp-Vfbi-a.
ceding.Refolutiqn pfefuppofeth. .j,.. j.. . . . - S
. ff ^ pp’-h fb — aa.
107.. And'confequently, by fquaring each part,
108. That IS, ih the lines of the enfuing Confir.ind DtAgr.f □AD — □DN-l-aAD,AC.
Siippof.
lop. AC = theBafeof a Triangle is given. —’
•
"
^ ^
I idi DN —
Perpendicular is given.
iii; ‘R-and'S twd right lines exprefling the Reafon of the leggs are given.

112.^

.

’

veq, to find the A.

A

.

.

■

K

-AD

113. By Probl. 7. Chap, f. let it be made as R to S ; fo S to a third Proportional, fuppofc
it be found T, therefore,
R . S
S . T.
114; By Probl. 8. Chap. 5. let it be made as R -T to R . fo A C to a fourth Proportio¬
nal , fuppofe it to be A D, therefore,
R —T . R
. AC . AD.
i
Which fourth Proportional AD (hall neceffarily be greater than AC, becaufcR is
greater than R—T.
.
,
.
jij. Make

r
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115. Make D N ± A D in the point D ^ then from A and C, the ends of the given Bafe
AC, draw the right lines A N and CN to meet with the top of the Perpendicular
D N in N 5 fo (hall A C N be the Triangle required -For firft,* the Bale A C is equal
to the given Bafe j alfo the Perpendicular N D is equal to the given Perpendicdar.
But that the leggs AN and C N are in the given Rcafon of R to S, it may eafily be
dcmonftrated by a backward repetition of the fteps of the foregoing Refolution, in
like manner as before in the Compofnion of Cafe i - with this Caution , That as often
as 4 is found in the Refolution, / mufl: be taken inftead of a, becaufe in this fecond Cafe
f is equal to a . for fince by Sftppojition in 106", /—
pp ^ fh: it will be evident
from
that f= a. But in regard the Demonitration of this fecond Cafe differs
not from that of ihe following Frobl. 16. I lliall wave it here.
COR O'L L A RT.
116. From the premifTes it follows, that the Perpendicular D N of the Triangle A C N
formed in Cafe i. ( before expreft in 1 06°, 107° and 108°, ) is a rhean Proportional
between AD and DC the diftancesfrom D the foot of the Perpendicular falling with¬
out the Triangle to the ends of the Bafe ; and confequently, ( per prop. 6, Elem. 6. )
the Triangles ADN and CDN are equiangular. See the laft preceding Diagram,
and compare it with this following Demonflration.
117
P.ef
^
^ AD . DN :: DN . DC. Alfo,
117. . . . Re^.aemo^flr..^ A ADN and aCDN are equiangular.
Demonflration.
118. By Snppof, in 108% ; . . . . . p □ AD = □ D N + □ A D, A C.
119. Therefore by fubtrafling □ A D , A C a
.
. a
^
from each part, ..... . . . ^ □ A D _ □ A D, A C = o D N.
no. And from 119% ('per prop. 14. jS/ow. 5.) / , _
r,v,
there are ProportVnafs/cl !
. .-^^AD.DN
DN.AD_AC.
121. But *tis evident by the lafl: preceding Dia->
gram, that.^ UC _ AD
AC. .
.
.
122. Therefore from 120® and 121°, . .
AD . DN :: DN . DC.
123. T)^txt{oTt{xoml^^\{perprop.6.Elem.6,)
AADN and ACDN are equiangular.
Which was to be Demonltr.
From the preceding Corollarj and Conflru^ion of Cafe 2. the following Probl. i6a
is deducible.
* •
FrobL

XVI.

To find a plain Triangle obtufe-angled at the Bafe , and that the Bafe
may be equal to a right line given. Alfo, that the Perpendicular fal¬
ling upon the Bafe continued may be a mean Proportional between the
diftances from the foot of the Perpendicular to the ends of the Bafe:
And that the leggs of the Triangle may be in a given Reafon, fuppofe
as R to S.
R-S —
V. ' -AT.-

Sappof.

1. AACN is obtufe-angled at G.
2. AC the Bafe is given.
3. ACD is a right line.
‘ : V V4. 'DN X A D.
5. AD . DN :: DN'. DC.
6. R and S are fight lines given.

7. R

.

S

::

B

AN . CN.
to make the A A C N.
ConfirH[im»

8. Making R the firft of three Proportionals, and S the fecond, find a third, (per'p^Prohl,
f. Chap.) let it be T, therefore
R
S :: S . T.
Zz 2
o; Alfo
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O. Alfo making R —T thefirftof four Proportionals, R ihefecond,
A C the third, find a fourth, (per S,ProbL 5.Chap.) fuppofeit be
R —T . R :: AC . AD.
Which fourth Proportional A D fiiall neccffarily be greater than A C,
Proportional R is‘greater than the firft R — T.
1 o. Find a mean Proportional, as D N, between A D and D C, (per
therefore,

^

and the given Bafc
AD, therefore
becaufc the fecond
9. Vrohl, 5. Chap-)

:: DN . DC (r^AD-AC.)

11. Make DN 1 AD in the point D- then draw the right lines AN and CN,
folhall A C N be the Triangle required. Now we muft fliew that it will fatisfie the
Problem: Firftthen, AC theBafe is equal to the right line preferibed fortheBafe,
' -and from the 9'^ ftep it is lefs than A D; therefore the angle A C N is obtufc; Se¬
condly, the Perpendicular ND, (by ConJiru6iio»ln 10®,) is a mean Proportional
between AD and D C. (to wit, the two diftances from D the foot of the Perpendicular
N D, to. A and C the ends of the Bafc A C.) It remains only to prove, That the
leegs A N and C N of the Triangle A C N , are in fuch proportion one to the other
as R to S. which Analogy I (hall make manifeft by the following Demonftration,
formed out of the Rcfoluiion of the preceding Prohl. 15*
^ backward repetition
of the fteps of the faid Refolution, in Cafe 2. ( but refpeft muft be had to the Caution
given in 115® of the faid ProbL 1$.)

R
S
T

A
C

D
R

13.
14.
15.
16.

Forafmuch as by Confir. in 10®,
, .
Therefore ( ver ly. prop, 6, £lem.) • . ^
And from 14®, by equal addition of □AD,AC, ^
And from 15®, by equal addition of □ AD, ^

.

S

::

AN

.

CN.

AD’. DN v. DN . DC (AD—AC.)
□ AD — □ AD,AC = □ DN*
□ AD = □ DN -j- □ AD,AC.
2DAD== □AD+dDN+OAD,AC.

17. And from i6% by equal fubtraaion. of? 2aAD_i:DAD,AC=DAD+oDN.
OAD, AC, . '..
. .S
18. And becaufe in the following Analogy the firft and third Terms arc one and the
fame, and the fecond and fourth equal one to the other, (as hath been proved in 17®,)
therefore ( per 7. prop. $. £Um.)
Proportionals.

19. And the.fubfequent Analogy, by reafon of the common altitude 2 AD — AC in the
two latter Terms, will be manifeft, (pen. prop. 6, Elem.) viz,.
AC . AD :: 2 □ A C, A D_ □ AC . 2 □ A D — CD A D, AC.
2ol And becaufe the two latter Terras of the Analogy in 19® are the fame and in the
fameorder with the two latter Terms of the Analogy in 18®, therefore from 18® and
i^rop. 9.Elem.)
thefe ftiall be Proportionals, viz..
19 *.i [(per
per iII^rop,
y.
AC . AD :: 2 a AC, AD —□ AC . dAD^^oDN.
21. But by Ceftftrdiion in 9
AC.

AD

R—T.R.

22. Therefore from 20® and 21®, (per in,prop. $,Elem.)
R^T . R :: 2aAe,AD-^aAC . dAD-J-QDN.
23. And from 22®, by Reafon inverfe,

R . R —T

dAD^I-dDN . ^aACjAD —dAC.:
24. And
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^4. And from 23®, by Convcrfion of Reafon, thefe (hall be Proportionals, vk.
R
T
Proportionals.
□ AD
□ DN
O AD 4- □ DN -h a AC — 20 AC,AD
S
25. And becaufe by
in 8®, . . .
R . S
T.
26. And confcquently , ( per Coroll, of lo.prop,'} „
T
□ S.
□R
6,Elem ) ...5^*
27. Therefore from 24* and 2 6° y(peri i.prop. $.Elem.) thefe fhall be Proportionals, vU:

1

a R . p

VC

O AD+ □°DN
□ AD -!-• □ D N -!“■ □ A C — 2 O A
AD . j
2 8. And becaufc by Conflr. in 11®, . . .|>DNXAD.
SJ. Therefore, fer^y.prof. i.Elm. (refpea?
= D AD + □ DN.
being had to the Diagram,).3
^
30. Likewife,.* . . .i>aCN = nDC-|-Q DN.‘
31. Again, by Co»fir, in p®, and by view of the 7 p jq i^'a D_AC
Diagram...
3
b '
*
‘
32. And confequently,'5.
4.^ ^ □ DC^DAD+gAC—20AD,AC.
33. Therefore if inftead of dDC in 50*, we fet that which in 32® is found equal to oDC,
the Equation in 30® will be reduced to this,
'
'
a
□ CN = dAD + dAC —'aOADjAC
pDN.
34. Likewife, if inftead of the third and fourth Proportionals irt 17®', we take thofe
Squares which are found equal to them refpeilivdy in 2p® and 33®, the Analogy in 27*
will be reduced .o this,

□ r . □ g ;;' o A N i □ C N." -

1 ’

■

3J. Wherefore . .
.
R . S :: AN ■. CN.
'■
Which was to be demonftrated. Therefore that is done which the Problem required.'

( Probl. ^poUon. Pergai. )
Two points (A and C) being given in a Plane, to deferibe a Circle
in the fame Plane, that two right lines drawn from thofe points to concurr
in any point of the Circumference may have a given Reafon 3 fuppofe
the greater line to the lefs , as R to S*
Probl. X V11.

•

a

i
i
j
!
I
j

■
■ Conflr uBioti.
i. Upon the given line A C as a Bafe, to wit, the (hotteft diftance between the given points
A and C, make ( by the preceding Probl, 16.) a Triangle AC N obtufe-angled at C,
and fuch, that the Perpendicular N D falling upon AC produced, may be a mean Pro¬
portional between AD and DC; alfo, that the leggs AN and CN may be in the
given Reafon of R to S. Therefore by that Conftruftion thefc are Proportionals,
• AD . • DN
■ DN
DC.
•
R
.
S
:: AN.* . CN.
^
.
.
2. Then from the Cer^ter D, at the diftance of the Perpendicular D N, deferibe the Circle
DGNEQ., which (hall neceffarily cut AC; for by ConflrftBm DN is a mean
^
Proper-

\

66
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Proportional between D A and,D C, which DC being but part of DA is lefs than
D"A , therefore the mean , or Semidikmeter D N or D G is lefs than D A, but greater
than D C. Now I fay the .Circle DGN ECLis that which is required by the Pro¬
blem,’ and therefore we muft fliew that if two right lines be drawn from the given points
A and C to meet in any point of the Circuraterence of that Circle, thofe right lines
fiiall have fuch proportion one to the other as the given lines R and S ; the dcmonftration
whereof 1 lhall divide into three Cafes, in regard there may be a threefold pofuion of
the point taken in the Circumference for the point may be either E, or elfe G, to wit,
• the ends of that Diameter which lyes'in the fatfie ftraight line with the given line AC' or laftly, the point may be taken in any other part'of the Circumference, as H; which
Cafes I ftiall demonftrate in their order.
’
p Preparat.
3. Forafmuch as in the Triangles A D N and C D N the angle at D is common, and the
fides about that angle are Proportionals, for by Confirnblion \n 1° it hath been made,
as AD .DN :: DN . DC, therefore ( per prop. 6. Blem. 6. )
•i
' '
A A D N and A C D N are e^quiangUlar.
4. But we mufi enquire which angles in thofe like Triangles are equal one to the other.
Firft then, becaufe the angle at D is common,-the angle CND ip A CDN rauft be
equal either to the drigle A N-D j or to the angle N A D in A A D N ; but the angle
C N D being but part of the angle AND cannot be equal to it, therefore
V’'<CND^-=r <N[AD.' Alfo, <NCD = <AND.
c. In'like manner,’ becaufe by Co;fJ^r. in^i° and 2“,
AD r.-,pN(orPH) :: DN (or DH) . DC.
Therefore', per prbp.6. Elem. 67)
,
" * .' A A D H and '’A C D El are, equiangular.
7. And Tor the like reafon as before^ in 4°,
<CHD = <HAD. Alfo, <HCD = <AHD.
Thefe things premifed , 1 lhall proceed to the Demonftration of the three CASES
before .mentioned.
.
, ■

R
S

AE

CE.

DN

. DC.

Demonjlration.

Becaufe by Conflr. in
^

• --

—

J

^

^

^

h AD

fc

-

•

DN

——

A 'I

::

:: DN+DC . DC.
= DN.
12. Therefore from 10° and 11°, .
.
. h AD-|-DE . DN :: DE+DC . DQ
13. That is, as is evident by the
h A E
.
DN : :
C E . DC.
[ 4. Therefore alternly,
.
.
.
.
. .j>AE
.
CE
_ _ .
DN . pc.
ty.-Again, it hath been proved in 3®, that \> A ADN and A CDN are equiangular.
\6. And in 4®, that.h
<NCD = <AND.
to. Therefore by Compofition of Reafon,
Ei. And htcMk (per ^efin. i <). Elem. t.)

17. .Therefore from. 15® and 16°,
prop. 4, Elem. 6.)
.
.
.
.
[8. Therefore aherrily ,

.

[5;. But by Cc»y?r. in i“,

.
.

(per

>
.

10. jITherefore from 18® and 19®,
prop.$,Elem.),^^...

h

.,1 .

.

.

.

per ii.2
.

•

.3

AD-|-DN . DN
.
.
.
.
DE

AN

DN

CN

DC.

AN
AN

CN
CN

DN
R

DC.

DN

DC.

R

S.

21. But
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21. But it hath been proved in 14®, that . J> A E
22. Therefore from 20° and 21®, (per ii.>
prop.^.Elein.).>
Which was to be demonftr.
^
23. . . .

II.

Req.Vemonfir,

.

.

.

.

.

.
,,
’
R

1

CE
g

.
1

.

Bemonftration.

S
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::' D'N . DC*'
AE'
GE'
, «* *
.i:,*.
i 'o
rnoi.i '
i‘
AG ;
'
- !:> ■<!-, . .i:

CG.
\

24. Forafmuch as by Co»y?r. in 1°, . . .> AD .
DN ::'>DN . DC.
25. Therefore by Divifion of Reafon , . . ?» AD-DN . DN :’: 'DN-DC . DC.
25. And becaufe per
15. £/m. I. j ^ . , . . . DGt’=r‘D N.
'
27. Therefore from 25° and 26®, . .
AD—DG . DN
DC .i DC.
2 8. That is, (as is evident by the Dia^ramj)
A G ’ . D N :: - C G . D C.
Dd.
29. Therefore alicrnly,.)>AG^ CG ::'’'DN
DC.
. DN
30. But before in 20®, it hath been proved that )>
R'.
S
}'‘ rr
31. Therefore from 29° and 30®, (pern.?
^
C.G.
• A'G
prop. •y.Elem.)
- irl
Which was to be demonftraied in the fecond place.
CH.
AH
32. . . , III. Req. Bemonfir.. 'R . S
•

•

» . -4

n

•

Bemonfiratton.

V.

■ . •«

.

*

33. It hath before been proved in 6® , that .> A ADH and A CDH are equiangular.
54. And in 7®, that.J>-<;[HCDr=;<;[AHD.
'
35. Therefore from 3 3" and 34®, (per 4.?
^D ::"AH . HD.‘
^

PTOpm

(5*

^••*••••3

•

26. Andalternly,.;>CH.AH:: CD.. HD(orDN.)
37. Therefore inverfly,.j> AH . CH
DN . C D. ^
38. But it hath been proved in 20®, that
R
.
DN . CD, ,j
39. Therefore from 37®and 38®, f per II.)
^
^
. OH. '
prop. 5* Elem. ^
■
Which was to be demonfirated in the laft place. Therefore that is done which the
Problem required.
~ J.'
-^-

---—^^^
^

Rrobl.

XVIII.

I

u

To divide a given Triangle ABC into two parts which fhall be
in a given Reafon, fuppofe as A H to H B, ' by a right line D K drawn
from a given point D without the Triangle.
FIG.

'

i.

FIG.

^

; V’.4

•

2.

FIG.

3.

*' ■

By the given point D draw D E parallel to .the Bafe A B, and continue the leggs C A,
CB beneath the Baie ; then the point D will either, lye between the Increafes oPthe
leggs, as in Fig. i. or elfe in one of the faid Increafes, as in Fig. 2. or laftly , between
the Increafes of .the Bafe and one of the leggs, as in Fig. 3- ^
> .
2. Divide the Bafe AB in H in the given Reafon, and’draw CH, therefore 0 per
prop. I. Elem.6.) A ACH . A HCB :: AH . HB.i
rl .
.
3. In Fk. 1. let a line be drawn from’the given poincD torC-the angle oppolite to the
Bafe A B, as the line D C, which will either cut the Bafe A B' in ^e point H, in which
M.
~
■
the

1.

%
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the Bafe is divided w the given Rcafon, in which Cafe the Problem is evidently fatisfied j
or elfe in fome other point N, and then the point H will cither lye between N and A,
or between N and B • if H lye between N and A, then the delired line of patittion
to be drawn from Dwill cut AB and AG; but if H lye between N and B, then the
faid line of partition will cut AB and BC.
4. In
i. where the given point D lyes in CB increafed, 'tis evident that the line
of partition to be drawn from D fliall ncceflfarily cut A B and A C.
5. In Fig. 3. the line of partition to be drawn from D will fometimes cut A B and A C,
fometimes it may pafs by the angular point B and cut A C only, and fometimes it will
cut B C and AC; but which of thefc lines will happen to be cut when the given point D
is pofited according to the Definition in 1% relatigg to
3, may be difeovered by the
Rule hereafter givenj‘n 34® of this Problem.
5, In every one of ihofe three Cafes before defined in 1 ®, which may happen by the various
politionof the given point D, the Refolution of the Problem propos’d will be one and
the fame. Suppofing then it be difeovered, that the line of partition to be drawn from D
muft cut A B and A C in each of the three preceding Figures, the Scope of the Re- ,
folution is to find a point in A C, as K, to which a right line being drawn from D ^
as DK, this line DK may cut the Bafe AB betWreenPi and N in Fig. i. or between
H and B in Fig. 2. likewife in Fig. 3. between H and B, ( or elfe pafs by the angular
point BO fo as to make the Triangle A K L equal to the Triangle A C H, whence
it evidently follows that L K C B r= aHCB^ and AAkL . LKCB :: AH , HB.
Thcfe things prettiifed i the Refolution of the Problem propounded may be foribed ih
inanner following.

Suffuf.,

;

FIG.

■

c

7. ABG is a A given in Fig, i.
8. D is a point given without the A A B C.
9. A H and H B are in a given Reafon.
10. h ■= AC is given.'
11. c = A H is given.
12. ^ = A E is given.
13. /& = ED ( II AB) is given.

i.

Rcq. to find
14. A K fuch a fegitient of AC?
^K
iy. AALK . LKCB :: AH .

HB

::

A ACH .

A HCBi

RtfoluHoji.

16, Suppofe that done Which is required, and put . J>
i 7. Then by confidering well what is required, and
by viewing Fig. 1. it will appear that A A L
= A A C H, and that
C A L is common tor
both Triangles; therefore fperprop. * 5;
18. That is, in the letters of the Refolution, ^ . |>
19. Andbecaufe A AKL and aEKD are equi->
angular, (for by Conflr. in i® ED li AL,)V
therefore (per prop. 4. Elein. 6.).^
20. That is, in the letters of the Refolution, . .}»
21. Andbecaufe the fourth Proportional in 17® isT
the fame With the fourth in 19®, therefore the^
fourth Proportionals in 18® and 20® lhall alfoA
be equal to one another, viz..3

22. Now to'avoid an Equation between Solids j let>
it be made as to I', fo c to a fourth Proportional,^
which may be called
therefore, ... .3
23. Whence, by comparing the Re£langle of the7
extremes to the Re£hng)e of the means, this >
Equation is produced, vU., ....
o

4 = AK.
AK . AH :
4

:

c

EK . AK :
‘•4-^ •
ic _

4

AC . AL;

ED . AL.

4
ha

<*+'i

^4^./^here-

Ohsp. p*

fAdthstfiaticdl R.€j^olHtioft dnd Cowpojitioh*

24. Therefore from zi® and 25?, by exchanging? ^hm __
ka
be
equal quantities, ^.> ~
= T'
2 j. Whence 'tis eafie to inferr that thefe are Pro- ?
,
ha
be
•portionals, viz,.^ a . m :: h , -_^(=
26, But it hath beenfliewnin 20®, that . .
'
'
27. Therefore from 25® and 26®, (per prop. ii.>

a ~\-g
>
'

. a v, h .
,

^ *-j g ■

Elan. 5.; .......... ‘4 "*'”* *'
a8. Andfrom 27®, by coraparingthe Reilangle of >
_ .
the extremes to the Reftangle of the means, .
— ma,
mg.
29. And from 28®, by fubtra^fing w<i! from each >
'
part..^ aa — ma - mg.
30. Which laft Equation may be refolved into thefe ?
Proportionals, viz..^
’’
31. Of which three Proportionals, the mean, to wit, .^mg is given, as alfo m the dif¬
ference of the extremes a and 4 — w; therefore the extremes (hall be given fcverally, (per
Probl.iz.Chap.^:) the greater whereof is equal to the delired line AK, which ( by the
Theorem in 24° of the hid Probl. 12, Chap, 5 ) will be found equal to this right line,
(or number,) viz.
_
7zw ~|\mm -\-mg’. = A K == a.
From which Equation and premises we may deduce this following
CANON.
32. Let it be made as ED to AC, fo AH to a fourth Proportional, which may be
called M ; then to the half of M add the fquare Root of the fumm of the Square of
half M and the Rc61angle of M into AE , fo /hall thefurara of that addition be the
value of A K fought.
33. This Canon ferves to find out the value of the line A K in every one of the three pre¬
ceding Figures, and when the given point, d is pofited according to the Definition of the
firft and (ccond Cafes in 1°', as in Fig. i, and i, it is eafie todifeover from what hath
• been faid in ^® and 4®, which of the lides of the given Triangle ABC will be cut by the
line of partition to be drawn from \). But when the point D is pofited according
to the Definition of the third Cafe in i as in Pig. 3. then it may be doubtfull which
of the /ides are to be cut; to remove therefore this ambiguity, obferve the following
Diredions, viz. Firft, draw a right line from the given point D (in Fig. 50 to paft
by the angular point B, as D B P; then is E A B D a Trapezium, having ( by ConJlruBion) two parallel /ides A B and E D , and the other two Tides E A and D B
which are not Parallels, being continued will meet in Tome point in AC, as in P, for
( by ConftruUion j E A C is a right line. Now if A B, ED and E A be fcverally
given in numbers, the line AP /lull be alfo given in number for putting ^ = AE,'
and A zr E D, (as before in the Rcfolution,) al/o
A B. the line A P (by the
Theorem in 9° of Vrohl. i 8. Chap. 7. ) will be found equal to
. .
It is alfo
- h — k.
manifeft, that if a right line be drawn from any point in AC, between P and C, to
the given point D, the line fo drawn rauft nece/Tarily cut B G , tor the line P B D is
fuppofed to pafs by the angular pointv B ; but if a right line be drawn from any point
in AC between P and A to the point D, the line fo drawn will evidently cut AB.
From rfic preraifl'es therefore we may inferr this follovving
R U L E. '

^

yft \mm -\-gm: the value of A K , be not greater than ■
the value
•
h—<
of A P in Fig. 5. then the line of partition to be drawn from the given point D, ftiall
cither pafs by the angular point B, as the .line D BP, or elfe cut A B in fome
point between B and A, and A C in fome poiat between - P and A.
But if the
iaid value of A K be greater than the faid value of A P, then the line of partition
will cut B C and A C, and in this latter Cafe a Parallel is to be drawn by the point
D to B C, which is to be efteemed the Bafe , and .then the given lines being
A a a
rcfpe£livcly

34. If
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rcfpeaively changed , the line found out by the Canon muft be fet from C to35. The Problem propounded needs not any Determination to be annexed to it, either
to limit the quantities of the given lines, or the pofition of the given point without the
given Triangle. But bccaufefrom what hath been faid in 1®, 2°, 3% 4° and 5% it evi¬
dently appears, that in every one of the three preceding Figures the given fide A C
mufl be greater than the quantity of the fought line A K , except only in one Cafe in
Fix- I. when H lyes in the line DC, and is the fame with the point N, for then
A K is equal to A C • it will be requifite to prove, that in all other cafes the fide A C
is greater than that right line which the Canon finds out for the value of A K, t>iz. in
+1^ •

the letters of the Refolution, that l> cr
V*
firft demonftrate in this following
FIG. I.

The truth hereof I iball

C
M

—

CL~

36. Let it be made as ED to A

fo AG to a fourth >

^

..

^ ^

proportional line, which may be called M, therelorc, >
37. Let italfobe made as ED to AH, fo AE to a?
.AH;: AE . Q.
fourth proportional line, Q^, therefore , . .
.>
3 8. Then from thofe Analogies it follows (per prop. 11. ? AE
CL :: AC . M.
Flein. $») that..
C Req. demonftr.ACc“LM4“ y't [IIIAE,M *j-> 4 DM;
35>. . . . 2 That is, in the letters of the Refolution, ^ C" iw + V**

:

Ikmnflration.
ao. By Confir. in i °, AN II ED, there-^
fore in Fi£- r • A ACN and A ECDQ
are equiangular, and confequently, (per^
pr«p. 4. Elem. 6.).* • J
41. Therefore from 40°, ( per prop. 16
Elem 6.)
• • ;
•••••>
41. By Suppof in Fig• . • * *^
43. Thcretore by drawing E C into each ;
part,.
^
44. Therefore from 41® and 43° (per)
jix'i 4. chap, r - ).. ^
4 5. And becattfe,(as is evident by Fig-1.) h
46. Therefore from 4<i% by drawing/
A H into each part,.S
47. Therefore from 44° and 46®, (p^r)
j4x. 4. Chap, 2 -)..
48. From 36° itiollows ( per prop. i6.7
Elem. 6. ) that.5
4p.'Like wife from 37°, that
. •
50. And by adding the Equation in 49®?
to that in 48®* it makes . * . o
51. Therefore from47®and50®, (per)
jix. 4. Chap. i.) • • • • • •S
52. Therefore from 5*% by cafting
way the common altitude ED, . * 5

.1

EC

.

ED

:;

AC

.

AN.

□ EC,AN = O ED, AC.

A N cTT A H.
O EC, AN cr- □ EC,AH.
□ ED, AC cr □ EC, AH.

AC + AE = EC.
□ AC, AH -i- D AE, AH = a EC, AH.
□ ED, AC cr O AC, AH + a AE, AH.
□ ED,M = O AC, AH.

O ED,Q^= O AE,AH.
C]ED,M+OED,Q.t2:aAC,AH+DAE,AH
O ED,AC cr £3 ED,M + O ID,CL
AC cf- M 4^ Q;
jj. And
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53. And trom 5^" by taking in the?
common aiiiiude A C, . . . .3
54. hmkom^^^itioWowsCperprop.iO./
Elem. 6,) that.3
55. Theretorcfroms3°andy4% (per)

37*

pACc-nAC,M + a AC.O.
>
□a£ M == □ AC Q
’
’^
pAC cr- □AC.M + OAE.M.

Ax. 6. Chap. 2. ).5

5,6 And from 35% by fabtraaing a;
A C , M from each part, .
.
57. And by adding JdM to each part?
in56,.»».y
5 8. From ji®'tis evident,that . . . }>
5P. And by Theor. 5. Chap. 4. . . .
60. Therefore from 57” and jp”, (pe.l
u4x. 4. Chap. 2.).S
61. And becatt-Te if one Plane exceeds-^
another, the Tide of a Square equal to/
the former lhall exceed the fide of a >
Square equal to the latter, iherefore(
from 60®,.3
62. Therefore from i ®, by adding fM ?
to each part,

p ac _ □ AC,M c" OAB.M,
’
oAC+ioM-OACjM cr aAE,M+iQM,
AC cr f M.
□ ; AC-r-^M : = dAC ^ ^DM—DAC,Mi

^

Cr aAE-M + JD M.
4

*
____
AC — t ^ CT" V* ^ A E, M -j- □ M:
.
. .

■iM -j-ViOAEjM 4-^dM:

Which was to be Dem. The like Demonftration may be applied to Ftg. 2, and 3. after
N is fet in the place of B in
2. and C in the place of P in
3.
The Compofition of the. preceding Proibl. i S.
C

E •
6^.
64.
65.
iS6.

67.
68
69.

-

Suppof,
A A 3 C is given.
^
AH and HB are in a given iteafdn.
D is a point given without the A ABC.
D H is II A B , and given.
^
,
AE the Increafe of CA continued until it cut DE is given,
Ret^. to find
_
^
A K fuch a fegraent of A C, that D K being drawn, it may make
A ALK . LKCB
AH . HB.
CohflrttBion.

70. Suppofing ( by what hath been raid in i“. t’i 3f, 4°>
covered, that the line of partition to be drawn from D mufl: cut the fides
draw DE parallel to AB, and cutting CA continued in E.
71. Then by Probl. 8. Qhap. 5. let it be made,, as E D to? ED . AC
Ac, fo A H to a fourth proportional line M, therefore \
72. Find a mean proportional line, as S, between M and?
M . S
AE,. therefore
.
.
.
. ^ • • . • • ‘V
73. Then efteeming the line S to be the mean of three Pro-'
«
portionals, and the line M the difference of the extremes,
find out the extremes, ( per Probl. 12. Chap. $.) ihe|
greater whereof fuppofe to be the line R, whence thei R-M . S
Icffer (hall be equal to R — M , therefore thefe are'
Proportionals, viz..
.
, . • . . • / •
That is, in 30®, the laft ftep of the RefolUtion,
Aaa z

.

34°.) it be
A B and AC}
:: AH .
::

S

M,

, AB.
'C

V:1

s .

K.

. 4.

74. From
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74. From AC cut off AK = R , which may be done, for that AC is greater than R,
- i prove thnsy \
*
By Coyffty* in 73°, • • • * * x • . •
R
M .
S ;: S . R.
Therefore by the Theoremin 14® ofF/-o^.i2.?
+ V:d'S+ ^oM^t
" ^ Antfbecaufefrom
(perjrop. ij.Etem.6.) ^ □ A E,M
D S.
Therefore from the two laft ftcps, (fer Jx.6.7
m -j-^:^AE,M4-^DM :
CloAp, 2tJ • •
•
•
•
•
‘‘j
■——--I
But it hath been fliewn in
that . . . [> AC cr
*
' ■ Therefore from the two laft preceding fteps, ?
cr- R- Which was to be Dem.
( per j4x. 3. Chap. 2- ) . ■ i ... 3
75. Laftly draw the line DK, cutting AB in L* then fiiall the Triangle ALK be to the
TrapeziBra. L K C B, as. A H to H B; which was required. The truth whereof will
be made manifeft by'the following Demonftration, formed out of the foregoing Refolution by a repetition of its fteps in a backward order.
76. . ..

. Eeq, demonftr.

.
■

.

.

•

.

AALK.LKCB::AH.HB.

Demonftration.

,

77. By
in 73°, . ..^
^ ::»S . R.
. That is^in3p®j0h€ laft ftep of theRefolution,)^ a — m
.^/mgw^mg. a.
78. Therefore from 77% (p^y p^op.^ 7- Elem.e.) > □ R — □ M R = □ h.
7pl An^ becauffi by Co«/?>"..in 74® i- > •
AK = R.
8 o. And from the Conftr. in 72’ % (
* 7* ? • q
A E = D S.
Elem.6.)
• .
* ' • * * ;* *
81. Therefore from 78%79'’and 80'’; by ex-;
___
= DM,AE.
changing equal quantities, ..... .5
That is, in X9%' • • • ..^ . aa —
ma
=
mg,
82. ThereforeIrom 81% by adding aM,AK; qak z= aMjAK 4- aMjAE.
to each parE, . ".. • o
Thatis,in28%..
ma
+
mg.
83. Thereforefrom 82%f^^i*pr<?|>.i4.
r* AK . M :: AK4"AE . AK.
That is, in 27°, . • *.^ ^ , m w
^~\~g
•
84. But becaufe A EKD and A AKL arc like,p
( for by
in 70°, ED 11AL,) thereforeS ED . AL
:: AK-{“AE . AK.
( per prop. 4. Elem. 6.).3
l.
ihat is, in 26°,.- .
^
^
85. Thereforefrom 83® and 84°, ('/?erp^(9f 11.7
M^-^ED
AL
Elem. <). ).S
That is, in 2 5°,.a . m xi h .
,
a-k-g
a
86. But by Conjir.in 71®; .
.
. . .1>M . AC :: AH . ED.
87. Therefore from 85 “and 86% ( per prop. 23. >
E/ew. 5:7 agreeable to8.
3. con-> AK . AC
AH . AL.
cerning Inordinate proportion,
. . . .3
'
That is, in 18°,.,•••?*<<.
b
::
c
. —.
88. And becaufe A ALK'and A ACB have a'^
^
common angle, to wit,
K A L, and (as ap- /
pears by the Analogy in 87°,) the fides about V A ALK = A ACH.
that angle are reciprocally proportional, there-(
lore (per prop 1$. Elem. 6.)
, . , .J
89. Therefore by fubtrafting A A L K and T
A ACH fcverally from the A ABC, the(
LKCB = AHCB.
remaining fpaces lliall be equal one to another,^
^
viz.
..3
pc. But (per prop, j, Elem. 6,')
.
. . .^ A ACH . AHCB :: AH . HB.
pr. Therefore from 88®, 89®and po®, by ex-? ^ aLK . LKCB
AH : AB.
changing equal fpaces,.S
Which waste be demonftrated. Therefore that is done which the ProbUra required.
r^-

'■C

r
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An Example in Numbers, to iffufirate the foregoing Refolurion of Probl. rS.
92. A ABC is given.
93. D is a point given without
the A A B C.
9^. D E II A B.
9T* C A E is a right line.
200.
96. A B
160.
97- AC
120.
98. B C
140.
99. DE
25. ■
100. AE
101. AH
101. HB = i3o!^5
S"™ R'afo" of 7 '0 13.

O

1

Req. to find
The
quantity
of A K in number, fuch , that D K being drawn , it may make
103.
AALK . LKCB :: AH . HB :: 7 .13.
. ‘
Solution Arithmetical.

*

too , found out by the Canon in 32°, by the help of the lines given in
104. A K
numbers in 99° 97% 101® and too'*.
.
CAK-4-AE . ED :: AK . AL.
loj, AL = III, for ^
125
. 140 :: lOo . 112.

106. CL (J. AB) =
Theor.

’k\

96^

found out by the three fides of A ABC, by the help of

oi^robl, 2i,Chaf. Z.

107. KH (X AL) = 60, for ^

AK

KH.

100

6o,

108. tAB X CL rr 9<5oo, the Area of A ABC,
109. t A L X KH t= 3 360 , the Area of A AL K.
110. A ABC — A ALK == 6240.^ the Area of LKCB.
The Proof.
S
HI.

.

.

.-J

AALK
3360

.

LKCB
6240

::

AH
70

*
.

HB

::

7

13.

7

Probl. XIX.
*
To divide a given Triangle ABC into two parts which fhall be in
any poflible Realbn given, luppofe as A H to H B, by a right line K L
that (hall pafs byia given point D within the Triangle.
C
j

1. By the given point D draw a Parallel to one of the Tides of the given triangle, as DE
parallel to the Bafe A B, and cutting A C in E.
2. Divide the Bafe AB into two parts in the given Reafon, as in the point H, and draw
CH; therefore, (per prop. 1. Elem.6.) aACH .AHCB :t AH. HB.
3. Then fuppofing it be difeovered (by the Rule hereafter given in 31® of this Problem,)
that the line of partition required to pafs by the given point D raufl: cut A B and A C,
the Scope of the Refolution is to find a point in A C, as K, from which a right line
being drawn to pafs by D, as K D L, the Triangle A K L (hall be equal to the Triangle

i

#
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AHC, whence it evidently follows that LKCB == A HCB, and A AKL .
L K C B : Ah . H B. Thefc things being premifed, the Refolution of the Problem
propounded' may be formed in manner following.
Snpfof,
4.
5.
6.
-7.
8.
9.
10.

A A B C is given.
, ,,,
,
. _
D is a point giveri within the A A B C.
A H and H B are in a given Reafon.
^ = A C is given.
c = AH is given.
^
A E is given.
h = E D (II A B) is given;
Req. to find
■
^
11. AK fuch a fegraent of AC, that KDL being drawn, it may make
.
12. A AKL . LKGB
AH . HB :: AACh'. A HCB,
JRefolution.

23. But it hath been (hewn In 17% that

.

.

^ r;: AK.

AK

.

AH ;; AC . AL.

A

::

c

EK . AK ::

::

a-g - A
he
a

__

h

.

ha
A^g
b

hm _

h'A

a-^g

a
a

m.

::

he. '

li

13. Suppofe that Jone which is required, and put
14. Then by confidering well what is required , and'^
viewing rhe Diagram, it will appear that A A K L(
ir A A C H, and that the <;C AL is common to^
both thole Triangles, therefore (per prop.i s.El.6.)
ic. That is, in the letters of the Refolution, .
*>
16 And becaufe A AKL and A EKD are bke,^
(for by Conflr. ih
DE UAL,) therefore^
( Per prop- 4‘ Elein> 6. )
17. That is, in the letters of the Refolution,
18. And becaufe the fourth Proportional in 14® is
the fame with the fourth in 16%thereforc the fourth(
proportionals in 15**
*7%
equal looney
another, vizj.
•
...«•••••19. Now to avoid an Equation between Solids, let^
It be made as
to ^, fo c to a fourth Proportio¬
nal , which may be called m, therefore ^ . . .
20. Whence, by comparing the Rcftangle of the^
extremes to the Rcftangle of the means, this^
Equation is produced, viz., . •
^
21. Therefore from 18° and 20% by exchanging)
equal Rediangles, *tis evident that . . . . >
22. Whence ’tis eafie to inferr that thefe are Pro->
portionals, viz...

.

m :: h

. 1> a-g

•

.

he

. -

.)

a ::

Iff
.•*•
A . ^
24. Thereforefrom 2 2®and2 5®,(/?cr’;>ro/>.ii.E/.5->)
^
2 j. And from 24“ * by comparing the Reaangle of
AA = ma —
the extremes to the Rcftangle of the means, • • I
26. From which Equation , after due tranfpofition, i
WA —. AA r=
this arifeth, viz..
27. Which laft Equation may berefolved into thefe? m — A ,. ^mg
^/mg
: ^/mg
Proportionals, viz..
... -S
. .
, ^
2 8. Of which three Proportionals, the mean, to wit, .^mg is given, as alio m the lumm
of the extremes, therefore the extremes ftiall be given feverally (per Trohl.i
the values whereof, by the Theorem in 21® of the faid Erohl. 13. Cha.p. 5. will be lound
equal to thefe right lines, (or numbers,) viz..

mg. ^ the two Roots of the Equation in 26°.
— wf; %
t

Hence this

CANON.

J
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Let it be made as E D to A C, fo A H to a fourth Proportional, which may be called M.
Then to and from the half of M, add and fubtraft the fquare Root of the cxcefs of the
Square of half M above the Reftangle of M into A E, fo fliall the fumm and remainder
made by that Addition and Subtraftion be the two values of A K fought, ( reprefented
by a in the foregoing Refolution.)
2p. But to the end the faid values of AK may be Real, that is, greater than nothing,
the given lines mud be fubjetd to this
he
that is, in words,
or
Determination,
g not
The line A E muft not exceed the right line arifing by the Application of the Ret^f angle
made of the lines AC and AH to the quadruple of the line E D.
The truth of this Determination, which is difeovered both by the Analogy in zf and
by the values of 4 in 28® , may he proved thus,
It hath been difeovered in 27 that thefe are Proportio- ?
,
.
r
nals,
•
• ,,,,,, •••
^
les is^
Of which Proportionals the fumm of the extremes
is
evidently m, and the mean is <^/mg; therefore (as hath >
been (hewn in 20® of Proh/. 13. Chap. s>) • • *3
Whence, by fquaring each part it follows, that . .
And by Application of each part to jw,
• . . •
But by Confir. in 19“*,.‘

Therefore from the three lad deps,

.

.

.

^

• V'wjj :: ^/mg . a.

<^mg not c”
mg not c imm.
g not cr \m.

he

‘

And confequently , by taking ^ of each part,

^
^

m.

.

,3

—

.

. J>

not cr

.m.

i or —^ •

Which was to be Demonftr.
20. It is alfo eafie to perceive by the two Roots or extreme Proportionals found out
^ in 2 8® that if ^
and confequently mg - \ntm , then thofe Roots will be equal
to one another , vU. each Root equal to
, which, if it fall within the limits hereafter
declared in the Rule in 31 ® of this Problem, (hall be equal to the line A K fought 5
But if^-n
then the faid Roots will be unequal, and the Equation in 26® may
be expounded\y each of thofe Roots. and fometimes either of them may be taken for
the value of the line A K fought, but fometimes only one of the faid Roots, and (ometimes
neither of them. To discover therefore whether there be a poffibility of effedingthc
Problem or not, by the lines given in fuch manner as before is expreft, the value of the
line A P mud be enquired to which end, fird, draw a right line that may pafs by the
angular point B and the given point D, ( in the precedent Diagram,) then is E A B D
a Trapezium having ( by Confir. in 1 ®,) two parallel Tides A B and ED, and the other
two (ides AE and BD, which are not Parallels, being continued will meet in foroe point
in AC, as in P. Now if AB, ED and AE be fcvcrally given in numbers, the line EP (hall
be alfo given in number, for putting ^ trr A E, and h — E D, ( as before in the Refolution,) alfoi^= ABj the lineEP ( by the Theorem in 9® of Prohl. iS, Chap.y.)
will be found equal to
for the value of

A P.

which adding

•

that is, AE, it makes

•

, .

It IS

/
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It is alfo evident, that if from any point in A C between H and P, a right line be drawn
to pafs by the given point D, as IDF, it (liall neceffarily cut the Bafe A B continued
without the Triangle A B C , as in F . but if a right line be drawn from any point in A C
between P and C to pafs by the point D , as K D L , it fliall neceffarily cut the Bafe A B
between A and B. From the preraiffcs we may inferr this following
RU L £.
31. Firft, if
— mg\ and
— mg: (the Roots before found
out in 28° for the values of A K, ) be unequal, and each of them lefs than A G, hut
neither of them lefs than

> (the value of A P,) then two right lines equal to

thofe Roots or values of A K being fet from A towards C will end in two points,
from which if two right lines be dra^wn to pafs by the given pointlD ,'each of them ffiall
divide the given Triangle ABC into two parts in the given Rcafon.
Secondly, if only one of thofe Roots or values of A K happens to be lefs than A C,
and not lefs than the faid value of AP, then the given Triangle A B C can be divided
only by one right line paffing by the given point D, fo as to cut both AB and A C, or
A C only, to divide the faid Triangle into two parts in the given Reafon.
Thirdly and lafUy, if neither of the faid Roots or values of A K happens to be
within the limits above expreff, then 'tis impoflible to draw a right line that lhall pafs
by the given point D, and cut both AB and AC, or AC only, and pafs by the angu¬
lar point B, to divide the given Triangle into two parts in the given Reafon : And
if the like impoflibility happen after a Parallel is drawn by the given point D to each
of the other two Tides AC, B C, and tryal made as before, it lhall be impoflible
perform what the Problem requires; but when there is a poflibility, then oftentimes
which two Tides you pleafe may be cut by the line of partition.
V

r

'

*

• *

. -.The Compojitioft of the foregoing ?wh\, I
C

• ;

^

I J

.J

f I .. V

,

'

-., F
• *'—.j

32-

33. A H and H B are in a given Reafon.
34. D is a point given within the A ABC.
35. DE(II AB) is given.
aACAH
56. AE is given , and not greater than--, agreeable to the preceding Determination in 29°.
4^
Re<^. to find
37. AK fuch afegment of AC , that KDL being drawn, it may make
AH . HB
38. A ALK . LKCB
AACH . AHCB.
ConfirnUion.
39. By the given point D draw

.

.

.

.

.

.

DE II AB.

40. Then fuppoTing it be difeovered by the preceding Rule A
in 31 ®, that the line of partition which is to pafs % the /
given point D may cut AB and AC, let it be made(^
(by Prohl.2.Chap.s.) as ED to AC, fo AH tor
a fourth proportional line, which may be called M,\
therefore, . ....... J
41. Find a mean proportional line, as S, between M and?
A E, therefore.3.

AH.. M.
,

g

w
*

AE.

42. Divide the line M (before found) into two fuch parts, that the line S may be a mean
Propor-
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Proportional between the parts, which may be done ( by Prol?l. 14. Chap. y.) if S
be not greater than
; but that S is not greater than tM, I prove thus:
From the foregoing Co}tfir. in 40°, it is eafie to per- ^
ceive that.i
Whence, by taking

I

of each part,

_
“

CJAC, AH
I'D

j-M— CJACjAH
-^0—
OAQAH

By the Determination in 56°,.A E not

4ED

AM.
Therefore from the two laft fteps, f'per^Ar.3.C^4/>.2.j V. A E not
Therefore by drawing M into each part,
. .
.
Q M, A E not cr~ ^ □ M.
And becaufe from 41 °, ( per prop. 17. Elem. 6.) .
□ S = O M, A E.
' Therefore from the two laft preceding fteps, ( per >
□ S not cT" inM.
4* chap.
)
•
•
•
••• ...S
But if one Square exceeds another, the fide of the.
S not CT" tM.
former exceeds alfo the fide of the latter, therefore from the laft fiep,.
Which was to be Demonftr. Therefore ’lis poflible to cut the line M into two fuch
parts, that the line S may be a mean Proportional between them j fuppofe then the right
line R be found the greater part, and T the leffer, therefore thefe are Proportionals, viz.
r M — R .
S ::
S . R.
^ M — T . S. ::
S . T.
That is, in 27®, . , . m — a . ^ntg :: ^/mg . a.
Which two lines R and T do anfwer to the two Roots or values of A K before expreft
in the Canon in 2 8®, viz.
_

R =
-t- V:->»>
T = iwj — V- 4^^

- mg-.

7

—'

j

A K.
'

■

43. Now fuppofing* that by the limits in 3i®'it be difeovered that the greater Root or
line R is lefs than AC, and not lefs than A P, let the line R be fet from A towards C,
as to K, viz. make AK = R, and draw the right line KDL . then (hall A A K L be
equal to AACH, and confequently AAKL . LKCB
AH . HB *: AACH . AHCB,
as was required.
,
v
»
<.
v
And if the leflcr Root or line T happens to be lefs than A C ^ but not lefs than A P,
let the line T be fet alfo from A towards C, (as to I in the following Diagram be¬
longing to the latter Example of this Problem,) ar>d then a right line being drawn from
the point in A C where T doth end, to pafs by the given point D, it (hall likewife divide
the given Triangle ABC into two parts in the given Reafon.
But if either of the faid lines R and T, which are to be fet ( as before) from A to¬
wards C, happens to fall between E and P , then the line of partition to pafs by D
will cut the Bafe AB continued without the Triangle ABC- as, if AI be fuppofed
equal to T, and the line 1 D be drawn and continued till it concurr Wth the Bafe AB
continued, as in F, then although A AI F be equal to A A C H, yet it folves not the
Problem , in regard part of A A I F lyes without the given A A BC.
It remains to prove that AALK . LKCB :: AH . AB, but this will be
made manifeft by the following Demonftration, formed out of the preceding Refolutlon
by a repetition of its fteps in a backward (not direft) order.
• ,
44. . .

.

Eeq. demonfir.AALK.LKCB:jAH,HB.
Demonfiration.

4y. By Confir. in 42°, I . . . . •
That is, in 2 7%(the laft ftep of the Refolution,) J>
46. Therefore fiom 45%17*6.)
47. And becaufe by
in 43®, . ,
48. And from the Confir. in 41 % (per prop. 17.?
Elem. 6. ).S
49. Therefore from 46“, 47® and 48“,. by exO
changing equal quantities,
That is, in 26®,
•>
B b

M — R ^ S :: S .
m —a
. ^mg :: ^mg .
□ MR
OR = Db. ,
AK = R. .
'□ M, A E =s= D S.
.

R.
a.

' .

_ qAK = □M,AE.

ma
b

44

mg.
50. There-
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°
aa
^
< ~ ina

That is, in z 5 °. . • • • . • •
51. Therefore by refolving the Equation in 5 o” ?
into Proportionals,..
Tha\ is, in 24° ,.1>
52. But becaufe aEKD and A AKL arc like,^
( for by Confir, in 3 9% ED 11 AL,) therefore> ED
(per prop.
Elem.6.)
. .
• • • *3
That is, in 23° j.. ^
h
5 3. Therefore from 51° and jz®, (per prop.
AK
Elem. <). J
..3
That is, in 2 2 ®,

.

..)*

a

- °M,AE.
—
mg,

M :: AK—AE

. AK.

m

.

w

AL

a —g
:: AK—AE

♦•

ha
a-'g
a-g
M ;: ED . AL..
L._

m i:

4.

*

•

ha

h

AK.
.4.

f_ he >

4- jr^~

4

AH
. M.
5:4. But by Confir. in 40°, ..)> E D
AC
5 5. Therefore from 5 3° and 5 4°, ( per prop. 23.7 .
AL.
AC ;
AH
Elem.
) agreeable to Bejm, 8. Chap.s. . 5
he
b
:
c
That is, in 15®,.^ a
a
5 6. And becaufe A AKL and A ACH have a
common angle, to wit, <C K A L, and (as ap¬
pears by the Analogy in y f ®,) the fides about
A AKL rs A ACH.
that angle are reciprocally proportionalj there¬
fore ( per'prop 1^. Elem.6,) ....
jy. Therefore by fubtrafting A AKL and
A A C H fevcrally from A A B C, the re¬
Trapez. LKGB = A HCB.
maining Spaces (hall be equal one to another.

«

58. But ( per prop.i. Elemi 6, ) •
• •
A ACH . A HCB :: AH . HB.
59. Therefore from 56% 57« and 58% by CX-? ^
. LKCB
AH : HB.
changing equal Spaces, . .....
.y
Which was to be demonftrated. Therefore that is done which the Problem required.
An Example in Numbers, to illufirate the precedent Refolution of Probl. 19. in which
Example the greater of the two Roots or values of AK before exprefi in 2 8®, is only
capable of folving the Problem.

60. AB = 231-5 the Safe

ti'AcZ

of A A B C are given.

53. D is a point-given within the A ABC.
64, DE'll AB; and DE = 112 is given.
6y. EA = 25 is given.
66, AH =
Z in a given Reafon, viz. as 5^0 to 809.
^7. HB = 136^^1 ^
u , AR
<58. CL, KH, IT are each X AB.
-a
Re<y, to find in number,
69. A K , fuch; that the right line K D L being drawn, it may make
70. A'AKL . LKCB ;; AH . HB
360 . 809.

Solution
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Solution Arithmetical.
71, A K = 12 5 = the greater of the two Roots in 2 8®, found out by the Canon there

expreft.
The Proof.

.. AL = .40; for ^ AK-AB .

7

ED ::

AK

.'aL.

75. CL = III, found out by the three fides of A A B C given in 5o% 6i* and
with the help of Theor. 4, in 6 8® of Frohl. 8. Chap. 8.
7rj. KH 2= 75; for
75.
75.
77.
g
' •

aAB X CL
^ AL X KH
A ABC —
5AAKL
I
5250

.

CL

::

AK

.

2*
*

KH*

= 1^834^ the Area of A A B C.
= 5250 the Area of A AKL. ’
A A L K =‘7 5 84^ the Area of L K C B.
. LKCB
AH . HB
^60
.. 7584!
p4j-« . 135-21 ..

809. ^
809,

Which was to be done.
*
79. Note. In this Rxample, AI the lelTer of the two Roots or values of A K in i8* falls
between E and P, and therefore it cannot folvc the Problem 5 for if ID be drawn and
continued, it will cut A B continued without the A A B G, as'in'F. But *tis worth
obferving, that the A AI F is equal to the A A K L, as the following Proof will make
manifeft.
; ‘
80. A1 = 3ii — the lelTer Root, found out by the Canon in 28^
81. EA = 25, given in 65®.
82. E I =
6^ =: AI — A E.
S3. DE = 112, given in 64®.

t

^
• /

ED
A1
jAf.
jdoj for
112
SdOa
KH
A1
I T.
I8i; for |
i8i.
75
3'i'
IT = 5250 = ^AL.x KH, therefore A AIF = A AKL. ’
was to be proved.
«
, •
>
• *■

84. A F =
Sf. IT =

85. tAF X
Which

Another Example in Numbers, referring to the fubfeijuent Figttre, T»h^e each cf Ih tree JRooti
or values p/ A K before exprefi in a 8® « capable of folving the f^egeingPccM.i^*'

B

92.

u u ~
\
a given Reafon, vU. as 32 to 153.
94. H B = 191^ 5
95. CL, KT, 1 H are each J_ AB.
Feq. to find in numbers ,
.
95. A K and A I, fuch, that the right lines K D G and ID L being draWn,
logies Ihall enfue, vi^.,
■ :■ b
'
.v r
^ " r
J J
A AKG . GKCB
AH i HB :: Jin
? A AIL . LICB
:i AH^ HB ’ :v ^3»- • . ifJsi

s

^

Bbb a

y

thefc
c

Sehitm.

■s
N.
if*

s

J^athswatical K^folutioft dud Cowpofitiott»

gSo

Solution Arithmetical,

98. AK = 847jf,?
o^. Al =

100.
101.
102.
103.

AK
AE
EK
ED

Book IV.
,

Qf jj^g Equation in 2 6®,found out by the Canon in 2 8%

i

,
A
The Proof hj the greater Root A

= 84t^f before found out in p8®.
=
given in 92®...
=
= A K — A E.
=
given in 91“. : .

104. AG = «!6.5s for ^

'

.

_

.

A G.
66if.

lor. CL =: III found out by the three given fides of A ABC.
KT.
rr-rss f ^ AC .
CL
i;
AK
105. KT — 67tii >
^ 138^ .
Ill
67»U*
84r?f
107. t AB >« CL = 1283^1 = the Area of A ABC.
108. ^AG X KT = 2220 = the Area of A A KG.
109. A ABC —'a AKG = lodHf = the Area of GKCB.
5.A AKG . GKCB »• •• AH . HB :: 32 . 153.
110.
40
• 19I4 *.: 32 . M3C 2226
. ^ 10614^ •• ••
lejfer Root AI i fomd OHt in 99®.
...

111. A L = 80;

- ' ‘ jj
^

for

— AE
3ii
AG
138!

,

ED

9

CL

:
;
:
:

112. IH = 55t; fo' {
III
•
t AB X CL = 12834! = A ABC.
U3
114 I-AL X I H = 2220 = A AIL.
115 A ABC — A AIL'= 10614! = LTC B,
. 5 A AIL . LICB
AH . HB :
i. 2220
. 10614!
40. . 191*! ::

* *

A1
69I
AI
69f

3*

32

. AL.
. . 80.
I H.
.
. S5t-

153153-

Prohl, XX.

To find the length of a right line A B, when we canAot come to either
of its ends . A or B.

Prefar»
\

.j-'ill

Fitft ^ fuppoling C to be a Station where A and B may be feen^ and that there
is liberty to meafure from C towards AB without impediment, meafure CD a diilance
at plcafurc, (in Feet, or w|»t equal parts you picafe,) yet fo, as C D A may be a Braight
'
"i
'
.
. '
~
line:

t

r
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line; raeafure likewife C E, a diftancc at pleafure, yet fo, as CEB may be a ftraight line.
Again, meafilre E D; alfo D F, that is, a diftance dircftly towards B, until you come to the
point F, where D B and E A cut one another* meafure alfo F E.
Secondly , in folving this Problem Arithmetically according to the following Refolution , by the help of thofe five lines meafured as above is direded, thefe are two prin¬
cipal Cafes, viz,, firfl, when the angle ACB is acute 5 fecondly, when’tisobtufe * and
in regard the three fides of the Triangle C D E are fuppofed (as above) to be feverally given
in numbers, we may ( by the Corollary in 45® of Probl. 10. Chap 7.) difeover the kind
of every one of the angles of thefaid Triangle. Firft then,.fuppofe it be found that the
angles D C E and C E D in the Diagram before expreft are each of them acute, then if
a Perpendicular be let fall from the angle C D E, as D I, upon the Bafe C E, it will neceffanly fall within the faid Triangle CDE; likewife if the angle DCE be acute, and
the angle C E D obtufe , then a Perpendicular from E will fall within the faid Triangle
upon the oppolite lidc. C D j but if the angle D C E be obtufe, as in the following Diagram
belonging to the latter Example of this Problem’tis fuppofed to be,) then a Perpendicular
|fom D or E will fall without the Triangle DCE.
Thirdly, let a Perpendicular be fuppofed to fall from E upon D B, as EG* this
Perpendicular lhall be lefs than the Perpendicular DI, tor EG is raanifeftly lefs than the
Perpendicular 1 K, which is lefs than ID the Hypothenufal of the right-angled Triangle
I K D.
Fourthly, fuppofing a Perpendicular to fall from A upon CB produced infinitely, it
will either fall upon the point B , or clfe within or without the Triangle C B A; but in
this Example I (hall (uppofe that Perpendicular to be AH, falling within the Triangle
C B A. Now by the help of thofe five lines, C D, .C E, E D, D F, F E meafured in Feet,
or what etjual parts you pleafe, the length ot the inacceflible diftance AB may be found out
in the fame kind of parts, in manner following.
. .
SHpfof,

CE
CD
DF
FE
DE
DI
IE
1C
EG

=
=
=
m
=
=
=
=

Lines given.

Thefe are confequently given, for they nm be fonnd out by
the help of the given’fides of A CED and A DFE,
(t^r Theorl in iand, 36® of Probl. ^.'Chap^. 7.'^

I, Req, to find E B and F B.
Refolutioft,
1 o. Put
... . .
.h
Hi Then it follows from 7® and 10®, that . .
12. The Square of the laft.Equation gives . • • h
13. To which Square adding the Square of p, that is,
14. The fumm makes ..h
I 5. And becaufe in A E 1 D right-angled at I, . f>
16. Therefore from 14° and i^’'^(ferAx.6,Ch.x.)'?
17. And by excrafting the fquare Root of the laft?
Equation, this arifeth,.S
18. By Sfippofitm the angle CED is aCute, arid/
confequently (per Coroll prop. 13 .Elem.i. )the ingle/
D E B is obtufe, therefore (p4r prop. 41. Elem.i.) y
I p. That is, in the letters of the Reiolution ,
.
20. Which laft preceding Equaiioh may be refolved?
into thefe Proportionals, viz. .
.• .* . .3
21. The Squares of which Proportionals are*alfo?
Proportionals, viz,
..3
22. Now to avoid an Equation between Solids; to?
p and n find a third Proportional, call it 7, therefore 5

4

= E B.

4 -j= I B.
aa -f-|- 4,^ = □ I B>
.. V .' . . pp = a Dl.

aa-{^7kjt-\-k!i-\-pp

= qDB.

gg. rz 4,4.
PP “ □ D E.
. aa
2 4<« -1-*
= dDB.
y': aa

24^

: z=: D B*

□DI,EB-0EG,DB(=2ADEB)
pa = n
7.. n

pp

fin :: da-{^2l^-]-gg . aa.

p . n V. ri .
23, There-
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23. Therefore ftora the laft Analogy this will ?
arife, (per CoroU, oi zo» prop. 6* Elem.) . . j ^ *
•• r
!•
24. Therefore from the Analogies in 21® and?
..
^
2
this htDdimk(i, (perils frop. $.Elem
P • ^
“T ^
• a4.
zj. And from 24°, by Divifionof Reafon, . r» p — q , ep
^
26. Thenunto 2;^ and^find athird Proporiio-?
^ ^ • ir
nal, which may be called X, therefore . . 5. ^
•
5 • •
27. Therefore by refolving that Analogy into an /
__
Equation, it gives . . . . . . .
2 8. Siippolc . . . . . 1 •
•V f ■= p
29. Then from tr, *?’and »8%byexchange? ^ ^
+ iks . m.
of equal quantitiesj
■'
30. Letitbeinade . . . . • • . .
r , q
• (to a fourth) t.
31. Then fr'oro29:aiid5o”. it’s manifeft
A _ ■ ..
ii.prop,
Elefn.) that
32. And by drawing « 4 x into 2iand h feve.?
^ ..
4.
M + «.♦
rally, this Analogy is manneit, . . . ^ >
33. Therefore from 31" and 32”, ( ptr it. frop.}
2;^4+2^r . ^4*,.
5'. Eiem.).. •
^
^
34. In which Jaft Analogy, the firft Term is?
equal to the third, therefore the fecond lhallV aa = U -}- if.
be equal to the fourth, viz. • . . . .
35. Therefore by fubtraaingf^'from each part?
'
of the lafl: Equation,
3(> Therefore(by theCanonin43®of/’y(>^/.i2.7
_ -f -V- a/: in 4- fs: == EB.
ckip. j.;.■ •>
z 1 V 4
From 22°, 26°, 28°, 30° and 36°, ‘lis eafie to deduce this following
C A N O N

,

i.

3 7'. Firfi:, to p and «, (that is, DI and EG,) find>
a third Proportional, which may becailed 7 j> p , n i: n i tp ( = ^^f,)
therefore; ..j
Secondly; unto 2^and'^, (thatis, 2IE and DE,)>
, find a third ProportionaljWhich may be called Xi>
• g •• g * ^
)
therefore, . Jii? • . . • .. • • *3 ,
,
Thirdly, make ,
. ...h .••>* = p — y ( —
Fourthly, let it be rhade as r toy, fo 2^to a fourth > ^
a " zk
^
Proportional; t^hich may be called therefore, S
• v ••
•
,34^Fifthly and laftly j by the Canon in 43° 6{?
Trobl.i2.Ch.s- the quantity of EB (repreferited > m^V*
— 100 = EB — 4.
by a in the Rerolution)will be made known,3
The Demonftration of the faid Canon is raanifeft by the preceding Refolution, which
is argued Geometrically as* welh as Arithmetically, and no quantity i.n any ftep thereof
exceeds the dimenfions of a Plane. Moreover , by converting the Analogy in z 1 ° into
an Equationlaccgrding to the vulgar way, the following Canon will arife, which is the
fame in fubftance with the former, but not foapt forDettionBraiion.
. "X . ^
'
C A N O N z.
3 8. Multiply )^, and the Square of g, feverally by the Square of », and divide each Produdl
by the excefs of the Square of />, above the Square of
then add the latter Quotient to
* the Square of the firft, and ei^raa the fquare Root of the fumm ; lalUy, the faid fquare
^Root added to the firft4^oticnt will give the fame value of 4, (that is, 100 =: E B )
as before.
^
^, r,
^
30. Nowin order to find FB, firft, . • .'? lE-f^EB — IB — lid.
40. Then
V:D1B-EdID: = DB = 2I0.
41. And ..DB- DF = FB =: 120.
11. to find D A.
.
42. The line&-CD, DB,BC,DF,CE being given or found out, (as before,) the
length of D A* may be difeovered by the Canon in 17® oi Probl. ly. Chap. 7*
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Firft, . . . D F . D B :: C E . '(to a fourth ) M . ( = 5 J4f.)
Then, . . M — CB . EB :: CD , DA
204rf. )
III. To find AH and CH.
43. By Suppofttion A H is perpendicular to C H, and each of them may be found oUt thut,
rn

cA

*•

^

( — 33^ri-)■^ci.CH( = 248r?. )
IV. To find A B the diftance required.
<
44. Becaufe in this Example C H happens to be lefs than C B, (that is, C E •+ E B,)
lubiradl C H from C B, and the remainder is H B, 'viz,
CB — CH = HB = 3if.
^
Then in A A H B right-angled at H,
,
V:OaH-1-dHB: = AB z= Aii5i_,thatis,331,651.
45. N<ite. When CH happens to exceed C B, then the Perpendicular A H will fall
without the A C A B, upon C B produced • in which Cafe G B is to be fubtra^ed from
C H, and then the Square of the remainder being added to the Square of the Picrpenmcular AH, the fquare Root of the fumm fliall be the defired diftance A B. And laftly,
when C H happens to be found equal to CB, then the Perpendicular AH is the fame
with the diftance A B.
The Arithmetical Solution of Cafe 2. Probl. 20. viz. when the angle 7^^
A C B ^ ohtufe.
•
f
R

.

A -_^^_B

Suppof.
^ = CE == ^3tCr=CD=:4l|-. ^
■*“
46.

Lines given*;'

^ = D E = 8j.
3
‘
s \
f =
= 40.
T -phefe arc confequenilygivcn,for they may be found out
i^=lE = 7f*
V
by thehelpof thegivenfides of ACEDand aDFE,
/ =CI = Ilf. (
2. iiT‘'3i®and32'’ofPro^/.
n ~ E G = aor-j, 3
j !•; .■
to find AB.
1
Operation Arithmetical,
< .

Firft.by Cd<w«2.in 38“ofthepreccdingRefolution7
o .
you will find by the help of the tefpeaive num-> E B =;= «zr.

'VTi: V

■
'

^;

bers given in 46®, .
i: r"‘ i r —
Secondly
.. .
IE + EB = IB = 157..
Thirdly /in A DI B right-angled at I, . . * }> V- DlB-H DID: = DB = i6i^Fourthly ( by the Canon in 17® of Prohl, 1 y. Chap. 7.) let it be made,
D F . D B :: C E
. V( to a fourth,J )y M = 1t
«
.
,30807! then

\ M-CB .

Fifthly,

.

EB

CD

. ( to a fourth, ) DA = i4^rr6^f'
.
CD 4-Da == CA = I
'

i

Sixthly,
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sixthly, becaufe A GDI and A C AH are like, .thefe are Proportionals, vi^,, ’•>
CD i Cl :: CA , CH‘ ( =
CD . DI :: CA . AH ( = 180tifff . )
Seventhlyi
. J> CH + CB = HB =
Laftly, in the A A H B right-angled at H, ^
DHB •4- DHA: = AB = adBrJaf, C^r.
Note. When the angle A C B happens to be a right angle, then after E B and D A
•are found out in like manner as before in 3 8® and 42° of this Problem, there will be given
C A and CB the fides about the right angle ACB of aACB- therefore (perprop.47,
Elem. j,) the fquare Root of thefummof the Squares of thofe ftdes ihall be the quantity,
of the Hypothenufal A B, to wit, the diftance fought#
LEMMA

.

1. leading to Probl. 21.

Supfuf.^^

FIG.

I.

X. A B C D is a Trapeiium.
2. E F G H is a Trapezium.
EF AB.
4. FGIIBC.
'
5'. GH II CD.
6. EH II AD.

n

7. AE,'BF, CG,DH^arc right lines.
8. El and HQ^JL AD.
9* EK and F L J.. A B.

1 p. FM and GN I B C.
11. GO and HP JL CD.
12. EI=:EK=:FL=:FM = GN=
GO = HP = HQ.
Req, demonfir,
13.

AI=:AK . BL = BM
^ < ?^AI = < EAK
2 < GCN = < GCO

CN = CO . PD = DCL
<FBL — < FBM.
< HDP = <; HDQ:

Demonfiration.
15. By Sftppof. in 8® EI
A D, therefore ?
CAIE = J.
( per defin. 10. Elem. 1.).5 '
j4. Therefore fferprop. 47.-E/rw. I. j , .J> dAI^-DIE = DAE.
17. Likewife,
. .
, *.OAK-j-DKE^ dAE.
’ “cST/r
'‘i D AI + □ IE = D AK + n KE.
19. By Shppof.iT) i2°,IE=rKE,and confequently ^ • • • •
□ IE = □ KE.
10, Therefore from 18® and 19®, (per Ax,
□ AI = □ AK.
Chap. 2,).f
a I .• Therefore from 2 0®, ( per Schol, grop. 48.7
. Al = AK.
^ EJern.i,) v ^ *
• • ;n*., |/i,* .
*5
Which was. to be Demonftr^.j
\ i
2 2. Again, becauft A E is common to the Tri¬
•' Jangles AI £ and A K £, and the other fidesi
of thofe Triangles are corref^ndently equal
C EAI r= C EAK.
to one another, (as appears in i a®and 21®,)!
therefore ( per prop. 8. Elem. i.) ^
Which was alfo to be Demonftr.
And by Che like argumentation the truth of the reft of the Equations in 13® and 14"
thayibc demonftrated. .
;
. .
.i
tiJhfu

i

^i

■4-

'iiiij

t

-

,L E M M A 2:

(

, Lcit.th< fame things bcTuppofcd here as before in Emma i. then, (refpeft
' 'J

‘

•

'

■

•

being had

. „

Req.
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<AEI,

Riq.demnft.. i
‘he Tangents of <^ < ®
< CGN,
^
^
^SoEI (orEK)toAI^-LB^-<NC + Pa
^
< DHP ;
Demonfiration.
2. By Suppofition in 12° of Lemma i. . , ,'EI = FL = GN=:HP.
3. Therefore thefe four following Analogies will be tnanifeft by a vulgar Axiom in the
Doftrine of plain Triangles, ‘vitj,
Radius .
El :: Tangent <^AEI . AI.
Radius
F L, or E I
Tangent <;^ BFL . LB.
Radius
GN, or EI
Tangent
CGN . N G.
Radius
H P, or E I
Tangent < DHP . P D.
4. And from thofe four Analogies this that follows is deducible*, {per SchoLprep, li.
Blem. s.) viz.
As..
,
< ^ 4 Rad. ..
To.4 El;
C < A E i.
I.

So is the fumm of the Tangents of thefe angles, to wit, < ^ CGNJ *
. C < DHP;
To.AI 4- LB -h NC
PD. But (by prep. I £/em. J ... 4 Rad. 4 El
Rad. El.
<5. Therefore from the two laft preceding Analogies in 4® and 5 * this arifeth, (per prop. 11.
£lem.^.) viz,
As
. Rad>
0
..
..
. EI5 •
< aei,
< BFL,
So is the fumm of the Tangents of
< CGN,
< DHPi
To.AI 4- L B 4- N C -j- P D.
*
r<AEI.
Therefore alternately, As Radius is to the futntn of the Tangents of < ^ ®
So El to AI + LB4-NC4-PD. C < DHP;
Which was to be Demonftr.
L EMMA 3;
Let the fame things be fuppofed here as before in Lmma i,. then ( refpedl being had
to Fig, \ .)
,
Req. demonjir.

OEI X AD-Al+aEI X AB - LB -I^ c= space AEFBCGHDA.
□ El X BC - NC^-^ □ El X CD _ PD
That is, in words,
The Reftangle made of the parallel didance El, (= EK,)'and theexcefs by which
the fumm of the four Tides AD, A B, B G, CD of the Trapezium 'A BCD, exceeds
the fumm of the four fegments A I, L B, NC, P D, is equal to theinter valor Space
AEFBCGHDA.
Demonjtration, • .
^
,
2. By
in 8® and
Lemma i. >• El and HQ^XIQj^. Alfo, ElisHO^
3. 1 heretore ('^^r pro/>.2 7,3 3,34. JB/m.i.j
E H = I C^*
4. It IS evident by f*g. and Lemma i. te- /
EH t:=: AD-.aM*-QD (PD.)
fpeft being had to the lad Equation , that \
y. And by adding AD to each part of the?
laft Equation..f AD-hEH= 2AD —AI-^ qP (PD.)
6, And by arguing as in 4° and 5®,. this?
AB4-EF= lAB —AK(AI) —LB.

Equation will bemanifeft,

.

. .3

C c e

7. Likewife,

.
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7. Likewife..^ BC-^FGrraBC

BM(LB)—NC.
8. Likewifc,..
CD^-GH = 2CD-CO(NC)-PD(QD.)
o. And by comparing the half fumm of ) fAD -j- 7EH "ir"
f AD — A 1 -j~>
the firft parts of the four laft preceding^ ^ AB
tEF >*1-^ _ ^AB — LB4"
Equations to the half fumm of the latter^ fBC •-j-* ^FG-j-T
^ BG — NC-f*
parts, this Equation arifethj viz. •j
J
yCD —PD.
I o. By Supfof. the Trapezium A E M
haih two parallel fides A D a^ E H ,f ^ g, ^ JAD + tEH = Traper. AEHD.
and i-1 I aDt therefore fpgr
in 1 3® of PrdbL 18. Chap. 7.) • o
11. In like manner,'(refpea being had to > oeI x tAB4-tEF = Trapez. AEFB.
the Suppof, in 11® of Lemma i. ) • S
__—^12. Likewife ,.^ O El x ^BG ►^jFG = Trapez. BFGC.
13. Likewife, • • . • • •
d]LI x^CD-|-^GH = Trapez. DHGC.
14. By viewing/?#^,
it will be evident, that the fumm of the four Trapezia expreft in
the four laft preceding Equations is equal to the Interval or Space AEFBCG[:iDA,
therefore from 9®, 10®, 11®, ii® and 13®, by exchanging equal quantities this Equation
arifeth, vi^_
•_
□ El X ad - AI-f DEI
- LB 3- 7 _ g
AEEBCGHDA.
DElxBC-NC+aElxCD_PD 3
Which was to be Detnonftr.

L L M Ai A 4.
F J G.
'

-N ^

'

■n

w

I. r:
r

G

<

IM-_-HA,.\P

K
M f' I

^

•

‘'''X

^

I)

Let the fame things be fuppos’d here as in Lemma i. and let the line G be found out
by this Analogy, viz.
^
,
^
r <! A E I,
r As the fumm of the Tangents of.a ^ C G n\
I
• *6
I
E
2. . .

*
<^<DHP’
To . ..; . . . .
. Radius;
So.'* . . AB -j- BC -j- CD -h da ,
To a fourth Proportional
. .'.G. Then
. Req. demonfir. .....
i G CT" EI,( the parallel diftance.)
Demonflration.

3, By inverting the Terms of the Analogy demonftrated in 7® of the foregoing
tfiefe are Proportionals, viz.
^
,
C < AEI,
r

n

-

.

-

'

r As the fumm of the Tangents ot.j
• I
4« •

<Z.

a*

BFL,

CGN,

C < DHP,
Yo « . •
• • Radius ^
I So is . • ..AI-HLB*-}-NC + PD,
JL To the parallel diftance i
^ E. ^
.-r-- Therefore

■, t
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5. Therefore from 1 ” and 4°, f per prop, i r. Elem. s-J
AB^-BC-hCD^-DA . G ;; AI-h LBNC 4-PD
El.
6, But by prop. 15. Elem, 5.
AB4-BG4-CD-i-DA . G :: tAB ^-tBC + tCD-4^ ^DA
iG.
7, Therefore from 5® and 6®, (per prop. ii.Elem. 5.^
tAB4-iBC+iCD^^tL)A . ^G
AI-h LB + NC*f PD . EL
8. In which laft Analogy the firft Term is greater than the third j for 'tis evident'by
Fi£. I. and by what hath been deraonftrated in Lemma i. that the double of thefirlt
Term is greater than the double of the third , in regard the double of the third is but
pan of the double of the firft: Therefore ( per prop. 14. Elem, 5-.) the fecond Term
is greater than the fourth, viz,
i G c“ EI (the parallel diftancc. )
Which was to be Demonftr.
LEMMA 5,
FIG,

2.

D
If the angles A, B , C, D of the Trapezium A BCD be feverally divided into
two. equal parts by the right, lines AW, D W, B V, C V; and if from the points W,
R, V and X where every two of the faid lines that lye next to one another do interfedt,
four right lines Wcfc,RT,VYandXZ be drawn perpendicularly upon AD, AB, BC
and C D • and if the Perpendicular R T be Ihorter, or, if not Ihorter, yet not longer than
any one of the other three Perpendiculars V.Y, XZ and W«; Andlaftly, if a Trape¬
zium be made within the before-raentioried Ttapez'um A B G D, fo, as that the fides of
the one.are parallel to the Tides of the other , and every where leparatcd by an equal, parallel
diilance: Then 1 fay that the faid parallel diftance lhali be Icfs than the faid Perpendicu¬
lar RT.
,
•
‘
For if it be faid that the parallel diHance is equal to the Perpendicular RT, then
by the point R let ER F be drawn parallel t,o A B , and finilh the Trapezium EFGH
fo as F G may be parallel to B C, likewife G H11 C D and E H HAD; !_draw alfo AE;
I'low if the Tides of the intcriour Trapezium EFGH be every vyhere diflant from the fides,
of theexteriour Trapezium by an equal parallel difiance, then by
i. the angle EAI
is equal to the angle E AK; but by Suppojition in this Lemma 5. <11 RAI = <1 RAK, and
how fiiortfoever the parallel line ERF be drawn, the angle EAI will be But part of, and confequently lefs than
R A I, ( =: d RAK,) as is evident by Fig. z. therefore the angle
E AI cannot be equal to the angle RAK, and confequently it contradicts Lemma i. before
demonftrated. The like contradiction will'enfue if a Parallel be drawn to A B at a diftance greater than RT.
Wherefore I conclude , that if a Trapezium be made within
a Trapezium in fuch manner as is above fuppofed , the parallel diftance.fliajll be lefs than
RT, which is fuppos’d to be fiiorter, or ^ if not fiiorter, yet not longer than any one of
the three Perpendiculars V Y, X Z and W <t before mentioned,

Vrohl:

XXI.

'

-3

A Trapezium being given by Pofition, as alfo the quantities of all
its Tides and angles feverally, to make a Trapezium within the former,’
in fuch manner that the Tides of the,one may be eyery where Teparated
Ccc 2
from
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from the fides of the other by an equal parallel diftance 5 and that the
Space lying between the fides of both the Trapezia may be equal to any
pofTible Space ( or Figure ) given.
Note. This Problem hath two Cafes, viz.. Firfl, when each of the Diagonals of the

given Trapezium lyes within the fame; Secondly, when one of the Diagonals lyes with¬
out. I (hall handle the firft Cafe only, for this well underftood , will be a fufficient
light to (hew the induftrious Analyft how to folve the latter Cafe, which is briefly done
by the Learned Fran, a Schooten, in his TraBat. de concinnandis Demonfirationihm ex
Calculo jilgebram.

F JG.

A B C D is a Trapezium given, whofe Diagonals A C and B D do lye within the fame.
2 , r = a right line given, equal to the funam of AB, BC, CD, DA.
3 r = the Radius, or Semidiameter of a Circle is given.
4 j = a right line given equal to the fumm of the Tangents of the angles A EI, B F L;
CGN and DHP, agreeable to the Radius rj which angles are the complements of the
. halves of the given angles of the Trapezium A B C D.
5. ^ = the fide of a given Square equal to the Interval or Space lying between the (ides
of the given Trapezium -A BC D,, and the fides of the Trapezium required to be made
within the former.
Rea. to make
6. E F G H a Trapezium, fuch, that EFII AB. FGI1 BCj GH11 CD, and EH II AD. Alfo,
7. Space AEFBCGHDAE = uh, (or bh.) Alfo,
8. The Perpendiculars El, FL, GN and HP to be equal between themfelves, that there
may be an equal parallel diftance between the fides of the Trapezium given, and of that
required.
i •
Refolmion 0/ C A S E i.
1

p. Suppofe that done which is required, and put ^ for >
~ ej — fk — FM = GO.
the parallel diftance, viz,.. . . > ■
“
“
10. Then by the foregoing
2. this Analogy is manifeft, viz,.
r < AEI,,
As Radius, to the fumm of the Tangents of

.

11

So is the parallel diftance El, to . , AI
Therefore in the letters of the Refolution,
r .

/

::

4

.

.

•
LB

•

•< ^ CGN
<1<DHP;
N C q-. P D.

( = Al 4. LB + N C + PD. )

By the preceding Lemma 5. this Equation is manifeft, viz,.

□ EUAD^ + C3EIxAB-LB + ? ^ Space AE F BC G HD A.

OEIxEC-NC+aEIxCD-PD

S.

^

13, Therefore in the letters of the Refolution,
so.
r

^hb (= Space AEFBCGHDA.
14'. Which
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14. Which Eqtiation in i3° may berefolved into thefe> ,
l
Proportionals,
....•••••.>
7.
1 j. And by drawing r as a common Fadtor into each of^
the two firft Terms of the laft preceding Analogy, this > hr, cr ^ sa :: 4 • b,
arifech, viz.
16. Now to avoid an Equation between Solids, which
would arife by comparing the Reftangle of the ex-/
tremes to the Reftangle of the means of the laft Ana-> s ; r :: b .
logy, let It be made, as j to r, fo ^ to a four th Pro-(
portional, which may be called 4?, therefore . . .
17. Whence, by comparing the Redangle of the ex->
tremes to the Redangle of the means, this Equation > sd = br^
is produced, viz.. • O
'
18. Again, let it be made, as j to r, fo c to a fourth ? ^ ^ ^
: tr . f.
Proportional, call it g, therefore
5
' .
* *
* . ’
15>. Therefore from the laft Analogy, by comparing the >
Redangle of the extremes to the Redangle of the > sg = c^,
means,.' . •y
20. Therefore from I17° and 19“, by exchanging >
^ xr —x4 :: k . b,
equal Redangles, this Analogy ariTeth ^ viz. . . s
21. Therefore from 20°, by calling the common Fa-? ^ ^ ^^ .. ^ ^
dor s out of the two firll Terms,
. , .
. . •S
22. From which laft Analogy, by comparing the Red-7
angle of the means to the Redangle of the extremes,> ga — aa = bd.
this Equation is produced , viz. . ^.3
23. Which Equation may be rcfolved into thefe- Pro-J £-4 * '^bd :: ^bd,. a. .
portionals, viz.
^
24. But of thofe three continual. Proportionals, the mean, town, ^hd is given, asalfo
g the fumm of the extremes g-^a and 4, therefore ( per Pfohl. i^.Chap. 5.^ the
extremes (hall be given feverally, which by the Theorem in 21 ® of the faid Frobl. i^. are
equal to thefe right lines, ( or numbers,) viz.
3^ + V-

the extreme Proportionals in 23°.

ig — V-Aig — HI
.
T
'•
,
Which extreme Proportionals, (of Roots of the Equation in 22°,) are equal one to the
other when
= Vbd, in which Cafe each of the faid extremes is evidently equal tq tg;
but if fg CT" Vbd.t then the faid extremes are unequal ^ as they happen to be in the Refolution of this Problem, but the lelTer of them only (for the reafon hereafter given in 26°)
lhall be the parallel diftance fought. Hence this *
..
■ .
^

C A H O'H.

—El = EK the'parallel diftance.

That Ts, in words,

Let it be made, As ( x ) the fumm of the Tangents*of the complements of the halves
of the angles of the givenTrapezium A BC D>, is to the Radius (r ) j So (^) the given
fide of a Square equal to the preferibed Interval or Space between the Tides of both the
Trapezia , to a fourth Proportional (<^ ) ; snd fo ( c ) the furnm of thC four fides of the
given Trapezium to a fourth Proportional (^)* Then fubtrad the'fquare Root of the
excefs whereby the Square of half g exceeds the Redangle made of ^ and , from half g 5
the remainder lhall be E I ( = E K ) the parallel diftance fought, . .
.
Which Canon may be propounded in thC form of a Theorem j. the Demonitranon
whereof may be ealily framed by a repetition of the.fteps of the 1 foregoing Refolutionj
by proceeding in a dired order from the beginning to the end thereof; for the Argumenmentation therein ufed is clearly Geometrical, as well as Arithtneticahi BUc waving .the
Demonftraiion of the Canon, 1 fhall in the next place Ihew what Determinations .arc
neceffary for limiting the given lines, that there may be a poflibility of fcffeding the Pro¬
blem propounded.
^
,
l . .
Determinat. iJ
.*
; •

25. ...

if cr

thatis,

cr A/:b ?< —I

)

^

‘

Although
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Although there be a poffibility to find out the extreme Proportionals in 24® ^ ( or the
two Koots of "the Equation in 2z“,) if \g be not lefs than
, yet the parallel di/fance
is not poffible unlefs jg be greater than
for if \g — ^bd^ then each of the faid
extreme Proportionals is equil to \g s but by the preceding Lemma 4. fg is greater than
El or EK ( the parallel diftance ,) therefore neither of thofe equal extremes can be the
parallel diftance : But if ^gcr' V^->
Determwat. i. requires, then the two extreme
Proportionals before mentioned ate unequal; for if jg, that is, half the fumm of the
extremes of three Proportionals be greater than the mean, to wit,
then the extremes
are unequal , and conlcqucntly in fuch Cafe -^g is greater than the lefler extreme • there¬
fore agreeable to Lemma 4. the lefler extreme fhall be the parallel diftance required • but
the greater extreme is to be neglefted; becaufe -tis greater than fg, and confequently doth
tontradidf the faid Lernmd 4.
Determinat.
17*

*

•

•

•

•

•

““ V* 4^^ **“

i

—1 R T,

The perpendicular line RT \nFig. 2. prefix’d before the precedent Lemma y. is fup.
pofed to be ftiorter, or if not fhorter, yet not longer than any one of the other three Per¬
pendiculars V Y, X Z. and W «. But the quantities of the faid four Perpendiculars may
be found outin numbers by the Do^rine of Plain Triangles. for in each of the Triangles
ARB, BVC, CXD and A W D, the Bafe is given, as alfo the angles at the Bafe,
to find the Perpendicular.. Which Bafes are the given fides of the Trapezium A BCD,
and the angles at the Bafes are the halves of the given angles of the faid Trapezium,
therefore the faid Perpendiculars are given alfo, whence it may be known which of them
is the ftiorteft." Now becaufe by.the foregoing Canon in 25°, and by what hath been
faid in 26®, the parallel diftance is found equal to ig—V'4gg —
: and becaufe by
the preceding Lemma
the faid parallel diftance niiuft: belefs than RT,-which isfuppos’d
to be the fhorteft of the faid four Perpendiculars, or if not the (horteft , yet not longer
than anyone of the other three, therefore
touft be lefs than RTotherwife that cannot be done Which the Problem requires.
,
*
But if the given lines be qualified according to the import of the precetJent Determi¬
nations , then the parallel diftance El or E K lhall be given by the foregoing Canon j and
then, after the angles A , B , C , D of the given Trapezium A B C D in Fig* i. are feverally
divided into two equal parts by the right lines AE, BF, CG and DH; and after right
lines are drawn parallel to the fides a B, B C, C D, DA, at the diftance of the faid EI or
E K, the points where thofe Parallels do concurr in the lines bifefting the faid angles will
form the defired Trapezium EFG H : And it will not be difficult to demonftrate, by
a repetition of the fteps of the foregoing Refolution in a backward order, (in like manner
as in divers preceding Problems of this Chapter,) that the Area of the Interval or Space
lying between the fides of both the Trapezia is equal to the Square of the given fide b.
But leaving the Compofition of this Problem to the Learners praftice, I lhall prove the
truth of its Solution by an Example in Numbers.
An Example in Numbers, to illuflrau the preceding Refolution of Probl, 21.
Suppof

28. ABCD is a Trapezium.
20. EFGH is a Trapezium.
SEH 11 AD . EF 11 AB.
1 FG 11 BC . GH II CD.
31. AE, BF, CG, DH are right line?.
32. El and HCLJ_ AD.
33. EK and F L
AB.
34. FM and G N JL B C.
3s* GO and H P
CD. 36. AD = 4c
37. A B = 24 V
BC =
3y. CD = 3f

j ,

Gr. -■ Min.

4°. <EAI
41. <^FBL
42. < GCN
43- < HDP

=<EAK =44:
m <; FB M = 5^ ;
= < GCO = 44 : 43= < HDQ^= ?5 : »5.

Arc given.

44- < AEl

= < AEK = 4J : 54*
Thefc jre confequently given, be<BFL
=
<BFM=
34
*
4
45.
caufe the angles at i, K, L, M, N,
45 : 17.
4<5. < CGN = < CGO
O, P, Q^^ire right angles.
47* < DHP — < DHQ^= 54 J 44*
48. c = 129 = AD-hAB^-BC-i-CDisgiven; ( from 36®, 37% 38% 39*.)
= 4^c7oto is given for the Area of the Space AE F B C G.H D A.
49.
r
=
100000 the Radius of a Circle is given.
50.
Retj» to find
'
•
51* EI = FLrrGN = HP, (the parallel diftance. )
Solution Arithmetical,
*

Cr.

^in.

5»- 103191 r= Tangent of 45^ : 54 = <AEI =
FL
<BF M.
53- 57620 t=: -Tangent of 34 ; 04 =
Z 5dhQ
54* 100994 = Tangent of 45 : ^7 =
55. 141409 = Tangent of 54: 44 —
56, 413217 = / = the furam of ihofe four Tangents.

Then according to the foregoing Canon in 25 > let it be tnadC)
57. As

s

T

413215

looooo

*- A* ^4.321

5

h

::

d.

<v/*45®Too»

r

c

100000

129

(_ixjL
circ
j I 000 y ^
£•

3 ttooo »

Laftly > by the precedent Canon in 2 5 ®,
S9-

: 4 (very near) = El = E K.

— V: to — W;

The Proof,

To r, / and El find a fourth Proportional, (agreeable to the foregoing LtmKwa.)
• "i looooo

.

,

El

413^15

*

AI+LB M-NC + PD.
•

•'SriJif-

Then (by Lemma 3. )

c AD — Al-j-AB

El X ^ BC- NC-i-CD

LB
PD

^ = Space AEFBCGHDA.

That is, 4 into l^9 —
= 449itoo> &c.
Which Area doth not want
of 4507^^ the prefetibed Area of the Interval
A E F B C G H D A , the defeft arifing from this, that fiKh numbers as were found out
neai rhe truth were alTuroed to be exaftly true, to avoid tedioufnefs of Calculation.
Therefore the truth of the Solution of thePjpblem propounded is evident.
Probl. XXII.

In a right-angled plain Triangle, the Area being given, as alfo the
Perimeter, (that is, the fumm of all the three fides,) to find out the
Triangle. But the quadruple Area mull be lefs than the Square of the
Perimeter.
5
-

V.

392
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AC “ I
A B rr:

dy

B C == i6g

-I

c

D F =

2(5

DG =

26
«

I. A ABC is right-angled at A.
CDfACjAB = the Area of A ABC is given.
3. AC -j- A B
BC = the Perimeter is given.
Req, to find out AC, A B , B C feverally.
Prepar.

4. Suppofing A B C to be the Triangle fought, bi(^<a ( by Prohl. 0. EUm. i.) the angles
B A C and A B C by the Hnes A P and B D meeting in D . and make DF X AC .
DGX AB . DEXBC; and draw DC; Then is DF ( = DG= DE) the Semidiaraeter of the infcribed Circle D F G E, which toucheth the Triangle in the points
Py G

y (per prop.)
Refolut,

i

1.

j. Ffom the premilfes ’tis eafie to perceive, that in any plain Triangle, the Semiperimetec
multiplied by the Semidiameter of the infcribed Circle produceth the Area of the Tri¬
angle j and contequently the Area divided by the Semiperimeter gives the Semidiametec
of the infcribed Circle; As in A A B C before expos'd, the Reftangle (or Produdf)
of iAC into DF is equal to the A ADC, (per prop.^iiElem.i.) Likewife
□ iAB, DG (DF) = A ABD ; Alfo, atBC, DE (DF) = ABCD!
and thofe three Triangles are evidently equal to A A B C.
’
6. Moreover, in every right-angled plain Triangle, if the Diameter of the infcribed Circle
be fubtra^fed from the Perimeter, the remainder is equal to the double of the Hypothenufal: As in A A B C before exposed, if A F
A G, ( = DF + DG = the
Diameter of the infcribed Circle D F GE ,) be fubtrafted from the Perimeter A C -U
AB
B C, there evidently remains FC^-GB-j-BG^zBE-l-iEC =
iBCj for FC = EC, and GB = BE. Therefore,
From 5® and 6® we may deduce
,CANON r.
7. Divide the given^Area by the Seraiperimeter, and fubtraft the double of the Qpotienc
from the whole Perimeter; the half of the remainder fhall be the Hypothenufah which
fubtrafted from the Perimeter leaves the fumm of the Tides about the nght angle.’ Then
theHypothenuf^bcing given, as alfo the fumm of the fides about the right angle, the
fides ftiall be given feverally, both Geometrically and Arithmetically, by Probl.^.Chap.^.
Another way to find out the HypothenHfnl,

■
8. A ABC is right-angled at A.
9. cr±=: □tAC,AB rrr aABCis given.
TO. b = AC -|- A B -|- BC-is given. ^
Re^. to find BC the Hypothenufal.
Sttppof.

Refolnt. 11.
XU Put a for the Hypothenufal, 'vU.
. . .

; .
^ — B C.
12. Therefore from 10® and 11®, the fumm of the fides/ ,
,
a o 1 a r»
about the right angle is.5^
^C—AC + AB. )
13. J And from 11° the Squarc of the Hypothenufal is . }> ^a.
14. And from 12®, the Square of the fumm of the fides >
r
t n
about the right angle is . . . ..^
^ iba ^ bb.
1$, Therefore

15. Therefore from 9% island 14°, (by rW. i., in iz°)
oi ProbL i 5. Chaf. 8. ) this Equation arifeth , viK,. .5
” iba-{-bb ~ aa'-\-^^cc.
15. From which Equation reduced , the HypothenWal /
__
will be made known , z'tz. ....
u
\ ^
-z~ • ' C-^ NON

2;'

17- From the Semiperimeter fubtraft the Quotient of the double Area divided by thi
"“a'niier fliall bf, the Hypothenufal. Then the fides about the right
angle lhall be given as before in Canon i.
■" *
.i °
1 8. But to the end there may be a pofTibility of finding;)
* i > > 2fC
out a right-angled Triangle to folve the Problem pro-(;
jb crpounded , it is evident by Canon 2,, that the given quan-f'
~T
tities ^ and cc muft be fuch, thad^ .
19. Whence, by doubling each part, .

.

10

Therefore from

.
.

.

.
’

.
*

.>
* f>

% by multiplying each part into'^,

19

W

' ^ ct" d£l/

i
*•

hk c~acc

2 1. Andconfequemly,.i > 4ce

W.

Therefore t^he reafon of the Determination added xo'FrM. 22. is manifeft . and the
Canons may be exemphned by any right-angled Triangle in Rational numbers.
t;

Chap.

X.

'

*

■ ‘

; 1.

I ■

r
'r • -

I

The fourth Claffis of Examples of: the Kefolution and
Compofition of PUnf Frobkmsf-lf.,:u-,

I

N which Examples, the Refolution ends.in,,an Analogy confining of three Squares
in continual Proportion whereof the Mean fs'givefi j as alfo;a'Square equal either
n II
^ Difference, or elfe to the Summ of the Pxtrdmes • and therefore the Extremes
.
'l I
fliall be given feverally, by ProbL 15, or 16. of Chaf, 5.
Probl.

I,

A -

The difference of the Squares and the Redangle of fyv^o right lines
being given feverally, to find out thofe lines.
Supfof.

'Vi. - ;

1. d = the given fide of a Square equal to the diiFerence of the Squares of two right lines.
^

2. m — the given fide of a Square equal to the Redangle of the fame lines.
Repj, to find out the lines.
Refolution.

3. For the leffer of the two right lines fought put .Y a.
'
.
4. Therefore the Square of the leffer line is . . .V aa.
5. And from i°and 4°, the Square of the greater
line is . . . ..^ aa
dd.
6. Therefore from 5® the greater line is . . . . |>
aaA-^ dd:,
7. And from 3° and 6° the Re^angle made of the >
_'I—
two right lines fought is . . .
. . .5 ^ ^
aadd:
8. Which Rectangle ( according to the import of the y,; • ;
Problem ) muft be equal to the Square of the given S-i./r a
— mm.’ ‘
'
right line »j; therefore..-S
'
• '
9. And that Equation may be refolved intp thefe Pro-v ' /-*
.m
4.
portionals, w..; . .
-+
..
Which Analogy is qualified in every refpea like'thaj in 60° ofprobL 15. Chap. y.
therefore the lines fought, which are reprefented by, <1 and
fliall be given by
the Geometrical Conftruftion of the laid Probl, 15. and their quantitiesiij Nuipbers ffiall
be given alfo by the Canon in 77® of the fame Problem.
'
D d d
Probl. 11

t
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11.

In a plain Triangle, any two ^es and the Area being

fides is greater than the Square

of their

difference.

•

rjac
flip Trianele fought are either equal one to the other,
■
me The
Kianallis ei^^^^^
or equilateral; each of which
or unequal i if equal, then th
g _ .^
^
j ^ common Perpendicular falling
is compos'd of two 'Sf
the third lide, (or Bafe;) ■
from the angle contain d under
q
P
n^t^A thus • vhc. The Hypothenufal
'"t "'"h ""tied'XrfanaleTs S as lf"he Area ( that is, half thegiv'e'n Area )
of a right
8,7".„hich fides may be found oht both Geometrically
to find the fides about the right angle • whirt tides
and Arithmetical y . 7 ^'B^f^^ttTrWe, rithet e
or equilateral, tofolve
mL
Ruf ]f^h two fid s
Unequal, then the Triangle fought is either
the Ptobl m. But f the wo IW
T
f
right-ang ed, or elfe obtuie angieo,
prop,
Elm. i. by which
Pw'k m'ay’b^d"ifrov^t‘rf
the Triangle fought, when the two given fides ate
n„mhers be risht-aneled at the Bafe or not; for li the Square
unequal, and expre V r„u.-o^gjj ffom the Square of the greater, and thefquare Root
of the leffer fide giv , .
^ l„ half the faid leffer fide, and if that Produft be equal to

Prop, ft may

Bar,^the^Rfftlud^^^

Ptopo* ^

following.

Suppof.

A RO h a A whofe angles A and R are acute and unequal, alfo
and confequently AO cT R 0 , (
9
2 h = AO is given,
= RO is given.
.
3_
^
q=:
ad
IS
giyen.
/}. c

CR cr

id

.

J-/ = agto\irhtlin?,‘XfrSquate is equal tp the Triangle ARO.
o, m
Req. to find out the Triangle.
21
AR
AO
17
RO = 10
OF = 8
AE = 9
EF = 6
FR = 6
AF = 1 J
AG = 7
□ M = 84

•7 Put

4 for the Bafe (or

third fide) fought, Wai.

.

.

.,•

'*.,-*7

s'. Then bsThecr. ■i.^69° oi frd,l.i.Chaf. 8. this Equationismamfeft, m*.
V.i44 — yd: into V-i" —
0 Wliich Equation may be refolved into thrfe Propottionals^,j«*.
• ”!
— .'■o:
10. And their Squares are alfo Proportionals, we-

\cc —
. .4^*^
11. Which Proportionals being fcverally quadrupled give thefe
qmm • cc —
dd
Amm
Amm
eqmm
^AOe —

.

mm

‘‘

mm
“*

AA.

12. And
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12. And-by extracting the fquare Root out of every one of the four laft Proportionals,
thefe alfo fliall be Proportionals, i/iz,
_

V: aa

— If:

.

2 tn ::

aw

V:cc

•

^a:

13: Now foraftnuch as the two laft Analogies in 11° and 12® are in every refpeft like to
thofein 57® of Prohl. leXhap 5. therefore by the Geometrical Conftruaion of that
Problem / refped being had to what hath been deliver’d in the faid Se^. 5 7. two right
lines may be found out, either of which may be taken for the value of a, that is, the
Bafc of the Triangle fought, which right lines are equal to one another when Zmm =
cc—^ddf but unequal when Smm is lefs than cc —
in which latter Cafe, two
Triangles may be found out having unequal Bafcs, but each Triangle fliall have the
fame Area and leggs, as will hereafter appear in the Compofition of this Problem.
But to the end there may be a pofiibility of effeding the fame by the help of the lines
given, they rauft be lubjed to the following Determination , which is difcovered by
the Analogy in 11°.
Determination.

14. The oduple of the given Area muft not be greater than the excefs by which the Square
of the fumm of the two given fides exceeds the Square of their ditference.
The truth of this Determination will be evident by‘the following
L E

M A.

IS. The oftuple of the Area of a plain Triangle having unequal leggs, is never greater
than the excefs by which the Square of the fumm of the leggs exceeds the Square of ihcir
difference.
Snppof,

i5. AR the Bafe ... . ^ of A ARO.
17. AO and OR the leggs 5
^
18. AOtr~ OR.
^
A«
19. M is a right line, fuch , that q M = A A RO.
•
20. AD = AO -1- OR.
21. AG=iAO — OR.
ti. . . .
demoufir. . . .
dt 8 A ARO, not c- oAD-oAG.

'V.4
M
S
T

uy

XIWi,

.f.

~

.-

- I

*

a A R — □ A G i therefore <
_ , ._
S = V:aAR- dAG:
24. Like wife by the fame Probl. find a right line T, fuch, that it# Square may be equal
to pAD — dARs therefore,__
T = V- O A D - □ A R:
Demonftration.

IJ. Fotafmuch as by rW.j. in <!j° of Probl. S.Chaf 8. (refpea being had to the
Diagram here in view,)_

^

□ of VtiDAR- -JD AG: x'V: . D A D - JD AR: — AARO.
26. And hy Suppo/itiori in 19®* . • • . * *
a7. Therefore from 15® and 26% ( per
xiom. i. Chap. 2. J
a of ^:iPAR-ipAG: X
^ °
-

*

“

"

Ddd 2

28. And
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28. And by refolving the laft Equation into Proponionals, this Analogy ismanifefl,
V.^DAR —AG: . M
° AD —dA^; 2 9. The Squares of which Proportionals are alfo Proportionals, (fer prop.t2,EIem.6.) viz^
^□AR —:|dAG . dM :: dM.. ^nAD-^jDAR. ’
30. And by quadrupling all in 29^“,
•
"
□ AR— dAG . 4aM :: 4aM . nAD — nAR.
31. But the Tides of proportional Squares are^lfo Proportionals, therefore from 3'o°,

V'cD A R—' □ AG:
32. And becaufe by

.

in 23°,

2M
.

::
.

iM
.

,

-y/rn’A D i- □ AR

S — y: □ A R — □ A G ;

.

33. Alfo by
in 24°, .
i . . T c= y; □ A D — DAR:
34. Therefore from 31®, 32®and 33®, by exchanging equal right lines, thisf Analogy
is rrianifeft, viz.
r*
S . 2M :: 2M . T.
3
And becaufe the laft Analogy confifts of three Proportionals, therefore by what hath
been faid in 20® of Prohl. 13. Chap. 5.
.
4 M not cr* S -1- T.
35. And by fquaring each part in 33*,
16 □ M not cr^ □ S ►-j- □ T
2 □ S, T.
37. And becaufe by
in 23°, . . , dAR — aAG^nS.
58. And by Co»y?r. in 24®, . . . . . DAD — dAR^dT.
39. Therefore by adding the two laft Equations together,
□ AD — DAGzrrDS-j-DT.
'■
40. Therefore from 36®»and 38®, by exchanging equal Squares,
i6dM not c“ DAD
DAG
2 aS,T. '
* ;I - * ^
41. But from 34®, ( per 17. prop. Elem, 1.) , . • 4 □ M = Cl S, T. . .
42. And confequently, L' . . * . , ; • • • 8 dM = 2 D^^jT., ; ^
43. Therefore from 40® and 42® ,
. ^
<, i ,
□ M not c- □ A D — □ A G -I- 8 D M. '
• ,) a ,.
44. Wherefore from 43°, by fubtrafting 8dM from each part,
. . , ,
8 □ M not CT" □ A D — □ A G.
Which was to be Demonftr. Therefore the truth both of the LemmA and Determi¬
nation is manifeft.
‘
The Compoftion of Probl, 2.
Stippof.

qj. AO and OR theleggsof the Triangle ARO are given feverally.
46. AO c“ OR.

47. ad = A O

4- OR,is given.

48. AG = AO — OR is given.
49. M = the given fide of a Square equal to A A RO.
5Cu8DMnotir“DAD — DAG. ( Determination. )

Re^. to fiod oujt the Triangle.

yi. UyVrobl.^. Chap, $. find a right line H, fuch, that its Square may be equal to
dAD — dAGj therefore,
’
1
'
PH ==□ AD— □ AG.
L
5:2. Then

Chap.

lO.
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p. Then raaking-H to be iheHypothenufal of a dght-angled Ttiangje, and 2M a mean
Proportional between the Bafeand Perpendiculai;, find out (per Probl. 16. Chap. ^.)
the Biafeand Perpendicular • but fuch a Triangle cannot be found out unlefs it be proved
that

— is not greater than t H j for, (agreeable to the Determination ahneked

to the faid Probl, 16. ) the right line arifing by the Application of the Square of the
given mean Proportional to the given Hypothenqfal, muft not be greater than half Hhe
Hypothenufal; I flialJ therefore firft prove that

- is not greater than jH.
40 M
H

Pe<p. demotifir.

not cr i-H.

Vemonfiration.

By the Determination in yo®..l> 8 mvi not
And by Confir. in 51
.□ H
Therefore, (per Ax. -^.Chap. z> ) . . .
^ 8 □ M not
And confequently,.4 □ M not
Wherefore by Application of each part to H,

.^ ^
c ■■ ff

cr
=
c:cry

□ AD
O AD
□ H.
in H.

□ AG.

□ AG.

not cr" iH.

Which was to be Demonftr.
53. Having proved that^tis poflible to find out a right-angled Triangle which fliall have
the right Line H for a Hypothenufal, and the double of the right line M for a mean
ProportionaJ between the Bafe and Perpendicular, fuppofe that (by Probl. 16. Chap. 5.)
the right lines F and G arc found equal to the faid Bafe and Perpendicular j therefore
by fuch Conftruftion,
F , 2 M :; 2 M . G.
Alfo,.gF *-1-* o G = nH.
54. By Probl. 2. Chap 5. find out a right line L, fuch, 'that its Square may be equal to
□AG+dS; therefore, nL^oAG-l-oG.
53. L'ikewife, find out a right line N , fuch, that its Square iflay be equal to □ A G
+ OFi therefore,
■
^ ^
^ P_
55. Now either of the faid right lines N and L, ( being the two values of a in the fore¬
going Refolution,) (hall be the Bafe of a Triangle, to fatisfie the Pjroblem propounded j
therefore let a Triangle, as ARO be made, fo, that its Bafe A R may be equal to the
right line N, and the leggs equal to the giv«i right lines AO, OR; which may be
done, ( by prop. z^.EUm. i.) if thofe three right lines A R, AO and OR
that every two taken together as one right line, is longer than the third ; but that the
fumm of every two of the faid right lines is longer than the third, I dernouftrate thus j

57

, . . I. Peq. demonflr,.A R

AO

OR.

Demmfiration,
58. Forafmuch as by
in 46°, . .
.... AO
OR.
59. Therefore much more.j»AR-]-AOcr“ OR.
do. ... II. Reij. dmonfir..

AR

OR cr” AO.

BemonfirAtion.

di. By Conflr. in 75'
b
AG
GF
□ N.
d2. Alfo by Conflr. in 56°, A R = N, and con- >
□ AR rr dN.
fequently,..
63. Therefore from 61° and 62“, (per Ax. i.> riAo
a
1 nc
.\
nAR r= dAG+nF.
64. Therefore from 63®, . . . » . . .i»aARcr“GAG. .
dj. And confequently, . . . 4. . .
• AR cr” AG.
66, But by Sappof. in 48°,.),• h.G — EO —'OR.
d7. Therefore trora <55° and
3.C/?.2. j )► . AR cr" AO — OR.
d8. Wherefore by adding OR to each part in dy®,
AR + ORcr* AO,
Wi^h was to DenaonRr.
dp. Ill, Req.
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AO-j-ORcrAR.

DemofifirAtion.

70. By CcnfirnSiion in 51®,.^
li. Moby Cmjlr. in';
• • • * ’
Ot + aG = dH.
ji. Therefore from 70° and 71% C
^ □. A D — o A G = aF-t-nG.
Chap.
j • * • • *. * * A
* L
73. And from 7a®, by adding □ A G to each ^ qAD = DF-j-oG-^DAG.
74!’And from 7'? % W equal fubtraftion of □ G, ^ ° ° ” S N ~ n F it n A G
yl But by C»#r. in S.
• • • • • f- • • • • B N = dF + dAG.
76. Therefore from 74° »"<> 75°. ( P*''
';i D A D—□ G = oN.
Chap. 2.) . . • •
77; And bccaufe by Coftfir. in j6®, AR=N<? ^ ^ ^ □AR=:nN.
and confequemly,.. • * • ^
78. Therefore from 76" and 77®, (ftr Ax.i.i □ aD —oG ~ □ AR.
79fAndVadd'ing’the'n'Gtoeachpartin 78°,> dAD = dAR+dG.
80. From 7 9® ’tis evident, ( per Ax. 2$. Chap. 2,) I □ADcT'dAR.
••

•

•

•*

*

•••'

81. And C05»fequently, ...•.*••>
a t? ~ AO f-O R
8z. And by Sappof. in 47®, * - ‘ ‘
^ A D — A O -h
R.
83. Wherefore from 81® and 82®, (per Ax, 4. ? AO. -j- O R cr" AR,
Chap. 2.
..*
Which was to be Deraonftr.
. : ^
•

fo madeiuhatVwchwai

•

Now we muft (hew that it will fatisfie the Problem

8srSSby tonlMm in 84°, the leggs A O and O R are equal » ^7 “g^t
ines eiven in 4 5“.to be the leggs of the Triangle fought , and that the A A R O b
iaullm the Square of the given right line M, the foRowing Demonftration, formed
bra re«Sad»eTctition oi^thefteps of the Refolution aforegoing, will make manifell.
86. . . .
. ... . A ARO = D M.
Dmppfiration.

87. By Co»7?r»^?w« in 53°, •
• • • •
/ 88. Therefore, (per 2 2. prop. 6. Blem.) . •
89. ByC.«/?r. in 5 5% • • •
, ^0, Alfo by Co»/?r. in 56®, N — AR, and con-/
9iI*There?ore from 89°auJ 9°^“' if"
L. Andfrorapi", byequal fubtraftion of pAG, ^
03. It hath been proved in 79°. that
... . h
94. And confequently, by fubtraftingo AR from /

^
** .TnM *. qG*
nN— DAGiaF.
DN-DAU-i^ar. .
qN — dAR.
nAR ~ □ AG
PAR _ p AG
P AD = p A R
q^£)
oAR

—
_
+
=

□F
pR
.
□ G. .
dG. .

9%Th«lKfVom88%9a°^nd94'. ’bythis Analogy will be
roanifeft, vi^.
'

qar—pAG . 4PM f. 4PM . pAD-pAR.

ThatiSjin ti°,
.a — iid
. 4WIB :: 4'»’» • « — «'*■
96. And by taking a quartet of all in 93°,
tpAR-ipAG . PM :: pM . apAD-JpAR.
That is In 10® iaa-idd
.mm
mm .
^cc — ^aa.
97. Andbecaufe fferp«p.aa.£/«».<S.; the fides of proportional Squares are alfo Proportionals, therefore from 96®^
^ ^^^
VtiaAR—4PAG: . M :: M . V: taAD-tPAR:
That is, in 9%

. m w m .

V:."—it*-

' 98. And

Chap.
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98. And from 97°, (per i7> prop. 6. Elem. )_ ^
a of
A R —-I □ AG : X V-ta
—4° AR: — Q M.
That is, in 8®,

_

_^—
into
mm.
99. But by 'Thcor. ^ in 69® of Fnbl. 8. Cha^. 8. refpea being had to the laft preceding

V** io^AR^ t □

^*0

*. ^ VtiD ad —^ dAR; = AARO.

100. Therefore from 98® and 99\ ( per Axiom, i-/

AARO=aM.

chap. 2. )^...^
Th^foK TneTria^le^s found OTU to folve the Problem; and by the like Conftrnaion
and Areumentation another Triangle may be made upon the right line L as a Bafe, which
latter Triangle (hall have its Area and leggs correfpondently equal to the Area and leggs
of the 6tft Triangle.
, o.. But in order to raife an Arithmetical Canon for the finding out of
“
Bafe) of the Triangle fought, firft lei us fuppofe the given quantities to be expteft by
numbers, and then let the Analogy in 11 “ be here repeated, vtz..
aa — dd . 4mm :: 4mm . cc — aa.
102. Which Analogy is reducible to this following Equation , vtz.

be found out Arithmetically.
^

-j-

.

^ wr

CANON.
\cccc "i^ %dddd — iccdd — 16nfmmm: = 4.
Alfa,
1 _L
1

V: i«+tiiif - V--

"■ ‘ *’*'*'”’»=• =

£x.i»r/t i» mmhtrt, to mftrutc the foregoing Refolution of Probl. 2.
Snppof.
104. t = 17 i the leggs of a plain Triangle are given j wilhice,
'ill'. cZll the furam of the leggs is given, and
101. d- 7 the difference of the leggs is given.
108 mm = 84 the Area of the fame Triangle is given.
Keq. to find out the Bafe or third fide.
Solution Arithmetical.,
109. By the help of

fo^nd^outcititer of ^whic^rary be taken for the value

of 4 in the foregoing Refolutmn
and to for itsle^s,

4

that «. ^the Bafe Jt^a ^
^

^^

7^

i o, the Area will be found 84, (byC4»«ii.

?n 77° 0fVrr.8.k4p^8.y’And therelote the Problem propounded is folved both
' Arithmetically and Geometrically,
^-'

_
•

V

' vnhl. III.
The Bafe Perpendicular andRedangle of the leggs of a plain TrUngle
being riven fevmlly, to find out the Triangle. But the given quantities
mX fubjea to the Determinations hereafter expreft.

I.

b

=

Suppof.
the Bafe of a Triangle is given.

[ = Ihe Kttqiare fquTl' to the Reftangle of the leggs it given.
to find the Triangle.

^

^

400 ,
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4. rieta, in Prolyl, i. of his Appendix to his Affollonim Gallm, (hews the Conftriiaion
ot this Problem with great facility , by the help of this Theorem, vU. TheRcaanele
of any two iides containing an angle of a plain Triangle is equal to the Reftangle of
the Perpendicular falling frohi that angle upon the oppofite fide , and the Diameter of the
Circle circumferibing the fame Triangle. Aherwards Aiariyim Ghetaldi^ in his Treatile
oi Mathematital Relolution and Compofition fupplies Vieta\ Conffruaion with Deter,
minations
But u will be difficult for Learners to deduce the Arithmetical Solution from
that Geometrical Effeaion; I fliall therefore form Refolutions and Compofitions to foive
this Problem both Arithmetically and Geometrically in all Cafes, which are thefe five, vU.
Cafe i.

When..

/ ^ C4e 2.

•

-t.

.

...
_* *

_

pp,
zr -Jh ^fpp.
^

Cafe 3. i ^^5".rr ^ \bb 4- pp.
_
c And
.
. .
...
. .
yr “□ Ibb.

'-■)
{J

5 When
Cafe 5.

.

. K

.

.

.

.

When ...

A

pn

'

ff. ■

\hh

Now,co foive the popofed Problem in every one of thofe Cafes. I Ihall givea pecultat
Refoluiion, wijh a Canon^and an Ertample rn numbers, and if the given Qpamtts be
expreft by numbers, it will be eafie to difcern under which of thofe Cafes they fall.
The Refolution 0/ C A S E i.
5. One Triangle may be always eafily found out to folvc tht Problem in Cafe r. vizi when
rr = ihb
pp; for if upon the middle of the given Bafe, the given Perpendicular be
eredted, and trom
ei?ds of the Bafe two right lines be drawn to meet at the top of
the Perpendicular, then the equicrural Triangle fo formed will fatisfie the Problem
For
in every Ifofceks, or-equicrural Triangle, the Square of half the Bafe, (or a quarter
ol the Square of the whole Bafe,) together with the Square of the Perpendicular is (per
prop.^j.Elem. i.j^ual to the Square of either of the equal leggs, that is thcReaangle of the leggs.
°
’
Moreover, when in Cafe >. it happens that Jc-ap, then befides that eqaicrura!
Triangle, another having unequal leggs may be found out to foive the Pioblcm , by this
rollowing Refolution, ziz.
^
^
6. For the unknown difference of the leggs put
. . ' .
. ,)> a
. Then by Theor. 7. Ck 4. the Square of the fumm of the leggs is
aa + qrr.
a Therefore from 6® and 7% (perTheor.z. in 34” oiProblS. Chap.S.)

4

K CO

aa4‘^rr^bb . 'aa^rr ^ bb — ^pp :: bb . aa.
■v. -And becaule by 'Sxpfef. in Cafe i.a.
„ = HI, 4. «.
to. And confequenily, .>
= U Z IL
* ** Av^*^^*^**^ from 8® and lo®, by exchanging equal quantities,
,„«+W-|-4PP-M . ■t44ih+-4fp-W_4pf
U . aa . Proportionals,
ir. Whence , by rafting away fiich equal quantities as deftroy one another by reafon of
contrary figns
and —, this Analogy arifeth ,
^ ‘
aa -f- a\pp . aa : : hb . aa.
13. Therefore from 12°, (per prop. 14. Ekm. 5.) this Equation 7
enfues,
.^
aa
a^pp = bb.
14. ^And by fubtraaing4;/> from each part of that Equation,
aa := bb ^ aPo
15. Therefore by extrading the fquare Root out of each partf
of the lafl: Equation .^ a
bb —:
16. And out of 7° and 14°, the Square of the fumm of the legg^
will be found equal to..c
— ^PP H""
17. And from 10° and 16°, by exchanging ^rr for its equivalent 7
quantity bb^-^i^pp^ the Square of the fumm of the leggs is > bb ~ aPP A-bbZ-4Pp.
alio equal to .... ... ,j
^
s

*

■*

'TSt

■liaifr i

I 8. Which

401
18. WWch laft qaintUy being firft contrafted , and then the fqaare Ront>
eitrafted, the furam of the leggs will be made known, to wit^
f

■The preceding 15>‘and 1 S'" fteps do afford^ihis
> • • •>
_
CANON.
jj. . .5
4fP- = the Difference ? r,. ,
, .
(
= the Somm
f
*''' ^eggs fought.
fevSiy '''rtr rw

the leggs fought being given, the leggs Ihall be given
°

y ^ ( per Theor, 9. Cha^, 4,^ and confequently the Triangle.

4 □ P. ^ Which Effeaionis^^
A •
—4nP:

for by .S«p/;o/.in 23% Bc-iP; therefore,
( that is, a =
bT-^
. )

^ —• y^iOB ( =: *J%hb, )

,
Confiruaion hath been made according to the direaion of the Canon in i o*.
26 N^wUt a Triangle be ^
iC +TA , a^nd
aC
A; which EfFeaion IS poflible, (per prop. 22. E/dn. i.) if Cc-A, and the
fumm of every two of thofe lines be greater than the third : But that thofe lines are fo
qualihed, 1 prove thus.
confequently

Conftruaion in 24° and 25? it is eafie to inferr .that C cr A and
is equal tofotne real right line.
’

than*the?htd’line‘’tC-?A!''“‘
®
8^“^^
Thirdly, that the fumm of the two lines iC + jA and |C —-^A is greater than
the third line B, viz,, that Ctr" B, is evident by Conftr. in 2
^
^
line
line

\
T
^
-l- ^A , vtz. that B cr- A, 1 prove thus;

rC --1 a' is greater than the third

By Conflr. in 34°,.. , . >- □ B — 4 □ p
□A
Thcref^ore by adding 4 □ P to each part, .
□ B - □ A 4- 4 □ p.*
Therefore, (per Ax. 2 5. Chap. 2.; . . . .
□ B cr- □ A.
..
Bcr-A.
Which was to be demonftrated in the fourth afid laft place.
Having proved that
—\A is a real right line, and that the furam of every two of
thefe three right lines, to wit, B, tCH-^A and iC-\A, is greater than the third,
E e e
»tj;

’tis roflible to make a Triangle of thofe three lines ;
thenu bemacie and that the Triangle found out is ABC, having us Bafe AB = B
(the
Bale mefciibed’in the J^roblemand the greater legg AC = tG-h*A, and the lefTer
1
HC —
— - A • 1 lay the Triangle ABC will fatisfie the Problem propounded.
Bm to rei^der the Demonftranon thereof the more clear and eafie, I fliall premife a tew
things in (even fteps next following.
. <7 If the given Qtiantities be expreft by numbers, the kind of the Triangle fought in Cafei.
Vvhen the leggs are unequal, as they were fuppofed in the foregoing Refolulion, may be
difeovered by the help of the Canon in i 9° of this Problem, and of Theor 3. m 3 5 ot
Tnhl 8.Thap. 8. Suppofing then it be difeovered that the Perpendicular falls without
the Triangle ABC upon A B increafed, from C as a Center at the diftance ot C B
/^iC---A) deferibe the Circle CBGD cutting C A in G * then produce ACand A B to the Circumference in D and E ; draw alfo the Semidiameter C E , and from
the Center C make CFXBE, whence FE^^FB, (per frop. ^.Elem.^.)
28. Then becaufe ( fer Defin. 15. Eler^
2 9. It follows, (by adding C A to each part,) that

CB ^ CD.
CA
CB ^ CDCA — AD.

30. And becaufe by Co«y?r. in 26°,.P
\r. Mio by Conftr. m z6\ .
. .

iC — lA = CB = CD

^ a

*

rn

rr
CG.

52. Therefore the fumm of the Equations in 30°/ ^
^ CB = AD.
and'3i“ gives., •
•
• O
33. And by fubtrafting the Equation in 31 from^ A = CA —CB = AG.
5/^Now Mhall fhew that the Triangle ABC made as before will fatisfie the Problem.
Firft then by Coi^p. in z6° the Bafe A B is equal to the preferibed Bafe B. _ Secondly,
that the Reaarigle of the leggs A C and B C is equal to the Square of the given line R,
(to wit, the preferibed Reftangle,) I fiiall here demonftrate.

□ AC,BC — o R.

^emonfir.

35
,[

Eemonflration.

. . . . •

□ A r=: oAB — 4OP.
^
35. By Confir. in
and 26%
□ A = □ AG.
37. And from 33° >., * * ^
3 8. Therefore from 36° and 37°, ( per Axiom, i.? nAG = nAB — 40 P2 ^
• *
*3
*
39. Andby adding 4dP to each part in 38°, . .^4nP^-nAG = DAB.
□AB + 4DP + oAG = 20 AB.
A.O. And by adding □ AB to each part of the laft ^
J Bm from
anA6»:
42. Therefore from 40° and 41°, ( per Axiom, i. 2

4^

dad =-.dab.
qab + qoP+ oAG = dAD.

Chap. 1. )..

And by fubtraifting □ AG from each part 7 □AB^-40? == dAD — dAG.
in 42° ,.^
44. From 32° and 3 3°, AD is the fumm, and AG^
4aAC,BC = dAD — □ AG.
the difference of CA and CB , therefore, (per^
Theor. 7. Chap. 4.. * ' b
45. Therefore from 43° and 44°, ( per Axiom, i
□AB -|- 4GP = 4aAC,B
Chap. 2.)
□AB -1- 4GP = 4GR.
46. But from 23° and 26'
4aAC,BC r= 4GR.
47. Therefore from 45° and 46°, ( per jix. i.)

43.

OACjBC 2= gR.
48. Therefore, ( per Ax. 11. Chap.
) . . . J> .
Which was to be Demonftr.
Thirdly and laftly , that the Perpendicular CF is equal to the given Perpendicular P,
1 lhall here demonftratc by a retrograde repetition of the fteps of the preceding Refolution.
49. . . . Rec^. demonfir.CF r= P*
Bemonfiration.
$0. By Confir. in 2 4°,
51-

. . .
And it hath been fhewn in 33'

that

A = V‘ □ R
{> A = AG.

4D P:

There-
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jz. Therefore from
and 51°, fer Axiom. i.7
aG = V:
Chap.!,).S
53. Andbecaufe by Confir. in 26° AB = B, there- 7
aG = V.nAB — 4 nP;
fore from 52°,
S
_
. That is, in I ...
a z= ^:hb — ^pp :
5 4. And frorn ^
comparing the Squares of; □AG=nAB — 40?.
each part one to another,.S
That is, in 14°,.. ,)> . aa = bh
^pp.
55. And byadding4aP toeachpartof thcEqua-7 nAG^ 40 P = dAB.
tion in
• • • • ..S
That is, in 13,..
, aa + 4pp = bb.
55. And from

(per prop. 7. Elem. 5. ; this Analogy arifeth , viz.

□ AG4-4aP . dAG :: dAB . dAG.
That is, in 12 °,
aa 4" /\pp
.44
::
kb
•
aa,
yy. It is manifed that the Analogy in y 6° is equal to this that follows, ( for □ A B —“
□ A B = o. Alfo ,4aP-4aP = o,) viz.
I
□ AG-|-□ AB-j^ 4aP — dAB .
□AG-J-dAB^-4DP —- qAB
4DP :. i
□ AB .
P AG .
That is, in 11 ° ,
44 4^
^PP ~~
*.
44 4“
4^ ^PP
^PP • • ^

Proportionals.
^

Proportionals.

44 . _
58, From 23® and 2d®, . • • • • * ,j»4nR=nAB4^4P{*.
Thau's, in 10%.. .
4rr = W
+ 4??59. Therefore from $7° »>’<'

•’J' '“hanging equal quantities, this Analogy

arifeth,
aAG + qaR —.
□AG + 40R-DAB-40P

^
x
ll
y
C
44 + 47 — ^*'
( thatis.in 8% ^ ^a-h^rr-hb-^P? -.:

□AG
do. But it hath be^n (liewn in 47°, that

C

.

.

•

4aAC,BC=:4PR.

di. Therefore by fetting 4 a A C, B C in the place of 4 □ R in the Analogy in yp®,
this arifeth, viz.
□ AG 4- 4aAC,BC — □ AB . ^
□AG 4^ 4III1AC,BC — pAB
* * S* arc Proportionals.
□ AB . (
^
□ AG . J
d2. And becaufe from 32® and 33®, AD is the fumra, and AG the difference of AC
and BC, therefore by Theor. 7. Chap.
□ A D “ □ A G 4““ 4
A C, B C.
63. Therefore from di® and dz®, by exchanging equal quantities, this Analogy
arifeth, viz.
□ AD—qAB

.

□ ^B

PAD—□AB--4PP

64. And from d3®, by Converfion of Reafon,
□ ad_ gAB .' 4pP :: °AB‘ .

OAB

.

OAB-PAG

::

°

„ An

□ AG*

•
. ^
DAB — □ AG.

ds. And from dj®, by altern and inverfe Reafon,
□ AB . oAB —PAG
dAD —dAB
66. But by Theor. 4. in 68® of Probl. 8. Chap. S.

.

- □ AB

.
.

4nP.
40

s
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67. Therefore from 65° and <56°, (per prop. 11. and i^.Elent,^,)
■ ^
4DCF = 4nP. And'confequently, C F = P.
^
.Which was to be^Deraonftrated in the laft place; and therefore Cajff i^ Prohl. 4.
is folved.
^n Example in Numhers, to illnfirAte the forezoiner Refolution
of Cafe I. Probl. 3.
Snppof.
. . ,
6S. h. :zz 20 the Bafe of a Triangle is given.
69, p' z=z 6 the Perpendicular is given.
70. rrz=i-^6 the Reitangle of the leggs is given.

72]

agreeable to Cafe r.
to find the Triangle.
Solution Arithmetical.

73., 16 == the difference of the leggs, is found out of 68° and 69°, by the Canort in
19° of this Problem.
74* \/8oo = the furam of the leggs, is found out of 68°, by the fame Canon.
-^^2 00 — 8 ^ ^ the leggs are found out of

75.

andper Theor, g. Chap

The Proof.

76. □ of

^200*

77- If .

V^oo

J

Reftangle.

8,^

Alfo,

^ of a Triangle.

Then (perTheor.^p. in 68° of Pro^l. S.Chap. 8. J the Perpendicular
vVhich is the fame with the given Perpendicular in 69°. -

78.

will be

found

6,

Moreover,
and
fliall' be the leggs of an equicrural Triangle having the
fame'Bafe, Perpendicular and Reftangle of the leggs as are before given in 68°, 69°
and 70°.

^.

■

The Refolution 0/ CASE 2.

Probl. 3.

Suppof.
1. b == the Bafe of a Triangle is given.
2. p = the Perpendicular is given.
3. r
a right line given, whofe Square is equal to the Reftangle of the leggs of the faid
Triangle.
4. rr cr~ J>b
PPi ^ [jy Suppof. in Cafe 2.
^,jr cr ^bh, ... .b ^
Reef, to find the Triangle.
6. The Triangle fought in this fecond Cafe , as alfo in the third , fourth and fifth Cafes of
the Problem propounded, cannot be equicrural, for in every equicrural Triangle rr =
lbb~\-pp, which agrees only with the Suppof. in Cafe i. and confequently the leggs
of the i rianglc fought in all the other Cafes are unequal; therefore,
For the difference of the leggs fought put ... J> 4.
7. Then from 4°, 5° and 6°, (per Theor. 7. Chap. 4,J the 7
,
Square of the fumm of the legg# (hall be . . . ^
4^*
8. Therefore from the premiffes ( per Theor, 2. in 34° of Probl. 8. Chap. 8.) this Ana¬
logy arifeth, viz.
^
aa
4rr — bb «
-f- ofrr—bb — 4pp :: bh i aa.
9. Therefore alternately,
aa rf- 4rr — bb . bb :: aa
^rr — bb — 4pp . aa.
'

10. From 4° 'tis evident that
11. And from 10°, by adding

.

....
to each part,

.
,

.
,

.
.

. ^rr—bb—^pp cr* o,
aa’\~e^rr.^bb^4pp cr aa.

12. There-

Chap. lO.
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12. Therefore from the Analogy in 9°, by Divilaon of Reafoii, ( which is evidently poflible
from the Equation in 11",) thefe are Proportionals, vi^.,
aa ^ 4rr — ihb

. hb : :
— bb — 4pp
aa.
13. From 5® ’ds eafie to perceive that ^rr — ibb >
ibb.
is greater than nothing, fiippofe therefore .
^ cc ~ i\rr
14. It appears alfo in 10°, that arr exceeds
,,
,,
we may therefore fuppofe - - ^ da = ^rr - bb
1
Then from 12°, 13° and 14°, by exchanging
dd
4a.
aa
bb
cc
equal quantities , this Analogy arifeth, vtzj.
16. And from 15®, ( fer prop, 22. Elem. 6.)
\ d
A,
V’
4 <cc
17. Then between b and d find a mean Proportional, )
d.
m
m
fuppofe it to be
, therefore..5
18. Therefore from I6® and 17® , by exchanging
the mean Proportionals, ( according to Be^n. 8. ^
V": aa
cc
A.
m
m
Chap 3. concerning Inordinate proportion,) thisf
Analogy arifeth,
.. .
Ip. Which laft Analogy doth evidently confifl: of three Proportionals, whereof the
greater extreme, to wit, y'; aa-\^cc\ is equal to the Hypothenufal of a right-angled
Triangle, having c for its Bafe, and a for its Perpendicular : Now in that rightangled Triangle the Bafe c is given, alfo «?, a mean Proportional between the Hypothenufal v': 4-“ : and the Perpendicular ^, is given, therefore the Perpendicular
fiiall be given alfo, (per Probl. 15. Chap. 5’,) which Perpendicular is equal to the
ditFerence of the leggs of the Triangle fought by this
3. in Cafe 2. Then the
Reflangle and the difference of the leggs being given, the leggs (hall be given feverally,
by Probl. i. Chap.^, Therefore the Triangle fou||ht is given alfo.

.s

.

■

,

M

I

I

^

The Compoftion

B
P
R
C
D
M
A

C A S E 2,

Probl,., 3.

—
—
—
—
—
—
*—

F —
Suppof,

20. B = the Bafe of a Triangle is given.
. . '
21. P = the Perpendicular is given.
^
22. R = the fide of a Square equal to the Reflangle of the leggs, is given.
.'t OR ^
Pe^. to make the Triangle.

•

•

ConfiruBion:

2 j. By Probl. 4. Chap 5. find a right line C , fuch, that its Square may be equal to
40 R — 2 □ B, (.which Effeftion is evidently poflible from the Suppof. in 24®;)
therefore,
oC=4dR—adB.
r

^6, Find likewife a right line D, fuch , that its Square may be equal to 4 □ R — □ B
— 4nP, ( which may be done, for *iis eafie to inferr from iht Suppof. in 23®, that

qDRc:- □84-40^5) therefore, .

□ Dx:4DR — dB —

40

P.
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274 By ProU 9. Chap. 5 find a mean proportional line M between the given Bafe B an^
the line D» ( tound out in 26° 5 ) therefore,
B .
M ::
M
. D.
2 8. Then efieeming the line C to be the Bafe of a right-angled Triangle, and the line M
to be a mean Proportional between the Hypothenufal and Perpendicular ^ find out ( by
Prohl. i %.ChaP. s- ) the Perpendicular it felf, fuppofe it be the right line A ; Then
if A be the Perpendicular , and C the Bafe , the Hypothenufal lhall be equal ta
Q A
p'c ; and from that Effeftion this Analogy arifeth, vU,
V: □ A
DC
- M :: M . A.
Which line A (hall be equal to the difference of the leggs of the Triangle fought.
2^. By Probl. 2. Chap y. find a right line F, fueh, that its Square may be equal to
4 □ R 4- □ A j therefore,
□ F = 4DR4-nA.
Which line F fliall be equal to the fumm of the leggs of the Triangle fought.
30. Then let a Triangle be made of thefe three right lines, viz. B, tF4-iA and
; which may be done ( by Prop. 22. Elem. 1.) if F be greater than A,
and the fumm of every two of thofe three lines be greater than the third ; Firft, that
F C7“ A , is evident from the Con^r. in 2 9“. Secondly, it is alfo evident that the fumm
of B and ^FtA exceeds
— fA. Thirdly, that the fumm of tF 4-* aA and
fF — iA exceeds the Bafe B , viz. that Fcr™ B, I deraonftraie thus;
By Co/tjlr. in 29®» • • . • • • . b 4R 4“ O A = n F.
And from the Conflr. iniy®, , . . .b xdR — tcC = □ B.
Bui’lis evident (p,r Mm. 2S-Cl>ap.z.) f
qr .
c" iOR-taC.
that.
Therefore from the three lafl preceding J p p
p g
fteps, (per Ax. ^»Chap.2, ) . . .>
And confequently,.b
F cr* B.
Which was to be Deraonflr.
Fourthly and laftly, that the fumm of B and ^F —yA is greater than -F 4^
viz. that B CT" A, the following Demonftration, formed by a repetition of the fteps of
the foregoing Refolution in a retrograde order, will make manifeft.
31

'

Req. ^emonfir..

,

B cr~ A.

V

Demonjiration.

b
32. Becaufe by Conflr. in 28'
That is, in i 8% ( thelaftftcp of the Re
^
folution,) .......
33. And by Conflr. in 27°, . . .
b
34. Therefore from 32° and 33°, by ex
changing the mean Proportionals, ( ac
cording to Defn. 8, Chap. 3. J this Ana
logy arifeth, viz.
That is, in 16®, . . . . . .
3y. But the Squares of proportional lines
arc alfo Proportionals, therefore from
34®, ( per prop. 22. Elem. 6.) .
That is, in I y®,.b
3 6, And becaufe by Conflr. in 2 5 ®, . . b
37. Alfo by Conflr. in 26®, . . . . b

V* Q A 4^ □ C:

M

.

M

M

4- w.

m

m

B

D

□ A -h □ C;

.

M.
D

A.

d

4.

□D

O A.

B
::

y': aa 4“ cc x

□ A 4^ n C . □ B

A.

dd
:
4DR — 2dB = dC.
4 DR — DB — 4°P = C2U.
aa ^ cc

.

hb

38. Therefore from3y% 36° and 37®, by exchanging equal quantities, this Analogy
arifeth, viz.
□A4-4nR —2nB . DB :: 4nR —dB —40P . oA.

That is, in 12®,
44 4-4^^* —

••

^rrr-bb — ^pp

.

4a.

39. There-

Chap. |0.
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39. Therefore from 38“, by Compofition of Reafon,
□ A-|-4aR — QS

•

dB

::

□A-|-4DR — dB — 4DP

That is, in 9°,
aa
hb
aa “i- 4rr —bb
40. But the firft Proportional in 39" is evidently
pr*p. 14. Elem. 5. j the fecond (hall be greater
□ B c" □ A ; therefore

-

oA.

^rr — hb — 4pp.
greater than the third , therefore {per
than the fourth , viz..
B err A.

Which was to be Demonftr.
Now becaafe it hath been demonftrated that F c" A , and conrequently t^ —iA
4» is equal to a real right line, and that the fumm of every two ot thelc three right lines,
to wit B ^F^-iA and
—iA is longer that the third, ’iis puffible to make
• a Triangle oAhem ( per prop, zi, Ehm i. ) vSuppofe then it be done ann that t e
Triangle f» made is ABC, having ic, Bafe A B equal to
J'gh'
Bafc preferibed in the Problem;) al(o A C == tF ^1; I A, and BC ^A;
1 fav the Triangle ABC will fatisfie Cafe 2. Probl. 3. before propounded. But
to render the Demonftration thereof the more eafie, I (hall premife a few^ things m
ihrquantiriesl'iven in the Problem be expreft by numbers, the kind of the
^ xSe fought in C./e a. lhall be known : For the Bafe was 6rft g.ven, and by what
u u k
f i/i «n I n° rhp lepps are given alfo; therefore by the Corollary in 45
of P 'Hi
it mlflt difcfvered whether the Triangle fought be obtufe^LCn^^cuK-anUT' or right-angled at the Bife. b ippofing then it be lound that
thfperiwndicolar^alls upon the Bafe AB within the TriangleIrom the Center C, at
.Uftance of C B f —
— iA,) the lefler legg ot ihe Triangle ABC made as
before, deferibe the’ Circle" C B G D cutting C A in G- ther) produce A C to the
' Circumference in D , and.draw the Semidiaraeter C E andlfrom trie <^cnter C let tall
C F X E B, therefore F E‘ — T* B, (per pfop, 3. Elem 3. ) Then,
C B = G G.
4.3. Becaufe f per defirt. t 5. Elem.
^
AC
G B.
44. Therefore by adding AC to each part, >
tF + iA45. ByConJlr. in 41%.
iF
45. Alfo by Confir. in 41% . • • • .• r
47. Therefore the fumm of the Equations in/
F = A C + C B.
45® and 46® gives
. . • • • •j
48. And the Equation in 46® being fubtra^fed ? AG = A = AC — CB.
from that in 45®, leaves.S
_

Scribed Bafe B. Secondly, that the Retlangle made of the
to the given Reftangle, that is,, the Square of the right line R, l. lhall here under
monftrate.
49.

_t/i
.
Eetj.
demonjir..

nAC.BC=:aR.
l_j
« ,

Demonfiration.
.>
50 By Confir. in 29® , - • • •
And becaufe from 47“ > • * •
. ;>
And from 48®, •••***,>,
Therefore from
and 52 , by;
53
exchanging equal quantities,
•
* •S
54. And from S3^ ^y fubtraamg □ A G?
from each part, . . • • • 00
55. Ic hath been (hewn in 47° and 48 , that
A D is the fumm, and A G the difference
of A C and B C , therefore ( perTheor. 7Chap.rp.)
• • • *, * : *
\ rH \
5 6. And from 5 5% by fubtraamg □ A G /
from each part, . ..S

.

□F

49 R +•□ A.

□ AD = dF.
□ A G = □ A.

□ AD ^ 4aR+ aAG.
□ AD — □AG = 4°R□ AD =: 4aAC,BC -1- aAG.
□ AD — □AG = 4C3AC,BC.

j7. There-
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57- Therefore from 54° and 56°,

(' per Axiom, i. >
r-. * ^ x. ^
Chap. 2.).54^AC,BC=:4nf^.

5 8. Therefore from ^7% ( per Ax. n. Chap. 2.)
Which was to be Deraonftr.
'

.

.|>

aAC\BC-nR

Thirdly and laftly, that the Perpendicular C F is equal to the given Perpendicular P
the following Demonflration, form’d out of the fteps of the preceding Refolution hi
a repetition of its Iteps in a backward order, will make manifeft.
^
5p. . . .
demonjir..
. p
Demonflration.

It hath been proved in 39°, that
• DA--j-4DR-nB . oB
1 hat IS, in 9°,

:;

oA-j-4DR _ oB - 4PP

.

nA.

::
aa-\-^rr-^bb ~^a,pp
. aa.
6\. And becaufc from4i°and48% . . . nAB = OBj and pAG = □ A.
^2, Therefore from 60° and 61° , by exchanging equal quantities
□AG-f-40R„nAB . DAB
OAG^-qpR-□AB-40P . pAG.
03. Iheretore from 62% by alternate Reafon,
aa-\-^rr^hb

That^^^ln 8^~" °

.

bb

‘

pAB . DAG.

1
+
—
.
aa^\-^^rr^bh — a^pp
:: bh . aa.
^4* It hath been proved in 5:3% that.□AD = PAG4^4PR
^5. Therefore from ^3° and <^4% by exchanging equal quantities
pAD DAB • QAD — dAB — 4PP ;; QAB • DAG
65. Therefore from 55°, by Converfion of Reafon j
dAD-pAB . 4pP. :: pAB
PAB— pAG.
67. And from 66°, by Altern and Inverfe Reafon,
□ AB . dAB-DAG :: DAD-pAB ,
4DP. ,
68. But by 7hear. 4. in 68° of Vrobl. 8.
□ AB
pAB — PAG
pAD — PAB , 4I-ICF.
69. Therefore from 67° and 68°, ('per^prop. ii. Elem. ^.)
□ AD — pAB . 4pCF
pAD — pAB . 4PP,'
70. Therefore from 69°, ( per prop. 14. Elem. 5.; . . . . J> 4qCF — 4pP.
71- i-nerdorc from j o\( per Ax. 21. Chap. 2. J
pCF =::= nP.
72. But the fides of equal Squares are alfo equal, therefore from 71° :> . CF — P *
Which was to be DemonBr.
/ ,
_ r.
73. An Arithmetical Canon to find out the difference of the legs of the Triangle fought
in Cafe z. may be deduced from the Analogy in 12°, for by comparing the Retlangle of
the extremes to the Reftangle of the means of that Analogy, this arifeth, vU.
aaaa —I— ^rraa — zbbaa = .^rrbb -— bhbb — Appbb.
Which Equation being refolved according to the Canon in 77° of Prtkl. i e. Chap e
will give this following
CANON
’
r >
74.

.

.

.

.

— ^bbpp -j- bb ■

V(^) *

zrr

= a.

An Example in Numbers, to illHflrate the foregoing Refolution of Cafe 2. Probl. 3.
Suppof
75. b = 14 the Bafe of a Triangle is given.
76. p •=. 12 the Perpendicular is given.
77. rr — 19 j the Reftangle of the leggs is given.

Req. to find the Triangle.
Solution Arithmetical.

80. 2 = the difference of the leggs, is found out of 74°, 75°, 76° and 77°.^
81. 28
the furam of the leggs, is found out of 7°, 77° and 80°.
82. I j and 13 = the leggs are found out of 80° and 8f°, by Theor.^ Chap.^.
The

%
I
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The Proof,

83.

15 X 13 = ipf the given Reftanglc; and if
theBafe
^

C14 =

2

^,heleggsr^*^"*"Sle. .hen

12 =r the Perpendicular will be found out, (per Theor,4, in 58® of Prohi, 8.
Chap, S.) which is the fame with the given Perpendicular in 76®.

85.

3

The Refolution of Q ASP.

Probl. 3.

Suppof

1. h = the Bafe of a Triangle is given.
2. p = the Perpendicular is given.
3. r = the fide of a Square equal to the Reftangle of the

IS given.

1

5! !r ^ IW, '"
mCn/i s.)
to find the Triangle,
The leggs of the Triangle fought in this Cafe 3. are unequal, for the reafon before given
in 6® of the Refolution of Cafe 2, therefore ,
5. For the difference of the leggs put
7, Therefore from 3® and 6®, the Square of the furam of the?
,
leggs ( perTher, 7. Chap./\. ) (hall be , ..^ aa -y ^rr.
8. And from I ®, z®, 4®, 6® and 7°, ( perTheor, 2, in 34® of Probl. 8. Chap. 8.J this Analogy arifeth,
,
,,
,
,,
aa-\^^rr—bb . aa-l-^rr—bb—^pp
bb
aa.
p. Therefore alternately,
, '
^
,
aa-\-4rr-bb , bb :: aa-\-^rr-bb-4pp , aa,
1 o.\ From 4® ’tis evident that . .
J> 4rr — bb — 4ppc^o.
i I. Whence it follows, by adding 44 to each part, .
aa^4rr-bb—4ppcr-aa»
12. Therefore from the Analogy in 9®, by Divifion of Reafon, ( which is evidently poflible
from the Equation in 11®,) thefe are Proportionals, viz,
aa~\^^rr—ibb , bb
^rr—bb—4pp . aa.
13. It is evident by the firfl Term of the laft Analogy , that J> aa
^rr cr" zbb,
14. And’tis eafie to inferr from the
in 5®, that , . .
zbb cr~ ^rr.
15. Therefore from 13°, by fubtradting ^rr from each part, ;> aa cr zbb — ^rr.
16. It is evident, that if ibb — qrr be fubtradled from aa, the remainder aa + ^rr — zbb
is the fame with the firftTerrri of the Analogy in 12° j therefore h cc be put equal to
zbb — ^rr , and aa — cc be taken inftead of the faid firft Term aa -j- 4rr — zbb
that Analogy will be converted into this, viz.
aa —-cc . bb ::
^rr — bb — ^pp . aa.
17. And by putting (id — ^rr-bb—^pp , the laft preceding Analogy will be converted into
this that follows,
,,
,,
aa — cc . vb
aa . aa.
18. But the Tides of proportional Squares are Proportionals alfo, (per prop. 22. Elem. 6.)
therefore,’
,t .. j
Aj\aa — CC'. . b \\ a . a.
19. Between b and d find a mean Proportional, which may be called w* therefore,
b

•

m

tfi

,

d.

20. Therefore from 18° and 19®, by exchanging the mean Proportionals, according to
Defm. 8. Chap.^. concerning Inordinate Proportion, this Analogy arifeth , viz.
^'.‘aa — CC'. , m
m . a.
21. Which three continual Proportionals laft expreft being well examfhed , it will appear
that the greater extreme a may be efteem’d the Hypothenufal of a right-angled Triangle
whofe Bafe is c, and the Perpendicular is ^'. aa — cc : Now in that right-angled Triangle
theBafe c is given, as alfo
a mean Proportional between the Hypothenufal a and the
Perpendicular
aa —• cc: therefore the Hypothenufal, which is equal to the difference
of the leggs of the Triangle fought in Cafe 3. lhall be given alfo, (per Probl. i 5, Chap.$.)
Then the Retftangle and difference of the leggs being given feverally, the fumm ot the
leggs ffiall be given alfo, (^by Probl. i. Chap, g.') And laftly, the fumm and difference
ot the leggs being given, the leggs fl^ll be given feverally, Q by Theor.^. Chap. 4.)
F ff
This
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This third Cafe needs not any other Determination than what is imp icd in theSuppofitions 5 and the Compofition may be formed ( by the help of Probl. 15. Chap.^.)
in like manner as before in Cafe 2.
22. But for the Learner’s fuller fatisfaaion, an Arithmetical Canon to find out the value
of ^, to wit, the difference of the leggs of the Triangle fought in Cafe 3. is deducible
from the premiffes: For the Reaangle of the extremes of the Analogy m 12 being compared to the Reaangle of the means, and it being obferved ( as is cafie to inferr from the
ihuibbzrwy this following Biquadratick Equation anfeth, 2/,^.
qrr x
.
Which Equation, if it be refolved according to the Canon in 5 8 of Vrohl, 15.
aaaa — ihb

gives this

y.

CANON.

... 4 - 'j{bb —

-1- ^^rrrr — 4ppbb : = the difference of the leggs.
*

*

. 'v

Am Example in Numbers, to illnfirate the precedent Refolulion of Cafe 3. Probl. 3.
‘lO,. Suppof.
2^. b z=z
10185 the Bafe of a Triangle is given.
2 5. fl
47 J ^ ihe Perpendicular is given.
26. rr 1= 50307696 the Reaangle of the leggs is given.

27, rr c" ^bb
'

pp, 1

agreeable to the Suppof. in Cafe 3.

to find the Triangle.

.

Solution Arithmetical.

,,
V'j , C
*2 0. ?S29 = the difference of the leggs is found out of 23°, 24°, 25® and 26®.
30! 15225
the fumm of the leggs is found out of
^9%
21

^

the leggs are found out of 29° and

^

^ hyiTheor, 9. Chap, 4*)

The Proof.

32. 10377 X 4848 = so^07696 the given Reaangle : 'And, if
Cl01 85 = the Bafe A
33*s1o377^ rr the leggs 3

^ Triangle j then, by thofe three fides,

-

_
:

24.^ 4752^= the Perpendicular will be found out, (per Theor. 4. in 68° of Probl. 8.
chap. 8. ) which is the fame with the Perpendicular given in 2 5 .
The Refolution 0/’ CASE 4*

Probl. 3..

Suppof.
\. h ^ the Bafe of a Triangle is given.

2! n = the Perpendicular is given.
, „ o
,
r i. 1
3. r = the fide of a given Square equal to the Reaangle of the leggs.
4. rr C" \hb
* i ( per Suppof. in Cafe 4.)
5. rr = ibby
S
.
Ret^. to find the Triangle.
For the difference of the leggs fought put.> ^
Then proceed as before in the Refolution of Cafe 3. from the 6‘ ftep to the 12 , and
let the Analogy in that 12'" ftep be here repeated, vU.
^^^y^rr-^ibb . hb ::
yr — bb — ^pp •
aa.
8 Now becaufe by Suppof. in 5°, . • • • • • • •
li
n. And confequently from 8°, by fubtraaing bb from each part, )> qrr -bh ^ bb.
10. Therefore ’tis evident from 8° and 9% that by exchanging equal quantities the Pro¬
portionals in 7° are reducible to thefe, vtz.
aa , bh :: bb ■— 4pp •
.
r
r
rso
11. But the Tides of proportional Squares are alfo Proportionals , therefore from i ,

. . i ::

Tfeetc-
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12. Therefore from 11°, by comparing the Rectangle of the extremes to the Redanglc
of the means, this Equation arifeth, viz,, __
aa

'■

b^J'. bb — ^pp:

13. Therefore from 12°, by extrafting the fquareRoot out of each part, the difference
of the leggs fought is made known , viz.
y, >sjhb — /^pp ;

'a —
I4. And becaufe by Theor. 7. Chap.

the Square of the fiimm of any two right lines ( or
numbers) is equal to four times the Reftangle together with the Square of their difference;
therefore from 3°,6°, 12 ° and 13°, the furam of the leggs fought is alfo made known, viz.
^/:b^/bb — ^pp -j- ^rr:

4^''. aa

The two lafl: preceding Equations give this following
CANON.
^ V": b^.bb — 4/)/?:

the difference of the leggs.

^ ,^:b^'bb — ^pp 4" qrr: = the fumm of the leggs.
Then the fumtn and difference of the leggs being given , the leggs ihall be given feverally byTW. 9. Chap. 4.
By which Canon and liefolution aforegoing , the Geometrical Effeaion and Deraonftration of Cafe -j. is very eafie to be made, and therefore I fliall leave the fame to the
Learner’s practice.
An Example in Numbers^ to illnfirate the foregoing Refolution of Cafe

3*

Suppof
16, b r= - 5 the Bafe of a Triangle is given.
\'j, p ^ 2 the Perpendicular is given, ' ’ ‘
given.
1,8. rr = i2| the Reef angle of the leggs is given

•I

•

^ agreeable, to the Suppof. in Cafe 4.

2Q

Re<]* to find the Triangle,
Solution Arithmetical. ,

21*
22.

difference of the leggs is found out of i
16° and 17*.
2= the fumm of the leggs is found out of 15®, 16°, 17° and 18®.
= the leggs, found out of

(per Theor. 9. Chap. ^.)

The Proof.

,4.v-'i -h

— V-i = M
•

^

the given j^cilangle.

- -jnglc.

2^. Then 2 — the Perpendicular will be found out, ( per Theor. 4. in 68® of Probi, 8.
Chap, S. J which is the fame with the given Perpendicular in 17®.
The Refolution of CASE y.

Probi. 3.

Suppof.

1. ^ = the Bafe of a Triangle is given.
2. p — the Perpendicular is given.
=2 the fide of a Square equal to th
the Reaangle of the leggs is givefl.
3. r =
pp,
preceding Suppof, in Cafe y.
rr -D ^bb -|- pp
, agreeable to the pr

Re^. to find the Triangles

Fff 2

5. For
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6. Then from 3® and y®, (perTheor y^Chaf.^,) the?
Square of the fumm of the leggs is
. . . .S
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,

7. And from i®, i®, 5® and 6®, ( per Theor. 2, in 34® of
8. CA4>. 8.) dhii Analogy
arifeth, vtz,.
444?*^-—. 444^4/r — hb-^/^pf ii hb ^ a<U
8. Therefore alternly,
aa^^rr—bb . bb :: aa-l^^rr—bb--—^pf . 44.
Therefore inveifly,
44 . 44
— bb — j^pp :: bb . 44 4* qn* — ib.
I o. By quadrupling all in 4®, and fubtradting %bb •^fp 7
/1
from each part, it will be evident that . , . . S
11. And by adding 44 to each part in 10®, . . . . F ^4 4- ^rr — bb — 4pp “zt an*

^9^

12. Therefore from 9®» by Converfion of Rcafon,Xwhich the 11*** ftep ihcws is poiEWc,)
thefe are Proportionals, viz,,
att . ^^4^4pp —4rr ii bb . rbb’-^^rt — 44.
13. It is evident from the .54;>/?o/. in 4®, that . . .{>
4-4;>^ cr* 4m
14. Therefore tor the excels whereby bb-^^pp ex-7 ti_ ,,
ceeds ^rr we may put dd^ whence, . . ,
j «» — w 4^ ^pp — 4m
15. By viewing the i
ftep it will appear that the >
•
third Proportional in 8® is lefs than the fourth, thcre-C aa 4- ^rr__ bb ^ bb*
fore the firft is lefs than the fecond, viz.^
16* Whence, by adding
to each part, . , .
44 4-qrr
ibb*
17. And from 16® by comparing the latter part to^
,,
the firff, ’lis eafie to inferr that.5 ^
^
18. Th>’refore for the excefs whereby 2^^ exceeds 4rr, 2
_ i#
,
we may put cc, whence,
.^ cc
ibb
qrr.
jp. Then from the Analogy in 12®, by exchanging v
equal quantities according to the Pofitions in i4®> aa , dd :i bb * ec-^aa,
and 18®, this Analogy arifeth, viz.^
ao. And bccaufe ( per prop. 27. Eiem. 6.) the fidesof^
•
_
proportional Squares are alfo Proportionals, there- > a , d i: b * ^icc--aai
fore from 19®,.^
a I. Between b and d find a mean Proportional, which ^ a
.
j
may be called w, therefore
*
•• tff *
12. Therefore from 20®and zi®, by exchanging the?
_
mean Proportionals according to Defia. S* Chap.
a .
:: m , ^ite-^-aa
this Analogy arifeth, viz..>
23. Which lafl: Analogy doth evidently confift of. three continual Proportionals, whereof
the extremes 4 and
cc — 44: may be efteem’d the Bafe and Perpendicular of a rightangled Triangle whofe Hypothenufal c is given, as alfo m a mean Proportional between
the Bafe and«Perpendicular • therefore ( perFM.\6. Chap. 5. j the Bafe and Perpen¬
dicular (hall be given feverally, either of which may be taken tor the difference of the leggs
•of a Triangle to fatisfic the Problem propounded in Cafe
For here, two different
Triangles may be always found out that rtiall have thefe three things common, to wir,
the Bale, the Perpendicular, and Reftangle of the leggs, except when it happens that
= >*» for then the two values of 4 will be equal to one another, in which Cafe there
can only one Triangle be found out to agree with the preceding Snppof in i®,2®, 3®
and 4®.
But that there may be a poffibility of finding out a Triangle to folve Probl. 3. in Cafe y.
the right line reprefented by

muff not be longer than r: Now to make it evident

that this Determination is neceffary in Cafe y,
. I . Req, demonfir*

*

*

*

*

,

^

,.,

-^•not cr r.

,
•

"T

J^monfr*
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Demonjiration.

1$. Firft, if c be given for the Hypothcnufai,and
m for a mean Proportional between the Bafe/
and Perpendicular of a right-angled Triangle,mm
not
■ (as before is fuppofed in 2 3 ®,) 1 then to find outf
that Triangle by Vrobl. 16, Chap. 5. this De-\
termination is necelTary , viz..)
16, Theretorc trora
by multiplying each >
part into ..^ mm not cr ^.cc.
47. But from n®, ( per prop. 17. EUm. 6. ) ^ hA z=z mm,
48. Therefore from 26® and 27®, (per Ax. a, y ,,
Chap.i.).. f . .
49. And brcaufe ( as is evident in 14® ,) . .
V:
^PP —■ 4rr:

%WQ

30. Therefore from 28® and 29®, by exchanging V
tqualFaftors.. . . t .?
$1, And becaufc from 18®,.^
32. Therefore from 30® and
T per Ax.
Chap 2 )
y >\r

= A.
, -.-riMW + 4j>p—4«-: not q-ite.

hb — 2rr = icc.
, , -rn---ll
b\/:bb-{^4pp-eirr: not c-bb—2rr.

3 3. And from 32®, (by dividing each part by b,) {>
bb^^pp—a^rr *. not CT b—
34. And from 33®, by fquaring each part,
r
bb -f- 4PP — 4»>' not tT" bb — 47T +•
•
4rrrr
3y. And from 34®; by adding 4?r unto, and fub-?
trading bb from each part..y ‘t/'r
IT’
76, And from 3 y®, by extrading the fquarc Root
2rr
out of each part, . .
. ... .f ^P not cr-

7

^

37. And from 3d®, by multiplying each part by
2bp not cr* irf,
38. And by halving each part in 37®, . . . J> bp not cr rr.
jj.. Therefore from 38% by dividing each pan 7 ^

byr,.Sr

Which was to be Deni,

40. Suppofing then that ^ is* not greater than r, the Compofition of Cafe s.Probl. 3.’
may be eafily formed out of the lafi preceding Refolution , by the help of Probl. id.
Chap, 5. in like manner as before in Cafe 2. and an Arithmetical Canon to find the
difference of iheleggsof the Triangle fought in the faid
Cafe may be deduced from
the Analogy in the foregoing 1
ftep ; For the Redangle of the extremes of that
Analogy being compared to theReftangle of the means, this following Biquadfaiick
Equation arifeth, viz,.
ibb-'^rr X aaf—aaaa — bbbb4ppbb — ^rrhb.
Which Equation being refolved according to the Canon in 55® of Trobl. 16. Chap.
gives this

CANON.
41. df = V** bb—irr-\‘^/4rrrr—^bbpp :

Alfo,

#» = y';bb—irr—a/^rrrr—e\bbpp:

42. Now either of thofe Roots or values of a may be taken for the difference of ihcleggs
of a.Triangle to folveCdi/Jf

Probl. 3. before propounded* and if it happens that

r

r, ( and confequently, hp’^ rr,) then thofe values of a are unequal, and there
may be two different Triangles found out to fatisfie the faid Ca^e 5-.
But when
z= r, and conrcquently, bp — rr,) then the faid values of a are equal to one another*
each being equal to aj\bb — zrr: which (hall be the difference of the leggs of a Tri¬
angle having a right angle oppofiie to the Bafe, (as appears by Canon 1. in 21® of
Probl. 14. Chap.S.) Which Triangle, when
•_w

^

=: r, is the only Triangle that can

be found to folvc Cafe 5. Probl. 3,
Examples
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Examples in Numbers,

to iUupate the preceding Resolution of

Cafe 5. Probl. 3.
Examp. I.

Where tm Triangles are fonnd out to folve Cafe 5:.

Sufpfh — 51 the Bafe of a Triangle is given.
44. f ■=. I z the Perpendicular is given. ^
^
45. rr’zz 740 the Redangle of the leggs is given.
4^. rr
agreeable to the Suppof, in Cafe J. .-

to find the Triangle.
> ^
j
Solution Arithmetical.
47. 17 = the difference of the leggs is found out of 43**> 44°
45 >
in 41®.
48.

leffer Root

=r the fum'ra of the leggs is found out of 6®, 45'’ and 47°.

49. 37 and 20 r=: the leggs are found out of 47® and 48", ( per Theor. p, Chap.^.)
The Proof,
50.

37

X

zo = 740 the given Reftangle.

Xofa Triangle; then,
p. And if < 37 ? _ the leggs S
^
c 20 5
12 = the Perpendicular will be found out of 51“, (perTheor.
oi Prohl.Z,
Chap. 8.) which is the fame with the given Perpendicular in 44®.
Again, from the fame things given as before in 43%44°i 4?°, another Triangle raay be
52.

found out by the greater Root in 41®, to folve Cafe
Triaqgle are here-under expreft, viz,
53. Vi9f 3 = the difference of the leggs,

Probl. 3. the fides of which latter

54. V4913 =
5J.
^ the leggs.
5
—4
V "" 4 j
The Proof is eafie to be made, in like manner as in Example i.
«

Examp. 2. where onlj one Triangle can be found out to folve Cafe 5. Probl. 3 •
57. b ^

i6g the Bafe of a Triangle is given.

58. p z=
60 the Perpendicular is given.
59. rr — 10140 the Redangle of the leggs is given.
60. rr —3 \bb -1- pp, agreeable to the Suppof in Cafe f.
Req. to find the Triangle.

Solution Arithmetical.
61. 91 r= the difference of the leggs is found out of 57®, 58® and 59®, by either of the
Roots in 41®.
62. 221
the fumm of the leggs is found out of 6®, 59® and 61.
63. is6 and 6$ ^ the leggs are fountl out of 6i° and 62®, ( per Theor.9, Chap. 4.)

The Proof.

<

64. 156 % 6<y — 10140 the Reftangle given in 59®.

C 169 = the Bafe
^
,
,
^
h a :c J .rA 1
> of a Triangle, then
55. And if 4 ‘5^ p the leggs J
,
66. 60 = the Perpendicular will be found out of 65®, f per Theor. 4. in' 6 8® of Probl. 8.
Chap. 8. J which is equal to the given Perpendicular in p°.

Note. This laft Triangle hath a right angle oppofite to the Bafe, agreeable to what
was before hinted in 42°.
A

LEMMA, leading to the following Probl. 4.

In any plain Triangle , As the Sine of an angle is to the Radius, (or total Sipe;)
So is the double Area of the Triangle, (that is, the Re£fangle made of the Perpendicular
and Bafe,') to the Reftangle of the leggs containing the faid angle.
*'
Suppof

I

chap. lo.

A

Mathematical Kefolntion and Comfofition.

I

O

O

4«5

I

A

Snpfof,
I.

El the Bafe
theleggs:Sl

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

of the oblique-angled A AIE.
’
“

;

.

■

:

‘

c^A, (that is, <^E AI) is contain’d under the leggs AE, A I.
EO X A I.
.
*
>
R = the Radius, (or total Sine.)
•
‘,
S c;' A = the Sine of the angle A.
. . .
demortjir.S
A . R ;: □ E O, AI . Q A E, A I.
Bemnfiration,

8. By a vulgar Axiom in the Doftrine of plain ?
Triangles this Analogy is tnanifefl:,
*3
5>. Therefore by drawing AI into each of the two 7
latter Terras of that Analogy, this arifcth,

Which was to be Deraonftr.

sc'A . R :: EO
^

.

AE.

□gOjAI . aAEjAI.

^

__!_

Probl. IV.

•

The Bafe of a plain Triangle being given, as alfo the Perpendicular,’
and angle oppohte to the Bale, to /ind the Triangle. •
ConfiruBion.
^
Let a Circle be defcribed by a Radius (or Semidiameter) taken at pleafure, and according
to the Note at the beginning of Probl. 19.
8. find out a right line that fiiall be the Sine
of an angle equal to the given angle. ' Then (by Probl. 9.Chap. 5.) find out a Square equal
to a Rectangle made of the given Bafe and Perpendicular. That done, let it be made, ( by
Probl.11. Chap.-).) As the Sine, (found out as above,) to the Radius firft affumed j So the
faid Square to another Square , which Square ( or fourth Proportional) found out, lhall be
equal to the Reftangle of the leggs containing the giv^n angle , ( as is evident by the fore¬
going Lemma ) Now there is given the Bafe and Perpendicular, as alfo a Square equal to
the given Rcaangle of the leggs, to find out the Triangle . and therefore if thofe given
quantities be expreft by numbers, this Probl. 4. may be, folved both Geometrically and
Arithmetically in all Cafes, by the help of the preceding Probl 3.
Note. Some fubiil Geometrical Problems, wherein the meafures of angles as well as
of right lines are given in numbers, may be folved Arithmetically by the Doarine of Plain
Triangles, without the help of Algebra 5 of fuch kind is the following Problem, with
which I lhall conclude this Treaiife.
___:_
Probl.

V.

The diftances A B, AC, B C between three Towers A, B and C ■
not ftanding in a ftraight line, being given feverally in Feet. Alfo
a fourth Tower being fuppos’d to ftand within the Triangle ABC, as
at D • and the meafures of the angles A D B, B D C and C D A being
given feverally in Degrees ; to find the diftance between the fourth
Tower D and each of the other three, viz,, the meafures of the three
right lines D B , D A and D C in Feet.
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Semidiameters E A., E D , EB to be drawn, and E F ± A B. In like manner, fuppofing G to be the Center of a Circle whofe Circumference paffeih by the points B, D,
draw the Semidiameters G B, G D ^ G C, and make G H X C B.
Feet,

AB
AC
BG
EB
GB
DB
DA
DC

=
=
=
=
r=
=
—
=

20000
15000
18000
12521 .285 -19317-445 -113888.610 -}-*
8283 • ^3^
8406,944

A/

^

A.’

Gr. 2lSn.

<; ADB
<BDC
<CDA
<EE B
<EB A
<HGB
<GBC
<CB A
<GBE
< GE B
< DB A
<DBC

' ^ 127
— 105
— 128
*
—
—
—

53
37
75

15
46
98
33

—
=

19

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8;
8
41
19

»

2 j.

. i

26';451
t■

^
•
Firft, fubtrait the given <^ADB from two right angles, (viz,, from 180.Degrees,) the
remainder lliall be the fumra of the unknown angles DAB and DBA, (per prop 2 z Elem i.)
Secondly, forafmuch as (,hy frop,.io, Elem. ^.) <DEB =: 2<DAB, and <DEA
T
<AEB = 2<DAB-h 2<DBA; there¬
fore in aFEB right-angled at F, ihe<FEB (that is, i<AEB) = <DAB + <DBA
IS given • and by
FB^rfAB is given, therefore the Semidiametcr EB = ED
= E A mail be given alfo.
TWrdly, by arguing as above in the firft and fecond fteps CHGB = <rHGC is given :
alfo G D = G C = G B the Semidiametcr of the Circle G B D C is given.
’
Fourthly, becaufe EF X AB and <;;[^FEB is given as before, therefore c^EBA the Com^ f8’^" i likewiTe the <;GBG the Complement of
< H G B to a right ang e is given ; and the < CBA is given , for it may be found
out by ^he^hree given fides A B, AC, BCj therefore <GBE the fumm of thofc
three angles, E B A, C B A, G B C is given.
Fifthly, in A GBE, the fides GB and EB, (to wit, the Semidiameters of the two
Orcles GBDC and EADE,) arc given feverally, as alfo the angle GBE compre¬
hended by thofe Tides , therefore the angle G E B is given alfo.
Sixthly , becaufe the two Triangles EGB and EG D have two fides GB, E B equal
to the two fides G D, E D, vi^. GB = GD , and EB
ED, alfo the Bafc G E com¬
mon to both thofe Triangles; the angles contain’d under equal right lines fhall be equal
‘
<CGEB ( — 7<^DEB) is given in the fifth
ftep and (per prep. 20, Elem. 3.) <DAB is equal to t<D£B ( — CGEB,)
therefore <^DAB is given. Now in aADB there is given <r DAB, as alfo
ADB
and the fide A 8, therefore the fides D B and D A, (to wit, two of the Diftances fought,)
ate given alfo.
.
° '
Seventhly and laftly , in A D A C there is given D A, as alfo A C, and <r ADC,
therefore DC (the third Diflance fought,) is given.
Solution Arithmetical^ hj thd DoBrine of jlain triangles,

The End cf the Fourth and Ufi B O O K.
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